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EVEN AND FREE CHOICE ANY IN HUNGARIAN
1

Márta Abrusán
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abrusan@mit.edu

Abstract

This paper presents an analysis of the Hungarian free-choice indefinite akárki ‘anyone’. It is

observed that akárki is composed of a special type of focus particle akár ‘even’ which itself, in its

focus-particle existence has a free-choice-like distribution, and of a wh-indefinite. To account for

the special properties of akár ‘even’, it is argued that akár is composed of even plus an Exhaustive

Operator (O). As the additive presupposition of even and the lexical meaning of the Exhaustive

Operator are contradictory, this combination results in ungrammaticality, unless a suitable operator

(e.g. an existential modal or a DE operator) intervenes. In the second part of the paper it is shown

that the core distribution of free choice indefinites in Hungarian simply follows from the meaning

of the incorporated akár. The universal-like meaning of free choice items arises as an inference

from the combination of the standard existential additive presupposition and the universal scalar

presupposition. 

1 Introduction

A number of elegant approaches to free choice items originate from observing the fact that in

many languages these items seem to be composed of a scalar element plus an indefinite  (cf.

Lee and Horn 1994, Krifka 1995, Lahiri 1998 as well as Kadmon and Landman 1993). Apart

from the compelling morphological motivation [Lahiri (1998) e.g. shows that the free choice

item ek bhii ‘one even’ in Hindi is composed from the focus particle bhii ‘even’ plus an

indefinite], this idea had the additional sex appeal of being able to explain, rather than simply

state, the formal licensing conditions on free choice items (and NPI’s). Thus it no longer had

to be simply stipulated why the property of Downward Entailingness (in the case of NPI’s; cf.

Ladusaw and subsequent literature) appears to license polarity items. Instead, these

descriptive facts were argued to follow from the internal make-up of polarity items. To stick

to our example, Lahiri (1998) e.g. derives the distribution of free choice items from a clash

between the scalar presupposition of even and the meaning of the cardinal indefinite. 

However a second aspect of the above approaches has turned out to be more problematic.

Common to these proposals is that they explain the universal flavor of free choice items as a

result of the incorporated indefinite being treated as a Heimian indefinite, acquiring a

universal-like meaning in generic contexts. This point has turned out to be the Achilles’ heel

of the scalar approaches, which therefore came under severe attack, most notably by Dayal

(1998, 2005) and Menéndez-Benito (2005). These authors argue convincingly that free choice

any does not behave like a proper generic indefinite would be expected to behave. Instead of

the generic approach then, it is claimed that free choice items introduce universal

quantification of some form. Giannakidou (2001) counters some of these arguments for

                                                          
1 I would like to thank Danny Fox, Irene Heim, Paula Menéndez-Benito, Kai von Fintel, Emmanuel Chemla,

Elena Guerzoni, Gennaro Chierchia, David Pesetsky, Valentine Hacquard, and the audiences of Sinn und

Bedeutung 11 and SNEWS for helpful discussions. Special thanks to Danny Fox for numerous comments and

criticisms. 

Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 11, E. Puig-Waldmüller (ed.), Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra, pp.1-15.
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universality
2
, but does not endorse a generic indefinite approach either. Both under the

universal approach and Giannakidou’s approach however the appealing insight about the role

of scalar particles or scalar reasoning diminishes. 

At the same time, Menéndez-Benito (2005) shows convincingly that to derive the proper

truth conditions for free choice items we need to invoke exclusive alternatives. Furthermore,

she argues, it is the incompatibility of universal quantification over propositional alternatives

and the fact that the alternatives must be exclusive that explains the peculiar distribution of

free choice items. Elegant though this approach may be, the nature of the universal

quantification over propositional alternatives that Menéndez-Benito (2005) invokes remain

still somewhat unclear (cf. also Aloni (2006) on this point)

This paper proposes that we can have our cake and eat it too: while the above approaches

seem incompatible with each other at first blush, I argue that Hungarian provides us with a

hint to combine the insight gained from the scalar approaches with Menéndez-Benito’s (2005)

observation of the role of exclusivity in deriving the proper meaning for free choice items. In

particular, this paper argues that in Hungarian free choice items are composed from a focus

particle meaning ‘even’ plus an Exhaustive operator (cf. Zeevat 1994, Fox 2006, Chierchia

2006) plus an indefinite.  I argue that this approach permits to retain the strengths, but not the

weaknesses of the various approaches mentioned above.

The paper proceeds as follows: The first part of the paper presents the puzzle of

Hungarian “strong even” akár, which, unlike its “weak” counterpart even még, shows a FC-

like distribution. Drawing inspiration from Guerzoni (2003)’s treatment of the German auch

nur, I argue that the explanation of the distribution of akár follows from assuming the

simultaneous presence of even and a covert Exhaustive Operator (O). This is because there is

a clash between the additive presupposition of even and the truth conditional import of the

exhaustive operator. However, the clash can be resolved by an intervening operator of the

right type. In the second part of the paper I show that Free choice items in Hungarian are

formed by “strong even” akár plus a wh-indefinite. Based on this fact, a new account of FC is

proposed. The universal-like meaning of free choice indefinites I argue is the result of the

universal inference that can be drawn from akár.

2 The puzzle of akár

Not all evens are created equal, and even less so in Hungarian. But while most of the

discussion in this area (Guerzoni 2003, Giannakidou 2005, Rullmann 1996 etc.) is centered

around the ambiguity of wide/narrow scope (PPI/NPI) even, in Hungarian the landscape is cut

differently: The first type is what we might call “weak even” még with a free distribution; the

second type is “strong even” akár, whose distribution is similar to FC items. The “weak even”

még can appear in episodic affirmative sentences, in which case it introduces a ‘hard’ scalar

presupposition. When the same item, még appears in negative contexts, it introduces an ‘easy’

(evenNPI-like) presupposition. “Strong even” akár on the other hand cannot appear in

episodic contexts, nor in the immediate scope of negation. It can be found in those modal

contexts that license FCany, in which case it triggers a ‘hard’ (least likely) presupposition.

When akár combines with csak ‘only’, it can appear in DE contexts other than clausemate

negation, and in questions. In this case it triggers NPI-like ‘easy’ (most likely)

presuppositions.

While the fact that both “weak” and “strong” evens can have ‘easy’ and ‘hard’

presuppositions as well can be explained by the scope theory (Karttunen & Peters 1979 and

others), the difference between még and akár in non-DE contexts is more interesting. I argue

that while még can be viewed as analogous to English even, akár is composed of even plus a

                                                          
2 Giannakidou (2001), in turn, bases many of her arguments on arguments made in various papers by Horn, see

Horn (2005) for a recent summary.
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covert Exhaustive Operator (O). As the additive presupposition of even and the exclusive

meaning of the exhaustive operator are contradictory, the combination of even +O will yield a

contradiction, unless a suitable operator (e.g. an existential modal, or a DE operator)

intervenes. 

2.1  Még: similar to English even

This section briefly introduces the main facts about the regular even még ‘even’ without

striving for completeness, mainly to serve as a background to the focus particle akár ‘even’,

with which the first part of this paper is concerned.  Observe first that még can appear in

episodic, affirmative sentences (1). In this case, it introduces ‘hard’ (least likely) scalar

presupposition:

(1) Péter még Marit is üdvözölte

Peter even Mari too greeted

           ‘Peter even greeted Mari’

Scalar presupposition: 

Mary was the LEAST likely person to

be greeted by Peter 

Még can also appear in negative contexts, including clausemate negation, in which case it

introduces an ‘easy’ (evenNPI-like) presupposition
3
:

(2) Péter nem üdvözölte még Marit sem

Peter not greeted even Mari either

            ‘Peter did not greet even Mari’

Scalar presupposition: 

Mary was the MOST likely person to

be greeted by Peter 

To account for this behavior of még we can assume a Karttunen and Peters (1979)-style scope

analysis
4
. In this analysis, even always introduces the presupposition that the prejacent (p) is

the least likely proposition among a contextually relevant set of alternatives (C):

(3) ||even||
w
 (C)(p) is defined iff   !q"C[q#p!q>likely p]   &  $q"C[q#p %q(w)=1]

The apparent reversal of the likelihood scale in contexts like (2) is the result of movement of

even out of the negative clause and adjoining to a high syntactic position: When even

combines with a prejacent not p, it presupposes that not p is the least likely proposition among

a set of alternatives, and hence, that p is the most likely proposition. Thus the apparent scale

reversal is a by-product of the movement of even.

2.2  Akár: FC-like distribution

The focus particle akár has an unusual distribution, inasmuch as it appears in those contexts

which also license free choice elements. Thus e.g. akár is not licensed in episodic contexts, or

in the company of universal modals, while it is allowed in existential modal constructions. Cf.

first the example in (4) which illustrates that episodic contexts do not license akár:

(4) (Tegnap délután)       *akár János is eljött

yesterday afternoon     even János too came

‘(Yesterday afternoon) even John came’

On the other hand akár appears in existential modal constructions. The example in (5)

illustrates a deontic modal of permission, (6) shows an ability modal while (7) is an example

of a future modal. Note that in these modal contexts, akár triggers a ‘hard’ (least likely)

                                                          
3 csak ‘only’ is also possible with még ‘even’ when it introduces an ‘easy’ presupposition, though not always

very natural.
4 For defense and a summary of arguments pro and contra for a scope theory of even cf. Guerzoni (2003)
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presupposition. Observe however that in universal modal contexts akár is not allowed: (8)

illustrates an ungrammatical example involving a deontic modal:

(5) Meghívhatod akàr Marit is

Invite-can.2SG even Mari too

           ‘You can even invite Mari’

(6) Meg tudod nyerni akár a marathont is

PRT can.2SG win even the marathon too

            ‘You’re able to win even the marathon’

(7) Meg fogod kapni akàr a BMW-t is

PRT will.2SG get even the BMW too

           ‘You will get even the BMW’

(8) *Muszàj meghívnod akàr Bèlàt is.

Have-to invite.2SG even Béla too

           ‘You have to invite even Béla’

The focus particle akàr seems to be a PPI: it cannot appear in a minimal sentence with

negation, as shown in (9). However it can appear in DE contexts other than clausemate

negation, and in questions. In these contexts akár triggers an ‘easy’ (most likely)

presupposition.  In all of the examples below, but not in any of the contexts mentioned above,

an overt focus particle csak ‘only’ can optionally appear with akár.
5

(9) *Péter nem üdvözölheti akàr Marit sem

Peter not greet-can even Mari either

‘Peter may not even greet Mari’

The example in (10) shows that akár is allowed if the negation is extraclausal, while (11) -

(13) illustrate other typical DE contexts: 

(10) Nem igaz, hogy Péter akár (csak) egy példát is megoldott.

Not true, that peter even (only) one exercise too solved

‘it is not true that Peter solved even one exercise’

(11) Ha akàr(csak) egy ember is megszólal, kiüríttetem a termet.

If even (only) one person too speaks, empty-1sg the room

‘If even a single person says a word, I will empty the room’

(12) Sajnálom, hogy Pèter akàr(csak) egy szót is szólt.

Regret-1sg, that Peter even (only) one word too said.

‘I regret that Peter said as much as one word’

(13) Mindenki, aki akàr(csak) egy szót is szól, ki lesz dobva.

Everyone, who even (only) one word too says, out be.fut thrown.

‘everyone, who says as much as a word, will be thrown out’

As shown below, questions also license akár.  In questions, akár has to appear with a noun

that can be thought of as denoting a minimal element on a scale. The presence of akár

obligatorily triggers negative bias. (cf.  Guerzoni 2003 for an analysis of negative bias in

questions that seems well applicable to the present case)

(14) Adott neked Péter akár(csak) egy cigit is? [negative bias]

Give you-dat Pèter even (only) a cigarette too

‘Did Peter give you even a cigarette?’

                                                          
5 For some reason, akár in DE contexts is, for the most part, best with explicit minimizers.
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This section has shown that the focus particle akár has an interesting distribution inasmuch it

appears in roughly the same contexts that free choice items do. The next section proceeds to

provide a proposal that might explain this curious property.

2.3 Proposal for AKÁR

Inspired by ideas of Guerzoni (2003) for the treatment of German auch nur and Menéndez-

Benito’s (2005) analysis of the Spanish free choice item qualqiera, this section proposes that

akár has a complex meaning: It spells out a Karttunen and Peters (1979)-style even combined

with an Exhaustive Operator (O) (cf. Chierchia (2004), Fox (2006) and references therein).

The focus particle even has two presuppositions: One is its scalar presupposition which

requires that the proposition with which the particle combines (also called the prejacent) be

the least likely among a contextually relevant set of alternatives (C). The second

presupposition of even is its additive presupposition, which requires that there be at least one

other true proposition among the set of alternatives in C. The Exhaustive Operator (O) on the

other hand has the truth- conditional import that the prejacent p is true, and that every true

alternative to the prejacent p is already entailed by p. In other words, there are no alternatives

to p that are not entailed by p and are true.

(15) akár  spells out ‘even’ plus a silent exhaustive operator (O):

                                                       

1. ||even||
w
 (C)(p) is defined iff !q"C[q#p!q>likely p]   &  $q"C[q#p %q(w)=1]

2.    || O ||
w
 (C)(p)= p(w) &  !q"C[p & q !q(w)=0]

As we can see, the additive presupposition of even and the exclusive import of the Exhastive

Operator impose conflicting demands on the truth of the alternatives: While even requires an

alternative proposition in the context set to be true, the Exhaustive Operator demands quite the

opposite, that there be no true alternatives to the prejacent. Thus the lexical meaning for akár

has, as it were, two souls contending. It is precisely this contradiction buried inside that the

present analysis seeks to exploit. It is shown that akár is ungrammatical, unless a suitable

operator intervenes between the two operators that akár is composed of.
6
 (For morphological

assumptions cf. the Appendix) However, once an operator that is of the right kind intervenes,

the internal contradiction can be resolved. I show that this is the reason why akár is acceptable

in contexts involving an episodic modal.

2.3.1 Episodic contexts Recall that in episodic contexts, that is in contexts that talk

about a single, not iterated event,  akár is ungrammatical (cf. (4), repeated as 16 below):

(16) (Tegnap délután)       *akár János is eljött

yesterday afternoon     even János too came

‘(Yesterday afternoon) even John came’

 Let us see how this is explained under the proposed lexical meaning for akár.  Suppose  that

in the above sentence the focus bearing element is John.  The exhaustive operator combines

with the prejacent that John came and with the set of alternative propositions  (C1) that were

formed by plugging in alternative values for the focussed constituent, in our case John. After

combing with the Exhaustive Operator, the sentence asserts that John came and nobody else

did.  Now, the particle even combines with this already exhaustified proposition, and a set of

                                                          
6 Let’s note here though, that the present analysis would stay the same if we were to assume that akár is a special

even in that it lexically triggers the presence of a silent Exhaustive Operator, instead of spelling out the two

operators in one morphological item. 
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alternative propositions formed on the basis of the exhaustified proposition via replacing the

focussed constituent John with alternative individuals (C2). The presupposition of even that is

relevant for our purposes here is the additive presupposition, i.e. the requirement that that a

real alternative proposition in C2 be true. However, the alternatives in C2 are all exclusive at

this point, therefore it is not the case that the additive presupposition of even can be satisfied,

once the Exhaustive Operator has already applied. A schematic representation of the above

reasoning is summarized below:

LF (16): even C2 [O  C1[ JohnF came]]

1. Asserts: John came and nobody else did

2. Alternatives (C1): {that Bill came, that Mary came, etc…}

 3. (O) : !q"C[p& q !q(w)=0]

 4. Alternatives (C2):  {that Bill came and nobody else did, 

that Mary came and nobody else did, etc…}

5. (even) Presupposes: $q"C2[q#p %q(w)=1] and      !q"C[q#p!q>likely p]

I leave it to the reader to see that the alternative order of even and exhaustive operator would

also result in a contradiction. However, an LF that has a chance to be good is one in which the

two focus-sensitive operators are separated via an intervener. In the next sections I show that

certain intervening elements have the meaning that can dispel the contradiction shown above.

This is mainly the class of existential modals, and DE operators (for the most part). 

2.3.2 Existential modals  An existential modal may render the sentence acceptable

because the modal might intervene between the two focus particles. When this happens, the

modal so to speak distributes the exhaustive propositions across different possible worlds,

which allows us to avoid the contradiction that lead us into trouble in the episodic case:

(17) Akár János is eljöhet

even John too may-come

‘Even John may come’

Let us first look at the schematic representation of the reasoning (cf. below) which will be

very similar to what we have seen above. The only difference is that the existential modal [in

our example the possibility modal] finds itself between the two focus particles. This is

because our Karttunen and Peters (1979)-style even undergoes movement to a wide-scope

position. Now the exhaustive operator combines with the sentence as below. However the

alternatives for even in (C2) are existential modal propositions, and hence can each be satisfied

in a different world of evaluation, provided our modal base is not totally realistic, i.e. contains

more than one world. For this reason, when we try to satisfy the additive presupposition of

even, we do not run into problems any more: the exclusive propositions can all be true, as long

as they are evaluated in different possible worlds.

LF(17) even C2 ! [O  C1[ JohnF came]]

1. Asserts:  It is possible that John comes and nobody else does

2. Alternatives (C1): {that Bill came, that Mary came, etc…}

3. (O) : !q"C[p & q !q(w)=0]

4. Alternatives (C2):  {that it is possible that Bill comes and nobody else,

that it is possible that Mary comes and nobody else, etc…}

5. (even) Presupposes: $q"C2[q#p %q(w)=1] and    !q"C2[q#p!q>likely p]

6



It should be noted that the particular flavor of the existential modal (deontic, epistemic,

ability, etc) does not matter for the purposes of the calculation above,  hence we predict these

to be all good contexts for akár. This is indeed the case, as it was shown in examples (5)-(7)

in Section 2.2 above.

2.3.3 Universal modals Not any modal can serve as a good intervener however. This

section shows that a universal modal, though intervening in a similar fashion as the

existential, fails to have the same effect: (cf. 18) below:

(18) *Akár Jánosnak is muszáj eljönnie

even   János      too must     come

‘Even John must come’

Let us see why. The reason why the existential modals were good interveners was because the

exclusive alternative propositions that resulted from the application of the Exhaustive

Operator could be true in different possible worlds, hence the additive presupposition of even

could be satisfied. Universal modals, however, require that the proposition they attach to be

true in every accessible world in the domain of quantification of the modal.  If this is the case,

it is no longer true that more alternative propositions in C2 below can be satisfied. This is

because we cannot require at the same time that in each of the accessible worlds e.g. only

John came and nobody else, as well as requiring that in each of the accessible worlds only Bill

came and nobody else be true. The by now familiar summary of our reasoning can be found

below (Note that the particular flavor of modality should not matter):

LF(18) even C2 " [O  C1[ John came]]

1. Asserts:  it is necessary that John come and nobody else

2. Alternatives (C1): {that Bill came, that Mary came, etc…}

3. (O) : !q"C[p& q !q(w)=0]

4. Alternatives (C2):  {that it is neccessary that Bill comes and nobody else,

                that it is necessary that Mary comes and nobody else, etc.}

5. (even) Presupposes: $q"C2[q#p %q(w)=1] and    !q"C2[q#p!q>likely p]

2.3.4 Negation The above reasoning should extend to negation as well, because

negation should also be able to eliminate the pitfall created by the presence of the exhaustive

operator. To some extent, this I indeed the case:

(19) Nem igaz, hogy Péter akár (csak)  egy példát is megoldott. (=10)

Not true, that Peter even (only) one problem too solved

‘it is not true that Peter solved even a single exercise’

As before, the action happens in line 4 in the reasoning displayed below. We see that C2

contains negated exclusive alternative propositions. Of course there is no obstacle for  more of

these propositions to be true at the same time in our context. E.g. if Peter did not solve any

problems, it is true that he did not solve exactly 2 problems, as well as it is true that he did not

solve exactly 3 problems. Therefore, there is nothing that prevents the additive presupposition

from being satisfied. 

LF (19) even C2 [not  O C1[ Peter solved [one problem]F]]

7



1. Asserts:  it is not true that Peter solved exactly one problem 

2. Alternatives (C1): {that Peter solved 2 problems, 

that Peter solved 3 problems, etc…}

3. (O): !q"C[p & q !q(w)=0]

       4. Alternatives (C2):  {that it is not true that Peter solved exactly 2 problems, 

         that it is not true that Peter solved exactly 3 problems, etc.}

5. (even) Presupposes: $q"C2[q#p %q(w)=1] and   !q"C2[q#p!q>likely p]

This is all very well.  Unfortunately though, we run into trouble with the above reasoning.

Suppose the fact of the matter was that Peter solved exactly 5 exercises. Given what we have

said above, in this scenario, (20) should be assertable. This is because all we are requiring is

that the sentence assert that it is not true that Peter solved exactly one problem and that it

presuppose that at least one other alternative in (C2) is true, e.g. that it is not true that Peter

solved exactly two problems. However this on its own says nothing about the truth or falsity of

John solving 5 problems, hence we expect (20) to be acceptable in this scenario.

Unfortunately, it isn’t. The meaning of (20) requires that Peter did not solve any problem. 

One possible solution to remedy the problem could be if we assumed that the additive

presupposition is stronger than what is proposed by Karttunen and Peters (1979) and much of

subsequent work. More precisely, if we assumed that instead of an existential condition, the

additive presupposition requires that all propositions in the set of alternatives be true, we

would get the desired result. This is because in the above scenario we would exclude all

alternative exhaustified propositions, i.e. that Peter solved exactly 2 problems, exactly 3

problems, exactly 4 problems and so on. Is it a viable option then to strengthen the meaning of

even in such a way as to have a universal additive presupposition? Unfortunately the answer,

at best, is unclear. While it had been proposed, (e.g. Lycan 2001), that the additive

presupposition is universal, there are also famous examples that suggest that even the

existential additive presupposition is too strong. Thus while a sentence like Even the Pope

uses contraceptives one might argue comes with a universal inference, in examples like Come

on Chris eat up—even little Billie has finished his cereal (cf. Lycan 2001, example due to

Horn) we cannot infer that anyone other than little Billie has finished his cereal. The list of the

problematic examples for each of the three versions of even –existential, universal, no additive

presupposition—is long, and the debate is currently unresolved. (cf. Guerzoni 2003 for a

recent overview)

Another path could be to assume following Rullmann (1997) that the additive

presupposition in fact arises as a pragmatic entailment of the scalar presupposition, combined

with the assertion of the sentence. Thus if the speaker of (19) asserts that it is not true that

Peter solved exactly one problem, and presupposes that this is the least likely of all the

alternative propositions, the hearer will be naturally inclined to conclude that the more likely

propositions in the set are also true. Further, Rullmann proposes that a conventional aspect of

the meaning of even is that the speaker intends the hearer to draw the scalar inference. I will

assume here that even stands with an existential additive presupposition, but the alternatives in

C2 are ruled out based on an inference à la Rullmann.
7
 

The reader might at this point recall a fact from the previous discussion that still seems

problematic. This is that akár is in fact not allowed to co-occur with clausemate negation in

                                                          
7 Let’s note though that the fact that the alternatives are exhaustive, in this case leads to the somewhat arbitrary

conclusion, that we need some pragmatic ordering between alternatives of the form “not exactly one”,  “not

exactly two” etc. Without the exhaustive operator, on the other hand, we could have had a straightforward

ordering via entailment, and we could apply a Lahiri 1998/Kadmon and Landman 1993-style reasoning of while

the alternatives are ruled out. Coupled with the fact that DE environments strongly prefer minimal elements (one,

a finger, a word etc), this observation suggests that the behaviour of akár in DE environments should be subject

to further scrutiny. (Thanks to Gennaro Chierchia for a discussion on this point) 
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Hungarian. (cf. (9) above). Why? I claim that this datum is independently motivated by the

fact that in Hungarian the focus particle only must always outscope negation in a minimal

sentence. Thus the sentence in (20) can only receive the interpretation in (20b). To express the

meaning characterized  in (20a) with negation outscoping only, one would have to use a

extraclausal negation.

(20) Péter csak Marit nem hívta meg

Peter only Mary not invite prt 

“It was  only Mary that Peter did not invite”

a. *It is not the case that he invited only Mari *[neg>only]

b. OK: It is only Mari that Peter did not invite   [only>neg]

On the basis of the above data it seems reasonable to argue that it is a syntactic fact of

Hungarian that only/O  has to outscope negation when they are clausemates. Because of this

syntactic fact, the only LF that will be available for (9) is the one shown below, in which the

Exhaustive Operator outscopes negation. When this is the case though, we again expect that

the sentence is ungrammatical. This is because the alternatives in (C2) again contain

alternatives that are mutually incompatible with each other. Hence, the additive

presupposition of even [which by now is strengthened to a universal] will not be satisfiable. In

this fashion we run into contradiction again, predicting, now correctly, that (9) should be

ungrammatical.

LF(9) even C2  [O C1 not [ John came]]

1. Asserts: only John did not come

2. Alternatives (C1): {that Bill did not come, that Mary did not come, etc…}

  3. (O) : !q"C[p & q !q(w)=0]

 4. Alternatives (C2):  {that only Bill did not come, 

  that only Mary did not come, etc…}

5. (even) Presupposes: $q"C2[q#p %q(w)=1] and    !q"C[q#p!q>likely p]

2.3.6 The role of too The attentive reader might have noticed by now, that the glosses

provided for the sentences containing akár include a second particle, is ‘too’. This section

addresses the role of this element. 

In the preceeding discussion it was silently assumed that the presence of this second focus

particle, too, is superfluous. This is because the standard meaning of this particle is in fact a

subset of the scalar focus particle even: it contributes the additive presupposition of even,

without the scalar component. 

(21) ||too||
w
 (C)(p) is defined iff   $q"C[q#p %q(w)=1] 

if defined, p(w)=1 

Assuming that too attaches high in the structure, it would not contribute anything else than

what is already contributed by the presence of even. There is a second possibility however,

namely that too could attach low in the structure, before the Exhaustive Operator applies. We

will examine this possibility shortly. Before that however, let’s note another interesting fact:

It might seem that the meaning we predict for the existential modal construction is in fact

too strong
8
 (cf. 17 repeated here):

                                                          
8 Thanks to Kai von Fintel (pc) for pointing this out.
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(17)      Akár János is eljöhet

Even John too may-come

     ‘Even John may come’

LF(17) :   even C2 ! [O  C1[ John came]]

Asserts:  It is possible that only John comes

Imagine a scenario in which we know that there is a party tonight, and we also know that Bill

and Mark will be there for sure. In this situation it seems that it is not possible to assert (22a).

However, (22b), which is the equivalent of (17), is assertable in this context. 

(22) a. #It is possible that only John comes

b. OK: Akár János is eljöhet (=17)

What went wrong? It seems that the answer to this problem might come from rethinking the

role of the additive focus particle is ‘too’.  Suppose for a moment that we combine too with

the prejacent before the Exhaustive Operator combines with it. In this way the exclusivity

requirement will apply to pluralities, which will resolve our problem. Here is how: Let us first

define the meaning of the focus particle too as in (23) below.

(23) ||too||
w
 (C)(p) is defined iff   $q"C[q#p %q(w)=1]

if defined, p(w)=1 and  $q"C[q#p %q(w)=1]
 

This meaning differs from the one shown in (21) in that it both asserts and presupposes it’s

additive component
9
. It can be shown though that the meaning in (23), from the perspective of

presupposition projection, is equivalent to the meaning in (21), in which too only presupposes

its additive component.  The reason is as follows. Suppose a sentence p asserts A, and

presupposes B. When we negate this sentence, ~p will assert ~A, and presuppose B. Now

suppose instead, that the same sentence asserts A+B, and presupposes B. When we negate this

expression, the result will be asserting ~(A+B), and presupposing B. Given the latter

presupposition though, ~(A+B) will in effect amount to ~A. It is this equivalence that we are

exploiting for our new meaning.  The reason of course for this gymnastics is that we want the

additive part of the meaning to enter the truth conditions. What the above reasoning has

shown was that we can actually do this, without causing any harm. 

Secondly, following Kripke’s famous observation, I will also assume that the existential

presupposition of too (and consequently, here, the existential part of the assertion) is a specific

one. Now we have everything in place to derive the correct truth conditions for (17). For

easier readability, in the LF and sketch of our reasoning below it is already the result of

combining too with the prejacent that is shown. The truth conditional import of too is that the

proposition is true of focussed element as well as a specific singular or plural individual X.

The Exhaustive Operator applies to this proposition. From this point on, everything applies as

previously:

LF(17) even C2 ! [O  C1[[ John+X] came]]

1. Asserts:  It is possible that only John+X comes

2. Alternatives (C1): {that Bill+X came, that Mary+X came, etc…}

3. (O) : !q"C[p & q !q(w)=0]

  4. Alternatives (C2):  {that it is possible that only Bill+X comes, 

that it is possible that only Mary+X comes, etc…}

5. (even) Presupposes: $q"C2[q#p %q(w)=1] and    !q"C2[q#p!q>likely p]

                                                          
9 I am indebted to Irene Heim (pc) for suggesting this type of meaning.
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As the reader can verify, this representation derives the correct truth conditions for using (18)

in the scenario described above. Moreover, we have gained an insight into the role of the extra

additive particle that is present in the examples with akár. 

3 Free Choice items

Having meandered through the paths of Hungarian even, we are now in the position to address

the problem of free choice items. The punchline is that if the previous proposal about akár is

correct, we in fact have everything in place by now for deriving the properties of free-choice

indefinites. 

The above becomes clearer from observing the fact that Hungarian forms its free choice

items via prefixing a wh-indefinite with akár.
10

:

(24) Péter meghívhat akár.kit

Peter invite-can even-who

‘Peter can invite anyone’

There are two main properties of free choice items that any analysis has to explain: The first

is, the peculiar distribution of these items, which makes them acceptable in contexts with

existential modals, but unavailable in universal modal or episodic contexts. The second

intriguing property that these items have is their apparent universal reading, despite their

indefinite-like appearance. As regards the distribution, we have just seen that the focus

particle akár itself has the same distribution, due to its internal makeup. Since akár is

incorporated inside the free choice item, the peculiar free choice distribution follows without

much further ado. The apparent universality of free choice items I argue is nothing else than

the universal inference drawn on the basis of the scalar presupposition of akár ‘even’. In the

next sections, I first discuss my analysis of the distribution of free choice items, which is then

followed by addressing the problem of universal-like meaning.

3.1 Distribution of Free Choice Items

Free choice items have a restricted distribution, just like akár: they cannot appear in episodic

sentences, nor in sentences with universal modals, but are allowed in sentences with

existential modals. (cf. Aloni 2002, Dayal 1998, Chierchia 2006, Giannakidou 2001, Kadmon

and Landman 1993, Menéndez-Benito 2005; among others) The examples below illustrate

these core cases:

A.   Episodic sentences B.   Existential modals C. Universal modals

(25) *Akár.ki     eljött

           even.who    come

            ‘Anyone  came’

(26) Akár.ki     eljöhet

         even-who come-may

        ‘Anyone may come’

(27) *Akár.ki.nek  muszáj futnia

     even-who.dat   must  run

      ‘Anyone must run’

How do these data follow from the present proposal? Let us look first at episodic sentences,

such as (25). In the LF for (25) below, I assume that the wh-word introduces a variable that

ranges over singularities and pluralities. This variable is existentially closed at the top level.

The assertion that the sentence contributes is an existential statement: Someone came. The

alternatives in C1 will be all the propositions that can be formed via substituting all the

singularities and pluralities in domain of quantification of the existential quantifier (line 2

below). The alternatives in C2 contain the exhaustified version of these propositions.  Given
                                                          
10 There exists a second FC item: bárki ‘anyone’. In present day Hungarian there is almost no detectable meaning

or distributional difference btw. akárki  ‘anyone’ and bárki ‘anyone’. 
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that these alternatives are all exclusive, the additive presupposition of even will not be

satisfiable. Hence for episodic sentences the analysis predicts, correctly, that we should run

into ungrammaticality. 

LF(25) $x even C2  [O  C1[ x come]]

1. Asserts:  $x. x come

2. Alternatives (C1): {that Bill come;  that  Mary+Gordon came, etc…}

3. (O) : !q"C[p &q !q(w)=0]

  4. Alternatives (C2):  {that Bill came and noone else; 

 that  Mary+Gordon came and noone else, etc}

5. (even) Presupposes: $q"C2[q#p %q(w)=1] and    !q"C2[q#p!q>likely p]

Let us see now what the analysis predicts if the free choice indefinite appears in a context with

an existential modal. As in the case of akár ‘even’ before, what will save the free choice item

from itself is the fact that the existential modal will intervene between the focus particle and

the exhaustive operator. This will embed the exhaustive alternatives in C2 inside existential

modal statement. Once the exhaustive statements are distributed in this way across various

possible worlds, there will be no obstacle for satisfying the universal additive presupposition

of the even (akár) incorporated inside the free choice indefinite.:

LF(26) $x even (C2)  ($w’acc(w,w’) [O  (C1) (x come in w’)] )

1. Asserts:  $x. st. it is possible that x comes and noone else

2. Alternatives (C1): {that Bill come;  that  Mary+Gordon come, etc…}

3. (O) : !q"C[p &q !q(w)=0]

4. Alternatives (C2):  {that $w’acc(w,w’) that  Bill come in w’ and noone else,

                 that $w’acc(w,w’) only Mary+Gordon come in w’ and noone else, etc}

5. (even) Presupposes: $q"C2[q#p %q(w)=1] and    !q"C2[q#p!q>likely p]

A moment of reflection will reveal that the same reasoning leads into trouble once we replace

the existential modal with a universal one. This is because in the case of universal modals

such as must e.g. we require that every world which is in the domain of the universal

quantifier over worlds (in the case of (27) e.g. every deontically accessible world from the

actual world) be such that every exhaustive alternative in the set of alternatives of even (C2)

be satisfied in each world. This is however impossible. It is for this reason that free choice

indefinites are excluded from universal modal contexts. 

LF(27) $x even (C2)  (!w’acc(w,w’) [O  (C1) (x come in w’)] )

1. Asserts:  $x. st. it is possible that x comes and noone else

2. Alternatives (C1): {that Bill come;  that  Mary+Gordon come, etc…}

3. (O) : !q"C[p &q !q(w)=0]

4. Alternatives (C2):  {that !w’acc(w,w’) that  Bill come in w’ and noone else,

                  that !w’acc(w,w’) only Mary+Gordon come in w’ and noone else, etc}

5. (even) Presupposes: $q"C2[q#p %q(w)=1] and    !q"C2[q#p!q>likely p]

The above discussion has shown that given the analysis developed in the previous section for

the Hungarian ‘strong even’, akár, we have everything in place for deriving the intricate

distribution of free choice indefinites. The property of akár that has been exploited is the
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contradictory import of the scalar focus particle and the exhaustive operator. What has been

shown now is that this simple reasoning extends to free choice items. 

3.2 The universal-like meaning of FC indefinites

The second disturbing property that makes free choice indefinites interesting is their apparent

universal meaning. There are three approaches in the literature as for where this interpretation

might come from. The first one proposes that the universal-like meaning is the result of the

indefinite being interpreted as a variable, which then can be quantified over by a generic

operator. (cf. Lee and Horn 1994, Krifka 1995, Lahiri 1998 as well as Kadmon and Landman

1993). This approach however has been severely criticized by Dayal (1998, 2005) and

Menéndez-Benito (2005), who in turn propose that free choice items are in fact universal

quantifiers. The third type of approach maintains that free choice items are indefinites, but

their apparent universality is claimed to be a result of a presupposition or an implicature.

Giannakidou (2001) argues that free choice items come with a presupposition that requires us

to consider alternatives in different worlds, while (Chierchia 2005) proposes that free choice

items are indeed indefinites, but their universal meaning is derived from the interaction of

domain widening, exhaustivity and implicature computation. In this section I propose an

approach that falls in the third camp: i.e. the apparent universal reading is not part of the

assertion. I argue that the universal meaning of free choice indefinites is simply the universal

inference drawn on the basis of the scalar presupposition of the incorporated even. 

A number of approaches relate the presence of the universal-like meaning of free choice

items to the presence of some alternatives: I-alternatives (Giannakidou 2001), domain

alternatives (Chierchia 2005), propositional alternatives (Ménendez Benito 2005) etc. Here I

claim that the alternatives are supplied by the presuppositions of even: the universal scalar

presupposition and the existential presupposition together result in a universal inference. (cf.

Rullmann 1997)

Suppose now that it is indeed the inference from the scalar presupposition that creates the

apparent universal meaning. What really happens though is that we have an assertion that is

quite weak: a simple existential statement. This statement, by virtue of including even, whose

sole meaning import is the presupposition it carries, has an implicature that is stronger than

the statement itself: a universal statement. In this interesting configuration, practically

speaking the inference ‘takes over’ the assertion of the sentence. A somewhat analogous

situation (albeit with presuppositions) might be the following sentence:

(28) John knows that it is common ground that p.

Here too, it might be argued, the meaning of the sentence in the end is nothing but the

presupposition of know: that it is common ground that p. Similarly, any universal meaning of

any we get, it is just an inference.

4 Conclusion 

This paper has argued that looking at Hungarian is very instructive for the general problem of

free choice items, because it allowed us to combine two directions of research that are both

independently motivated, yet at first blush incompatible:

(a) The presence and role of even (cf Lahiri 1998, Lee and Horn 1994, etc.) 

(b)  The role of exhaustivity (cf. Menéndez-Benito 2005, Farkas 2005) 

This paper argued that in fact it is the interaction of even and a covert Exhaustive Operator

that is responsible for both the meaning and the distribution of free choice items in Hungarian.
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Naturally, many issues remain: most notably the case of generics, imperatives and the

problem of subtrigging. As for the latter, lets note here that the present paper seems to square

nicely with the proposal in Aloni (in this volume).

Appendix:  Morphological assumptions

How do we spell out akár, once its components can be separated by intervening elements? I

believe this is not a problem in a theory such a Distributed Morphology:

DISTRIBUTED MORPHOLOGY: (Halle and Marantz 1997)

Some relevant properties:

'  Late insertion

' Underspecification (+ Subset Principle)

' Syntactic hierarchical structure (+Morphological Merger)

Subset principle: 'The phonological exponent of a Vocabulary item is inserted into a

morpheme... if the item matches all or a subset of the grammatical features specified in the

terminal morpheme.  Insertion does not take place if the Vocabulary item contains features not

present in the morpheme.  Where several Vocabulary items meet the conditions for insertion,

the item matching the greatest number of features specified in the terminal morpheme must be

chosen.” [Halle 1997]

(i)

[scal]

[add] ! Morphological merger: 

[excl] {[add],[scal],[excl]}

(ii) Competing Vocabulary items:

' Még ‘even’  :[add] [scal]

' Csak ‘only’ :[exh]

' Akár ‘even’ :[add],[scal],[exh]

     ! akár is inserted

Separation: movement for scope does not affect morphological spell-out:

Syntax

Morphology LF

(Morphological merger, etc) (scope movement)

Vocabulary insertion

PF
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FREE CHOICE AND EXHAUSTIFICATION: AN ACCOUNT OF

SUBTRIGGING EFFECTS

Maria Aloni,

University of Amsterdam

M.D.Aloni@uva.nl

1 Introduction

Universal Free Choice (FC) items like Italian qualsiasi/qualunque or English FC any1 (Dayal

1998, Quer 2000, Giannakidou 2001, Sæbø 2001) are felicitous in possibility statements, but

need a post-nominal modifier to be felicitous in episodic sentences (licensing by a modifier

is often called subtrigging since Dayal’s (1998) revival of this term originally from LeGrand,

1975).

(1) a. #Qualsiasi/qualunque donna cadde.

‘Any woman fell’

b. Qualsiasi/qualunque donna può cadere.

‘Any woman may fall’

c. Qualsiasi/qualunque donna che provò a saltare cadde. (SUBTRIGGING)

‘Any woman who tried to jump fell’

The goal of this article is to explain the distribution and meaning of qualsiasi/qualunque in

the examples in (1). Universal FC items will be analysed as indefinites (contra Dayal, 1998).

Following Aloni (2002, to appear) and Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002), I will assume that in-

definites induce sets of propositional alternatives. The interpretation of FC items like qualsiasi

will further crucially require the application of two covert operators over these sets: a universal

propositional quantifier [∀] and an operator exh of exhaustification.

(2) [∀]... exh (... FC ...)

The contrast between (1)-a and (1)-b will be explained by interactions between [∀], exh and

the modal operator (Menéndez-Benito 2005). The interplay between exhaustification and the

post-nominal modifier will play a crucial role in the explanation of the felicity and universal

meaning of example (1)-c.

The article is structured as follows: The next section provides some background on Kratzer and

Shimoyama’s (2002) ‘Hamblin’ semantics and Menéndez-Benito’s (2005) account of FC items

in modal statements. Section 3 presents the main ingredients of our proposal: it defines an

operation of exhaustification based on Zeevat (1994), and two standard type-shift rules (Partee

and Rooth 1983, Partee 1987). Section 4 presents a first motivation for these mechanisms by

applying them to the semantics of free relatives and wh-interrogatives (Jacobson 1995); and

section 5, finally, discusses their main application to the phenomena of free choice. The article

ends with a speculation on the status and origin of the [∀] and exh operators.

1English any also has a negative polarity use. For this reason in the article I focus on Italian that having different

morphemes for negative polarity and free choice is a better mirror to these phenomena (Chierchia 2005).

Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 11, E. Puig-Waldmüller (ed.), Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra, pp.16-30.
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2 Maria Aloni

2 Background and motivation

2.1 The variety of indefinites

Individual languages may possess a wealth of indefinite forms that relate to each other in com-

plex ways (Haspelmath 1997). English, for example, has at least four different indefinite de-

terminers: a, some, any, one. Italian has many more including un(o), nessuno, qualche, (uno)

qualsiasi/qualunque, qualsivoglia. These various forms typically differ in distribution and in-

terpretation, yet they do seem to have a common logical/semantic core.

In a number of recent articles (Aloni 2002, Aloni to appear, Kratzer and Shimoyama 2002) a

formal analysis of indefinite meaning has been proposed with the potential to account for this

variety. These studies identify the common meaning of various indefinite forms in their potential

to give rise to sets of propositional alternatives, just like questions do (Hamblin 1973, Karttunen

1977, Groenendijk and Stokhof 1984).

(3) Someone/anyone/who/... fell "→ ALT: (only) d1 fell (only) d2 fell (only) d3 fell ...

If I say that someone fell I suggest that I don’t know who fell as much as if I ask who fell.

Sets of propositional alternatives (e.g. (only) John fell, (only) Mary fell,...) are formal ways to

represent this state of ignorance.

Sets of propositions can be bound by a variety of operators with different quantificational force.

Examples of such operators are defined in (4) (where W is the logical space, i.e. the set of all

possible words, and A ⊆ Pow(W ) is a set of propositions).

(4) a. [∃](A) =
S

(A)
b. [∀](A) =

T

(A)
c. [Neg](A) = W \

S

(A)
d. [Q](A) = A

The hypothesis is that different indefinite forms have emerged as an indication of necessary

association with different matching operators2. Suppose some necessarily associates with [∃].
This would explain its existential meaning and its distribution as ‘positive polarity’ item (Sz-

abolcsi 2004). FC any might associate with [∀] explaining its universal meaning (Menéndez-

Benito 2005). N-words in Negative Concord languages like Italian nessuno might associate

with [Neg], interrogatives might associate with [Q] and so on.

(5) a. [∃] (someone fell)

b. [∀] (anyone fell) f. (only) d1 fell (only) d2 fell (only) d3 fell ...

c. [Neg] (nessuno fell)

d. [Q] (who fell)

e. . . .

In (5), the expressions in parenthesis denote one and the same set of propositional alternatives,

illustrated in (5)-f. The various propositional operators in (5)-a to (5)-e quantify over this set.

In the next section we have a closer look at Kratzer and Shimoyama’s (2002) Hamblin semantics

in which the analysis I defend in this article will be formalized.

2Association with an operator might occur either directly via syntactic agreement (Kratzer and Shimoyama

2002), or, indirectly, via lexically encoded pragmatic conditions (Aloni 2002, Aloni to appear).
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2.2 Hamblin semantics for indeterminate pronouns

In a Hamblin semantics (Hamblin 1973, Kratzer and Shimoyama 2002) all expressions denote

sets, mostly singleton sets of traditional denotations. E.g. the predicate fell of type 〈e,〈s, t〉〉
will denote the singleton set containing the property FELL.

(6) [[fell]]w,g= {λxλv.FELL(x)(v)}

Indefinites, instead, denote multi-membered sets of individual alternatives. E.g. the denotation

of anyone, someone or who in w is the set of humans in w.

(7) [[anyone/someone/who]]w,g = {x |HUMAN(x)(w)}

Via pointwise functional application, the latter set of individuals can be expanded into a set of

Hamblin propositional alternatives, e.g. that Mary fell, that John fell, ...

(8) [[fell]]w,g([[someone/anyone/who]]w,g) = {λv. FELL(x)(v) |HUMAN(x)(w)}

These alternatives keep growing until they reach an operator that selects them. As we saw in

the previous section, differences between indefinite forms are captured by the assumption that

each form can associate with a different operator. Following Menéndez-Benito (2005) I assume

that universal FC items like Italian qualsiasi or English FC any associate with the universal

propositional quantifier [∀], which, as we saw, when applied to a set A, yields the proposition

which is true iff all propositions in A are true.

(9) [∀]([[fell]]w,g([[anyone]]w,g) )= [∀] ({that d1 fell, that d2 fell,...})= {that everyone fell}

Let us assume this analysis as a starting point and see what would be its predictions with respect

to examples like those illustrated in (1). These predictions are summarized in (10). Assume that

d1 and d2 are the only people who tried to jump.

(10) a. [∀](anyone fell) a′. d1 fell d2 fell d3 fell ...

b. [∀](anyone may fall) b′. ✸ d1 fall ✸ d2 fall ✸ d3 fall ...

c. [∀](anyone who tried to jump fell) c′. d1 fell d2 fell

Each sentence (10)a-c expresses universal quantification over the set of propositions (10)a′-c′

represented to its right. Therefore, (10)-a expresses the proposition that everybody fell; (10)-b

the proposition that for each person x, x may fall, and (10)-c the proposition that everyone who

tried to jump fell.

Although this analysis captures the universal meaning of the subtrigged case (10)-c, it does not

explain its sharp contrast with (10)-a. Both sentences are predicted to be fine. Furthermore,

as Menéndez-Benito (2005) observed, the meaning representation in (10)-b is not totally satis-

factory, because it fails to capture the unrestricted freedom of choice expressed by the modal

sentence. Consider the following scenario (Menéndez-Benito 2005, pp. 60–63):

(11) One of the rules of the card game Canasta is: when a player has two cards that match

the top card of the discard pile, she has two options: (i) she can take all the cards in the

discard pile or (ii) she can take no card from the discard pile (but take the top card of

the regular pile instead).
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In this scenario, (12) is judged false. An analysis along the lines of (10)-b, however, would

predict (12) to be true.

(12) In Canasta, you can take any of the cards from the discard pile when you have two

cards that match its top card.

To solve this problem, Menéndez-Benito (2005) assumes that the interpretation of universal

free choice items (or maybe of all indefinites) involve the application of an exclusiveness op-

erator which transforms Hamblin alternatives into sets of mutually exclusive propositions. Her

predictions for our examples are summarized in (13).

(13) a. [∀](Excl(anyone fell)) a′. only d1 fell only d2 fell only d3 fell ...

b. [∀](✸(Excl(anyone fall))) b′. ✸ only d1 fall ✸ only d2 fall ✸ only d3 fall ...

c. [∀](Excl(anyone who tried to jump fell)) c′. only d1 fell only d2 fell

Menéndez-Benito’s analysis brilliantly explains why unsubtrigged any is out in (13)-a, and gives

a much more precise representation of the truth conditions of the modal sentence in (13)-b. Ex-

ample (13)-a involves universal quantification over a set of mutually inconsistent propositions,

therefore it cannot receive a consistent interpretation. The propositions universally quantified

over in (13)-b, instead, are mutually consistent. Crucial is the fact that they have been expanded

by the possibility operator. Therefore (13)-b is fine, and the unrestricted liberty of choice ex-

pressed by (1)-b or (12) receives an adequate representation. However, how it stands this anal-

ysis does not directly extend to explain the subtrigged cases. The most obvious representation

(13)-c would receive an inconsistent denotation because, as in (13)-a, Excl occurs directly in

the scope of the universal operator. By the introduction of Excl, or so it seems, we lose the in-

tuitive analysis of subtrigged any/qualsiasi found in (10)-c. While the unsubtrigged and modal

cases (a) and (b) seem to require sets of mutually exclusive propositions, the subtrigged case (c)

doesn’t. A question then arises: why Excl does not seem to play a role when a post-nominal

modifier is present? My answer to this question will assume, rather than Excl, a much more

general and independently motivated notion exh of exhaustification.

3 Proposal

Operations of exhaustification have been argued to be at work in the semantics of a large variety

of constructions involving interrogative pronouns, e.g. wh-questions (Groenendijk and Stokhof

1984), free relatives (Jacobson 1995), correlatives (Dayal 1995) and so on. In this article I

would like to propose that they play a role in the semantics of free choice indefinites as well.

This would not be surprising since many languages employ wh-morphology to express free

choice meanings, e.g. Italian chi-unque/qual-unque. On this issue see also (Giannakidou and

Cheng 2006).

In its most general form, exhaustification is an operation that given a domain A and a property

P returns a value. Here, the output will be a set of pairs (x,v) where, roughly, x is the maximal

plural entity from A who satisfies P in v.

Following a number of authors, notably Jacobson (1995), I assume that the output of this oper-

ation of exhaustification can undergo two sorts of type-shift rules:

(i) SHIFTe, yielding maximal plural entities (ordinary DP denotations);

(ii) SHIFT〈s,t〉, yielding sets of mutually exclusive propositions (in a Hamblin semantics, IP

or Q denotations).
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Free choice and exhaustification: an account of subtrigging effects 5

The core idea of my proposal is that, in the unsubtrigged and modal cases (14)-a and (14)-b,

exhaustification is forced to produce sets of mutually exclusive propositions, because it must

apply at the IP level.

(14) a. [IP Any woman fell]
b. [IP Any woman may fall]
c. [DP Any woman who tried to jump] fell.

In the subtrigged case (14)-c, instead, exhaustification can yield maximal sets of individuals

because it can apply inside a DP boundary. These sets can then combine with the rest of the

sentence to yield sets of mutually consistent propositions that can eventually be bound by [∀]
without contradiction. The presence of the post nominal modifier ‘who tried to jump’ is crucial

for the latter possibility because it supplies, inside the DP boundary, the second argument essen-

tial for the application of exhaustification. In the following sections, this proposal is worked out

in details. The next section defines the notion exh of exhaustification. Section 3.2 introduces

the two type shift rules SHIFTe and SHIFT〈s,t〉. Section 3.3 shows what happen when these two

rules apply to the output of exhaustification.

3.1 Exhaustification

When told John and Mary called, people normally conclude that nobody else called. In the

linguistic literature, this is called an exhaustive interpretation of the sentence (Groenendijk and

Stokhof 1984, von Stechow and Zimmermann 1984). Exhaustification is a very smart notion.

When told John can spend 150 euro, people normally conclude that John cannot spend more.

But when told John can live on 150 euro, they conclude that John cannot live on less. These

exhaustivity inferences are normally taken to obtain by pragmatic reasoning (Spector 2003,

Schulz and van Rooij 2006). However, exhaustive values (maximal/minimal values with respect

to some order) have also been argued to play a crucial role in the semantics of a large number of

constructions including free relatives (e.g. What John earns is less than what John can live on is

normally interpreted as ‘the maximal amount of money that John earns is less than the minimal

amount of money that John can live on’), but also embedded questions, correlatives, plurals,

comparatives, degree relatives and so on (Grosu and Landman 1998). In this article I defend the

view that exhaustification plays a crucial role in our interpretation of free choice indefinites as

well. In what follows we give a formal characterization of this notion.

In the formalization we assume a domain of plural individuals (Scha 1981, Link 1983, Landman

1989) that can be characterized, for example, as the power set Pow(AT ) of a given set of atoms

AT . For simplicity, to refer to the elements of our domain, I will write a instead of {a} and a+b

instead of {a,b}. And, following standard notation, I will write α ≤ β for α ⊆ β, and AT (α), if

|α| = 1. Note that for reasons that will become clear later the empty set, /0, is included in our

domain, as well as in the denotation of all predicates of the language.

To formally characterize exhaustification, we will build on Zeevat’s (1994) notion of an exhaus-

tive value defined in terms of entailment, although our analysis is also compatible with other

proposals, notably Schulz and van Rooij (2006).3 Zeevat’s notion can be roughly characterized

as follows.

3Schulz and van Rooij’s (2006) definition of exhaustification improves on Groenendijk & Stokhof’s (1984)

classical definition in terms of predicate circumscription. Roughly, x exhaustively satisfies P (wrt A) in w iff (x is in

A &) P(x) is true in w, and for no v: P(x) is true in v and v <
(A)
P w, where v <

(A)
P w iff v and w agree on everything

except the interpretation they assign to P, and it holds that [P](v)(∩A)⊂ [P](w)(∩A). A proper comparison between

Zeevat’s and this notion of exhaustivity is beyond the scope of this article.
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(15) A value x exhaustively satisfies a property P wrt a domain A iff x is in A, P(x) is true,

and for all y in A: if P(y) is true, then P(x) entails P(y).

Illustrations Normally exhaustive values are maximal plural entities. E.g.

(16) a. A: people { /0,a,b,d,a+b,a+d,d +b,a+b+d}
b. P: falling { /0,a,b,c,a+b,a+ c,c+b,a+b+ c}
c. x: the max collection of people that fall a+b

The plural entity a+b exhaustively satisfies the property of falling as specified in (16)-b wrt the

domain of people as specified in (16)-a because a + b is the unique x in the domain such that

(i) x falls and (ii) that x falls entails that y falls, for each other falling members y of the domain,

i.e., in this case, /0, a and b.

With scalar predication other exhaustification effects show up:

(17) a. A: amount of money {0,50,100,150, ...}
b. P: λx[J can live on x] {100,150,200, ...}
c. x: the min amount of money that J can live on 100

(18) a. A: amount of money {0,50,100,150, ...}
b. P: λx[J can spend x] {0,50,100,150}
c. x: the max amount of money that J can spend 150

The exhaustive value in (18) is maximal because if you can spend 150 euro, then you can also

spend 100 euro. In (17), instead, we have the opposite effect, because the entailment relation

is reversed: if you can live on 100 euro, you can also live on 150 euro and not the other way

around.

In our formalization, exhaustification exh is an operation that takes an expression α of type e

(e.g. who or anyone), providing the domain A, and a predicate P of type 〈e,〈s, t〉〉, providing

the property P, and returns an expression exh[α,P] of type 〈e,〈s, t〉〉 denoting the property of

exhaustively satisfying P wrt A:

(19)

a. αe "→ A

b. P〈e,〈s,t〉〉 "→ {P}
c. exh[α,P]〈e,〈s,t〉〉 "→ {λxλv[x exhaustively satisfies P wrt A in v]}

The semantics of (19)-c is worked out in (20) using Zeevat’s notion of exhaustive satisfaction,

assuming, as in (19), that [[α]]w,g = A, and [[P]]w,g = {P}.

(20) [[exh[α,P]]]w,g = {λxλv. x ∈ A & P(x)(v) & ∀y ∈ A : P(y)(v) ⇒ P(x) ⊆ P(y)}

exh[α,P] is an expression of type 〈e,〈s, t〉〉. In the next section we discuss two standard opera-

tions to shift this predicative type into the individual and propositional types.

3.2 Type-shift principles

Since the seminal works of Partee and Rooth (1983) and Partee (1987) type-shift principles have

entered the landscape of formal semantics. These principles apply when a category/type shift is

required in order to combine meanings by available compositional rules. In this section I will

present two type-shift principles mapping the property type 〈e,〈s, t〉〉 to (i) the individual type e

6
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Free choice and exhaustification: an account of subtrigging effects 7

and (ii) the propositional type 〈s, t〉. Section 4 will then motivate these principles by applying

them to explain the semantics of free relatives and wh-questions (Jacobson 1995).

The first principle that I will call SHIFTe is an intensional version of the well-known iota-rule

mapping a property into the unique individual having that property in the world of evaluation

w0, if there is indeed just one, and undefined otherwise (Partee 1987).

(21) SHIFTe : 〈e,〈s, t〉〉 → e (from properties to entities)

a. P → ιx[P(x)(w0)]
b. {P}→ {d} if d is the unique P in w0, undefined otherwise

SHIFTe maps an expression P of the predicative type 〈e,〈s, t〉〉 into the expression ιx[P(x)(w0)]
of the individual type e. As it is well-known, the iota-operator combines with an open sentence

to give an entity-denoting expression, denoting the unique satisfier of that open sentence if there

is just one, and failing to denote otherwise.

The second principle that I will call SHIFT〈s,t〉 is a modified version of Kartunnen’s (1977)

‘Hamblin’ question formation rule. SHIFT〈s,t〉 maps a property into a set of propositional alter-

natives expressing individual instantiations of that property. To define such a rule we need to

extend the original Hamblin language with an operator x̂ that combines with an open sentence

φ(x) to give an expression x̂[φ(x)] of the same type as x, denoting the set of alternative satisfiers

of that open sentence. For example x̂[human(x)(w)] is an expression of type e denoting the set

{x | human(x)(w)}. As it is usual in a Hamblin semantics, the latter denotation should not be

thought of as a property, but as a set of individual alternatives. The hat-operator is employed in

our definition of the SHIFT〈s,t〉 rule as follows.

(22) SHIFT〈s,t〉: 〈e,〈s, t〉〉 → 〈s, t〉 (from properties to propositions)

a. P → p̂ [∃x(P(x) = p∧ p /= /0)]
b. {P} → {d1 is P, d2 is P, d3 is P, ...}

SHIFT〈s,t〉 maps an expression P of the predicative type 〈e,〈s, t〉〉 into the expression p̂ [∃x[P(x)=
p∧ p /= /0]] of the propositional type 〈s, t〉. The latter denotes the set of alternative satisfiers of

the open sentence ∃x[P(x) = p∧ p /= /0], i.e. the set of propositions {that d1 is P, that d2 is P,

that d3 is P, ...}.

3.3 Exhaustification and type-shift principles

In the previous two sections we have introduced an exhaustification operation exh yielding

properties and two type-shift rules SHIFTe and SHIFT〈s,t〉 mapping properties to individuals and

(alternative) propositions respectively. Observe now what happens when these two type-shift

rules apply to the output of exhaustification.

SHIFTe applied to exh[α,P] is always defined and yields exhaustive values, i.e., usually, maxi-

mal plural entities.

(23) a. SHIFTe(exh[α,P])
b. {the maximal plural entity from α satisfying P in the world of evaluation w0}

SHIFT〈s,t〉 applied to exh[α,P] yields sets of mutually exclusive propositions. Since the emptyset

is included in our domain, these sets form partitions of the logical space (Groenendijk and

Stokhof 1984).
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(24) a. SHIFT〈s,t〉(exh[α,P])
b. {nobody is P, only d1 is P, only d2 is P, only d1 & d2 are P, ... }

In the following two sections we put these notions at work. Section 4 motivates these operations

by applying them to explain the semantics of free relatives and wh-interrogatives. Section 5

discusses the main application to the modal and subtrigging effects of FC items.

4 Independent motivation: Free relatives and wh-interrogatives

Consider the following examples of a free relative and a wh-interrogative clause.

(25) a. Free relative: John helped [DP who fell]
b. Wh-interrogative: John knows [Q who fell]

Building on Cooper (1983) and Jacobson (1995) we assume that free relatives and wh-interrogatives

like who fell in (26)-a and (26)-b are born with the same meaning, a predicative meaning, but

type shift differently: free relatives type-shift into an entity-denoting expression, wh-interrogatives

into a proposition-denoting one.

(26) a. who fell type: 〈e,〈s, t〉〉
b. (John helped) [DP who fell] type: e

c. (John knows) [Q who fell] type: 〈s, t〉

The common meaning (26)-a of (26)-b and c is an exhaustive property of type 〈e,〈s, t〉〉4 denot-

ing the set of pairs (x,v) where x is the maximal collection of people who fell in v.

(27) who fell

a. exh[who, fell] type: 〈e,〈s, t〉〉
b. {λxλv. x is the maximal collection of people who fell in v}

In the case of free relatives, this property can type-shift into a DP denotation via the SHIFTe

rule. In the case of wh-interrogatives, it will type shift into a Q denotation via the SHIFT〈s,t〉

rule. Let us have a closer look.

Free relatives Since by definition of exhaustification λx. exh[who, fell](x)(v) is guaranteed

to be at most a singleton set for each v, SHIFTe can always apply in this case and yields an ex-

pression of type e denoting the maximal collection of people who fell in the world of evaluation

w0.

(28) (John helped) [DP who fell]

a. SHIFTe(exh[who, fell]) type: e

b. {the maximal collection of people who fell in w0}

Via point-wise functional application this denotation combines with the denotation of the rest of

the sentence to yield the singleton set containing the proposition that John helped the people who

fell. Eventually this set will be bound by [Q], the operator wh-pronouns necessarily associate

4Cf. the notion of an abstract in Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984), and the interpretation assigned to wh-

interrogatives in the structured meaning approach (e.g. von Stechow 1991).
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with. As we saw in (4), [Q] is the identity function. Therefore, as illustrated in (29), this analysis

explains the definite reading that the free relative obtains in this sentence.

(29) a. John helped [DP who fell]
b. [Q] (helped(j)(SHIFTe(exh[who, fell])))
c. {that John helped the people who fell in w0}

Free relatives, however, sometimes also have a universal reading as illustrated by the following

example from Grosu and Landman (1998).

(30) We will veto three-quarters of whatever proposals you make.

a. Of the proposals: three-quarters won’t make it. (definite)

b. For each proposal: three-quarters of it will be vetoed. (universal)

On this account, the difference between (30)-a and b can be captured if we assume that the latter

is further bound by a propositional universal quantifier.

(31) We will veto three-quarters of whatever proposals you make.

a. [Q](P(SHIFTe(exh[whatever,S]))) (definite)

b. [∀]([Q](P(↓SHIFTe(exh[whatever,S]))) (universal)

As we saw, (31)-a, that denotes a singleton set of propositions, immediately characterizes the

definite reading of the sentence. To characterize the universal reading, we further apply [∀].
Universal quantification over a singleton set, however, is vacuous. To give content to this quan-

tification, we need to assume a further operation ↓ that maps plural individuals back into their

atomic elements.

(32) a. [[↓ αe]]w,g = {x | ∃y ∈ [[α]]w,g & x ≤ y & AT (x)}

(33) Illustration:

a. [[α]]w,g = {a+b} a singleton set of plural entities

b. [[↓ α]]w,g = {a,b} a multi-membered set of atomic alternatives

This operation is triggered in this approach by the presence of the universal quantifier, i.e. it

applies only when it can serve to avoid vacuous universal quantification.5 We turn now to the

case of wh-questions.

Wh-interrogatives In the case of wh-interrogatives, exhaustive properties type-shift into a Q

denotation of type 〈s, t〉 via applications of the SHIFT〈s,t〉 rule. As we saw, when applied to the

output of exh, SHIFT〈s,t〉 yields partitions of the logical space.

(34) (John knows) [Q who fell]

a. SHIFT〈s,t〉(exh[who, fell]) type: 〈s, t〉
b. {nobody fell, only d1 fell, only d2 fell, only d1 & d2 fell, ... }

5We need to assume that ↓ cannot apply unless triggered by [∀], otherwise we would wrongly predict the avail-

ability of a third existential reading for sentences like (30) given by [∃]([Q](P(↓SHIFTe(exh[whatever,S]))). This

and other issues, e.g. the role played by ever in these constructions, deserve further investigation, but unfortunately

must be left to another occasion.
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Questions and assertions have the same type in this account as it is standard in a Hamblin

semantics, namely the propositional type 〈s, t〉. Both denote sets of propositions (contra, e.g.

Groenendijk and Stokhof 1984). Their difference is that while assertions denote singleton sets,

questions, typically denote multi-membered sets, explaining, for example why the latter cannot

be assigned a truth value. Our account, however, depart from the original Hamblin’s proposal

in that we have assumed that questions denote partitions, like in Groenendijk and Stokhof’s

theory.6 In what follows I would like to show that this framework that assumes Groenendijk and

Stokhof partitions in a Hamblin semantics offers us an original way of accounting for question

and proposition embedding verbs like know, believe and wonder.

It is well known that know, believe and wonder differ with respect to their embedding potential.

As illustrated in (35), believe can embed only propositions, wonder only questions, and know

can embed both questions and propositions.

(35) a. John believes that Mary fell/# who fell.

b. John wonders who fell/# that Mary fell.

c. John knows who fell/that Mary fell.

In this framework we can capture this contrast as follows.

Let Belx(A) be interpreted as standard in terms of truth in all worlds compatible with what x

believes. We propose to account for the difference between know, believe and wonder in terms

of Belx, the common core of these verbs, in combination with different propositional quantifiers.

Let us start with believe. We propose to analyze believe in terms of Belx in combination with

the existential quantifier [∃] as illustrated in (36).

(36) a. x believes A

b. Belx[∃](A)

(36)-b expresses the proposition that x believes that there is at least one true proposition in A. If

A has a unique member p, as it is the case when believe embeds an indicative sentence, (36)-b

says that x believes that p. If A, instead, denotes a partition of the logical space, the proposition

denoted by (36)-b is trivially true.7 If questions denote partitions, as we have assumed here, this

analysis explains why they are deviant in the scope of believe.

Let us turn to wonder. While believe involves [∃], let us assume wonder involves [Neg] and [Q].

(37) a. x wonders A

b. [Neg](Belx[Q](A))

Recall from (4) that [Q] is the identity function and [Neg] is a negative universal quantifier.

(37)-b then expresses the proposition that x does not believe any of the propositions in A. Since

universal quantification requires a multi-membered domain, A needs to contain a source of

genuine alternative sets. The presence of [Q] selects wh-interrogatives as unique possible candi-

date for this task. Other indefinites like, for example, anyone/someone associating with [∀]/[∃]
would lead to the following representation [Neg](Belx[Q]([∀]/[∃](A))) that involves vacuous

quantification. We correctly predict, therefore, that A needs to be a question in this case.

6The present analysis is not completely equivalent to Groenendijk & Stokhof’s (1984) partition theory of ques-

tions in that it only captures the de re reading of questions like Which students called. To get the de dicto reading

we would have to change the original Hamblin semantics. Furthermore, the present account does not directly apply

to polar and multi-constituent questions. All these issues definitely deserve further investigation.
7Unless we assume, contrary to standard modal logic for belief, a non-serial accessibility relation.
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Finally let us turn to know. I would like to propose the following analysis for know, where [true]
is defined as in (39).

(38) a. x knows A

b. Belx([true](A))

(39) [[[true](A)]]w,g = {ιp.p ∈ A & w ∈ p}

Intuitively, x knows A is analyzed as x believes the unique true proposition in the set denoted

by A, if there is one, undefined otherwise. If know embeds an indicative sentence, as in (40),

A denotes a singleton set, whose unique member is presupposed to be true capturing thus the

factive nature of the embedding verb.

(40) a. John knows that Mary fell.

b. Bel j([true](fell(m)))

Consider now the case of an embedded interrogative.

(41) a. John knows who fell.

b. Bel j([true]([Q](SHIFT〈s,t〉(exh[who, fell]))))

In (41)-b, exhaustivity applies triggered by the presence of the wh-pronoun. The clause exh[who,

fell] type-shift into a question denotation via the SHIFT〈s,t〉 rule. The resulting partition under-

goes first the [Q] operation, triggered by the wh-pronoun, which leaves it unaltered, and then

the [true] operation that selects the unique true proposition in it. Given the nature of partitions,

[true] will always be defined and yield the unique true exhaustive answer to the question. Sen-

tence (41)-a then means John believes the unique true exhaustive answer to the question who

fell?, capturing, in this way, what is sometimes called the weak and strong exhaustivity of know

illustrated by the validity of the following entailments:

(42) a. John knows who fell & Mary fell. ⇒ (weak exhaustivity)

b. John knows that Mary fell.

(43) a. John knows who fell & Mary didn’t fall. ⇒ (strong exhaustivity)

b. John knows that Mary didn’t fall.

In the next section we turn to free choice, the main application discussed in this article.

5 Main application: modal and subtrigging effects of FC items

Consider again, our starting examples:

(44) a. #[IP Qualsiasi/qualunque donna cadde]
‘Any woman fell’

b. [IP Qualsiasi/qualunque donna può cadere]
‘Any woman may fall’

c. [DP Qualsiasi/qualunque donna che provò a saltare] cadde.

‘Any woman who tried to jump fell’

The main idea of the present article is that the same mechanisms playing a role in the semantics

of free relatives and wh-interrogatives can also be applied here to explain the meaning and

11
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distribution of qualsiasi/qualunque in these examples.

On the present proposal, FC items trigger the application of Exh, just like wh-words do. In the

unsubtrigged cases (44)-a and -b, exhaustification must apply at the IP level, and just like in the

case of wh-interrogatives, SHIFT〈s,t〉 applies and generates sets of mutually exclusive proposi-

tions. In the subtrigged cases (44)-c, instead, given the presence of the post-nominal modifier,

exhaustification can apply at the DP level. As in the case of free relatives with universal force,

SHIFTe and ↓ apply and generate sets of individuals. These are the proposed analyses for our

three sentences:

(45) a. [∀](SHIFT(s,t)(exh[anyone, fell])) a′. nobody fell only d1 fell only d2 fell ...

b. [∀](✸(SHIFT〈s,t〉(exh[anyone, fall]))) b′. ✸ nobody fell ✸ only d1 fall ✸ only d2 fall ...

c. [∀](↓SHIFTe(exh[anyone, who tried to jump]) fell) c′. d1 fell d2 fell

In the first two structures the value produced by exhaustification undergoes the SHIFT(s,t) rule

yielding the partition represented in (45)a′. In (45)-a, each alternative in this partition is stated

to be true resulting in a contradiction. This explains why universal FC items are out in plain

episodic sentences. In (45)-b′ the element of the partition are further expanded by the modal

operator. Universal quantification in this case does no longer result in a contradiction. For

these sentences, we obtain a stronger meaning than the one predicted by Menéndez-Benito

(2005). For example, the possibility that nobody falls follows from (45)-b in our analysis,

but not on Menéndez-Benito’s account of a sentence like (44)-b (cf. (13)-b). I am not sure

what the intuitions are here. If Menéndez-Benito is right, at least for Spanish, we can easily

match her predictions by putting restrictions on the cardinality of the objects quantified over in

the SHIFT〈s,t〉 rule (cf. definition (22)). Finally, in the subtrigged case (45)-c, exhaustification

crucially occurs inside the DP. Therefore, the value it produces undergoes the SHIFTe rule

yielding as output in w the sum of people who tried to jump in w. To avoid trivial quantification,

↓ applies to this sum to produce a set of singular individuals. The VP denotation [[fell]]w,g applies

to the latter set producing the set of Hamblin alternatives represented in (45)-c′. Since this

set occurs in the scope of a universal operator, the sentence obtains the desired interpretation:

everyone who tried to jump fell.

6 The status of [∀] and exhaustification: a speculation

In the previous section we have proposed the following analysis for a sentence like (46)-a.

(46) a. Qualsiasi donna può cadere. ‘Any woman may fall’

b. [∀](✸(SHIFT(s,t)(Exh[any woman, fall])))

A question that arise is where do the operators [∀] and Exh originate. Somehow speculatively,

in this last section, I would like to propose a pragmatic origin for these covert operations.

A number of authors have shown that from (47)-a, which can be taken as the plain logical

rendering of (46)-a, we can obtain via purely conversational/pragmatic means the free choice

implicature in (47)-b (Aloni 2006).

(47) a. plain existential sentence: ✸∃x fall(x)
b. conversational implicature: ∀x✸ONLYx(fall(x))

Specialized free choice morphology might have emerged as result of a process of grammatical-

ization of these originally pragmatic inference. We may hypothesize at least three diachronic

12
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stages wherein languages gradually developed free choice morphology (cf. Levinson 2000, ch.

4, on the development of reflexive pronouns):

stage 1 Languages with no specialized free choice morphology

stage 2 Languages in which emphatic indefinites may prefer free choice interpretations

stage 3 Languages with free choice morphology

Haspelmath (1997) cites a considerable number of languages which appear to do without spe-

cialized words or morphemes that encode free choice meanings, and, therefore, appear to ex-

emplify stage 1. A language may be said to have reached stage 2 when it has developed a more

or less specialized expression for free choice uses. These expressions are not true free choice

items, because they are not necessarily interpreted as such. An example of a stage 2 language

might be German. The emphatic expression being irgendein, which must be stressed to receive

a free choice interpretation (Haspelmath 1997, e.g. p. 127), and whose free choice effects are

defeasable (Kratzer and Shimoyama 2002). Italian and other Romance languages appear to be

examples of stage 3 languages with specialized free choice morphology. In these languages,

the originally pragmatic inference (47)-b has been integrated in the semantic component of the

sentence as in (46)-b. The employment, to this purpose, of mechanisms that are widely held

to play a role in the semantics of questions (propositional quantification, propositional alterna-

tives, exhaustification) does not come as a surprise given the important role of wh-morphology

in forming free choice items in many of the languages of the world.
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BEING ME, BEING YOU: PRONOUN PUZZLES IN MODAL CONTEXTS
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Abstract 

In this paper I investigate the interpretation of pronouns in modal contexts. I focus on dream 

reports, taking Lakoff’s (1972) Brigitte Bardot examples as a starting point. I show that different 

pronouns behave differently in this context, and propose an analysis that makes use of Percus and 

Sauerland’s (2003) LF proposal, but is restricted to first person pronouns. I also show that to 

capture the full range of data, we need put restrictions on the counterpart relations available to 

individuals in a given context. 

1 Introduction 

As Lakoff’s famous (1972) Brigitte Bardot examples show, dream reports allow sequences 

that would not be possible as matrix clauses:  

 

(1) I dreamed I was Brigitte Bardot and I kissed me. 

 

They also allow us to make sense of clauses that in extensional contexts would probably be 

considered irremediably false: 

 

(2) I dreamed I was you. 

 

As do wishes and counterfactuals: 

 

(3) I wish I were you. 

(4) If I were you, I would be happier. 

 

An important step in understanding data like this is to understand how pronouns identify 

individuals across possible worlds. In conceptualizing this, I will adopt David Lewis’s view 

that cross-world identification of entities is done via counterparts. Given a particular 

individual in a particular world, we can identify the counterpart of that individual (the one 

who ‘counts’ as that individual) in other worlds by means of a contextually salient counterpart 

                                                
1
 I am grateful to the audiences of Sinn und Bedeutung 11 and the Linguistics Department at UBC for feedback 

and comments on this material. I am especially grateful to Orin Percus for his observations, and to Dana Geber 

and Keren Tonciulescu. Remaining errors remain my own. 

Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 11, E. Puig-Waldmüller (ed.), Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra, pp.31-45.
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relation.
2
  Examples like (4) have been characterized by Lewis (1973) as counterfactuals in 

which quantification takes place over worlds in which you and I share a counterpart. As 

expected, since counterpart relations are (mostly) based on similarity, the interpretation can be 

quite flexible. (4) could be uttered in a context in which I am having a bit of a hard time and 

imagine what it would be like to have your wonderfully optimistic disposition. Our common 

counterpart, who would have my current circumstances with your current disposition, would 

be happy. But we can also imagine (4) uttered in a context in which I am wonderfully 

optimistic, and you are going through a hard time. Our common counterpart, with my 

disposition in your circumstances, would be happy. 

My investigation in this paper will focus on the contrast between Lakoff’s original examples 

and versions with other pronouns, which do not work as smoothly: 

 

(5) #Lakoff/ he dreamed he was Brigitte Bardot and he kissed him. 

 

The problem here is not simply a mismatch at the level of gender features. We would not 

report the dream of being Alain Delon and kissing Lakoff using (6): 

 

(6) #He dreamed he was Alain Delon and he kissed him. 

 

And, as (7) shows, a he pronoun can be used to access a Brigitte Bardot counterpart: 

 

(7) He dreamed he was Brigitte Bardot and that Alain Delon kissed him. 

 

While it is clear that the issue of gender features needs more investigation, it doesn’t seem to 

be the case that the problem in (5)/(6) is feature mismatch.  

The judgments regarding second person pronouns in examples like these seem to pattern with 

the third person: 

 

(8) #/ ??You dreamed you were Brigitte Bardot and you kissed you. 

 

The patterns in counterfactual examples are similar to those found with dream-reports: there 

is a contrast between the first person and the other cases: 

 

(9) If I were you, I would kiss me. 

(10) #If she were you, she would kiss her. 

(11) ?? If you were her, you would kiss you.
 3
 

                                                
2
  I will work with the hypothesis that counterpart relations are supplied by context (and thus are suitable!), and 

that they are functions. 

3
 The data with second person pronouns is delicate, and needs further investigation. For most people I have 

consulted, the second person patterns with the third, and the examples are bad. But for some, they are a lot better 
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In this paper I will address the asymmetry between the first person cases and the others. In §2 

I will take a simple modal approach to pronouns as a starting point. In §3 I will show that, left 

unrestricted, it is insufficient to account for the expanded Lakoff data. I will incorporate into 

the discussion a version of Percus and Sauerland’s (2003) proposal that the LF of (de se) 

dream reports involves specialized binding structures, and Anand’s (2006) idea that various 

paths can lead to de se interpretations. In §4 I will sketch some ideas regarding the first person 

case, and in §5 I will review the case of counterfactuals. 

2 The simple cases  

To understand the asymmetries in §1, we need to understand how actual world individuals are 

identified in other worlds. I will adopt the view that the information required for cross-world 

identification is encoded in the pronouns.  

 

2.1 The interpretation of pronouns 

One of the puzzles in stories about pronouns is how to explain the interaction between their 

referential impact and the descriptive content that we often associate with them. The 

descriptive content associated with pronouns is often crucial. Following up on Reinhart 

(1983), Heim (1998) proposes that pronouns are interpreted as guises (functions from worlds 

to individuals). The possibility of associating more than one guise with one entity is important 

in explaining the apparent exceptions to binding theory constraints that we observe in 

examples like (Reinhart’s) (12): 

 

(12) A: Is the speaker Zelda? 

 B: How can you doubt it? She praises her to the sky. No competing candidate 

  would do that. 

 

In (12B), the first pronoun picks out the individual as she presents herself visually and the 

second picks out the individual as she is known in terms of name, history, etc. As Heim points 

out, there must be restrictions on when contexts make available more than one guise for a 

single entity, otherwise, binding theory constraints would be easily circumvented. The 

suggestion is that (in general) contexts do not make available more than one guise for a single 

entity (this will be an important part of the my story here). 

Following the ‘guises’ hypothesis, pronouns will be characterized as individual concepts 

(functions from possible worlds to individuals). As in the more traditional perspective, free 

variables are interpreted by means of contextually salient variable assignments: 

 

(13) [[hei]]
g, c

 = g(i) =  fi (type <s, e>, function from worlds to individuals) 

 

                                                                                                                                                   

than the third person. This needs further investigation, and I will concentrate on the first and third person in this 

paper. See §4 for further examples and contrasts due to Kuno (1987). 
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We can think of pronouns as encoding the information needed to identify individuals across 

possible worlds. Context makes salient some description (guise) under which we identify the 

individual’s counterparts across possible worlds: 

 

(14)  -------------!john------------- w* 

  -------------!1------------- w1    

  -------------!2------------- w2 

     [[he1]]
g, c

 

 

Much recent work treats features on pronouns as presuppositions. Giving pronouns a modal 

dimension as has been described above requires making the claim more precise. First and 

second person features, for example, can be characterized as presuppositions on the actual 

world referent: 

  

(15) [[Ii]]
g, c

 = g(i) = fi, interpretation defined only if fi (w*) = the speaker in c (spc) 

 

Given that an individual can be identified across worlds under different descriptions, many 

different pronouns could in principle be associated with one individual. Under the assumption 

that pronouns encode counterpart relations, this would be a way of saying that one individual 

may be identified across worlds by means of different counterpart relations: 

 

(16)         [[I1]]
g, c

           [[I2]], c 

  ---!3------------------!3' --- w3 

  ------!2------------!2' ------- w2 

  ---------!1-------!1' --------- w1 

  -------------!speaker------------- w* 

 

I will show, however, that in order to explain the full range of Lakoff-examples, it is 

necessary to take seriously Heim’s observation that (in general) only one guise is available 

per individual in a given context. I will take the position that in any given context, at most one 

description /counterpart relation will be available to identify an individual in other worlds. 

This means that there cannot be more than one pronoun associated with an entity in the actual 

world.
4
  

 

2.2 Does this help? 

Before tackling Lakoff’s examples, let us see what the story so far says about the simple cases 

(to illustrate, I will set aside for the moment the restriction that context make available only 

                                                
4
 Sharvit (2004) spells out an account of de re/de se/ de dicto interpretations of pronouns in standard indirect 

discourse and free indirect discourse. A comparison with the present approach lies beyond the scope of my 

paper, but is clearly relevant. 
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one pronoun per entity).  I’ll characterize be as equative, though a predicative approach would 

not substantially alter what will be said. Given our assumptions so far, I kiss me is predicted 

to be a binding theory violation, and I am you is predicted to be obviously false:  

 

(17) [[ I1 kiss me2]]
g, c

 (w*) = 1 iff  [!w. [[I1 ]]
g, c

 (w) kissw [[me2]]
g, c

 (w)] (w*) = 1 

 

(18) [[I1 am you2]]
g, c

(w*) 
 
= 1 iff [!w. [[I1 ]]

g, c
 (w) = [[you2]]

g, c
 (w)] (w*) = 1 

 

The simple story so far also takes us some way towards capturing the Lewis-view of 

counterfactuals like (4).
5
 Given (19), we quantify over the most similar worlds in which you 

and I share a counterpart: 

 

(19) [[If I1 were you2, I1 would resign]]
g, c

 = 1 iff 

 for every world w’ such that w’ is a most-similar-world-to-w* in which  

[[!w. [[I1 ]]
g, c

 (w) = [[you2]]
g, c

 (w)] is true, ‘I’ resign in w’. 

 

Having used these examples to illustrate the interaction between pronouns and worlds, let us 

turn now to Lakoff’s examples and the need to implement a restriction on the contextually 

available counterpart relations. 

 

3. Pronouns in dream reports 

I will start out by discussing Lakoff’s original intuition (§3.1), showing its potential  

shortcomings. I will then present accounts of dream reports by Percus and Sauerland (2003) 

and Anand (2006) (§3.2), and suggest modifications needed to explain the expanded Lakoff 

data. 

 

3.1 Lakoff (1972) 

In his original discussion, Lakoff noted the importance of counterparts for our understanding 

of the pronouns in examples like (1). Lakoff’s intuition was that we need to allow for two 

counterparts of the speaker, identified by means of two counterpart relations: an ‘individual’ 

counterpart and a ‘body’ counterpart. Given the story above, this amounts to allowing two 

different pronouns to be associated with the subject, giving us access to two different 

counterparts of the speaker in the dream worlds as in the (preliminary) proposal in (20): 

 

(20) I dreamt I was Brigitte Bardot. In my dream, I kissed me. 

 [[(in my dream) I1 kissed me2]]
g, w

 (w*) = 1 iff 

 "wcompatible with the speaker’s dreams in w*: [[I1]]
g, c

 (w) kissedw [[me2]]
g, c

 (w)  

 

                                                
5
  But see Guillaume (2006) for a discussion of this view. I will not be able to address the matter here. 
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Sequences describing dreams could be taken as providing supporting evidence for the view 

that pronouns in dream reports encode information beyond their function of identifying 

individuals in the dream worlds. Let us consider an example. Imagine that you live in New 

York and have a great apartment, I don’t. I have the following dream: 

 

(21) I dreamed I was you. I/ ??You lived in New York and had a great apartment. 

 

Given the first sentence, you and I are represented by a single individual in my dream. In the 

context described above, I can easily refer to that individual with I, but it is awkward to do it 

with you. This isn’t necessarily the case, however, since facts about you matter. If you didn’t 

live in New York in a great apartment, you would be fine: 

 

 (22) I dreamt I was you. But you lived in New York and had a great apartment. 

 

One could understand this contrast in terms of informativity. We tell dreams following the 

same strategies we use when we tell other stories, and don’t fill in the details that the audience 

would be able to fill in on the basis of the facts (Lewis 1978). If you live in New York and 

have a great apartment, your counterpart in the dream-worlds could be expected to be the 

same, so it is not informative to use you. Given that I don’t live in New York, the use of I  is 

informative: for a counterpart of mine, living in New York is not expected (21). On the other 

hand, if you don’t live in New York, the fact that your dream-counterpart does is something 

that is not expected (22). The fact that the different sequences vary in acceptability shows that 

the way the pronouns anchor the dream-counterpart to the actual world is part of the 

information provided by the sentence. 

Lakoff’s solution to the Brigitte Bardot example in (1)/ (20) is to say that multiple counterpart 

relations are available for the speaker (multiple ‘guises’/ pronouns). However, this makes 

mistaken predictions, since we would expect the same with other pronouns: in examples like 

(23) and (24) it should be possible to identify the subject as two different individuals in the 

dream worlds on the basis of two different counterpart relations: 

 

(23) #He dreamt he was Brigitte Bardot and he kissed him. 

(24) #You dreamt you were Brigitte Bardot, and you kissed you. 

 

I take it that examples like (23) and (24) show that (in general) context does not provide more 

than one guise (counterpart relation) for one entity, and so it is not possible to identify one 

individual with two others in another world. Basically, this is further corroboration of Heim’s 

observation that the availability of guises must be restricted. However, if we make this move, 

we need to provide an alternative account of Lakoff’s original examples. I will get to this in 

the next two sections, starting out by discussing the theories about dream-reports put forward 

in Percus and Sauerland (2003) (P&S) and Anand (2006). 

 

3.2 Getting to de se: Percus and Sauerland (2003), Anand (2006) 
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The proposals made by P&S (2003) and Anand (2006) will provide the background needed to 

explain the data discussed above.
6
 From these proposals I will take two main points: (i) from 

P&S I will take the idea that de se interpretations can arise by means of a specialized LF that 

results from the movement of a pronoun acting as a binder. However, I will restrict their 

proposal, and make the binding LF available only for first person pronouns. (ii) from Anand I 

will take the idea that de se interpretations can arise through a variety of strategies. I am 

interested in two of the options: de se interpretations arising through specialized binding LFs 

(as those generated by P&S), and de se interpretations arising as a special case of de re 

readings in which the property used to identify the counterparts of an individual across worlds 

is that they be entities the individual identifies with (following Lewis (1979)). However, 

(following Heim’s observations) Anand’s proposal will be considered as part of a system in 

which context makes available at most one counterpart relation (‘guise’) per individual. 

Percus and Sauerland motivate their proposal for specialized de se binding LFs by pointing 

out asymmetries in the interpretations of dream reports. Imagine that John has been dreaming 

that he is Bill and that he got married. The example in (25) can only be interpreted as in (a)-

(c), and cannot receive the interpretation described in (d): 

 

(25) John dreamed he married his grand-daughter 

 a. In his dream, the dream-self marries the dream-self’s grand-daughter 

 b. In his dream, the dream-self marries John’s grand-daughter 

 c. In his dream, John marries John’s grand-daughter 

 d. #In his dream, John marries the dream-self’s grand-daughter 

 

P&S observe that there isn’t a general requirement that the first instance of the relevant 

pronoun be interpreted de se, it is the relative positions of the pronouns that matters: 

 

(26) John dreamed that hisJohn grand-daughter married himself. 

 

The sentence in (26) can receive the interpretation annotated above, according to which John 

dreamed that John’s grand-daughter married the individual who was himself in the dream. 

P&S derive the facts in (25) by proposing that the de se reading is obtained by movement of a 

special pronoun (pro*) that gives rise to an operator-binder configuration (the features on the 

pronoun agree with the subject). De se dream combines with a property denotation obtained 

by moving the pro*, and in a simple case, things look as in (27): 

 

(27)  John dreamed that the avalanche hit him. 

 him* [!1 [the avalanche hit t1]]   (pronoun* = ‘abstractor’) 

 

                                                
6
  I limit my discussion to P&S and Anand because of their focus on dream reports. Moulton (2005) presents a 

different proposal regarding the paths leading to de se (with ECM data), and  Maier (2004) proposes a 

reductionist account. 
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P&S characterize dream as believe-while-asleep, and (27) would be true if John self-ascribed 

the property !x. the avalanche hit x. 

A binding analysis allows P&S to explain the difference between (25) and (26) in terms of 

constraints on binding and possible interveners. In order to generate the (b) reading for (25), 

indexing and movement take place as in (28), which is permitted: 

 

(28) John [!c
1 …. t

c
1 …. dreamt that  [his* [!2 …. t2 was marrying his1 grand-daughter]]] 

 

To generate the (d) reading, however, movement and binding would have to take place as in 

(29): 

 

(29) .#John [!c
1 …. t

c
1 …. dreamt that [his* [!2 …. he1 was marrying t2 grand-daughter]]] 

  

According to P&S, the configuration in (29) is ruled out by a constraint on movement: in 

order to arrive at this structure, the pro* would have to move across another pronoun that c-

commands it and shares the same features, and this is ruled out by superiority.
7
 

My interest in P&S’s proposal lies in the fact that it sets up a system to generate de se 

interpretations by binding of special pronouns and I will make use of this idea in the next 

section. As Anand (2006) discussed, the P&S system could be used to explain the Lakoff 

examples as de se binding. The P&S analysis correctly predict that we interpret the sentences 

as reporting a dream in which the dream self kissed Lakoff (the interpretation according to 

which Lakoff kissed the dream self would violate superiority): 

 

(30) I dreamed I kissed me. 

 [I* [!1   t1 kissed me]] / # [me* [!1   I kissed t1]] 

 

However, in P&S’s analysis there are no restrictions blocking binding LFs like this one with 

other pronouns, and so the pronoun asymmetry in Lakoff-type examples is unexplained. I will 

make use of P&S’s specialized binding LFs to explain Lakoff’s examples, but I will restrict 

the availability of such binding structures to the first person pronoun. My idea is that the first 

person case is special, and differs from the others precisely in allowing special binding LFs 

for de se interpretations. Having made this move, however, an alternative account needs to be 

given to P&S’s original data in (25), and I will turn to this after presenting some of the views 

developed in Anand (2006). 

Anand (2006) coincides with P&S in that de se dream reports have specialized binding LFs. 

However, he considers that other mechanisms are also needed to derive de se interpretations. 

Following Lewis (1979), he defends the possibility of arriving at de se interpretations via a 

special way of understanding de re: de se can be a special case of de re in which an individual 

is identified across worlds in terms of his/her de se counterparts (a SELF description). In a de 

se interpretation (‘guise’) for a third person pronoun, for example, the pronoun would pick out 

                                                
7
 Anand (2006) offers an alternative account of the binding issues in dream scenarios, with an alternative 

interpretation of  P&S’s basic analysis. The differences are not relevant here, so I will only present P&S’s 

proposal. 
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an individual in the actual world, and in other worlds would pick out the individuals the actual 

world individual identifies with. 

Part of Anand’s motivation for allowing a variety of mechanisms to result in de se 

interpretations comes from the observation that not all propositional attitude verbs give rise to 

the blocking effects observed by P&S in dream reports. Anand provides an example with 

believe. He presents us with a scenario in which John, an amnesiac who happens to be  a 

Picasso scholar, comes across a half-finished copy of a Picasso painting and believes he is 

Picasso. He also reads about a famous Picasso scholar (himself) who is claimed to own five 

Picassos. In these circumstances, we could report John’s beliefs with (31): 

 

(31) John believed that he was Picasso and that heJohn owned five of hisself paintings. 

 (Anand 2006) 

 

Anand explains the difference between (31) and (25) (where the configuration leading to this 

interpretation is disallowed) by arguing that the relevant reading in (31) is not generated by 

means of pro* movement (as in (25)), but by means of a SELF interpretation for the 

possessive pronoun (given that the de se interpretation is generated without movement, no 

superiority effects are predicted).
8
 

My proposal is that first person differs from the others in that a binding LF is available for de 

se binding by a first person, but not available for the other pronouns. If the binding option is 

not available for third person pronouns, and only one guise is available per entity (that is, at 

most one description is available to identify individuals in other worlds), then examples like 

(32)/ (33) are straightforwardly predicted to be unacceptable: 

 

(32) In his dream, he1 kissed him1. 

(33) If she were you, she2 would kiss her2. 

 

I have used coindexation in (32) and (33) to note that the same pronoun (the same guise) is 

found in both cases, and so it won’t be possible for the pronouns to pick different individuals 

in the worlds quantified over. Only a reflexive interpretation will be available, and for that 

interpretation, a reflexive pronoun should have been used.  

If a binding LF is not available for third person pronouns, and at most one guise is available 

for each entity, how are we to explain P&S’s original examples? Consider (34) 

 

(34) In John’s dream, hisJohn daughter married himself 

 

Without a binding LF, how are we to obtain the de se interpretation according to which John’s 

daughter married the dream’s self (the interpretation is annotated above)? Imagine that we are 

dealing with a single guise and that the relation used to identify John’s counterparts in other 

worlds is the SELF relation: 

                                                
8
  I will not discuss this example here, but it merits further attention. Anand considers (and discards) the 

possibility that he here is actually an E-type pronoun. 
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(35) [[he1]] = g(i) = fJohn’s-self  

 (for all possible worlds w, fJohn’s-self (w) = the individual John identifies with in w) 

 

If the pronoun him in (34) is interpreted as in (35), it will pick out John’s self counterparts in 

the dream worlds, and the dream description can be understood as a de se dream about 

somebody marrying the dream-self. To explain why we do not necessarily understand the 

sentence to report that the dream-self’s daughter married the dream-self, we have to allow the 

definite DP his daughter to be interpreted outside the scope of the dream description. That is, 

we have to allow the sentence in (34) to be understood as being de re regarding John’s 

daughter, and claiming that in the dream, the counterpart of the real-world John’s daughter 

married the dream-self. To make this more explicit, I will switch to a representation in which 

world pronouns are syntactically represented, as in (36): 

 

(36) 

 

 

 !w  fw   married   

        him1  w 

   the 

 

  daughter  w*  of  his1  w*  

 

Given the distribution of world-pronouns in (36), the definite DP his daughter is given what is 

usually called a ‘wide scope’ interpretation (this interpretation is sometimes called 

‘transparent’). The dream description in (36) will be true in worlds in which the counterpart of 

the actual daughter of John (picked out by his1 in the actual world w*) marries the dream-self 

(picked out by him1 in the dream worlds). I have included fw in the syntactic representation as 

a free variable ranging over functions that take a world and an entity and deliver the 

counterpart of that entity in the input world. It is very plausible to say that the counterpart of 

actual world John’s daughter in the dream worlds will be a woman who is the daughter of 

somebody very much like John in the dream worlds (like John in origins, appearance, etc.). 

The claim, therefore, is that the interpretation in (34)/(36) is a de re interpretation regarding 

the daughter, and that we end up imagining her father is somebody like John simply because 

we are looking for somebody who is similar to her. Conceptualizing this reading as de re with 

respect to the daughter predicts that it should be possible to use (34) to report a dream by John 

in cases in which in his dream he does not know that she is John’s daughter. While it is true 

that the examples get rather complicated, it is possible to construct a relevant scenario: 

 

(37) John is suffering from amnesia. His family is offering all the support they can and they 

 have taken him in as a ‘guest’ at their house, in the hope that their proximity will jog 

 his memory. Last night he had dinner with his wife and grown-up children, and sat 

 next to his daughter (whom he does not recognize as such). That night he dreamed that 
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 the young woman who sat next to him at the table married him, and he tells me about 

 it. I can see the implications of this, and proceed to inform you: 

 (i) In his dream, his daughter married him. 

 

Given that a ‘wide scope’ interpretation is predicted to be available both in subject and object 

positions, the relevant interpretations for P&S’s (25) and (26) are predicted.  

To finish this section, let us consider now the possibility that a ‘wide scope’ interpretation be 

available for one of the pronouns in examples like: 

 

(38) #In his dream, he kissed him. 

 

We have explained the anomaly of examples like (38) by claiming that a single ‘guise’ is 

available for the individual. Our explanation made use of the assumption that both pronouns 

were evaluated in the same (dream) worlds. But in explaining (34), we have set aside this 

assumption. So what prevents us from saying that in examples like (38), one of the pronouns 

is evaluated with respect to w* (i.e. it is interpreted with 'wide scope')? I don’t think this 

possibility is problematic. We can indeed say that one of the pronouns is evaluated with 

respect to the actual world. But then we will have to find the counterpart of the actual world 

dreamer in the dream-worlds. And since we are working with the assumption that context 

only provides one description for any given entity, the counterpart relation that would be 

contextually salient for the actual world denotation of he would be the same as the one 

underlying the pronoun, so it won’t help.  The counterpart of the actual world denotation of he 

in the dream worlds would simply be the denotation of he in the dream worlds, and we would 

still arrive at a reflexive interpretation. 

 

4. Proposal: a 'speaker oriented' perspectival centre and first-person de se binding 

4.1 Preliminaries 

Our initial observation in §1 was that first person pronouns behave differently than the others. 

The observation that the first person/ author plays a special role is found in various forms in 

the literature. Following Cinque (1999), for example, Speas (2004) has recently suggested 

that the speaker is the subject of a speech-act functional projection corresponding to the 

highest functional projection in the clause. Anand and Sieh (2005) follow up on a similar 

idea, and propose that a point-of-view head makes reference to the author of an utterance: 

 

(39) "We will pursue the idea that the indexically-dependent interpretation of the affectee 

 variables are due to covert syntactic binding by a referentially denoting element: the 

 perspectival centre. Following Tenny and Speas (2003) we will assume that the P-head 

 is a point of view head high in the left-periphery that referentially denotes the 

 psychological perspective from which the sentence is situated." Anand & Sieh (2005). 
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The special status of the speaker (and maybe addressee) with respect to binding options had 

already been noted by Kuno (1987), who collected the examples below (examples like these 

have also been discussed by Reinhart and Reuland (1993)):
9
 

 

(40) a. As for myself, I won't be invited. 

 b. ??As for yourself, you won't be invited. 

 c. *As for herself, she won't be invited. 

 

(41) a. Physicists like myself were never too happy with the parity principle. 

 b. Physicists like yourself are a godsend.  

 c. *Physicists like himself don't often make mistakes. 

 

To spell this out concretely, I propose that it is possible to generate LFs in which a referential 

expression denoting the speaker in the utterance context combines with a clause in which a 

self-acription predicate has a property as a sister.  

 

(42) [ ME   [ self-ascribe  I* [!i  …………i ………….]]] 

 

Self-ascribe denotes a function from properties to entities that holds in case the entity self-

ascribes the property, and the silent ME refers to the speaker / author in the context of 

utterance: 

 

(43) [[ME]]
g, c

 = the speaker in c (spc) 

 

The property sister to self-ascribe is generated by means of movement of a special pronoun 

(as in P&S’s proposal). While the self-ascription structure is phonologically silent, the 

pronoun (pro*) surfaces with first person features due to agreement with the silent first person 

ME.  

 

4.2 Proposal for LFs of de se dreaming  

P&S derive de se dreaming from a structure in which a property complement is obtained by 

abstracting over a pronoun (pro*). I will retain this approach for the first person case, and a 

simple dream report (44) will be given an LF like in (45): 

 

(44) I dreamed I kissed me. 

(45) I2 dreamed I* [!1 t1 kissed me2] 

 

                                                
9
  I am very grateful to Orin Percus for pointing out these examples to me. 
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In (45) the first person ‘binder’ has generated a specialized de se LF, which is the 

complement of (de se) dream.  

P&S characterize dream as believe while asleep, and I will characterize de se dreaming as de 

se believing while asleep. (44) will be true in the circumstances described below: 

 

(46) "w’: w’ is compatible with the dreams of [[I2]]
g, c

 (w*).  

 self-ascribe-in-sleep  (!x. x kissed [[me2]]
g, c

 (w’) ) [[I2]]
g, c

 (w*) 

 

According to (46), I can truthfully assert that I dreamed I kissed me (in a context in which I 

am dreaming that I am Brigitte Bardot), if for each of the entities that are my counterpart 

under the contextually salient description (e.g. people who look like me, have my history, 

etc.), in my sleep I self-ascribe the property of having kissed that entity. Since, as far as 

context is concerned, they are ‘the same’ entity, this does not seem to be an unwelcome result 

In examples like (47), I propose that there is a silent self-ascription structure, and that the 

frame adverbial (in my dream) modifies the self-ascription predicate: 

 

(47) In my dream, I kissed me. 

(48) [[ (in my dream) ME self-ascribe I* [!1 t1 kissed me2] ]]
g, c

 (w*) = 1 iff 

 "w’: w’ is compatible with the dreams of spc.  

 self-ascribe-in-sleep  (!x. x kissed [[me2]]
g, c

 (w’) ) (spc) 

 

The proposal for (47) is like that for (44). If context makes available a counterpart relation 

under which we identify me in other worlds by looking at individuals who are similar in terms 

of appearance, history, etc., (47) claims that in my sleep I self-ascribe the property of kissing 

such an individual. 

I will leave the compositional spell-out of the role of the frame adverbial in (47) for the 

future. The kinds of interpretations that we find in the scope of frame-adverbials like in my 

dream can also be found with other adverbials, that do not seem tied to propositional 

attitudes: in the play, in the movie, etc.:  

 

(49) In the movie, I am Brigitte Bardot. 

 

The kinds of binding configurations that we observed in the Lakoff examples can also be 

reproduced in these cases. Imagine that a movie is being made about my life, but I do not get 

to play the main character, and instead get demoted to the role of my mother-in-law: 

 

(50) In the movie, I treat me very badly. 
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The sentence in (50) can be used to report that in the movie, I (as my mother in law) treat the 

character who is me badly. It cannot be used to report that the character who is me in the 

movie treats me (as my mother in law) badly.
10

 

 

5. Counterfactual claims about identity 

Through the analysis of dream reports above, I have presented data supporting the view that 

context only makes available one guise to identify an entity in other worlds. This hypothesis, 

together with the idea that first person pronouns are different from others in allowing the 

generation of specialized de se binding LFs has explained the asymmetry we observed 

between different pronouns in Lakoff-style examples. In this last section, I would like to 

return to the data from counterfactuals, to qualify what it is that I mean when I claim that 

context makes available one guise per entity. 

There are different ways of thinking about the information encoded by the context parameter 

and the conditions of context change. In context-change semantics, the characterization of the 

context change potential of complex expressions makes use of the context change potential of 

subordinate clauses. To calculate the context change potential of a conditional, for example, it 

is necessary to first update an initial context with the antecedent, arriving at a derived context 

which will then be updated with the consequent. Heim (1992) proposes the following context 

change potential for counterfactual conditionals (I am setting aside the issue of presupposition 

in the antecedent): 

 

(51) c + if " would # = {w # c: Simw (W + $ ) + %  = same} (Heim (1992) 

 

The context in which the antecedent is evaluated is thus different from the context in which 

the consequent is evaluated. If the restriction that (in general!) context provides at most one 

guise per entity applies to context at this level, we would expect that antecedents and 

consequents of conditionals should make available different guises for the same entity (even 

though, with any one context, only one guise per entity would be possible). This prediction is 

borne out, as some examples indicate that it is possible to change guise ‘half way through’ a 

conditional: 

 

(52) If she were me, she would kiss me (because I have a tendency to kiss everybody) 

 

The antecedent and consequent in examples such as (52) seem to provide two different ways 

to access me in other worlds: the antecedent sets up a counterpart relation that allows her to 

be me, and the consequent sets up a (different) counterpart relation that allows her to kiss me.  

Note, however, that within the consequent, two guises are not available for the same entity: 

 

(53) #If she were me, she would kiss her (because I find her very attractive) 

 

                                                
10

  Katz (1995) proposes an analysis of how such frame adverbials shift the temporal perspective of sentences, 

and their aspectual properties. It does take into account other indexicals. 
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As expected, the first person case is special, and allows for options not available to the other 

pronouns: 

 

(54) If I were you/ her, I would kiss me. 

 

6. Conclusion 

This paper presents some steps towards an analysis of the interpretation of pronouns in modal 

contexts. I have adopted a rather simple view of pronouns, considering them as guises, and I 

have shown that various consequences can be derived from the view that context makes 

available one guise per entity. I have also proposed that the first person pronoun case is 

different, and suggested that a phonologically silent ‘self ascription’ structure may be 

available for the first person, together with a specialized de se binding LF. The differences in 

the options available for de se for first person vs. the others would explain the asymmetries 

we observe in the interpretations of pronouns in modal contexts. While I have been able to be 

precise in some areas, part of the work is left for future research. Notably, the interpretation of 

counterfactuals. 
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Abstract

We consider the discourse functions of PP-dislocations to the left (PP-LD) and to the

right (PP-RD) in German. Whilst it is often assumed that these constructions are symmetric,

we argue that they differ in a crucial way. In the majority of cases PP-LD is built with

the clause-internal proform da (approx.: ‘there’), and the PP serves to restrict a ‘topic

situation’ da refers to. PP-RD, on the contrary, is only possible with a clause-internal

proform consisting of a preposition + pronoun. Cases where da as clause-internal proform

is used with a coreferent PP to the right of the sentence are shown to be ‘afterthoughts’, i.e.

repair constructions.

1 Introduction

German left and right dislocations are constructions consisting of an XP (NP, PP, VP, CP) at

the very beginning (LD) or, respectively, at the very end (RD) of a sentence with a coreferent

proform inside the clause (cf. Altmann 1981).1 The most common and mostly investigated kind

of dislocations are NP dislocations as in (1a) and (1b).

(1) a. Den

the

Karl,

Karlacc,i

den

theacc,i

habe

have

ich

I

schon

already

gesehen.

seen

(LD)

b. Er

henom,i

hat

has

die

the

Prüfung

exam

bestanden,

passed

der

the

Karl. (RD)

Karlnom,i

The constructions this paper is concerned with are illustrated in (2) and (3). (2) is an example

of a left-dislocated PP and (3) of a right-dislocated PP2:

∗The research for this paper has been conducted within the project “Semantics of the C-Domain: Positions and

Interpretations for Sentence Topichood” at the Centre for General Linguistics, Typology and Universals Research

(ZAS) Berlin, directed by Claudia Maienborn. We would like to thank Manfred Consten, Philippa Cook, Mareile

Knees and Claudia Maienborn for helpful comments and stimulating suggestions. Needless to say, all remaining

errors are our own.
1Note that Topicalization and Extraposition are thus excluded due to not having a coreferent clause-internal

proform. Furthermore, concerning LD we only consider constructions that Altmann (1981) and Frey (2004) define

as German Left Dislocations. We do not account for the construction called Hanging Topic (HT), cf. (i):

(i) Der

the

Hans,

Hansnom,i

ihn

himacc,i

mag

like

ich

I

nicht.

not.

Altmann (1981) states that a construction that would correlate with HT does not exist at the right periphery and

HT could therefore not be included in our investigation. For differentiation between LD and HT, see among others

Frey (2004).
2Most of our examples are taken from the TüBa-D/S (Tübinger Baumbank des Deutschen / Spontansprache).

This is a syntactically manually annotated corpus on the basis of spontaneous dialogues, consisting of approx.

Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 11, E. Puig-Waldmüller (ed.), Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra, pp.46-62.
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(2) und

and

am

on

Montag,

Monday

da

da

werden

will

wir

we

dann

then

schauen,

see

wie

how

müde

tired

wir

we

sind. (PP-LD)

are
[TüBa-D/S cd38, s1010]

(3) Haben

have

Sie

you

da

da

auch

also

Urlaub

holidays

geplant

planned

in

in

der

the

Periode? (PP-RD)

timespan
[TüBa-D/S cd15, s843]

The first impression could be that PP-LD and PP-RD are formally symmetrical. Similarly, one

might assume a functional symmetry of LD and RD, as both are usually considered as topic-

related devices (cf. Lambrecht 2001). For NP-LD Frey (2004) argues that it is used to refer

to the aboutness-topic of its sentence. Averintseva-Klisch (2006) claims for NP-RD that it is

used to mark the current discourse topic. In the literature on dislocation constructions, opin-

ions concerning the similarity of LD and RD differ. Altmann (1981) states that RD is “neither

formally nor functionally the mirror-image of LD” (Altmann 1981, p. 6) In contrast, there are

approaches which assume that RD is derived from a LD. For instance, Gundel (1977, p. 119)

claims for English that an “optimal analysis for these constructions [LD and RD] is one which

derives RD from LD by a rule that moves the dislocated NP to the right of the sentence”. Re-

cently, Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007) have proposed a similar analysis for Italian, deriving

RD from LD via VP-inversion. Culicover and Jackendoff (2005, p. 339) also assume that “RD is

syntactically and semantically identical to LD”, although they adopt a base-generation analysis

for both LD and RD. All these analyses would predict that RD is symmetrical to LD.

We will argue that German PP-RD and PP-LD are non-symmetrical. They differ not only func-

tionally but also formally, concerning the form of the resumptive proform. We will show in

section 2 that the default proform for PP-LD is a demonstrative da , which is not possible with a

PP-RD.3 Considering first the function of LD and RD: both are topic-related, but in a crucially

different way. We will show that the function of LD is to restrict the ‘topic situation’ relative to

which an assertion is made (section 2). At the right periphery we will distinguish between two

kinds of constructions. One of them, which we call ‘RD proper’, marks the discourse topic, and

is thus also topic-related. The other kind which we call ‘afterthought’ is a repair construction,

which is not concerned with topic (section 3). Thus, only LD and RD proper are comparable at

all. However, discourse topic and topic situation are different facets of topicality, and thus LD

and RD are functionally asymmetrical. This functional difference correlates with the different

choice of clause-internal resumptive proform, as we will show.

2 PP-dislocations to the left

At first we will have a closer look at the left-dislocation of PPs. The commonly used resumptive

proform here is da.4 It is a pronominal adverb which is commonly used as a local or temporal

deictic, approximately meaning “there”. However, it is very difficult to translate da, as it has

a very broad variety of usage in German. Ehrich (1983, p. 203) distinguishes between deictic

da, which can be local and temporal, and anaphoric da, which has temporal, causal, final and

38000 sentences.
3In a similar way NP-LD and NP-RD also differ with respect to their clause-internal proforms: whereas

with NP-LD only weak demonstrative pronouns der, die, das are possible, NP-RD allows personal pronouns (cf.

Altmann 1981).
4In Fritzsche (2005) a corpus study was carried out showing that 89% of all sentences with left-dislocated PPs

used da as resumptive pronoun.
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consecutive uses. By looking at PP-LD, we will show how a unified analysis of these different

uses of da might look. First to some examples, see (4):5

(4) a. [Im
[in.the

Hof]i,
yard]i

dai

dai

spielen

play

die

the

Kinder.

children

b. Am

[on

Montag,

Monday]i

dai

dai

geht

goes

er

he

ins

to.the

Kino.

movies

c. Ohne

[without

ihr

her

Notebook,

laptop]i

dai

dai

kann

can

Anna

Anna

nicht

not

arbeiten.

work

Explaining the semantic relation between da and the left-dislocated PP turns out to be problem-

atic. Traditionally, da is analysed as either locative or temporal, cf. Zifonun et al. (1997). In

(4a), where the PP auf dem Hof (‘in the yard’) is a locative modifier, da could refer to the spatial

argument, the inner region of the yard. Analogously, da could refer to the relevant time span in

(4b), where the PP am Montag (‘on Monday’) is a temporal modifier.

Therefore, a straightforward solution would suggest that da is coreferent with the - spatial or

temporal - argument. However, this solution would be inappropriate for examples like (4c), as

the PP here cannot have a spatial or temporal reference; intuitively, what da refers to here are

situations of Anna being without her laptop: (4c) is interpreted as “whenever a situation that

Anna does not have her laptop holds, she cannot work”. However, a PP as such cannot have a

situational reference. That is why we will argue in the following that in (4c), and generally, da

refers to the ‘topic situation’, and the PP serves as a frame setter restricting this situation. We

will later see that the assumption that da does not refer to the PP directly via coreference, but

indirectly via ‘topic situation’ can explain several phenomena relating to left-dislocation of PPs

(see section 2.1).

The idea of interpreting da as a situation related pronoun is not really new. It has already been

mentioned by Ehrich (1983) that in certain contexts da can only be interpreted as referring to

the described situation as a whole. And also Kratzer (2006) analysed da as ‘topic situation’

pronoun. Both consider cross-sentential phenomena as in (5):

(5) Anna

Anna

hat

has

kein

no

Notebook

laptop

mit.

with

Da

da

kann

can

sie

she

nicht

not

arbeiten.

work
‘Anna doesn’t have a laptop with her. So she cannot work.’

In (5), da refers to a situation of Anna not having her laptop. Such a situation might be described

by one or more sentences or it might also be introduced by a PP as in (4c). We will assume that

in sentences with left-dislocated PPs, da refers to a ‘topic situation’ that is restricted by the PP.

The concept of a ‘topic situation’ was introduced by Maienborn (2001) as a generalization of

Klein’s notion of ‘topic time’. Klein (1994) defines topic time as the “time for which the claim

that e [the event] is made.”(Klein 1994, p. 3)

(6) The light was on. Klein (1994, p. 2,ex. 1)

5Note that the coindexing in (4) marks the syntactic relation between da and the left-dislocated PP. The question

of whether it also can be interpreted as reference identity will be subject of this section.
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In (6) the topic time is the time span the speaker is talking about, e.g., the moment when the

speaker looked into the room. In contrast, the utterance time of (6) is the time when the speaker

utters the sentence and the event time is the time span when the light was really on, i.e., several

seconds, minutes or hours, etc.

Analogously, the ’topic situation’ is the situation6 for which the sentence makes a proposition.

(7) a. Die

the

gesamte

whole

Innenstadt

city

wurde

was

gesperrt.

blocked

b. Als

when

der

the

französische

French

Premierminister

prime.minister

nach

to

Berlin

Berlin

kam,

came

wurde

was

die

the

gesamte

whole

Innenstadt

city

gesperrt.

blocked

When a speaker utters a sentence like (7a) she has a special discourse situation (=the topic situ-

ation) in mind about which she is making her assertion. In (7b) this topic situation is restricted

by the clause ‘when the French Prime minister came to Berlin’, and for this topic situation the

claim that the whole city was blocked is made.

There are other possiblities to restrict topic situations, for example the PP in (8):

(8) In

in

Berlin

Berlin

fahren

go

die

the

öffentlichen

public

Verkehrsmittel

transport

die

the

ganze

whole

Nacht.

night

In (8) the PP in Berlin is ambiguous. The preferred interpretion is doubtless that of a claim

about Berlin: ‘regarding (situations in) Berlin one can say that the public transport goes all night

long’. Even so the interpretation that the public transport goes all night long and this process

is localized in Berlin is possible. This would not be a general assertion about Berlin but about

public transport.7 We claim that what left-dislocation does is to prevent such ambiguities and

to ensure the first interpretation. A left-dislocated PP has always to be interpreted as an frame-

setting modifier8 restricting a ‘topic situation’ to which the resumptive proform da refers, see

(4c), here repeated as (9):

(9) Ohne

without

ihr

her

Notebook,

laptop

da

da

kann

can

Anna

Anna

nicht

not

arbeiten.

work

In (9), the ‘topic situation’ is the situation that Anna does not have her laptop, i.e.Anna not

having her laptop sets the scene for the state that Anna cannot work. One point to be made

in advance is that whilst NP-LDs are commonly analysed as aboutness-topics in the sense of

Reinhart (1981) (cf. Frey 2004), from our point of view ‘topic situation’ can be analysed neither

as aboutness-topic nor as familiarity-topic in the sense of Krifka (1992). A detailed comparison

of different topics cannot be included here, but see our example (9), where obviously Anna is the

aboutness-topic, and not the left-dislocated PP. To speak metaphorically, the ‘topic situation”

sets the scene for the aboutness-topic-referent to act on.

6In the relevant literature it is controversial what “situations” actually are. We understand “situation” here as a

cover term for propositionally structured referents that are bound in time and/or space, such as events, processes

and certains kinds of states (cf. Maienborn 2005a). The peculiarity of ‘topic situation’ is that it serves as “scene

setting” for some other situation. For detailed discussion of the status of situations see Kratzer (2006).
7In Maienborn (2001) such differences are analysed in detail. We will turn to it more in section 2.1.2.
8More about it in section 2.1.2
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In the following we will present three observations concerning possible and impossible LD-PPs,

which at the first glance might seem disconnected, but which could all easily be explained under

the assumption that da refers to the topic situation that the LD-PP restricts.

2.1 Constraints on PP-LD

There are three observations that correlate with our claim that PP-LD promotes the PP to a

frame-setting modifier that restricts the topic situation, see also Salfner (2006).

2.1.1 Da can refer to PPs with semantically different but coherent parts

Left-dislocation of several PPs as in (10) is possible. Under the assumption that da does not

refer to the PP directly via coreference, but indirectly via ‘topic situation’, cases of multiple

fronting can be immediately captured.

(10) Am

on

Montag

Monday

in

at

der

the

Universität,

university

da

da

habe

have

ich

I

Anna

Anna

getroffen.

met

In (10), da simultaneously refers to the location Universität (‘university’) and the time Montag

(‘Monday’). Thus, da refers to the situation as a whole. With respect to their semantics both

PPs differ as the first is locative and the second temporal. Nevertheless, they are coherent.

‘Coherent’ means here that the parts of the complex PP must be pragmatically suitable.9 A

sentence like (11) is infelicitous, because the two PPs appear to be somehow incongruent.

(11) ?Am

on

Montag

Monday

ohne

without

Peter,

Peter

da

da

habe

have

ich

I

Anna

Anna

getroffen.

met.

Certainly, one could imagine contexts where (11) could be felicitious, but it is more difficult

than in (10).

Now, the question arises whether the left-dislocated PPs in examples like (10) constitutes one

single PP or several PPs restricting one topic situation. We assume the latter to be the case.

Generally, for the prefield it is assumed for German that it can only be occupied by one single

XP. Insofar examples like (10) are problematic. In research on complex PPs it is often proposed

that a complex PP consisting of temporal and locative PPs should be analysed as one single PP,

e.g. Wunderlich (1984) or Zifonun et al. (1997). Both argue that one PP is simply the modifier

of the other, even though in different ways.10 Müller (2003) shows that modifier approaches

cannot explain sentences like (12):

(12) Im

in.the

Hause

house

am

at.the

Bergsee

mountain.lake

zur

at

Sommerzeit

summer.time

sei

is

es

it

freilich

certainly

nur

only

ein

a

Harmonicum.

harmonic.thing (Müller (2003, ex. 23a))

9A detailed analysis of this ‘pragmatically suitability’ is still missing.
10Wunderlich (1984) assumes an appositive modification in the case of identical semantic roles. Zifonun et al.

(1997) refine the modification analysis to cover cases with different semantic roles. They claim that one PP is a

restrictive modifier of the other.
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The temporal PP zur Sommerzeit (‘at summer time’) cannot be a modifier for the complex

locative PP im Hause am Bergsee (‘in the house at the mountain lake’), neither restrictively nor

as a appositive. Thus, for this example we cannot assume one single PP, but only two separate

PPs. If it is possible to have more than one fronted PP in a canonical verb-second sentence

(i.e. without left dislocation), then one would also expect this to be possible in a sentence with

left-dislocation. Even though there are semantic-pragmatic restrictions for all PPs together to

restrict one ‘topic situation’.

The following examples taken from the KONKRET-corpus11 illustrate the variety of complex

modifiers in left-dislocation:

(13) a. Aber

but

hier,

here

aber

but

jetzt,

now

vor

in.front.of

den

the

Spätzle

pasta

und

and

dem

the

Toastbrot,

toast

da

da

ist

is

-

-

sie

they

waren

were

selber

themself

gar nicht

not

gefasst

prepared

darauf

to

-

-

plötzlich

suddenly

kein

no

Stück

piece

mehr

more

übrig

left

von

of

ihrem

their

Schweigen.

silence
‘But here and now, in front of the pasta and the toast, there is -and even they were

not prepared for it- suddenly nothing left of their silence.’

b. Auf

on

dem

the

Bahnhof

station

von

of

Biarritz

Biarritz

jedoch,

though

im

in.the

Smalltalk

small.talk

mit

with

dem

the

jungen

young

Mann,

man

im

in.the

vollen

full

Wartesaal

waiting.room

in

in

der

the

dunklen

dark

Ecke,

corner

da

da

beginnt

begins

ein

a

Leuchten,

glow

...

...
‘But at the station in Biarritz, making smalltalk with a young man in a dark corner

of the crowded waiting room, there begins a glimmer...’

It is obviously possible that several PPs and adverbs describe one single situation (= ‘topic

situation’), in making several aspects of this situation available to the hearer. In such cases, the

resumptive pronoun da can refer to this situation and to all of its aspects (e.g. time, location,...).

2.1.2 Left-dislocation is only possible for frame-setting modifiers

Maienborn (2001) differentiates three types of locative adverbial modifiers: Frame-setting mod-

ifiers, event-external modifiers and event-internal modifiers. Example (14) covers all three

types:

(14) In

in

den

the

Anden

Andes

werden

are

Schafe

sheep

vom

from.the

Pfarrer

priest

auf

on

dem

the

Markplatz

marketplace

an

at

den

the

Ohren

ears

gebrandmarkt.

branded (Maienborn (2001, ex. 16))

The PP in den Anden (‘in the Andes’) is a ‘frame-setting modifier’. It restricts the scope for the

proposition, meaning that the proposition is true only with respect to the region of the Andes.

The PP auf dem Marktplatz (‘on the marketplace’) is an event-external modifier. It localises the

overall event. This means that the event of branding takes place on the marketplace. Event-

external modification is generally considered to be the standard case for adverbial modification.

11The KONKRET-corpus is a corpus of written language, namely the Konkret magazin, provided by the chair

for corpus linguistics at the Humboldt-University Berlin.
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Finally, the PP an den Ohren (‘at the ears’) is an event-internal modifier. Internal modifiers

locate an entity that serves some function within the eventuality in that they convey, for exam-

ple, additional instrumental or manner information about this eventuality (cf. Maienborn 2001,

p. 218). Our observation is that, under neutral intonation, left-dislocation of modifier PPs is

only possible if the PP is a frame-setting modifier.

(15) a. In

in

Frankreich,

France

da

da

marinieren

marinate

die

the

Köche

cooks

das

the

Huhn

chicken

in

in

Rotwein.

red.wine

b. ?In

in

Rotwein,

red.wine

da

da

marinieren

marinate

die

the

Köche

cooks

das

the

Huhn.

chicken.

c. ?In

in

der

the

Küche,

kitchen

da

da

streitet

quarrels

Peter

Peter

mit

with

Anna.

Anna

In (15a) with a left-dislocated PP which most naturally lends itself to a frame-setting interpre-

tation, the sentence is acceptable regardless of any variation in its intonation. See, in contrast,

(15b) and (15c). In (15b) the event-internal modifier in Rotwein (‘in red wine’) has been left-

dislocated. Under neutral intonation, the sentence is infelicitous. Only a contrastive pronuncia-

tion, see (16a) or a so called ‘hat contour’, see (16b) could lead to a felicitous interpretation:

(16) a. In

in

ROtwein,

red.wine

DA

da

marinieren

marinate

die

the

Köche

cooks

das

the

Huhn,

chicken

und

and

NICHT

not

in

in

Ingwersauce.

ginger.dressing

b. In

in

/ROtwein,

red.wine

da

da

marinieren

marinate

die

the

Köche

cooks

das

the

HUhn\
chicken

(und

and

in

in

/INGwersauce

ginger.dressing

den

the

FIsch\.

fish

Interestingly, according to our informal questioning, native speakers, if forced to interpret (15b),

tend to assume a situation in which the cook is situated in red wine while marinating the chicken;

i.e. the intended interpretation as an event-internal modifier fails, rather the PP is interpreted

as an event-external modifier.12 Similar observations hold for (15c): Only a strong contrastive

intonation can save the sentence, see (17a).

(17) a. In

in

der

the

KÜche,

kitchen

DA

da

streitet

quarrels

Peter

Peter

mit

with

Anna

Anna

(und

and

nicht

not

im

in.the

Bad).

bathroom

b. In

in

der

the

/KÜche,

kitchen

da

da

streitet

quarrels

Peter

Peter

mit

with

ANna\
Anna

(und

and

im

in.the

/BAd

bathroom

mit

with

EVa\).

Eva

However, the case in ((15c)) is more intricate. The sentence could be felicitous under neutral

intonation under an interpretation of the locative as a frame-setting modifier. In this case the

interpretation would be that the kitchen is Peter’s preferred location to quarrel with Maria (in

contrast, e.g., to the living room.), see (18):

12A detailed questionnaire study to test interpretation preferences with PP-LD is in preparation.
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(18) In

in

der

the

Küche,

kitchen

da

da

streitet

quarrels

Peter

Peter

mit

with

Anna

Anna

und

and

im

in.the

Wohnzimmer

living.room

trinkt

drinks

er

he

Bier

beer

/

/

streitet

quarrels

er

he

mit

with

Clara.

Clara

Here, the PP in der Küche (‘in the kitchen’) clearly is a frame-setting modifier as it restricts

the scope for the proposition Peter quarrels with Anna, and its left-dislocation results in a well-

formed sentence.

All in all these findings show that under neutral intonation13 only frame-setting modifiers can

be dislocated to the left. If an event-external modifier is left-dislocated it gets an interpretation

as a frame-setter. Under the claim that da refers to the ‘topic situation’ this is what we expect,

as frame-setting modifiers always restrict a ‘topic situation’, see Maienborn (2005b) .

2.1.3 Left-dislocation of PPs used as coherence relations markers and their resumption

by da

With Grabski and Stede (2006) we assume that PPs can also be considered as “coherence bear-

ing units”. Such coherence-related PPs differ with respect to their possibility to restrict ‘topic

situations’.

In (19) the PP trotz des schlechten Wetters (‘despite the bad weather’) is only used in order to

establish a coherence relation ‘concession’ between the embedded DP des schlechten Wetters

(‘the bad weather’) and the matrix clause. This PP does not restrict a topic situation.

(19) Trotz

despite

des

the

schlechten

bad

Wetters

weather

gehen

go

wir

we

schwimmen.

swim

As the PP does not restrict a topic situation, under our analysis we would expect that the PP

cannot be left-dislocated. Example (20) shows the expected outcome.

(20) *Trotz

despite

des

the

schlechten

bad

Wetters,

weather

da

da

gehen

go

wir

we

schwimmen.

swim

This kind of inacceptability does not only concern concessive PPs. Similarily, PPs introducing

causal relations cannot be left-dislocated, see (21).

(21) a. Durch

by

diese

this

Aktion

action

wurde

was

die

the

Regierung

government

gestoppt.

stopped

b. *Durch

by

diese

this

Aktion,

action

da

da

wurde

was

die

the

Regierung

government

gestoppt.

stopped

Let us point out that it is not the causal semantics of the preposition that prevents left dislocation,

but the fact that the PP establishes a causal coherence relation, see (22a) and (22b) where the

preposition for expressing concerning and because of is the same in German:

(22) a. Wegen

concerning

der

the

WM,

World-Cup,

da

da

mache

make

ich

I

mir

me

keine

no

Sorgen.

worries

13The observation that contrastive intonation can save odd sentences could not be followed up in this paper,

although it certainly deserves further study.
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b. *Wegen

because.of

der

the

WM,

World-Cup,

da

da

kommt

comes

Peter

Peter

schon

already

am

on

Montag.

Monday

The crucial difference between the PPs in (22a) and (22b) is already hinted at by the different

English translations for the preposition wegen. In (22a) the PP wegen der WM (‘concerning the

World-Cup’) acts as a frame-setting modifier in the preferred reading according to which the

speaker is not worrying about the World-Cup. If the PP were an argument of a causal coherence

relation, the interpretation would be that the World-Cup is the reason for the speaker not to

worry. The first reading is the preferred one. In (22b), the obvious interpretation is that the PP

expresses a coherence relation with the matrix clause: The World-Cup is the reason for Peter

coming on Monday. As expected (22b) is unacceptable.

One could assume that the causal prepositions are special in this respect but for any kind of

prepositions the semantics of the particular preposition is not crucial for its ability to be left-

dislocated or not. This becomes clear if we have a closer look at the preposition bei. Grabski

and Stede (2006) have found different coherence relations triggered by the preposition bei. For

example, bei can be used for conditionals as well as for concessives. Whilst in the case of trotz

(‘despite’), the semantics of trotz yields the concessive relation, in the case of bei, the choice of

a particular coherence relation arises from the reader’s interpretation and world knowledge (cf.

Grabski and Stede 2006).

An example for the preposition bei triggering a concession relation is (23a). And again, as we

can see in (23b) a left-dislocation is not acceptable.

(23) a. Bei

despite

allem

all

Verständnis

sympathy

für

for

Tierliebe

love.of.animals

kann

can

dem

the

Antrag

request

der

of.the

Bienenfreunde

friends.of.bees

leider

regrettably

nicht

not

stattgegeben

allowed

werden.

be

b. *Bei

despite

allem

all

Verständnis

sympathy

für

for

Tierliebe,

love.of.animals

da

da

kann

can

dem

the

Antrag

request

der

of.the

Bienenfreunde

friends.of.bees

leider

regrettably

nicht

not

stattgegeben

allowed

werden

be

Example (23b) demonstrates that the unacceptability actually has its reason in the type of co-

herence relation (i.e. concession in this case), and not in the choice of the particular preposition.

In the case of concessions and causal relations, there is no ‘topic situation’ available to which

the pronoun da could refer.

However, actually there are PPs that express a coherence relation with respect to their host

sentence and that still can be left-dislocated, namely PPs establishing a conditional relation, see

(24).

(24) Bei

at

starken

heavy

Gewittern,

storms,

da

da

werden

become

die

the

Katzen

cats

unruhig.

agitated

Why is it impossible to left-dislocate concessive PPs and PPs in causal coherence relations, but

possible for PPs in a conditional coherence relation?

Due to the fact that frame-setters restrict propositions, they establish conditional structures.

Thus, frame-setters and conditional PPs are similar. As frame-setting modifiers inherently re-

strict a ‘topic situation’, we expect conditional PPs to also be able to restrict a ‘topic situation’.
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Therefore the left-dislocation of conditional PPs should be acceptable.

Thus, regardless whether a PP establishes a coherence relation or not, the crucial issue is

whether the PP restricts a ‘topic situation’.

In discussing three apparently unconnected characteristics of PP-LD (multiple PP-dislocation,

restriction to frame-setters and inacceptability of concessive and causal PPs in LD) we have

shown that these can easily be accounted for under the claim that the left-dislocated PP and

its proform da are related to each other via ‘topic situation’. In the following we will turn to

right-dislocated PPs and see whether this analysis for PP-LD can be carried over to PP-RD in

German.

3 PP-dislocations to the right

In this section, we will discuss the potential counterpart of PP-LD at the right. However, we will

show that the alleged similarity of PP dislocations to the left and to the right is only apparent,

and these constructions differ in a crucial way. To be able to do this we will first introduce

a distinction between two superficially similar constructions which we call ‘right dislocation

proper’ (further RD) and ‘afterthought’ (AT). The latter is a local repair device that cannot

really be compared with LD. The former, RD proper, is a topic-marking device and is thus

comparable with LD, even if LD and RD relate to topic in a different way, as we will argue.

Since the kind of RD in German that has been mostly investigated so far is that involving NP

dislocations (e.g., Altmann 1981, Selting 1994) we will first make this distinction with regard

to NP-dislocations in section 3.1, and then apply it to PP-dislocations in sections 3.2 and 3.3.

3.1 Right dislocation proper vs. afterthought

We argue that the label of NP-dislocation to the right (cf. example (1b) in section 1) actually

comprises two functionally and formally different constructions, which we name ‘RD proper’

and ‘afterthought’. The former is a discourse-structuring device that serves to mark the dis-

course topic14, see (25). The latter is a local repair device, clarifying a pronominal reference

that might otherwise stay unclear, see (26).

(25) (“Der Taifun!” rief Lukas dem Kapitän zu. “Da ist er!’)

’“The typhoon!” Lukas called to the captain.’ “Here it comes!”

Ja,

yes

da

there

war

was

eri,

iti

der

the

Taifuni

typhooni

(RD-NP)

’Yes, there it came, the typhoon. [...]’ [M. Ende, Jim Knopf und die Wilde 13, p. 190.]

(26) (Peter

Peter

und

and

Karl

Karl

sind

are

auch

also

schon

already

aus

from

dem

their

Urlaub

holidays

zurück.)

back

Hast

have

Du

you

ihni

himi

schon

already

gesehen,

seen

(ich

I

meine)

mean

den

the

Karli? (AT-NP)

Karli
’Peter and Karl have also already returned from their holidays. Have you seen him yet,

I mean Karl?’

14We understand ’discourse topic’ here as a discourse referent a particular discourse segment is about (cf. also

Averintseva-Klisch (2006) for the discussion of this term).
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These functional differences correlate with prosodic and syntactic ones. For reasons of space we

can only very briefly summarize these, but cf. Averintseva-Klisch (2006, p. 16-18) for details

and examples. Generally, there is ample evidence that RD belongs prosodically and syntacti-

cally in a much more straightforward way to its host sentence than does AT. Prosodically, RD

is part of its host sentence’s tone contour, whilst AT builds a prosodic unit of its own. Con-

sidered syntactically, RD-NP has to agree morphologically with the clause-internal proform,

which suggests that the NP is part of the clause, as morphological agreement is a sentence-

bound phenomenon.15 Moreover, RD occupies a fixed position in the host sentence (at its right

periphery), and does not allow insertions between the host sentence and the RD-NP, i.e. nei-

ther subordinate clause insertion nor optional additions of any kind like ich meine (‘I mean’),

tatsächlich (‘really’) etc. This leads to the assumption that RD is syntactically part of its host

sentence, presumably a right IP-adjunct. AT, by contrast, can vary its position in its host sen-

tence. Furthermore, AT does not strictly require morphological agreement between the NP and

the clause-internal pronoun, and it allows various insertions between the host sentence and AT-

NP. These prosodic and syntactic differences suggest that RD and AT are really two different

constructions and are not merely two functions of one and the same construction.

With this distinction between RD and AT in mind we now turn to PP dislocations to the right,

and first consider the case that is potentially parallel to LD: PPs to the right of the sentence with

coreferent clause-internal da.

3.2 PP-dislocations with da

In the TüBa/DS corpus we found a number of cases with a PP to the right of the sentence and

clause-internal da16. However, the ones in which da and the PP are coreferent are not RDs but

afterthoughts, as a closer investigation shows, cf. (27):

(27) ja,

yes

jetzt

now

müssen

must

wir

we

uns

REFL

überlegen,

think-over

wie

how

wir

we

dai

dai

hinkommen

come

[nach

[to
Hannover]i.
Hannover]i

[TüBa-D/S cd15, s701]

(27) is a clear case of an AT: here, the whole discourse is concerned with planning a business

trip to Hannover. In the preceding segment the communication partners extensively discuss the

possible time of their trip, and then switch to the options for reaching their destination. This

means that the destination (i.e. Hannover) is given, and thus the pronominal reference with da is

justified, but it might be unclear to the hearer as the immediately preceding discourse segment is

concerned with the time, and not the destination of the trip. The speaker adds the PP to prevent

a possible misunderstanding which is a typical case of an afterthought.17

15Consten (2004, p. 91) shows that intersentential anaphoric resumption is generally possible without gender

agreement, whereas this is impossible for intrasentential anaphora.
16We checked approx. one third of the TüBa D/S corpus manually for PP-RD. We have found 52 instances with

a PP to the right of the clause and a potentially coreferent proform inside the clause (i.e. such proforms that might

theoretically corefer with a PP). As a closer investigation taking the context into account showed, only in 27 cases

were the PP and the proform really coreferent. In all of these cases the PP served to clarify the reference of the

proform, so that the corresponding constructions could be classified as ATs. 20 out of 27 (i.e. 74%) have da as the

clause-internal proform.
17PP-ATs are to be distinguished from cases like (i), where da and PP appear to be coreferent at first glance, but

are not:
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12 Maria Averintseva-Klisch/Fabienne Salfner

In our corpus we did not find any examples of PP-RD proper with da. In other words, all

ostensible PP-dislocations with da are ‘afterthoughts’ with a PP resolving an unclear reference

of da, i.e. local repairs not having anything to do with topicality. Thus, there is no symmetry

between LD, where da is the preferred proform, and RD proper, which does not occur with da.

We will show in section 3.3 that this is not coincidental, but RD proper is not possible with da

as a proform for theoretical reasons .

Now, the question is, are there any ‘PP-RDs proper’ at all? In the following we will show that

these do indeed occur, but with another kind of clause-internal proform.

3.3 PP-RDs proper

We found PP-RD proper with a preposition + personal pronoun as a clause-internal proform, as

in (28):

(28) Heute

today

bin

am

ich

I

[über

[over

sie]i
them]i

hergefallen,

pounced.on

[über

[over

meine

my

Leichen

corpses

im

in.the

Kleiderschrank]i.
wardrobe]i

Ganz an den Rand gedrückt hängen sie, vergessen auf der Stange,[...] Es sind liebge-

wonnene Leichen, zu sehr begehrt als dass sie einmal ihr Grab im Altkleidersack finden

könnten.

’Today I pounced on them, on my wardrobe corpses (i.e. old dresses). They hang there

at the very fringe, forgotten on the clothes rail [...]. These are dear corpses, too well

loved to find their tomb in a bag for old clothes one day.’

[http://momente.twoday.net, found on 07.08.06.]

The text following the RD sentence shows that the referent of the NP embedded in the PP,

i.e. “wardrobe corpses” (old dresses are meant here, actually), is the discourse topic of the

corresponding segment. Thus this is a RD proper according to our definition. This means that

the PP in (28), or to be more exact, the NP embedded in it, functions in exactly the same way

as the NP in (25). The reason for this is the following: The German verb herfallen (’pounce

on’) has an idiosyncratic feature of being subcategorized for a PP as its argument,18 whereas the

regular case for German transitive verbs would be an NP in accusative. In other words it is the

fact that herfallen governs a PP and not an NP that leads to a PP being able to be dislocated in

RD-proper. We expect a PP-RD proper to be always possible with ’prepositional objects’. This

is indeed the case, cf. (29):

(i) Ich

I

wollte

wanted

mit

with

Ihnen

you

noch

still

einen

[an

Termin

appointment

ausmachen

fix

für

for

unser

our

Arbeitstreffen

business-meeting]i

wie

how

schaut

looks

es

it

da

dai

bei

at

Ihnen

you

aus

out

so

so

in

[in
der

the

nächsten

next

Zeit?

time]∗i

[TüBa-D/S cd15, s445ff]

Here da refers back to an already introduced situational referent “fixing of an appointment for our business meet-

ing”, whereas the right-peripheral PP is an extraposed modifier without any coreferent proform
18In traditional terms, the über-PP seleczed by herfallen is a so-called ’prepositional object’, which means that

the choice of the particular P is not semantically motivated but is part of the lexical entry of the verb. In contrast,the

über-PP in e.g. über den Zaun klettern (’to climb over the fence’) is an ’adverbial complement’ with argument

status. In the latter case the verb is subcategorized for a PP with particular semantics (in the case of klettern

(’climb’) a directional PP), whereas the choice of the preposition in each particular case depends on several factors

including the meaning of the embedded NP (cf. to climb over the fence / through the window / to the top etc.).
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German PP-dislocations to the left and to the right: against a symmetric approach 13

(29) (Gestern hat mein Bruder angerufen. Dass er sich das überhaupt getraut hat, nach

allem, was er getan hat!)

’My brother has called me yesterday. I wonder that he even dared this after all he has

done.’

Ich

I

habe

have

mich

REFL

so

so.much

über

about

ihn

him

geärgert,

got.angry,

über

about

den

the

Verräter.19

traitor

Er

he

ist

is

schuld,

responsible

dass

that

meine

my

Mutter

mother

nicht

not

mehr

more

mit

with

mir

me

spricht.

talk
’I was so angry with him, this traitor. He is responsible for my mother not talking to

me.’

With other PPs, e.g. with PP-adjuncts as in (30), or adverbial complements as in (31) RD-proper

is very marked.

(30) ??Ich

I

habe

have

in

in

ihri

heri

gekocht,

cooked

in

in

unserer

our

Küchei.

kitcheni

(31) ??Heute

Today

habe

have

ich

I

vor

before

ihmi

iti

gestanden,

stood

vor

before

ihrem

her

Hausi.

housei

However, such cases become significantly better if the context clearly marks the referent of the

embedded NP as discourse topic, e.g. (32) and (33): 20

(32) Heute

today

habe

have

ich

I

zum

for.the

letzten

last

Mal

time

in

in

ihri

heri

gekocht,

cooked

in

in

unserer

our

Küchei.

kitcheni

Lange

long

Zeit

time

war

was

sie

shei

der

the

wichtigste

most.important

Raum

room

in

in

unserer

our

Wohnung.

flat

(33) Heute

today

habe

have

ich

I

vor

in.front.of

ihmi

iti

gestanden,

stood

vor

in.front.of

ihrem

her

Hausi.

housei

Ja,

yes

dieses

this

alte

old

Haus

house

mit

with

dem

the

roten

red

Dach

roof

und

and

dem

the

schiefen

lopsided

Schornstein!

chimney

Immer

ever

noch

still

ist

is

es

it

für

for

mich

me

der

the

schönste

most.beautiful

Ort

place

auf

on

Erden.

earth
‘Today I stood again in front of it, her house. Oh, this old house with its red roof and

its lopsided chimney! Even now it is still the most beautiful place on earth for me.’

Thus, PPs as such are dispreferred means of referring to discourse topics but still, in a certain

context, such reference is possible - however, only if the referent of the NP is accessible for

being marked as the discourse topic. In the case of preposition + personal pronoun the nominal

19It is possible that in addition to marking the discourse topic, RD-NP also gives emotional evaluation of the

corresponding referent, as it is the case in (29). However, the evaluation in such cases is only an additional

function RD might have, since it is quite natural that the speaker has an emotional attitude towards her topic or

tends to evaluate her topic. Still, RD is in no way confined to emotionally loaded expressions.
20For reasons of space, in this paper we do not consider so-called ’pronominal adverbs’ (cf. Zifonun et al. 1997),

i.e., forms consisting of da(r) + P, e.g. darauf (’there-on’). Pronominal adverbs as such are very frequent in

German, but we have not found any instance of LD with pronominal adverbs as proform and only one single

instance with AT. For these reasons we have disregarded them for the time being, even if it would undoubtedly be

promising to investigate the possibility of pronominal adverbs in LD and RD.

13
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14 Maria Averintseva-Klisch/Fabienne Salfner

referent is accessible, being referred to with the pronoun. In contrast, with da the nominal

referent is not accessible: as we have argued in section 2, da refers to the ‘topic situation’ as a

whole. Nominal referents that are participants of the ‘topic situation’ alone are not available as

discourse topics. This explains why there are no RDs proper with da as an intraclausal proform.

Furthermore, da, i.e. the proform used for referring to the ’topic situation’, cannot be used

cataphorically. It does not seem to be possible to introduce first the proposition and only then

the ‘topic situation’, i.e. the “scene setting” for the situation described in it. In this respect da

differs from situational anaphors like dies or das (both approx. ’this’) in German. The latter

ones, not being confined to referring to the ‘topic situation’, can be used cataphorically as in

(34):

(34) Dasi

thati

hat

has

mir

me

gerade

just

noch

yet

gefehlt,

missed

[dass

[that

Du

you

auch

also

noch

yet

krank

ill

wirst!]i
become]i

’That’s the last thing I needed, that you fall ill as well’

In this case a situational referent is first established through the proform, and then gets specified

through the following sentence(s) describing it. In contrast, da can only refer to situations that

are already established in the discourse.

In other words, da as an anaphor is oriented strictly to the left. It seems that this orientation to

the left is further restricted in that da is set to look for the nearest available antecedent. This

might be due to the fact that da is a demonstrative form historically akin to such forms as das or

dies (’this’), cf. Heidolph et al. (1981, p. 686). Demonstratives are generally assumed to refer

to the nearest available antecedent, cf. Zifonun et al. (1997, p. 558).21 In the case of da and

LD this antecedent is, on grounds of linearity, bound to be the left-dislocated PP, which restricts

the ‘topic situation’. The presence of such constructionally-given antecedents is a peculiarity

of LD. If we now compare LD to cross-sentential cases of da-reference, we see that there is

no constructionally-given antecedent. The antecedent has to be found in the preceding context.

The same applies to PP-ATs: da refers back to an already introduced (topic) situational referent,

and this reference is then made explicit with the added PP.

To sum up this section: we have shown that apparent PP-RD turns out to subsume two different

constructions, depending on the form of the intraclausal proform: With da and a coreferent

PP, only ‘afterthought’ is possible, but not RD-proper. By contrast, da is a proform that is

used regularly for LD, so that the two constructions differ in this respect. RD proper is only

possible with a clause-internal preposition + personal pronoun, preferably with PP-RD being

an idiosyncratic argument. In this case the referent of the embedded NP is marked as being the

discourse topic for the following segment.

3.4 LD vs. RD: Summing up

In our paper we have argued that the superficially similar PP-LD and PP-RD in German are non-

symmetrical in a crucial way, formally as well as functionally. PP-LD is, in an overwhelming

majority of cases, realized with the resumptive proform da. The function of the LD is that the

21Thus, Bosch et al. (2007) argue that in the case of two nominal referents and an anaphor that might equally

refer to each of them like in (i), a demonstrative anaphor chooses the nearest one as its antecedent:

(i) Paul1
Paul1

wollte

wanted

mit

with

Peter2

Peter2

laufen

running

gehen.

go

Aber

but

er1

he1

/

/

der2

DEM2

war erkältet.

had a cold
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German PP-dislocations to the left and to the right: against a symmetric approach 15

PP restricts a ‘topic situation’ referred to with da. On the other hand, PP-RD is not possible with

da, but only with an intraclausal PP (preposition + personal pronoun). Functionally, the referent

of the NP embedded in the PP is the discourse topic for the following discourse segment. Thus,

both are topic related devices, but in different ways: PP-LD restricts the ‘topic situation’, i.e.

the ‘scene setting’ for the proposition. PP-RD marks the referent of the NP embedded in the

dislocated phrase as the discourse topic for the following segment. PP-RD is restricted to the

cases with a clause-internal PP, as only in this case is the referent of the embedded NP available.

PP-RDs proper are very rare, which is expected under our analysis: A PP is only used in a

RD proper when there is (for independent reasons) no possibility to use a NP, the latter being

the default case for RD proper. PP-RD proper is thus mostly used with prepositional objects.

In this respect it also contrasts with PP-LD where the possibility of left-dislocating a PP is

independent of its syntactic function. What LD does is to take a PP and to promote it to a

frame-setting modifier, as we have argued in 2.1.2. This happens irrespective of whether this

PP was originally a modifier or an argument PP.

With da as a clause-internal proform and a PP to the right of the clause, only an ‘afterthought’,

i.e. a repair device, is possible. In this case da refers back to the ‘topic situation’ that is already

established in the discourse, and the PP additionally clarifies this reference.

We argued that this LD-RD-asymmetry corresponds to the referential properties of da: da being

a demonstrative is set to refer to the nearest available antecedent to the left. In the case of LD

this antecedent denotes the ‘topic situation’ that is restricted by the left-dislocated PP. In the

case of RD there is no constructionally-inherent given antecedent, as da can never be used

cataphorically.

The essential point of our proposal is that LD and RD are comparable, but non-symmetric. The

functional difference of defining the topic situation (LD) vs. marking the topical referent for

the following segment (RD) corresponds to the placement of the construction to the left resp.

to the right of the clause. LD is especially apt to “set the scene” for the proposition exactly

because it is placed to the left, i.e. before the proposition. In contrast, the fact that RD is

placed to the right of (i.e. after) the clause explains its being used for structuring the discourse

segment following the RD sentence. That means that the crucial dissimilarities between LD and

RD we discussed in this paper arise by virtue of their placement. In investigating the formal

and functional characteristics of PP-LD and PP-RD we hope to make a contribution to the

description of general functional differences between the left and the right periphery.
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SPELLING OUT QR∗
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Abstract

Right-Node Raising has been recently shown to license an exceptional pattern of QR.

We provide a framework in which locality is determined through the interaction of complete

dominance and spellout, and in which the pattern of QR in Right-Node Raising is predicted.

1 Right Node Raising and Quantifier Raising

1.1 The puzzle

Quantifier Raising (QR) is often assumed to be clause-bound (May, 1985):

(1) John knows a man who speaks every Germanic language. (∃ ≻ ∀,∗∀ ≻ ∃)

As noted by Sabbagh (2003/2006), Right-Node Raising (RNR) is an exception to this general-

ization, allowing an embedded quantifier to take scope over a higher quantifier even across a

tensed clause:

(2) [John knows a man who speaks ], and [Mary knows a woman who wants to learn ]

every Germanic language. (∃ ≻ ∀,∀ ≻ ∃)

This generalization must be qualified, however. As we notice elsewhere (Bachrach and Katzir,

2006), a shared quantifier cannot reverse scope with a quantifier that is above the conjunction:

(3) John told me about someone who knows [a man who speaks ], and [ a woman who

wants to learn ] every Germanic language. (∃ ≻ ∀,∗∀ ≻ ∃)

The emerging generalization can be formulated as follows:

(4) Height Generalization: The scope of a shared quantifier (in RNR) is not clause bound

within each conjunct but is clause bound above the conjunction.

The goal of this paper is to explain (4). We will adopt a phase-based architecture, based on

Chomsky (2001), where certain locality effects have their source in the cyclic spellout of struc-

tures throughout the derivation. We will further assume that syntax allows sharing, or multiple-

dominance, and that both movement phenomena and RNR involve multiple-dominance. In par-

ticular, we will follow McCawley (1988) and Wilder (1999) in assuming the following structure

for RNR:

(5) a. John speaks and Mary learns several Germanic languages

∗We thank Kai von Fintel, Danny Fox, Irene Heim, David Pesetsky, Yael Sharvit, Raj Singh, Benjamin Spector,

and the audiences at MIT and at Sinn und Bedeutung 11 for helpful comments and discussion.

Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 11, E. Puig-Waldmüller (ed.), Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra, pp.63-75.
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b. Structure (modeled after Wilder (1999)):

ConjP

!!!!!!!

"""""""""""""

TP

!!!!!!!

#######
ConjP

!!!!!!!

#######

John VP

!!!!!!!

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
and TP

!!!!!!!

#######

speaks Mary VP

!!!!!!!

%
%

%
%

%
%

%
%

%
%

%
%

%
%

%
%

learns

several Germanic languages

Finally, we will assume that the freezing effect of spellout applies only to material that is com-

pletely dominated at that point. In other words, material that is shared at the point of spellout

is exempt from the locality constraints that it imposes. In particular, the sharing of a quantifier

between the two conjuncts in RNR makes possible the wide-scope readings that are otherwise

unavailable, but only up to the height of coordination. Once coordination is formed, the quanti-

fier is completely dominated and is once again subject to the usual locality constraints.

The freezing effect of spellout attributes locality to the interfaces. In addition to this post-

syntactic source of locality, it is commonly assumed that there are locality conditions on the

operation of syntax itself (superiority effects), and there have been proposals to the effect that

QR is a syntactic operation that is subject to these conditions. By choosing to analyze QR as a

post syntactic operation we predict that any locality effects with respect to quantifier interaction

would be the result of spellout and not superiority or other syntax internal constraints. In section

4 we show that the two views (the syntactic vs. post syntactic nature of QR) make different

predictions, and we use further data from RNR to argue for the post-syntactic view. We will

show that while QR is sensitive to spellout induced locality, it is not subject to superiority

effects.

1.2 An aside: Why RNR is not movement

Before proceeding to the details of our analysis, one may wonder whether a simpler explanation

to the height generalization (4) is not available. If RNR is analyzed as a form of rightward ATB

movement, the shared quantifier can take a free ride on this movement and reach the height

of coordination. However, there is a wide range of evidence that argues against a movement

account of RNR. A full discussion of this evidence falls outside the scope of this paper (see,

in particular, Abbott, 1976; Wilder, 1997; Swingle, 1995; Abels, 2004). We will only mention

here that RNR violates locality conditions on movement in general and rightward movement in

particular. As simple examples of this island insensitivity, (6) shows that RNR is insensitive to

relative-clause islands, while (7) shows that it is insensitive to the Right-Roof Constraint. We

are not familiar with movement accounts of RNR that can handle these facts.

(6) a. [John met a man who wrote ], and [Mary met a man who published ] a recent

book about bats.

b. */? What did John meet the man who wrote a recent book about?

(7) a. * John claimed that Sam loves yesterday the new headmaster.

2
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b. [John claims that Sam loves ], and [Joe claims that Sam hates ] the new

headmaster.

2 Syntactic structure and the interfaces

2.1 Dominance, complete dominance, and spellout

As long as syntactic representations are trees, the notions of dominance and of complete dom-

inance are identical: if two nodes X and Y dominate a node Z then either X dominates Y or Y

dominates X . As soon as multiple dominance is allowed, however, it becomes possible for X

and Y to dominate Z without either of X and Y dominating the other. That is, X and Y both

dominate Z but neither completely dominates it. In what follows it will be important to have

a precise definition of both dominance and complete dominance. We make use of a reflexive

version of dominance (8), to which we add the definition of complete dominance in (9) (see

Bachrach and Katzir 2006 for motivation and discussion).

(8) Dominance: A node X dominates Y iff (a) X is Y , or (b) a daughter of X dominates Y .

(9) Complete Dominance: A node X completely dominates a node Y iff (a) X is the only

mother of Y , or (b) X completely dominates every mother of Y . The set of nodes com-

pletely dominated by X will be called the Complete Dominance Domain of X , written

CDD(X).

We adopt a modified version of the phase based architecture outlined in Chomsky (2001).

Within this framework, the locality conditions on various grammatical operations are the re-

sult of cyclic spellout: at certain points in the derivation the structure is spelled out by being

sent to the interfaces, where it is interpreted. Under the assumption that interpretation at an

interface results in an immutable object, the effect of spellout is that parts of the structure are

frozen at intermediate points in the derivation and cannot be further modified at later stages. If

such a change is attempted, the interface will have to recompute its interpretation for the same

structure, and the attempt to modify the immutable object will crash the derivation. We will

refer to the points at which spellout occurs as phase nodes, and we will assume that what is

spelled out at a phase node is everything that is completely dominated by that node:1

(10) Phase Node: A designated syntactic object that triggers spellout of its spellout domain.

(11) Spellout Domain: The spellout domain of a node X is CDD(X).

In example (12), which corresponds to the schematic configuration of movement, Y is merged

twice: once as a daughter of U and once as a daughter of X . Notice that while X dominates

Y , it does not completely dominate it according to (9). The reason is that X is neither the only

mother of Y nor does it completely dominate every mother of Y (since it does not completely

dominate itself). Consequently, Y is not in the spellout domain of X , and if X is a spellout node

Y will not be sent to the interface at this point. This will allow Y to be re-merged again at a later

stage. As long as Y keeps being re-merged as the daughter of each subsequent spellout node it

will avoid being frozen by spellout. Notice that while X does not completely dominate Y , X’s

mother Q does completely dominate Y , and so Y is in its spellout domain. If Q is a spellout

node, Y will be spelled out at this point.

1We will not try to offer a theory of phase nodes in this paper. For the purposes of this paper we will make the

simplifying assumption that the set of phase nodes is identical to the set of CP nodes.
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(12) Q

#######

X

!!!!!!!

#######

Y W

!!!!!!!

#######

Z U

!!!!!!!

#######

R Y&
'

()*+,
#

-

.

/

0

1

2

3

A different configuration that involves multiple-dominance is shown in (13). Here Y is shared

by X and X ′. Neither X nor X ′ is the only mother of Y , and neither of them completely domi-

nates every mother of Y (since neither dominates the other). Consequently, Y is not completely

dominated by either X or X ′, and even if one of them (or both) is a spellout node, Y will not

be sent to the interface. As before, while Y is not completely dominated by X (or X ′), it is

completely dominated at X’s mother Q.

(13) Q

!!!!!!!

#######

X

!!!!!!!

#######
X ′

!!!!!!!

#######

U Y R

We will assume that interpretation at the interface is a local operation applying to each node in

the structure. If G is a syntactic representation then every node N in G will be mapped onto a

structure at each interface: a phonological representation P(N) at PF and a semantic represen-

tation S(N) at LF.

2.2 Spellout at the phonetic interface

We can think of P(N) as a representation of the precedence relations among the nodes dominated

by N. PF imposes constraints on these relations, and in particular on the way that precedence

among daughter nodes maps onto precedence at their mother. The main effect of spellout at PF

is in ensuring that whatever precedence relations hold for the spellout domain of a phase node

cannot be changed later on. That is, if N∗ is a phase node, then P(N∗) is a string composed

of the elements of CDD(N∗). This freezing of precedence relations provides an explanation for

various locality effects in wh-movement. It also makes predictions about the availability of ex-

ceptional long-distance dependencies when multiple-dominance is available, as in RNR. As we

have seen above, in RNR the shared material is not completely dominated in either conjunct.

As a consequence, even if each conjunct contains phase nodes, the phonological position of

the shared material is not frozen within either conjunct. This delay in spellout allows for the

apparent violation of island constraints as in the cases of long-distance RNR (6 above, repeated

below as 14), where the shared material can be pronounced to the right of the entire conjunction

despite conjunct-internal phases.

(14) a. [John met a man who wrote ], and [Mary met a man who published ] a recent

book about bats.
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b. */? What did John meet the man who wrote a recent book about?

Notice that since precedence is determined syntax internally, delayed spellout does not affect it.

This explains why in RNR, the shared material must be pronounced to the right of all conjuncts:

(15) * [John met a man who wrote a recent book about bats], and [Mary met a man who

published ].

We discuss these predictions at length in Bachrach and Katzir (2006). Our main focus here is

the semantic structure S(N), which can be thought of as representing the hierarchical relations

among the nodes dominated by N, and where multiple-dominance can also license exceptional

long-distance dependencies, as we have already seen. We now turn to the details of S(N).

3 Spellout at the semantic interface

The main ingredients of S(N) are the mapping from syntax to LF, the interpretation at LF, and

the locality conditions imposed by spellout. We discuss each in turn.

3.1 Logical Form

3.1.1 Preliminaries: terminology for syntax

To facilitate our discussion of the mapping from syntax to logical form, we first provide a brief

description of our syntactic framework. A syntactic structure is a set of nodes, where each node

is identified by a unique address taken from the set {x1,x2,x3, . . .}. In addition, each node is

associated with a syntactic category and with a list of addresses of its daughters. That is, each

node can be described as a 3-tuple of the form <address,category,[daughter list]>. For exam-

ple, a syntactic structure can contain < x4,NP, [x1,x3] >, which has x4 as its address, NP as its

category, and two daughters, one that has x1 as its address and another that has x3 as its address.

As mentioned above, we do not allow cycles in our structures. In other words, using our earlier

notion of dominance (a node dominates itself and everything dominated by its daughter), we

require that no node be dominated by its daughter. There are certain other conditions on the

well-formedness of syntactic structures, such as the relation between categories and selection,

but we will not be concerned with those here.

Example (12) repeated here as (16a) is just a way to visualize (16b).

(16) a. Q

#######

X

!!!!!!!

#######

Y W

!!!!!!!

#######

Z U

!!!!!!!

#######

R Y&
'

()*+,
#

-

.

/

0

1

2

3

b. Nodes: {< x1,R, /0 >,< x2,Y, /0 >,< x3,U, [x1,x2] >,< x4,Z, /0 >,< x5,W, [x4,x3] >
,< x6,X , [x2,x5] >,< x7,Q, [x6] >}
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6 Asaf Bachrach and Roni Katzir

In what follows we will keep drawing graphs for convenience, but will keep in mind that nodes

have addresses. Where no confusion arises we will also talk interchangeably about nodes and

their addresses and write things like X ∈ G to to say that X is a member of the set of nodes of

G.

3.1.2 The mapping to Logical Form

The representation we use for logical forms will be of the same kind as the syntactic represen-

tation we have just seen. Specifically, each LF is a directed acyclic graph with nodes that have

addresses taken from the set {x1,x2,x3, . . .} and that have ordered lists of daughters. We will

have nothing to say about the possible role of syntactic categories at LF. The mapping from a

syntactic structure G to its logical form S is a first step in constructing semantic representations

(sets of λ-expressions) from syntactic structures. Our main requirement of this mapping is that

the original dominance relations remain intact:

(17) Let G,S be graphs, then φ : G → S is dominance preserving iff

∀X ,Y ∈ G.φ(X) ∈ DominanceS(φ(Y )) ↔ X ∈ DominanceG(Y )

Dominance preserving maps allow certain structural changes. For example, it is permitted to re-

merge a node in a c-commanding position, as in the raising-like configuration in (18a), which

will be the basis for our analysis of QR. It is also permitted to remove an occurrence of a

node that c-commands another occurrence of itself, as in the reconstruction-like configuration

in (18b). In all these cases, no hierarchical relations are created or destroyed between nodes of

G. New relations are created with respect to N in (18a), but since N did not come from G, the

definition of dominance preserving is satisfied.

(18) a. Raising:

X

!!!!!!!

#######

Y Z

φ
⇒ N

!!!!!!!

#######

Z X

!!!!!!!

#######

Y Z

b. Reconstruction:

W

!!!!!!!

#######

Z X

!!!!!!!

#######

Y Z

φ
⇒ W

#######

X

!!!!!!!

#######

Y Z

There are several configurations that dominance-preserving mappings do not license. We briefly

mention two of them here, but a discussion of their role in interpretation lies beyond the scope

of the current paper. First, re-merging a node at a lower position (19a) creates a new dominance

relation and is therefore prohibited. Similarly for re-merging a node in any other position that

does not c-command the original (19b). In both cases, X ,Y, and Z are all in G, so the establish-

ment of the new hierarchical relation (Y ∈ DominanceS(Z)) violates order preservation.
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Spelling out QR 7

(19) a. Lowering:

G:

X

!!!!!!!

#######

Y Z

φ
! S:

X

!!!!!!!

#######

Y Z

Y

b. Sidewards movement:

X

!!!!!!!

#######

W Z

Y

φ
! X

!!!!!!!

#######

W Z

Y Y

3.2 Interpretation

Having constructed our LFs, we can now proceed to define the way that semantic representa-

tions are constructed. Each node X ∈ S is mapped onto a set of semantic representations, or

λ-expressions, that we will denote by Σ(X).2 We use sets rather than unique values in order to

account for ambiguities, and more importantly because of the way in which our mechanism for

variable binding will work. The elements in Σ come from two sources, the syntactic structure G

and its LF S.

The syntactic structure G contributes two kinds of values: lexical entries and variables. Lexi-

cal entries are the usual kind of λ-expressions associated with words or structures, things like

λz.(walks z) or john. Using φ for the mapping from G to S and [[ · ]] for the mapping from

structures to sets of lexical entries we can write the following rule:

(20) Lexical entries: ∀X ∈ G.∀σ ∈ [[ X ]].σ ∈ Σ(φ(X))

The variables that G contributes are simply the addresses of its nodes. That is, a node like

<x13,NP, [x9,x12]> will contribute the variable x13 to the semantic value of its image under φ:3

(21) Variables: ∀X ∈ G.address(X) ∈ Σ(φ(X))

The contributions of G are all atomic. They represent values associated with nodes in G in and

of themselves without taking into account the structure in which these nodes appear. We keep

compositionality, that is, the part in which the λ-expressions of smaller structures combine to

form the λ-expressions of a larger one, to the logical form S. Assuming binary branching for

convenience, the relevant configurations are of the form:

2Our concern here is in how these λ-expressions are formed. We will have nothing to say about how these

λ-expressions are interpreted within a model.
3For presentation purposes, we will use uppercase to denote nodes, and lowercase for addresses/variables. For

example, if R is a node, r will be its address.
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8 Asaf Bachrach and Roni Katzir

(22) X

!!!!!!!

#######

Y Z

The basic mode of combination for two sisters is concatenation: two semantic values, σ and τ,

form the pair (σ τ). It is convenient to think of such a pair as an input to a rule like Function

Application (Heim and Kratzer, 1998): σ is a function that takes τ as its argument. More

precisely, the pair (σ τ) is the potential input to a rule of β-reduction: if σ is of the form λx.u
then (σ τ) can be simplified to u[τ/x], the result of substituting τ for each occurrence of x in

u.4 To simple pair formation (23a) we need to add the counterpart of λ-abstraction, which,

following Heim and Kratzer (1998), we condition on syntactic movement (23b).

(23) Term formation: for all X ,Y,Z ∈ S, if X is the mother of Y and Z in S then

a. If Y /∈ Dominance(Z), then ∀σ ∈ Σ(Y ).∀τ ∈ Σ(Z).(σ τ) ∈ Σ(X)

b. If Y ∈ Dominance(Z), and if y = address(Y ), then ∀σ ∈ Σ(Y ).∀τ ∈ Σ(Z).(σ λy.τ) ∈
Σ(X)

The following examples show how semantic interpretation works in some simple cases.

(24) a. John walks

b. X

!!!!!!!

#######

Y

walks

Z

John

G contributes two values for each terminal node: a lexical entry and a free variable.

(25) a. λx.(walks x) ∈ Σ(Y )

b. y ∈ Σ(Y )

(26) a. john∈ Σ(Z)

b. z ∈ Σ(Z)

For the nonterminal X , G contributes only a free variable:

(27) x ∈ Σ(X)

Compositionality in S contributes several values to the meaning of X : concatenating the two

variables y and z (28a), the variable y with the lexical value john (28b), the lexical value

λx.(walks x) with the variable z (28c), and finally the two lexical values, λx.(walks x) and john

(28d).5 From this final combination we can obtain the final representation (29) via β-reduction.

(28) a. (y z) ∈ Σ(X)

b. (y john) ∈ Σ(X)

c. (λx.(walks x) z) ∈ Σ(X)

d. ☞ (λx.(walks x) john) ∈ Σ(X)

(29) (walks john) ∈ Σ(X)

4Assuming that no accidental binding occurs and that the types are compatible.
5Here and elsewhere we use ☞to mark a semantic value that contributes to one of the final values.
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Spelling out QR 9

To see the use of variables we will need to move to a slightly more complex example. Consider

the inverse scope reading of (30). The relevant LF for this reading is the one obtained by QR

(31), an operation that corresponds to the abstract configuration in (18a). As discussed above,

this configuration is allowed by our dominance preserving condition (17).

(30) Someone loves everyone (inverse scope, ∀ ≻ ∃)

(31) G:

X

!!!!!!!

#######

Y

someone

U

!!!!!!!

#######

V

loves

Z

everyone

φ
⇒ S:

N

!!!!!!!

#######

Z

everyone

X

!!!!!!!

#######

Y

someone

U

!!!!!!!

#######

V

loves

Z

everyone

The following summarizes the contributions of G to the semantic values of its terminal nodes.

(32) a. ☞ z ∈ Σ(Z)

b. ☞ λ f et.∀x.( f x) ∈ Σ(Z)

(33) a. v ∈ Σ(V )

b. ☞ λx.λy.((loves x) y) ∈ Σ(V )

(34) a. y ∈ Σ(Y )

b. ☞ λ f et.∃x.( f x) ∈ Σ(Y )

Compositionality in S provides the many different values Σ(U):6 The only one that is relevant

here is the term formed by taking the lexical value of Σ(V ) (33b) and the variable of Σ(Z) (32a):

(35) ☞ (λx.λy.((loves x) y) z) ∈ Σ(U)

From (35) we obtain the following via β-reduction:

(36) λy.((loves z) y) ∈ Σ(U)

Along similar lines, compositionality contributes several different values to Σ(X). The only one

that is relevant here is the result of concatenating the lexical value of Σ(Y ) (34b) and (36):

(37) ☞ (λ f et.∃x.( f x) λy.((loves z) y))

Applying β-reduction to (37) we obtain

(38) ∃x.(λy.((loves z) y) x) ∈ Σ(X)

And then

(39) ∃x.((loves z) x) ∈ Σ(X)

6From the lexical stage we also have u ∈ Σ(U). If the opposite order is also considered, Z V , more values will

result. On the other hand, type-checking may eliminate some of the potential values. None of this is important for

the current discussion.
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10 Asaf Bachrach and Roni Katzir

Finally, by using the lexical value for Z (32b) and the value (39) for X we obtain the following

value for Σ(N):

(40) ☞ (λ f et.∀x.( f x) λz.∃x.((loves z) x)) ∈ Σ(N)

From this, by simple conversion we obtain the desired interpretation (each line is derived from

the previous one):

(41) a. (λ f et.∀y.( f y) λz.∃x.((loves z) x)) ∈ Σ(N) (by α-conversion)

b. (∀y.(λz.∃x.((loves z) x) y)) ∈ Σ(N) (by β-reduction)

c. ∀y.∃x.((loves y) x) ∈ Σ(N) (by β-reduction) )

3.3 Locality

The final component in our semantic framework is the locality constraint imposed by spellout.

Recall from our abstract discussion above that when spellout occurs at a phase node, the spellout

domain of that node is mapped onto an immutable object. Operations that occur at later stages

cannot modify this object. Within the current framework, long-distance effects are mediated

through variables. The only way in which a semantic value σ can be modified by a subsequent

operation is if σ contains a free variable that becomes bound at a later stage. The freezing effect

of spellout, then, must involve the removal of any free variables that correspond to nodes that

are completely dominated by the current phase node.

(42) ∀X ∈ Phase−node(G).∀σ ∈ Σ(φ(X)).∀Y ∈CDD(X).y /∈ FV (σ)

Where FV (t), the free variables of a term t, are defined as:

(43) a. FV (x) = {x}

b. FV ((t1t2)) = FV (t1)∪FV (t2)

c. FV (λx.t) = FV (t)\{x}

We have seen above that in order to obtain the scope reversal effects of QR, the lower quantifier

must be interpreted twice: as a variable in its lower position, and as its lexical entry in its higher

position, to which it is re-merged at LF. All the nodes between the two positions have a free

variable corresponding to the quantifier. The immediate effect of the spellout condition (42),

then, is that QR is impossible across phases.

(44) a. Someone said everyone smoked (no inverse scope, ∗∀ ≻ ∃)

b. G:

X

!!!!!!!

#######

Y

someone

H

!!!!!!!

#######

F

said

V

!!!!!!!

#######

U

smoked

Z

everyone

φ
⇒ S:

N

!!!!!!!

#######

Z

everyone

X

!!!!!!!

#######

Y

someone

H

!!!!!!!

#######

F

said

V

!!!!!!!

#######

U

smoked

Z

everyone
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Spelling out QR 11

Before we show why (44b) does not give rise to the required inverse-scope reading, notice that

there is nothing wrong with the mapping itself. As in our discussion of (31) above, φ is a

dominance preserving mapping, corresponding to the raising configuration in (18a). The first

few steps of interpretation also proceed as before. G contributes both the variable z and the

lexical value λ f et.∀x.( f x) to the semantics of Z. Since Z ∈ Dominance(X), the elements in

Σ(N) will be of the form (σ λz.τ), where σ ∈ Σ(Z),τ ∈ Σ(X), or they can be reductions of such

terms. The reading we are interested in is ∀x.∃y.((said y (smoked x))). The only potential

elements in Σ(N) that can be used to obtain this reading are derived from:

(45) (λ f et.∀x.( f x) λz.∃y.((said y (smoked x))))

This, in turn, means that Σ(X) contains

(46) ∃y.((said y (smoked x))))

Notice, however, that in our sentence the two quantifiers are separated by at least one phase

node: the CP node of the embedded clause. This means that spellout has occurred somewhere

below X (say, at V ). At that phase Z was completely dominated, so z cannot occur as a free

variable in any meaning of that phase. In particular, ∃y.((said y (smoked x))) is filtered out.

Consequently the inverse scope reading cannot be obtained in N.

As discussed above, spellout freezes only those nodes that are completely dominated by a phase

node. This suggests an escape hatch to the clause-boundedness of QR. If the lower quantifier

can be shared at the point of intermediate phase nodes it will be excluded from the complete

dominance domain of those nodes and will consequently be able to remain interpreted as a free

variable. Later on, QR will enable it to bind this variable, resulting in scope reversal. As we

have already seen, RNR provides precisely this option. Here is how it works.

(47) G:

&

!!!!!!!

"""""""""""""

X

!!!!!!!

#######
X’

!!!!!!!

#######

Y H

!!!!!!!

4444444444444444444444444
Y’ H’

!!!!!!!

#######

F F’ Z

φ
⇒ S:

N

!!!!!!!

#######

Z &

!!!!!!!

"""""""""""""

X

!!!!!!!

#######
X’

!!!!!!!

#######

Y H

!!!!!!!

4444444444444444444444444
Y’ H’

!!!!!!!

#######

F F’ Z

The shared material Z is not completely dominated inside either conjunct. Consequently, the

variable z can remain free despite conjunct-internal spellout. After conjunction, raising of the

shared material (in S) will bind the variable z, resulting in scope reversal.

4 Does QR obey superiority?

The picture of QR that emerges from the discussion above is as a post-syntactic operation.

While we have attempted to maintain as much as possible from the insights of the view of QR
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12 Asaf Bachrach and Roni Katzir

as movement, the operation we end up with differs from familiar forms of A′ movement in being

freely available (and limited only by interface conditions) and in not feeding back into syntax.

A very different view of QR has been advocated recently by Bruening (2001), based on scope

interactions in double-object constructions. As has been known since Larson (1985), scope

reversal is not available between the two objects in a double-object construction, though they

are possible in the corresponding dative structure.

(48) a. I gave a child every doll (∃ ≻ ∀,∗∀ ≻ ∃)

b. I gave a doll to every child (∃ ≻ ∀,∀ ≻ ∃)

Bruening observes that while the relative scope of the two objects is frozen, the scope of the

second argument is not frozen with respect to other scope bearing elements in the sentence, as,

for example, the subject in 49:

(49) A (different) student gave me every manuscript (∃ ≻ ∀,∀ ≻ ∃)

Based on these data, Bruening argues for a feature-driven notion of QR, in which the raised

quantifier is sensitive to the principle of Attract Closest, a distance-sensitive economy condition

of the kind that is often assumed to govern wh-movement (cf. Richards, 1997). If QR is feature

driven, then attracting the second object across the first in the case that both are quantifiers will

violate Attract Closest.7 The only way in which the second quantifier can outscope the subject

is if both objects move above the subject.

The feature-driven view of QR thus offers an elegant explanation to the scope interactions in

double-object constructions. Nevertheless, we believe that this view cannot be maintained in the

face of the RNR facts. In addition to the arguments that we have already discussed for a post-

syntactic notion of QR, RNR offers a more direct argument against a feature-driven account.

While RNR bleeds locality effects that originate from spellout, it does not bleed locality effects

that originate from Relativized Minimality effects:

(50) * Whati did who write a book about ti?

(51) * Whati did [who write ] and [who edit ] a book about ti?

Under the current analysis, this fact is not surprising. RNR does not involve movement, and so

the subject wh-elements in each conjunct remain as interveners when wh-movement attempts to

attract the shared wh-object. The current analysis makes a further prediction. Since we analyze

QR as a freely occurring operation that is frozen only through the interaction of spellout and

complete dominance, we predict that RNR of the second object in a double-object construction

will allow it to raise and outscope the first object. Under a feature-driven account of QR, on the

other hand, the same intervention would be expected for QR as we have just seen in (51) for

wh-movement. As far as we can determine from our informants, RNR does allow scope reversal

in double-object constructions, thus providing evidence against the feature-driven account:

(52) [Mary promised some student ] but [ended up giving some professor ] every journal

in her collection. (∃ ≻ ∀,∀ ≻ ∃)
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Abstract

This paper introduces a procedure that takes a simple version of extensional semantics

and generates from it an equivalent possible-world semantics that is suitable for treating

intensional phenomena in natural language. This process of intensionalization allows to

treat intensional phenomena as stemming exclusively from the lexical meaning of words

like believe, need or fake. We illustrate the proposed intensionalization technique using

an extensional toy fragment. This fragment is used to show that independently motivated

extensional mechanisms for scope shifting and verb-object composition, once properly in-

tensionalized, are strictly speaking responsible for certain intensional effects, including de

dicto/de re ambiguities and coordinations containing intensional transitive verbs. While

such extensional-intensional relations have often been assumed in the literature, the present

paper offers a formal sense for this claim, facilitating the dissociation between extensional

semantics and intensional semantics.

1 Introduction

The simplicity and elegance of standard versions of extensional higher-order logics make them

attractive for treating many phenomena in natural language. The arguments for intensional (and

hyper-intensional) semantics are of course compelling, but we would not like these considera-

tions to complicate the analysis of properly-extensional phenomena. Unfortunately this is often

the case, and especially in Montague’s classical treatment in PTQ. In order to address this ten-

sion between extensional semantics and intensional semantics, this paper studies the relations

between elementary extensional semantics and intensional semantics such as Montague’s IL

or Gallin’s (1975) Ty2. We propose a general process of intensionalization that maps an ex-

tensional framework to such an intensional framework, and illustrate its architectural benefits

using a toy fragment. More generally, we argue that also in other frameworks, there are method-

ological and empirical reasons for taking intensionalization procedures to be a central part of

the study of intensional phenomena.

The distinction between parts of a language that exhibit intensional effects and parts that do

not can often be reduced to a simple distinction between two kinds of lexical items: those that

create an intensional context and those that do not. In this paper, an expression that creates

an intensional context is called intension-sensitive. Some well-known examples are the verbs

seek and believe, and the adjective fake. Expressions that do not create an intensional context,

such as the verb kiss or the adjective red, are called intension-insensitive. With this distinction,

∗Special thanks to Chris Barker, Nissim Francez, Philippe de Groote, Makoto Kanazawa and Reinhard Muskens

for their thorough remarks. Thanks also to Johan van Benthem, Gennaro Chierchia, Edit Doron, Theo Janssen, Ed

Keenan, Fred Landman, Anita Mittwoch, Larry Moss, Remko Scha and Anna Szabolcsi for discussions. The

second author is grateful for the support of the Netherlands Institute of Advanced Study (NIAS), where part of the

work was carried out, and to Makoto Kanazawa for his kind invitation to the third workshop on Lambda Calculus

and Formal Grammar at NII (Tokyo), where parts of this paper were presented.

Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 11, E. Puig-Waldmüller (ed.), Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra, pp.76-90.
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we assume that an extensional semantics is sufficiently adequate for expressions that consist

solely of intension-insensitive lexical items, while an intensional semantics is only needed for

expressions with intension-sensitive lexical items.

In this paper we propose a modular approach to the architecture of intensional systems that is

based on this assumption. We start out from an extensional system that only contains intension-

insensitive lexical items. We then systematically shift all extensional types and meanings to

intensional types and meanings. Following Van Benthem (1988), we refer to this shifting pro-

cess as intensionalization. This process is necessary to allow the addition of intension-sensitive

lexical items to the system. For example, for a correct analysis of a sentence like (1) below,

the intension-insensitive indefinite must denote an intension (e.g. an intensional quantifier as in

Montague 1973, or a property as in Zimmermann 1993).

(1) Mary needed a doctor.

In the proposed analysis such intensions result from the intensionalization of intension-insensitive

words like a and doctor and the semantic modes of composition in the grammar.

Beside types and meanings of expressions, the intensionalization process changes very little

in the extensional system. For example, de dicto/de re ambiguities in sentences like (1), and

coordinations of intension-sensitive and intension-insensitive transitive verbs as in (2) below,

are treated as manifestations of purely extensional mechanisms in their intensionalized guise.

(2) Mary sought, found and kissed a doctor.

For coordinations as in sentence (2), it is moreover necessary to allow the type of the intension-

insensitive verb kiss to be the same as that of the intension-sensitive verb seek (see for example

Partee and Rooth 1983). We regard this too as resulting from a general intensionalization pro-

cess, this time mapping the type and meaning of the verb kiss to its proper intensional type and

meaning.

One central formal aspect of the intensionalization process is truth-conditional soundness. In

order to preserve the insights of an extensional semantics, we need to guarantee that its inten-

sionalized version is descriptively equivalent to it. In more exact terms: both the extensional

semantics and its image under intensionalization should provably describe the same entailment

relations between sentences. Establishing the soundness of our proposed intensionalization

procedure is one of the main subjects addressed in Ben-Avi (2007), and it will only lightly be

touched upon in this paper.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews some relevant works. Section 3

defines a setting for an extensional lexicon and a minimal set of derivation rules, and illustrates

them using a toy lexicon. The intensionalization process is the subject of Section 4, which

also demonstrates its application to the toy lexicon of Section 3. Section 5 demonstrates how

intension-sensitive lexical items are added to the intensionalized lexicon, and illustrates the

resulting grammatical interactions between such items and intension-insensitive expressions

and extensional mechanisms.

2 From Montague’s PTQ to modern type-theoretical treatments of intensionality

In the classical work of Montague (1973), henceforth PTQ, all lexical items are assigned inten-

sional types independently of whether they are intension-sensitive or intension-insensitive. This

follows from Montague’s uniform category-to-type mapping together with his famous ‘general-

ization to the worst case’ strategy. The motivation for this move is exemplified by the sentences

in (3) below, involving the transitive verbs (TVs) kiss and seek.

2
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(3) a. Mary kissed a king.

b. Mary sought a king.

The object of an intension-sensitive transitive verb (ITV) like seek must denote some kind of

intension. Specifically, in PTQ such objects denote intensional quantifiers. Accordingly, ITVs

can be treated as relations between entities and intensional quantifiers. As exemplified in (2)

above, ITVs appear in coordinations with intension-insensitive (or extensional) transitive verbs

(ETVs).1 To allow the derivation of such coordinations, Montague assigned ETVs the same

type as that of ITVs. But this uniformity led to disparity elsewhere in the system since the

truth-conditional behavior of ITVs is different than that of ETVs. For instance, (3a) asserts the

existence of a king whereas (3b) does not. To capture such differences, we should make sure

that while ITVs denote arbitrary relations between entities and intensional quantifiers, ETVs are

restricted to only denote such relations that ‘behave like’ binary relations between entities. This

and similar limitations on the denotations of intension-insensitive lexical items are guaranteed

by Montague’s (in)famous meaning postulates.

Partee and Rooth (1983, henceforth P&R) used their generalized conjunction schema to show

that Montague’s strategy of assigning the same semantic types to all TVs makes some wrong

predictions. P&R proposed that the lexical type of every word should be the ‘minimal’ type

that it requires. For example, according to P&R the minimal type for an ITV like seek is an

intensional type similar to its type in PTQ. The type for an ETV like kiss, on the other hand,

is the minimal type needed for a correct analysis of sentences like (3a) – the type of binary

relations between entities. In order to enable coordinations between ITVs and ETVs, P&R

define a type-shifting operator by which denotations of ETVs can be shifted to denotations of

the ITV type. This operator is only one in an array of type-shifting operators that P&R define

for various purposes. What is most relevant for our purposes here is P&R’s assumption that (at

least some) intension-insensitive lexical items should have a simple extensional type, whereas

their intensional type can be derived by some non-lexical part of the grammar.

The idea of defining a general process of intensionalization by which extensional types and

meanings are mapped to intensional types and meanings was suggested by Van Benthem (1988).

Van Benthem (henceforth vB) proposes to intensionalize extensional types by using the idea that

“the main thrust of intensionalization consists in sentences becoming propositions, denoting a

truth value trajectory across possible worlds, rather than one single truth value” (Van Benthem

1988, p.46). Formally, this means that extensional types are intensionalized by replacing t by

(st) everywhere. vB’s paper does not, however, include a derivation of meanings using the type

change strategy that he proposes.

As far as we know, the only full-fledged intensionalization procedure in the literature, even if not

under this label, was defined by Keenan and Faltz (1985), predating vB’s proposal. In the first

part of their monograph, Keenan and Faltz (henceforth K&F) develop an extensional Boolean

semantics of English. The aim of the second part of their book is “to create a system of model-

theoretic semantic interpretation for our logical language which will preserve the advantages

and insights revealed by our extensional system while allowing properly intensional facts to be

represented.” (Keenan and Faltz 1985, p.274). K&F define an array of operators by which every

expression in their extensional system can be intensionalized. Notwithstanding its innovative

aspects, K&F’s intensionalization procedure is very complex, specific to their fragment, and

does not generalize uniformly to modern extensional type systems.

1For a recent study of such multiple conjunctions and their implications for type-shifting strategies and the

syntax/semantics of coordination, see Winter (2006).
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A simple intensionalization procedure can be inferred from the introduction of intensional se-

mantics in Heim and Kratzer (1998,ch.12). The typing strategy of Heim and Kratzer (henceforth

H&K) is intensionally poorer than that of vB’s: an extensional type σ in H&K’s discussion is

simply intensionalized by adding a single s in front of it, resulting in an intensional type (sσ).
H&K do not explain how ITVs like seek, which need to take intensions as arguments, can be

added to their system while allowing coordinations with ETVs. To do that, an additional type-

shifting strategy for ITVs similar to P&R’s could probably be used on top of intensionalization,

but that would come at the cost of complicating the array of operators in the grammar.

A similar architectural motivation to Keenan and Faltz’ can be found in Shan (2001). Shan

uses the concept of monads from theoretical computer science in order to extend a simple ver-

sion of natural language semantics for treating various phenomena, including interrogatives,

focus, quantification, variable binding and intensionality. Shan partly follows an early version

of Barker (2002), who uses a comparable architectural approach for treating natural language

quantifiers using the notion of continuations. Shan’s exposition of his “intensionality monad”

is terse and does not give many details about its empirical implications. As far as we were able

to see, however, Shan’s typing strategy is similar to Heim and Kratzer’s simple procedure and

is therefore likely to involve the same limitation that we mention above.

The general intensionalization of meanings that is proposed in this paper is based on vB’s typ-

ing strategy, and is thus more general than the scheme exemplified by H&K. Unlike P&R’s

type-shifting operator for ETVs, our intensionalization applies uniformly to all lexical items.

Moreover, our analysis generalizes to different treatments of intension-sensitive items, most

notably to both Montague’s and Zimmermann’s typings of ITVs.

3 The extensional setting

To formalize an intensionalization procedure we first need to make explicit assumptions about

the extensional semantics. In the setting that we define below we include only the bare semantic

details that are necessary for defining the intensionalization procedure. Syntactic, pragmatic

and phonological details are ignored. In this semantic setting we assign an extensional semantic

type to every word in the lexicon.2 The set Tex of extensional types is routinely defined below.

(4) Tex is the smallest set that satisfies {e, t}⊆ Tex, and (σ1σ2) ∈ Tex if σ1,σ2 ∈ Tex.

These types will be intensionalized according to vB’s recipe. In order to also intensionalize ex-

tensional meanings, we have to specify the logical, truth-conditional, aspects of lexical meaning

that are relevant for our purposes. Consider for instance the following sentences.

(5) a. Every king smiled.

b. Every bald king smiled.

To capture the observed entailment from (5a) to (5b) it is standardly assumed that the noun king

and the verb smile denote arbitrary sets of entities, that the adjective bald denotes a restrictive

function that maps any set of entities A to a subset of A, and that the determiner every denotes

the subset relation between sets of entities. One way to formalize such assumptions would be to

follow Montague’s tradition and use lambda-terms as meaning representations. Here we prefer

a direct interpretation of language expressions, mainly because with such an interpretation we

do not need to be committed to a specific format for meaning representation. Formally, lexical

2Ambiguous words may be assigned a finite set of types, but we ignore this possibility here.
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items are directly interpreted by models in the class of intended models, whose definition will

make sure that truth-conditional restrictions on lexical meanings are respected.

A model is standardly a pair that consists of a frame and an interpretation function. A frame

in an extensional system – henceforth an extensional frame – is the collection of domains Dσ

for the extensional types σ. Standardly, we assume that Dt is the set of truth values, denoted

here by {0,1}, that De is an arbitrary nonempty set of entities, and that D(τσ) is the set of all

functions from Dτ to Dσ, denoted by D
Dτ
σ . Thus, a frame is uniquely determined by the choice

of the set of entities for De. For a fixed nonempty set E, we say that the frame in which De = E

is the E-based extensional frame. For reference, this is formally stated below.

(6) Given a nonempty set E, an (E-based) extensional frame is the set F = {Dσ : σ ∈ Tex},

where De = E, Dt = {0,1} and D(τσ) = D
Dτ
σ .

An interpretation function is a mapping from the lexicon into a frame. For any given frame F it

is possible to define many such interpretations. However, as mentioned above, not all such inter-

pretations are admissible. The interpretation should agree with the truth-conditional restrictions

imposed on the lexical items. We formalize these restrictions by assigning a functional {{α}} to

every lexical item α, which maps any frame F to the subset {{α}}F of
⋃

F that consists of all

admissible interpretations for α.

As an example, consider the simple lexicon in Table 1. The words in this lexicon can be classi-

word α Type {{α}}F λ-term

Mary, John e De

red, bald et Det

king, queen et Det

smile, jump et Det

kiss, eat e(et) De(et)

every (et)((et)t) {every} λAetλBet .∀xe[A(x) → B(x)]
a (et)((et)t) {some} λAetλBet .∃xe[A(x)∧B(x)]

Table 1: An extensional lexicon

fied according to how they restrict their possible interpretations. Proper names, common nouns

and (in)transitive verbs, as well as other expressions of open lexical categories, allow any inter-

pretation in the domain of their type. Such lexical items are standardly interpreted as nonlogical

constants: lexical expressions to which the interpretation function can freely assign any object

in the respective domain. For example, the 3rd column in Table 1 indicates that, given a frame

F , the set {{king}}F is Det ∈ F . This means that the noun king can be interpreted as any set

of entities. The same holds for intransitive verbs. Similarly, a transitive verb like kiss can be

interpreted as any binary relation between entities.

A similar nonlogicality assumption can be adopted for adjectives like bald or red, but it involves

slightly more complex considerations. For the sake of the example (only), we assume that all

intension-insensitive adjectives are intersective (cf. Kamp and Partee 1995): they all describe

functions fX of type (et)(et), such that X is a set of entities and for all A ∈ Det : fX(A) = A∩X .

Thus, we assume that x is a bald king iff x is bald and x is a king, y is a red car iff y is red and

y is a car, etc. Using this assumption about intersectivity, the lexical meaning of an intension-

insensitive adjective can be represented using an assumption about an arbitrary set of entities X ,

and a systematic mapping from X to the intersective meaning of the adjective. To achieve that,

we assume that intension-insensitive adjectives, like intension-insensitive intransitive verbs and
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common nouns, are nonlogical constants of type et. The mapping of adjectives to type (et)(et)
will be implemented below as a phonologically-silent item (εadj) in the lexicon.

In distinction to the nonlogical constants above, there are other words, including most deter-

miners, prepositions, sentential connectives and other lexical expressions of closed categories,

that have a single fixed interpretation in a frame. Such words are often related to notions of log-

icality and treated using functionals that are referred to as logical constants. Here we use this

terminology in a narrow technical sense, as will be clarified below. For studies of logicality see

for instance Sher (1991) and Keenan (2000), as well as the references therein. For instance, it is

standard to assume that the determiner every is interpreted in every model as the subset relation

on the domain of entities: the function that maps a pair of sets of entities to true just in case the

first set is a subset of the second set. This means that unlike the nonlogical constants discussed

above, the denotation of every in a model is only dependent on the (E-based) extensional frame,

and is independent of the interpretation function in the model. Thus, the meaning of every is

specified so that {{every}}F is a singleton. It is customary (and beneficial) to define this func-

tion using the lambda-calculus with equality or, alternatively, by adding standard quantifiers to

the pure lambda-calculus. In Table 1 we use the latter option, but without commitment to this

formalism as a general means for meaning representation: for our general purposes in this paper

it is not necessary to develop a theory of logical constants, let alone adopt a uniform notation of

their meanings. In order to introduce the proposed intensionalization procedure it is sufficient

to assume that {{every}}F is a singleton for any frame F , and that its member is some func-

tion every in D(et)((et)t) ∈ F . The actual definition of every and other logical constants do not

have to be specified for the intensionalization procedure that we propose. Definitions of logical

constants are given in this paper only for the sake of demonstrating the intensionalizations of

familiar examples.

We now generalize, adopting the following terminology for the rest of this paper.

(7) Let α be a lexical item of type σ.

a. We say that α is a nonlogical constant if for every frame F : {{α}}F = Dσ ∈ F .

b. We say that α is a logical constant if for every frame F there is ϕ ∈ Dσ ∈ F , such

that {{α}}F = {ϕ}.

The collection of functionals {{{α}} : α ∈ Σ} over a lexicon Σ defines the class of intended

models for Σ. A model is an intended model for a lexicon Σ just in case it interprets every

lexical item α in Σ in accordance with the constraints imposed on α. Formally:

(8) A model M = 〈F ,I 〉 is an intended model for a lexicon Σ iff I (α) ∈ {{α}}F for every

α ∈ Σ.

To derive interpreted sentences from interpreted lexical items, let us add a simple notion of a

grammar, keeping in mind that, as before, we only introduce the bare semantic notions that are

necessary in order to define an intensionalization process in a most general way. We define

two derivation rules: one for functional application and another for conjunction. For the sake

of presentation we only deal with the conjunctive word and. Each of the two rules describes

how a compound derivation ∆ and its denotation [[∆]]M in an intended model M are obtained

from simpler (sub-)derivations and their denotations. The basic derivations are the words in

the lexicon. Trivially, the expression obtained by such a derivation is the word itself, its type

is as appears in the lexicon, and the denotation in an intended model is whatever object the

interpretation function assigns to the lexical item. These basic derivations are officially specified

in (9).
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(9) a. Every lexical item α is a derivation of the expression α. The type of the derivation

is the lexical type of α.

b. For every intended model M , [[α]]M = IM (α).

For example, king is a derivation of the expression king over the lexicon in Table 1. The type

of this derivation is (et) and its denotation in a given intended model is the unary predicate

assigned by the interpretation function.

The rule of functional application allows two derivations to be combined whenever one of them

is of a functional type (στ) and the other one is of type σ. The type of the resulting derivation is

τ, and its denotation is obtained by applying the functional denotation to the other denotation.

The derived expression is a concatenation of the expressions derived by the two sub-derivations.

This rule for functional application is formally stated below.

(10) a. If ∆1 is a derivation of an expression ε1 of type (στ) and ∆2 is a derivation of an

expression ε2 of type σ, then [∆1 ∆2] (respectively, [∆2 ∆1]) is a derivation of the

expression ε1 ε2 (respectively, ε2 ε1) of type τ.

b. For every intended model M , [[[∆1 ∆2]]]
M = [[[∆2 ∆1]]]

M = [[∆1]]
M ([[∆2]]

M ).

For example, the noun phrase every king has the derivation [every king] of type (et)t over the

lexicon in Table 1. The denotation of this derivation in an intended model M = 〈F ,I 〉 is the

generalized quantifier expressible by the lambda-term λBet .∀xe[IM (king)(x) → B(x)].

The toy grammar introduced so far does not allow to derive all grammatical strings over the

lexicon in Table 1. For instance, a transitive sentence like (11) below is not derivable by the

rules introduced so far.

(11) A queen kissed every king.

Similarly, intersective modification with adjectives (e.g. bald king in (5b)), is not treated by

the assumptions introduced so far. In order to deal with such examples, without complicat-

ing too much the introduction of our proposed grammatical architecture, we introduce some

phonologically-silent lexical items. These are introduced in Table 2 as an ad hoc extension of

the lexicon from Table 1. Note that all these operators are treated as logical constants.

word α Type {{α}}F λ-term

εONS (e(et))(((et)t)(et)) {ons} λRe(et)λF(et)tλxe.F(λye.R(y)(x))
mapping a binary predicate between entities to

a binary predicate between entities and quanti-

fiers (the quantifier taking narrow scope)
εOWS (((et)t)(et)) {ows} λR(((et)t)(et))λF(et)tλQ(et)t .

(((et)t)(((et)t)t)) F(λye.Q(λxe.R(λAet .A(y))(x)))
mapping a binary predicate between entities and

quantifiers to a binary predicate between quan-

tifiers (the object quantifier taking wide scope)
εlift e((et)t) {lift} λxeλAet .A(x)

lifting an entity to a quantifier

εadj (et)((et)(et)) {adj} λAetλBetλxe.A(x)∧B(x)
mapping a set to an intersective modifier

Table 2: Extending the lexicon from Table 1 with empty words as type shifting operators.

The operation of the empty words εONS and εOWS can be demonstrated with sentence (11)

above. There are two different ways to analyze this sentence. The object narrow scope (ONS)
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analysis of (11) means that there is a specific queen that kissed every king. The object wide

scope (OWS) analysis of (11), on the other hand, states that for every king there was a queen

that kissed him. Over our extended lexicon there are two different derivations for sentence

(11). One of them, (12a) below, uses the εONS operator and produces the ONS interpretation.

The other, in (12b), uses both εONS and εOWS to generate the OWS interpretation. This use

of (extensional) operators on predicates in order to derive ONS and OWS analyses essentially

follows the (intensional) operators proposed in Hendriks (1993).

(12) a. [[a queen] [[εONS kissed] [every king]]]

b. [[a queen] [[εOWS [εONS kissed]] [every king]]]

The empty word εadj can be used to shift the set denoted by an intension-insensitive adjective

to an intersective function of type (et)(et). The latter can modify the set denoted by a com-

mon noun in the usual way. For example, derivation (13b) of sentence (5b) is true whenever

derivation (13a) of sentence (5a) is true, in accordance with the observed entailment from (5a)

to (5b).

(13) a. [[every king] smiled]

b. [[every [[εadj bald] king]] smiled]

Last, the empty word εlift denotes the operator that shifts an entity to a generalized quantifier.

This is necessary for treating a sentence like Mary and every queen smiled, because two expres-

sions can be coordinated only if they are of the same semantic type.

A second derivation rule in our example introduces the conjunctive word and. Recall that one

of our main concerns is to enable a coordination of intension-insensitive words with intension-

sensitive words, like in Mary sought, found and ate a fish. The syncategorematic introduction

of conjunction that we use here is convenient for the sake of exposition of our intensionalization

procedure, as it does not require adding a polymorphic entry to the lexicon or using several

entries for an arbitrary number of types. Similar rules of derivation can be formulated for other

Boolean words such as or and not. For the purposes of this paper, however, it is enough to

restrict attention to the conjunctive and. In order for two expressions to be conjoinable, they

must be of the same type. Furthermore, this type must be Boolean (or t-ending). The definition

of Boolean types in (14) below assumes a general set of basic types, which include the type t

of truth values. In an extensional system, the set of basic types is {e, t}, but as soon as we start

talking about intensional frames we shall add a basic type s for possible worlds.

(14) Let B be a finite set of basic types such that t ∈ B . A type σ over B is Boolean iff either

σ = t or σ = (σ1σ2) for a Boolean type σ2.

Note that if σ is a Boolean type, then there are n≥ 0 and types σ1, . . .σn s.t. σ = (σ1 . . .(σnt) . . .).

In the derivation rule for conjunction that we introduce in (16) below, we use the well-known

Generalized Conjunction operator from Partee and Rooth (1983). This operator, denoted here

‘⊓’, is recursively defined in (15) for Boolean types σ, where ‘∧’ is the standard propositional

conjunction.

(15) ⊓σ(σσ) =

{

∧ σ = t

λXσλYσλZσ1
.⊓σ2(σ2σ2) (X(Z))(Y (Z)) σ = (σ1σ2)

(16) a. If ∆1 is a derivation of an expression ε1 and ∆2 is a derivation of an expression ε2,

both of a Boolean type σ, then [∆1 and ∆2] is a derivation of type σ of the expression

ε1 and ε2.
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b. For every intended model M , [[[∆1 and ∆2]]]
M = ⊓σ(σσ)([[∆1]]

M )([[∆2]]
M ).

Having defined a setting for an extensional semantics, we can now introduce our proposed

intensionalization procedure for this setting and discuss its implications.

4 Intensionalization

In extensional systems like the one introduced in the previous section, all lexical items are

treated as intension-insensitive. Our main aim is to extend such a system with intension-

sensitive lexical items such as the TVs seek and need or the adjectives alleged and fake. Suppose

we try to do that without any further modification in the extensional system. Clearly, this cannot

work. Let us remind ourselves why, considering a well-known example.

(17) a. Mary seeks a doctor.

b. Mary seeks a lawyer.

When we say that a TV like seek in (17), or the more colloquial verb look for, is intension-

sensitive, we mean that a sentence like (17a) can be true while sentence (17b) is false, even in

a situation in which the doctors and the lawyers are the same. It can be that Mary is sick and

is looking for a doctor without ever recognizing that finding a doctor would also lead her to

a lawyer. There is no easy way to represent this difference between (17a) and (17b) with an

extensional semantics like the one that we described in the last section. Any intended model in

which the nouns doctor and lawyer denote the same set of entities would assign the same truth

value to (17a) and (17b).

To enable the introduction of intension-sensitive lexical items like seek into the system, we

should let their arguments denote intensional objects. In this section we take the first step

towards the introduction of such intension-sensitive lexical items into the system by introducing

our proposed semantics of intensionalization. With this procedure we will be able to modify

the types and meanings of lexical items in an extensional system like the one introduced in

Section 3, so that the resulting system is equivalent to the original extensional system, and at

the same time can be extended to a properly intensional semantics by only adding intension-

sensitive items to its lexicon.

The intensionalization that we propose follows Van Benthem’s (1988) typing recipe. We denote

the set of all functional types over e, s and t by Tin – the same definition as in (4), but with

{e,s, t} replacing {e, t}. We denote the intensionalization of an extensional type σ ∈ Tex by

!σ" ∈ Tin. The type !σ", following Van Benthem, is obtained from σ by substituting every

occurrence of t by (st). For example, !t" = st, which means that the type of truth-values is

intensionalized to the type of propositions. Another example is !(et)" = e(st). Thus, the type of

(characteristic functions of) sets of entities is intensionalized to the type of properties.3 Further,

rather similarly to PTQ, the intensionalized version of the type (et)t of extensional quantifiers

is (e(st))(st) – the type of functions that map properties to propositions.

Using this global type-change recipe, we should now intensionalize the meanings of lexical

items so that we end up with a system equivalent to the original one. Recall that the meaning

of a lexical item α was defined using a functional {{α}} that maps an extensional frame F to a

subset {{α}}F of
⋃

F . {{α}}F consists of all and only those elements of
⋃

F that are considered

as legitimate interpretations of α. The intensionalization of {{α}} will be a similar functional

3Note that there is no substantial difference between the type e(st) that we assume here for properties and the

more standard type for one-place properties – s(et): the domains for these types are isomorphic.
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10 Gilad Ben-Avi and Yoad Winter

{{α}}in, which maps an intensional frame to the set of legitimate interpretations of α in it. The

formal definition of an intensional frame is similar to the definition of an extensional frame in

(6), with the additional domain for possible worlds.

(18) Given a nonempty sets E of entities and W of possible worlds, an (E,W-based) inten-

sional frame is the set F = {Dσ : σ ∈ Tin}, where De = E, Ds = W , Dt = {0,1} and

D(τσ) = D
Dτ
σ

To facilitate the intensionalization of meanings, we make a simplifying assumption: that each

lexical item is either a logical or a nonlogical constant. The motivation is to preserve (non)logic-

ality under intensionalization: extensional logical constants will be mapped to intensional log-

ical constants; extensional nonlogical constants will be mapped to intensional nonlogical con-

stants. The question of how to treat other kinds of lexical items is more complicated, and is left

for future research.4

For an extensional nonlogical constant to remain nonlogical in the intensional frame, all we

should do is restrict its interpretation to the whole domain of its intensionalized type. More

precisely, intensionalization of nonlogical constants goes as follows:

(19) If {{α}}F = Dσ for every extensional frame F , then {{α}}F
in = D!σ" for every intensional

frame F .

For the intensionalization of logical constants we need to define a mapping from extensional

domains to intensional domains. To see why, consider any logical constant α of an arbitrary

extensional type σ. Because we want the intensionalization of α to be a logical constant as well,

it follows that in every E,W -based intensional frame F there should be some object g ∈ D!σ"

such that {{α}}F
in = {g}. It is expected that this object g is systematically derived from the unique

interpretation of α in the corresponding E-based extensional frame F ′ using some mapping

from Dσ ∈ F ′ to D!σ" ∈ F .

To motivate our proposed definition of this mapping, consider for example the determiner every

as appearing in the extensional lexicon from Table 1. For this determiner, we need to map the

object every
def
= λAetλBet .∀xe[A(x) → B(x)] in D(et)((et)t) to a unique member of the intensional

domain D!(et)((et)t)". The intensional denotation that we are after is similar to the denotation

of every in PTQ.5 This is the function that when applying to two properties P and Q, returns

the proposition that is true in a world w just in case the predicate extensions in w of P and

Q satisfy the containment requirement of every. In symbols, we would like to end up with

L(every) = λwsλPe(st)λQe(st).every((P)w)((Q)w), where (P)w is λxe.P(w)(x) – the extension

of the property P in a given index w, and similarly for (Q)w.

Our next aim is to generalize this relatively simple example to any logical constant of any type.

From the example with every, which uses w-extensions properties, we conclude that for the

definition of the intensionalization mapping L(·) we first need to define a dual extensionalization

mapping from intensional domains to extensional domains. To facilitate the definition of this

mapping, we follow a tentative proposal in Van Benthem (1988), and restrict our attention to

the quasi-relational types of Muskens (1989). The set Tqr of quasi-relational types is defined as

below, using the set Te of e-based types – the subset of Tex consisting only of e-occurrences.

4Makoto Kanazawa (p.c.), based on work in progress with Philippe de Groote and Reinhard Muskens, suggests

a way of intensionalizing meanings that unlike the present proposal does not need to stipulate different treatments

for logical constants and non-logical constants. Furthermore, Kanazawa et al’s intensionalization may be preferable

to ours in some other important respects. We are currently studying the implications of their proposal.
5Determiners are introduced syncategorematically in Montague (1973), whereas here they are part of the lexi-

con. But this hardly matters for the semantic analysis.
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A Modular Approach to Intensionality 11

(20) Tqr ⊂ Tex is the set of extensional types that satisfies t ∈ Tqr, and (σ1σ2) ∈ Tqr if σ1 ∈
Te ∪Tqr and σ2 ∈ Tqr.

In the sequel we shall make use of the observation that every quasi-relational type σ can be

written as (σ1 · · ·(σnt) · · ·), for some n ≥ 0, where each σi is either e-based or quasi-relational.

In this case the domain Dσ is isomorphic to the cartesian product Dσ1
× · · ·×Dσn

. In some cases

it may be illuminating to consider a function in Dσ as the corresponding relation, and we shall

do so without further notice.

The assumption that all items in an extensional lexicon are of quasi-relational types facilitates

the following definition of a w-extension. In this definition, w is an arbitrary possible world in

W and σ is either a quasi-relational type in Tqr or an e-based type in Te.

(21) The w-extension of g ∈ D!σ":

a. If σ ∈ Te then (g)w = g;

b. if σ = t then (g)w = g(w);

c. if σ = (σ1 · · ·(σnt) · · ·), n ≥ 1, then

(g)w = λx1
σ1
· · ·λxn

σn
.∃z1 · · ·∃zn.

n∧

i=1

((zi)
w = xi)∧g(z1) · · ·(zn)(w)

Thus, a tuple 〈x1, . . . ,xn〉 is in the w-extension of an intensional relation g, iff there is a tuple

〈z1, . . . ,zn,w〉 in g such that the w-extensions of the zis are the xis, respectively.

The intensionalization mapping L(·) is now defined as follows, where σ is either a quasi-

relational type or an e-based type.

(22) The intensionalization of f ∈ Dσ:

a. if σ ∈ Te then L( f ) = f ;

b. if σ = (σ1 · · ·(σnt) · · ·), n ≥ 0, then

L( f ) = λx1
!σ1"

· · ·λxn
!σn"

λws. f ((x1)w) · · ·((xn)w)

Thus, a tuple 〈x1, . . . ,xn,w〉 is in the intensionalization of a relation f , iff the w-extensions of

x1, . . . ,xn are in f .

We have now completed the introduction of the proposed intensionalization process. Let us

summarize it.

1. We start with an extensional system (defined in Section 3), in which every lexical item is:

(a) of a quasi-relational type or an e-based type;

(b) either a nonlogical constant or a logical constant.

2. We modify the type of each lexical item by changing t to (st) everywhere.

3. We modify the meaning of each lexical item in the following way:

(a) A nonlogical constant remains a nonlogical constant.

11
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12 Gilad Ben-Avi and Yoad Winter

(b) A logical constant with a denotation f ∈ Dσ is intensionalized to a logical constant

with a denotation L( f ) ∈ D!σ".6

The definitions of intended models and derivations in intensionalized systems are just like the

corresponding definitions in extensional systems (cf. (8), (9), (10) and (16)). An entailment

relation is defined between derivations of sentences over an extensional lexicon in the familiar

way: ∆1 entails ∆2 (both of type t) iff [[∆1]]
M ≤ [[∆2]]

M for every intended model M . Over an

intensionalized lexicon, we say that ∆1 entails ∆2 (both of type (st)) iff [[∆1]]
M (w)≤ [[∆2]]

M (w)
for every intended model M and every w ∈W .

Recall that our goal in developing an intensionalization procedure is to end up with a sound pro-

cess that does not change the truth-conditional behavior of the extensional system. In Ben-Avi

(2007) it is proved that the above intensionalization process is sound in the sense that it pre-

serves entailments between derivations of sentences. For the proof, we add one more restriction

on the types of nonlogical constants. We assume that if this type is quasi-relational, then all

its arguments are of an e-based type. For example, (e(et)) or ((ee)t) are legal types for a non-

logical constant, while (et)((et)t) or t(tt) are not. This restriction reflects our assumption that

intension-insensitive relational nonlogical constants are basically relations between entities, or

functions defined in terms of which.

To see the benefits of the intensionalization procedure, let us get back to the toy extensional

lexicon of the previous section. The lexicon in Table 3 is the result of intensionalizing the

extensional lexicon in Tables 1 and 2. For a logical constant α in this table, we write its constant

interpretation as L( f ), where f is its constant extensional interpretation. A routine but somewhat

tedious calculation shows that the relevant functions are as follows:

L(every) = λAe(st)λBe(st)λws.∀xe[A(x)(w) → B(x)(w)]

L(some) = λAe(st)λBe(st)λws.∃xe[A(x)(w)∧B(x)(w)]

L(ons) = λRe(e(st))λF(e(st))(st)λxeλws.(F )w(λye.R (y)(x)(w))

L(ows) =
λR(((e(st))(st))(e(st)))λF(e(st))(st)λQ(e(st))(st)λws.

(F )w(λye.(Q )w(λxe.(R )w(λAet .A(y))(x)))

L(lift) = λxeλAe(st).A(x)

L(adj) = λAe(st)λBe(st)λxeλws.A(x)(w)∧B(x)(w)

One simple example that demonstrates the soundness of the intensionalization process is the

entailment between the derivations (13a) and (13b), which is respected both by the extensional

system and by its intensionalized version. Another example involves the derivations (12a) and

(12b) of the sentence A queen kissed every king. We leave it for the reader to verify (or to consult

Ben-Avi 2007) that the ONS derivation (12a) of this sentence entails the OWS derivation (12b)

also in the intensionalized system.

5 Extending the intensionalized system

Our main reason to develop a sound intensionalization procedure is to allow a simple intro-

duction of intension-sensitive entries into the lexicon, without any further modification in the

intensionalized system. Recall that our main argument against the typing strategy of Heim and

Kratzer (1998) was that it prevents ITVs to be of the same type as that of ETVs. On the other

6More formally, let α be a logical constant. Let F be an E,W -based intensional frame, and F ′ the correspond-

ing E-based extensional frame. We define {{α}}F
in = {L( f )}, where f is the single element in {{α}}F ′

.
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A Modular Approach to Intensionality 13

word α Type {{α}}F

Mary, John,. . . e De

red, sick,. . . e(st) De(st)

king, queen,. . . e(st) De(st)

smile,. . . e(st) De(st)

kiss,. . . e(e(st)) De(e(st))

every (e(st))((e(st))(st)) {L(every)}
a (e(st))((e(st))(st)) {L(some)}
εONS (e(e(st)))(((e(st))(st))(e(st))) {L(ons)}
εOWS (((e(st))(st))(e(st)))(((e(st))(st))(((e(st))(st))(st))) {L(ows)}
εlift e((e(st))(st)) {L(lift)}
εadj (e(st))((e(st))(e(st))) {L(adj)}

Table 3: An intensionalization of the extensional lexicon from Tables 1 and 2.

hand, the typing strategy of Van Benthem (1988) that we have followed enables a simple and

natural introduction of intension-sensitive words like seek and need without any further modifi-

cation in the system, while allowing these TVs to be of the same type as (intensionalized) ETVs

like kiss. In this section we demonstrate this by integrating ITVs into the lexicon of Table 3.

As we shall see, de dicto/de re ambiguities and coordinations of ITVs with ETVs are treated

without any further modifications of the system.

One simple way to add ITVs to the lexicon from Table 3 is to let them denote nonlogical con-

stants of type ((e(st))(st))(e(st)). By this we implement a treatment of ITVs like in PTQ, where

the object of such verbs is assumed to denote an intensional quantifier. It should be emphasized,

however, that this is not an assumption of our intensionalization procedure but a simple way to

accommodate ITVs into the toy lexicon that we are using for exemplification. The treatment of

de dicto/de re ambiguities under this technique is demonstrated in (23) below, where sentence

(23a) has the two derivations (23b) and (23c).

(23) a. Mary sought a king.

b. [Mary [sought [a king]]]

c. [[εlift Mary] [[εOWS sought] [a king]]]

In an intended model M , (23b) is interpreted as (24b), and (23c) – as (24c). Interpretation (24b)

represents a de dicto reading of sentence (23a), whereas (24c) represents a de re reading of the

sentence.

(24) b. (IM (seek))(λBe(st)λws.∃ye[(IM (king))(y)(w)∧B(y)(w)])(IM (Mary))

c. λws∃ye[(IM (king))(y)(w)∧ (IM (seek))w(λAet .A(y))(IM (Mary))]

Note that the de re interpretation (24c) is created by the same mechanism that creates object

wide scope interpretations in the extensional system (cf. (12b)). This property of the system

that we describe is in accordance with Montague’s strategy in PTQ, where the quantifying in

mechanism is responsible both for the creation of scope ambiguities and for the creation of

de dicto/de re ambiguities. However, in distinction with the proposals by Montague, Hendriks

(1993) and others, intensionalization spares us the need to define an intricate intensional version

of the scope shifting mechanism.

The typing strategy that we follow also facilitates a straightforward treatment of coordinations

between ITVs and ETVs. For example, the sentence Mary sought and kissed a king has the

two derivations in (25). Derivation (25a) represents the reading in which Mary sought a king de

dicto, while derivation (25b) represents the reading in which Mary sought a king de re.
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14 Gilad Ben-Avi and Yoad Winter

(25) a. [Mary [[sought and [εONS kissed]] [a king]]]

a. [Mary [[[εOWS sought] and [εOWS [εONS kissed]]] [a king]]]

As mentioned above, our intensionalization process is not restricted to the Montagovian treat-

ment of ITVs. This is demonstrated in Ben-Avi (2007), where the same intensionalization

process is applied to the treatment of Zimmermann (1993), who assumes that an ITV takes a

property as its object argument. Ben-Avi (2007) demonstrates that supporting Zimmermann’s

treatment in an extensional system resonates well with the widely-assumed process of semantic

incorporation (Van Geenhoven 1998, Van Geenhoven and McNally 2005). In this process, an

ETV can compose with predicative indefinites by way of existential quantification. Formally,

the extensional incorporation operator on ETVs is defined as follows.

(26) INC = λRe(et)λPet .λye.∃xe[R(x)(y)∧P(x)]

This definition, once intensionalized, also allows a simple meaning derivation for coordinations

like sought and kissed a king: using Zimmermann’s assumption, the verb seek takes the property

denotation of a king, whereas the intensionalized incorporation operator allows the verb kiss to

conjoin with seek and take the same property as argument. Arguably, this account is as natural

as the derivations in (25), based on the Montagovian treatment of ITVs. We take it that this

simplicity further supports our claim that intensionalization should be an inseparable part of

any comprehensive theory of intensionality.

6 Conclusions

So far, the study of intensionalization has not been a central part of the massive semantic liter-

ature on intensionality. In this paper we argued that such a process is necessary if we want to

understand better the separation between extensional semantics and intensional semantics. We

propose that intensionality phenomena are lexically driven, and that it is mostly this fact that

allowed Montague to use essentially extensional mechanisms for treating long-standing puzzles

like de dicto/de re ambiguities. The study of intensionalization provides a missing link in this

story: it explains what is “extensional” in those mechanisms. By doing that, it articulates the

lexically-driven nature of intensionality phenomena in natural language.
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Abstract

We call approaches which use decision theoretic explications of Grice’ relevance maxim

for selecting best answers and calculating implicatures relevance scale approaches. In this

paper we discuss these approaches with respect to the questions: Are intuitively optimal

assertions identical to assertions with maximal relevance? Can classical relevance implica-

tures be explained by the assumption that propositions are implicated to be false exactly if

they are more relevant than what the speaker has actually asserted? The answers to both

questions are negative. We will show that there exists a decision theoretically defined rele-

vance scale which the hearer can use for calculating implicatures, but we will also see that

this hearer related scale is only defined after the speaker’s assertion is known and, therefore,

cannot be presupposed by a definition of Grice’ relevance maxim.

1 Introduction

A clarification of status and satisfying formulation of the Relevance principle is one of the major

desiderata of Gricean pragmatics. In the traditional formulation, the three maxims of (Quality),

(Quantity), and (Relevance) can be taken together as: (QQR) Be truthful and say as much as you

can as long as it is relevant. Applications often rely on an intuitive everyday understanding of

relevance. That this is insufficient for a useful theory of implicatures can be seen from example

as the following from Grice (1989, p. 32):

(1) A is standing by an obviously immobilized car and is approached by B, after which the

following exchange takes place:

A: I am out of patrol.

B: There is a garage round the corner. (G)

+> The garage is open. (H)

Grice notes that because B’s remark can only be relevant if the garage is open A can conclude

that H. A possible derivation of this implicature along the lines of the standard theory (Levinson

1983) could proceed as follows: let H denote the negation of H:

(2) 1. B said that G;

2. H, that the garage is not open, is relevant and G∧H is more informative than G;

3. B observes (QQR), hence the only reason for not saying that H can be that H is false;

4. Hence H.

But, in the given context, H, that the garage is open, can also be called relevant. Hence, the

same argument can be made with H and H interchanged, which leads to the conclusion that H

∗I have to thank the Institute for Business Communication and Information Analysis, IFKI, at the University of

Southern Denmark and the Centre for General Linguistics, Typology and Universals Research, ZAS, Berlin. This

paper benefited a lot from discussions with Michael Franke and Robert van Rooij.

Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 11, E. Puig-Waldmüller (ed.), Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra, pp.91-105.
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is implicated. The weak point of such derivations, clearly, is the fact that H and H can both be

called relevant.

Relevance is a central notion in decision theory (Pratt, Raiffa and Schlaifer 1995). It is de-

fined as the value of information to a decision problem of a single agent. In this paper we

discuss approaches that use decision theoretic measurer as explications of Grice’ notion of rel-

evance. Such measures of relevance have been discussed e.g. by (Merin 1999), (Rooij 2004),

and (Schulz and Rooij to appear). Decision theoretic relevance measures define a linear pre–

order on propositions. In analogy to the standard theory of quantity implicatures, we can call

these linear pre-orders relevance scales, and the approaches employing these scales relevance

scale approaches. We discuss relevance scale approaches with respect to three questions: Are

intuitively optimal assertions identical to assertions with maximal relevance? Can classical rel-

evance implicatures be explained by the assumption that propositions are implicated to be false

exactly if they are more relevant than what the speaker has actually asserted? Do these decision

theoretic explications make inference (2) valid? In this paper, we show that all three questions

receive a negative answer:

1. Negative Result: If we assume that the speaker maximises the relevance of his utterances,

then no suitable decision theoretic explication of the notion of relevance can avoid mis-

leading answers.

2. Negative Result: No relevance scale approach can avoid unintended implicatures in cases

like the Out-of-Petrol example (1).

If the speaker cannot follow (QQR) for selecting his utterances, nor the hearer rely on it as an

interpretative principle, then two fundamental properties of conversational maxims are violated.

This point is confirmed by the third negative result:

3. Negative Result: The relevance of propositions that makes the inference in (2) valid is itself

implicated information and can therefore not define a conversational maxim.

The paper divides into three parts. In the first part, Section 2, we provide a non–technical

overview and discussion of our results. In the second part, Sections 3–4, we introduce the

general structures that characterise relevance scale approaches. We contrast them with a game

theoretic model for deriving optimal assertions (Benz 2006, Benz and Rooij to appear). Finally,

in Sections 5–7, we prove the three negative results.

2 Overview

An essential feature of Grice’ theory of conversational implicatures is the assumption that there

is a joint purpose underlying every talk exchange. In the following, we concentrate on answering

situations which are subordinated to a decision problem of the inquirer. The question which

creates the answering situation provides an explicit shared discourse goal. We include cases

where the question remains implicit as in the Out-of-Petrol example (1), where we can assume

that B’s assertion is an answer to the question “Where can I buy petrol for my car?” Implicatures

will always be treated as particularised conversational implicatures. We restrict considerations

to situations where the inquirer and the answering expert are fully cooperative, where the expert

knows everything the inquirer knows, and where these facts are common knowledge. We use

game and decision theory to represent these situations. Our discussion of Example (1) showed

that a precise definition of relevance is necessary for a useful theory of relevance implicatures.
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Game and decision theory are attractive frameworks as they allow us to explicitly study the

interaction of such central pragmatic concepts as speaker and hearer’s preferences, information,

choice of action, and coordination of interpretation.

(Grice 1989) only gave a brief formulation to the third maxim: Be relevant! Grice noted that

there are analogues to most conversational maxims that relate to non-linguistic joint projects.

For the maxim of relevance, he illustrated this point by the following non–linguistic example

(Grice 1989, p. 28): “If I am mixing ingredients for a cake, I do not expect to be handed a good

book, or even an oven cloth (...).” In this situation, both persons seems to be equally competent

to decide what is relevant and what is not; it is even more likely that the helping person is less

competent than the person using the help. But in questioning and answering situations it is the

inquirer who lacks information and it is the answering person, we call this person expert, who

has the information. Grice didn’t specify from whose perspective relevance has to be defined.

In principle, there are two possibilities.

The main concern of our discussion is the question whether we need a game or a decision the-

oretic explication of Grice notion of relevance. Game and Decision theory differ in the number

of decision makers which are involved in decision making. Decision theory is concerned with

the decision making of single agents. Context parameters are the possible actions the decision

maker can choose from, their outcomes, and the decision maker’s preferences over these out-

comes. Game theory is concerned with the inter-depended decision making of several agents.

Hence, the general question that underlies our discussion is the question whether we need an

interactional model of communication in order to explain the choice of answers and their impli-

catures, or whether a non-interactional model is sufficient. The latter path was taken by previous

approaches to pragmatics which are based on classical game or decision theory.1 We will show

that hearer centred explications of relevance are insufficient for both, choosing useful answers

and defining implicatures, even if we consider only highly favourable dialogue situations.

There seems to be a strong a priori argument in favour of the non–interactional view that stems

from the calculability of implicatures. Calculability presupposes that interlocutors have access

to the necessary contextual parameters. This seems to imply that the hearer must possess some

measure of relevance that depends only on the semantics of utterances and common background

knowledge but not on the speaker’s private knowledge. Furthermore, in order to coordinate the

meaning of utterances successfully, it seems necessary that the speaker uses the same definition

of relevance depending on the same parameters. This reasoning leads to a hearer centred defi-

nition of relevance, and hence to a decision theoretic explication based on the hearer’s, i.e. the

inquirer’s, decision problem. We will see that this reasoning is not conclusive. Before we ad-

dress the argument of calculability, we first discuss relevance as a principle for choosing optimal

answers and relevance scale explanations of implicatures.

2.1 Choosing Answers

In the following, we use the term relevance if we refer to decision theoretically defined mea-

sures for the value of information. “Be relevant!” is then interpreted as meaning that the speaker

should choose answers that have a positive value of information. In order to understand its ef-

fects, we first consider the maxim of quantity. In Grice (1989) original formulation, the quantity

maxim divided into two parts:

1. Make your contribution as informative as required (for the current purpose of exchange).

2. Do not make your contribution more informative than is required.

1See (Parikh 1992, Parikh 2001), (Parikh 1994), (Merin 1999), (Rooij 2004), (Schulz and Rooij to appear).
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Grice himself noted that the second sub-maxim may be superfluous if we take relevance into

account. If we see quantity and relevance in interaction, then we can simplify the first sub-

maxim of quantity to “Say as much as you can,” and restrict it by “Say only what is relevant.”

Hence, we can take the maxim of quantity and the relevance maxim together and phrase them as

Say as much as you can as long as it is relevant. It is commonly assumed that information can

be more or less relevant. The two maxims together then lead to the constraint that the speaker’s

utterance should provide the most relevant information possible. This principle is restricted by

the maxim of quality which states that the speaker can only say what he believes to be true.

Hence, we end up with a constraint (QQR) that says that the speaker can only choose the most

relevant proposition which he believes to be true. Let us contrast (QQR) with a principle that

combines only quality and quantity (QQ) “Say as much as you can as long as it is true.” We

consider the following example:

(3) Somewhere in the streets of Amsterdam...

I: Where can I buy an Italian newspaper?

E: At the station and at the Palace but nowhere else. (SE)
E: At the station. (A) / At the Palace. (B)

The inquirer has to decide where to go for buying an Italian newspaper. Let us assume that the

answering expert knows that (SE) is true. What should he answer?2 If we assume (QQ), then he

should say everything he knows, hence only SE would conform to the maxims. But intuitively,

in the given situation, A and B are equally appropriate with respect to their usefulness. This is

what (QQR) predicts.

We provide an explicit model of relevance scale approaches in Section 4.2. Our representation

of an answering situation σ will consist of a decision problem Dσ and the answering expert’s

expectations about the state of the world. We denote by Admσ the set of all propositions which

the experts believes to be true. We call our representation σ a support problem. Relevance

is a property of propositions and depends on a given decision problem. Propositions can be

compared according to their relevance. These very general properties of relevance can be rep-

resented by real-valued functions R with two arguments, decision problems and propositions. If

Dσ is a decision problem and A,B two propositions, then R(Dσ,A) < R(Dσ,B) means that A is

less relevant for the decision problem Dσ than B. We call these functions relevance measures.

Hence, the set MRσ of all maximally relevant propositions that the answering expert believes

to be true consists of all those propositions in Admσ which are maximally relevant to Dσ with

respect to a given relevance measure R. MRσ will be defined in (4.17).

The characterisation of relevance remains very general. Special measures which have been

widely tested are sample value of information and utility value of information (Pratt et al. 1995).

By EU(a) we denote the expected utility of performing action a given the current background

knowledge. By EU(a|A) we denote the expected utility of performing a after learning propo-

sition A. Let a∗ denote the action that an agent would choose before learning anything. As

we assume that agents are rational, it must hold that EU(a∗) = maxa EU(a). Sample value of

information A is defined as follows:

SV I(A) := max
a

EU(a|A)−EU(a∗|A). (2.1)

Utility value of information A is defined as:

UV (A) := max
a

EU(a|A)−max
a

EU(a). (2.2)

2From now on we assume that the inquirer is female and the answering expert male.
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We see that SV I(A) can never be negative. It can only become positive if learning A induces the

agent to choose a different action. In contrast, the utility value of a proposition A can become

negative. It becomes positive if the maximal expected utility after learning A is higher than the

maximal expected utility before learning A. In Example (3), both measures of relevance make

the correct prediction if we assume that the station and the Palace are places where Italian news-

papers might be available and that both possibilities are equally probable and optimal. But if

we assume that there is a slightly higher a priori expectation that there are Italian newspapers at

the station, then using sample value of information would predict that only the answer B, there

are Italian newspapers at the Palace, is relevant because only this proposition would lead to a

different choice of action. If we use utility value as an explication of relevance, then the rel-

evance principle would require the answering expert to increase the inquirer’s expectations as

much as possible. Even without example, it is clear that such a prescript must lead to mislead-

ing answers. (Benz 2006) provides a proof for support problems with completely coordinated

preferences but diverging expectations. Section 5 contains an analogous result for support prob-

lems where the answering expert’s expectations are derived from the inquirer’s expectations by

a Bayesian update. In order to prove this result we have to make stronger assumptions about

relevance scales. We look at the following two examples to motivate these assumptions:

(4) There is a strike in Amsterdam and therefore the supply with foreign newspapers is

a problem. The probability that there are Italian newspapers at the station is slightly

higher than the probability that there are Italian newspapers at the Palace, and it might

be that there are no Italian newspapers at all. All this is common knowledge between I

and E. Now E learns that (N) the Palace has been supplied with foreign newspapers. In

general, it is known that the probability that Italian newspapers are available at a shop

increases significantly if the shop has been supplied with foreign newspapers.

(5) We assume the same scenario as in (4) but E learns this time that (M) the Palace has

been supplied with British newspapers. Due to the fact that the British delivery service

is rarely affected by strikes and not related to newspaper delivery services of other coun-

tries, this provides no evidence whether or not the Palace has been supplied with Italian

newspapers.

What is of interest is the relation between the propositions N, M, and the uninformative proposi-

tion Ω, i.e. saying nothing. It is M ⊆ N ⊆ Ω and, as M has no influence on the expected success

of going to the station or going to the Palace, M and Ω must be equally relevant to the underly-

ing decision problem. In both examples, I’s decision problem, i.e. her information, preferences

and choices of action, are the same. This means that in both examples either N is more relevant

than Ω, or it is not. But this means that N is either the most relevant answer in (5), or irrelevant

in (4). Both predictions are counterintuitive. The standard relevance measures introduced in

(2.1) and (2.2) e.g. both predict that N is the most relevant answer in (5).

Intuitively, in (5), E has nothing relevant to say because the most informative answer he could

give has no influence on the expected utilities of any action. We can generalise this observation

as follows: If A represents the expert’s knowledge, and if A and Ω are equally relevant, then there

must be no A ⊆ C ⊆ Ω which is more relevant than Ω. This condition would be sufficient for

our purposes but, in order to have a constraint that does only depend on the inquirer’s decision

problem, we formulate a slightly more general monotonicity condition: if A ⊆ B, then B must

not be more relevant than A. This monotonicity condition is quite strong and rules out measures

like (2.1) and (2.2).

In order to explain (5) we have to assume that relevance measures are monotone. In order to

explain examples like (3) we have to assume that propositions A and B which lead to identical

5
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expected utilities are equally relevant: if ∀aEU(a|A) = EU(a|B), then the relevance of A and

B must be equal. We call this property the Italian newspaper property. Finally, in situations

where the answering expert thinks that saying nothing would induce the inquirer to choose a

sub-optimal action there must exists some relevant answer that he can choose. The precise defi-

nitions of these properties are stated in Section 5, Def. 5.1. A fourth condition is that relevance

measures must not prescribe misleading answers. In Lemma 5.2 we show that no relevance

measures can satisfy all four of these properties.

As mentioned before, in principle the value of information can be determined from two per-

spectives, the speaker’s and the hearer’s. In Grice’ example of handing someone ingredients for

making a cake, a relevance based analogue would demand that I evaluate the ingredients accord-

ing to the receiver’s expectation. But why should I do so? Especially, if I am more competent

than the receiver and know exactly what she is going to do with the ingredients. It would be

more reasonable to deliberate first how she can handle the different ingredients and then choose

those ingredient she can make the best use of. Applied to answering situations, this means that

the answering expert should first find out what are the optimal actions for the inquirer, and then

choose an answer that will induce her to choose one of them. In order to do this, the expert has

to calculate which action the inquirer will choose after receiving the different possible answers.

This leads to a game theoretic model in which the expert E calculates backward from the final

outcome of I’s actions a to his own decision situation where he chooses an answer A. We in-

troduce the game theoretic model in Section 4.1. The associated set of optimal answers Opσ is

defined in (4.11). It is identical to the set of all non-misleading answers.

2.2 Implicatures

Relevance scale approaches typically embrace the following assumptions: (1) propositions can

be ordered according to their relevance to the joint purpose of the talk exchange, (2) speaker

and hearer know this order, (3) the speaker is presumed to maximise the relevance of his talk

contributions, and (4) whatever is not said but would have been more relevant is implicated to

be false. The fourth assumption is a consequence of the third assumption: If the speaker is

presumed to maximise relevance and asserted a proposition A which is not maximally relevant,

then there must have been a reason for it. Ignoring reasons as e.g. complexity or politeness,

the only explanation is that A is the most relevant proposition which the speaker knows to be

true. But if speakers cannot be assumed to maximise relevance, as shown before, then the

relevance based account lacks a proper foundation. Moreover, we will show in Section 6 that

this approach necessarily predicts undesired implicatures. The Italian newspaper example is a

case where there are two propositions, “At the station” A1 and “At the Palace” A2, which must

be equally relevant in order to explain why the answer A1 does not implicate A2 and vice versa.

In the Out-of-Petrol example we found a case where an answer A1 implicates some stronger

proposition H2. By merging these two examples, we get the ultimate counter example against

relevance scale approaches:

(6) Somewhere in Berlin... Suppose I approaches the information desk at the entrance of

a shopping centre. He wants to buy Argentine wine. He knows that staff at the infor-

mation desk is very well trained and know exactly where you can buy which product in

the centre. E, who serves at the information desk today, knows that there are two super-

markets selling Argentine wine, a Kaiser’s supermarket in the basement and an Edeka

supermarket on the first floor.

I: I want to buy some Argentine wine. Where can I get it?

E: Hm, Argentine wine. Yes, there is a Kaiser’s supermarket downstairs in the basement

6
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at the other end of the centre.

We show that no relevance scale approach can explain the (non-)implicatures in this example.

We consider the following propositions:

1. A1: There is a Kaiser’s supermarket in the shopping centre.

2. A2: There is an Edeka supermarket in the shopping centre.

3. H1: The Kaiser’s supermarket sells Argentine wine.

4. H2: The Edeka supermarket sells Argentine wine.

A1 and A2 are equally relevant to the joint goal of finding a shop where I can buy Italian wine.

Due to the linearity of the pre-order induced by a real valued relevance measure, all implicatures

of A2 must also be implicatures of A1. As answering Ai implicates Hi, it follows from a relevance

scale approach that answering A1 must also implicate H2. But the assertion that there is a

Kaiser’s supermarket clearly does not implicate that there is an Edeka supermarket which sells

Argentine wine.

2.3 Calculability

The perhaps strongest argument in favour of relevance approaches seems to be the argument

from calculability. Implicatures are part of what is communicated, hence speaker and hearer

have to agree on their content, and especially the hearer has to be able to calculate them given

a relevance measure that is defined relative to his local information, i.e. relative to his decision

problem Dσ. If optimality of answers can only be calculated when taking into account the

speaker’s expectations, then, it seems, that a game theoretic approach cannot explain how the

hearer is able to calculate implicatures. But this reasoning does not take into account that

the hearer already knows the answer A when calculating implicatures A +> H. The hearer’s

local information must be identified with the pair (A,Dσ). As we will see, this is sufficient

information for calculating implicatures in an optimal answer model. We provide two criteria

which can be used for calculation. The first, Lemma 4.2, allows to calculate implicatures of the

form A +> H from the fact that the action aA which the hearer will choose when learning A

is optimal. The second, Lemma 7.1, is based on a relevance scale. As we saw in the previous

section, relevance measures that define a linear per-order on propositions cannot, in general, be

used for calculating implicatures. Lemma 7.1 makes use of the sample value of information,

see (2.1), after learning answer A. In contrast to the relevance scale approaches discussed before,

this relevance measure is defined relative to the posterior probability PI( . |A). It depends on the

pair (A,Dσ). We will see in Section 7 that this notion of relevance makes the inference in

(2) valid. Both criteria are only applicable if certain epistemic conditions are satisfied. The

preconditions of the second criterion are stronger than the preconditions of the first.

In the standard theory (Levinson 1983, Ch. 3), implicatures follow logically from the semantic

content of an utterance and the assumption that the speaker adheres to a number of conversa-

tional maxims. It is a defining property of conversational maxims that their knowledge is a

logical precondition for determining the speaker’s utterance. But, as our results show, the ap-

propriate notion of relevance that makes inferences like (2) valid can only be measured after the

answer has been given. The fact that a proposition is relevant is itself implicated information.

Hence, maximising relevance cannot be a maxim. The proper explication of Grice’ concept

of relevance and the meaning of relevance in (2) cannot be the same thing. This is the third

negative result about relevance measures.

7
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The remainder of the paper contains the technical results. We first introduce our representations

of answering situations, which we call support problems, in Section 4. Then we present two

approaches to finding solutions to support problems. First we present the optimal answer ap-

proach, which is a game theoretic approach; then we characterise relevance scale approaches

as described before. In sections 5–7 we show three negative results about relevance scale ap-

proaches. In Section 5 we show that relevance approaches cannot avoid misleading answers;

in Section 6 we show that there are certain non-implicatures which cannot be explained by any

relevance scale approach; in Section 7 we argue that the appropriate notion of relevance that

makes (2) valid does not define a conversational maxim.

3 Support Problems

A decision problem is characterised by the possible states of the world, the decision maker’s

expectations about the state of the world, a set of actions the decision maker can choose from,

and the decision maker’s preferences over the outcomes of his actions. Let Ω be the set of

all possible states of the world. We restrict our considerations to situations with finitely many

possibilities. We represent an agent’s expectations about the world by a probability distribution

over Ω, i.e. a real valued function P : Ω → R with the following properties: (1) P(v) ≥ 0 for

all v ∈ Ω and (2) ∑v∈Ω P(v) = 1. For sets A ⊆ Ω we set P(A) = ∑v∈A P(v). The pair (Ω,P) is

called a finite probability space. We represent an agent’s preferences over outcomes of actions

by a real valued function over action–world pairs. We collect these elements in the following

structure:

Definition 3.1 A decision problem is a triple
〈

(Ω,P),A ,u
〉

such that (Ω,P) is a finite proba-

bility space, A a finite, non–empty set and u : A ×Ω → R a function. A is called the action set,

and its elements actions. u is called a payoff or utility function.

It is standard to assume that rational agents try to maximise their expected utilities. The expected

utility of an action a is defined by:

EU(a) = ∑
v∈Ω

P(v)×u(a,v). (3.3)

In general, there might be several a ∈ A with EU(a) = maxb∈A EU(b). In order to make sure

that there is always a unique solution to a decision problem, we assume that the decision maker

has intrinsic preferences over the actions in A which come only to bear if there are several

optimal actions. Hence, we add a linear order < to our decision problem and assume that

the decision maker chooses a = max{a ∈ A |∀b ∈ A EU(b) ≤ EU(a)}, where max is defined

relative to <. We call
〈

(Ω,P),(A ,<),u
〉

a decision problem with tie break rule.

In the following, a decision problem
〈

(Ω,P),(A ,<),u
〉

represents the inquirer’s situation before

receiving information from an answering expert. We will assume that this problem is common

knowledge. In order to get a model for the full questioning and answering situation we have to

add a representation for the answering expert’s situation. We only add a probability distribution

PE that represents his expectations about the world:

Definition 3.2 A support problem is a five–tuple
〈

Ω,PE ,PI,(A ,<),u
〉

where (Ω,PE) is a finite

probability space and
〈

(Ω,PI),(A ,<),u
〉

a decision problem with tie break rule. We assume:

∀X ⊆ Ω PE(X) = PI(X |K) for K = {v ∈ Ω |PE(v) > 0}. (3.4)
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Condition (3.4) implies that the expert’s beliefs cannot contradict the inquirer’s expectations,

i.e. that for A,B ⊆ Ω:

PE(A) = 1 ⇒ PI(A) > 0 and PI(A|B) = 1 & PE(B) = 1 ⇒ PE(A) = 1. (3.5)

For support problems σ =
〈

Ω,PE ,PI,(A ,<),u
〉

we denote by Dσ the associated decision prob-

lem
〈

(Ω,PI),(A ,<),u
〉

with tie break rule.

4 Solving Support Problems

A support problem represents just the fixed static parameters of the answering situation. We

assume that I’s decision does not depend on what she believes that E believes. Hence her

epistemic state (Ω,PI) represents just her expectations about the actual world. E’s task is to

provide information that is optimally suited to support I in her decision problem. Hence, E

faces a decision problem himself, where his actions are the possible answers. The utilities of

the answers depend on how they influence I’s final choice. We find two successive decision

problems:

Expert E I decides Evaluation

answers for action

↓ ↓ ↓

•
A

−−→ •
a

−−→ •
↑ ↑ ↑

expectations expectations utility

of E of I function

(Ω,PE) (Ω,PI) u(a,v)

We assume that the answering expert E is fully cooperative and wants to maximise I’s final

success; i.e. E’s payoff is identical with I’s (our representation of the Cooperative Principle).

E has to choose his answer in such a way that it optimally contributes towards I’s decision.

We first introduce a game theoretic solution based on (Benz 2006). Afterwards, we provide a

characterisation of relevance scale approaches.

4.1 The Optimal Answers Approach

I’s Decision Situation

The expected utility of actions may change if the decision maker learns new information. To

determine this change of expected utility, we first have to know how learning new informa-

tion affects the inquirer’s beliefs. In probability theory the result of learning a proposition A

is modelled by conditional probabilities. Let H be any proposition and A the newly learned

proposition. Then, the probability of H given A, written P(H|A), is defined by:

P(H|A) := P(H ∩A)/P(A). (4.6)

This is only well–defined if P(A) /= 0. In terms of this conditional probability function, the

expected utility after learning A is defined by:

EU(a|A) = ∑
v∈Ω

P(v|A)×u(a,v). (4.7)

9
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I will choose the action which maximises her expected utilities, i.e. she will only choose actions

a where EU(a,A) is maximal. In addition, we assume that I has always a preference for one

action over the other. We represented this preference by a linear order < on A . For A ⊆ Ω we

can therefore denote the inquirer’s unique choice by

aA := max{a ∈ A |∀b ∈ A EUI(b|A) ≤ EUI(a|A)}. (4.8)

E’s Decision Situation

As we assume that E is fully cooperative, E has the same preferences over outcomes as I. E has

to choose an answer that induces I to choose an action that maximises their common payoff.

We can see E’s situation as a separate decision problem where he has to choose between the

answers A⊆Ω. With aA defined as before, we can calculate the expected utilities of the different

answers as follows:

EUE(A) := ∑
v∈Ω

PE(v)×u(v,aA). (4.9)

We add here a further Gricean maxim, the Maxim of Quality. We call an answer admissible if

PE(A) = 1. The Maxim of Quality is represented by the assumption that the expert E does only

give admissible answers. This means that he believes them to be true. For a support problem

σ =
〈

Ω,PE ,PI,(A ,<),u
〉

we set:

Admσ := {A ⊆ Ω |PE(A) = 1} (4.10)

Hence, the set of optimal answers for σ is given by:

Opσ = {A ∈ Admσ |∀B ∈ Admσ EUE(B) ≤ EUE(A)}. (4.11)

The expert may always answer everything he knows, i.e. he may answer K := {v ∈ Ω |PE(v) >
0}. From condition (3.4) it trivially follows that EUE(aK) = maxa∈A EUE(a), hence:

∃A ⊆ Ω : EUE(aA) = max
a∈A

EUE(a); (4.12)

Let us call an answer C misleading iff EUE(aC) < maxa∈A EUE(a). It follows from (4.12) that

Opσ is the set of all non–misleading answers.

Calculating Implicatures from Optimal Answers

From the previous model we can derive a technical definition of what is an implicature. In the

standard model (Levinson 1983), implicatures A +> H follow logically from the fact that A

has been uttered and the assumption that the speaker adheres to the conversational maxims. In

our context, this means that implicatures follow from the fact that the utterance of A implies

that it must be an optimal answer. If we assume that the speaker has true knowledge, then

the truth of a proposition H follows if the speaker believes it to be true. Implicatures may

depend on additional, contextually given information. This information can be represented by a

subclass Ŝ of support problems. The following definition applies only to propositions that can

be represented as subsets of Ω, i.e. it does not capture situations where H attributes a certain

belief to the speaker.

10
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Definition 4.1 (Implicature) Let σ =
〈

Ω,PE ,PI,(A ,<),u
〉

be a given support problem, σ ∈

Ŝ ⊆ S . For A,H ∈ P (Ω), A ∈ Opσ we define:

A+> H :⇔ ∀σ̂ ∈ [σ]
Ŝ

: A ∈ Opσ̂ → Pσ̂
E (H) = 1, (4.13)

where [σ]
Ŝ

:= {σ̂ ∈ Ŝ |Dσ = Dσ̂}.

Let O(a) be the set of all worlds where a is an optimal action:

O(a) := {w ∈ Ω |∀b ∈ A u(a,w) ≥ u(b,w)}. (4.14)

As a special case, we find:

Lemma 4.2 Let Ŝ be the set of all support problems with ∃a ∈ A PE(O(a)) = 1.

Let σ ∈ Ŝ , A,H ⊆ Ω, A ∈ Opσ, and A∗ := {w ∈ A |PI(w) > 0}. Then it holds that:

A+> H iff A∗∩O(aA) ⊆ H. (4.15)

We first show that

∃a ∈ A Pσ
E (O(a)) = 1 & A ∈ Opσ ⇒ Pσ

E (O(aA)) = 1. (4.16)

Suppose Pσ
E (O(aA)) < 1. Let a be such that Pσ

E (O(a)) = 1. Then EUσ
E (aA) = ∑v∈O(a) Pσ

E (v) ·
u(aA,v) < ∑v∈O(a)∩O(aA) Pσ

E (v) · u(a,v) + ∑v∈O(a)\O(aA) Pσ
E (v) · u(a,v) = EUσ

E (a), in contradic-

tion to A ∈ Opσ.

Proof of Lemma 4.2: We first show that A∗∩O(aA) ⊆ H implies that A +> H. Let σ̂ ∈ [σ]
Ŝ

be such that A ∈ Opσ̂. We have to show that Pσ̂
E (H) = 1. By (4.16) Pσ̂

E (O(aA)) = 1 and by (3.4)

Pσ̂
E (A∗) = 1; hence Pσ̂

E (O(aA)∩A∗) = 1, and it follows that Pσ̂
E (H) = 1.

Next we show A+> H implies A∗∩O(aA)⊆H. Suppose A∗∩O(aA) /⊆H. Let w∈ A∗∩O(aA)\
H. Let σ̂ be such that Dσ = Dσ̂ and Pσ̂

E (w) = 1. As w ∈ O(aA), it follows that A ∈ Opσ̂. Due to

A+> H, it follows that Pσ̂
E (H) = 1, in contradiction to w /∈ H.

Both, A∗ and O(aA) are known to the inquirer. The condition A∗∩O(aA) ⊆ H is equivalent to

PI(O(aA)∩H|A) = 1. Hence, this result explains how the inquirer can calculate implicatures

using her local information after learning answer A.

4.2 Relevance Scale Approaches

Any definition of relevance will define a real valued function R which orders propositions ac-

cording to their relevance. For the question how to choose a maximally relevant answer, we can

abstract away from other desirable properties of relevance measures and assume that they are

general functions R(D, . ) : P (Ω) → R for decision problems D =
〈

(Ω,P),A ,u
〉

. Given such a

relevance measure, we can define the set of maximally relevant answers. This set is restricted

to the propositions which the speaker believes to be true. Let σ =
〈

Ω,PE ,PI,(A ,<),u
〉

be any

support problem. Then, the set of maximally relevant answers MRσ is given by

MRσ := {A ∈ Admσ |∀B ∈ Admσ R(Dσ,B) ≤ R(Dσ,A)}. (4.17)

I call a theory about relevance implicatures a relevance scale approach iff it defines or postu-

lates a linear pre-order ≺ on propositions such that an utterance of proposition A implicates a

proposition H iff A ≺ ¬H; i.e.:
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A ≺ ¬H ⇔ A+> H (4.18)

The reasoning behind this kind of approach is roughly as follows: (1) The speaker said A; (2)

¬H would have been more relevant but the speaker didn’t say that ¬H; (3) as the speaker should

say as much as he can as long as it is relevant, it follows that ¬H must be false; (4) hence H.

The pre-order ≺ may again depend on a given decision problem. A representation by a pre-

order is equivalent to a representation of preferences by a real valued function. Furthermore,

implicatures may depend on commonly known background assumptions. The following defini-

tion makes these dependencies explicit. In addition, it adds the constraint that a relevance scale

implicature H can only arise if the speaker is known to know whether H.

Definition 4.3 (Relevance Scale Implicature) Let Ŝ be a subset of S and σ ∈ Ŝ . Let R(Dσ, .) :

P (Ω) → R be a given relevance measure. Then, it holds in σ that A+> H iff

∀σ̂ ∈ [σ]
Ŝ

: (Pσ̂
E (H) = 1∨Pσ̂

E (H) = 1)& R(Dσ,A) < R(Dσ,H), (4.19)

where [σ]
Ŝ

:= {σ̂ ∈ Ŝ |Dσ = Dσ̂}.

In the following sections we discuss relevance scale approaches. We will show that there are se-

vere principled limitations to this approach. First, we will show that maximising relevance must

necessarily lead to misleading answers even under extremely favourable conditions. Secondly,

we will show that relevance scale approaches necessarily over-predict implicatures. These re-

sults show already that the maximisation of relevance and the derived explanation of implica-

tures cannot be principles of conversations which speaker and hearer are presumed to follow. As

a last result, we will introduce a relevance measure that makes the relevance based reasoning in

the Out-of-Petrol example valid but cannot qualify as an explication of the relevance principle.

5 First Negative Result

In this section we show that maximisation of relevance leads necessarily to misleading answers.

Technically this will be achieved by comparing the set of maximally relevant answers with

the set of optimal answers defined by the optimal answer approach. We know that the set of

optimal answers is identical to the set of all non–misleading answers. Hence, if we know that the

intersection of maximally relevant and optimal answers is empty for a given support problem,

then, in this case, all maximally relevant answers must be misleading. In the previous section,

we introduced relevance measures as functions R(D, . ) : P (Ω) → R. In order to achieve our

result, we have to assume that the relevance measures satisfy some additional properties. We

motivated these properties in Section 2.1:

Definition 5.1 Let R : P (Ω) → R and A ⊆ B ⊆ Ω. We call R a monotone relevance measure iff

1. ∀a ∈ A EU(a|A) = EU(a|B) ⇒ R(A) = R(B) (Italian newspaper);

2. ∀a ∈ A (EU(a|B) = maxb EU(b|B) ⇒ EU(a|A) < maxb EU(b|A)) ⇒ R(B) < R(A);

3. R(B) ≤ R(A) (monotonicity).

The following lemma shows that there cannot be a relevance measure that satisfies these prop-

erties and avoids misleading answers.

12
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On Relevance Scale Approaches 13

Lemma 5.2 For each support problem σ ∈ S let R(Dσ, . ) : P (Ωσ) → R be a monotone rele-

vance measure. Then, for some σ ∈ S :

MRσ ∩Opσ = /0. (5.20)

Proof: Let us assume that there are support problems σ1,σ2 with Dσ1
= Dσ2

such that there are

sets A ⊆C ⊆ B with ∀a ∈ A EU(a|A) = EU(a|B) and

(Σ1) A,B,C ∈ Admσ1
, A,B ∈ Opσ1

, and C /∈ Opσ1
;

(Σ2) B,C ∈ Admσ2
, A /∈ Admσ2

, B /∈ Opσ2
, and C ∈ Opσ2

.

Suppose now that for all σ ∈ S : MRσ ∩Opσ /= /0. Then, if (Σ1), it follows with monotonicity

conditions 1. and 3. that R(Dσ,C) ≤ R(Dσ,B).3 But if (Σ2), it follows with monotonicity con-

dition 2. that R(Dσ,C) > R(Dσ,B). Hence, the lemma follows if we can show that there are

support problems σ1, σ2 such that (Σ1) and (Σ2) hold.

We first define the shared decision problem D = 〈Ω,A ,PI,u〉 of σ1, σ2. Let Ω = {v1,v2,v3,v4},

PI(v1) = PI(v2) = 4
14

and PI(v3) = PI(v4) = 3
14

. Let A := {a,b} with:

u(a,vi) =

{

1, for i = 1,2
0, else

, u(b,vi) =

{

0, for i = 1,2
1, else

.

We set A := {v1,v3}, B := Ω, and C := {v1,v3,v4}. Let σ1 be the support problem with PE(X) :=
PI(X |A), and σ2 the support problem with PE(X) := PI(X |C). Then σ1 has property (Σ1), and

σ2 property (Σ2). This completes the proof.

6 Second Negative Result

The last section showed that relevance scale approaches cannot successfully account for the

choice of answers. This does not necessarily entail that they cannot successfully account for

relevance implicatures. The following lemma shows that relevance scale approaches have prin-

cipled problems avoiding certain implicatures. If a proposition A1 is equally relevant as a second

proposition A2, then whatever A2 implicates is also implicated by A1. This massively over-

generates implicatures.

Lemma 6.1 Let Ŝ be the set of support problems σ where for each of the propositions X ∈
{A1,A2,H1,H2} it is commonly known that E knows whether X, i.e. where it is commonly known

that Pσ
E (X) = 1∨Pσ

E (X) = 1. There exists no relevance measure R(Dσ, .) : P (Ω)→ R such that

the following set of implicatures are satisfied in any σ ∈ Ŝ .

1. A2 +> H2;

2. not A1 +> ¬A2;

3. not A2 +> ¬A1;

4. not A1 +> H2.

3For this argument it suffices that A,B,C ∈Admσ1
. The lemma can be proven with the following slightly weaker

conditions (IN1)–(IN3) if we take into account all conditions of (Σ1). Let K := {v |PI(v) > 0} and K ⊆ B. Then

let (IN1) be the Italian newspaper condition from Definition 5.1, (IN2) EU(aK |K) > EU(aB|K) then R(Dσ,B) <
R(Dσ,K), and (IN3) R(Dσ,K) = R(Dσ,Ω) ⇒∀C(K ⊆C ⊆ Ω ⇒ R(Dσ,C) ≤ R(Dσ,Ω).
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Proof: For fixed σ ∈ Ŝ and relevance measure R we write A ≺ B iff R(Dσ,A) < R(Dσ,B).
Hence, ≺ satisfies (4.18). We show that the above set of implicatures cannot be satisfied:

1. not A1 +> ¬A2 implies A1 /≺ A2;

2. not A2 +> ¬A1 implies A2 /≺ A1;

3. hence, A1 ≈ A2 from lines1 and 2;

4. A2 +> H2 implies A2 ≺ ¬H2;

5. hence, A1 ≺ ¬H2 from lines 3 and 4;

6. not A1 +> H2 implies A1 /≺ ¬H2, in contradiction to line 5.

This and the last result show already that the relevance principle cannot have the status of a

conversational maxim. In the standard theory it is assumed that implicatures are derived from

the assumption that the speaker adheres to the maxims. The first negative result shows that

the relevance principle is not responsible for the choice of answers, hence the hearer cannot

presume that the speaker is adhering to it. The second negative result shows that it necessarily

produces unintended implicatures. Both results contradict what is commonly seen as a defining

property of maxims, namely to be the basic principles that govern the speaker’s language use

and thereby being the reason that generates implicatures.

7 The Third Negative Result

In the introduction, we considered the Out-of-Petrol–Example (1) and two opposing derivations

of implicatures. The validity of the inference in (2) depends on G∧H being more relevant than

G. We show that there is a reliable explication of relevance that makes this inference true. In

the last section we saw that the linearity of a relevance order implies that for every two equally

relevant propositions A1,A2 it follows that whatever A1 implicates is also implicated by A2.

We can avoid this problem if we construct a new relevance scale for each answer. We will do

this using a variant of sample value of information (2.1). We have to define it relative to the

addressee’s posterior probability, i.e. relative to the probability after learning the answer.

Lemma 7.1 Let σ =
〈

Ω,PE ,PI,(A ,<),u
〉

be a given support problem. Let O(a) be defined as

in (4.14), A,H ⊆ Ω, and let Ŝ be the set of support problems where ∃a ∈ A PE(O(a)) = 1. The

sample value of information K posterior to learning A, SV I(K|A), is defined by:

SV I(K|A) := EUI(aA∩K,A∩K)−EUI(aA|A∩K). (7.21)

Then it holds for all σ ∈ Ŝ with A ∈ Opσ that

If ∀K ⊆ H SV I(K|A) > 0, then A+> H, (7.22)

Proof: Let σ̂ ∈ Ŝ be any support problem with A ∈ Opσ̂ and Dσ̂ = Dσ. We have to show

that Pσ̂
E (H) = 1. As Dσ̂ = Dσ, it follows that ∀K ⊆ H SV I(K|A) > 0 holds also for σ̂. By

(4.16) it holds that Pσ̂
E (O(aA)) = 1. By assumption, it holds that for all v ∈ H: if Pσ̂

E (v) > 0,

then SV I(v|A) > 0. But 0 < EUI(a{v},{v})−EUI(aA,{v}) = u(a{v},v)− u(aA,{v}) implies

v /∈ O(aA). Therefore, Pσ̂
E (v) = 0 for v ∈ H. It follows that Pσ̂

E (H) = 0.

By definition SV I(A|A) = 0, hence the answer A is always the most irrelevant proposition. The

relative relevance scales SV I( . ,A) cannot be combined to a linear order on P (Ω), hence they
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On Relevance Scale Approaches 15

do not allow to compare the absolute relevance of two arbitrary propositions. This violates two

essential assumptions about Grice’ notion of relevance.

The question whether a proposition H is relevant or not is meaningful only after an answer

A is known. It follows logically from the fact that A is optimal. Hence, H’s relevance is a

consequence of the fact that the speaker adheres to the conversational maxims represented in

the optimal answer model. But this means that it is itself implicated information. Hence, the

posterior sample value of information cannot be used for defining a conversational relevance

maxim. This is the third negative result.

Acknowledgement: Several concepts in this paper were independently and about the same

time discovered by Michael Franke (p.c. and unpublished manuscripts): he arrived at a definition

of implicature for the Best Answer approach similar to Definition 4.1, calling it pragmatic en-

hancement; he proposed posterior sample value of information, Lemma 7.1, in order to explain

some older counter-examples to van Rooij–Schulz–exhaustification (Schulz and Rooij to ap-

pear). Section 5 is mainly motivated by Franke’s observation that misleadingness of answers

can be defined from the speaker’s and hearer’s perspective. If the speaker’s probabilities are

derived from the hearer’s by a Bayesian update, as in the present paper, then the speaker’s and

hearer’s misleadingness coincide.
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DONKEY PLURALITIES: PLURAL INFORMATION STATES VS. NON-ATOMIC 

INDIVIDUALS
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Abstract1

The paper argues that two distinct and independent notions of plurality are involved in natural 
language anaphora and quantification: plural reference (the usual non-atomic individuals) and 
plural discourse reference, i.e. reference to a quantificational dependency between sets of objects 
(e.g. atomic / non-atomic individuals) that is established and subsequently elaborated upon in 
discourse. Following van den Berg (1996), plural discourse reference is modeled as plural 
information states (i.e. as sets of variable assignments) in a new dynamic system couched in 
classical type logic that extends Compositional DRT (Muskens 1996). Given the underlying type 
logic, compositionality at sub-clausal level follows automatically and standard techniques from 
Montague semantics (e.g. type shifting) become available. The idea that plural info states are 
semantically necessary (over and above non-atomic individuals) is motivated by relative-clause 
donkey sentences with multiple instances of singular donkey anaphora. At the same time, allowing 
for non-atomic individuals over and above plural info states enables us to capture the intuitive 
parallels between singular and plural (donkey) anaphora, while deriving the incompatibility 
between singular donkey anaphora and collective predicates. 

1 The Phenomenon and the Basic Proposal 

1.1 Plural Reference and Plural Discourse Reference 

The main goal of this paper is to systematically distinguish two notions of plurality involved 
in natural language anaphora and quantification, namely: (i) plural reference, i.e. the usual 
reference to non-atomic individuals, e.g. the non-atomic / plural / sum individual 

megan⊕gaby in Megan and Gaby are deskmates (see Link 1983 and Schwarzschild 1992 
among many others); (ii) plural discourse reference, i.e. reference to a quantificational 
dependency between sets of objects (e.g. atomic / non-atomic individuals, but also times, 
eventualities, possible worlds etc.) that is established and subsequently elaborated upon in 
discourse, e.g. the dependency between gifts and girls introduced in the first conjunct and 
elaborated upon in the second conjunct of the discourse in (1) below. 

(1) John bought au gift for everyu' girl in his class and asked 

theiru' deskmates to wrap themu.

                                               
1
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2

The first conjunct in (1) introduces a quantificational dependency between the set u' of girls in 
John's class and the set u of gifts bought by John: each u'-girl is correlated with the u-gift(s) 
that John bought for her. This correlation / dependency is elaborated upon in the second 
conjunct: for each u'-girl, John asked her deskmate to wrap the corresponding u-gift(s). 

However, morphologically plural anaphora of the kind instantiated in (1) does not provide a 
clear-cut argument for distinguishing plural reference and plural discourse reference: both of 
them / either of them could be involved in the interpretation of (1).  Nor does it provide a 
forceful argument for a semantic (as opposed to a pragmatic) encoding of discourse-level 
reference to quantificational dependencies: it might be that the second conjunct in (1) is 
cumulatively interpreted (in the sense of Scha 1981) and that the correlation between girls and 
gifts (brought to salience by the first conjunct) is only pragmatically supplied. 

1.2 Multiple Weak / Strong Singular Donkey Anaphora and Collective Predicates 

I will therefore use sentences with multiple instances of singular donkey anaphora like (2) 
and (3) below to provide independent semantic motivation for plural discourse reference. 

(2) Everyu person who buys au' book on amazon.com and has au''

credit card uses itu'' to pay for itu'. 

(3) Everyu boy who bought au' Christmas gift for au'' girl in 

his class asked heru'' deskmate to wrap itu'. 

Sentence (2) shows that singular donkey anaphora can refer to non-singleton sets of atomic 
individuals, while (3) shows that singular donkey anaphora can refer to a dependency between 
such sets. Let us examine them in turn. Example (2) is a mixed weak & strong donkey 
sentence: it asserts that, for every book (strong) that any credit-card owner buys on 
amazon.com, there is some credit card (weak) that s/he uses to pay for the book2. 

Intuitively, example (2) does not apply only to persons that bought exactly one book on 
amazon.com or that have exactly one credit card that is, morphologically singular donkey 
anaphora is not semantically singular3. Moreover, note that the credit card can vary from book 
to book, e.g. I can use my MasterCard to buy set theory books and my Visa to buy detective 

novels; that is, even the weak indefinite au'' credit card can introduce a non-singleton 
set of atoms. And, for each buyer, the two sets of atoms, i.e. all the purchased books and some 
of the credit cards, are correlated and the dependency between these sets (left unspecified in 
the restrictor) is specified in the nuclear scope: each book is correlated with the credit card 
that was used to pay for it. The translation of sentence (2) in classical (static) first-order logic, 
provided in (4) below, summarizes these observations. 

(4) ∀x(pers(x) ∧ ∃y(bk(y) ∧ buy(x, y)) ∧ ∃z(card(z) ∧ hv(x, z))    

→ ∀y'(bk(y') ∧ buy(x, y') → ∃z'(card(z') ∧ hv(x, z') ∧ use_to_pay(x, z', y'))))

Given that (2) is intuitively interpreted as shown in (4) above, a plausible hypothesis is that 
singular donkey anaphora involves plural reference, i.e. non-atomic individuals (or, if you 
prefer, sets of atoms), as proposed in Lappin and Francez (1994) for example. Under this 
view, sentence (2) is analyzed as follows: the strong donkey anaphora to u'-books involves 
the maximal sum individual y containing all and only the books bought by a given u-person; 
                                               
2 Note that the same kind of interpretation is associated with non-generic variants of (2), e.g. Based on last year's 

statistics, every person who bought a book on amazon.com and had a credit card used it to pay for it. 

3 At least not in the sense in which singular (Russellian) definite descriptions like the (one) book s/he buys or the 

(one) credit card s/he has are semantically singular; see Rooth (1987), Heim (1990), Geurts (2002) and 
Brasoveanu (2007) (among others) for more discussion of the (wavering) uniqueness effects associated with 
singular donkey anaphora. 
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at the same time, the weak donkey anaphora to u''-credit cards involves a non-maximal 
individual z (possibly non-atomic) containing some of the credit cards that said u-person has4. 
Finally, the nuclear scope of (2) is cumulatively interpreted, i.e. given the maximal sum y of 
books and the sum z of some credit cards (and, possibly, some cover of y and z), for any part 
y'≤y (in the cover – if there is one), there is a part z'≤z (in the cover) such that z' was used to 
pay for y' and, also, for any z'≤z (in the cover), there is a y'≤y (in the cover) such that z' was 
used to pay for y'. 

Such a plural reference approach to weak / strong donkey anaphora faces the following 
problem, noticed in Kanazawa (2001): if the classical strong donkey sentence Every

u
 farmer 

who owns a
u'
 donkey beats itu' involves reference to non-atomic individuals, we predict that 

singular donkey anaphora is compatible with collective predicates (at least in a situation in 
which all donkey-owning farmers have more than one donkey). This prediction, however, is 
incorrect, as shown by the infelicitous sentence in (5) below. 

(5) #Everyu farmer who owns au' donkey gathers itu' around the 

fire at night. (based on an example in Kanazawa 2001) 

One way to maintain the plural reference approach and derive the infelicity of (5) is to assume 
(following a suggestion in Neale 1990) that singular donkey pronouns always distribute over 
the non-atomic individual they are anaphoric to. For example, the singular pronoun itu' in (5) 
contributes a distributive operator and requires each donkey atom in the maximal sum of u'-
donkeys to be gathered around the fire at night. The infelicity of (5) follows from the fact that 
collective predicates do not apply to atomic individuals. 

But this domain-level (as opposed to discourse-level) distributivity strategy will not help us 
with respect to (3) above. Sentence (3) contains two instances of strong donkey anaphora: we 
are considering every Christmas gift and every girl. Moreover, the restrictor of the 
quantification in (3) introduces a dependency between the set of gifts and the set of girls: each 
gift is correlated with the girl it was bought for. Finally, the nuclear scope retrieves not only 
the two sets of objects, but also the dependency between (i.e. the structure associated with) 
them: each gift was wrapped by the deskmate of the girl that the gift was bought for. Thus, we 
have here donkey anaphora to structure in addition to donkey anaphora to values / objects. 

Importantly, the structure associated with the two sets of atoms, i.e. the dependency between 
gifts and girls that is introduced in the restrictor and elaborated upon in the nuclear scope of 
the quantification, is semantically encoded and not pragmatically inferred. That is, the nuclear 
scope of the quantification in (3) is not interpreted cumulatively and the correlation between 
the sets of gifts and girls is not left vague / underspecified and subsequently made precise 
based on various extra-linguistic factors. To see that the structure is semantically encoded, 
consider the following situation: suppose that John buys two gifts, one for Megan and the 
other for Gaby; moreover, the two girls are deskmates. Intuitively, sentence (3) is true if John 
asked Megan to wrap Gaby's gift and Gaby to wrap Megan's gift and it is false if John asked 
each girl to wrap her own gift. But if the relation between gifts and girls were semantically 
vague / underspecified and only pragmatically supplied, we would predict that sentence (3) 
would be intuitively true even in the second situation. 

In sum, we need: (i) to account for singular weak / strong donkey anaphora to structured (non-
singleton) sets of individuals (see (2) and (3) above) and (ii) to derive the incompatibility 
between singular donkey anaphora and collective predicates (see (5) above). 

                                               
4 This is basically the E-type approach to weak / strong donkey ambiguities in Lappin and Francez (1994). 
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1.3 The Basic Proposal: Plural Discourse Reference as Plural Information States 

The notion of plural discourse reference (i.e. discourse-level plurality) as distinct and 
independent from plural reference (i.e. domain-level plurality) is the central component of the 
analysis. Following the proposal in van den Berg (1994, 1996) (which can be traced back to 
Barwise 1987 and Rooth 1987), I model plural discourse reference as plural information states 
in a new dynamic system couched in classical (many-sorted) type logic that extends 
Compositional DRT (CDRT, Muskens 1996). More precisely, I extend CDRT with plural 
information states that are modeled as sets of variable assignments I, J etc. (as opposed to 
single assignments i, j etc.) and that can be can be represented as matrices with assignments 
(sequences) as rows, as shown in (6) below.

A matrix (i.e. a plural info state – or: discourse-level plurality) is two-dimensional and 
encodes two kinds of discourse information: values and structure. The values are the sets of 
objects that are stored in the columns of the matrix, e.g. a discourse referent (dref) u stores a 
set of individuals relative to a plural info state since u is assigned an individual by each 
assignment (i.e. row). These individuals can be non-atomic, i.e. plural at the domain-level. 
The structure (quantificational dependency) is distributively encoded in the rows of the 
matrix: for each assignment / row in the plural info state, the individual assigned to a dref u
by that assignment is structurally correlated with the individual assigned to some other dref u'

by the same assignment. The resulting system is dubbed Plural CDRT (PCDRT). 

(6)  Info State I … u u' … 

i1 … x1 (i.e. ui1) y1  (i.e. u'i1) … 

i2 … x2  (i.e. ui2) y2  (i.e. u'i2) … 

i3 … x3  (i.e. ui3) y3  (i.e. u'i3) … 

… … … … … 

Values – sets of objects (e.g. atomic / non-atomic 
individuals): {x1, x2, x3, …}, {y1, y2, y3, …} etc. 

Structure (plural discourse reference) – n-ary relations 

between objects: {<x1, y1>, <x2, y2>, <x3, y3>, …} etc. 

Plural info states enable us to capture the non-uniqueness intuitions associated with singular 
donkey anaphora and to give a compositional account of mixed weak & strong donkey 
sentences like (2) above by locating the weak / strong donkey ambiguity at the level of the 
indefinite articles. A weak indefinite article stores in a plural info state some of the individuals 
that satisfy its restrictor and nuclear scope (i.e. a non-maximal witness set), while a strong 
indefinite article stores in a plural info state all the individuals that satisfy its restrictor and 
nuclear scope (i.e. its maximal witness set). Moreover, plural info states enable us to store and 
pass on anaphoric information about both values and structure, thereby enabling us to account 
for the simultaneous donkey anaphora to values and structure in sentence (3) above. 

Finally, we account for the incompatibility between singular donkey anaphora and collective 
predicates (see (5) above) by taking singular donkey indefinites and pronouns to be: (i) 
distributive at the discourse level, i.e. they require predicates to be satisfied relative to each 
individual assignment i in a plural info state I; (ii) singular, i.e. atomic, at the domain level, 

i.e. for each i∈I, ui is atomic. Collective predicates, however, apply only to non-atomic 
individuals – that is, they are felicitous if either (i) the individuals stored by each variable 

assignment are non-atomic, i.e. we have domain-level plurality, e.g. for each i∈I, ui is non-
atomic and ui was gathered around the fire, or (ii) they are interpreted collectively at the 
discourse level, e.g. we sum all the individuals stored in the plural info state I={i1, …, in, …} 

and require the resulting sum individual ui1⊕…⊕uin⊕… to be gathered around the fire. 

1.4 The Parallel Account of Singular and Plural Anaphora in Plural CDRT (PCDRT) 

Allowing for non-atomic individuals in the domain, i.e. allowing for plural reference over and 
above plural discourse reference, enables us to give an account of multiple (i.e. structured) 
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plural donkey anaphora that is parallel to the account of singular donkey anaphora. For 
example, the PCDRT analysis of the plural donkey sentence in (7) below is parallel to the 

analysis of sentence (3) above. Note that the collective predicate fight (each other)
in (7) is felicitous because, in contrast to example (6), we have domain-level non-atomicity 

introduced by the plural cardinal indefinite twou'' boys. 

(7) Everyu parent who gives au' balloon / threeu' balloons to 

twou'' boys expects themu'' to end up fighting (each other) 

for itu' / themu'.
5

Moreover, we can give a parallel account of the singular and plural sage plant examples in (8) 
and (9) below. The only difference between the PCDRT analyses of these two examples is 
that, after we process the restrictor, each assignment in the output plural info state stores a 
sage plant atom for (8) and a non-atomic sage plant individual with two atoms for (9). In both 
cases, we are able to derive the entailment that each customer bought nine sage plants. 

(8) Everybodyu who bought au' sage plant here bought eightu''

others along with itu'. (Heim 1982) 

(9) Everybodyu who bought twou' sage plants here bought sevenu''

others along with themu'.
6

Finally, the PCDRT account of weak / strong plural donkey readings is parallel to the account 

of weak / strong singular donkey readings. For example, cardinal indefinites like twou' can 

be either (i) strong, e.g. twou'' boys in (7) above, or (ii) weak, e.g. twou'' dimes in (11) 
below, where (11) is a minimal variation on the classical weak donkey example in (10)7. 

(10) Everyu driver who had au' dime put itu' in the meter. 

(based on Pelletier and Schubert 1989) 

(11) Everyu driver who had twou' dimes put themu' in the meter.

2 Compositional DRT with Plural Info States and Non-Atomic Individuals: PCDRT 

We work with a Dynamic Ty2 logic, i.e. basically with Muskens' Logic of Change (Muskens 
1996), which is based on Gallin's Ty2 (Gallin 1975). There are three basic types: type t (truth-
                                               
5 Based on an example due to Maria Bittner (p.c.). 

6 Based on an example in Lapin and Francez (1994), modified in Kanazawa (2001). 

7 In contrast to cardinal indefinites, some-based plural donkey anaphora seems to always be maximal, as shown 
by the intuitive interpretation of (i) below: every driver put every dime s/he had in the meter. Thus, the difference 

in interpretation between (11) and (i) indicates that the maximality associated with some anaphora (also 
instantiated by the Evans example Harry bought some

u
 sheep. Bill vaccinated themu) is not a consequence of the 

fact that the anaphora is plural, but it should be attributed to the determiner some. That is, contrary to what 
seems to be the received wisdom, plural (donkey) anaphora is not necessarily maximal (at least, not necessarily 
maximal at the discourse level). The two independent notions of plurality argued for in PCDRT open a way to 

account for this observation: I think that some anaphora (and, perhaps, plural anaphora in general) involves a 
form of (local, maxima-based) domain-level maximality (a maximal sum individual such that… – see (ii) 
below), while the weak / strong donkey ambiguity is captured in terms of (global, supremum-based) discourse-

level maximality (the maximal plural info state such that… – see (29) below). Throughout this paper, I will 

ignore domain-level maximality, which might in fact prove to be part and parcel of both some-based and 
cardinal-based plural (donkey) anaphora. See sections 2 and 3 of the paper for the notation used in (ii) and (iii). 

(i) Everyu driver who had someu' dimes put themu' in the meter. 

(ii) max_individualu(D) := λIst.λJst. DIJ ∧ ¬∃Kst(([u]; D)IK ∧ ⊕uJ≤⊕uK ∧ ⊕uJ≠⊕uK),  
  where u is of type e := se and D is of type t := (st)((st)t). 

(iii) somewk:u ! λPet.λP'et. [u]; dist(max_individualu(P(u); P'(u)))    

somestr:u ! λPet.λP'et. max
u(dist(max_individualu(P(u); P'(u)))) 
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values), type e (atomic and non-atomic individuals; variables: x, x' etc.) and type s ('variable 
assignments'; variables: i, j etc.). A suitable set of axioms ensures that the entities of type s
behave as variable assignments8.  

Following Link (1983) and Schwarzschild (1992) (among others), I take the domain of type e

to be the power set a given non-empty set IN of entities, i.e. ℘+(IN) := ℘(IN)\{∅}. The sum 

of two individuals xe⊕ye (subscripts on terms indicate their type) is the union of the sets x and 

y, e.g. {megan}⊕{gaby}={megan, gaby}. For a set of atomic / non-atomic individuals Xet, the 

sum of the individuals in X (i.e. their union) is ⊕X, e.g. ⊕{{megan, gaby}, {gaby}, 

{john}}={megan, gaby, john}. The part-of relation over individuals x≤y (x is a part of y) is 

the partial order induced by inclusion ⊆ over the set ℘+(IN). The atomic individuals are the 

singleton subsets of IN, identified by means of the predicate atom(x) := ∀y≤x(y=x). 

A dref for individuals u is a function of type se from 'assignments' is to individuals xe. 
Intuitively, the individual useis is the individual that the 'assignment' i assigns to the dref u. 
Dynamic info states I, J etc. are plural: they are sets of 'variable assignments', i.e. they are 
terms of type st. As shown in matrix (6) above, an individual dref u stores a set of atomic and 
/ or non-atomic individuals with respect to a plural info state I, abbreviated as uI := {useis: 

is∈Ist}, i.e. uI is the image of the set of 'assignments' I under the function u. 

The resulting Plural Compositional DRT (PCDRT) system pushes further the research 
program in Muskens (1996) of constructing theories and formal systems that unify different 
frameworks (e.g. Montague semantics and dynamic semantics): PCDRT unifies in classical 
type logic the static, compositional analysis of generalized quantification in Montague 
semantics, Link's static analysis of plurality and van den Berg's Dynamic Plural Logic. 
Moreover, PCDRT can be extended in the usual way with additional sorts for eventualities, 
times and possible worlds, which enables us to account for temporal and modal anaphora and 
quantification in a way that is parallel to the account of individual-level anaphora and 
quantification; see Brasoveanu (2007) and references therein for more discussion and for an 
account of quantificational and modal subordination that extends the present account of 
multiple singular and plural donkey anaphora. 

2.1 DRS's, Atomic Conditions, New Dref's and the Definition of Truth in PCDRT 

A sentence is interpreted as a Discourse Representation Structure (DRS), i.e. as a relation of 
type (st)((st)t) between an input info state Ist and an output info state Jst. As shown in (12) 
below, a DRS is represented as a [new dref's | conditions] pair, which abbreviates a term of 
type (st)((st)t) that places two kinds of constraints on the output info state J: (i) J differs from 
the input info state I at most with respect to the new dref's and (ii) J satisfies all the 
conditions. An example is provided in (13) below. 

(12) [new dref's | conditions] := λIst.λJst. I[new dref's]J ∧ conditionsJ

(13) [u, u' | person{u}, book{u'}, buy{u, u'}] :=        

λIst.λJst. I[u, u']J ∧ person{u}J ∧ book{u'}J ∧ buy{u, u'}J

DRS's of the form [conditions] that do not introduce new dref's are tests and they abbreviate 

terms of the form λIst.λJst. I=J ∧ conditionsJ, e.g. [book{u'}] := λIst.λJst. I=J ∧ book{u'}J. 

Atomic conditions, e.g. lexical relations like book{u'} or buy{u, u'}, are sets of plural info 
states, i.e. they are terms of type (st)t. As shown in (14) below, they are interpreted 
collectively at the discourse level, e.g. the condition book{u'} requires the sum of all the 
                                               
8 See Muskens (1996) and chapter 3 in Brasoveanu (2007) for more details. 
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individuals in uI, i.e. ⊕uI, to be in the set denoted by the static property book of type et
9. The 

main empirical argument for the default collective interpretation of atomic conditions is 
provided by discourses like (15) below. Informally, the first sentence introduces the set of u-
purses distributively relative to the set of u'-girls, i.e. the output plural info state I is such that 

u'I is the set of all girl-atoms and, for each 'assignment' i∈I, ui is the purse-atom that John 
bought for the corresponding girl-atom u'i. The second sentence in (15) collectively elaborates 
on the set of purchased purses, which is felicitous under the proposed interpretation of atomic 

conditions, namely identical_except_for_color{u} := λIst. identical_except_for_color(⊕uI). 

(14) a. book{u'} := λIst. book(⊕u'I)  b. buy{u, u'} := λIst. buy(⊕uI, ⊕u'I) 

(15) John bought anu alligator purse for everyu' girl in his 

class. Theyu were identical except for the color.

Thus, the discourse-level distributivity associated with the interpretation of singular donkey 
indefinites and singular pronouns is contributed by the singular number morphology (as 
shown in section 2.4 below) and not by lexical relations (i.e. atomic conditions). 

Let us turn now to the PCDRT definition of new dref introduction. Consider first the simpler 
CDRT notion of new dref introduction, i.e. of random assignment of value to a dref u relative 
to single 'variable assignments', symbolized as [u] and defined as shown in (16) below (for 
more discussion, see Muskens 1996 and chapter 3 in Brasoveanu 2007). Informally, i[u]j
means that the 'assignments' i and j differ at most with respect to the value they assign to the 
dref u. The PCDRT definition of new dref introduction, provided in (17) below, is the 
pointwise generalization of the relation in (16) between single 'assignments' is and js to a 
relation between sets of 'assignments' (i.e. plural info states) Ist and Jst. 

(16) [u] := λis.λjs. ∀vse(udref(v) ∧ v≠u → vi=vj) 

(17) New Dref's in PCDRT: [u] := λIst.λJst. ∀is∈I(∃js∈J(i[u]j)) ∧ ∀js∈J(∃is∈I(i[u]j)) 

Informally, I[u]J means that each input 'assignment' i has a [u]-successor output 'assignment' j
and, vice-versa, each output 'assignment' j has a [u]-predecessor input 'assignment' i. This 
ensures that we preserve the values and structure associated with the previously introduced 
dref's u', u'' etc. The definition in (17) treats the structure and value components of a plural 
info state in parallel – we non-deterministically introduce both (i) some new (random) values 
for u and (ii) some new (random) structure associating the u-values and the values of any 
other (previously introduced) dref's u', u'' etc. The fact that the PCDRT definition in (17) 
treats the dynamics of value and structure in parallel distinguishes it from most dynamic 
systems based on plural info states, including van den Berg (1996), Krifka (1996) and 
Nouwen (2003), which only introduce values non-deterministically, while any newly 
introduced set of values is deterministically associated with a particular structure10. 

The PCDRT distinction between the two informational components of an info state, i.e. 
values and structure, and their parallel treatment is motivated both empirically and formally. 
                                               
9 For simplicity, I assume that all static properties are closed under sums (i.e. they are cumulative), e.g. 

∀xe∀ye(book(x) ∧ book(y) → book(x⊕y)). I also assume that certain static lexical relations are distributive at the 
domain level, e.g. book is domain-level distributive in the sense that, if an individual x is a book, then its atomic 

parts are also books, i.e. ∀xe(book(x) → ∀ye≤x(atom(y) → book(y))). Whether (and to what extent) these 
assumptions are correct can only be determined by investigating the range of possible interactions between 
distributivity, cumulativity and collectivity at the domain level (i.e. relative to non-atomic individuals) and 
distributivity, cumulativity and collectivity at the discourse level (i.e. relative to plural info states). 

10 See chapter 5 in Brasoveanu (2007) for a detailed comparison between definition (17), which is equivalent to 
the definition of random assignment in van den Berg (1994), and the definition of random assignment in van den 
Berg (1996) (see also Krifka 1996 and Nouwen 2003), which treats structure deterministically. 
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Empirically, the definition in (17) enables us to account for mixed reading donkey sentences 
like (2) above. Recall that, intuitively, we want to allow the credit cards to vary from book to 
book; that is, we want the restrictor of the every-quantification in (2) to non-deterministically 
introduce some set of u''-cards and non-deterministically associate them with the u'-books and 
let the nuclear scope filter the non-deterministically assigned values and structure by requiring 
each u''-card to be used to pay for the corresponding u'-book. Formally, the PCDRT definition 
in (17) is the natural generalization of the CDRT definition in (16) insofar as it preserves its 
properties: just as (16) defines [u] as an equivalence relation of type s(st) between 
'assignments', (17) defines [u] as an equivalence relation of type (st)((st)t) between sets of 
'assignments' (i.e. between plural info states). 

The PCDRT definition of truth (which has the expected format) is provided in (18) below. 

(18) Truth: A DRS D (of type (st)((st)t)) is true with respect to an input info state Ist iff 

∃Jst(DIJ). 

With the basic dynamic system now in place, we can turn to the compositional interpretation 
of generalized quantification, pronouns and indefinites. 

2.2 Compositionality 

Given the underlying type logic, compositionality at sub-clausal level follows automatically 
and standard techniques from Montague semantics (e.g. type shifting) become available. 

In more detail, the compositional aspect of interpretation in an extensional 
Fregean/Montagovian framework is largely determined by the types for the (extensions of 
the) 'saturated' expressions, i.e. names and sentences. Let us abbreviate them as e and t. 

An extensional static logic with domain-level plurality identifies e with e (atomic and non-
atomic individuals) and t with t (truth-values). The denotation of the noun book is of type et, 

i.e. et: book ! λxe. booket(x). The generalized determiner every is of type (et)((et)t), i.e. 
(et)((et)t). We go dynamic with respect to both value and structure by making the 'meta-types' 
e and t more complex, i.e. by assigning finer-grained meanings to names and sentences. More 
precisely, PCDRT assigns the following dynamic types to the 'meta-types' e and t: t

abbreviates (st)((st)t), i.e. a sentence is interpreted as a DRS, and e abbreviates se, i.e. a name 
is interpreted as a dref for individuals. The denotation of the noun book is still of type et, as 
shown in (19) below. The denotations of generalized determiners, indefinite articles and 
pronouns are introduced in sections 2.3 and 2.4 below; determiners and articles have 
denotations of the expected type, i.e. (et)((et)t), while pronouns anaphoric to a dref u are 
interpreted as the Montagovian quantifier-lift of the dref u (of type e), i.e. their type is (et)t. 

(19) book ! λve. [book{v}],  i.e. book ! λve.λIst.λJst. I=J ∧ book{v}J

See Brasoveanu (2007) for the complete definition of (i) the syntax of a fragment of English 
containing the multiple donkey sentences in (2) and (3) above and (ii) its corresponding 
PCDRT semantics defined in terms of type-driven translation.

2.3 Generalized Quantification 

Selective generalized determiners are relations between two dynamic properties Pet (the 
restrictor) and P'et (the nuclear scope), i.e. their denotations are of type (et)((et)t). The 
dynamic definition of selective generalized determiners has to be formulated in such a way 
that: (i) we capture the fact that anaphors in the nuclear scope can have antecedents in the 
restrictor, (ii) we avoid the proportion problem, i.e. the generalized determiner relates sets of 
individuals and not sets of 'assignments' and (iii) we can account for mixed reading (weak & 
strong) donkey sentences. Thus, the main problem posed by the dynamic definition of 
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generalized quantification is to find a suitable way to extract the restrictor and nuclear scope 
sets of individuals based on the restrictor and the nuclear scope dynamic properties.  

The proposed ways to solve this problem fall into two broad classes. The first class of 
solutions employs a dynamic framework based on singular info states (e.g. classical 
DRT/FCS/DPL) and analyzes generalized quantification as internally dynamic and externally 
static. The main idea is that the restrictor set of individuals is extracted based on the restrictor 
dynamic property, while the nuclear scope set of individuals is extracted based on both the 
restrictor and the nuclear scope dynamic property, so that the anaphoric connections between 
them are captured. The second class of solutions employs a dynamic framework based on 
plural information states and analyzes generalized quantification as both internally and 
externally dynamic (see van den Berg 1994, 1996 – but also Krifka 1996 and Nouwen 2003 
among others). The main idea is that the restrictor set of individuals is extracted based on the 
restrictor dynamic property and the nuclear scope set of individuals is the maximal structured 

subset of the restrictor set of individuals that satisfies the nuclear scope dynamic property. 

Given that the notion of a dref being a structured subset of another dref required for the van 
den Berg-style definition involves non-trivial complexities that are (more or less) orthogonal 
to the issues at hand, I will define selective generalized quantification following the format of 
the DRT/FCS/DPL-style definition. However, since PCDRT is a system based on plural info 
states and formulated in classical type logic, the definition of selective generalized 
determiners I provide in (20) and (21) below is novel. This definition is intermediate between 
the two ways of defining dynamic quantification mentioned above and, as such, it is useful in 
formally exhibiting the commonalities and differences between them; see Brasoveanu (2007) 
for more discussion and a more detailed comparison of the two definitions. 

(20) Selective Generalized Determiners in PCDRT – The Basic Meaning:  

detu ! λPet.λP'et. [detu(P(u), P'(u))],     where e := se and t := (st)((st)t). 
(21) Selective Generalized Determiners in PCDRT – The Dynamic Condition:

detu(D, D') := λIst. DET(u[DI],  u[(D; D')I]),     

  where u[DI] := {⊕uJ: ([u | atom{u}]; D)IJ}     

  and atom{u} := λIst. atom(⊕uI)      
  and DET is the corresponding static determiner. 

(22) Dynamic Conjunction:  D; D' := λIst.λJst. ∃Hst(DIH ∧ D'HJ) 

The generalized quantifiers we will be considering throughout this paper are domain-level and 
discourse-level distributive in the sense that they relate two sets of atomic individuals (i.e. 
domain-level distributivity) and these sets of atomic individuals are required to satisfy the 
restrictor and nuclear scope dynamic properties one individual at a time (i.e. discourse-level 
distributivity). We enforce both kinds of distributivity by means of the dynamic condition 
atom{u}; this condition is collectively interpreted relative to a plural info state I, which 
ensures two things: (i) any two 'assignments' i and i' in the info state I assign the same 

individual x to u, i.e. ∀is∈I∀i's∈I(ui=ui'); (ii) moreover, the individual x assigned to u

throughout the info state I is an atomic individual, i.e. ∀is∈I(atom(ui)). 

The condition detu defined in (21) above tests that the static determiner DET relates two sets 
of atomic individuals, namely the restrictor set u[DI] and the nuclear scope set u[(D; D')I]. 
The restrictor set u[DI] is the set of atomic individuals that can be assigned to the individual 
dref u and that satisfy the restrictor DRS Dt, i.e. Pet(ue). The semicolon ';' stands for dynamic 
conjunction, interpreted as shown in (22) above, i.e. as relation composition. The nuclear 
scope set u[(D; D')I] is the set of atomic individuals that can be assigned to the individual dref 
u and that satisfy the dynamically conjoined restrictor DRS Dt (i.e. Pet(ue)) and nuclear scope 
DRS D't (i.e. P'et(ue)). Dynamically conjoining D and D' ensures that the donkey pronouns in 
the nuclear scope DRS can be successfully linked to their antecedents in the restrictor DRS. 

!!)
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The definition of generalized quantification in (20)-(21) above is basically neutral with 
respect to the weak / strong ambiguity exhibited by donkey anaphora: the plural info state Hst

that is the output of the restrictor DRS D and the input of the nuclear scope DRS D' can store 
either every (strong) or only some (weak) of the relevant individuals. As the following section 
argues, the maximality / non-maximality choice should be attributed to the indefinites. 

2.4 Pronouns and Indefinites 

I take the number morphology on pronouns and indefinites to contribute the discourse-level 
unselective distributivity operator dist defined in (23) below. Distributively updating an input 
info state I with a DRS D of type t := (st)((st)t) means that we update each assignment i in I
with the DRS D and then take the union of the resulting output info states. The dist operator 
is discourse-level because it distributes over plural info states and is unselective in the sense 
of Lewis (1975): we update one case, i.e. one 'assignment' i in I, at a time11. 

(23) dist(D) := λIst.λJst. ∃Rs((st)t)(I=Dom(R) ∧ J=∪Ran(R) ∧ ∀<ks,Lst>∈R(D{k}L)), 

 where Dom(R) := {ks: ∃Lst(RkL)} and Ran(R) := {Lst: ∃ks(RkL)}. 

Singular number morphology contributes the function sg of type (et)(et) defined in (24) 
below, while plural number morphology contributes the function δ of the same type. The 
function sg contributes discourse-level distributivity and domain-level singularity / atomicity, 
i.e. it takes a dynamic property P (of type et) and it returns the 'singularized' version of this 
property, which is the sub-property of P that applies only to atomic individuals together with 
the closure of this sub-property under arbitrary unions (the closure is due to the dist operator). 
The function δ contributes only discourse-level distributivity (i.e. closure of P under arbitrary 
unions), while being compatible with domain-level plurality (i.e. non-atomicity). 

(24) sg := λPet.λve. dist([atom{v}]; P(v))  δ := λPet.λve. dist(P(v)) 

I assume that singular and plural number morphology on pronouns contributes the sg and δ
functions respectively, as shown in (25) below. A pronoun anaphoric to a dref u is interpreted 
as the Montagovian quantifier-lift of the dref u (of type e), i.e. its type is (et)t. The number 
morphology on the pronoun specifies if the dref u is required to have the 'singularized' version 
of the dynamic property P, i.e. sgP, or the 'plural distributive' version, i.e. δP

12. The only 
difference between the two properties is the atomicity requirement contributed by sgP, but not 
by δP; this enables us to derive the incompatibility between collective predicates and singular 
pronouns (see (5) above), while allowing for collectives with plural pronouns (see (7) above). 

(25) heu ! λPet. sgP(u),   where sgP := sg(P) theyu ! λPet. δP(u),   where δP := δ(P)13

Let us turn now to the interpretation of indefinites. PCDRT enables us to provide a unitary 
account for the weak / strong donkey ambiguity as it is exhibited by both singular indefinite 

articles (see (2) above) and cardinal determiners (see (7) above for the strong reading of two
and (11) for its weak reading). The only difference between weak and strong indefinites (of 
                                               
11 See Brasoveanu (2007): chapter 6 for the corresponding PCDRT notion of selective discourse-level 
distributivity, needed for the van den Berg-style definition of dynamic generalized quantification. 

12 We also need a plural non-distributive / collective meaning for plural pronouns, e.g. theyu ! λPet. P(u), to 
be able to account for discourse (15) above. Since the analysis of (15) also requires a notion of dynamic 
quantification that is externally dynamic (see chapter 6 in Brasoveanu 2007 for the PCDRT formulation of such 
a notion), I will not address this problem here. 

13 Anaphoric definite articles receive similar translations, namely thesg:u ! λPet.λP'et. sgP(u); sgP'(u) and 

thepl:u ! λPet.λP'et. δP(u); δP'(u). 
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both kinds) is the absence vs. presence of a maximization operator max
u taking scope over 

both the restrictor and the nuclear scope of the indefinites, as shown in (26) and (27) below. 

(26) a
wk:u

! λPet.λP'et. [u]; sgP(u); sgP'(u)  a
str:u

! λPet.λP'et. max
u(sgP(u); sgP'(u)) 

(27) two
wk:u

! λPet.λP'et. [u]; 2P(u); 2P'(u)       twostr:u ! λPet.λP'et. max
u(2P(u); 2P'(u)) 

Just as in the case of pronouns, singular number morphology on indefinite articles contributes 
two sg functions modifying the restrictor and nuclear scope dynamic properties P and P'. 
Cardinal indefinites contribute similar functions – the only difference is that, at the domain-
level, these functions require the newly introduced individuals to have a particular number of 

atoms. For example, in the case of two, we have the function 2 of type (et)(et) defined in (28) 
below, which requires each individual to contain exactly two atoms. Just as in the case of sg

and δ above, the 'two'-ized dynamic property 2(P) is abbreviated as 2P (i.e. 2P := 2(P)). 

(28) 2 := λPet.λve. dist([2_atoms{v}]; P(v)),        

where 2_atoms{u} := λIst. 2_atoms(⊕uI) and 2_atoms(xe) := |{ye: y≤x ∧ atom(y)}|=2. 

Attributing the weak / strong ambiguity to the indefinites enables us to give a compositional 
account of the mixed reading sentence in (2) above because we locally decide for each 
indefinite whether it receives a weak or a strong reading14. The max

u operator, defined in (29) 
below, ensures that, after we process a strong indefinite, the output plural info state stores 
with respect to the dref u the maximal set of individuals satisfying both the restrictor dynamic 
property P and the nuclear scope dynamic property P'. In contrast, a weak indefinite will non-
deterministically store some set of individuals satisfying its restrictor and nuclear scope. 

(29) max
u(D) := λIst.λJst. ([u]; D)IJ ∧ ∀Kst(([u]; D)IK → uK⊆uJ),   where D is of type t. 

The first conjunct in (29) introduces u as a new dref and makes sure that each individual in uJ

'satisfies' D, i.e. uJ stores only individuals that 'satisfy' D. The second conjunct enforces the 
maximality requirement: any other set uK obtained by a similar procedure (i.e. any other set 
of individuals that 'satisfies' D) is included in uJ, i.e. uJ stores all the individuals that satisfy 
D. The DRS max

u(D) can be thought of as dynamic λ-abstraction over individuals: the 
'abstracted variable' is the dref u, the 'scope' is the DRS D and the result of the 'abstraction' is 
a set of individuals uJ containing all and only the individuals that 'satisfy' D. Thus, the max

u

operator together with plural info states and the dist operators introduced above enable us to 
'dynamize' λ-abstraction over both values and structure. 

We can now turn to the PCDRT representations for donkey sentences introduced in section 1.  

3 Multiple Donkey Anaphora and Collective Predicates in PCDRT

The compositionally obtained PCDRT representation (simplified based on various PCDRT 
equivalences) for the mixed reading donkey sentence in (2) is given in (30) below; based on 
this representation, we derive the intuitively correct truth-conditions, provided in (31). 

(30) [everyu([person{u}]; max
u'(dist([atom{u'}, book{u'}, buy{u, u'}]));  

   [u'']; dist([atom{u''}, c.card{u''}, have{u, u''}]),   
    dist([use_to_pay{u, u', u''}]))] 

                                               
14 Moreover, since the only difference between weak / strong indefinites is the absence / presence of the maxu

operator, we can think of indefinites as underspecified with respect to the presence / absence of this operator: the 
decision to introduce it or not is made online depending on the discourse and utterance context – much like 
aspectual coercion (e.g. the iterative interpretation of John sent a letter to the company for years or The light is 

flashing) or the selection of a particular type for the denotation of an expression (e.g. proper names are type-
lifted when they are conjoined with generalized quantifiers) re context-driven online processes. 
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(31) λIst. ∀xe∀ye(atom(x) ∧ person(x) ∧ atom(y) ∧ book(y) ∧ buy(x, y) ∧   

               ∃ze(atom(z) ∧ c.card(z) ∧ have(x, z))  

        → ∃ze(atom(z) ∧ c.card(z) ∧ have(x, z) ∧ use_to_pay(x, y, z))) 

Informally, the update in (30) can be described as follows. After the input info state is updated 
with the restrictor of the quantification in (2), we are in a plural info state that stores, for each 
atomic u-person that is a book buyer and a card owner: (i) the maximal set of purchased book 

atoms, stored relative to the dref u' (since the indefinite astr:u' book is strong), (ii) some 

non-deterministically introduced set of credit card atoms, stored relative to the dref u'' (since 

the indefinite awk:u'' credit card is weak) and, finally, (iii) some non-deterministically 

introduced structure correlating the u'-atoms and the u''-atoms. 

The nuclear scope of the quantification in (2) is anaphoric to both values (in this case, atomic 
individuals) and structure: we test that the non-deterministically introduced values for u'' and 
the non-deterministically introduced structure associating u'' and u' (the structure is tested by 
means of the dist operator) satisfy the nuclear scope condition, i.e. we test that, for each 
'assignment' in the info state, the u''-card stored in that 'assignment' is used to pay for the u'-
book stored in the same 'assignment'. That is, the nuclear scope elaborates on the structure 
(i.e. the dependency between u'' and u') non-deterministically introduced in the restrictor. 

The pseudo-scopal relation between the strong indefinite astr:u' book and the weak 

indefinite awk:u'' credit card ("pseudo" because, by the Coordinate Structure 

Constraint, the strong indefinite cannot syntactically take scope over the weak indefinite) 
emerges as a consequence of the fact that PCDRT uses plural information states, which store 
and pass on information about both the objects and the dependencies between them. 

As (32) below shows, the PCDRT analysis of sentence (3) is largely parallel to the analysis of 

sentence (2), except for the fact that both indefinites (astr:u' Christmas gift and 

a
str:u''

 girl) are strong. After the input info state is updated with the restrictor of the 

quantification, we are in a plural info state that, for a particular u-boy atom, stores (i) relative 
to u': the maximal set of gift atoms that said u-boy bought for some girl, (ii) relative to u'': the 
maximal set of girl atoms for which said u-boy bought a gift and (iii) the structure associating 
the u'-atoms and the u''-atoms (this is due to the two dist operators in the restrictor), i.e., for 
each 'assignment', the u'-gift stored in it was bought for the u''-girl stored in it. 

(32) [everyu([boy{u}]; max
u'(dist([atom{u'}, [gift{u'}];     

        max
u''(dist([atom{u''}, girl{u''}, buy_for{u, u', u''}])))) , 

    dist(max
u'''([d.mate{u'''}, of{u''', u''}]); [atom{u'''}]; [a.t.w{u, u''', u'}]))] 

(33) λIst. ∀xe∀Re(et)≠Ø(atom(x) ∧ boy(x) ∧       

   Dom(R) = {ye: atom(y) ∧ gift(y) ∧ ∃ze(atom(z) ∧ girl(z) ∧ buy_for(x, y, z))} ∧

   ∀ye∈Dom(R)(∀ze(Ryz ↔ atom(z) ∧ girl(z) ∧ buy_for(x, y, z)))        

→ ∀ye∀ze(Ryz → ∃z'e(atom(z') ∧ ∀z''e(d.mate(z'') ∧ of(z'',z) ↔ z''=z') ∧ a.t.w(x,z',y)))) 

Yet again, the nuclear scope of the quantification is anaphoric to both values and structure: we 
require each 'assignment' in the plural info state to be such that the deskmate of the u''-girl in 
that 'assignment' was asked to wrap the u'-gift in the same 'assignment'15. Thus, just as in the 
                                               
15 The possessive heru''

u''' deskmate in (3) is analyzed as a Russellian definite description that contributes 
both existence (since we introduce the dref u''') and uniqueness (relativized to u''-girls), as shown in (i) and (ii) 
below. The u'''-uniqueness is a consequence of combining the max operator (with scope only over the restrictor 
– cf. the scope of max in strong indefinites) and the atom condition. See Brasoveanu (2007) for more details.

(i) thesg:u
! λPet. λP'et. max

u(P(u)); [atom{u}]; P'(u) 

(ii) heruu'
! λPet.λP'et. dist([atom{u}]; max

u'(P(u'); [of{u', u}]); [atom{u'}]; P'(u')) 
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previous example, the nuclear scope elaborates on the structured dependency between the two 
sets of atoms (gifts and girls) introduced in the restrictor. As (33) shows, the dynamics of 
structure is truth-conditionally captured as quantification over the relation variable Re(et).  

The PCDRT analysis of the plural donkey example in (7) above is completely parallel to the 
analysis of (3); similarly, the singular and plural sage plant examples in (8) and (9) above and 
the singular and plural weak donkey sentences in (10) and (11) receive parallel analyses. 

In PCDRT, the incompatibility between singular donkey anaphora and collective predicates 
exemplified in (5) above is a consequence of the fact that the singular number morphology on 

the donkey pronoun itu' contributes a discourse-level distributivity operator dist and a 
domain-level atomicity requirement atom{u'} which, together, require the collective (i.e. non-

atomic) gather16 in (5) to be predicated of atomic individuals. 

The present version of PCDRT does not account for (1) because, for simplicity, section 2.3

above defined selective generalized determiners as externally static; see Brasoveanu (2007), 
chapter 6 for a version of PCDRT with externally dynamic quantification that can account (1). 

4 Comparison with Alternative Approaches 

PCDRT differs from previous dynamic and static approaches to singular / plural donkey 
anaphora in a couple of respects. The first difference is conceptual: PCDRT explicitly 
encodes the idea that reference to structure is as important as reference to value and that the 
two should be treated in parallel (in contrast to van den Berg 1996, Krifka 1996 and Nouwen 
2003; see the definition of dref introduction in section 2.1 above). 

The PCDRT analysis of reference to structure as discourse reference to structure, i.e. in terms 
of plural discourse reference / plural info states, contrasts with the analysis of reference to 
structure by means of (dref's for) choice and / or Skolem functions. Although such functions 
could be used to capture (donkey) anaphora to structure, they would have variable arity 
depending on how many simultaneous anaphoric connections there are. That is, the arity of 
the functions is determined by the discourse context. It is therefore preferable to encode this 
context dependency in the database that stores discourse information, i.e. in the info state, and 
not in the representation of a lexical item, i.e. in the pronoun and / or its antecedent. 

The second difference is empirical: the motivation for plural information states is provided by 
singular and intra-sentential donkey anaphora, in contrast to much of the previous literature 
(van den Berg 1996, Krifka 1996, Nouwen 2003 and Asher and Wang 2003 among others) 
which relies on plural and cross-sentential anaphora of the kind instantiated by (1) above.  

Intra-sentential donkey anaphora to structure provides a much stronger argument for the idea 
that plural info states are semantically necessary. To see this, consider anaphora to value first: 
a pragmatic account is plausible for cases of cross-sentential anaphora, e.g. in A man came in. 

He sat down, the pronoun he can be taken to refer to whatever man is pragmatically brought 
to salience by the use of an indefinite in the first sentence, but less plausible for cases of intra-
sentential donkey anaphora: no particular donkey is brought to salience in Every farmer who 

owns a donkey beats it. Similarly, a pragmatic account of anaphora to structure is plausible 
for cases of cross-sentential anaphora like (1) above: the first conjunct in (1) correlates each 
girl with the gift(s) that John bought for her and the second conjunct elaborates on this 
                                               
16 The PCDRT translation for the verb gather is provided in (ii) below; the collectivity requirement is 
explicitly formalized by means of the condition ~[atom{v'}], modeled, for simplicity, as an assertion and not as 
a presupposition. Dynamic negation '~' is defined following the usual DRT/FCS/DPL format. 

(i) gather ! λQ(et)t.λve. Q(λv'e. [~[atom{v'}], gather{v, v'}]), where ~D := λIst. ¬∃Kst(DIK) (with D of type t). 
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correlation – for each girl, John asked her deskmate to wrap the corresponding gift(s). That is, 
the wrapping structure is the same as the buying structure, but the identity of structure might 
be a pragmatic addition to semantic values that are unspecified for structure (e.g. the second 
conjunct could be interpreted cumulatively). A pragmatic approach, however, is less plausible 
for cases of intra-sentential donkey anaphora to structure instantiated by (3) and (7) above. 

Third, PCDRT differs from the previous dynamic approaches to plural anaphora insofar as it 
models plural reference and plural discourse reference as two distinct and independent 
notions. The previous dynamic approaches basically fall into two classes based on the way in 
which they conflate these two notions. The approaches in the first class (van den Berg 1994, 
1996, Nouwen 2003, Asher and Wang 2003 among others) make plural reference dependent 
on plural discourse reference, i.e. they allow the variable assignments to store only atomic 
individuals and non-atomic individuals can be accessed in discourse only by summing over 
plural info states. These dynamic approaches (much like the E-type approach in Neale 1990) 
find it difficult to capture the intuitively correct truth-conditions of plural sage plant examples 
like the one in (9) above (see, for example, the relevant discussions in van den Berg 1996 and 
Kanazawa 2001) and, to they extent they can derive the correct truth-conditions, they fail to 
capture the intuitive parallels between singular and plural (donkey) anaphora, e.g. between (9) 
and the singular sage plant example in (8) or between (3) and (7) above. 

The approaches in the second class (e.g. Krifka 1996, building on Barwise 1987 and Rooth 
1987) make plural discourse reference dependent on plural reference, i.e. the central notion of 
parametrized sum individual associates each atom that is part of a non-atomic individual with 
a variable assignment that 'parametrizes' / is dependent on that atom, e.g. the non-atomic / 
sum individual under discussion might contain all and only the farmer atoms that are donkey 
owners and each farmer atom is associated with a variable assignment that stores (relative to a 
new dref) a donkey atom that the farmer owns. Besides the fact that these approaches, just 
like the previous ones, have difficulties with plural sage plant examples and with the parallels 
between singular and plural (donkey) anaphora, they predict that we cannot access the 
dependent individuals (e.g. the donkeys owned by some farmer or other) directly, but only via 
anaphora to and / or quantification over the sum individuals they depend on. As sentence (15) 
above shows, this prediction is incorrect: the second sentence in (15) anaphorically retrieves 
the alligator purses directly and not as a function of the girls they are dependent on.  

Moreover, such approaches require an independent notion of cover (see, for example, Krifka 
1996) to account for the codistributivity effects associated with the interpretation of 
discourses like Three

u
 soldiers aimed at five

u'
 targets. Theyu / Theu soldiers hit themu' / theu'

targets (Kamp and Reyle 1993 and Winter 2000 discuss the first and the second sentence 
respectively). The fact that PCDRT countenances both notions of plurality, i.e. both non-
atomic individuals and plural info states, enables it to encode covers by letting each 
assignment i in a plural info state I be such that the sum of soldier atoms ui aimed at and hit 
the sum of target atoms u'i. 

For a detailed comparison of the PCDRT account of weak / strong donkey ambiguities with 
other static and dynamic approaches, see Brasoveanu (2007), chapter 5. I will only mention 
that mixed reading DP-conjunction donkey sentences, e.g. (the newspaper claims that, based 
on the most recent statistics) Every

u
 company that hired a

str:u'
 Moldavian man, but no

u''

company that hired a
wk:u'

 Transylvanian man promoted himu' within two weeks of hiring, are 
used to argue against approaches that locate the weak / strong ambiguity in the donkey 
pronouns (e.g. the E-type approach in Lappin and Francez 1994) and not in the indefinites.
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Abstract 

We argue that rhetorical questions are semantically the same as ordinary questions. New data is 

presented to show that rhetorical questions allow for answers and the range of their answers is the 

same as ordinary questions. An analysis is proposed according to which rhetorical and ordinary 

questions only differ at the pragmatic level: a question is interpreted as a rhetorical question when 

its answer is known to the Speaker and the Addressee, while it is interpreted as an ordinary 

question when its answer it is not know to the Speaker. We model Speaker’s and Addressee’s 

mutual and individual knowledge by adopting Stalnaker’s (1978) notion of ‘Common Ground’ and 

enriching it, along the lines of Gunlogson (2001).   

1 The Puzzle: Rhetorical Questions vs. Ordinary Questions 
Imagine the following situation. You are on the search committee for a semantics position, 

look at Onavi’s job application, and see that he hasn’t taken any class or done any work in 

semantics. Then, you utter: 

(1) I don’t think we should have Onavi on our short list. (After all,) what does he know 
about semantics? 

The string in italics in (1) is usually called a Rhetorical Question (henceforth, RQ). It looks 

like an interrogative clause,
1
 but it does not require an answer, and it feels “semantically 

equivalent” to the declarative clause He knows nothing about semantics. 

Now imagine a slightly different situation. Somebody suggests hiring Onavi for a syntax 

position. Since you want your new syntactician to know at least a bit of semantics, you utter: 

(2) Onavi looks like an interesting syntactician. What does he know about semantics? 

The string in italics in (2) is identical to the one in (1). It looks like an interrogative and now it 

does require an answer and no longer feels “semantically equivalent” to a declarative clause. 

We will call these interrogative clauses Ordinary Questions (henceforth, OQs) to distinguish 

them from RQs. 

This is the puzzle this paper is about. Why does the very same string of words in (1) and (2) 

above seem to exhibit very different semantic and pragmatic properties, according to the 

situation? More generally, why do RQs look like OQs but at the pragmatic level do not 

require an answer and at the semantic level “feel” equivalent to declaratives? 

                                                 
* Thanks to Daniel Büring, Gennaro Chierchia, Donka Farkas, Lydia Grebenyova, Hannah Rohde and Maribel 

Romero. Usual disclaimers apply. 

1 Following Groenendijk and Stokhof (1996), we will use the term interrogative (clause/sentence) to refer to a 

particular kind of syntactic structure that is characterized by a certain word order, intonation, and/or lexical 

items, while question will be used to refer to the semantic content of an interrogative. 
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This is our solution to the puzzle in a nutshell. RQs and OQs are semantically the same, but 

pragmatically different. In particular, a RQ is an interrogative clause being uttered in a context 

in which both the Speaker and the Addressee know the answer to it, while an OQ is still an 

interrogative clause, but being uttered in a context in which the Speaker does not know the 

answer to it – the Addressee may or may not know the answer. In other words, the difference 

between RQs and OQs is just a matter of the Speaker’s and Address’s knowledge and beliefs 

with respect to the answer to the question under discussion. 

The paper is organized as follows. In §2, we briefly discuss previous approaches that have 

argued in one way or another that RQs and OQs are semantically different. In §3, we present 

new data showing that RQs semantically behave like OQs: RQs allow for the same kinds of 

answers as OQs. The difference with OQs is in the pragmatic status of those answers: known 

to both Speaker and Addressee in the case of RQs, unknown to the Speaker in OQs. In §4, we 

formalize our pragmatic analysis by means of an enriched version of Stalnaker’s (1978) 

notion of Common Ground and show how it accounts for the many similarities and the few 

crucial differences between RQs and OQs. We also show that our account predicts a 

pragmatic typology for interrogatives that is supported by the data. Finally, we mention some 

open issues (§5) and conclude (§6). 

2 Previous approaches 
Three kinds of approaches have been suggested to handle the puzzle above. According to 

them, RQs are turned into negative statements at some point of the semantic derivation, or 

they are actually interrogatives with no answer, or, finally, they are full-fledged OQs, but 

impose restrictions on the kind of answer they allow for. We will very briefly discuss each 

approach in turn. 

RQs as negative statements. It has been proposed that RQs are interrogatives syntactically, but 

are semantically equivalent to negative statements (e.g. Sadock 1971, 1974; Progovac 1993; 

Han & Siegel 1996; Han 2002). If a RQ contains a wh-word, “the wh-phrase maps onto a 

negative quantifier, as the result of a post-LF derivation” (Han 2002: 220). (3) shows the 

crucial steps of the post-LF derivation of the RQ in (1) according to Han (2002). 

(3) a.  What1 does Onavi know t1 about semantics? 

 

b.       CP  | ¬∃x[inanimate′(x)∧know-about-semantics′(x)(i)] 
        3 

    DP       C’ | λyknow-about-semantics′(y)(i) 

     what1 
     ⇓ 

     nothing       does Onavi know t1 about semantics | λX¬∃x[inanimate′(x)∧X(x)] 

This approach has several problems. According to it, grammar would treat constructions that 

are syntactically identical like RQs and OQs in a completely different way semantically. 

Wh-words would behave like negative quantifiers only in RQs; everywhere else, they would 

have a different meaning; or, an ad hoc semantic rule that turns a wh-word into a negative 

quantifier only in RQs. Finally, this approach would not be able to account for the many 

differences between RQs and statements and the many similarities between RQs and OQs that 

we discuss below (§??). 

RQs as questions with no answer. Ladusaw (1979) and Gutiérrez-Rexach (1997) argue that 

RQs should be analyzed as OQs whose answer-set is empty. Therefore, they cannot be 

answered or can receive only negative answers. As we will see soon (§3.2, §3.3), RQs can be 

answered and their answers do not need to be negative. 
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RQs as information seeking questions. Van Rooy (2003) treats RQs as true information 

seeking OQs. The differences with OQs are accounted for by appealing to a general 

mechanism of how information is conveyed and the restrictions that are imposed by lexical 

items in RQs like strong Negativity Polarity Items (NPIs) such as give a damn (more on 

strong NPIs in §3.6). We will not go into a detailed discussion of this proposal. For our 

purposes, it is enough to notice that this approach predicts that, like an OQ, a RQ has to be 

answered and that the Addressee is the only one who may answer it. This prediction is not 

borne out. Unlike OQs, the Speaker herself can answer RQs, not just the Addressee. Also, 

unlike OQs, the Addressee can reply to a RQ with an expression conveying agreement like 

“Yeah, you’re right”. An example is given in (4). We will return to this issue in §3.6 and §4.4. 

(4) -   QUESTION by the Speaker:   Who cares about you? 

-   ANSWER  by the Speaker:    Nobody. 
          by the Addressee:  Nobody / Yeah, you’re right. 

3 New data: RQs and OQs are the same semantically (and syntactically) 
In this section, new data is presented supporting the conclusion that RQs semantically behave 

like OQs at the semantic level. We start by introducing some useful tools to overtly mark 

when we are dealing with a RQ or an OQ (§3.1). Then, we show that RQs allow for answer, 

like OQs and unlike statements (§3.2), and that the answer they allow for are of the same 

kinds as OQs (§3.3). We then bring some experimental evidence in favor of the conclusion 

that, like OQs, RQs in English can have more than one wh-word (§3.4) and RQs can be 

embedded, like OQs (§3.5). Finally, we present and briefly discuss some differences between 

RQs and OQs (§3.6). 

3.1 RQs vs. OQs: Useful tools to mark the distinction2  

If an interrogative clause is introduced by after all or followed by a yet-clause, then it can 

only be a RQ (Sadock 1971).  

(5) a.  After all, who helped Luca when he was in trouble? 

b.   Who helped Luca when he was in trouble? Yet he managed to become what he is  

    now. 

If an interrogative clause is introduced by I’m really curious or I really don’t know, then it can 

only be an OQ: 

(6) a.  I’m really curious: who helped Luca when he was in trouble? 

b.  I really don’t know: Who helped Luca when he was in trouble? 

If a question contains a strong Negative Polarity Item (NPI) like lift a finger, budge an inch, 
eat a bite, give a damn, then it can only be a RQ. 

(7) a.  After all, who lifted a finger to help Luca? 

b.  Who gave a damn when Paolo was in trouble? Yet he made it. 

(8) a. # I’m really curious: Who lifted a finger to help Luca? 

b. # I really don’t know: Who gave a damn when Paolo was in trouble? 

                                                 
2 Bartel (1999) reports an intonational contrast between wh-RQs and wh-OQs in English: wh-RQs have a fall in 

the end, while wh-OQs a rise. Banuazizi and Cresswell (1999) show yes/no RQs fall more often than OQs, but 

still less than half of the time. Further research is needed. 
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3.2 RQs allow for an answer, while statements do not 
Under the approach to RQs outlined in §2 according to which RQs are semantically 

equivalent to negative statements, one would expect RQs to behave similarly to statements. 

However, while negative statements never allow for an answer, RQs readily allow either the 

Speaker or Addressee to answer. Imagine the following situation. Both the Speaker and 

Addressee know that Luca was the only one who was still dancing at the party last night at 

2 am and both know that the other knows it as well. Then, the Speaker could utter the RQ and 

answer it or let the Addressee answer it, as in (9). 

(9) SPEAKER: You should stop saying that Luca didn’t like the party last night. After all,  
        who was the only one that was still dancing at 3am? 

ADDRESSEE or SPEAKER: Luca 

In the very same situation, the Speaker could utter the statement in (10), rather than the RQ in 

(9). Although the statement feels “equivalent” to the RQ, no answer is allowed, regardless if it 

comes from the Speaker or the Addressee. 

(10) SPEAKER: You should stop saying that Luca didn’t like the party last night. After all,  
         Luca was the only one that was still dancing at 3am! 

ADDRESSEE or SPEAKER: #Luca   

Given that RQs allow for an answer while statements do not, any approach that argues that 

RQs are statements must attempt to account for this asymmetry. In contrast, an approach like 

ours in which RQs are analyzed as questions predicts this contrast and captures this 

asymmetry for free. 

3.3 RQs allow for more than just negative answers 
Under the approach to RQs outlined in §2 according to which RQs are analyzed as questions 

whose answer set is empty, one would expect that the only answers that are possible with RQs 

are negative answers. This prediction is not borne out. There are situations in which RQs can 

only receive a positive answer, as in (11) and (12). The negative answer Nobody would sound 

awkward in either case. 

(11) Situation: Mina helped Luca when he was in trouble and both the Speaker and the 

Addressee are aware of that. Now Luca adores Mina for helping him. 

SPEAKER: It’s understandable that Luca adores Mina.  After all, who helped him when 
he was in trouble? 

ADDRESSEE or SPEAKER: Mina / #Nobody 

(12) Situation: All faculty members voted for the current chair months ago and now  

        everyone is complaining about him to the students. Both the Speaker and  

        Addressee are students. 

SPEAKER: They should stop complaining about the chair to us.  After all, who voted for  
        him? 
ADDRESSEE or SPEAKER: (All of) them / #Nobody 

Even more striking, there are RQs that can never receive a negative answer, no matter what 

the situation is. A negative answer to the RQ in (13) would be non-sensical since it is (still) 

the case that everybody has a biological mother. 
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(13) SPEAKER: You should always help your mom if she needs your help. After all, who  
        gave birth to you? 

ADDRESSEE or SPEAKER: Her / My mom / Your mom / #Nobody 

Given that RQs allow for more than just negative answers, just like OQs, any approach that 

analyzes RQs as questions whose answer set is empty must introduce additional machinery to 

account for the possibility of non-negative answers. In contrast, the possibility of 

non-negative answers is expected under an approach like ours in which RQs are analyzed as 

semantically identical to OQs. 

3.4 RQs with multiple wh-words 
If RQs and OQs are indeed semantically equivalent, then one would expect the parallelism to 

extend to questions involving multiple wh-words. In particular, we would expect languages 

that allow OQs with multiple wh-words (MOQs) to also allow RQs with multiple wh-words 

(MRQs). This prediction seems to be borne out in a language like Japanese, as shown in (14).  

(14) Kekkyoku, dare-ga nani-o katta-to-iu no?  

After all,     who      what   bought-C  Q 

‘After all, who bought what?’ 

In English, the situation is slightly more complicated, in that MRQs only seem to be possible 

with an ordering word such as first: 

(15) You shouldn’t be surprised that I punished Pablo rather than Lapo. 

After all, who hit who first? / ?After all, who hit who? 

This requirement may be related to the availability of single-pair readings in the two 

languages: it has been observed that Japanese freely allows single-pair readings in MOQs, 

while English only allows single-pair readings with an ordering word (Wachowicz 1974, 

Hagstrom 1998). If this correlation holds, it might suggest that RQs generally require a single-

pair reading to be felicitous, although more research is required (see also Sprouse submitted). 

To confirm the availability of MRQs in English, a pilot acceptability judgment experiment 

was conducted. Twenty-four undergraduates completed a written questionnaire that included 

1 token each of MRQs and MOQs with ordering words such as first, as well as an appropriate 

context story. Participants were asked to i) rate the acceptability of the multiple wh-question 

on a scale from 1 to 7, and ii) choose a potential answer for the multiple wh-question from a 

list of choices. Examples of the testing material are given in (16) and (17). 

(16) Example of MRQ 
Murray danced with Brent’s girlfriend at the dance while Brent got some punch. So, 
while Murray went to the bathroom, Brent danced with Murray’s girlfriend. As 
Murray got angry, Brent said, “You can’t be angry – after all, who danced with who 
first? 

QUESTION:  After all, who danced with who first? 

RANKING: 1   2   3   4   5   6   7 

MEANINGS: a) Murray danced with Brent’s girlfriend first 

        b) Brent danced with Murray’s girlfriend first 

        c) No possible meaning, it isn’t an acceptable rhetorical question 
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(17) Example of MOQ 
Pat and Jamie had been friends for a long time, but finally went out on a date together 
last night. After much nervousness, Pat leaned in and kissed Jamie. The ecstatic Jamie 
then returned the favor. 

QUESTION:  Who danced with who first? 

RANKING: 1   2   3   4   5   6   7 

ANSWER: a) Pat 

       b) Pat, Jamie 

       c) Pat, Jamie; Jamie, Pat 

       d) No possible answer, it is not a possible question in English 

 

If MRQs are as equally possible as MOQs, one would expect the acceptability of the two 

conditions to be statistically identical. The results for the rating task are summarized in the 

table in (18) 

(18) Rating results from pilot experiment, N=24 
 

Mean Judgm ent  by Quest ion Type

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Rhetorical Q Ordinary Q
 

Histogram  of Meaning Judgm ents by Quest ion Type

0

5

10

15

20

25

SP-correct SP- I ncorrect PL No Possible
Answer

Rhetorical Q Ordinary Q

 

The difference in judgment between MRQs and MOQs is insignificant by t-test: t(23)=0.73, 

p=.48. Furthermore, a histogram of the results for the secondary question reveals a nearly 

identical distribution, and confirms that the participants consider both constructions 

acceptable and answerable by a single pair answer. Thus, the data confirms the prediction that 

MRQs should be equally as acceptable as MOQs, if RQs are semantically identical to OQs. 

3.5 Embedded RQs 
If RQs are syntactically and semantically like OQs, they are expected to be embeddable. The 

prediction is borne out. A relevant situation must be built in which we make sure that the 

answer to the embedded question is already known. In (19), the matrix clause Should I even 
ask seems to be biased toward an interpretation in which the answer to the embedded question 

is known (i.e. The boss should not ask because everyone knows that no one will care if she 

stops coming to work), and the licensing of the strong NPI give a damn is clear evidence that 

the embedded question is an RQ.  

(19) SITUATION: No one at the office likes the boss, and the boss knows this. One day  

she gets fed up with the situation, and says: 

SPEAKER: Should I even ask who would give a damn if I stopped coming to  

work? 
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3.6 Differences between RQs and OQs 
Despite the overwhelming similarities between RQs and OQs presented in this section, there 

are a few differences. Let’s start by looking at two that are related and our approach to RQs 

can easily handle. First, the situation in which a RQ can be used is not the same as an OQ. 

Second, answers are obligatory with OQs and can only come from the Addressee in order for 

a discourse to be felicitous. On the other hand, answers are optional with RQs and either the 

Addressee or the Speaker can give them. For instance, the situation in (20) is such that the 

Speaker does not know who helped Luca. Then, the question can only be interpreted as an OQ 

and only the Addressee can answer (and has to). The situation is different in 0: now the 

Speaker also knows that nobody helped Luca, not just the Addressee. The question can now 

be interpreted only as a RQ. Either the Addressee or the Speaker can answer it, but neither of 

them has to. 

(20) Situation: The Speaker thinks that somebody must have helped Luca when he was in 

trouble, though he does not know who. The Speaker knows that the Addressee is a 

good friend of Luca’s and therefore he is likely to be aware of what happened to Luca. 

Actually, nobody helped Luca, and the Addressee knows that. 

SPEAKER: Who helped Luca when he was in trouble? 

ADDRESSEE: Nobody / # <NO ANSWER> 

     or  

  SPEAKER:  # Nobody / # <NO ANSWER> 

(21) Situation: Nobody helped Luca when he was in trouble, and both the Speaker and the 

Addressee are aware of that. They both know that the other is aware of that as well. 

Now Luca doesn’t trust people. 

SPEAKER: It’s understandable that Luca doesn’t trust people anymore. After all, who  
        helped him when he was in trouble? 

ADDRESSEE: Nobody /  <NO ANSWER> 

     or  

  SPEAKER:   Nobody /  <NO ANSWER> 

This asymmetry falls out directly if the answer to a RQ is already known to both the Speaker 

and the Addressee, as there is no request for information, unlike the case of an OQ, in which 

the answer is only (potentially) known to the Addressee. More on this in §4.3, after we have 

introduced our proposal in detail. 

Another difference is that RQs require the question to be formulated in the most suitable, or 

most precise, way for retrieving the answer. For instance, in the OQ in (22), a wh-word such 

as who allows for both an answer describing the people at the party (the definite NP) and an 

answer describing the number of people at the party (the numeral NP).  

(22) SPEAKER: I heard your party went well. Who was there?  

ADDRESSEE: The people I actually like / More than fifty people 

On the other hand, in the identical RQ in (23), the wh-word who only allows for an answer 

describing the people. An answer reporting the number of people is infelicitous. 

(23) SPEAKER: You should stop saying that your party was not a success. After all, who  
        was there?  

ADDRESSEE  or SPEAKER: The people I actually like / #More than fifty people 
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In order to license an answer describing the number of people in an RQ, a wh-phrase such as 

how many must be used, which no longer licenses an answer describing the people at the 

party, as shown in (24). 

(24) SPEAKER: You should stop saying that your party was not a success.  After all, how  
        many people were there?  

ADDRESSEE  or SPEAKER: #The people I actually like / More than fifty people 

This suggests the type of wh-word that is chosen affects the type of answer that is licensed to 

a larger degree in RQs than OQs. If, as we just saw, RQs can only be uttered when both the 

Speaker and Addressee have complete knowledge of the situation, then intuitively it makes 

sense that the RQ chosen must be the most suitable or most precise question possible in order 

to facilitate a straightforward access to the commonly known answer. This is clearly related to 

the more general issue of the role of RQs in the discourse, whose investigation we leave to 

future research. We briefly speculate on it in § 4.4.  

Finally, as we saw in §3.1, strong NPIs like lift a finger or give a damn are licensed in RQs, 

though in all the other contexts they occur, they require a c-commanding negation within the 

same clause. This is the main piece of evidence in favor of those approaches that argue that 

RQs are turned into negative statement at some LF level. We suggest that an approach along 

the line of Guerzoni (2003, 2004) can account for these facts by analyzing strong NPIs as 

presupposition triggers and by means of a general mechanism of presupposition projection in 

questions. Roughly, when strong NPIs occur in questions, their presupposition ends up being 

identical to the unique complete answer to the question. The answer will, therefore, be known 

to both the Speaker and the Addressee. We refer to Guerzoni’s work for the details of her 

proposal. 

3.7 Conclusion 
To sum up, this section has presented evidence that RQs dot not behave like statements, or 

even like some special kind of questions, but rather like OQs: they allow the same range of 

answers as OQs, can be embedded, and receive basically the same acceptability judgments as 

OQs. Sprouse (submitted) shows that RQs form a natural syntactic class with OQs cross-

linguistically, as RQs display combinations of syntactic properties that have previously been 

observed in OQs. In other words, there can be no syntactic analysis that uses RQ or OQ as 

primitives, as they show identical ranges of typological variation. In conclusion, there is no 

compelling evidence supporting a syntactic and/or semantic difference between RQs and 

OQs. They are the same syntactic and semantic object. However, we observed that the 

conditions under which RQs can be used and answered are different from OQs. In the next 

section, after introducing our proposal in detail, we will show how these many similarities and 

few differences can be accounted for. In particular, we will argue for a purely pragmatic 

account of the differences.  

4 Proposal: A pragmatic analysis of RQs 

4.1 Definitions: OQs and RQs 
The previous discussion on the new data has shown that there is no independent justification 

to distinguish between RQs and OQs at the semantic level (they allow for the same kinds of 

answers) nor to argue that RQs with a negative answer form a different class from RQs with a 

positive answer. In (25)-(26) below, we give a definition of OQs and RQs respectively that is 

consistent with our previous findings. 
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(25) Definition of OQs 
An OQ is an interrogative clause whose answer is not known to the Speaker, but the 

Speaker thinks the Addressee may know it. An answer is required in order for the 

dialogue to be felicitous. Only the Addressee can answer. 

(26) Definition of RQs 
A RQ is an interrogative clause whose answer is known to the Speaker and the 

Addressee, and they both also know that the other knows the answer as well. An 

answer is not required, but possible. Either the Speaker or the Addressee can answer. 

According to these definitions, RQs and OQs are both questions semantically and do not have 

any semantic feature that distinguishes them. They differ only in their pragmatics, more 

precisely the conditions under which they can be uttered.  

4.2 Semantics of RQs and OQs 
Following Groenendijk and Stokhof (1989), we assume that the semantic contribution or 

intension of an interrogative clause (Interr) is a partition of all (contextually relevant) possible 

worlds. Each cell of the partition is a set of possible words that identifies the proposition 

corresponding to a possible complete answer to that interrogative. The denotation or extension 

of that interrogative in the world w then is the proposition that constitutes its complete true 

answer in w (27). 

(27) ’Interr÷w = p : p is the complete true answer to Interr in w 

Let’s look at a couple of examples. If Andrea and Luca are the only (human) individuals in 

our domain, then the intension of constituent interrogative Who walks? will be the partition in 

(28). The top cell is the set of all worlds in which both Luca and Andrea walk, which 

identifies the proposition 'Andrea and Luca are the ones who walk'. The cell right below is the 

set of all worlds in which Andrea walks, but not Luca, which identifies the proposition 

'Andrea is the one who walks'. And so on. If the world w1 is within the top most cell, then the 

extension or denotation of Who walks? in w1, would be just the proposition 'Andrea and Luca 

are the ones who walk'. 

 
(28)  {w: ’walk÷w = {Andrea and Luca}} 

p= Andrea and Luca are the ones who walk 

     ’Who walks?÷ = {w: ’walk÷w = {Andrea}} 

p= Andrea is the one who walks 

 {w: ’walk÷w = {Luca}} 

p= Luca is the one who walks 

 {w: ’walk÷w = ∅} 

p= nobody walks 

  

If we know consider the yes/no interrogative Does Luca walk?, its intesion is going to be the 

partition in (29), which has only two cells. The top cell contains all the worlds in which the 

proposition 'Luca walks' is true, while the other cell contains the complement set, i.e. all the 

worlds in which 'Luca walks' is false. If the world w1 is within the top cell, then the extension 

or denotation of Does Luca walk? in w1, would be just the proposition 'Luca walks' 
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(29)  

     ’Does Luca walk?÷ = 

{w: ’walk(l)÷w = 1} 

p= Luca walks 

 {w: ’walk(l)÷w = 0} 

p= Luca doesn’t walk 

 

In §3, we concluded that there is no evidence of any semantic difference between RQs and 

OQs. Therefore, the semantic analysis for a generic interrogative clause we just sketched 

applies to both RQs and OQs. They both introduce a partition and, in a given world, denote 

the proposition that is their true complete answer in that world (30).  

(30) ’RQ÷w = ’OQ÷w = p: p is the true complete answer to RQ or OQ in w. 

4.3 Pragmatics of RQs and OQs 
The next step is modeling Speaker’s and Address’s mutual and individual knowledge. We do 

so by adopting Stalnaker’s (1978) notion of Common Ground (CG) and enriching it, along the 

lines of Gunlogson (2001). 

CG is as a set of propositions representing what the participants in a discourse take to be 

mutually believed, or at least mutually assumed for the purposes of the discourse. What 

matters is mutual rather than just shared knowledge/beliefs, since it is crucial that for each 

proposition p in the CG, each participant is not only taken to believe p, but also to be aware 

that the other participants believe p as well.  

CG allows us to handle Speaker’s and Address’s mutual knowledge. But we also need a way 

to model their individual knowledge, in order to represent those contexts in which the answer 

to the question under discussion is not in CG. Let’s then definite Speaker’s Beliefs (SB) as a 

set of propositions representing what the Speaker believes or assumes for the purpose of 

discourse: 

(31) SB = {p: p is a belief of the Speaker} 

Similarly, Addressee’s Beliefs (AB) are modeled as a set of propositions representing what the 

Addressee believes or assumes for the purpose of discourse: 

(32) AB = {p: p is a belief of the Addressee} 

Based on the notion of CG and SB and AB we just introduced, we can model the Speaker’ 

and the Addressee’s mutual knowledge/beliefs by defining the Speaker’ and Addressee’s 
Common Ground (CGS-A) as a set of propositions representing what the Speaker and the 

Addressee take to be mutually believed, or at least mutually assumed for the purposes of the 

discourse: 

(33) CGS-A = {p: p is mutually believed by the Speaker and the Addressee} 

We now have all that we need to model the pragmatic difference between RQs and OQs we 

have been arguing for. Let’s start from OQs. A question Q is an OQ if and only if the 

following conditions of use are satisfied: the Speaker doesn’t have beliefs about the complete 

true answer to Q, that is if the answer is not among the Speaker’s beliefs (34). 

(34) Q is an OQ iff ’Q÷w ∉ SB 

If the answer is not among the Speaker’s beliefs, then it is not going to be in the CG either. 

The Addressee’s answering a question can then be seen as a way to add to CG the proposition 

that constitutes the complete true answer to the question. 
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On the other hand, a question Q is a RQ if and only if the following conditions of use are 

satisfied: the Speaker and the Addressee already mutually believe the true complete answer to 

Q, that is if the answer is part of the Speaker’ and Addressee’s CG (35). 

(35) Q is a RQ iff ’Q÷w ∈ CGS-A 

4.4 Accounting for the similarities and differences between RQs and OQs 
In §3, we noticed several similarities and a few differences between RQs and OQs. With the 

semantic and pragmatic analysis we sketched §4.2 and §4.3, we can now give these properties 

a uniform account. We noticed that RQs can be answered. This is now expected: RQs are 

semantically questions, like OQs. We also observed that RQs can be answered by the Speaker 

as well. This is no longer surprising: our analysis requires the answer to a RQ to be in the 

CGS-A, i.e. to be known to the Speaker as well. On the other hand, we saw that RQs do not 

need to be answered. This is because their answer is already in the CGS-A, i.e. it is known to 

both the Speaker and the Addressee, and no new proposition is added to the CGS-A by uttering 

the answer. Unlike OQs, RQs are not asked to trigger an increase in the amount of mutual 

knowledge, but their goals seems to be more to highlight a proposition in the CG, as the 

starting point of a discourse or its natural “obvious” conclusion. A RQ “feels” semantically 

like a statement that does not assert anything new because both the Speaker and the Addressee 

know the statement that could be uttered as the true complete answer to the RQ, and they also 

know that the other is aware of that. In other words, the proposition that is the semantic value 

of the statement is already in the CGS-A.  

4.5 A typology for interrogatives  
As we saw, where the proposition that constitutes the answer to a question is located with 

respect to the sets of propositions SB, AB, and CGS-A is crucial in our proposal. We only 

looked at two options, but four combinations are predicted to be possible and they actually 

correspond to four attested kinds of interrogatives. 

The first option is that the answer is in AB, but not in CGS-A. In other words, the Speaker does 

not know the answer, while the Addressee does. As we saw, this is what happens with OQs. 

The second option is that the answer is in SB, but not in CGSA, that is, the Speaker knows the 

answer, but she does not know if the Addressee knows it. This is the case of 

“Examination”/“Quiz” Qs. Third option: the answer is in CGS-A (therefore, in SB and AB too): 

both the Speaker and the Addressee know the answer and they know that the other knows it 

too. As we saw, this characterizes RQs. Finally, the answer is in neither AB nor SB (therefore, 

in CGSA either); in other words, neither the Speaker nor the Addressee know the answer. This 

is the case of Qs with no answer (at least for a subset of Speakers and Addressees): What’s the 
meaning of life? Does God exist? 

5 Some open issues 
Before concluding, we would like to briefly mention a few issues that go beyond the purposes 

of this paper, but we think they are worth further investigation. 

Positive vs. negative answers. Most of the time, RQs that would allow for either a positive or 

a negative answer in principle seem to be strongly biased towards a negative answer. For 

instance, the RQ in (36)a can receive a negative answer very easily (36)b and we may think 

that this is due to the fact that we know that castor oil is pretty disgusting for most people. On 

the other hand, even if we think that (almost) everybody likes ice-cream, still it is hard to 

answer the RQ in (37)a that asks who likes ice-cream in a positive way (37)b. But it is enough 
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to ask who does not like ice-cream (38)a to get a negative answer (38)b that is 

truth-conditionally equivalent to the problematic answer in (37)b. 

(36) a. - After all, who likes castor oil?   

b. - Nobody. 

(37) a. - After all, who likes ice-cream?   

b. - #Everybody. 

(38) a. - After all, who doesn’t like ice-cream? 

b. - Nobody. 

Although we leave an explanation for the contrast above for further research, we want to point 

out that answers with universal quantifiers are not unacceptable all the time. If we enrich the 

context, as in (39)a, then it is pretty easy to imagine a positive answer like those in (39)b. 

(39) a. - (You shouldn’t keep complaining about our lack of specials for families with  

    kids.) After all, which passengers can board the plane without a ticket today? 

b. - All the passengers under two / Every passenger under two. 

Yes/No RQs. In our paper, we focused our attention mainly on constituent RQs. But yes/no 

RQs exhibit an interesting asymmetry with respect to yes/no OQs. A positive yes/no RQ (40)a 

requires a negative answer (40)b, while a negative yes/no RQ (41)a requires a positive answer 

(41)b. In sum, yes/no RQs require an answer of the opposite polarity. 

(40) a. - After all, does everybody like ice-cream?  

b. - No / #Yes 

(41) a.  - After all, doesn’t everybody like ice-cream?  

b. - Yes / #No 

Yes/no OQs do not behave exactly the same. Negative yes/no OQs seem to come with a bias 

towards a positive answer (at least most of the time).  

(42) a.  - Doesn’t everybody like ice-cream?  

b. - Yes / #No 

6 Conclusions 
In this paper, we have presented and discussed a new set of data about RQs and argued that 

RQs are (syntactically and) semantically the same as OQs. Therefore, there is no need to 

assume that the grammar treats interrogative clauses as two different objects. The distinction 

between RQs and OQs is just pragmatic in nature. A question is interpreted as a RQ when its 

answer is known to the Speaker and the Addressee (it is part of their CGS-A), while it is 

interpreted as an OQ when its answer it is not know to the Speaker (it is outside the CGS-A). 

Our pragmatic approach predicts a four-way pragmatic typology for interrogatives that seems 

to be borne out. 
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Abstract

In this paper I show that exclamatives in Catalan should be analyzed as a special type

of degree construction. It is special because its contribution to discourse is not that of a

declarative clause, but rather that of a degree construction – similar to a comparative clause

or a result clause construction – because it includes a degree modifier that establishes an

equative relation between two degrees. Additionally, I discuss the previous literature on

exclamatives and argue that their proposals, according to which exclamatives should be

approached from the semantics of questions, are not satisfactory enough to account for the

data from Catalan.

1 Introduction

In the existing literature (Gutiérrez-Rexach 1996, Zanuttini and Portner 2003) the semantics of

wh-exclamatives has been derived from the semantics of wh-questions. My purpose here is to

switch the point of view and propose that wh-exclamatives are best approached as a kind of

degree construction. In particular, I would like to present an analogy between (1-a) and (1-b).

(1) a. Quina

(what

pel·lı́cula

movie

tan

so

entretinguda!

entertaining)
‘What an entertaining movie!’

b. La

(the

pel·lı́cula

movie

va

AUX.it

ser

to.be

tan

so

entretinguda

entertaining

que

that

tothom

everybody

va

AUX.it

aplaudir.

to.applaud)

‘The movie was so entertaining that everybody applauded.’1

By means of these data, I show that exclamatives in Catalan include the degree operator tan

(‘so’), which establishes an equative relation between a reference degree and a standard degree,

which is always high. Obviously, though, result clause constructions like (1-b) differ with ex-

clamatives in one important respect: their discourse contribution. The former are declaratives

and they make good assertions, but the latter can never have this discourse function. My pro-

posal is that wh-clauses contain a backgrounded descriptive content and what is contributed to

the common ground is a non-explicit content. In the case of exclamatives, I claim that it is the

speaker’s attitude towards a degree.

The structure of the article is the following: I first introduce the data; that is, I present the two

types of wh-exclamatives in Catalan that are the object of my study, and then I highlight the

puzzles that are relevant for determining their essential properties. In the following section I

present the three axes of my proposal, namely, the justification of exclamatives as a kind of

∗I would like to thank the audience of Sinn und Bedeutung 11 for their comments, and especially Xavier Villalba

and Louise McNally, for helping me improve my ideas and for advising me on how to present them. Of course, all

remaining mistakes are mine.
1Abbreviations: AUX = auxiliary, NEG = negation.

Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 11" E. Puig$Waldmüller (ed.)" Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra" pp.134$14*.
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degree construction, the compositional semantics and the explanation for their singular way

of updating the common ground. The article closes with the discussion of the proposals by

Gutiérrez-Rexach (1996) and Zanuttini and Portner (2003) and the justification of the need for

an alternative. Specifically I consider to what extent they are adequate for the Catalan examples.

2 The data

2.1 Exclamatives in Catalan

The two types of wh-exclamatives I have looked at are syntactically very similar. They only

differ in the identity of the phrase that is wh-moved to the left periphery.

(2) a. Quina

(what

pel·lı́cula

movie

tan

so

entretinguda

entertaining

que

that

vam

AUX.we

veure

to.see

a

at

l’avió

the plane)
‘What an entertaining movie we saw on the plane!’

b. Que

(how

entretinguda

entertaining

que

that

va

AUX.it

ser

to.be

la

the

pel·lı́cula!

movie)
‘How entertaining the movie was!’

In (2-a), the wh-phrase is a DP that is headed by the wh-quantifier quina (‘what’), which I

interpret as the indefinite quantifier un (‘a’) with the [+wh] feature. This formal feature forces

movement to Spec,C, as the following phrase marker shows.

(3) CP

✟
✟

✟
✟

✟
✟

✟
✟

✟
✟✟

❍
❍

❍
❍

❍
❍

❍
❍

❍
❍❍

DP

✟
✟

✟
✟

✟

❍
❍

❍
❍

❍

D0

Quina

una [+wh]

NP

✟
✟

✟
✟

❍
❍

❍
❍

N0

pel·lı́cula

DegP

✟
✟

✟

❍
❍

❍

Deg0

tan

AP

✏
✏

✏✏

$
$

$$

entretinguda

C’

✟
✟

✟
✟

❍
❍

❍
❍

C0

que

TP

✏
✏

✏
✏

✏✏

$
$

$
$

$$

vam veure twh a l’avió

On the other hand, example (2-b) involves movement of a DegP headed by que, a wh-word that

is translated as how, but which cannot introduce interrogatives.

(4) CP

✟
✟

✟
✟

✟
✟

❍
❍

❍
❍

❍
❍

DegP

✟
✟

✟

❍
❍

❍

Deg0

Que

AP

✏
✏

✏✏

$
$

$$

entretinguda

C’

✟
✟

✟
✟

❍
❍

❍
❍

C0

que

TP

✏
✏

✏
✏

✏✏

$
$

$
$

$$

va ser la pel·lı́cula twh

2
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Note that even if the moved constituents in (3) and (4) are not the same, these two constructions

have a crucial property in common: they both include a DegP. And most importantly, I assume

from now on that que and tan are the same degree word, with the sole difference that the former

contains an additional formal feature, namely, [+wh].2

A final remark regarding the general characteristics of wh-exclamatives in Catalan is that, con-

trary to English, both interrogatives and exclamatives involve subject-verb inversion. However,

only exclamatives allow for the presence of the complementizer que,3 which I interpret as ev-

idence in favor of claiming that the wh-phrase in an exclamative ultimately lands in Spec,C,

because the complementizer occupies C0.

2.2 Puzzles

2.2.1 Factivity

The literature on exclamatives has highlighted a number of puzzles that are relevant for the

characterization of this type of clause. One of the most interesting observations by Elliott (1974)

is that exclamatives in English can only embed in factive verbs like know and realize, and in

emotive predicates such as amaze, surprise or be incredible. Consider the following examples:

(5) It’s amazing how very tall Pau is.

(6) I know how very tall Pau is.

These wh-clauses are treated as embedded exclamatives because the presence of very makes

it difficult for them to be analyzed as questions (cf.# How very tall is Pau?). Moreover, note

that these very same verbs can embed wh-clauses headed by what a, which does not introduce

interrogatives.

(7) It’s amazing what a tall man Pau is.

(8) *What a tall man is Pau?

These two kinds of wh-selecting predicates, which can be called emotive factives ((5)) and cog-

nitive factives ((6)) are able to introduce how very and what a clauses, unlike other predicates,

that are able to embed questions ((9-a)) and propositions ((10-b)), but not exclamatives ((9-b),

(10-b)).

(9) a. I wonder how tall Pau is.

b. *I wonder how very tall Pau is.

(10) a. I believe that Pau is extremely tall.

b. *I believe what a tall man Pau is.

2As a matter of fact, the position of tan in (2-a) can also be occupied by the degree word més (‘more’). This

is the degree operator that establishes the ≻ relation in comparatives. Interestingly, exclamatives are the only

construction in which both operators are interchangeable. I will devote this paper to the analysis of tan and leave

the behavior of més for future research.
3Although this needs thorough research, I assume that the presence of the complementizer is optional in Catalan

and I attribute this optionality to dialectal variation.
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2.2.2 High-degree

Another example of the exclamatives’ singular behavior was observed by Elliott (1974). It

regards the type of adverbs that can modify an adjective in an exclamative environment. More

specifically, he points out that a few adverbs can combine with scalar predicates in exclamatives

((11-a)), but these are not available for interrogatives ((11-c)). They can be referred to as high-

degree denoting adverbs.

(11) a. It’s amazing how very/unbelievably/extremely long he can stay under water.

b. *It’s amazing how slightly/fairly/reasonably long he can stay under water.

c. *I wonder how very/unbelievably/extremely long he can stay under water.

Examples like the preceding ones (from Elliott (1974)) are used as evidence that exclamatives

indicate a degree that lies at the extreme end of a scale.

2.2.3 Neither questions nor assertions

A final property that defines exclamatives is their inability to work as questions or as assertions.

That is, they cannot be answered nor be used as answers. This has been brought up by Grimshaw

(1979) and Zanuttini and Portner (2003), and is presented in the following examples:

(12) a. A: How tall is Pau? B: 2.10 meters.

b. A: How tall Pau is! B: # 2.10 meters.

(13) A: How tall is Pau? B1: # How tall he is! B2: He’s very tall.

In (12) we observe that an interrogative can be uttered to ask a question, whereas an exclamative,

which is a wh-construction, too, cannot have this discourse function. On the other hand, what

(13) shows is that even if exclamatives do not make good questions, they do not make good

assertions, either. If they did, how tall he is! should be able to update the common ground the

same way he’s very tall does, so B1 in (13) would be adequate.

2.2.4 A Catalan phenomenon

A final interesting fact is that exclamatives in Catalan, contrary to what has been claimed for

exclamatives in English, are reluctant to embed in factive predicates. Though the intuitions are

not categorical, it is certain that the following examples are somehow deviant.

(14) a. ??Em

(to.me

sorprèn

surprises

que

how

alt

tall

que

that

és

is

en

the

Pau.

Paul)
‘It surprises me how tall Pau is.’

b. *Ja

(already

sé

know.I

quin

what

llibre

book

tan

so

bo

good

que

that

t’has

to.you AUX.you

llegit.

read)
‘I know what a good book you read.’

In contrast, the correspondent English examples are perfectly acceptable. We need to see to

what extent the Catalan data do or do not contradict the proposals that only take into account

the data from English.

4
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3 Proposal

It was advanced in section 1 that my main claim is that exclamatives are a special kind of degree

construction. In this section I justify this claim in the following way: I first give evidence in

favor of exclamatives being a degree construction, then spell out the compositional semantics

and finally approach the problem of accounting for the idiosyncratic behavior of exclamatives

regarding their way of updating the common ground.

3.1 Exclamatives as a degree construction

Looking at the data from a Romance languages like Catalan, it becomes evident that excla-

matives are related to another family of constructions, namely, degree constructions, because

exclamatives include the degree operators tan (‘so’) and més (‘more’), which also occur in

comparatives and result clauses.

(15) a. Quina

(what

pel·lı́cula

movie

més/tan

more/so

entretinguda

entertaining

que

that

vam

AUX.we

veure!

to.see)
‘What an entertaining movie we saw!’

b. Aquesta

(this

història

story

és

is

més

more

vella

old

que

that

l’anar

the going

a

on

peu.

foot)
‘This story is very old.’ (lit. This story is older than going on foot.)

c. En

(the

Pau

Pau

és

is

tan

as

alt

tall

com

as

en

the

Kareem.

Kareem)
‘Pau is as tall as Kareem.’

d. En

(the

Pau

Pau

és

is

tan

so

alt

tall

que

that

arriba

arrives

al

at the

sostre.

ceiling)
‘Pau is so tall that he reaches the ceiling.’

All I want to highlight from the previous examples is that exclamatives contain a degree opera-

tor. Consequently, they must include a gradable predicate that feeds this operator. This explains

the unacceptability of the example in (16).

(16) *Quin triangle tan equilàter!

‘What an equilateral triangle!’

It follows that the same non-gradable adjective is unacceptable when merged with the same

degree operator in other degree constructions. Consider these examples:

(17) a. *Aquest triangle és tan equilàter com l’altre.

‘This triangle is as equilateral as the other one.’

b. *Aquest triangle és tan equilàter que el puc dibuixar amb el regle.

‘This triangle is so equilateral that I can draw it with my ruler.’

Two comments are in order: first, usually non-gradable words can be coerced into gradable ones.

For instance, we may understand that there are different degrees of having the property of being

prototypically equilateral. In this case, examples (16), (17-a) and (17-b) could be interpretable.

Note, nonetheless, that this does not contradict the claim that tan is a degree word that needs to

combine with a gradable predicate.

Second, the English translation of (16) may have an interpretable meaning, but then, the follow-

ing must occur: the adjective combines with the noun triangle (of type < e, t >) by means of

5
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predicate modification to obtain a new predicate of individuals. Then, we need to assume that

there is a gradable adjective that is not spelled out but is salient in the context of utterance such

that this equilateral triangle is ADJ to a high degree. Interestingly, this possibility is not avail-

able in Catalan, because should the non-gradable adjective combine with the noun, the degree

operator tan would not precede it.

I propose a denotation for the degree operator tan which is adapted from the definition of as

given in Kennedy (1999):

(18) !TAN(dR)(dS)" = 1 iff dR # dS

Where dR is a reference degree, and dS is a standard degree that needs to be at least achieved.

Tan (and its wh-counterpart que – see 2.1) can be translated in the following manner:

(19) T(tan) = T(que) = λG<e,d>λx.∃d[TAN(G(x))(d)]

From (19) we gather that the reference degree is obtained by applying the gradable property

(G) to an individual (x). That is, gradable adjectives are viewed as measure functions that are

applied to individuals and return a degree. The condition that is to be met in order for the

saturated formula to turn out true is that the degree of ADJ-ness of a given individual at least

achieves a standard degree.

So far, I have shown that tan occurs both in equative comparatives and in result clauses. In other

words, its English translation can be both as and so. My hypothesis is that the tan that occurs

in exclamatives resembles the tan that occurs in result clauses. And the difference between as-

tan and so-tan is that the latter requires that the standard degree be high, whereas this does not

extend to as-tan.

(20) #En Joan és tan gran que es pot vestir ell sol.

‘John is such a grownup that he can get dressed on his own.’

‘(lit.) John is so old that he can get dressed on his own.’

The inadequacy of the previous example stems from the fact that to be able to get dressed on

his own, John must not be old to a high degree. Instead, we could expect a that-clause such as

that he cannot stand on his feet. In contrast, see what happens with as-tan and enough, which

are degree operators that establish the # relation between two degrees (see Meier (2003)).

(21) a. L’Albert és tan alt com en Robert. (e.g., 1.50 m)

‘Albert is as tall as Robert.’

b. En Joan és prou gran per vestir-se sol. (e.g., 10 years old)

‘John is old enough to get dressed on his own.’

Observe that the standard degree in (21-a) and (21-b) is determined by the comparative clause

and the sentential complement respectively, and it need not be high. To capture this property, I

make a slight refinement to the denotation of so-tan (from now on, just tan), which makes sure

that the standard degree be high.

(22) T(tan) = T(que) = λGλx.TAN(G(x))(di)
Where di is taken from context and it is high.

The reader can observe a further change with respect to the first proposal ((19)): I have replaced

the existential quantifier on degrees for a contextually determined standard degree. Though I

6
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cannot justify this decision in detail here (but see Castroviejo (2006) for the entire argumenta-

tion), I will show that existential quantification is not a strong enough condition to account for

the behavior of tan. Consider the following case of tan with negation:

(23) En

(the

Pau

Paul

no

NEG

és

is

tan

so

alt.

tall)
‘Pau is not so tall.’

What the previous example means is that it is not the case that the degree to which Pau is tall

reaches a standard degree. What it does not mean is that there is no degree d such that Pau is at

least as tall as d. In other words, we want to represent (23) like (24-a) but not like (24-b).

(24) a. ¬[TAN(alt(p))(di)]
b. ¬∃d[TAN(alt(p))(d)]

Moreover, note that by saying that the standard degree is taken from context (and hence the

subscript i on d) we obtain two desirable results: On the one hand, we derive the correct inter-

pretation in cases like the previous one, where the existence of the standard degree cannot be

negated. On the other hand, we capture the intuition according to which the standard degree has

been mentioned in discourse. For example:

(25) A:

(A:

En

the

Marc

Marc

fa

does

2,10

2.10

metres.

meters.

B:

B:

Doncs

Well

en

the

Pau

Paul

no

NEG

és

is

tan

so

alt.

tall.)
‘A: Marc is 2.10 meters tall. B: Well, Pau is not so tall.’

In (25), the standard degree to which tan refers is 2.10 meters, which has been mentioned in the

previous utterance.

Recapitulating, I have argued that being tan ADJ involves being at least as ADJ as a high stan-

dard degree of ADJ-ness. This is in accordance with the facts presented in (11-a) and (11-b),

where we see that exclamatives are compatible with adverbs that indicate a high degree, but

not an average degree. What I want to clarify at this point is that it makes sense to claim that

exclamatives refer to a high degree, but I want to argue that they do not necessarily refer to an

extreme degree, which is how exclamatives are informally characterized.

To do so, I make use of closed scale adjectives (i.e., gradable adjectives whose scale is not

unbounded but include an upper or lower end. Cf. Kennedy and McNally (2005)). Consider the

following example:

(26) Que

(how

ple

full

que

that

està

is

l’estadi!

the stadium)
‘How full the stadium is!’

In (26) the degree to which the stadium is full is not extreme in absolute terms. As a matter of

fact, it may be 20% full, 80% full or 100% full depending on where the speaker’s expectations

lie. If we want to express that the stadium is full in its total capacity, we have to use the positive

form ((27)).

(27) L’estadi està ple.

‘The stadium is full.’

7
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3.2 Compositional semantics

So far, exclamatives have been treated as a kind of degree construction comparable to a result

clause construction. In the same line, I present their compositional semantics leaving aside the

fact that exclamatives are wh-constructions, which will be taken up again in subsection 3.3.

The first example is an exclamative whose moved wh-phrase is a DP:

(28) Quina pel·lı́cula tan entretinguda que vaig veure!

‘What an entertaining movie I saw!’

tan λGλx.TAN(G(x))(di)

entretinguda λx.entertaining(x)

tan entretinguda λx.TAN(entertaining(x))(di)

pel·lı́cula λx.movie(x)

pel·lı́cula tan entretinguda λx[movie(x)∧ TAN(entertaining(x))(di)]

quina λPλQ∃x.P(x)∧Q(x)

quina pel·lı́cula tan entretinguda λQ∃x[movie(x)∧ TAN(entertaining(x))(di)∧Q(x)]

vaig veure twh λx.see(s)(x)

quina pel·lı́cula tan entretinguda que vaig veure! ∃x[movie(x)∧ TAN(entertaining(x))(di)∧ see(s)(x)]

Table 1: Semantic composition of (28)

In the previous table, we can see how tan is applied to the gradable adjective entretinguda

(‘entertaining’) to give a predicate of individuals. Afterwards, this function of type < e, t >

combines with the noun pel·lı́cula (‘movie’) – also of type < e, t > – by means of predicate

modification and we obtain a more complex predicate of individuals, which becomes one of the

two arguments of quina, which is treated as an indefinite quantifier (of type << e, t >,<< e, t >

, t >>). The final denotation of the example (28) is the following:

(29) !Quina pel·lı́cula tan entretinguda que vaig veure!" = 1 iff ∃x[movie(x)∧
TAN(entertaining(x))(di)∧ see(s)(x)]4

That is, the sentence turns out true only if there is an x such that x is a movie and the degree

to which this movie is entertaining is at least as high as some contextually determined standard

degree that is high, and the speaker saw x.

As far as exclamatives whose moved wh-phrase is a DegP headed by que, the semantic compo-

sition is comparable to the preceding example.

4For the sake of simplicity and because it is not relevant for my purposes here, I abstract away from tense.

8
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(30) Que entretinguda que va ser la pel·lı́cula!

‘How entertaining the movie was!’

que λGλx.TAN(G(x))(di)

entretinguda λx.entertaining(x)

que entretinguda λx.TAN(entertaining(x))(di)

la λPιx.P(x)

pel·lı́cula λx.movie(x)

la pel·lı́cula ιx.movie(x)

que entretinguda que va ser la pel·lı́cula! TAN(entertaining(ιx.movie(x)))(di)

Table 2: Semantic composition of (30)

The main differences are that the [+wh] feature is not contained in a determiner, but in a degree

word (viz tan), and that the N pel·lı́cula is not merged with the DegP by predicate modification,

because DegP (tan entretinguda – ‘so entertaining’) represents the predicate of the subject de-

noted by the DP la pel·lı́cula (‘the movie’). In this case, the DP is the individual argument of

the gradable adjective interpreted as a measure function. The interpretation of the example (30)

goes as follows:

(31) !Que entretinguda que va ser la pel·lı́cula!"= 1 iff TAN(entertaining(ιx.movie(x)))(di)
5

In other words, this sentence is true just in case the degree to which the movie is entertaining is

at least as high as a contextually determined standard that is high.

Note that, up to now, I have been able to explain why exclamatives are only compatible with

high degree denoting adverbs, but the rest of the puzzles remained unexplained. However,

the semantics proposed for exclamatives does not seem to be the reason why they are only

embeddable in factive verbs in English or why they cannot be used assertorically. I devote

the next subsection to suggest that exclamatives do not denote a proposition, because their

descriptive content is treated as a fact by the speaker, and this may account for the puzzles

presented in section 2.2.

3.3 Exclamatives as facts

I want to propose that exclamatives include a descriptive content – which has been analyzed in

the previous two subsections – and also a content that the speaker uses to update the common

ground (as in Stalnaker (1978)). I claim that their descriptive content is considered a fact by the

speaker, because he/she takes it for granted;6 and what he/she wants to contribute to discourse

is his/her attitude towards a degree.

I suggest that, since the descriptive content is a fact and not a proposition, exclamatives cannot

be used assertorically. And because they denote facts, they can be introduced by factive verbs in

English. However, we have to understand that different restrictions may underlie exclamatives

crosslinguistically and, hence, in Catalan exclamatives do not easily embed in these predicates

for independent reasons.

5For the sake of simplicity and because it does not matter for my purposes here, I do not give any semantic

value to the copular verb in this construction where the predicate of the copula is a DegP/AP.
6I refer the reader to the literature for a discussion about the properties of facts. See for example Vendler (1968)

or Ginzburg and Sag (2001).
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3.3.1 Discourse contribution

Let us start by discussing in what ways exclamatives are not like declaratives with regard to

their discourse contribution. Gunlogson (2001) analyzes the behavior of falling declaratives,

rising declaratives and polar interrogatives by means of two parameters: commitment and bias.

A discourse participant commits the propositional content of an utterance to another discourse

participant when the former confers the belief of this content to the latter. Hence, in a falling

declarative (e.g., Dinner is served) the speaker is committed to the content of this utterance,

whereas in a raising declarative (e.g., Dinner is served?) or a polar interrogative (e.g., Is dinner

served?), the speaker commits the addressee to the propositional content of the utterance.

On the other hand, a context is biased when an individual belief p is capable of becoming a

mutual belief on agreement on p and W–p is ruled out as a possible mutual belief. This means

that the context is biased towards p. But at the moment when nobody has made any statements,

the context is neutral. The same happens with questions: they do not involve any bias of the

context, but falling and raising declaratives do (if A utters Dinner is served or Dinner is served?,

B is not in a position to utter Dinner is not served and yet achieve a mutual belief. In contrast,

A may ask Is dinner served?, and no matter the answer, the context is not biased towards one of

the two options).

As has been shown, with these two parameters, Gunlogson manages to distinguish three kinds

of utterance very neatly (see her dissertation for the formal definitions and tests). The question

is: are they enough to distinguish exclamatives from declaratives and interrogatives, too? It

seems to me that by uttering an exclamative, the speaker is both committed to its descriptive

content and the context is biased, just like in a declarative. Consider the following example:

(32) Que alt que és en Pau!

‘How tall Pau is!’

When a speaker utters (32), he/she is not committing the addressee to the descriptive content of

the clause, i.e., he/she does not ask the addressee to convey any information that the speaker is

not acquainted with. Thus, the speaker is committed to the descriptive content of the exclama-

tive. On the other hand, if a speaker utters (32), the context is biased towards the belief that Pau

is tall to a high degree; the only chance to make this belief a mutual belief is for the addressee

to think likewise.

What is then the parameter that distinguishes a declarative from an exclamative? I claim that

exclamatives, unlike declaratives, contain two types of meaning: the descriptive content inter-

preted as a fact and a non-verbally expressed meaning that is the speaker’s emotional attitude

towards a degree (i.e., surprise, rage, marvel, etc.). Let us repeat example (28) and spell out the

two meanings:

(33) Quina pel·lı́cula tan entretinguda que vaig veure!

‘What an entertaining movie I saw!’

a. Fact: ∃x[pel·lı́cula(x)∧ TAN(entretinguda(x))(di)∧veure(s)(x)]
b. Contribution: the speaker experiences an attitude towards ∧

TAN(entretinguda(x))(di)

The notion of attitude toward degrees was coined by Katz (2005) to describe the effect of

modifiers such as surprisingly and frustratingly in the following sentences:

(34) a. Pau is surprisingly tall.

b. Rita is frustratingly late.

10
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The difference between the effect of an attitude toward degree modifier and the intended mean-

ing of an exclamative is that, in (34), the attitude is verbally expressed by means of an adverb,

whereas in an exclamative this meaning is implicated.

Coming back to example (13) (repeated below for the sake of simplicity), exclamatives do not

make good answers, because their descriptive content is not presented as an assertion but as

a fact. Moreover, the emotional attitude towards a degree does not constitute a proper way to

respond to the required information in a question, because making a question involves asking

for asserted content, and we have seen that this attitude is not verbally encoded, but implicated.

(35) A: How tall is Pau? B1: # How tall he is! B2: He’s very tall.

Finally, note that contributing to discourse the speaker’s attitude towards a degree is incompati-

ble with contributing at the same time the speaker’s ignorance of this degree. This is the reason

why exclamatives, even if they are wh-clauses, do not make good questions (cf. (12)).

3.3.2 Embeddability

Note that if we claim that exclamatives denote facts, following Ginzburg and Sag (2001), this

explains straightforwardly why exclamatives can only be introduced by factive predicates, and

hence the data in (5) and (6). However, this poses a problem for the piece of data from Catalan

presented in (14-a) and (14-b). I want to show that only the verbal forms that respect the

particular contribution of this type of clause can embed exclamatives in Catalan.

Interestingly, there are a few verbal forms in the paradigm of perception verbs that are able to

embed a wh-clause and, at the same time, maintain the inference according to which the speaker

holds an attitude towards a degree. These verbal forms are the imperative, polar interrogatives

and the future tense:

(36) a. Mira quin llibre tan bo que m’he llegit!

‘Look what a good book I’ve read!’

b. Ja veuràs quin llibre tan bo que m’he llegit

‘You’ll see what a good book I’ve read.’

c. Has vist quin llibre tan bo que m’he llegit?

‘Have you seen what a good book I’ve read?’

Only in these very specific forms (and not the present or the past tense of the indicative, for

instance) are understood as an invitation on the part of the speaker towards the addressee to be

in a position to utter the embedded exclamative. More specifically, (36-a) could be paraphrased

as Be in a position to utter What a good book this is!, (36-b) could be paraphrased as You’ll see

that you’ll be in a position to utter What a good book this is! and (36-c) could be paraphrased

as Have you been in a position to utter What a good book this is!?. And in all these cases, it

is inferred that the speaker experiences an attitude towards the fact that the degree to which the

book is good reaches a high standard degree.

What prevents factive predicates from selecting wh-exclamatives in Catalan? I would like to

treat emotive factives and cognitive factives separately. In a nutshell, the problem with emotive

factives is that they do not easily embed wh-clauses in general, and cognitive factives do not

encode the speaker’s attitude towards a degree.

The following is an example where a wh-interrogative is embedded in an emotive factive. It is

headed by què (‘what’), an interrogative pronoun that, crucially, does not introduce the corre-

spondent English free relative.

11
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(37) ??Em

to.me

sorprèn

surprises

què

what

ha

AUX.he/she

fet.

done
‘It surprises me what he/she has done.’

In contrast, these predicates prefer the option of embedding concealed propositions (interpreted

as facts) and represented by a plain DP ((38-a)), a degree relative ((38-b)) or a free relative

((38-b)), which include the definite article:

(38) a. Em

(to me

sorprèn

surprises

el

the

llibre

book

que

that

t’has

to you.AUX

llegit.

read)
‘It surprises me the book you have read.’

b. Em

(to.me

sorprèn

surprises

lu

the

alt

tall

que

that

és

is

en

the

Pau.

Pau)

‘It surprises me how tall Pau is.’7

c. Em

(to me

sorprèn

surprises

el

the

que

that

has

AUX.you

fet.

done)
‘It surprises me what you have done.’

On the other hand, cognitive factives do embed wh-interrogatives. However, they do not codify

the speaker’s emotive attitude towards a fact. Hence, unlike emotive factives, the former are

not able to license tan when it occurs in their complement that-clause (cf. (39-a) and (39-b)).

This suggests that the unacceptability of embedded exclamatives in these verbs might have to

do with the licensing of tan.

(39) a. Em sorprèn que t’hagis llegit un llibre tan bo

‘It surprises me that you have read such a good book.’

b. *Sé que t’has llegit un llibre tan bo

‘I know that you have read such a good book.’

We can conclude from the preceding facts that English and Catalan behave differently. In par-

ticular, what a and how very clauses in English only require that the selecting verb be able to

introduce wh-clauses and that the speaker know the value of the wh-variable. This is the reason

why fact-embedding verbs but not question-embedding verbs or proposition-embedding verbs

are suitable exclamative-embedding predicates (cf. (9) and (10)).

4 Comparison with previous analyses

The main semantic approaches to exclamatives, those of Gutiérrez-Rexach (1996) and Zanuttini

and Portner (2003), are analogous in two important respects: they derive the denotation of

exclamatives from the semantics of questions, and they account for high degree by means of an

implicature.

4.1 Zanuttini and Portner (2003)

Zanuttini and Portner propose that the semantics of exclamatives is that of interrogatives; in line

with the classic accounts on interrogatives (cf. Hamblin (1973), Karttunen (1977), Groenendijk

and Stokhof (1984)), this amounts to saying that exclamative denote a set of true answers to the

question the wh-clause represents. Here is the example they use:

7Italics is added to indicate that the determiner lu is not accepted in Catalan prescriptive grammar.
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A degree-based account of wh-exclamatives in Catalan 13

(40) a. Che

(what

roba

stuff

che

that

l

he

mangia!

eats)

(Paduan)

‘The things he eats!’ (Zanuttini and Portner 2003, 49)

b. !Che roba che l mangia!"w= {p: p is true and ∃ a [p =‘a is a pepper and he eats

a’]}= {eats(he,poblanos), eats(he,serranos), eats(he,jalapeños)}

(41) !What does John eat?"w={eats(John,poblanos), eats(John, serranos), eats(John, jalapeños)}

To explain the puzzle in (11-a) and (11-b), they propose that exclamatives generate a scalar

implicature, which they name widening, and which derives from the union of two properties of

exclamatives: the fact that they are wh-clauses and that they contain a factive operator. Widening

expands the quantificational domain associated with the wh-clause (the standard set of true

propositions) to a wider domain (one that includes propositions that are not considered in the

standard alternatives). Hence:

(42) a. !S"D1
={eats(he,poblanos), eats(he,serranos), eats(he,jalapeños)}

b. !S"D2
={eats(he,poblanos), eats(he,serranos), eats(he,jalapeños),

eats(he,güeros), eats(he,habaneros)}

Where D1 stands for the standard domain (here, the set of pepper that one would most probably

eat) and D2, the widened domain, which, in the previous example, includes the hottest peppers,

the ones that one is less expected to eat.

Aside from accounting for high degree, widening is interpreted as the sentential force of ex-

clamatives and their way of updating the common ground, which is not that of assertions and

questions. They explain (13) by saying that exclamatives are factive, and one is not expected

to answer a question by treating the required information as presupposed. Again, since they are

factive, they do not make good questions (cf. (12)), which would mean asking information that

is already presupposed by the speaker.

Finally, the embeddability facts of (5) and (6) are straightforward given that the predicates that

embed exclamatives are factive and, according to Zanuttini and Portner, the rest of the wh-clause

embedding predicates are antifactive.

4.2 Gutiérrez-Rexach (1996)

Whereas Zanuttini and Portner (2003) resort to factivity and the wh-component to derive the

behavior of exclamatives, (Gutiérrez-Rexach 1996) posits the existence of EXC, the exclamative

operator over propositions that is defined below:

(43) Let a be the speaker, w a world (typically the actual world), p a proposition, and P ∈

EMOT (the set of emotive properties). Then,

EXC=d f λaiλwsλp<s,t>∃P<s,<<s,t>,<e,t>>>[P(w)(p)(a)]

In prose, if a speaker a in a situation w utters a proposition p, EXC(a)(w)(p) will hold iff there

is a relation from the set of the emotive predicates that takes as arguments this proposition, this

situation and this speaker.

Interestingly, the proposition that EXC takes in wh-exclamatives is one that derives from Gutiérrez-

Rexach’s interpretation of degree interrogatives in a Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984)’s fashion:

(44) a. How tall is John?

b. λw′[ιd[tall(w)( j,d)] = ιd[tall(w′)( j,d)]]
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Example (44-b) reads as the set of possible worlds in which John is as tall as he is in the

actual world, that is, the proposition that John is tall to degree d. Now, if we apply EXC to this

proposition, the result is as follows:

(45) a. How tall John is!

b. EXC(a)(w)(λw′[ιd[tall(w)( j,d)] = ιd[tall(w′)( j,d)]])
iff ∃P ∈ EMOT[P(w)(λw′[ιd[tall(w)( j,d)] = ιd[tall(w′)( j,d)]])(a)]

Hence, the speaker expresses an attitude (surprise, admiration, amazement) towards the fact that

John is d-tall, where d is John’s degree of tallness.

Note that Gutiérrez-Rexach does not analyze exclamatives as being factive. According to him,

factivity is a property of emotive predicates. From the definition in (43) we can gather that the

operator EXC is only compatible with factive predicates, and hence the data in (5) and (6). On

the other hand, high degree is justified by means of an implicature according to which EXC

only applies when the degree of ADJ-ness of an individual is unexpected. He does not give any

explanations for the particular discourse contribution of exclamatives.

4.3 An alternative

There are empirical as well as theoretical reasons to justify that an alternative is called for, and

they basically derive from the fact that there is an identification between wh-constructions and

questions, which has led the literature to treat exclamatives semantically as questions. This has

some undesirable consequences. First, typically, exclamatives cannot be answered (cf. (12)),

so accepting that their denotation is the same as that of a question triggers the need to stipulate

additional ingredients that block this possibility, such as the factive morpheme in Zanuttini and

Portner (2003). Second, free relatives in English are also wh-constructions and they are not

analyzed as denoting a set of true answers. Third, there are wh-words that exclusively introduce

exclamatives, such as que in Catalan; and the exclamatives whose wh-moved phrase is a DP and

contain a DegP headed by tan do not qualify as proper questions, either, so it is hard to believe

that exclamatives denote questions in the first place.

The alterative I sketch below pursues three main goals: cover for the data from Catalan, avoid

the problems derived from the account based on the semantics of questions and get rid of as

many stipulations as possible. For starters, high degree does not derive from the expansion of a

quantificational domain associated to a wh-word, but from the denotation of a degree word that

has the same meaning in other degree constructions (i.e., tan). This way, the denotation of tan

given to exclamatives is the same as the one given to any construction where tan occurs.

On the other hand, the inference of the speaker’s attitude towards degrees encodes unexpected-

ness and other emotions that trigger the utterance of an exclamative. Since the degree that is

reached is at least as high as the standard degree of ADJ-ness that it takes to provoke an attitude

in the speaker, there is no need for an additional implicature that makes sure this is part of the

meaning of an exclamative. Also, observe that this non-explicit kind of meaning does not qual-

ify as asserted meaning and nor does the descriptive content of the exclamative. That is how I

can explain why this type of clause cannot be used to answer a question.8

Finally, as for the reason why exclamatives in English embed in factive predicates, it still needs

to be discussed to what extent how very and what a-clauses need to be identified as embedded

exclamatives. However, the claim according to which exclamatives denote facts is compatible

8Note that the reason why they do not make good questions is not relevant if they do not have the semantics of

wh-interrogatives.
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with this idea. Regarding exclamatives in Catalan, aside from the requirement that the speaker

be acquainted with the value of the wh-variable (which is fulfilled by factive predicates), there

is a need for the predicate to embed wh-clauses (which is problematic with the case of emo-

tive factives) and to license tan (but the complement of a cognitive factive is not the proper

environment).

5 Conclusions

To recap, it makes sense to approach exclamatives in Catalan from the point of view of degree

constructions rather than from the point of view of questions, since we can give a simpler ex-

planation of the data and, at the same time, propose an analysis that unifies the constructions

that contain tan. In this attempt, a number of new interesting questions arise. For instance,

it would be relevant to explore whether there is a common semantics for all wh-constructions.

As a follow-up, it would be interesting to find out how the difference between declaratives and

wh-constructions is to be characterized and what properties matrix and embedded exclamatives

share (and hence, reach more definitive conclusions about the existence of embedded exclama-

tives). Finally, another worthwile research project would be to undertake a crosslinguistic study

in order to see whether we can find some universal properties of exclamatives, and establish a

set of parameters of variation.
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3.  Sideward movement and bare conditionals 
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F! 0,++(01! 1)#1! 43/! 1)(! #C3.(! (T#A:6(0G! E#/#66(6&0A! 6&'($0(0! 0&%(I#/%!A3.(A($1! 34! 1)(!I)S

(T:/(00&3$0!#$%!1)(!%(4&$&1(!$3A&$#608!P0!#$!&66,01/#1&3$G!'3$0&%(/!<=M@8!P0!C(43/(G!#::/3:/&#1(!

6(T&'#6!&1(A0!#/(!0(6('1(%!&$!1)(!J,A(/#1&3$G!#0!&$!<K]#@!<&//(6(.#$1!&1(A0!#/(!3A&11(%@G!I)&')!

0,C0(H,($162!43/A!1I3!3CV('10G!\!#$%!OG! &$!<K]CS'@8!5&$'(! 1)(!.(/C!stole! /(H,&/(0!#!0,CV('1G!

1)(!'3A:,1#1&3$#6!0201(A!A#d(0!#!'3:2!34!1)(!I)SI3/%!<K]%@G!#$%!A(/+(0!&1!I&1)!OG!+&.&$+!

/&0(!13!<K]%@8!9)(!'3//(0:3$%&$+!<0&A:6&4&(%@!1/((!%&#+/#A!43/!<=M@!&0!+&.($!&$!<K>@8!

<K]@!#8!! J!t!uo)#$+0#$G!C(6&(.(G!I)3VG!0136(G!A3$(2G!/,A3/G!O&0&G!1)($G!C(6&(.(G!0136(G!A3$(2G!
/,A3/v!

! C8!! \!t!fI)3V!f0136(!A3$(2gg!!!!
! '8!!! O!t!f0136(!A3$(2g!
!!!!!!!%8!!! fI)3V!f0136(!A3$(2gg!!!!!!!!!!!!!!fI)3Vg!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! %wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww%!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"3:2!

!

<K>@!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!!FE!

! ! !!!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!

! !!!!!!!!WE! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!FE!
!!!!!!!!!!! ! ! !! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!%!!

fo)#$+0#$!C(6&(.(!fJE!I)3V!0136(!A3$(2!/,A3/gg! ! ! !! ! ! O&0&&!!!!!!!!FQ!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!F!!!!!!!!!!bE!!

!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!f1)($!O&0&&!C(6&(.(!fJE!I)3V!0136(!A3$(2!/,A3/gg!!!!
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F!%3!$31!#00,A(!1)#1!1)(!I)36(!&06#$%!&0!'3:&(%!#$%!1)($!,$%(/+3(0!0&%(I#/%!A3.(A($1G!0&$'(!

/('#66! 1)#1! parallel! 01/,'1,/(0! #/(! 0,44&'&($1! 13! 4,64&66! 1)(! E#/#66(6&0A! "3$01/#&$1! &$! '#0(! 34!

&06#$%0! #$%! "5"! <0((! <=]SKL@! 43/! /(6(.#$1! (T#A:6(0@8! ^,/1)(/A3/(G! &4! 1)(! E#/#66(6&0A!

"3$01/#&$1! &0! #$! 3,1:,1! '3$%&1&3$G! I(! I3,6%! (T:('1! &1! 13! 4&61(/! 3,1! $3$S:#/#66(6! 01/,'1,/(08!

*($'(G!1)(/(!&0!$3!$((%!13!#00,A(!1)#1!1)(!3:(/#1&3$!"3:2!0)3,6%!#::62!13!1)(!I)36(!&06#$%!

(0:('&#662!4/3A!1)(!q&$&A#6&01!:(/0:('1&.(G!0&$'(!3$(!34!&10!A(1)3%363+&'#6!+,&%(6&$(0!&0!1)#1!

#66!3:(/#1&3$0!#/(!'30162G!#$%!$((%!13!C(!:/3:(/62!6&'($0(%8!

! F$! 0,AG! F! )#.(! 0)3I$! 1)#1! #$#62[&$+! I)S(T:/(00&3$0! &$! C#/(! '3$%&1&3$#60! #0! %(/&.(%!

1)/3,+)! 0&%(I#/%!A3.(A($1! '#$! :/3.&%(! ,0! I&1)! #! ,$&43/A! #''3,$1! 43/! '#0(0! 34! #::#/($1!

.&36#1&3$!34!.#',3,0!C&$%&$+!#0!I(66!#0!1)(!&06#$%!(44('10!#$%!"5"8!F4!1)&0!#$#620&0!&0!'3//('1G!

&1!&A:6&(0!1)#1!1)(!#$#:)3/&'!')#/#'1(/!34!1)(!I)S(T:/(00&3$0!43663I0!#0!#$!(:&:)($3A($3$!34!

0&%(I#/%! A3.(A($1G! )($'(! /(036.&$+! 1)(! A201(/2! 34! 1)(! #::#/($1! .&36#1&3$! 34! 1)(! $3.(612!

'3$%&1&3$!<*(&A!=>]KG!")&(/')&#!KLLL@!C2!I)S(T:/(00&3$0!&$!C#/(!'3$%&1&3$#60!<0((!4$8!M@8!!!

4.  The semantics of bare conditionals 

P''3/%&$+!13!";*G!I)S(T:/(00&3$0!&$!C#/(!'3$%&1&3$#60!#/(!&$1(/:/(1(%!#0!,$&.(/0#6G!I)&')!&0!

%(/&.(%! 1)/3,+)!,$0(6('1&.(!C&$%&$+!34! 1)(!I)S(T:/(00&3$0!C2!#$!&A:6&'&1!$('(00&12!3:(/#13/!

<0('1&3$!K@8!*3I(.(/G! 1)(!4#'1! 1)#1!I)S(T:/(00&3$0!:#11(/$! 6&d(!%(4&$&1(!$3A&$#60!/#1)(/! 1)#$!

&$%(4&$&1(0!'#010!%3,C1!3$!1)(!#$#620&0!34!I)S(T:/(00&3$0!#0!&$%(4&$&1(08!J(.(/1)(6(00G!1)(/(!&0!

01/3$+!(.&%($'(! 4/3A!O&! <=>>K@G!I)3!'3$.&$'&$+!#/+,(0! 1)#1!I)S(T:/(00&3$0! &$!")&$(0(!#/(!

:36#/&12!&1(A0!6#'d&$+!H,#$1&4&'#1&3$#6!43/'(!3$!1)(&/!3I$8!`&.($!1)(0(!'3$0&%(/#1&3$0G!F!#%3:1!

"#:3$&+/3Q0!<KLLRG!KLLM@!#$#620&0!34!:6#&$!4/((!/(6#1&.(0!<^a0@G!#$%!#::62!&1!13!")&$(0(!C#/(!

'3$%&1&3$#60G!0&$'(!#''3/%&$+!13!)&0!#$#620&0G!I)SI3/%0!&$!:6#&$!^a0!universally!%($31(!0(10!34!

($1&1&(0G!#$%!1)(2!6#'d!H,#$1&4&'#1&3$#6!43/'(8!F!4,/1)(/!0)3I!1)#1!#$#62[&$+!I)S(T:/(00&3$0!&$!

C#/(! '3$%&1&3$#60! #0! )#.&$+! 1)(! 0#A(! 0(A#$1&'0! #0! :6#&$! ^a0! &0! I(66SA31&.#1(%G! +&.($! 1)(!

A#$2!'3AA3$#6&1&(0!0)#/(%!C2!1)(!1I3!'3$01/,'1&3$08!!

4.1  Wh-expressions as free relatives 

"#:3$&+/3! <KLLRG!KLLM@!:/3:30(0! 1)#1!:6#&$! 4/((! /(6#1&.(0! <^a0@! 6&d(!whoG!whatG! (1'8!%3!$31!

($'3%(!A#T&A#6&12! <&8(8G! 1)(&/!#C&6&12! 13! /(4(/! 13!A#T&A#6!($1&1&(0@! &$! 1)(&/! 6(T&'#6!0(A#$1&'0G!

,$6&d(!N#'3C03$!<=>>i@8!a#1)(/G!1)(2!C()#.(!6&d(!0(1!/(01/&'13/0!1)#1!#::62!13!#!0(1!34!($1&1&(0G!

#$%! /(1,/$! #! 0,C0(1! 34! 1)30(! ($1&1&(08! F$! :#/1&',6#/G! )(! :/3:30(0! 1)(! 43663I&$+! 0(A#$1&'0! 43/!

I)SI3/%0!&$!^a0G!I)&')!&0!#/+,(%!#0!,$&.(/0#662!1)(!0#A(h!

<RL@!I)!!!"W"T!fE<T@!!!W<T=@g!!
E! t! #$&A#1(! <who@G! &$#$&A#1(! <what@G! :6#'(Y63'#1&3$! <where@G! 1&A(Y0&1,#1&3$!
<when@G!#$%!A#$$(/!<how@!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! <"#:3$&+/3!KLLMh!fKig@!

9)(!'#:&1#6!W!&$!<R@!01#$%0!43/!#!.#/&#C6(!3.(/!:/3:(/1&(0!3/!0(10!34!($1&1&(08!5&$'(!#!I)SI3/%!&0!

#d&$! 13!#!0(1S/(01/&'13/! 1)#1!#::6&(0! 13!#!0(1!#''3/%&$+! 13!"#:3$&+/3G! 1)(! /(1,/$(%!0,C0(1!I&66!

%(:($%! 3$! 1)(! ')3&'(! 34! 1)(! I)SI3/%G! &8(8G! r#$&A#1(! ($1&12Y($1&1&(0! 43/! whoG! S#$&A#1(!

($1&12Y($1&1&(0! 43/!whatG! :6#'(<0@!3/! 63'#1&3$<0@! 43/!whereG! 1&A(!3/! 0&1,#1&3$<0@! 43/!whenG! #$%!

A#$$(/<0@!43/!howG!#$%!1)&0!&0!I)#1!1)(!'#:&1#6!E!01#$%0!43/!&$!<RL@8!93!%(/&.(!1)(!A#T&A#6&12!

/(#%&$+G!"#:3$&+/3! <KLLM@!:/3:30(0! 1)#1! &1! /(0,610! 4/3A!#! 12:(S0)&41&$+! /,6(!#d&$! 13! iota! <&@G!

I)&')!0(/.(0!13!/(036.(!12:(!A&0A#1')(0G!#$%!1,/$0!1)(!0(1!<34!12:(!x(G!1y@!%($31(%!C2!#!I)S

I3/%! 13! 1)(!A#T&A#6! ($1&12! <34! 12:(!x(y@8!9)(! 12:(S0)&41&$+! /,6(!:/3:30(%!C2!"#:3$&+/3! &0!

+&.($!C(63Ih!

!<R=@!! '!!!!"W&T!fW!<T@g!

! 93!0((!)3I!"#:3$&+/3Q0!#$#620&0!'#$!#::62!13!C#/(!'3$%&1&3$#60G!'3$0&%(/!<=#@8!^3663I&$+!

"#:3$&+/3Q0!#$#620&0G!1)(!0(A#$1&'!/(:/(0($1#1&3$!34!<=#@!I3,6%!C(!<RK@8!

<=@!#8! Shei!!V&$6#&G!!!I3!!!%#!!!shei8!
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!!!!!!!! I)3!!($1(/!!!!!F!!!!!!)&1!!I)3!

!!!!!! ! UF4!W!'3A(0!&$G!F!)&1!W8Q!!!

<RK@!!!!!&T=fr#$&A#1(Q<T=@!!!($1(/Q<T=@g!!!&T=fr#$&A#1(Q<T=@!!!)&1Q<T=@<F@g!

s)#1!<RK@!0#20!&0!&4!#!A#T&A#6!#$&A#1(!($1&12!'3A(0!&$G!1)($!F!)&1!1)(!0#A(!A#T&A#6!#$&A#1(!

($1&128!F!0,++(01!1)#1!1)(!A#T&A#6!($1&12!'3//(0:3$%0!13!1)(!#66(+(%!,$&.(/0#6!/(#%&$+!3C0(/.(%!

&$! C#/(! '3$%&1&3$#60G! 0&$'(! :6#&$! ^a0! &$! e$+6&0)! #/(! d$3I$! 13! C(! '#:#C6(! 34! '#//2&$+! #!

,$&.(/0#6!/(#%&$+G!#0!0)3I$!&$!1)(!43663I&$+!(T#A:6(!4/3A!N#'3C03$!<=>>i@h!

<RR@!! c3!I)#1!1)(!C#C20&11(/!1(660!23,8!
!!!!!!!!!!!<tc3!(.(/21)&$+!1)(!C#C20&11(/!1(660!23,8@!

q3/(3.(/G! 1)(/(! &0! (.&%($'(! &$! 0,::3/1! 34! 1)(! .&(I! 1)#1! C#/(! '3$%&1&3$#60! $((%! $31! '#//2!

,$&.(/0#6!43/'(8!^3/!&$01#$'(G!O&$!<=>>?@!$31&'(0!1)#1!I)S(T:/(00&3$0!&$!C#/(!'3$%&1&3$#60!'#$!

C(!&$1(/:/(1(%!#0!0&$+,6#/G!#0!&$!<RM@!<1#d($!4/3A!O&$!<=>>?h!K=m@!I&1)!06&+)1!A3%&4&'#1&3$@h!

<RM@!! 5)(&!0)#$+!T,(H&!!!!!!$#!%&S2&SA&$+G!0)(&![)(!T,(H&!!!!!V&,!!!!d(2&YC&T,!!%#$+!!C#$[)#$+8!
! ! I)3!6#01!!!!!0(A(01(/!+(1!13:S3$(!!!!!I)3!1)&0!0(A(01(/!1)($!A#2YA,01!0(/.(!'6#00S6(#%(/!

UF4!W!I#0!1)(!4&/01!<&$!1)(!'6#00@!6#01!0(A(01(/G!W!A#2YA,01!0(/.(!#0!1)(!'6#00!6(#%(/!1)&0!
0(A(01(/8Q!

9)(! #C3.(! (T#A:6(! '#$! )#.(! #! 0&$+,6#/! /(#%&$+G! +&.($! 3,/!I3/6%! d$3I6(%+(! 1)#1! 12:&'#662!

3$62!3$(!01,%($1!'#$!+(1! 1)(!4&/01! &$!#!'6#008!*3I(.(/G! &1!%3(0!$31!A(#$!1)#1! 1)&0! &0! 1)(!3$62!

/(#%&$+!43/! <RM@8!P0!:3&$1(%!3,1!C2!E#$!;!N&#$+!<43/1)'3A&$+@G! <RM@!'#$!#603!)#.(!#!A,61&S

'#0(!/(#%&$+G!0&$'(!&1!&0!:300&C6(!13!#::62!<RM@!13!%&44(/($1!'6#00(0G!#$%!)($'(!shei!UI)3Q!'#$!

/(4(/! 13! 1)(! 13:S3$(! 01,%($1! &$! (#')! '6#00G! +&.&$+! /&0(! 13! #! :6,/#6! 0(1! 34! 13:S3$(! 01,%($108!

J(.(/1)(6(00G! 1)(&/! 3C0(/.#1&3$! %3(0! $31! #44('1! A2! :/3:30#6! 1)#1! I)S(T:/(00&3$0! &$! C#/(!

'3$%&1&3$#60!)#.(!1)(!0#A(!0(A#$1&'0!#0!:6#&$!^a0G!0&$'(!#''3/%&$+!13!"#:3$&+/3G!#!A#T&A#6!

($1&12!%($31(%!C2!:6#&$!^a0!'#$!C(!0&$+,6#/!3/!:6,/#68!^3/! &$01#$'(G! 1)(!A#T&A#6!($1&12!34!#!

0&$+6(13$! 0(1! &0! #$! #13A&'! ($1&12G! I)&')! &0! 0&$+,6#/G! I)&6(! I)($! 1I3! 3/! A3/(! ($1&1&(0! #/(!

+/3,:(%! 13+(1)(/!C2!O&$dQ0! <=>]R@!3:(/#1&3$!sumG! 1)(!A#T&A#6!($1&12!I&66!C('3A(!#!:6,/#6!

($1&128!9)(!4#'1! 1)#1! 1)(!I)S(T:/(00&3$0! &$! <RM@!'#$!C(! &$1(/:/(1(%!#0!0&$+,6#/!3/!:6,/#6! 1),0!

6($%0! 0,::3/1! 13! A2! :/3:30#6! 1)#1! I)S(T:/(00&3$0! &$! C#/(! '3$%&1&3$#60! )#.(! 1)(! 0#A(!

0(A#$1&'0!#0!:6#&$!^a08!!!

! J31(! 1)#1! 1)(! #00&A&6#1&3$! 34! C#/(! '3$%&1&3$#60! 13! :6#&$! ^a0! &0!I(66SA31&.#1(%! C2! 1)(&/!

'3AA3$! :/3:(/1&(08! 5&A&6#/! 13! C#/(! '3$%&1&3$#60G! :6#&$! ^a0! #603! (T)&C&1! 1)(! 03S'#66(%!

UH,#$1&4&'#1&3$#6!.#/&#C&6&12! (44('1Q! <jbe@G!I)&')! &0!3C0(/.(%! &$!A#$2! 6#$+,#+(0!31)(/! 1)#$!

e$+6&0)G! #0! /(:3/1(%! &$! "#:3$&+/3! <KLLRh! ")8! i@8! 9)(! 43663I&$+! (T#A:6(0! <1#d($! 4/3A!

"#:3$&+/3!KLLRh!=Mi@!0)3I!1)#1!jbS/(#%&$+!&0!#.#&6#C6(!I&1)!#%.(/C0!34!4/(H,($'2G!#0!'#$!C(!

0(($!&$!1)(!:#/#:)/#0(0!&$!1)(!<C@!(T#A:6(0!C(63I8!

<Ri@!!#8!! f^a!s)#1!23,!4&$%!#1!#!2#/%!0#6(g!&0!341($!V,$d8!!

! !C8!! fcE!q#$2!1)&$+0!23,!4&$%!#1!#!2#/%!0#6(g!#/(!V,$d8!!

<R?@!#8!! F!#6A301!$(.(/! 6&d(!f^a!I)(/(!)(!1#d(0!A(!13!%&$$(/gG!C,1! 1)(!/(01#,/#$1!I(!I($1! 13!

6#01!$&+)1!I#0!$31!C#%!#1!#668!!

!!!!!!!!C8!!! F! 6&d(! fcE! #6A301! $3$(! 34! 1)(! :6#'(0! )(! 1#d(0!A(! 13! %&$$(/gG! C,1! 1)(! /(01#,/#$1!I(!

I($1!13!6#01!$&+)1!I#0!$31!C#%!#1!#668!!

<Rm@!#8! ! F!#6I#20!)#1(!f^a!I)($!23,!2(66!6&d(!1)#1g8!!

! C8!!! F!)#1(!fcE!(.(/2!3''#0&3$!I)($!23,!2(66!6&d(!1)#1g8!!

<R]@!#8!!! f^a!*3I!)(!%#$'(0g!341($!633d0!/(#662!/&%&',63,08!!

! C8!!! fcE!q#$2!34!1)(!I#20!)(!%#$'(0g!633d!/(#662!/&%&',63,08!!

O&d(I&0(G! C#/(! '3$%&1&3$#60! &$! ")&$(0(! #/(! d$3I$! 13! (T)&C&1! jbe! I&1)! #$! #%.(/C! 6&d(!

tongchang!U,0,#662Qh!
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<R>@!! 93$+')#$+G!0)(&!!!23$+S+3$+G!!!0)(&!!!V&,!!!0)#$+S%(S6&#3!!%#T,(8!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!-0,#662!!!!!!!!I)3!!(T(/1S(443/1!!!I)3!!1)($!+3S'#$S4&$&0)!!'366(+(!
! #8! U-0,#662G!&4!W!01,%&(0!)#/%G!W!'#$!+3!13!'366(+(8Q!
!!!!!!!C8!!jbS/(#%&$+h!Uq301!:(3:6(!I)3!01,%2!)#/%!'#$!+3!13!'366(+(8Q!! ! ! !

9)(! :/(0($'(! 34! jbS/(#%&$+! &0! 0,::3/1(%! C2! 1)(! 4#'1! 1)#1! <R>@! &0! V,%+(%! 1/,(! ,$%(/! 1)(!

0&1,#1&3$!%(0'/&C(%!&$!<ML@!&$!I)&')!A301!01,%($10!I)3!01,%2!)#/%!'#$!+3!13!'366(+(8!!

<ML@!!

k''#0&3$!! P!

51,%($1!I)3!01,%2!)#/%! =LLL!

51,%($1!I)3!'#$!+3!13!'366(+(! >LL!

F!:/3:30(!1)(!43663I&$+!0(A#$1&'0!13!'#:1,/(!1)(!jbS/(#%&$+!&$!<R>C@G!#00,A&$+!1)(!0&1,#1&3$S

C#0(%!#::/3#')!<*(&A!=>>LG!.3$!^&$1(6!=>>MG!#838@!

<M=@!-0,#662!u0h!&T=fr#$&A#1(Q<T=@!!!01,%2S)#/%Q<T=@!&$!0gg!

!!!! ! ! ! ! !!!! !!!(0Qf0)0Q!!!&T=fr#$&A#1(Q<T=@!!!'#$S+3S13S'366(+(Q<T=@!&$!0Qggv!

P0!0)3I$!#C3.(G!usually!H,#$1&4&(0!3.(/!#!A&$&A#6!0&1,#1&3$!<0@G!I)&')!'3$1#&$0!1)(!A#T&A#6!

&$%&.&%,#6!<&T=@!I)3!01,%2!)#/%G!#$%!1)&0!A&$&A#6!0&1,#1&3$!&0!'3$1#&$(%!&$!#! 6#/+(/!0&1,#1&3$!

<0Q@!&$!I)&')!1)(!0#A(!A#T&A#6!&$%&.&%,#6!<&T=@!'#$!+3!13!'366(+(8!`&.($!1)#1!A301!A&$&A#6!

0&1,#1&3$0!1)#1!'3$1#&$!#!A#T&A#6!&$%&.&%,#6!I)3!01,%2!)#/%!#/(!(T1($%#C6(!13!0Q!&$!I)&')!1)(!

0#A(!A#T&A#6! &$%&.&%,#6! '#$!+3! 13! '366(+(G! &1! #663I0!,0! 13! %(/&.(! 1)(!jbS/(#%&$+G! &8(8G! 1)(!
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Abstract 

The current literature on pluralities is mainly concerned with definite plurals in existential 

contexts and the implicit assumption is that indefinite plurals are to be analyzed in the same way, 

as sums of individuals (Link 1983, Landman 2000) in the general case or as groups in more 

specific cases (see in particular collective readings). We will argue that although plural indefinites 

can be modeled as sums of individuals in those contexts in which they are either bound by 

existential closure or indirectly bound by an operator that quantifies over events, they cannot do so 

when they are directly bound by an adverbial quantifier; in the latter context, plural indefinites can 

only be represented as groups: binary quantifiers cannot denote a relation between two sets of 

sums, but only a relation between two sets of groups. This generalization will be shown to follow 

from an individuability constraint on quantification. Quantification requires individuability and, as 

argued by Landman (1989a,b) only groups, but not sums, are individuable entities. But one may 

still wonder whether the generic quantifier can access the members of sums, which are known to 

be accessible to distributive predication. To put it differently, one should explain why it is not 

possible to randomly fix a sum and to allow the generic adverb to quantify over its members. We 

will claim that it is impossible for generic sentences to restrict the generalization to a particular 

domain. Quantification over (groups of) individuals will be distinguished from quantification over 

events combined with the indirect binding of a variable supplied by an indefinite (plural). Such 

indirectly bound plural indefinites can be modeled as sums of individuals. The generic readings of 

French plural indefinites headed by des ‘some’ will provide us with the core testing ground. The 

analysis will shed new light on the generic readings of English bare plurals. 

1 Overview 

The current literature on pluralities is mainly concerned with definite plurals in existential 

contexts and the implicit assumption is that indefinite plurals are to be analyzed in the same 

way, as sums of individuals (Link 1983, Landman 1989a,b) in the general case or as groups in 

more specific cases (see in particular collective readings). We will argue that although plural 

indefinites can be modeled as sums of individuals in those contexts in which they are bound 

by existential closure, they cannot do so when they are bound by an adverbial quantifier; in 

the latter context, plural indefinites can only be represented as groups. This constraint will 

allow us to account for the restricted distribution of French plural indefinites headed by des 

‘some’ in generic contexts, and in particular for the unacceptability of examples such as *Des 

carrés ont quatre côtés 'Des squares have four sides' or *Des chats sont intelligents 'Des cats 

are intelligent.' As explained in detail by Landman (2000), sums are derived entities whose 

members are available (or can be accessed (Simons, 1987; Moltmann, 1997)), whereas groups 

                                                

* This paper was presented at the Universities of Stuttgart, NYU, Journées de sémantique et 

modélisation 2006, Workshop on Plurality (Paris, 2006) and NELS 2006. We are grateful to 

the audiences of these events, and more particularly to Claire Beyssade, Olivier Bonami and 

Patrica Cabredo-Hofherr. Due to practical reasons, the present version was written by the 

second author and only superficially proof-read by the first author. A thoroughly revised 

version will appear as Dobrovie-Sorin & Mari (2007).  
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are primitive entities such that their members are not available (or cannot be accessed). 

Because sums are derived entities, they are not stable through time, which means that they are 

not individualizable and as such they cannot be quantified over (given Quine’s (1953) theory 

of ontological commitment1 and its consequences related to the individuability constraint on 

quantification). This is however not sufficient to rule out the aforementioned examples. We 

still need to understand why the generic operator (and adverbial quantifiers in general) cannot 

have access to the members of the sum. In other terms, we have to understand why it is not 

possible to fix a sum and to allow the generic quantifier to access the members of the sum. 

We will claim that the generic quantification cannot be relativized to a randomly fixed sum, 

or a restricted domain.  

In all cases considered up to this point, in which plural indefinites are arguably directly bound 

by the generic operator (“truly generics”), individual or habitual predicates are mandatory. 

The individual bounded are plural entities. In those contexts in which plural indefinites are 

indirectly bound by an operator that quantifies over events (Des éléphants blancs se 

promenant dans la rue ont toujours/parfois suscité une  très vive curiosité, ‘White elephants 

strolling in the street have always/sometimes  arousen curiosity’), the generic reading is 

compatible with number-neutralization, i.e. it allows the generalization to hold for singular 

individuals and not necessarily for pluralities. We label this second kind of cases as “pseudo 

generics”. This kind of cases either requires that a frequency adverb be present or that there 

be a nominal modifier. We will argue that since events are counted, and not individuals, 

singular or plural entities are concerned by the generalization.  

Insofar as the distinction between directly and indirectly bound plural indefinites is crucial, 

the account proposed here also indirectly argues against the uniform analysis of adverbs of 

quantification as quantifiers over events2 (Rooth 1985, 1995, Schubert, Lenhart & Pelletier 

1987, de Swart 1991), and in favor of more flexible approaches according to which they may 

quantify over either individuals or events (Lewis 1975, Kamp 1981, Heim 1982, Chierchia 

1995b, Krifka & alii 1995). 

In this paper we consider truly and pseudo generic indefinites in turn, focusing on the first 

type. The paper is structured as follows: in section 2 we introduce the core data and previous 

accounts. In section 3 we show that generic plural indefinites cannot be represented as sums. 

In section 4 we introduce groups distinguishing them from sums. In section 5 we account for 

the data introduced in section 2. We turn to pseudo generics in section 6.  

2 The genericity of French plural indefinites headed by des 

It is a well-known fact that the generic reading of plural indefinites in French is subject to 

fairly strict constraints, which may slightly vary depending on the type of plural determiner. 

We will concentrate here on des-indefinites, which constitute the closest plural counterparts 

of indefinites headed by singular indefinite articles. We will leave aside other plural 

determiners such as plusieurs, certains, 'several, some' etc., as well as cardinals (for an 

insightful description of the basic data, see Corblin (1987), from whom we borrow most of 

the examples). 

 The core empirical data are given below. The generic reading of des-indefinites is 

impossible in (1), but possible in (2). 

(1) a.*Des carrés ont quatre côtés / ‘des squares have four sides' 

                                                
1 A sentence S is committed to the existence of an entity just in case either (i) there is a name for that entity in the sentence 

or (ii) the sentence contains, or implies, a generalization where that entity is needed to be the value of the bound variable. In 
other words, one is committed to an entity if one refers to it directly or implies that there is some individual that is that entity. 

2 Although event-based and situation-based accounts are technically different, in many particular cases they coincide in 

empirical coverage. In this paper we will use an event-based notation.  
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 b.*Des chats noirs sont intelligents. / 'des black cats are intelligent’ 

(2)  a. Des droites convergentes ont un point en commun / 'des convergent lines have a 

point in common’ 

 b. Des pays limitrophes ont souvent des rapports difficiles / 'des neighboring countries 

frequently have difficult relations’ 

2.1 Generic plural indefinites cannot express generalizations over atomic individuals 

Corblin (1987: 57-58) observes that generic cardinal indefinites cannot express 

generalizations over atomic individuals: “Il n’existe pas d’interprétation générique 

distributive stricte des indéfinis nombrés.” ("There is no strictly distributive generic reading 

for cardinal indefinites"). Corblin’s (1987: 57-58) explanation relies on a pragmatic principle 

that basically says that examples of the type in (3) can be assigned (representations 

corresponding to) generic readings, but such readings are blocked (or "neutralized", in 

Corblin's terminology) because they can be expressed in a more direct way by using the 

corresponding example built with a singular indefinite (see (3a)) 

(3)  a. Une tortue vit longtemps /  'A turtle has a long life-span' 

 b. *Deux/trois ... tortues vivent longtemps / 'Two/three... turtles have a long life-span' 

The same principle would account for similar restrictions shown by des-indefinites. Examples 

such as (4b) would be blocked by (4a), built with a singular indefinite: 

(4)  a. Un carré a quatre côtés / 'A square has four sides' 

 b. *Des carrés ont quatre côtés / 'Des squares have four sides' (=1) 

In what follows we will argue, following Dobrovie-Sorin & Laca (1998) and Dobrovie-Sorin 

(2003), that the unacceptability of examples such as (3b) and (4b) is not due to pragmatic 

principles, but rather to formal constraints: an LF such as (4') is ill-formed (as indicated by #) 

because the variables in the restriction and in the nuclear scope range over different types of 

entities (pluralities3 and atomic individuals), and as such cannot be bound by the same 

operator.  

(4’)  b. # GEN X (X is a plurality of squares) [x has four sides] 

Whether the variables are plurality-variables (notated by capital letters) or atomic variables 

depends on the lexico-syntactic properties of a given example: in (4), the indefinite is plural, 

and therefore it supplies a plurality-variable, whereas the main predicate selects atomic 

individuals, hence it introduces variables over atomic individuals in the nuclear scope of the 

tripartite configuration. 

The analysis sketched above correctly predicts that generic plural indefinites can combine 

with i-level predicates that select pluralities as in (2). 

(2')  a. GEN X (X is a plurality of convergent lines) [X has a point in common] 

3 Generic plural indefinites cannot be represented as sums 

Though appealing, the account sketched above must be refined. First and foremost, we need 

to make explicit what is meant by ‘plurality’: is it groups or sums that are involved in the 

                                                
3 Dobrovie-Sorin and Laca (1998) use the term group. However, since they use it in a non technical way, we prefer to 

substitute it here with pluralities, which is neutral as to whether sums or groups in the technical sense are meant. The 

technical definition of both sums and groups are about to become crucial in the rest of this paper.  
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analysis of generic plural indefinites? In order to answer this question, we will define each of 

these notions in turn and see which one is needed for a better understanding of the data at 

hand. In § 3.1 we show that the notion of sum provides an adequate modelization of plural 

indefinites. In § 3.2 and § 3.3 we show that unfortunately, an account of generic plural 

indefinites cannot rely on a modelization in terms of sums, which means that in the 

representations provided in (2a’)-(4’b), the pluralities notated as Xs cannot be viewed as sums 

of individuals. 

3.1 The notion of sum 

Let us assume that “plural nouns [in particular, plural indefinite NPs]4 represent sum 

individuals, that is, individuals which consist of other individuals“ (Krifka & alii (1995:27)).  

Let D be a domain of entities, and let a, b, c, … be entities in D. A sum of such entities, is, 

under set theories, nothing but any set of such entities; under union theories (Schwarzschild 

1996), sums correspond to no matter what union of any set of these entities. Leaving aside the 

differences between union and set theories, a long-standing tradition in mathematics and 

philosophy, in particular, set theory and the mereological theories based on it (Le!niewski 

1916), agrees that there exists a principle of universal existence of sums, which states that for 

any two elements there is a sum of these elements. This is so because a sum requires no 

particular principle of composition other than set formation or set union, nor any coherence 

relation. There is for instance a sum of my computer and me, a sum of my computer and my 

cup. Consequently, there is also a sum of my computer, my cup and myself5.  

We adopt the standard representation for sums. It is possible to associate to a set E the set of 

its parts, or its poset, notated P(E). E.g. E={a,b,c},  

P(E)= {!, {a},{b},{c},{a,b},{a,c},{b,c}, {a,b,c}}. 

P(E) defines a lattice. 

Posets and lattices are currently used to represent the domain of pluralities (Scha (1981), 

Landman, 2000:96sqq.).  

 {a,b,c}  

   

{a,b} {a,c} {b,c} 

   

{a} {b} {c} 

 

We will be using the term sum to refer to any element in the lattice whose cardinality is > 1. 

’Random sum’ refers to the procedure of picking a sum in the lattice. A random sum is a sum 

whose identity cannot be foreseen. ’Maximal sum’ refers to a particular sum in the lattice, 

the set of all elements in the domain. 

It is important to emphasize that, by definition, the elements of a sum are available or 

accessible (Simons, 1987; Moltmann, 1997; Landman, 2000). This means that sum-

individuals are compatible with distributive predication, where each member of the sum 

satisfies the predicate.  

                                                

4 We may remain agnostic here as to the exact syntactic label (NP, NumP or DP) of nominal projections. 
5 It is important to note that Link (1983) considers sums as individuals. In 1984 the author explicitly introduces the notion 

of group, which are also individual entities. Landman (1989a) criticizes this point that he considers as an incoherence, and 

distinguishes between sums as “non-individuals’ and groups “as individuals”. In this paper we adopt the latter point of view.  
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Sums are currently used for modeling plural indefinites. As shown in examples such as (5), 

indefinite plurals allow distributive predication over their atomic elements: 

(5)  a. Pendant l’excursion, des enfants étaient trop fatigués pour marcher / during the trip, 

des children were too tired to walk 

 b. Sur la table, des assiettes étaient sales / On the table, des plates were dirty 

The possibility of the distributive reading is expected if we assume that indefinite plurals can 

be represented as sums. Because predicates such as tired or dirty select atomic individuals, the 

collective reading is blocked and only the distributive reading is possible. 

As we show in the following subsections, the analysis proposed here for non-generic plural 

indefinites cannot be extended to generic plural indefinites. We will thus be led to conclude 

that sums are not appropriate for modeling generic plural indefinites. 

3.2 Problem 1: Generic quantification over sums 

Let us begin by showing that using sums in order to represent generic plural indefinites leads 

to unsolvable problems. Consider (6) vs (7): 

(6)   De vrais jumeaux se ressemblent dans les plus petits détails / 'de genuine twins look 

alike down to the smallest details’ 

(7)    *De bébés se ressemblent dans les plus petits détails jusqu’à l’âge de 3 mois / 'des 

babies look alike down to the smallest details until the age of 3 months’ 

If we assume that plural indefinites in generic contexts are to be represented as variables over 

sums of individuals, we incorrectly predict that the sentence in (7) should be acceptable, since 

(7’) is a well-formed LF, in which no conflict arises between the variable in the restriction 

and in the nuclear scope:  

(7’)   GEN X (X is a sum of babies) [X resemble each other]  

Similarly, given the representation in (8’), (8) should be acceptable, contrary to fact: 

(8)  *Des droites sont parallèles / ‘des lines are parallel.’ 

(8’)   GEN X (X is a sum of lines) [X are parallel] 

In other words, the representations in (7’)-(8’) are legitimate if we assume that generic plural 

indefinites are to be represented as sums. But under this analysis we are left with no 

explanation for the unacceptability of the corresponding examples. 

3.3 Problem 2: Generic quantification over the members of sums 

Given the characterization of sums summarized in § 3.1 above, it seems that we cannot use 

sums in order to explain why examples such as (4b) are unacceptable. If, indeed the members 

of a sum are accessible, the GEN operator should be able to quantify over the members of the 

sum, as shown in (4”b) Consequently, we are left without an explanation for the 

unacceptability of (4b):  

(4’’) b. "X [(X is a sum of squares) [GEN x (x is an atom in X) [x has four sides]]] 

3.4 Conclusions 

The contrast between (6)-(7) cannot be explained if we assume that generic plural indefinites 

are to be represented as sums of individuals: both of the examples contain sums in subject 
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position and main predicates that select pluralities. And yet, the example in (6) is acceptable, 

whereas (7) is not. 

The unacceptability of (1) indicates that generic plural indefinites cannot express 

generalizations over atomic individuals. This empirical generalization cannot be captured if 

we translate generic plural indefinite as sums, because members of sums are accessible, which 

should allow for generic quantification over the atomic individuals composing the sum 

supplied by the indefinite plural. 

We are thus led to conclude that, sums are not adequate for representing generic des-

indefinites.  

4 Generic plural indefinites represented as group-variables  

In what follows we propose to represent generic plural indefinites as groups. We will first 

define the ontological status of groups in comparison with sums (4.1), then we will clarify 

their respective properties regarding predication (4.2), characterize the type of nominal 

predicate that may denote sets of groups (4.3), and finally consider the difference between 

sums and groups w.r.t. predication (4.4).  

4.1 Introducing groups in the ontology: primitive and derived entities  

Since sums cannot be used to represent generic plural indefinites, we need to refine our 

ontology and to assume that the domain of reference contains (at least) two types of primitive 

entities: singular individuals and group individuals. Sums are by definition derived entities 

obtained by pluralization of primitive entities, which can be individuals (9a) or groups (9b).  

(9)  a. The boys carried a piano upstairs (each boy…)) 

 b. The mafias become more and more dangerous (each mafia)) 

(10) summarizes the types of entities in the ontology we will be assuming from now on. 

(10)  Types of entities: 

ENTITIES Singular Plural 

Primitives (individuals) Singular individuals x Group individuals 

Derived  Sums 

4.2 Groups, sums and distributivity  

Groups crucially differ from sums in that they form an indivisible whole (e.g., among many 

others, Simons, 1987; Moltmann, 1997; Landman, 2000, Mari, 2005). This means that their 

members are not accessible, unlike the members of a sum. Groups can be expressed in 

language via singular nominal predicates such as committee, press, mafia …  

(11)  a. The committee gathers at 6:00 PM 

 b. The orchestra played this concerto many times this year 

The members of the committee can be replaced or change in number and identity in the 

course of the time or vary from meeting to meeting, the committee as an abstract entity 

remains the same. Similarly for the orchestra.  

As we will see in a moment, only some plural NPs can denote groups. 
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4.3 Nominal predicates that denote sets of groups: coherence relations and stability 

Any random two elements can form a sum, but not a group. Strong coherence relations are 

required for group formation (Landman 1989b, Simons 1987, Moltmann 1997, Mari, 2003). 

Consequently, only certain plural nominal predicates denote sets of groups. Under the 

perspective of their ontological existence, sums are unstable objects, open to extensions and 

reductions, whereas groups are stable objects. This explains why sums satisfy the type of 

inference shown in (13) (see Hackl, 2002 for details):  

(13)  If A and B are children  

 C and D are children 

 A and B and C and D are children 

This type of inference does not hold for the pluralized relational predicates illustrated in (14) 

(14)  If A and B are twins and  

 C and D are twins 

 # A and B and C and D are twins 

We may then conclude that, when pluralized, (a subclass of) relational nouns may provide 

descriptions for stable plural entities, i.e., groups: this possibility is due to the fact that 

relational nouns denote a relation that holds among the entities involved in that relation, 

which provides a coherence criterion for groups. We may thus state the following two 

generalizations:  

(15)  a. Pluralized sortal (i.e., object-referring) nouns can only provide descriptions for 

   sums. 

 b. Only pluralized relational nouns may provide descriptions for groups. 

4.4 Groups, individuability and quantification 

One important consequence that follows from the ontological definition of sums and groups is 

that these two types of entities behave differently with respect to quantification. Along the 

lines of Quine (1953), we can make the following hypothesis:  

(12)  Quantification requires individuation. 

This hypothesis allows us to make interesting predictions that will be shown to be correct in 

section 5. Individuability can be defined as stability through time. Singular individuals are 

indeed stable entities and similarly, groups: no matter what the individual elements of an 

orchestra are at a given moment in time, the orchestra remains the same. It follows that only 

primitive entities are individuable and can be quantified over. Sums, which are derived 

entities are not. 

Summarizing. The domain we consider from now on contains entities of two kinds: primitive 

and derived. Primitive entities consist of singular individuals and group individuals; sums are 

derived entities. Sums and groups are kinds of pluralities. Groups forbid accessibility to their 

members, whereas sums allow it. Consequently, these entities behave differently with respect 

to predication. Distributive predication obtains when a predicate applies to a sum. Collective 

predication obtains when a predicate applies to a group (Landman, 2000). The ontological 

distinction between sums and groups further correlates with a different behavior regarding 

quantification. It is possible to quantify properly only over primitive entities: singular 

individuals and group individuals.  
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5 Deriving the Empirical Generalizations 

Assuming the distinction between sums and groups sketched above, let us now go back to the 

data introduced in previous sections. 

5.1 Quantifying over groups (not over sums) 

Let us first consider examples of the type in (2) repeated here. The theory correctly predicts 

that LFs such as (2”) are well-formed, since pluralized relational predicates may provide 

descriptions for groups and quantification over groups is allowed: 

(2) a. Des droites convergentes ont un point en commun. 

 'des convergent lines have a point in common.’ 

 b. Des pays limitrophes ont souvent des rapports difficiles. 

 'des neighboring countries have difficult relations’. 

(2”)  a. GEN X (X is a group of convergent lines) [X has a point in common] 

 b. Most X (X is a group of neighboring countries) [X have difficult relations]   

It remains to be explained why droites ‘lines’, in contradistinction with droites parallèles 

‘parallel lines’, cannot supply a group-variable. As stated above, only certain predicates, 

namely (a subset of) pluralized relational nouns can supply descriptions for groups. The 

nominal predicates in (14) are relational, whereas droites ‘lines’ is not. Non-relational nouns 

can only supply sum variables, which cannot be bound by a quantifier (see (12)), hence the 

unacceptability of (8). 

 (8)  *Des droites sont parallèles / ‘des lines are parallel.’ 

(8’)  # GEN X (X is a sum of lines) [X are parallel]  

The contrast between (6) and (7) can be explained in the same way.  A plural predicate such 

as twins is relational, and as such can provide a description for groups, whereas babies is 

sortal, and as such can only provide the description of a sum-variable, which cannot be bound 

by a quantifier: 

(6)   De vrais jumeaux se ressemblent dans les plus petits détails / 'des genuine twins look 

alike down to the smallest details’. 

(7)    *De vrais bébés se ressemblent dans les plus petits détails jusqu’à l’âge de 3 mois /  

'des genuine babies look alike down to the smallest details until the age of 3 months’. 

(6’)  Gen X (X is a group of genuine twins) [X look alike down to the smallest details]  

(7’)   # GEN X (X is a sum of genuine babies) [X look alike down to the smallest details] 

5.2 Quantifiers cannot access the members of a random sum 

The constraint stated above says that GEN cannot quantify over sums. This means that GEN 

cannot bind a sum-variable, but nothing prevents the quantifier from quantifying over the 

atoms of the sum.  

Why is it that in LFs such as (16’), the GEN operator cannot look inside the sum that is in the 

restriction? In other words, the question is, why can we not derive representations of the type 

in (4’”) from that in (4”) ?  

(4’’) b. # GEN X (X is a sum of squares) [x has four sides] 
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(4’”)  b. # GEN x (x is an atom of any/a random sum of squares) [x has four sides] 

The non-availability of (4b’”) is to be compared to the possibility of having sums with 

existential readings, such that the members of the sum can be accessed:  

(5)  Pendant l’excursion, des enfants étaient trop fatigués pour marcher / during the trip, 

des children were too tired to walk 

Let us observe that (5) becomes ungrammatical if a floated quantifier is used:  

(16)  *Pendant l’excursion des enfants étaient tous/chacun trop fatigués pour marcher / 

during the trip, des children were all/each too tired to walk 

The contrast between (5) and (16) could be explained as follows (Dobrivie-Sorin and Mari, 

2006): the distributivity observed in predicational configurations, which is an effect of a 

pluralized predicate applying to a sum, does not extend to quantificational structures ((16) is a 

quantificational structure, due to the presence of a floated quantifier).  

However, it can be also legitimately argued that (5) also involves a quantificational structure. 

Letting X being a domain of children who participate to a trip, the sentence states that some of 

the children, involving quantification over individuals.  

(16’) "x in X (x is a child and x is tired) 

Similarly, for generic sentences one could suggest that it should be possible to fix a random 

sum X as the domain of quantification and to quantify over its members, rewriting (4”’) as 

(4””): 

(4””)  b. # GEN x in X (x is a square) [x has four sides] or, equivalently,  

  # "X [(X is a sum of squares) [GEN x (x is an atom in X) [x has four sides]]] 

We claim that it is this restriction to a random sum that makes the LF unacceptable. It is a 

characteristic feature of generic statements where GEN binds individuals and not events to be 

context independent. The restriction to a particular sum infelicitously overrides this 

requirement. We can state then the following restriction:  

(17) Restriction for GEN: the generic quantification is not domain dependent.  

One might also wonder under what conditions the constraint can be made more general and 

extended to (17). In other words, one could expect that the constraint apply not only to the 

generic quantification, but also to the universal one. The hypothesis we suggest is that it is not 

possible to apply different quantifications to the same set of entities. Accordingly, (16) is ill-

formed:   

(16’)  # "X [(X is a sum of children) and [#x in X (y is tired)]] 

This hypothesis requires further development and a close investigation of the data, since, in a 

discourse, switching from existential to universal quantification is possible, if not common: 

Some children were playing on the ground. They were all under 18 (Asher, p.c.).  

6 Pseudo-generic plural indefinites 

We have so far shown that those plural indefinites that are directly bound by a Q-adverb are 

to be represented as group-variables and correspondingly express generalizations over groups. 

In what follows we will examine plural indefinites that are indirectly bound by a Q-adverb 

that quantifies over events. 
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6.1 Adverbial quantification over events and indirect binding of plural indefinites 

Consider the examples in (18): 

(18)  a. Des pipelettes ne se supportent pas longtemps / 'des chatterboxes won’t stand each 

other for a long time.' 

 b. Des petites filles sont souvent en train de te préparer une surprise / 'des small girls 

are often up to mischief.' 

Let us first see whether these examples can be analyzed as involving direct quantification 

over (groups of) individuals. In other words, can they be assigned representations such as 

those in (18')? 

(18')  a. GEN X (chatterboxes (X)) [X won't stand each other for a long time] 

 b. MOST X (small girls (X)) [X are up to mischief] 

These LFs are not legitimate representations: (i) X cannot be a sum-variable because sums 

cannot be quantified over and their members are not accessible for quantification either; (ii) X 

cannot be a group-variable because chatterboxes and small girls are not relational predicates. 

Besides being illegitimate, the readings that can be read off these representations (‘not 

supporting each other characterizes any random group of chatterboxes’) do not correspond to 

the intuitive readings that speakers associate with (18a) and (18b): ‘whenever chatterboxes are 

together, they don't stand each other for a long time’ or ‘whenever small girls are together 

they are up to mischief’. This discrepancy between the intuitive meanings of (18) and the 

meanings corresponding to LFs of the type in (18’) indicates that they are not adequate 

representations of (18). We may then conclude that the examples in (18) do not rely on direct 

quantification over (groups of) individuals. 

Examples of this type can instead be represented as relying on quantification over events  

combined with the indirect binding of the plural indefinite, represented as a Skolem term co-

varying with the event:6 

(18") a. GENe (be together (e, f(e)) $ chatterboxes (f(e)) $ |f(e)| ! 2) [do not stand  

  each other for a long while (e, f(e))] 

 b. MOST e (be together (e, f(e)) $ young girls (f(e)) $ |f(e)| ! 2) [up to mistchief 

  (e, f(e))] 

Besides being well-formed, these LF's correctly capture the intuitive readings that speakers 

associate with these examples: "whenever (two or more) chatterboxes are together, they don't 

stand each other; whenever (two or more) young girls are together, they prepare a surprise." 

We still need to make explicit the mapping rule that allows us to derive (18”) from (18): 

(19) Plural indefinites may supply an event predicate paraphrasable by "be together at t."  

Let us now make sure that this representation of plural indefinites is unable to rescue the type 

of examples examined in section 3.2, in particular (7), repeated here: 

(7)  *De vrais bébés se ressemblent dans les plus petits détails jusqu’à l’âge de 3 mois. 

 'des genuine babies look alike down to the smallest details until the age of 3 months’. 

                                                
6 For the sake of clarity the LFs given in (18") do not explicitly indicate that the events in the restriction and in the nuclear 

scope are not identical, but rather sub-events of a plural event. This simplification does not affect the main argument. 
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(7’)  # GENe (be together (e, f(e)) $ sum of babies (f(e)) $ |f(e)| ! 2) [resemble each  

  other (e, f(e))] 

The LF in (7’) is ill-formed because the e-variables in the restriction and in the nuclear scope 

range over different types of events: episodic events and stable/permanent events, 

respectively. In sum, although plural indefinites can always be translated in terms of the 

event-predicate ‘be together’, such a translation leads to a legitimate representation only if the 

predicate mapped onto the nuclear scope is an s-level predicate.  

Let us next consider the examples in (20), due to Heyd (2002), who observed that the generic 

reading of des-indefinites is facilitated by the presence of a nominal modifier7. She 

furthermore observes the contrast between (20) and (21): 

(20) a. Des lions blessés sont vulnérables / 'des lions injured are vulnerable' 

 b. Des enfants malades sont grincheux / 'des children ill are irritable' 

(21)  a. (*)Des maladies cardiaques sont dangereuses (taxonomic reading only) / 'des 

illnesses cardiac are dangerous' 

 b. (*)Des éléphants d'Afrique ont de grandes oreilles (taxonomic reading only) / 'des 

elephants from Africa have big ears' 

According to Heyd, adjectives modifying the subject of a characterizing sentence can be 

represented as event-predicates occurring in the restriction of GEN only if they can function 

as sentential predicates. Because modifiers such as blessé ‘injured’ and malade ‘ill’ can 

function as sentential predicates, the examples in (20) can be represented as in (20’): 

(20') a. GEN x (x is injured $ x is a lion) [x is vulnerable] 

 b. GEN x (x is ill $ x is a child) [x is irritable] 

These representations can be rewritten as in (20”), where the adjective supplies the event-

predicate and the nominal predicate restricts the value of the Skolem term depending on the 

event. Let f be a Skolem function: 

(20’’) a. GENe (wounded (e,f(e)) $ lions (f(e))) [vulnerable (e,f(e))] 

 b. GENe (ill (e,f(e)) $ children (f(e))) [irritable (e,f(e))] 

Modifiers such as cardiaques ‘cardiac’ and d'Afrique ‘from Africa’ cannot function as 

sentential predicates (*Ces maladies sont cardiaques; *Ces éléphants sont d'Afrique)8, and 

therefore they cannot provide the descriptive content of an event-variable, so that the 

examples in (21) can only be represented as in (21’), with a complex nominal predicate in the 

restriction: 

(21') a. # GEN (X is cardiac illnesses) [x is dangerous] 

 b. # GEN (X is  elephants from Africa) [x has big ears]  

Predicates such as cardiac illnesses and elephants from Africa cannot provide a restriction for 

(stable) groups of individuals, but can only refer to sums of individuals, and sums cannot be 

quantified over, nor are their atoms accessible to quantification. 

                                                
7 Note that the necessity of a modifier does not hold for existential des-indefinites: French allows preverbal subject des-

indefinites in examples such as Des enfants étaient en train de jouer dans la rue "Children were playing in the street". 
8 It so happens that the modifiers in (20) are s-level predicates, whereas those in (21) are i-level. Although this contrast 

may be relevant for a fully developed analysis of these examples, we will not take it into account here. In other words, 

weassume, as does Heyd, that s-level and i-level modifiers are treated alike in this kind of examples.  
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Given the analysis proposed here, one may wonder whether examples such as (2) are to be 

analyzed as relying on quantification over groups of individuals, as proposed in section 5.1 

above (see the LF in (2'a)) or as relying on quantification over events, as shown below, in 

(2’’a): 

(2”)  a. GEN X (X is a group of convergent lines) [X have a point in common] 

(2”’)  a. GEN e (be convergent (e) $ group of lines (f(e)) [have a point in common (e)] 

Both analyses appear to be adequate for (2). However, we may find acceptable examples with 

unmodified plural indefinites allowing the generic reading (see Carlier, 2000): 

(22) a. Des soeurs rivalisent souvent / ‘des sisters are often rivalize’  

 b. Des jumeaux ont souvent des affinités / ‘des twins often share affinities’   

Since these examples do not contain a nominal modifier, they can only be analyzed as relying 

on quantification over (groups of) individuals. Such a representation corresponds to the 

intuitive reading: ‘most groups of sisters are groups of rivals, most groups of twins are groups 

of people showing affinities among each other’.  

The analysis sketched in this Section and the one proposed by Heyd (2002) are alike insofar 

as nominal modifiers that can function as sentential predicates are analyzed as supplying the 

restrictive term of a generalization over events. The two proposals differ, however, regarding 

the existence of "truly generic" indefinites. Heyd (2002) follows the view (see in particular 

Rooth 1985, 1995 and de Swart 1991) that Q-adverbs can only quantify over events 

(adverbial quantification over individuals is always indirect), whereas we assume that Q-

adverbs may also directly quantify over individuals. The problem with the current view 

adopted by Heyd is that it cannot explain why examples of the type in (22) are grammatical. 

6.2 Indirect binding and number neutralization  

Corblin (1987) observed that "strictly distributive" readings (i.e., generalizations over atomic 

individuals) are marginally possible with des-indefinites: 

(23)   a. Méfie-toi, des guêpes énervées sont un danger terrible / 'Take care, excited wasps 

are a terrible danger.' 

 b. Des éléphants blancs se promenant dans la rue ont toujours/parfois suscité une très 

vive curiosité / white elephants strolling in the street have always/sometimes  arousen 

curiosity or 'Always/sometimes if white elephants stroll in the street they arouse 

curiosity.' (adapted from Longobardi, 2000) 

The sentence in (23a) may be interpreted as a warning against groups of excited wasps, but 

also against a single wasp. In (23b), the curiosity may have been induced not only by groups 

of elephants strolling in the street, but also by a single elephant.  

The existence of examples of the type in (23) immediately raises the following question: How 

can we distinguish between those generic sentences that allow and those that do not allow 

number neutralized readings for des-indefinites? Corblin (1987: 75-76) suggests that in the 

unmarked case, des-indefinites are number-neutral. Number neutralization would be blocked 

in a quite circumscribed environment: when the main verb denotes a property that 

“notoriously characterizes each member of a given class of individuals”9. This 

                                                
9 Corblin (1987) does not define the notion of "property that notoriously characterizes each member of a class", but one 

may suggest that the relevant properties are those that should be listed among the defining properties of the individuals of 
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characterization cannot help us understand the unacceptability of examples such as (24)-(25): 

they are built with predicates that cannot be viewed as defining properties of the individuals 

they are predicated of, and yet they block number neutral readings.  

(24)   *Des enfants marchent rarement avant 10 mois / 'des children rarely walk before the 

age of 10 months’ 

 (25) *Des chats sont intelligents / 'des cats are intelligent' 

The puzzle regarding the number-neutral readings of generic bare plurals can be solved under 

the analysis proposed in this paper, which crucially distinguishes between truly generic plural 

indefinites (i.e., plural indefinites that are directly bound by a Q-adverb) and pseudo-generic 

plural indefinites (i.e., plural indefinites that are indirectly bound by a Q-adverb that 

quantifies over events). In sections 5.1. and 5.2. above we have explained why the former can 

only express generalizations over groups. In what follows, we now explain why bound plural 

indefinites allow for number-neutralization. Let us consider the LF representations of 

examples of the type shown in (23): 

(23') b. GEN e (stroll in the street (e, f(e)) $ white elephants (f(e))) [arouse curiosity 

(e,f(e))] 

According to this representation, the Q-adverb counts events rather than participants to the 

event, the number of which may vary from one event to the other. Hence the effect of 

number-neutralization. In sum, number neutralization is allowed for those plural indefinites 

that are indirectly bound by a Q-adverb that quantifies over events. 

7 Conclusion 

We have shown that an adequate analysis of the generic readings of plural des-indefinites in 

French can be given only if we assume a flexible analysis of Q-adverbs, according to which 

they can quantify not only over events but also over (atomic or group) individuals. We have 

argued that those plural indefinites that are directly bound by a relational quantifier cannot be 

represented as sums: (i) sum-variables cannot be bound by a quantifier and (ii) the atoms of 

random sums are not accessible to GEN. Plural indefinites can be modeled as sums of 

individuals only in those contexts in which they are either bound by existential closure or 

indirectly bound by a binary quantifier. Directly bound des-indefinites translate as variables 

ranging over groups of individuals, and as such they express generalizations over those 

groups. Direct quantification over groups of individuals is subject to quite strong constraints 

(the main predicate must be an i-level predicate that selects groups and the nominal predicate 

must be relational), a fact that explains why truly generic readings of plural indefinites are 

difficult to obtain. It is instead much easier to find examples of plural indefinites that are 

indirectly bound by a quantifier over events. All that is needed is to supply the restrictive term 

of the quantifier with an event predicate, and this can be achieved via various mapping rules, 

which are subject to less strict constraints.  

One issue that we have not discussed in this paper and we leave open for future work is to 

understand why modalities improve the acceptabilities for examples involving sums:  

(24) Des étudiants peuvent travailler dans cette salle / 'des students are allowed to work in 

this room’ 

A hypothesis that remains to be proved and worked out in detail is that in these cases 

quantification over individuals is indirectly induced by quantification over worlds, paralleling 

                                                                                                                                                   

which they are predicated: having four (equal) sides can be viewed as an essential property of squares. This suggestion is due 

to Francis Corblin (personal communication (2002)). 
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cases in which quantification over individuals is indirectly induced by quantification over 

events. 
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Abstract

In this paper, we discuss the relevance of c-command and licensing strength for NPI

licensing. Furthermore, we review the results of an experiment using event-related brain

potentials (ERPs) in which we investigated the difference in strength of licensing the Ger-

man negative polarity item jemals ’ever’. The two licensing contexts under discussion

are negation and wh-question. We found a sustained negativity on the Negative polarity

item (NPI) in wh-context compared to the context where the NPI appeared in the scope of

negation. We discuss our ERP results in the light of some recent theoretical proposals on

negative polarity licensing.

1 Introduction

Crosslinguistic research done on negation (or more generally: negative contexts) in the recent

decades1 has revealed that in many languages of the world there are items or series of items

comparable to the English any, anyone, anywhere, anytime / ever etc., which are deficient in the

sense that their distribution is limited to negative contexts or contexts which might in some way

or the other be reduced to negation. Thus, unlike their normal indefinite counterparts, Negative

Polarity Items (henceforth: NPIs) need some sort of a licenser in order to be grammatical; cf.

(1) vs. (2) and (3).

(1) a. She has bought some books.

b. She has met someone.

c. She has been somewhere last year.

d. She has had some time ago an accident.

(2) a. She has bought any books.

b. *She has met anyone.

c. *She has been anywhere last year.

d. *She has had any time ago / ever an accident.

(3) a. She has not bought any books.

b. She has not met anyone.

c. She has not been anywhere last year.

∗We would like to thank the audience of the Sinn und Bedutung 11 conference in Barcelona for their helpfull

comments and their suggestions. The present research was supported by a grant from the Deutsche Forschungsge-

meinschaft (DFG) to D.S. (FOR 375/1-4).
1Cf., among others, Bernini and Ramat (1996), Vallduvı́ (1994), Progovac (1994), Lee (1996), van der Wouden

(1997), Giannakidou (1997), Giannakidou (1998), Lahiri (1998), Tovena (1998), Błaszczak (2001), Pereltsvaig

(2004); see also Haspelmath (1997).

Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 11, E. Puig-Waldmüller (ed.), Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra, pp.180-193.
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d. She has not ever had an accident before.

The contrast between (2) and (3) shows that NPIs are obviously sensitive to the presence of

negation (or some other appropriate licenser; see below). What the precise conditions are on

licensing of NPIs is the subject of numerous papers or books published in the recent years or

decades. While the theoretical research on NPIs has a rich tradition, going back at least to

Klima (1964), until recently there has been almost no work done on the processing of NPIs.

It has been only recently that scholars re-discovered polarity phenomena for psycholinguistic

research and put processing of NPIs high on their research agenda. In the present paper we will

report some important results of an online experiment done on the processing of NPIs. Due to

space constraints, we will focus our attention on two studies which have been conducted on the

processing of the NPI jemals ’ever’ in German. The method used in the studies to be presented

below was that of Event Related Potentials (henceforth: ERP). As will be shown below, this

method is especially rewarding since it allows us to gain a quite precise picture of what is going

on in our brain while we are processing grammatical versus ungrammatical sequences. From

the point of view of a theoretical linguistics, ERP-studies on NPIs are especially interesting

since they offer psycholinguistic evidence for its claims.

The paper is organized in the following way. In section 2 we formulate two important claims

of the theoretical research regarding licensing of NPIs. In section 3 we will introduce the ERP

method and then, in section 4, we will report the results of two ERP-studies. We will focus

on the question of whether the theoretical claims (which of course are empirically based) are

mirrored psycholinguistically. The paper will be closed by a summary in section 5.

2 Two important findings of the theoretical NPI-research

2.1 Relevance of c-command

As was pointed out above, NPIs need to be licensed by an appropriate licenser, hence they are

only allowed in contexts in which such a licenser is available. But if it were only the presence

of a licenser that mattered, why should the examples in (4) be ungrammatical?

(4) a. *John gave anything to no one.

b. *Students who have not read this book will get any bad grades.

The relevant observation is that in (4) though there is a potential licenser (not, no one) present in

the sentence, it is not c-commanding the NPI. Obviously, in order for an NPI to be grammatical,

it has to occur in the scope (be c-commanded) by the licensing operator; cf. (5) (Klima (1964);

see also Linebarger (1987) for the notion of immediate scope).2

(5) a. John gave nothing to anyone.

2Given that there are cases where an NPI is grammatical although it is not overtly c-commanded by negation

(cf. (i)), the relevant condition on NPI-licensing cannot be stated in terms of an overt c-command requirement (as

claimed, e.g., by (Laka 1994)), but must be formulated as an LF condition (as argued among others by Linebarger

(1987), Progovac (1994), Giannakidou (1997), Giannakidou (1998), (Lahiri 1998)). In order to explain the gram-

maticality of (i), where there is no c-command relation at s-structure between negation (or inherently negative

element) and the NPI contained in a topicalized clause, it must be assumed that at LF the missing c-command

relation is re-established.

(i) That he has stolen anything was never proved.

(from Giannakidou (1998) referring to Ross (1967) and Linebarger (1980))

2
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b. Students who have read this book will not get any bad grades.

2.2 Relevance of licensing strength

Another important observation is that not all NPIs are licensed in all negative polarity contexts,

i.e., contexts in which NPIs are normally licensed. In (6) the usual negative polarity contexts

are listed (cf. Giannakidou 1997, Giannakidou 1998).

(6) Yes/No questions: Did you see anyone?

Wh-questions: Which student saw any professor?

Antecedents of conditionals: If you see anyone, let me know.

S-comparatives: She ran faster than anyone expected.

restrictor of ∀: Every student who had read anything about Einstein, passed the exam.

before-clauses: Before John talked to any students, the class started.

quantifiers like few: Very few students read anything.

Now, given that the monotone decreasing quantifier weinig ’few’ in Dutch is a NPI-licenser, as

evidenced by (7), why does the NPI ook maar ’at all’ fail to be licensed in (8-a), but is perfectly

fine in the context with sentential negation niet in (8-c) or in the context with the negative

determiner geen ’none’ in (8-b) (van der Wouden 1997).

(7) a. Weinig

(few

monniken

monks

kunnen

can

vader

father

abt

abbot

uitstaan.

stand)
‘Few monks can stand father abbot.’

(8) a. *Weinig

(few

kinderen

children

hebben

have

ook maar

at

iets

all

gezien.

anything seen)
‘Few children have seen anything at all.’

b. Geen

(none

van

of

de

the

kinderen

children

heeft

has

ook maar

at

iets

all

gezien.

anything seen)
‘None of the children has seen anything at all.’

c. De

(the

abt

abbot

heeft

has

het

the

geheim

secret

niet

not

aan

to

ook maar

at

iemand

all

verteld.

anybody told)
‘The abbot didn’t tell the secret to anybody.’

Or, to mention another example, given that NPIs are normally licensed in questions in Polish

(cf. (9)), why cannot negative pronouns–which have also been analysed as NPIs in Polish (see

Błaszczak (2001) and the references cited there)-be licensed in this context, but require the

presence of sentence negation instead; cf. (9) (adapted from Błaszczak (2001)).

(9) a. A

(and

czy

whether

ktokolwiek

anyone

był

be-3.SG.PAST

już

already

w

in

Afryce?

Africa)
‘Has anybody ever been to Africa?’

(10) a. *Widziałeś

(saw-2.SG.M

tam

there

nikogo?

nobody-ACC)
‘intended: Did you see anyone there?’

3
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b. Nie

(NEG

widziałem

saw-1.SG.M

tam

there

nikogo.

nobody-GEN true)
‘I haven’t seen anybody there.’

Intuitively, we could say that some licensing contexts (some licensers) are somehow more ’nega-

tive’ than the others. Thus, for example, negation and negative quantifiers are obviously stronger

lincensers than monotone decreasing quantifiers like few since the latter, while licensing some

types of NPIs, is not able to license NPIs like ook maar in Dutch. In a similar vein, we could

say that sentence negation is a stronger licenser than questions since the latter context, while

being able to license NPIs like ktokolwiek ’anybody’ in Polish, is too weak to license negative

pronouns. This intuition corresponds in fact to an older view that expressions of negation vary

according to their ’negative strength’, which is to say that some of them feel more negative

than the others (van der Wouden 1997). So, for instance, according to Jespersen (1917), one

can distinguish strong and weak negative expressions, the former being represented by, e.g.,

not and never and the latter by expressions like hardly and seldom (cf. also Klima (1964)).

Some authors have proposed even various hierarchies of affective contexts (see van der Wouden

(1997) for discussion). To mention just one example, four classes of affective contexts related to

each other in a hierarchical order are distinguished in Edmondson (1981), Edmondson (1983),

whereby the degree of negativity increases from left to right, the negatives being the strongest

affective (negative polarity) context, cf. (11) cited from van der Wouden (1997).

(11) Hierarchy of affective contexts (Edmondson)

comparative ⊃ conditional ⊃ interrogatives ⊃ negatives

In the more recent literature scholars have attempted to define the ”negative strength” of negative

polarity contexts in terms of how many of De Morgans’s rules they satisfy (Zwarts (1996),

van der Wouden (1997)). The more De Morgan’s rules a given expression satisfies, the stronger

it is. An alternative account based on (non)veridicality (which is defined in terms of truth) was

presented by Giannakidou (1997), Giannakidou (1998)). Both approaches (based on downward

monotonicity (algebraic functions) or based on (non)veridicality (truth values)), differentiate,

for example, between negation (or negative quantifiers) and questions in that the latter context

is a weaker licenser.

2.3 Partial conclusions

In the sections above two important observations were mentioned. Firstly, c-command is rele-

vant for the licensing of NPIs, and secondly, not all licensers are equally ’negative’ but rather

’strong’ and ’weak’ licensers have to be distinguished. Below, we ask whether these two obser-

vations are reflected in language processing.

3 On event related brain potentials (ERPs)

Before we give an overview about two ERP-studies on the processing of NPIs in German, we

will briefly introduce the experimental technique of ERPs.

An ungrammaticality in a sentence compared to the analogous grammatical construction might

reflect certain effects in the human brain reaction. Is it possible to apply such reactions on

language specific areas? That means, is there a difference in the processing of, for example,

4
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syntactic or semantic anomalies? The technique of ERPs provides a perfect tool to investi-

gate language processing on-line because ERPs are continuous and have a very high temporal

(millisecond-by-millisecond) resolution (Kutas and van Petten 1994). This distinguishes this

technique from more quantitative measures like, e.g., reaction times. ERP effects (components)

are characterized by a set of quantitative (peak latency) and qualitative parameters (polarity,

topography, experimental sensitivity). Distinct ERP patterns have been found in response to

linguistically distinct experimental manipulations. They are identified by a nomenclature which

refers to their polarity (N/negativity versus P/positivity), post-stimulus peak latency and topo-

graphic distribution. Table 1 gives a brief overview of four main markers which have been

identified in the literature regarding language processing.

components time window distribution what does it

show?

literature

ELAN (early left

anterior negativ-

ity)

peaks between

120 and 220 ms

left or bilateral

anterior

phrase structure

violations

cf. Friederici (2002);

Hahne (1998); Neville,

Nicol, Barss, Forster and

Garrett (1991)

LAN (left ante-

rior negativity)

peaks between

300 and 500 ms

left or bilateral

anterior

morphosyntactic

violations

cf. Coulson, King and

Kutas (1998); Gunter,

Stowe and Mulder

(1997); Friederici and

Frisch (2000)

N400 peaks around 400

ms

centro-parietal

bilateral often

with a slight

focus on the right

hemisphere

semantic or the-

matic integration

cf. Kutas and Hillyard

(1980); Friederici and

Frisch (2000)

P600 peaks between

600 and 900 ms

centro-parietal

distribution

syntactic re-

analysis and

repair; syntactic

complexity

Osterhout and Holcomb

(1992); Kaan, Harris,

Gibson and Holcomb

(2000)

Table 1: ERP components and their interpretation

After having given some insight on ERPs, let us turn to the first study of NPI processing in

German.

4 Two ERP-studies on the processing of NPIs in German

4.1 Relevance of c-command?

The aim of the experiment by Drenhaus, Saddy and Frisch (2005) and Drenhaus, beim Graben,

Saddy and Frisch (2006) was to investigate the relevance of c-command for NPI licensing.

Three types of sentences were compared: first, the licenser is present and it c-command the NPI

((12-a)); second, there is no licenser at all ((12-b)); third, the licenser is present but it does not

c-command the NPI jemals ’ever’ ((12-c)). The analysis of the ERPs revealed that an unlicensed

NPI ((12-b) and (12-c)) induce a biphasic N400-P600 patterns compared to the correct condition

(12-a).

(12) a. Kein

(no

Mann,

man

der

who

einen

a

Bart

beart

hatte,

had

war

was

jemals

ever

glücklich.

happy)
‘No man who had a beart was ever happy’

5
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b. *Ein

(a

Mann,

man

der

who

einen

a

Bart

beart

hatte,

had

war

was

jemals

ever

glücklich.

happy)
‘*A man who had a beart was ever happy.’

c. *Ein

(a

Mann,

man

der

who

keinen

no

Bart

beart

hatte,

had

war

was

jemals

ever

glücklich.

happy)
‘*A man who had no beart was ever happy’

Drenhaus et al. (2005) interpreted the P600 components as a marker of syntactic repair attempts

(Friederici 1995, Friederici 2002). Regarding the P600 components, no significant difference

was found by comparing the ERPs in the incorrect conditions (12-b) versus (12-c). However,

both elicited N400 effects differ significantly. Condition (12-b) induced a stronger effect than

condition (12-c). Drenhaus et al. interpreted the results for unlicensed negative polarity items

as a reflection of both semantic as well as syntactic processing problems compared to their

licensed counterparts. The costs to integrate an NPI semantically in structures without negation

compared to structures with a non-c-commanding negation are higher. Therefore, these results

imply a combination of semantic properties and hierarchical constituency during the processing

of negative polarity items. Additionally, they show that a linearly preceding but structurally not

accessible licenser is used erroneously as a licenser (see, Drenhaus et al. (2005) and Drenhaus

et al. (2006) for discussion). That suggests that the c-command relation between licenser and

licensee (NPI) is not as important as had been argued in the theoretical literature, e.g., Haegeman

(1995) and Laka (1994) (compare section 2.1 above).

Drenhaus et al. investigated only the failures of NPI licensing within the context of negation.

The second study to be mentioned below goes a step further and extends the conditions, that

is, besides negation also a question context was included in the experiment. The second study

addresses the question of licensing strength, whether the distinction between a weak and a

strong licenser–suggested by the theoretical literature (compare section 2.2)–can be found in

psycholinguistic investigations.

4.2 Licensing strength?

The second study (Drenhaus, Błaszczak and Schütte under review), investigated the process-

ing of the NPI jemals ’ever’ in two different licensing contexts (negation and wh-question

((13-d)and (13-a)). Additionally, two contexts which failed to license the NPI jemals (defi-

nite determiner (13-b) and indefinite determiner (13-c)) were tested. Former ERP-studies (see

above) found a biphasic N400-P600 pattern on the NPI when it was not licensed compared to a

grammatical licensing context (negation). Therefore, similar results were expected in this study

as well, by comparing the ungrammatical conditions (13-b) and (13-c) with the grammatical

condition (13-d). Furthermore, similar ERPs were expected when the ungrammatical condi-

tions are compared with the grammatical context where the NPI is licensed by wh-operator.

For space reasons, we will not present the whole analysis and interpretation in this paper (for an

exhaustive analysis and interpretation of our results compare Drenhaus et al. (under review)).3

Rather, we will focus on the question of whether the licensing strength plays a role during the

processing a negative polarity item. Following the theoretical literature on licensing strength

(e.g., Zwarts 1995, Zwarts 1996, Zwarts 1997, van der Wouden 1997, Giannakidou 1998), and

given that negation is analyzed as a stronger licenser than a wh-operator, a difference in the

3For the statistical analysis of the ERP effects a repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVA) have been

carried out with two factors: LICENSER, with four levels: correct negation context (13-d), correct WH context

(13-a), incorrect definite context (13-b) and incorrect indefinite context (13-c) and a topographical factor REGION

with three levels: anterior (electrodes F3, FZ and F4), central (electrodes C3, CZ and C4) and posterior (electrodes

P3, PZ and P4).
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Some psycholinguistic comments on NPI licensing 7

ERPs between the two grammatical licensing contexts ((13-a) and (13-d)) might be expected.

In this sense, it can be hypothesized that the processing of an NPI (integrating process) in the

context of an accessible but weaker licenser (such as a wh-operator) should be harder compared

to a licensing context which contains an accessible but stronger (more ”prominent”) licenser

such as negation.

(13) a. Welcher

(which

Lehrer

teacher

hat

has

den

the

Schüler

student

jemals

ever

geschlagen?

hit)

(WH)

‘Which teacher has ever hit the student’

b. *Der

(the

Lehrer

teacher

hat

has

den

the

Schüler

student

jemals

ever

geschlagen.

hit)

(DEF)

‘*The teacher has ever hit the student.’

c. *Ein

(a

Lehrer

teacher

hat

has

den

the

Schüler

student

jemals

ever

geschlagen.

hit)

(INDEF)

‘*A teacher has ever hit the student.’

d. Kein

(no

Lehrer

teacher

hat

has

den

the

Schüler

student

jemals

ever

geschlagen.

hit)

(NEG)

‘No teacher has ever hit the student.’

4.2.1 Subjects

Sixteen undergraduated students (mean age 25 years, 5 male) from the University of Potsdam

participated in this experiment after giving informed consent. All subjects were monolingual,

right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

4.2.2 Material

The subjects saw 36 sets of 4 NPI-conditions (2 grammatical and 2 nongrammatical) intermixed

with 144 related sentences which makes a total of 288 sentences. The sentences were presented

in a pseudo-randomized order. All sentences consisted of a single main clause. In order to

avoid case ambiguities all NPs were [+MASCULINE]. The wh-element (welcher) appeared in

the grammatical condition (13-a) and the negator (kein) in the grammatical condition (13-d); the

ungrammatical conditions (13-b) and (13-c) lack of any element to license the negative polarity

item jemals (ever).

4.2.3 Procedure

16 training sentences (4 in each of the critical conditions, see above) were presented to the

subjects. After this trainings set, the 144 critical sentences and the 144 related sentences were

randomly presented in the center of a screen, with 400ms (plus 100ms interstimulus interval) for

the initial subject phrase, the object phrase and for each of the other words in isolation. 500ms

after the last word of each sentence a single noun was presented on the screen for 400ms. The

task of the subjects was to judge within a maximal interval of 3000ms by pressing one of two

buttons whether this noun was part of the sentence the subject had read before (probe detection).

The distribution of probes was balanced over the conditions (50% correct probes and 50% in-

correct probes, respectively). 1000ms after their response, the next trial began.

The EEG was recorded by means of 16 AgACl electrodes with a sampling rate of 250Hz (with

impedances < 5kOhm) and were referenced to the left mastoid (re-referenced to linked mas-

toids offline). Following the nomenclature proposed by the American Electroencephalographic

7
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8 H. Drenhaus, J. Błaszczak and J. Schütte

Society (Sharbrough, Chartrian, Lesser, Lüders, Nuwer and Picton 1995) the electrodes were

placed on the scalp. The horizontal electro-oculogram (EOG) was monitored with two elec-

trodes placed at the outer canthus of each eye and the vertical EOG with two electrodes above

and below the right eye.

4.2.4 The data

Only trials with correct answers in the probe detection task and without artifacts were selected

for the ERP analysis (94,3% of all trials). The data were filtered with 0.2 Hz (high pass) to

compensate for drifts. Single subject averages were computed in a 1300 ms window relative

to the onset of the critical item (jemals ’ever’) and aligned to a 200 ms pre-stimulus baseline.

Two time windows were analysed: 300-450 ms for the N400 and 650-800 ms for the P600 ef-

fects. Furthermore, a third time window (250-700) was computed to investigate the differences

between the two grammatical conditions (1a and 1d).

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Behavioral data

Let us start with the behavioral data. Accuracy percentages and response latencies of the probe

detection task (table 2) were analyzed, even though there was no specific hypothesis for this

data. It is crucial to mention that the probe detection task was a measure to decide whether

subjects had really read the experimental sentences and to decide which trials would be part of

the ERP analysis.

Conditions Accuracy in per-

centage (STD)

Reaction times in

milliseconds (STD)

(13-a) Welcher Lehrer [. . .] jemals . . . (WH) 94.79% (3.91) 747.54ms (106.85)

(13-b) *Der Lehrer [. . .] jemals . . . (DEF) 97.22% (4.29) 791.72ms (108.24)

(13-c) *Ein Lehrer [. . .] jemals . . . (INDEF) 94.97% (3.04) 793.54ms (117.67)

(13-d) Kein Lehrer [. . .] jemals . . . (NEG) 96.88% (2.73) 760.93ms (90.9)

Table 2: Mean accuracy rates (in percent) and reaction times (in ms) for all four conditions across all

16 subjects (with standard deviations in parentheses)

The analysis of the data revealed that in the comparison of (13-d) versus (13-a) the subjects made

more errors in the probe detection task when the condition (13-a) was presented first (F1(1,15)=

5.87, p < .03; F2 < 1). There was no difference with regard to the response latencies ((F1 <

1; F2 < 1).4 This finding suggests that the WH-context ((13-a)) was much harder for subjects

compared to the context with negation ((13-d)). This might be interpreted as a reflex of higher

processing load; however, we do not want to overestimate this difference.

4The statistical analysis and the interpretation of the remaining comparisons is given in Drenhaus et al. (under

review).
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Some psycholinguistic comments on NPI licensing 9

4.4 ERP data

The ERP patterns from the onset of the critical item (negative polaritiy item, onset at 0 ms) up

to 1000 ms thereafter are displayed in figure 1, 2 and 3.

Figure 1 shows the grand average ERPs for the conditions WH (weak licenser) compared to

the two incorrect conditions INDEF and DEF at three electrodes. Visual inspection shows that

the definite context ((13-b)) is more negative than the the correct negation context ((13-d)).

However, the incorrect indefinite context ((13-c)) does not differ from the correct context in

which the NPI is licensed by negation ((13-d)) during the N400 time window. Moreover, both

incorrect conditions (13-b) and (13-c) are more positive (P600) compared to the grammatical

condition (13-d).

!"# $"!

!#

!

#

%

&'

() (* (+

,-./0123415/614515/478/-19/:34;215/<1=72%/>1%3427>19"

,?./@A15/614515/478/-19/:34;215/<1=72%/>1%3427>19"

,3./@BC9/614515/478/-19/:34;215/<1=72%/>1%3427>19"

D+!!

EF!!

Figure 1: ERP voltage averages for the conditions (WH) (solid), the incorrect (INDEF) (dotted) and the

incorrect (DEF) (dashed) at the central electrodes C3, CZ and C4. Time onset of the critical stimulus (the

NPI) at 0s. Negativity is plotted upwards. For presentation purposes only, ERPs were filtered off-line

with 8 Hz low pass.

Figure 2 displays the grand average ERPs for the conditions NEG (strong licenser) compared

to the two incorrect conditions INDEF and DEF at three electrodes. The ERPs in the incorrect

conditions (13-b) and (13-c) are more negative (N400) compared to the correct (13-d) condition.

Additionally, there is a difference in the amplitude in both ungrammatical conditions (13-b)

compared to (13-c), that is, the negativity (N400) is stronger in the condition where the NPI

appears in a definite context ((13-b)). Furthermore, visual inspection reveals a positivity (P600)

for both ungrammatical conditions (13-b) and (13-c) in comparison with the grammatical wh-

context ((13-a)).5

5The statistical analysis and the interpretation of the presented data in Figure 1 and 2 is presented in Drenhaus

et al. (under review).
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Figure 2: ERP voltage averages for the conditions (NEG) (solid), the incorrect (INDEF) (dotted) and the

incorrect (DEF) (dashed) at the central electrodes C3, CZ and C4. Time onset of the critical stimulus (the

NPI) at 0s. Negativity is plotted upwards. For presentation purposes only, ERPs were filtered off-line

with 8 Hz low pass.

Figure 3 displays the grand average ERPs for the conditions NEG (strong licenser) and WH

(weaker licenser) at three electrodes. As you can see, the ERPs in the licensing condition with

the wh-element ((13-a)) is more negative compared to the licensing condition with the negator

((13-d)).
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D+!!

EF!!

Figure 3: ERP voltage averages for the conditions (NEG) (solid) and (WH) (dotted) at the central

electrodes C3, CZ and C4. Time onset of the critical stimulus (the NPI) at 0s. Negativity is plotted

upwards. For presentation purposes only, ERPs were filtered off-line with 8 Hz low pass.

The global ANOVA of both of the grammatical conditions WH ((13-a)) and NEG ((13-d)) in the

time window from 250ms to 700ms revealed an interaction LICENSER x REGION (F (2,30)

= 8.06, p < .002). Resolving the interaction showed that WH was more ’negative-going’ than

NEG in two regions (central: F (1,15) = 13.29, p < .002; posterior: F (1,15) = 11.14, p < .005)

but not at the anterior sites (F < 1).

Someone could object that the negativity reported here in this comparison is a matter of inter-

pretation due to the fact that two grammatical conditions are being compared. However, these

findings can also be interpreted as a positivity for the condition with negation (condition (13-d)

is more ’positive-going’ compared to condition (13-a)). On the other hand, following the the-

oretical approaches to negative polarity licensing, negation is analyzed as a stronger licenser

10
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Some psycholinguistic comments on NPI licensing 11

compared to a wh-element. Considering this, the condition with negation ((13-d)) can be inter-

preted as a base-line for comparison. Another point, which favors such an interpretation of the

data, is the morphology and topography of the negative-going wave. The revealed effect can be

interpreted as an N400 component.

5 Summary

In section 2.3 we asked whether c-command and licensing strength are reflected in language

processing. The short answer is yes, they are. Regarding the first point, it has been shown that-

although c-command matters for the NPI licensing–it seems that what counts more is the ques-

tion of whether the licenser is present at all and then, secondarily, whether it is c-commanding

the NPI. Regarding the second point, it was demonstrated that the theoretical distinction be-

tween ’strong’ and ’weak’ licensers has a reflex in language processing. The language processor

seems to be sensitive to distinct licensing contexts. The wh-context induces a strong negativity

(N400) on the negative polarity item jemals compared to the context with negation. How can

we account for this result?

Kutas and Hillyard (1980) and Kutas and Hillyard (1983) showed that the amplitude of the N400

as a marker of semantic integration increases when an element is not expected or rather less ex-

pected in the context (cf. van Petten and Kutas 1991). In another study, these researchers found

that subjects’ expectation is independent of whether there is a semantic anomaly or not (Kutas

and Hillyard 1984). They found a strong N400 on the last element in sentences like (14-c)

compared to the condition (14-b) and their base-line condition (14-a). Additionally, condition

(14-b) induced a weaker N400 compared to condition (14-a).

(14) a. The knight in shining armour drew his sword. (base-line)

b. The knight in shining armour drew his blade. (weak N400)

c. The knight in shining armour drew his pay. (strong N400)

In this sense, the found N400 effect for NPIs in questions can be interpreted in the follow-

ing way: subjects found it less probable to expect an NPI in the ’weak’ licensing context of

questions than in the ’stronger’ context of negation. That means, it is harder for the parser to

integrate the NPI in this grammatical but ’weaker’ context.

In sum, these results provide evidence for the theoretically distinction of ’strong’ and ’weak’

licensers (see, Figure 3). Moreover, the data provide further evidence for the fact that the

licensing of an negative polarity item such as jemals ’ever’ is bound to semantic and syntactic

grounds (see, Figure 1 and Figure 2). However, more psycholinguistic research must be carried

out to expand our understanding of the processing of negative polarity items.
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Abstract

It has long been observed that DPs containing a bound pronoun can occur left-dislocated

in the German pre-field (see e.g. Vat 1981, Frey 2004b) while at the same time (Frey 2004b)

argues that a left-dislocated DP has to be understood as the aboutness topic of the respective

sentence. As the pronoun in the left-dislocated DP is bound from within the clause, this

seems to be add odds with the claim that topicality of a DP results in a wide scope reading

of this DP (as proposed e.g. by Cresti 1995, Ebert and Endriss 2004). We show that those

examples in fact have functional wide scope readings as opposed to narrow scope readings

and propose an extension of the approach of (Ebert and Endriss 2004) that can derive those

readings and account for the occurrence restrictions of certain DPs w.r.t. left-dislocation

and other topic positions.

1 Introduction

As (Frey 2004a, Frey 2004b) has argued, German exhibits two constructions that involve topical

constituents only. First, German left-dislocation constructions, as illustrated in the following

example (where RP is short for ‘resumptive pronoun’).

(1) Den

the

Peter,

peter

den

RP

kann

can

keiner

nobody

leiden.

like

‘Nobody likes Peter.’

And second, constructions where a DP occurs in a position in the middle field, directly above

the base position of a sentence adverbial expressing the speaker’s estimation of an eventuality

(Frey, 2004a, p. 157), such as glücklicherweise (fortunately), überraschenderweise (surpris-

ingly), anscheinend (apparently), sicherlich (certainly), or wahrscheinlich (probably). Note that

only sentence adverbials mark the right edge of the topic position as these adverbials have the

highest base position in the middle field. Temporal or locative adverbials do not have this prop-

erty.

(2) dass

that

den

the

Peter

peter

anscheinend

apparently

keiner

nobody

leiden

like

kann.

can

‘that apparently nobody likes Peter.’

In both (1) and (2) it is the constituent den Peter that is marked for topicality. As Frey argues,

it is therefore this constituent that determines the aboutness topic of the respective sentences

– they are both about Peter, of whom it is stated that (apparently) nobody likes him. This

∗We would like to thank Andreas Haida, Stefan Hinterwimmer, Manfred Krifka, Yael Sharvit, Peter Staudacher,

and Ede Zimmermann for helpful discussions and comments.
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understanding of topicality in the aboutness sense goes back to Reinhart (1981), who ascribes

this concept to Strawson (1964).

Under Reinhart’s aboutness concept, certain indefinites and not only familiar items such as

proper names can function as topics. The following examples illustrate that indefinite DPs

such as ein Freund von mir (a friend of mine) or drei Freunde von mir (three friends of mine)

are indeed felicitous in Frey’s topic positions. Just as (1,2) make statements about Peter, the

following sentences make statements about some friend/three friends of mine in the same way.

(3) Einen

a

Freund

friend

/

/

Drei

three

Freunde

friends

von

of

mir,

mine

den/die

RP

hat

has

jeder

everybody

gesehen.

seen.

‘Everybody has seen a friend/three friends of mine.’

(4) dass

that

einen

a

Freund

friend

/

/

drei

three

Freunde

friends

von

of

mir

mine

wahrscheinlich

probably

jeder

everybody

gesehen

seen

hat.

has

‘that probably everybody has seen a friend/three friends of mine.’

Reinhart’s idea towards a formalization of aboutness topicality is to say that the topical element

under discussion provides a storage address at which the remaining information of the sentence

is stored. In this view, the preceding examples establish discourse referents for Peter and a

friend/three friends of mine as storage addresses, at which the remaining information of the

sentence (that of (apparently) being liked by nobody/that of (probably) having been seen by

everybody) is stored. Some quantifiers however do not seem to be able to provide reasonable

storage addresses – they are illicit in Frey’s topic positions.

(5) a. ∗Mehr

more

als

than

drei

three

/

/

*wenige

few

Freunde

friends

von

of

mir,

mine

die

RP

kann

can

keiner

nobody

leiden.

like

b. dass

that

∗mehr

more

als

than

drei

three

/

/

*wenige

few

Freunde

friends

von

of

mir

mine

anscheinend

apparently

keiner

nobody

leiden

like

kann.

can

Among the illicit quantifiers one finds those corresponding to modified numeral DPs, and non-

upward monotonic ones, while singular indefinites and bare numerals seem to make good about-

ness topics.

Considering truth-conditional interpretation, topic marking seems to have different functions.

Example (6), without any overt topic marking, is ambiguous between a wide scope and a narrow

scope reading for einen politiker (a politician). It can either mean that there is some politician

that everybody knows, or that it holds for everybody, that he knows a politician.

(6) Einen

A

Politiker

politician

kennt

knows

jeder.

everybody.

‘Everybody knows a politician.’

However, the examples in (3) and (4), where the involved indefinite occupies a topic position,

do not seem to be ambiguous in the same way. In particular, the narrow scope reading for the

indefinite is not available any more. In general, topical indefinites can only receive a strong

interpretation. For one, this strong interpretation can be a wide scope/specific/referential in-

terpretation of the respective constituent (cf. Cresti 1995, Portner and Yabushita 2001, Ebert

and Endriss 2004, Endriss 2006), which can be elicited by stressing the determiner (indicated

with upper case letter in the following). Hence, the following minimal variant of (6) only has a

reading where some particular politician is known by everybody.
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(7) EINEN

A

Politiker,

politician

den

RP

kennt

knows

jeder.

everybody.

‘Everybody knows some politician.’

Another option seems to be a generic interpretation of the respective constituent (Kuno 1972,

Kuroda 1972), which the following sentence illustrates.

(8) Ein

A

POLITIKER,

politician

der

RP

hat

has

viele

many

Feinde.

enemies.

‘A politician has a lot of enemies.’

Stress on the N-complement (instead of the determiner) of the DP brings out the generic reading.

We cannot go into further detail about the nature of stress and intonational marking and the

general principle of topic interpretation that underlies both readings, but refer the reader to

(Endriss and Hinterwimmer 2006) instead. In the following, we set aside the generic readings

of topic-marked constituents and focus solely on the wide scope readings of indefinites.

In particular, we take (Ebert and Endriss 2004) as a basis for further investigations. There we

argue that a topic marked constituent receives a wide scope reading as a result of the derivation

of an appropriate storage address for the aboutness interpretation in the sense of (Reinhart 1981).

However, at first sight it seems as if there were obvious counterexamples to the claim that a

wide scope interpretation is the result of interpreting a constituent as an aboutness topic. It has

long been observed that DPs containing a bound pronoun can also occur left-dislocated in the

German pre-field (see e.g. Vat 1981, Frey 2004b).

(9) a. Seineni

his

Doktorvater,

supervisor,

den

RP

verehrt

admires

jeder

every

Doktorandi.

PhD-student

‘Every PhD student admires his supervisor.’

b. EIN

a

Bild

picture

von

of

sichi,

himself,

das

RP

hat

has

jeder

every

Schüleri

pupil

mitgebracht.

brought-along

‘Every pupil brought along some picture of himself.’

Such DPs also happily occur in Frey’s German middle field position directly above the base

position of a sentence adverbial.

(10) a. dass

that

seineni

his

Doktorvater

supervisor

wahrscheinlich

probably

jeder

every

Doktorandi

PhD-student

verehrt.

admires

‘that every PhD student admires his supervisor.’

b. dass

that

EIN

a

Bild

picture

von

of

sichi

himself

überraschenderweise

surprisingly

jeder

every

Schüleri

pupil

mitgebracht

brought-along

hat.

has

‘that apparently every pupil brought along some picture of himself .’

Interestingly, the same occurrence restrictions on the determiner apply for DPs containing bound

pronouns as for the corresponding DPs without such pronouns, as indicated in the following

example.

(11) (∗Mehr/∗weniger

( more/ less

als)

than)

drei

three

Bilder

pictures

(von

(of

sich),

himself),

die

RP

hat

has

jeder

every

Schüler

pupil

mitgebracht.

brought-along
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4 Christian Ebert & Cornelia Endriss

For instance, whereas some-indefinites and bare numeral DPs are natural in those topic posi-

tions, modified numeral DPs are infelicitous – with and without bound pronouns.

In the felicitous variants of those examples ((11) with the bare numeral and (9b)) the pronoun in

the left-dislocated DP is bound by the universal quantifier of the clause. Hence it seems that this

dislocated DP should take scope below its binder, which would come down to a narrow scope

reading of the topical DP. This raises some obvious questions:

1. What does it mean for a dependent DP containing a bound pronoun to be the entity the

sentence is ‘about’?

2. What happens to the claim that topical elements always receive a wide scope reading?

3. How can the occurrence restrictions be accounted for?

In the following we will provide answers to these questions. In short, we will propose that

DPs containing bound pronouns denote nameable and informative functions, which can take

wide scope such as non-functional items. In other words, a sentence such as (9b) will receive a

semantic representation along the lines of the following schema.

(12) ∃ f [ f is a function into pictures ∧∀x[pupil’(x) → bring-along’(x, f (x)]]

This sentence contains a functional topic - it is about the relationship of pupils and pictures of

them, and this functional relation receives wide scope.

The next section shows how those functional wide scope readings can be told apart from narrow

scope readings on empirical grounds and how the underlying restrictions of nameability and

informativity can prevent the conflation of those readings on formal grounds. Section 3 gives a

brief overview of (Ebert and Endriss 2004) and provides a conservative extension of that pro-

posal which can derive the desired functional readings compositionally and predict the observed

occurrence restrictions.

2 Functional Wide Scope

As indicated above, we aim at an explanation that employs functions to account for the readings

of examples like (9b) and (10b). To this end it is important to get clear about the exact nature

of these readings and to work out the differences between those functional wide scope readings

and plain narrow scope readings.

2.1 Empirical Issues

In order to investigate the readings of (9b) in closer detail, we make use of acceptability differ-

ences of pair-list vs. function continuations that have been used to distinguish pair-list from

functional readings in different contexts, e.g. in the context of questions (Groenendijk and

Stokhof 1984, Chierchia 1993, Krifka 2001), functional relative clauses (Sharvit 1997), and

scope phenomena (Schwarz 2001). Consider the following question-answer turns from (Krifka

2001).

(13) a. Which dish did every guest make? b. Which dish did most guests make?

1. Pasta. 1. Pasta.

2. His favourite dish. 2. His favourite dish.

3. Al, the pasta; Bill, the salad; . . . 3. # Al, the pasta; Bill, the salad; . . .
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While the wide scope reading of the wh-phrase requires answers like those in 1., the functional

reading and the pair-list reading require answers like 2. and 3., respectively. The acceptability

differences concerning the pair-list continuations in 3. show that (13b) lacks a pair-list reading

which (13a) has.

We make use of the same diagnostic tool to keep apart narrow scope readings from functional

wide scope readings (cf. Groenendijk and Stokhof 1984). Let us take a look at (14) first, where

a bound pronoun occurs in a DP that is not overtly topic-marked1.

(14) a. Jeder

every

Schüleri

pupil

hat

has

ein

a

Bild

picture

von

of

sichi

himself

mitgebracht.

brought-along

b. Ein

a

Bild

picture

von

of

sichi

himselfi

hat

has

jeder

every

Schüleri

pupili

mitgebracht.

brought-along

‘Every pupil brought along a picture of himself.’

Both sentences in (14) can felicitously be followed by a functional explication of the pupil-

picture relationship (15a) or by a pair-list explication of the pupil-picture pairs (15b).

(15) a. Nämlich

Namely

das

the

Bild

picture

seiner

of his

Einschulung.

school enrolment

b. Nämlich

Namely

John

John

ein

a

Bild

picture

seines

of his

Geburtstags,

birthday,

Mary

Mary

ein

a

Bild

picture

ihrer

of her

Einschulung,

enrolment,

Peter. . .

Peter. . .

Contrast this with the variant (9b) involving left dislocation and hence topic-marking of the

DP. Here the acceptability pattern of the possible continuations changes. While the functional

explication (15a) is still felicitous, the pair-list enumeration (15b) is unacceptable. We conclude

that (9b) only has a functional wide scope reading, whereas (14a,b) have a genuine narrow

scope reading in addition, which is verified by the fact that they can felicitously be followed by

a pair-list continuation.

In conclusion, we have seen that topic-marked DPs containing pronouns bound from within the

clause do not have narrow scope readings as it might seem at first sight, but only readings, where

a function takes widest scope. Hence the general claim that topicality induces wide scope does

not have to be dismissed, but on the contrary receives further support from the data – narrow

scope readings elicited by pair-list continuations are excluded.

2.2 Restrictions on Functions

In an attempt to formalize functional wide scope readings, one directly runs into the problem of

separating this reading from a narrow scope reading on truth-conditional grounds. Consider the

following two formulae.

(16) a. ∀x[∃y[P(x,y)]]

b. ∃ f [∀x[P(x, f (x)]]

1Note that in (14b) the DP if fronted, yet not left-dislocated.
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6 Christian Ebert & Cornelia Endriss

Formula (a) exemplifies a narrow scope reading: for all x there is a y such that the predicate P

holds of x and y. Formula (b) on the other hand exemplifies a functional wide scope reading:

there is a function f such that for all x the predicate P holds of x and whatever f assigns to x.

The general problem is that the formulae are truth-conditionally equivalent2: whenever there

is such a method f as described above, then there is a corresponding y (just assume y = f (x));
and if for every x there is a y then one can define a method f that assigns that corresponding y

to every x. The transition from (16a) to (16b) whereby narrow scope existential quantifiers are

eliminated is also known as Skolemization after the logician A. T. Skolem, who proposed this

procedure.

The same problem presents itself in a different guise when looking at the truth conditions of

a certain type of sentences containing downward entailing operators (see e.g. Reniers 1997,

Schwarz 2001, Chierchia 2001). Consider the following sentence, where the pronoun of the

dislocated DP is bound by a downward entailing quantifier in the clause.

(17) EInen

some

Lehrer

teacher

seiner

his

Schulei,

school

den

RP

kann

can

kein

no

Schüleri

pupil

leiden.

like.

‘No pupil likes some teacher of his school.’

The functional wide scope reading we are after would schematically look as follows:

(18) ∃ f [ f is a function into teachers ∧¬∃x[pupil’(x)∧ like’(x, f (x)]]

Now suppose that there are two pupils Paul and Mary and two teachers Mr. Smith and Mrs.

Jones, such that Paul likes Mrs. Jones and Mary likes Mr. Smith. First note that a narrow scope

reading for einen Lehrer seiner Schule (some teacher of his school) would come out as false in

this situation: there are pupils, i.e. Paul and Mary, who do like a teacher. However, (18) comes

out as true, because the function that maps Paul to Mr. Smith and Mary to Mrs. Jones is as

required. But without further comment on the nature of that function, this representation does

not seem to be an available reading of (17). It is a reading however, if that function is not just

an arbitrary assignment of pupils to teachers, but some nameable concept. In this example this

could be a concept like

(19) a. his/her maths teacher, or

b. the teacher, who gave him/her his/her lowest grade.

This can again be attested by observing that (the German translations of) (19a,b) make good

continuations for (17).

In the literature, this restriction has been explicated by demanding from the functions to be

natural (e.g. Chierchia 1993, Sharvit 1997). What makes a function ‘natural’, however, has

been elaborated only to a certain extent. For instance, Sharvit (1997) proposes that a function

is natural if it is salient. But if salience is understood as ‘contextually given’ or ‘familiar’, we

would not expect to have felicitous ‘surprisal’ continuations of the following sort to (9b) (e.g.

uttered by a teacher talking about her pupils).

(20) EIN Bild von sichi, das hat jeder Schüleri mitgebracht.

Nämlich – überraschenderweise – ein Bild das zeigt, wie er Nudelsuppe isst.

‘Namely – quite surprisingly – a picture showing him eating noodle soup.’

2assuming the axiom of choice
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We propose to elaborate the concept of naturalness by two criteria: nameability and informa-

tivity. A function is nameable if it is possible to refer to it by a (possibly complex) linguistic

expression. Crucially, an enumeration of pairs does not name a function – although it may

circumscribe (part of) the mapping. This kind of linguistic ‘definability’ is also hinted at in

( Chierchia 1993, p.212) (‘[. . .] natural functions, i.e. functions that we can readily access or

define’) and in ( Jacobson 1999, p.160) (‘The term “natural function” is perhaps not the most

felicitous one – a better one would be a “procedurally defined function”. [. . .] A random list of

ordered pairs [. . .] is not a recipe in the same sense.’).

However, nameability alone is not sufficient to derive the desired readings. Consider (9b) again

(repeated below), together with a subsequent functional continuation.

(21) a. EIN Bild von sichi, das hat jeder Schüleri mitgebracht.

Nämlich das Bild, das er mitgebracht hat.

‘Namely, the picture that he brought along.’

Obviously, the continuation names a functional concept and hence fulfills the nameability crite-

rion. However, the functional concept it describes is uninformative w.r.t. the clause. If a speaker

simply wanted to convey the information that every pupil brought along some arbitrary picture,

i.e. if she wanted to convey the information of the narrow scope reading, she would use the

simpler (14). In information structural terms, this illustrates that the involved topical function

must be informative, i.e. it must not express the information conveyed by the comment. If it did,

the comment would not convey any new information about the topic and hence be redundant.

Therefore, structuring the information into this particular topic-comment by left-dislocation of

the respective DP would be inadequate. This is the motivation for imposing informativity as a

second criterion: all involved functions must be informative, i.e. they must not be redundant

w.r.t. the clause.

In the following we will spell out the formal details of a compositional approach that derives

functional wide scope readings. Together with the restrictions of the involved functions to

nameable and informative ones, this approach accounts for the data presented above.

3 A Compositional Derivation of Functional Wide Scope Readings

In (Ebert and Endriss 2004) we present a formal approach towards a compositional interpreta-

tion of topic-marked indefinites. The mechanism we propose elaborates the ‘topic as storage

address’ metaphor of Reinhart (1981) in a way that simultaneously accounts for the (possibly

exceptional, island-free) wide scope behaviour of topical indefinites as well as for the occur-

rence restrictions for certain determiners as pointed out in (11). In the following we will briefly

summarize the ideas in (Ebert and Endriss 2004) and propose a conservative extension to func-

tions that preserves all main characteristics of the original approach.

3.1 Ebert & Endriss, 2004

We take all DPs (i.e. also indefinites) to denote generalized quantifiers (GQs), where we follow

(Kadmon 1985) w.r.t. to the lexical quantifier semantics. To this end, one has to make use of

some version of dynamic semantics as put forward in Dynamic Predicate Logic (Groenendijk

and Stokhof 1991), for instance. Spelled out in this dynamic framework, the semantic represen-

tations for some generalized quantifiers look as follows:
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8 Christian Ebert & Cornelia Endriss

(22) a. ein Politiker (some politician) ❀ λQ.∃x[politican’(x)∧Q(x)]
b. drei Politker (three politicans) ❀ λQ.∃X [|X | = 3∧X ⊆ politician’∩Q]
c. mindestens drei Politiker (at least three politicians)

❀ λQ.∃X [|X |≥ 3∧X = politician’∩Q]
d. höchstens drei Politiker (at most three politicians)

❀ λQ.∃X [|X |≤ 3∧X = politician’∩Q]

In Kadmon’s proposal the anaphoric potential of a quantifier is directly encoded in its lexical

semantics. For instance, in (22b) the generalized quantifier (GQ) corresponding to three politi-

cians introduces a discourse referent X for a set that comprises exactly three elements and that

is a subset of those politicians that have the property Q. In contrast to this, the GQ correspond-

ing to at least three politicians in (22c) introduces a discourse referent that refers to a set of

cardinality ≥ 3 which exhausts, i.e. is equal to, the set of politicians which have property Q.

This accounts for the exhaustivity w.r.t. anaphoric reference that a GQ such as (22c) exhibits as

opposed to a non-exhaustive GQ such as (22b).

(23) a. Three politicians ate bananas. They felt sick afterwards.

b. At least three politicians ate bananas. They felt sick afterwards.

The first sentence of (23a) agrees with a situation in which there were more than three politicians

that ate bananas. However, with the second sentence, the speaker does not assert that more

than three politicians felt sick: they in the second sentence refers to a set of three politicians,

irrespective of how many ate bananas. This is different in (23b). Although the first sentence

agrees with exactly the same situations as the first sentence of (23a), the speaker asserts with the

second sentence that more than three politicians felt sick, given that more than three politicians

ate bananas. For instance, if six politicians ate bananas, the pronoun they can only refer to the

set of all six politicians that ate bananas and not to a set of five or four. Although the two GQs

are truth-conditionally equivalent (in non-dynamic terms), their dynamic potential is different.

This difference is directly reflected in Kadmon’s GQ semantics and will become important later.

During the compositional computation of the final meaning representation we follow (Krifka

1992) and employ structured meanings of the form 〈T,C〉, which consist of a topic component

T and a comment component C. The idea is that a topic-marked constituent with semantics ϕ

introduces a topic-comment structure 〈ϕ,λX .X〉 where X has the same type as ϕ. The remainder

of the sentence then combines with this structure according to the following composition rules

(taken from (Krifka 1992)).

(24) 1. 〈T,C〉(β) = 〈T,λX .[C(X)(β)]〉, where X is of the same type as T

2. β(〈T,C〉) = 〈T,λX .[β(C(X))]〉, where X is of the same type as T

For instance, consider the following sentence:

(25) DREI

Three

Politiker,

politicians

die

RP

kennt

knows

jeder.

everybody.

‘Everybody knows three politicians.’

The semantic composition would run as follows. We simplify matters and assume that the left-

dislocated DP is interpreted in its originating position and furthermore ignore tense. Note that

‘(22b)’ in the following formulas should be read as an abbrevation for the generalized quantifier

semantics for drei Politiker (three politicians) in (22b).
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(26) Jeder kennt [drei Politiker]T
Everybody knows three politicians

λQ.∀x[person’(x) → Q(x)] λgλx.g(λy.know’(x,y)) 〈(22b),λg.g〉

λQ.∀x[person’(x) → Q(x)] 〈(22b),λgλx.g(λy.know’(x,y))〉
〈

λQ.∃X [|X | = 3∧X ⊆ politician’∩Q], λg.∀x[person’(x) → g(λy.know’(x,y))]
〉

As drei Politiker (three politicians) is topic-marked it introduces a topic-comment structure of

the form

(27) 〈λQ.∃X [|X | = 3∧X ⊆ politician’∩Q],λg.g〉,

where the semantic representation of the generalized quantifier ends up in the topic component

and g is a variable of the same type (i.e. of type 〈〈e, t〉, t〉).

By construction of these representations and by definition of the composition rules, the ‘stan-

dard’ semantic value can be computed by application of the comment to the topic in each step

of a derivation. Application of the comment to the topic component in the final representation

from above would yield the (unavailable) narrow scope reading

(28) ∀x[person’(x) →∃X [|X | = 3∧X ⊆ politician’∩λy.know’(x,y)]].

However, this is of course not the actual interpretation that we want to ascribe to (25). As the

sentence is structured into topic and comment we propose a topic interpretation principle by

taking Reinhart’s aboutness metaphor literally: the topical component should provide a storage

address at which the information of the comment component is stored. In formal terms, such

an address would be a discourse referent. As the topical component is a generalized quantifier

(GQ), it does not straightforwardly yield such a storage address/discourse referent and therefore

a representative for the GQ has to be created that can fill this role. We suggest to take one of

the minimal witness sets MinWit(g) (Barwise and Cooper 1981) of the generalized quantifier g

in question as a suitable representative (cf. Szabolcsi 1997). Those are sets that are minimal in

the GQ w.r.t. the subset relation.

(29) P ∈ MinWit(g) ≡ P ∈ g ∧ ¬∃Q ∈ g[Q .= P∧Q ⊆ P]

For this minimal witness set representative a new discourse referent is established, which sub-

sequently stands proxy for the actual generalized quantifier in the application of the comment.

Hence the topic interpretation principle we propose for a structured meaning representation

〈T,C〉 goes along the following schema:

(30) ∃D[D ∈ MinWit(T )∧C(D)]

The type conflict that arises when applying the comment C (which expects a GQ as an argument)

to the set-type discourse referent D is resolved by distribution, i.e. by type lifting D to λP.D ⊆ P.

In the case above, the minimal witness sets of the GQ corresponding to drei Politiker (three

politicians) are all sets that contain exactly three politicians and no other individual. The out-

lined topic interpretation principle yields in this case

(31) ∃D[|D| = 3∧D ⊆ politician’∧∀x[person’(x) → D ⊆ λy.know’(x,y)]].
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This is the actually observed wide scope reading for the topic-marked DP: there is a set of three

politicians such that everybody knows those politicians. As our approach is a purely information

structure-driven semantic approach, we also predict exceptional wide scope readings for topic-

marked DPs that occur in scope-islands as in the following example from (Ruys 1992).

(32) If [three relatives of mine]T die, I will inherit a fortune.

∃D[|D| = 3∧D ⊆ relatives of me′∧ [D ⊆ die’ → i inherit a fortune’]]

Note that our interpretation mechanism predicts that the DP three relatives of mine takes col-

lective wide scope, which seems to be borne out indeed (cf. Ruys 1992).

Furthermore, we can naturally account for the occurrence restrictions to certain determiners

in topic positions as indicated in (5). The ability of a DP to occur in topic positions follows

directly from the potential of the corresponding generalized quantifier to provide a ‘reasonable’

storage address for the topic interpretation. The idea is, that the interpretation of a GQ as

aboutness topic along the lines of the outlined topic interpretation principle above should not

result in any change w.r.t. truth conditions when no other scope-taking operators are involved. In

addition, such an interpretation should not destroy any anaphoric possibilities. In other words,

the only detectable functions of topic may be the introduction of an additional discourse referent

and hence an additional anaphoric possibility for subsequent discourse, and a truth-conditional

difference only if other scope-taking operators are involved (namely, a wide scope reading for

the GQ). We hence formulate the following topic condition that every GQ has to pass in order

to be an admissible aboutness topic.

(33) A generalized quantifier g fulfills the Topic Condition if for all sets Y

1. ∃D[D ∈ MinWit(g)∧D ⊆ Y ] ≡ g(Y ), and

2. all anaphoric possibilities that are available in g(Y ) remain available in

∃D[D ∈ MinWit(g)∧D ⊆ Y ]

For instance, the generalized quantifier in (22b) corresponding to three politicians fulfills the

topic condition. As its minimal witness sets are those sets containing exactly three politicians,

we get the following instantiation of point 1 of (33).

(34) ∃D[|D| = 3∧D ⊆ poltician’∧D ⊆ Y ] ≡ ∃X [|X | = 3∧X ⊆ politician’∩Y ]

Obviously, this equivalence holds indeed. Furthermore the anaphoric possibilities of the right

hand side are the same as the ones on the left hand side: the right hand side allows X to range

over subsets of politicians with property Y of cardinality three, while the left hand side allows D

to range over the same sets. As subsequent discourse can pick up those existentially bound and

hence dynamically accessible variables X and D, it is offered the same anaphoric possibilities.

In conclusion, the generalized quantifier corresponding to three politicians fulfills both points

of the topic condition. In fact, all GQs corresponding to bare numeral DPs as well as singular

indefinites fulfill the topic condition and are hence eligible to topic interpretation as detailed

above.

On the other hand, all downward entailing GQs do not fulfill point 1 of the topic condition,

because their unique minimal witness set is the empty set /0. Hence, point 1 of the topic condition

does not hold:

(35) ∃D[D = /0∧D ⊆ Y ] .≡ g(Y ).
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The left hand side is tautological and hence not equivalent to the right hand side as long as g is

not the trivial determiner that comprises all sets. This excludes DPs headed by wenige (few),

höchstens n (at most n), and kein- (no) from topic interpretation. A similar argument rules out

non-monotonic GQs such as those corresponding to DPs headed by genau n (exactly n).

At last, all exhaustive upward entailing GQs are ruled out due to point 2 of the topic condition.

To see this consider (22c) and observe that its minimal witness sets coincide with those of (22b).

Hence, it passes the first point of the topic condition just as (22b) does. But with respect to

anaphoric potential we have to compare ∃D[|D|= 3∧D ⊆ politician’∧D ⊆Y ] and ∃X [|X |≥ 3∧
X = politician’∩Y ]. While the former allows reference to Ds that contain exactly three politicians

with property Y , the latter allows reference to Xs that contain three or more politicians with

property Y . Hence, some of the anaphoric possibilities available in the latter, original quantifier

semantics are lost in the former and thus (22c) (and in fact all exhaustive upward entailing

GQs) fail the second point of the topic condition. Altogether this accounts for the occurrence

restrictions observed in (5).

3.2 An Extension to Functional Topics

To deal with functionally dependent elements, we lift the entire framework of (Ebert and Endriss

2004) to functional types. A dependent DP such as ein Bild von sich (some picture of himself)

is translated as a function from individuals to generalized quantifiers, assigning every individual

x the GQ ‘a picture of x’. The following shows a derivation of the DP ein Bild von sich (a picture

of himself).

(36) ein Bild von sich

a picture of himself

λPλQ.∃x[P(x)∧Q(x)] λx.picture(x) λyλx.of(x,y) λz.z

λPλQ.∃x[P(x)∧Q(x)] λx.picture(x) λzλx.of(x,z)

λPλQ.∃x[P(x)∧Q(x)] λzλx.picture(x)∧of(x,z)

λzλQ.∃x[picture(x)∧of(x,z)∧Q(x)]

In the spirit of (Jacobson 1999), semantic composition involving functional elements such as

sich (himself) above is carried out by 1. saturating the functional argument (here: z), 2. per-

forming the standard semantic composition, and 3. abstracting over the functional argument

again. The result is a function that assigns to each z the generalized quantifier ‘a picture of z’.

Note that the empty quantifier /0〈〈e,t〉,t〉 is assigned to all z of which no pictures exist.

(Jacobson 1999) proposes the following Z-operator to take care of the binding of functional

elements by other constituents.

(37) Z ≡ λR〈e,〈e,t〉〉λ f〈e,e〉λxe.R( f (x))(x)

The operator Z is basically a type shifter for transitive verbs and is applied when a transitive

verb has to be composed with a function of type 〈e,e〉, e.g. the function his maths teacher. The

following illustrates how Jacobson’s mechanism derives the correct semantic representation for

Every pupil likes his maths teacher.
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(38) Every pupil (likes (his maths teacher))

λQ.∀x[pupil’(x) → Q(x)] Z(like’) λz.math teacher’(z)

λQ.∀x[pupil’(x) → Q(x)] λ f λx.like’( f (x))(x) λz.maths teacher’(z)

λQ.∀x[pupil’(x) → Q(x)] λx.like’(maths teacher’(x))(x)

∀x[pupil’(x) → like’(maths teacher’(x))(x)]

Since we have to deal with functional generalized quantifiers as in (36), we need a higher typed

version of Z such that the result of applying it to a transitive verb can combine with such a

functional generalized quantifier. The following definition of Z1 is a variant of Jacobson’s Z and

Winter’s Z0 (see Winter 2004) that accomplishes this task.

(39) Z1 ≡ λR〈e,〈e,t〉〉λℜ〈e,〈〈e,t〉,t〉〉λxe.ℜ(x)(λy.R(x,y))

In the following derivation of the topic comment structure for (9b) we again simplify matters

and assume that the left-dislocated DP is interpreted in its originating position. Note that ‘(36)’

in the following formula has to be read as an abbreviation for the semantic representation of the

functional generalized quantifier in the bottom line of (36).

(40) Jeder Schüler brachte [ein Bild von sich ]T mit

Every pupil brought-along a picture of himself

λQ.∀x[pupil’(x) → Q(x)] Z1(bring’) 〈(36),λℜ.ℜ〉

λQ.∀x[pupil’(x) → Q(x)] λℜλx.ℜ(x)(λy.bring’(x,y)) 〈(36),λℜ.ℜ〉

λQ.∀x[pupil’(x) → Q(x)] 〈(36),λℜλx.ℜ(x)(λy.bring’(x,y))〉
〈

λzλQ.∃x[pic’(x)∧of’(x,z)∧Q(x)], λℜ.∀x[pupil’(x) → ℜ(x)(λy.bring’(x,y))]
〉

The type-lifted transitive verb bring’, i.e. Z1(bring’), expects a functional DP such as ein Bild

von sich (some picture of himself ) as its argument. This DP is the topic of the sentence and

therefore introduces the topic-comment structure

〈λzλQ.∃x[picture(x)∧of(x,z)∧Q(x)],λℜ.ℜ〉.

The comment part of this DP, i.e. λℜ.ℜ, combines with the remaining comment of the sentence

according to the rules laid out above.

As pointed out before, topic-comment structures are designed in a way such that the comment

can always be applied to the topic. If this application is performed for the final structure in (40),

the result is the (again unavailable) narrow scope reading for the indefinite.

(41) ∀x[pupil(x) →∃z[pic(z)∧of(z,x)∧bring(x,z)]

However, as we deal with a topic-comment structure here, the topic interpretation principle that

we outlined in the preceding subsection applies: first, a suitable representative for the indefinite

has to be found, second a discourse referent for this representative has to be created, and third,

the representative stands proxy for the entire GQ and combines with the comment part of the

sentence. Exactly the same procedure is performed with functional topics.

We propose to straightforwardly extend the storage address creation process by minimal wit-

ness functions (MinWitFunc) f , which find a minimal witness set for every quantifier G(y) of a

functional generalized quantifier G .
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(42) f ∈ MinWitFunc(G) ≡ ∀y. f (y) ∈

{

MinWit(G(y)) iff MinWit(G(y)) .= /0

{{∗}} else

We define f in a way such that for all y, f (y) is a minimal witness set of the corresponding GQ

G(y), if such a minimal witness set exists. Otherwise f (y) yields the singleton set containing

the ‘absurd individual’ ∗, which falsifies every predicate that is applied to it3. The treatment

of topic-comment structures can be straightforwardly adapted to the new definition of func-

tional address generation through MinWitFunc in order to handle functional DPs. The new topic

interpretation schema corresponding to (30) looks as follows.

(43) ∃ f [ f ∈ MinWitFunc(T )∧C( f )]

As in the non-functional case discussed above, this treatment leads to a type conflict, as the

comment C expects a parameterized GQ and not a parameterized set. This conflict is solved

analogously to the type lift discussed above by type lifting the function f to λyλQ. f (y) ⊆ Q

The topic interpretation of (40) eventually yields the following result.

(44) ∃ f [MinWitFunc( f ,λyλQ.∃x[pic’(x)∧of’(x,y)∧Q(x)])]

∧ ∀x[pupil’(x) → f (x) ⊆ λy.bring’(x,y)]

Paraphrased, this formula says that there is a function assigning to every individual y a minimal

witness set of pictures of y (i.e. a singleton set containing one picture of y) such that for every

pupil x the picture that f assigns to her is among the things that she brought. Together with

the requirement that f must be a nameable and informative function this yields the desired

functional wide scope reading of (9b).

Now consider the case that obtains if one of the pupils, say Paul, does not have pictures of

himself. In this case, the quantifier some picture of Paul is the empty quantifier. According to

the definition in (42), the minimal witness function f would yield the set containing the absurd

individual ∗ when applied to paul’. As the absurd element does not satisfy any predicate, the

singleton set containing it is certainly not a subset of the set λy.bring’(paul’,y), i.e. the set of

things brought by Paul. In this case, the formula given in the last line of (44) would be false,

which is wanted according to our intuitions. Sentence (9b) is considered as false, if it is not the

case that every pupil brought along a certain type of picture of himself – for whatever reason

that might be.

As another example, consider (17) again. After composition of the corresponding topic-comment

structure the final representation according to the topic interpretation principle is as follows.

(45) ∃ f [MinWitFunc( f ,λyλQ.∃x[teacher’(x)∧of school’(x,y)∧Q(x)])]

∧ ¬∃x[pupil’(x)∧ f (x) ⊆ λy.like’(x,y)]

(45) actually represents the correct truth conditions for (17). The sentence is true in case there

is a nameable function f , e.g. the function that maps individuals x to their maths teachers, such

that no pupil x likes f (x). If there exists no such nameable f the sentence is considered as

false. Certainly, there might exist other functions g that are such that no x brought along g(x),
but as long as these functions are not nameable, they cannot make the formula true. If they are

nameable, they can and do. But then intuition tells us that the formula should be true, as well.

3Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for pointing us to the problem of non-existent minimal witness sets and for

suggesting this way out of it.
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As a last step, the topic condition has to be modified to handle functional DPs. Therefore,

the topic condition in (33) has to be extended accordingly to accommodate minimal witness

functions and parameterized GQs. Basically we say that a parameterized GQ G fulfills this new

topic condition, if for all individuals y 1. there is no truth-conditional effect w.r.t. the new topic

interpretation scheme and 2. the creation of a discourse referent does not destroy anaphoric

possibilities. We will not give the formal definition here, but refer the reader to (Endriss 2006)

instead for spelled out details. Most importantly, the explanations of the preceding section for

the occurrence restrictions in the non-functional case carry over to the functional case: while

GQs corresponding to bare numeral DPs and singular indefinites make good aboutness topics,

downward entailing, non-monotonic, and exhaustive upward entailing GQs cannot fill this role.

This accounts for the observations in (11).

4 Conclusion

We have shown that a conservative extension of (Ebert and Endriss 2004) can account for the

readings that one observes when DPs containing bound pronouns occur as aboutness topics.

Those functional topics give rise to functional wide scope readings as opposed to narrow scope

readings which we set apart from the former by looking at available continuations. As our

extension preserves all characteristics of the original approach we can explain the occurrence

restrictions that one encounters with constructions that mark certain constituents as topical. One

additional issue we could not discuss is the relation of functional wide scope readings and the

readings that are predicted by approaches that make use of choice functions to derive (non-

functional) exceptional wide scope readings for certain indefinites (e.g. Kratzer 1998, Winter

2004). For this and further details about the issues discussed in this paper we refer the reader to

(Endriss 2006).
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Abstract 

In the first part of the paper, I propose a framework for focus and question interpretation. 

While both serve to introcude alternatives, I offer reasons that the two kinds of alternatives arise 

on different levels of semantic interpretation. The resulting approach can correctly account for all 

possible constellations of focus and questions, including intervention effects, without the use of 

type shifts In the second part of the paper, I will investigate data which suggest that the 

presence/absence of focus features correlate with a question/indefinite interpretation of wh-words. 

I propose that the semantic closeness is motivated diachronically. Importantly, type shifts between 

question alternatives and properties are possible steps in diachrony, but not part of the productive 

part of semantic interpretation. 

PART I: Questions and Focus 

1. Questions and focus: some combined models 

The first part of the paper offers a simple and concise account that integrates focus 

interpretation in the tradition of Rooth (1985), and question interpretation in the tradition of 

Hamblin (1973). While it is more than obvious that the two accounts should be combined 

(Rooth 1985, 1992 and many followers), specific proposals for a common 

syntax/semantics/pragmatics interface do not abound. In this first section, I will list some 

proposals and discuss why a genuine overarching analysis is still missing. 

1.1 Rooth and Karttunen 

One elegant and troublefree way to combine focus and questions consists in taking a (Neo-) 

Karttunen computation of question semantics (= sets of possible answers)
2
 together with a 

Rooth type derivation of focus alternatives. The details of the derivation, specifically the 

question interpretation, have been explored in many papers about question semantics, e.g. 

Heim 1994, Beck 1996, von Stechow 1991 and others, and I will not recapitulate the 

technicalities here. However, those who really believe in the power of alternative semantics 

will not be satisified with this solution, because the crucial sets of propositions are computed 

in two entirely different fashions. The Rooth-Karttunen combination offers no clue whether 

question formation and focussing share semantic/pragmatic features, or whether they just lead 

to the same semantic objects at the end of the day, by sheer accident.  

1.2 Beck 2006 

Beck 2006 develops a very elaborate multi-dimensional Karttunen account where question 

alternatives and focus alternatives are modelled as sets of assignments for alternative-

                                                
1
 A slightly longer version is available in the Semantics Archive, URochester, or on the authors homepage. Extensions 

specifically concern sections 7 and 8. 
2
 Karttunen’s (1977) requirement that the meaning of a question be the set of true answers is usually dismissed, for reasons 

that would lead us too far here. 

Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 11, E. Puig-Waldmüller (ed.), Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra, pp.209-228.
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introducing variables. The account computes (a) a parametrized property, (b) a set of possible 

value assignments to the parameters and (c) possibly, one ‘true’ instantiation of the parameter 

for each constituent in the LF tree. It can be shown to possess the expressive power of 

structured meanings for questions and focus. The implementation in Beck 2006 offers a lot of 

possibilities, including coindexation, index-dependent projection of alternatives in several 

dimensions to alternatives in just one dimension etc. The coverage of the resulting formalism 

is very broad, yet the conceptual separation of literal meanings (including the literal meaning 

of a question) and context-sensitive meanings (in terms of focussing) remains implicit in the 

formalism. While a detailed comparison between multi-dimensional Karttunen and the 

approach to be developed here would take more space than available, I submit that some users 

might be happy to start with a more perspicious, easy-to-use combined framework for 

questions and focus, and one where the essential distinctions between literal and pragmatic 

content of an utterances are  transparently reflected in the semantic representation.  

1.3 Reich 2002 

The approach in Reich 2002 adds one level of complexity to Beck’s account. It offers a 

semantic framework for focus and questions, couched in terms of structured meanings. Reich 

develops a type logic for recursive structured meanings, where both focus and question 

interpretation add another level of recursion. Some important phenomena, like the effect of 

focussing in questions, are on Reich’s agenda and receive an analysis in terms of his 

framework. One drawback of Reich’s theory, impressive as it is, consists in the poor 

separation of focus semantics and question semantics. Let me just point out one consequence 

of the intertwined focus and question interpretation: The meaning of a question consists in the 

set of possible answers including the focus structure. It is hence impossible to change the 

focus in a question without at the same time affecting the literal meaning of the question 

itself. However, we want to say that question pairs like Who owns the brown car? and Who 

owns the BROWN car? have the same literal meaning and only differ in context sensitivity. I 

refrain from a detailed discussion of Reich’s framework and confine myself to offering a 

technically less involved combined theory of questions and focus. 

1.4 Uniform alternatives 

Some proposals simply assume a multi-purpose level of alternative semantic evaluation  

[[ . ]]
alt

 which is put to use whenever necessary. Specifically, Kadmon 2001 in her 

comprehensive analysis of focus, discourse, and questions makes use of such a mechanism. It 

evidently can offer the correct semantic representations for all the examples that are discussed 

in her book, but many more in addition. Kadmon’s main interest lies in the pragmatic facts 

about focus and questions, and the syntax-semantics interface remains mainly unexplored. 

The aims of her theory could be served by retreating to the Karttunen/Rooth combination in 

1.a, but her proposal as such is not the  uniformely alternative-based account we are in search 

for. Related proposals are made in Beck 2005, as well as Kratzer-Shimoyama 2002. The latter 

paper addresses the polysemy of Japanese question/universal/existential pronouns and 

proposes a type driven choice of the possible modes of semantic combination. As Kratzer and 

Shimoyama sympathize with a non-quantificational analysis of indefinites (in English, 

German), the approach is in danger of being too liberal in the range of possible semantic 

derivations. One specific constellation that seems to ask for guided semantic composition is 

the following: If we assume that an indefinite like “a man” denotes the set of men, and if we 

assume that a question constituent like “which man” denotes the same set of men, then the 

semantic evaluation of sentences like the following is not well-defined: 
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(1) a. Which man saw a rabbit 

 b. Some man saw a rabbit 

In free type driven intepretation, both sentences could either produce a question meaning (the 

set of propositions q of the form “man A saw some rabbit”) or a single proposition q (‘some 

man saw some rabbit’). Kratzer+Shimoyama could of course add to and refine the picture, 

restricting the possibilities for various kinds of operators to specific syntactic environments. 

However, in search for the perfect uniformely alternative-semantic theory of questions and 

focus, we have to constate that it is not yet achieved in their work. 

In summary, I submit that a simple implementation of a combined Hamblin+Rooth alternative 

semantics for questions and focus is still missing. In the next section, I want to briefly 

comment on the claim that Rooth already subsumes question semantics, if only we make the 

right kind of assumptions about the meaning of question pronouns. 

2. Question alternatives should not arise as focus alternatives 

Many authors have observed that there is a close typological link between the grammar of 

question formation and the grammar of focussing. In a significant number of typologically 

unrelated languages, the same means are explored to mark question pronouns (in questions) 

and focussed constituents. The closeness is mode-independent, including  

• focus and question constituents sharing a common position (Hungarian, see Horvath 

1986, also in Haegeman+Guéron 1999, ASL, see Sandler and Lillo-Martin 2006, in 

part German, cf. Sabel 2006), 

• focus and questions sharing a common particle (Kikuyu, Kitharaka, Korean, Chinese, 

see e.g. Muriungi 2005, Reich 2002, Haida 2007 for examples.)) 

• focus and questions sharing a common prosody (German in situ questions, cf. Haida 

2007)  

This curious affinity has evoked speculations that question constituents and focussed 

constituents should be subject to one common mode of semantic evaluation; particularly in 

view of the fact that both give rise to alternatives. Hence, many treatments of question syntax 

assume that wh-phrases can carry a focus feature (e.g. Haegeman+Guéron 1999), sometimes 

with the explicit requirement that the feature be interpretable (Sabel 2006 and earlier). Some 

authors even attempt to offer a semantic motivation, though without a detailed proposal about 

the spellout. To give one example, Sandler+Lillo-Martin 2006:434 argue that “(s)emantically, 

the interpretation of WH-questions involves a presupposition (the known information) and a 

gap (the question). Thus, it is not surprising that WH-phrases should occur in structures used 

for focus.” 

 To date, I know of no semantic framework that would offer a simple semantic spell-

out for such remarks. For expository reasons, I will formulate a most-simple version that 

those who refer to this unified theory of questions and focus could have in mind. Then I will 

show that it leads to consequences that severely impede the elaboration of the semantics-

pragmatics interface. My objections to the unified theory are of a very fundamental kind and 

should be transportable to future concrete versions of the unified theory of focus and 

questions. However, those readers who do not want to waste time on falsifying “straw men” 

can move on to section 3 without loss. 

  The straw man theory rests on the following basic assumption: Wh-words denote 

alternatives in focus semantic interpretation [[ . ]]
f
. They do not have an ordinary semantic 

value.
3
 This basic assumption can be spelled out in two variants.  

                                                
3
 Irene Heim, (p.c.). Likewise suggested by prose in Beck, 2006 (though not in the technical spellout).  
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According to variant a, wh-words are indefinites with an inherent focus (= focus which can 

not be ommitted). This variant opens the perspective that we can explain those cases where 

omission of foci leads to an indefinite interpretation of the respective wh-words (e.g. Korean, 

German).  

According to variant b, wh-words are indexicals with an inherent focus (= focus which can 

not be ommitted). This would have the advantage that alternatives of the correct logical type 

can be derived without any additional assumptions. I will now show that there are at least 

three reasons that either of these variants is bound to fail. 

Counterargument 1: Focus semantic values account for the context sensitive aspects of an 

utterance. It does not make sense to implement the idea that questions are inherently context 

sensitive; specifically in view of the fact that we do find focus induced context sensitivity of 

questions.
4
  

 Let me briefly recapitulate the philosophy underlying Rooth’s distinction between 

ordinary semantic evaluation and focus semantic evaluation of sentences. The ordinary 

semantic evaluation of sentences computes their literal content, the contribution that they 

make disregarding the discourse context. The focus semantic evaluation shows their 

pragmatic potential. It reflects the ties that sentences bear to preceding utterances, for instance 

contrast, old-new distinctions, contrastive topicality, etc. Translating the Rooth/Karttunen 

combination (1.a) into this dichotomy, it seems natural to assume that the question meanings 

arise as part of ordinary semantic evaluation [[ . ]]
o
 whereas focus is reflected only in focus 

semantic evaluation [[ . ]]
f
. This seems an evident and correct division, but the present straw 

proposal cuts the pie differently. It predicts that questions never have a context-independent 

literal meaning. Even questions in embedded contexts are predicted to be more context 

dependent than the corresponding that-clause. The facts stand contrary to this assumption. 

Intuitively, a question without focus is as pragmatically neutral as an assertion without focus. 

Questions can contain foci, and if they do, they become context dependent in exactly the 

same way as assertions do. A homogeneous theory of literal meaning and pragmatic potential 

should do justice to these observations. 

Counterargument 2. The account impedes the analysis of truely focussed wh-constituents 

Another, more practical problem arises when question words themselves receive a focus. This 

seems possible in examples like the following: 

(2) Otto lost only what? 

(3) Otto only wanted to know when you’ll arrive (not how, or where).  

In examples like (3), focus on when alludes to alternative question words. At which 

interpretive step should we integrate these? Let us assume, following the straw theory, that  

[[ what ]]
o
 is undefined and [[ what ]]

f
 = {a | a possible instantiation for what in a possible 

answer }. Should we count what as focussed in this ordinary semantic evaluation? If what 

counts as unfocussed, the alternatives that [[ what ]]
f
 should denote arise by syncategorematic 

(“extra”) stipulation. The question alternatives hence arise at the focus-semantic level of 

evaluation, but not by focus semantic evaluation. The extra definition could equally be 

implemented at any other level of evaluation. This road will loose the essence of the claim 

that “wh-constituents be inherently focussed”, but we can add another focus feature and 

compute the true focus alternatives of what, by Rooth’s mechanism.  

                                                
4
 The observation that questions are typically used in dialogical speech acts does not challenge this statement. The straw 

account would predict that even embedded questions under verbs like know or tell are context sensitive while the 

correspondent that-clauses are not. Such predictions are completely unwarranted. 
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 If we want to maintain that the alternatives denoted by what should come about by 

some kind of focus evaluation that makes substantial use of [[ . ]]
f
, we will have to adopt one 

of the two more specific variants above. We would then say that ‘what’ is focussed, and that 

alternatives are computed by  [[ . ]]
f
 making use of the focus feature. However, then we are no 

longer free to add extra further focus features which visibly have a different effect, on top of 

the first one.
5
 (No serious attempt so far has been made to analyse wh-words in focus. Romero 

1998 offers a first attempt, but attention is strictly limited to a narrow range of cases.) 

Counterargument 3: Focus and question alternatives will mix up  

We can no longer formulate any reasonably coherency requirements on context. A completely 

uniform theory of focus and questions will lead to semantic objects that no longer allow one 

to distinguish between questions with an additional focus, and multiple questions. A question 

like in (4) will receive the semantic analysis in (5) under the straw man analysis, which in turn 

is the same as the analysis of (6).  

(4) What did BILLf buy? 

(5) [[ what did BILLf buy? ]]
f
  

 = { BUY( x, y ) | x ! [[ Billf ]]
f
, y ! [[ what ]]

f
 }  

 = [[ who bought what? ]]
f
 

(6) Who bought what? 

Of course, the ordinary semantic value of Bill will be defined, and will be the individual 

concept Bill’, while the semantic value of who is different (at whatever level). However, if 

question constituents only receive a semantic value at the level of [[ . ]]
f
, the entire sentence 

(4) will only receive a semantic value at the level  [[ . ]]
f
, and this will be the value that results 

by computing the  [[ . ]]
f
-values of all constituents bottom-up. Hence there is no way around 

the equality in (5) in the straw man theory.
6
  

3. Question and Focus: The Basic Format 

In order to implement alternatives at the level of ordinary semantic interpretation, we will use 

the type of truth values twice. Hence, the underlying logic rests on the following atomic 

types:  

(7) e: entities, with De = domain of individuals  

 s: situations, with Ds = set of possible worlds 

 t: truth values, with Dt = domain of truth values {0,1} 

 ": truth values for sets of alternatives, D" = domain of truth values {0
#
,1

#
}. 

 0 and 0
#
 are distinct. 1 and 1

#
 are distinct.

7
 

                                                
5
 It has been claimed that examples like “Otto even only danced with Ruth” involve association of two operators with focus 

on Ruth; proponents of the sketched view could hence point out that there might be a possibility of double-focussing an item. 

This way out is unattractive for at least two reasons, though. First, the effects of the two-times-focussing on “Ruth” would be 

the same for both foci, namely reference to alternative individuals. The problem in the present case will be to claim that focus 

on wh-words sometimes evokes alternative objects, and sometimes alternative question words. Second, doubts seem in place 

whether the example should be analysed with double-focus at all. A more plausible analysis assumes that even associates 

with focussed only with alternatives {only, among others}. Speakers find it difficult to understand the “even-and-only”-

reading that is predicted by the double-focus analysis. 
6
 This kind of example can help to illustrate the claim that Beck 2006 amounts to a structured meaning approach. Beck 2006 

can distinguish (4) and (6) because the two dimensions of variation are reflected in the same domain of variables  (e.g. x1 for 

the subject, and x2 for the object) but the fact that there is the one and true instantiation for x1 but not for x2 is stored at all 

levels of semantic evaluation. Hence, background and focus are stored as distinct semantic entities throughout the 

computation, which is the characteristic of structured meanings. 
7
 I want to thank Philippe Schlenker for correcting my earlier implementation at that point. 
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The functional type hierarchy is defined recursively as usual. Types that contain " as a 

subtype will be called alternative types. All other types are called simple. 

Semantic composition proceeds as follows, mimicking alternative semantics in [[ . ]]
o
: 

1. If [[ A ]]
o
 is a denotation of simple type #, and [[ B ]]

o
 is of simple type $, [[ A B ]]

o  

= [[ A ]]
o % [[ B ]]

o
 will be computed as usual. Normally, functional application will take 

place, i.e. $=(#,&) or #=($,&) for some type &.  

2. If [[ A ]]
o
 is of simple type #, and [[ B ]]

o
 is of alternative type ($,"), then  

[[ A B ]]
o
 = [[ A ]]

o % [[ B ]]
o
 := { [[ A ]]

o%b | b ! B} of type (&,") where &! is the type that 

arises by combining types # and $. Analogously for [[ B A ]]
o
. 

3. If [[ A ]]
o
 is of alternative type (#,"")#, and [[ B ]]

o
 is of alternative type ($,"), then  

[[ A B ]]
o
 = [[ A ]]

o % [[ B ]]
o
 := { a%b | a  ! A, b ! B} of type (&,"") where & !is the type that 

arises by combining types # and $. 

4. Combination of two objects of simple or alternative types which are not of the form (#,") 

will proceed by functional application (used e.g. for [[ which + N ]]
o
 ) 

 

This typing system allows to distinguish between properties and sets of alternatives. For 

instance the set denoted by who is of type (e,") whereas the (extensional) set denoted by man 

is of type (e,t). The difference in type is reflected in the semantic nature of the objects in 

question in that who denotes a function from De to {0
#
,1

#
} while man denotes a function from 

De to {0,1}. Even if exactly the same individuals happen to be men, and possible referents of 

short answers to the who-question, these functions are never identical. 

 Questions, then, have sets of propositions as their ordinary semantic value. They could 

be called inherently focussed in that their ordinary denotation behaves as if it were a focus 

semantic value—which it, however, isn’t. The semantic value of a question is computed at the 

level of ordinary semantic evaluation. The system can be extended by an alternative semantic 

evaluation of focus [[ . ]]
f
, simply copying Rooth’s classical instructions for focus semantic 

evaluation. In what follows, I will freely make use of this addition. However, cruciallly, the 

focus semantic value of a question and the ordinary denotation of a question will come out as 

distinct entities. We will compute some examples presently. 

The following offer a range of simple question pronoun denotations. (A fully intensional 

spell-out would have to rest on individual concepts of type <s,e>; semantic composition will 

become more complex accordingly.) 

(8) [[ who ]]
o
 = f(e,") with f(a)=1 iff a is a among the persons salient in the given context. 

 [[ what ]]
o
 = f(e,") with f(x)=1 iff x is among the objects salient in the given context.

 

 [[ where ]]
o
 = f(e,") with f(s)=1 iff s is among the places salient in the given context. 

 [[ when ]]
o
 = f(e,") with f(t)=1 iff t is a time interval which is salient in the given context. 

Some more sophisticated ones: 

(9) [[ which ]]
o
 = f((s,(e,t)),(e,")) where f maps a property N to a set of contextually salient 

 objects N’ with property N.  

(10) [[ why ]]
o
: Simple version: set of propositions that are possible causes salient in the 

given context.  

Semantic objects that are of type (#,") (for any type #) are functions from the domain D# into 

{1
#
,0

#
}. Logically speaking, they are sets of objects of type #. However, they can not feed 

argument slots of type (#,t) in semantic composition (because t and " are distinct basic types). 
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Instead, the sets are broken down into their elements and are combined pointwise with either 

simple denotations, or another set of denotations of appropriate type. The resulting object 

ends again in type " and hence will be proliferated as a set of alternatives. 

How can the proliferation of alternatives be stopped? Root questions are assumed to denote 

sets of propositions. Embedded questions, however, should not lead to matrix clauses that 

denote sets of alternatives. For the time being, I will assume that question embedding verbs 

(know, ask, wonder) take arguments of type ((s,t), ") and yield properties of individuals. In the 

next section we will see some elementary examples.
8
 

Finally, note that the proposed format will allow in-situ interpretation of question constituents 

whenever desired, avoiding Reinhard’s Donald Duck puzzle. Reinhard (1997) observes that in 

a Karttunen/Rooth approach with in-situ interpretation of wh-words, sentences like the one in 

(11) are not represented faithfully. 

(11) Who will be offended if we invite which philosopher? 

She points out that an indefinite analysis of which philosopher in situ leads to a semantic 

representation for (11) that can be paraphrased as follows: “Which two people x and y are 

such that x is offended if y is a philosopher and we invite y?”. Hence, a short answer like 

„Chomsky — Donald Duck“ is predicted to be a true answer: Given that Donald Duck is not a 

philosopher, the antecedent of the implication is false, and hence the full sentence is true.  

 The analysis of which-phrases that has been advocated here will predict that which 

philosopher denotes a set of alternatives A which is restricted by the content of the noun 

philosophers. This set of philosophers A—be it introduced at the original site of which 

philosopher in (11) or elsewhere—will start a proliferation of alternatives and eventually lead 

to a question denotation that contains propositions of the form ‚if we invite a, then b will be 

offended’ for philosophers a and humans b. This is exactly what we’d expect of an intuitively 

appealing analysis for a question like (11). The possibility of an unproblematic in-situ 

interpretation is all the more pleasing as Bayer 2006 lists arguments in favour of wh-

interpretation in situ, however concedes that this will necessitate the introduction of choice 

functions. The present approach can do justice to Bayer’s observations without the use of 

choice functions. 

 Let us turn to some more examples. 

4. Some Examples 

The following two sentences can serve to see the alternative semantic computation of 

questions at work, and to control that indefinites and wh-phrases will receive different 

treatments, even if we (like in (13)) use unselective existential binding for indefinites. 

 (12) Who shaved the goat? 

 Who shaved the goat? 

 [[ the goat ]] 
o
 =  'P(P((x.GOAT(x))) ((e,t),(s,t)) 

 [[ shave ]] 
o
 = 'y'zSHAVE(z,y) (e,(e,(s,t))) 

 [[ t1 shave t2 ]] 
o
 = SHAVE(x1, x2) (s,t) 

                                                

8
 Evidently, refinements will be necessary once we want to treat sentences where wh-phrases in embedded 

clauses have different scope (Baker 1977). Such constellations require either LF movement, or a kind of 

coindexing system which allows to trace the sources of alternatives individually. 
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 [[ shave the goat2 ]] 
o
 = 'x1.SHAVE(x1, (x.GOAT(x)) (e,(s,t)) 

 [[ who ]] 
o
 = {BOB, JILL, ANN, PETE} (e, ") 

 [[ who1 shaved the goat ]] 
o
 

 = { SHAVE(BOB, (x.GOAT(x)), SHAVE(JILL , (x.GOAT(x)), 

  SHAVE(ANN, (x.GOAT(x)), SHAVE(PETE, (x.GOAT(x))} ((s,t),") 

 

(13) Someone shaved the goat.  

 (assume that Bob, Jill, Ann and Pete are salient ‘someones’) 

 [[ shave the goat2 ]] 
o
 = 'x1.SHAVE(x1, (x.GOAT(x)) (e,(s,t)) 

 [[ someone ]] 
o
 = {BOB, JILL, ANN, PETE} (e,t) 

 [[ someone1 shaved the goat ]] 
o
 = 

 'x1SHAVE(x1, (x2.GOAT(x2)) ) 'x1(x1= BOB v x1= JILL v x1= ANN v x1= PETE) 

 = ('x1.SOMEONE(x1) & SHAVE(x1, (x2.GOAT(x2)) ) (e,(s,t))
9
 

 ex. closure: 

 *x1( SOMEONE(x1) & SHAVE(x1, (x2.GOAT(x2)) ) (s,t) 

Note that the present framework offers the correct type-theoretic separation to distinguish 

question alternatives from properties that can be existentially closed. In English, two different 

words are used to denote question sets and indefinite sets. German is one of those languages 

where almost identical sentences give rise to the derivations in (12) and (13). 

(14) es hat wer die Geiß rasiert  

 it has who the goat shaved = ‘someone shaved the goat’ ($13) 

(15) wer hat die Geiß rasiert. 

 Who has the goat shaved = ‘who shaved the goat’ ($12) 

We will turn to the relation between these two sentences in Part II of the paper. (16) shows 

the derivation of an embedded question. Note that the type of the embedding verb is such that 

the set of alternatives serves as the argument rather than leading to multiplying-out of 

alternatives.  

(16) Joe investigates [ who shaved the goat.] 

 initial steps see above 

 [[ who1 shaved the goat ]] 
o
 

 = { SHAVE(BOB, (x2.GOAT(x2)), SHAVE(JILL , (x2.GOAT(x2)), 

 SHAVE(ANN, (x2.GOAT(x2)), SHAVE(PETE, (x2.GOAT(x2))} ((s,t),") 

 [[ investigates ]] 
o
 = 'P'x.KNOW(x,P) (((s,t),"),(e,(s,t)) ) 

 [[ investigate who shaved the goat ]] 
o 
=  

 'x.INV(x, { SHAVE(BOB, (x2.GOAT(x2)), SHAVE(JILL , (x2.GOAT(x2)), 

 SHAVE(ANN, (x2.GOAT(x2)), SHAVE(PETE, (x2.GOAT(x2))}) (e,(s,t)) 

 [[Joe investigates who shaved the goat ]] 
o
=  

                                                
9
 Type lift for set of individuals to set of individual concepts necessary; assume rigid designation. 
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 INVESTIGATE(JOE, { SHAVE(BOB, (x2.GOAT(x2)), SHAVE(JILL , (x2.GOAT(x2)), 

 SHAVE(ANN, (x2.GOAT(x2)), SHAVE(PETE, (x2.GOAT(x2))} ) (s,t) 

5. Nested foci and questions, and intervention effects 

In this section, I will go through some step-by-step derivations of questions that contain foci, 

sometimes with operators inside the question, sometimes higher than the question. I will show 

that operators meet the correct kind of semantic objects in all cases without any need for type 

adjustment. Notably, the account is consonant with the predictions in Beck (2006) in that 

‘living’ in-situ question constituents in the scope of focus operators lead to uninterpretable 

structures (“intervention effects”). 

 The first example shows the ordinary semantic evaluation (incl. question alternatives) 

and the focus semantic evaluation of a question with a focussed constituent. Further 

coherence requirements can operate on basis of (19). 

(17) Who greeted BILLF? 

(18) ordinary semantic value 

 [[ BillF]]
o
 = Bill e 

 [[ greeted ]]
o
 = 'x2'x1GREET(x1, x2) (e,(e,(s,t))) 

 [[ greeted BillF ]]
o
 = 'x1GREET(x1, Bill) (e,(s,t)) 

 [[ who ]]
o
 = {Jill, Ann, Pete} (e,") 

 [[ who greeted BillF ]]
o
 

 = { GREET(Jill, Bill), GREET(Ann, Bill), GREET(Pete, Bill)} ((s,t),") 

(19) focus semantic value 

 [[ BillF]]
f
 = {Bill, Bolle} set in e 

 [[ greeted ]]
f
 = {'x2'x1GREET(x1, x2)} set in (e,(e,(s,t))) 

 [[ greeted BillF ]]
f
 = { 'x1GREET(x1, Bill), 'x1GREET(x1, Bolle) }  set in (e,(s,t)) 

 [[ who ]]
f
 = { {Jill, Ann, Pete} } set in (e, ") 

 [[ who greeted BillF ]]
f
 

 = { {GREET(Jill, Bill), GREET(Ann, Bill), GREET(Pete, Bill)}, 

 {GREET(Jill, Bolle), GREET(Ann, Bolle), GREET(Pete, Bolle)} } set in ((s,t),") 

 in prose: The set that contains the two questions 

 “Who greeted Bill?” and “Who greeted Bolle?” 

 Set arises by combining each element in [[ who ]]
f 
with each element in  

 [[ greeted BillF ]]
f 
 as required by ordinary semantic composition (following Rooth’s 

 instructions).   

Example (20) and its derivation demonstrates how focus sensitive operators can make use of 

focus alternatives that were introduced by a focus inside a question. It is crucial for the 

wellformedness of (20) that the question alternatives are blocked by the question embedding 

verb know. Remember that know can take a set of alternative propositions as its argument, but 

yields a property of individuals (of simple type). Hence, only can operate on a set of focus 
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alternatives plus one proposition, namely the proposition denoted by the sentence ‘Tom 

knows who greeted Bill’.
10

 

(20) Tom only knows who greeted BILLF. 

 

(21) ordinary semantic value of the question, and matrix clause 

 [[ who greeted BillF ]]
o
 

 = { GREET(Jill, Bill), GREET(Ann, Bill), GREET(Pete, Bill)} as in (18). 

 [[ Tom knows who greeted BillF ]]
o
 

 =  KNOW (Tom, {GREET(Jill, Bill), GREET(Ann, Bill), GREET(Pete, Bill)}) see (16) 

(22) focus semantic value of question, and matrix clause 

 [[ who greeted BillF ]]
f
 

 = { {GREET(Jill, Bill), GREET(Ann, Bill), GREET(Pete, Bill)}, 

 {GREET(Jill, Bolle), GREET(Ann, Bolle), GREET(Pete, Bolle)} } see (19) 

 [[ Tom knows who greeted BillF ]]
f
 

 = { KNOW (Tom, {GREET(Jill, Bill), GREET(Ann, Bill), GREET(Pete, Bill)}), 

  KNOW (Tom, {GREET(Jill, Bolle), GREET(Ann, Bolle), GREET(Pete, Bolle)} ) } 

 = { ‘Tom knows who greeted Bill’, ‘Tom knows who greeted Bolle’ } 

 by further focus-semantic computation of ‘know’ and ‘Tom’ with the focus semantic 

 value of “who greeted BillF?”. 

(23) only + [[ Tom knows who greeted BillF ]]
f
 

 assertion: +p ! { ‘Tom knows who greeted Bill’, ‘Tom knows who greeted Bolle’ } 

 ( p true , p= ‘Tom knows who greeted Bill’) 

Allowing for low-scope focus sensitive operators, we can also compute correct 

representations for sentences where focus associates with an operator below the scope of the 

wh-constituent. This is shown in (24).  

(24) Who greeted only BILLF ? 

(25) a. ordinary value of VP 

 [[ greeted BillF ]]
o
 = 'x1GREET(x1, Bill) (e,(s,t)) 

 b. focus semantic value of VP 

 [[ greeted BillF ]]
f
 = { 'x1GREET(x1, Bill), 'x1GREET(x1, Bolle) }  set in (e,(s,t)) 

 c. low scope only: 

 only + [[ greeted BillF ]]
f
 =  

 'x1[ +p ( p ! {GREET(x1, Bill), GREET(x1, Bolle) } - true(p) . p = GREET(x1, Bill) ) ] 

(26) [[ who greeted only BillF ]]
o
 =  

 [[ who ]]
o
 = {Jill, Ann, Pete} (of type (e, "))  

 in ordinary semantic combination with 

 'x1[ +p ( p ! {GREET(x1, Bill), GREET(x1, Bolle) } - true(p) . p = GREET(x1, Bill) ) ] 

                                                
10

 Remember that the straw account in section 3, in all its versions, would sadly fail at this point. 
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 = {[+p(p!{GREET(Jill,Bill),GREET(Jill,Bolle) } - true(p) . p=GREET(Jill,Bill) ) ] 

 [+p(p!{GREET(Ann,Bill),GREET(Ann,Bolle) } - true(p) . p=GREET(Ann,Bill))] 

 [+p(p!{GREET(Pete,Bill),GREET(Pete,Bolle) } - true(p) . p=GREET(Pete,Bill))] } 

 = {‘Jill only greeted Bill (not Bolle)’, ‘Ann only greeted Bill (not Bolle)’, ‘Pete only 

 greeted Bill (not Bolle)’} 

 = set of possible answers to the question “who greeted only Bill?”. 

We now turn to a case of intervention. In (27), the scope of only will contain a wh-phrase with 

‘life’ alternatives. I.e. only has to associate with a sister constituent of an alternative type. 

Denotations of alternative type do not reduce to single propositions. Therefore, only fails to 

apply. 

(27) When did only JohnF like which museum?  

(28) a. [[ like ]]
o 
= 'e'x'y.LIKE(y,x,e) 

 b. [[ ttime ]]
o
 = 'P'e(P(e) & AT(e, ztime) ) 

 c. [[ like ttime ]]
o
 = 'e'x'y.LIKE(y,x,e) & AT(e, ztime) 

 d. [[like ttime which museum ]]
o
 =  

 { 'y.LIKE(y, MoMA, e) & AT(e, zloc), 'y.LIKE(y, AlbertHall, e) & AT(e, zloc), 

 'y.LIKE(y,CPompidou, e) & AT(e, zloc) } 

 e. [[ JohnF like ttime which museum ]]
o
 = 

 { LIKE(John, MoMA, e) & AT(e, ztime), LIKE(John, AlbertHall, e) & AT(e, ztime), 

 LIKE(John,CPompidou, e) & AT(e, ztime) } 

 f. only + [[ JohnF like ttime which museum ]]
o
: 

 Psp: [[ JohnF like ttime which museum ]]
o
 is true 

 Assertion: For all p in [[ JohnF like ttime which museum ]]
F
,  

 if p is true, then p=[[ JohnF like ttime which museum ]]
o
 

The crucial observation about (28.f) is that both presupposition and assertion fail to make 

semantic sense. [[ JohnF like ttime which museum ]]
o
 does not denote a single proposition. 

Hence it cannot be true. Likewise, the assertion of only about “elements of  [[ JohnF like ttime 

which museum ]]
o
 that are true” is logically incongruent. The elements of  [[ JohnF like ttime 

which museum ]]
o
 are sets of propositions, and sets of propositions can not be true. Therefore 

we predict intervention effects, which is in line with Beck’s 2006 account.
11

  

Note that these intervention effects crucially rest on the option to interpret wh-constituents in 

situ. If the wh-constituent could undergo LF-movement before interpretation, no intervention 

effects can arise. This fact allows us to capture the following observation: Some speakers 

marginally can understand (27) to mean “tell me times and museums there such that only 

John liked that museum at that time”. We can model the rescue strategies that such speakers 

seem to apply if we allow for LF-movement of the wh-phrase. The fact that such rescues are 

not accessible for all speakers shows that in situ interpretation for wh-constituents should be 

the norm. 

 In the present section, I demonstrated that the account can correctly predict the 

available readings, as well as the ‘hard’ readings for a broad range of constellations of 

                                                
11

 Note in passing that rescue type shifts that are advocated in many frameworks in this field would be fatal for this kind of 

prediction. 
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questions and focus. One main advantage of this analysis, to my eye, consists in the fact that 

any extra type-shifting operations so far have been unnecessary or even dangerous. At no 

point did we have to digress from the straight road of semantic evaluation plus focussemantic 

evaluation. I stress this point because we will now turn to type shifting. 

 

Part II: Inherently focussed wh-words 

6. Inherent focus and indefinite wh-phrases 

The present section addresses the following correlations that were already mentioned at the 

beginning of the paper: 

1. wh-phrases sometimes—not always—share the grammar of focus marking 

2. wh-phrases sometimes—not always—can be understood as indefinites 

3. indefinite vs. question readings covary sometimes—not always—with focus marking 

(absent/present) 

The aim of this section is not to provide a fully mechanical derivation of patterns for one 

single language (although German will serve as model case for several observations). The aim 

of this section is to spell out the shifts in meaning and form that lead from one pattern to 

another. I propose that the links between (the grammar of) focus and question pronouns are 

fossilized patterns of earlier productive uses of focussing which are no longer part of the 

languages under investigation.  

6.1 From focussed indexical to question pronoun 

Let us assume for a moment that we are speakers of a language which possesses deictic 

elements (this, HE) and a way to form polar questions, but no wh-pronouns. What could be 

reasonable ways to ask constituent questions? We could resort to polar questions with a focus 

like those in (29). 

(29) a. Do you want THIS? 

 b. Is the key HERE? 

Following the approach developed in part I, the semantic evaluation of 29.a will result in the 

following: 

(30) Polar question: { ‘you want a’, ‘you do not want a’} 

 based on indexical referent of this: a 

 focus alternatives of this: a, a’, a”, … 

 => Alternative polar questions are alluded to: 

  “Do you want a’?” 

  “Do you want a” ?” … 

There are at least two plausible reasons for a speaker to ask a polar question and evoke 

alternative polar questions, like in (29)/(30). She might indicate that she intends to cover the 

alternative questions until she receives at least one positive answer. Or she might indicate that 

she intends to cover the whole set of alternatives, asking for exhaustive information. 

 In a richer language with question pronouns, the speaker could more efficiently 

replace these series of polar questions by the corresponding constituent question. The 
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semantic objects denoted would be different but the communicative aims and results would, 

intuitively, be the same.
12

  

(31) a. What do you want? 

 b. Where is the key? 

If we continue this little thought experiment, it is plausible to expect that the speakers of the 

restricted language become aware of the fact that the desire to get one, or all, positive answers 

of the form you want a is a conventional reason to ask the corresponding polar question with a 

focussed deictic. This link, illustrated on basis of (29)/(30), is of a general structural nature 

and will arise in all similar cases. Realizing this pattern, speakers have the option to reanalyse 

the conventional pragmatic side messages of the utterance as part of the literal meaning of this 

message (Traugott & Dasher 2004, Eckardt 2004, Eckardt 2006). In order to achieve this in 

the present case, speakers/hearers need to understand that the former focus alternatives of the 

deictic are in fact part of the ordinary meaning of the (now quasi-focussed) deictic and should 

contribute to the ordinary semantic composition of the utterance more or less as before. The 

first part of the paper clearly indicates what this amounts to:  

1. Stage 1: the focussed deictic is interpreted as a set of possible referents (set of 

elements of type e). 

2. Stage 2: the deictic is interpreted as an object of type (e,"). The word at issue retains 

the form of focus but has acquired the meaning of a question pronoun. 

This thought experiment predicts two things. First, it suggests a close tie between the surface 

structure of focussing, and the grammar of question pronouns. This tie is supported by 

typological evidence. Second, it suggests that question pronouns should etymologically derive 

from deictic pronouns. This expectation is less clearly supported by typological evidence. 

Sabel (2006) reports on observations in the classical philological literature which suggest 

definites as a possible source of question pronouns, but evidence appears to be meagre. 

Question pronouns are usually very old, intransparent parts of languages. When new 

languages emerge in creolization, question pronoun paradigms are usually synthesized on 

basis of one prominent question morpheme of the superstrate plus sortal specifications (from 

substrates or superstrate, or a mix) along the pattern what+human, what+time, what+place, 

etc. Clearly, even pidgin and creole languages are spoken by speakers who already possess 

the required denotata (as part of their first language) and only need to fill a lexical gap in a 

systematic manner. If this pattern of emergence is universal, then the putative deictic root of 

question pronouns would at best be visible in the languages without any ancestor language—

inaccessible today. 

 The one exception are sign languages. Sign languages have emerged in historical time 

in ways that do not rely on superstrates or substrates. And indeed, sign languages do show 

traces of the development suggested here. In her recent comprehensive survey on question 

strategies in sign languages, Zeshan (2004:26) reports that most sign languages have one 

„general“ question word which can be sortally restricted to refer to more specific ontological 

domains (what—what time, what person, what place, etc.). Moreover, she observes that 

„repetitive movement features are crosslinguistically very common with interrogatives“ 

although not generally common. As an example, the article shows a pictorial rendering for 

„who“ in Israeli sign language: The signer makes a pointing gesture with an upward extended 

index finger, slightly moving to and fro from side to side. Similar signs for question pronouns 

are reported for the Lengua de Senas Espanola (Spain; repeated circular deictic for „where“), 

Tanzania Sign Language (repeated circular deictic for „when“), Nihon Shuwa (Japan; 

                                                
12

 See the framework of van Rooij 2003 which allows for a proper spellout of these intuitions. 
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repeated alternating movements for „which“), Nederlandse Gebarentaal (deictic gesture 

alternating for the general „what“; L. DeClerck, p.c.), ASL, with vague reference to „many 

more instances“. The study in Zeshan (2004) is based on comparative work with 35 

typologically independent sign languages. The author comments explicitely on the 

overwhelming typological uniformity of general question pronouns of this kind, and also 

points out that the observed kind of gesture is uncommon in general. Indefinite uses of 

question pronouns are possible in some sign language (Zeshan 2004) but are clearly 

secondary developments. I take these facts as evidence in favour of the assumption that 

deictics and their alternatives are a common etymological basis for question pronouns.
13

  

6.2 From question pronoun to indefinite 

The semantic shift that leads from question pronouns to indefinites is likewise very simple. In 

terms of the analysis of part I, question pronouns denote sets of objects that are to be 

processed as alternatives. The type reflected this, being (#, ") for appropriate #. We can map 

D" to Dt:  

 Dt = domain of truth values {0,1} .  D" = domain of truth values {0
#
,1

#
} 

 0
#
 . 0, 1

#
 . 1 

 + canonical extension to endomorphism on higher types.  

Each denotation will be mapped to a denotation of simple type. Most interestingly, the sets of 

alternatives that are the denotations of question words will be mapped onto simple properties, 

i.e. the core semantics of indefinites. Various kinds of quantificational closure can then apply.  

 This simple logical backbone of the shift from question to indefinite could be 

paraphrased as “retain the set that you had before, but forget about the particular mode of 

semantic composition (borrowed from focus semantic interpretation)”. The possible 

connection between losses of the form of focussing and losses of the (mirror) mode of focus 

interpretation will be discussed in the next subsection. However, the shift also requires some 

ontological support. Question words refer to contextually salient things that could potentially 

have the questioned property. While there are sortal restrictions for question words, the 

extension in context can vary. Indefinites are usually viewed as denoting context-independent 

properties. Sometimes, the sortal restrictions are specific enough to allow for a direct 

translation into a property. However, the sortal restrictions in domains like manners or causes 

or reasons or aims are less specific. This might be the reason that some wh-words acquire an 

indefinite use more easily than others.  The following implicational hierarchy of indefinite 

interpretations for question pronouns in (32) can be distilled from the literature (see Bhat 

2000).  

(32) persons, things / times, place / manner / (reason) 

In section 8, I will briefly discuss emerging cause indefinites (‘irgendwarum’) in German and 

the ways in which they contribute to our understanding of the ontological basis for this type 

shift.  

6.3. Lexical focus, de-focussing and indefinite readings 

In the current analysis, the formal focus features of question pronouns are not interpreted as 

focus in the pragmatic sense. They have the status of lexical focus; in languages like German 

or Korean, question pronouns carry the lexical requirement to be realized with one of a series 

                                                
13

 It will be hard to assess whether the different modalities—spoken vs. signed—offer different ways to introduce 

alternatives. While the hypothetical development in spoken language rests on focussing as the means of introducing 

alternativs, signers can directly express alternatives by a gesture. 
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of formal focus features. Concentrating on German for the moment, these include wh-fronting 

and accenting of wh-words in situ. Lexical focus incidentially co-occurs with interpretation of 

wh-constituents of type (e,"). There is no compositionally independent interpretation of 

lexical focus. 

 If the respective pronoun or constituent is used without any realization of lexical 

focus, speaker/hearers interpret it as an indefinite. The indefinite denotes semantic objects of 

the same logical type, but with the simpler (ordinary) combinatorical potential, like described 

in 6.2. So far, the absence of lexical focus and the indefinite interpretation again occur by 

„coincidence“ (even though being etymologically motivated). This „coincidence“ could be 

masked, but—as far as I can see—without any deeper insights. The masking could be 

achieved by the following assumptions: 

1. Deaccented question pronouns denote ordinary sets (i.e. objects of type (#,t) for 

appropriate  #). 

2. Lexical focus is interpreted as a type shift from  (#,t) to (#,"). 

3. Loss of lexical focus carries us back to the simple type denotations in 1.  

 

Evidently, this kind of stipulation does not earn us more than exactly the facts that it purports 

to explain. I will not adopt it unless independent evidence is unearthed. The most important 

result from part 1 and the present section consists in the conclusion that the formal focus 

features of lexical focus should not be interpreted at the level of focus semantic evaluation. 

This separation between lexical and pragmatic focus has been complemented by a hypothesis 

about the origin of the close link between lexical focus and question pronouns. If lexical focus 

is indeed a grammaticalized fossil of yesterday’s pragmatics, it is all the more evident that it 

can no longer be part of compositional focus semantics. 

7. irgend, as far as we need it 

Section 6 advocated the view that it is the presence/absence of lexical accent that serves to 

distinguish the question/indefinite interpretation of German w-pronouns. In the present 

section, I will address the question why irgend affixation eases an indefinite interpretation of 

the w-pronoun, and in some cases is even mandatory.
14

 

 First note that irgend itself can not be a derivational morpheme with the primary 

function to turn wh-pronouns into indefinites. If that were the case, we could not explain why 

indefinite DPs like eine Kuh (‘a cow’) can be affixed with irgend to yield irgendeine Kuh 

(‘some cow or other’). I propose that irgend operates more indirectly by offering a good 

reason for wh-pronouns to receive a shifted interpretation. Similar uses of any in English are 

reported in Horn 2000. German shows two different uses of irgend which are distinguished by 

stress. 

The two uses of German irgend: 

1. stressed, emphatic: Contrasts irgend-N with more specific–N and requires the 

resulting assertion to be polar on the scale of alternative propositions evoked (see 

Krifka 1995, Eckardt 2004). 

a. corresponds to English any whatsoever 

b. is restricted to NPI licensing contexts
15

 

                                                
14

 (Bhat, 2000) lists more languages where the use of wh-pronouns in an indefinite sense requires affixation. The interaction 

between accent, affixation and interpretation as discussed in this section is however strictly restricted to German. Future 

research is required to investigate whether there is a more general pattern.  
15

 I will not start a diagnosis here whether it should count as “weak” or “strong” NPI. 
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2. unstressed: Evokes more specific-N and signals that the speaker did not choose a more 

specific expression because 

a. she did not posses more specific knowledge or  

b. she wants to signal that this is really irrelevant. 

Let me offer some examples that illustrate either use. The stressed use in 1. is characterized 

by sentences like those in (33). 

(33) a. Niemand hatte IRGENDeine Frage. 
     Noone hat any questions whatsoever. 

 b. *Hans hatte IRGENDeine Frage. 
     *Hans had any question whatsoever. 

 c. Gab es denn IRGENDwelche Beschwerden? 
    Have there been any complaints whatsoever? 

 d. *Es gab IRGENDwelche Beschwerden. 
     *There were any complaints whatsoever. 

 e. Nur wenig Besucher hatten überhaupt IRGENDWELCHE Fragen. 
     Only few visitors hat any questions at all. 

The unstressed use is most salient in non-NPI contexts. Here it is evident that unstressed 

irgend does not share the context restrictions of English unstressed any, but serves to carry 

side messages in its own right. 

(34) a. Da kommt irgendwer. 

 Someone (unidentified) is arriving. 

 b. Monika hat irgendeinen neuen Lover. 

 Monika has some new lover or other. 

Examples like in (34) suggest that the speaker can not identify something (plausibly in a.) or 

does not have any interest in the identity of something (possible in b.). In the latter sense, 

irgend can be objected to. For instance, a possible response to (34.b) could be: “But he is not 

just anyone (“irgendwer”), he is in fact the president of the United States.” This response 

leaves it open whether the speaker intends to provide further information, or objects to 

(34.b)’s implicit desinterest in the person of the lover. Unstressed uses of irgend are also 

possible in NPI licensing contexts, but then differences between stressed and nonstressed use 

are sometimes hard to spot. 

(35) Wollten Sie irgendwas sagen? 

 Did you want to say something? (casually) 

 Wollten Sie IRGENDWAS sagen? 

 Did you intend to say anything at all? (with the expected scalar implicatures) 

Comparing stressed and nonstressed use of irgend, I take it for granted that the stressed use is 

the primary one, from which the nonstressed use has been derived by loss of support for 

alternatives in context, concommitant loss of (focus) accenting, loss of pragmatic side effects 

of focussing in scalar contexts (NPI restrictions), and the recovery of the original implicatures 

as a mildly compositional side message of the use of irgend. 

 Assuming that the stressed use of irgend is primary, the composition of irgend and 

wh-pronoun in German yields a result that is minimally underspecified in terms of possible 

accent. Irgend requires an accent. Hence, no audible word accent will be on the w-pronoun. 

Even though the behaviour of lexical accent is as yet not well-investigated, in some naive 

sense there will be no audible lexical accent on the w-pronoun. As lexical accent is not 

conditioned by context, and could hence be possibly recovered from context, like in second 
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occurrence foci, it seems that hearers will not tolerate the absence of lexical accent. If it is 

clear that there can not be a lexical accent on the w-pronoun, it is clear that the intended 

interpretation is the indefinite interpretation. The prosodic situation is nicely complemented 

by the semantic one. Semantically, the property expressed by the indefinite w-pronoun is 

minimally specific, once again matching the pragmatic function of stressed irgend to 

“understand the given property in its most general sense”.  

8. The emergence of an indefinite: on why 

I want to round off the discussion of the productive and non-productive aspects of indefinite 

uses of wh-pronouns by presenting a case of a newly emergent reading. In traditional German, 

like in all other languages that have been investigated in this respect so far, question words for 

reasons (‘why’) refute an indefinite interpretation. In German, no word in the warum-series 

allows irgend-affixation. Speculations about reasons include
16

 

• Conceptual reasons (sortal restrictions for reasons too vague) 

• syntactic reasons (adjunct/argument asymmetry) 

• pragmatic reasons (focus sensitivity of why) 

• vagueness of speech act (“Why can birds fly?” asks for a full explanation rather than 

an isolated last reason; Pollard, p.c.) 

Note that morphologically complex indefinites do exist, e.g. irgendwomit (‘with something or 

other’), irgendwofür (‘for something or other’). Hence we cannot claim that irgend does not 

affix to complex question pronouns in general. And indeed, there are more indications that 

this can’t be the crucial factor: German offers the unique possibility to wittness the birth of a 

cause indefinite. Google data (with pilots in spring/summer 2006, present data 4. – 10. 

09/2006) reflect the development of indefinite irgend-why series. Let me list some of the 

results harvested in fall 2006. 

 For irgendwarum, I got approximately 2800 hits (including multiple references to the 

same site). This is certainly more than the single odd use in creative poetry, and (for a 

language like German) also not likely to be the output of exclusively non-native writers. 

Among the first 100 hits, 82/100 showed good indefinite uses (‘for some reason’) which were 

not in a series of irgend derivations, did not arise by mentioning or in starred linguistic 

examples, and were not written by writers where other parts of the text suggest nonnative 

command of German. (38) illustrates the effect. Interestingly, most quotes are from chat 

rooms or other interactive fores which is again typical for the hits overall. 

(38) aber ich kann trotzdem nicht drucken, weil der drucker irgendwarum die patronen 

nicht erkennt, obwohl die beide drin stecken. 

 (‚because the printer why-ever does not recognize the ink cartridges’) 

Using the stylistically more refined weshalb as the basis, the number of hits decreased to 449 

hits. Of these, I counted 83/100 indefinites (another 10/100 occurred in series, and 7/100 were 

sorted out as irrelevant in the sense above). The example below illustrates these uses.  

(39) Beide Optionen sind jedoch irgendweshalb falsch verlinkt, auch nach dem Upgrade 

auf 3.5.1. 

 (‚both options are why-ever linked in the wrong way, and still so after the upgrade to 

3.5.1.’) 

                                                
16

 mostly in personal communication; thanks go to Manfred Krifka, the participants of the SemNet meeting in spring 2006, 

Carl Pollard, and Gert Webelhuth. 
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The third possible candidate, irgendwieso, received a high number of hits which were, 

however, in most parts irrelevant ( $ 2800 hits). Among the first 100 hits, only 10/100 showed 

truely indefinite use of the term. 1/100 occured in a series of irgend indefinites, and an 

overwhelming majority of 89/100 uses were visibly intended as irgendwie so (‘somehow like 

that’) and lacked the space between the two words. (40) shows one of the few indefinite uses. 

(40) Hab leider ne etwas ältere Version meiner Page hochgeladen. Irgendwieso 

funktioniert die Hintergrund Musik noch immer nicht. 

 (‚Unfortunately, I have uploaded an older version of my (home)page. Why-ever, the 

background music still doesn’t work.) 

My first impression was that the most unguided, spontaneous uses occured in chatrooms 

where people asked for reasons why software, a program, computer parts, or options in a 

computer game would not function as expected. In order to quantify this impression, I 

counted the contexts of use for irgendwarum, googled on 09/05/2006,in the 2. hundred hits. 

 technical support / query contexts 45 

 other  32 

 series patterns (irgendwann, 

irgendwo, irgendwarum) 

13 

 irrelevant 10 

 

It turns out that the technical support contexts are not the overwhelming majority, but a 

dominant kind of contexts of use. Later searches likewise regularly offer large numbers of this 

kind of contexts. No other consistent type of context can be spotted, to my eye, among those 

uses that are labeled “other” here. (Of course, all uses occur in private genres like 

diaries/blogs. It is interesting to note, though, that I have never ever heard anyone use cause 

indefinites like irgendwarum in oral communication.) 

 Speculating about the catalyzing factors that support the emergence of “irgend+why”, 

I hold it to be relevant that they are typically used in contexts where a welldefined ontology of 

possible causes for some effect is available. Normally, a why-question can range over a very 

unspecific domain of possible reasons, including facts, events, states-of-affairs and perhaps 

even propositions. A question like Why is Mary crying? can be answered by anything from 

‘Mary having a hayfever’ over ‘Mary having passed her final exam’ to ‘Mary having been 

slapped by Paul’. The range of things that can cause a program not to work is usually much 

more restricted. We can even imagine specific subclasses of causes (syntax errors, wrongly 

set parameters, technical incompatibilities, wrong versions of software combined, etc.). 

Again, this sets such contexts apart from domains like “possible causes for Mary to cry”. 

Unless you are a trained psychologist, you would not easily come up with subclasses of 

causes for crying.  

 The existence of subclasses of causes is however a necessary prerequisite for irgend to 

be pragmatically warranted. Only if there are welldefined subclasses of possible causes for a 

given effect, the use of stressed irgend is pragmatically licensed in that it asks the reader to 

take cause in the widest possible sense. And again, this is plausible for a writer/speaker who 

has presumably spent hours sieving the more common sources for malfunction before crying 

out for help in a chatroom. 

 An additional effect could arise from the writers desire to be both brief (typing is even 

more costly than talking) and clear at the same time. The first need excludes more elaborate 

phrases like aus irgendeinem Grund (for some reason or other) from standard German. The 
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second stands against the colloquial irgendwie (somehow, can also be used as “for some 

reason or other”). The cause indefinite irgendwarum makes it very clear that the writer does 

not express a general state of puzzlement but is actively asking for possible reasons for a 

problem at hand. The urge to combine clarity and brevity is, of course, a classical force in 

language change. However, I think that the data in question can tell us, more interestingly, 

something about the ontological foundations that are necessary for language change and 

innovation.  

9. Summary 

The present paper investigates the semantic and pragmatic effects of “real” focus and lexical 

focussing in questions and on question pronouns. I advocate to distinguish the following 

phenomena: 

• pragmatic focussing in the sense of Rooth (1985), and its interpretation at an extra 

level of pragmatic evaluation of an utterance ( [[ - ]]
f
 ) 

• question constituents and their interpretation as introducing question alternatives at the 

level of ordinary semantic interpretation ( [[ - ]]
o
 ) 

• the formal features of focus on question constituents in constituent questions (lexical 

focus), with a motivated origin from pragmatically focussed deictics in polar 

questions. 

• the absence of focus features and its correlation with an indefinite interpretation of the 

wh-pronoun. 

In the first part of the paper, I reviewed earlier integrated treatments of focus in questions. 

Several formats are available where question alternatives and focus alternatives are 

implemented independently from each other, but none where the two modes of alternatives 

are put in relation to each other. This is all the more lamentable because certain syntactic 

theories equate the two modes generously, pretending to draw support for strong claims about 

the syntax of questions.  

 I developed a neo-Hamblin account for focus and questions, introducing the use of 

alternatives at two levels of semantic interpretation. In ordinary semantic interpretation, 

alternatives are reflected at the level of logical types. At the level of focus semantic 

interpretation, alternatives are the common logical object of representation. The strongest 

point of this integrated account consists in the fact that we can derive semantic and pragmatic 

interpretations for all possible combinations of focus, focussing operators, questions and 

question embedders without having to allow for rescue type shifts. The predictions include 

Beck’s (2006) observations about intervention effects.  

 The second part of the paper was devoted to the nonproductive interactions of 

focusing and questioning. I outlined a possible pathway that derives question pronouns from 

focussed decitics in polar questions, which would explain the fact that the grammar of 

question constituents and the grammar of focus overlap in many languages (but not in all 

languages and not in all constructions). In such languages, question constituents bear the 

requirement to show lexical focus. In languages like German or Korean, failure to exhibit 

lexical focus leads to an indefinite interpretation of the wh-pronoun. I argued that stressed 

irgend affixation in German serves as one conventional reason for wh-pronouns to be used 

without their lexical stress. This yields the series of irgend-indefinites in German. An 

interesting gap in the paradigm, according to official grammar of German
17

 is the lack of 

cause indefinites. I demonstrated that we are currently in a phase where this gap could be 

                                                
17

 including my own idiolect till approximately mid 2006 
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closed, on basis of innovative uses of officially nonexistent irgendwarum / wieso / weshalb in 

suitable contexts.  

 The guideline that is underlying the subdivision into part 1 and 2 could be formulated 

as follows: Part 1 accounts for those constructions where a maximally restricted set of rules 

for semantic interpretation accounts for a large range of compositionally derived structures 

with a minimal amount of superveillance by the user. Part 2 covers those words and 

constructions where type shifting rules are allowed and can be used in ways that would 

seriously distort the smooth functioning of the compositional processes in part 1, if available 

freely. At each point the shift needs to be checked by the speaker community (‘do we want to 

use this reading?’), evaluated for efficiency (‘could we already say the same in a better way?’) 

and clarity (‘what will we take as indication for this reading rather than another?’). The 

agreements in part 2 frequently pattern with the compositional use of accent, position, and 

alternative formation that are investigated in part 1. However the type shifts, specifically the 

shift between alternatives and properties, are not part of compositional semantic evaluation.  
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Abstract 

This paper proposes a novel syntactic as well as semantic analysis of the Basque definite 

determiner [-a] and argues, in opposition to other scholars (cf. Artiagoitia 2002 and references 

therein), that the Basque definite determiner (despite its various interpretations) is just that, a 

definite determiner. Moreover, the interpretations that the Basque definite determiner forces are 

argued to follow from the Neocarlsonian analysis (Chierchia 1998b, Dayal 2004). Finally, this 

proposal allows us to derive some intriguing pattern of cross-linguistic variation with regard to the 

morphosyntactic make-up of nominals in existential interpretation (Basque definites, English bare 

nouns, and French partitives des/du). 

1 Introduction 

The present paper, observing the behaviour and possible interpretations of the Basque definite 

determiner (D), provides extra evidence in favour of the Neocarlsonian (NC) approach (cf. 

Chierchia 1998, Dayal 2004, Zamparelli 2002a) where the existential interpretation of bare 

nouns (BN) is shown to be dependent on the kind-level reading. This evidence must also be 

taken as proof against the so-called Ambiguity analysis (as proposed by Wilkinson 1991, 

Diesing 1992, Kratzer 1995) where BNs’ existential interpretation is argued to be non-

dependent on any other reading. Furthermore, observing the different interpretations --

referential, kind, and existential-- that the D can obtain in Basque, this language is shown to 

be typologically in between English and French (cf. Etxeberria 2005). 

2 Properties and interpretations of the Basque D 

A distinctive property of Basque is that BNs cannot appear as arguments (no matter whether 

the DP is singular or plural, fills the subject or object slot). Arguments necessarily require the 

overt presence of the Basque definite (or indefinite)
1
 determiner for the sentences to be 

grammatical (cf. Laka 1993, Artiagoitia 1997, 1998, 2002). 

Subject position: 

                                                

! The research conducing to this paper has benefited from the University of the Basque Country project 9/UPV 

00114.130-16009/2004 as well as from the project FR2559 from the Fèderation Typologie et Universaux 

Linguistiques at CNRS. Many thanks to Ricardo Etxepare, Javier Ormazabal, Beñat Oyharçabal, Fernando 

Garcia Murga, Anastasia Giannakidou, Brenda Laca, Ora Matushansky, Luisa Martí, Louise McNally, Myriam 

Uribe-Etxebarria, Utpal Lahiri, Maia Duguine and Aritz Irurtzun as well as to the audience of SuB11 for 

discussion and suggestions. 

1
 The Basque indefinite article bat ‘one’ also makes the sentence grammatical as the examples in (i) shows. This 

paper will not treat the indefinite article and will only concentrate on the behaviour of the Basque definite 

determiner. 

(i)  Ikasle   bat  berandu iritsi  zen. 

 student one late        arrive aux 

 ‘A student arrived late.’ 
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(1) a.  Mutil!(-a)     berandu etorri zen. 

  boy-D.sg.abs late        come aux.sg 

  ‘The boy came late.’ 

 b.  Mutil!(-ak)   berandu etorri zen. 

  boy-D.pl.abs late        come aux.pl 

  ‘The boys came late.’ 

Object position: 

(2)  a.  Jonek    tren!(-a)         ikusi du. 

  Jon-erg  train-D.sg.abs see   aux.sg 

  ‘Jon has seen the train.’ 

 b.  Jonek    tren!(-ak)       ikusi ditu. 

  Jon-erg  train-D.pl.abs see   aux.pl 

  ‘Jon has seen (the) trains.’ 

Assuming that arguments in Basque always show up with a D (cf. fn.1), let us see the 

interpretations that it is possible to force. First, the Basque D can create (as usually does) 

referential interpretations in non-generic contexts and it behaves just like the D of languages 

such as English or Romance languages. In the examples in (1), where the DP appears in 

subject position, mutila in (1a) makes reference to a specific boy while mutilak in (1b) makes 

reference to a specific set of boys. The DPs trena/trenak in (2a-2b) fill the object slot, when 

the singular form of the D is used the sentence can only be interpreted as making reference to 

a single specific train, when the DP is plural on the other hand, two possible interpretations 

arise: referential or existential (see below). 

Another interpretation is that when the Basque definites are combined with kind level 

predicates (cf. Krifka et al. 1995), in these cases, the usual referential interpretation 

disappears and they adopt a kind interpretation as exemplified in (3).
2
 

(3) a.  Dinosauru-ak       aspaldi             desagertu          ziren. 

 dinosaur-D.pl.abs long time ago  become extinct aux. 

 ‘Dinosaurs became extinct a long time ago.’ 

b.  Nitrogeno-a          ugaria      da gure unibertsoan. 

 nitrogen-D.sg.abs abundant  is  our   universe 

 ‘Nitrogen is abundant in our universe.’ 

In the examples in (3), the DPs dinosauruak and nitrogenoa do not refer to an ordinary object, 

that is, they do not denote some particular group of dinosaurs or some particular quantity of 

nitrogen, but rather they make reference to the kind dinosaur and to the kind nitrogen. 

Finally, when the Basque definite DPs (plurals and masses) fill the object slot, the definite DP 

can but need not (as shown by the glosses in 4) make reference to a specific set and can obtain 

an existential interpretation. 

(4) a.  Amaiak     goxoki-ak         jan ditu. 

 Amaia.erg candy-D.pl.abs eat  aux 

 ‘Amaia has eaten (the) candies.’ 

b.  Aritzek   ardo-a              edan du. 

 Aritz.erg wine-D.sg.abs drink aux 

 ‘Aritz has drunk (the) wine.’ 

                                                
2
 For ease of exposition, here and elsewhere, ‘D.sg’ is used in the glosses with mass terms. However, as will be 

made explicit in §5.3, mass terms are argued to be number neutral (cf. also Delfitto & Schrotten 1991, Doetjes 

1997, Dayal 2001, Krifka 2004 among others). 
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In the examples in (4), the object DPs seem to be interpreted by means of an existential 

quantifier having the meaning of some. Thus, goxokiak in (4a) and ardoa in (4b) roughly 

correspond to some candies and some wine. 

Thus, in addition to the definite/referential interpretation usually associated with Ds in 

general, the Basque D must also appear in contexts where other languages typically typically 

BNs. For example, English and other Germanic languages can use determinerless plural count 

terms as well as determinerless mass terms in order to communicate kind interpretations, as 

exemplified by the following examples. 

(5) a. Dinosaurs are extinct. 

 b.  Gold has the atomic number 79. 

However, as is well known, the kind interpretation in (5) is not the only possible reading that 

English BNs can get and they can also obtain an existential interpretation.  

(6) a. Amaia has eaten candies. 

 b.  Aritz has drunk wine. 

As was the case for Basque definite objects in (4), the direct objects candies and wine of the 

examples in (6a) and (6b) respectively, seem to be interpreted by means of an existential 

quantifier. 

There are two main approaches that have tried to give account for the different readings that 

English BNs can obtain: the Ambiguity Approach and the Neocarlsonian Approach. These 

two approaches will be presented in the next section to later see whether both approaches are 

able to explain Basque data properly. 

3 Different approaches to BN’s interpretations 

3.1 The Ambiguity Approach 

In the Ambiguity Approach to BNs, kinds do not play a big role and BNs are defended to be 

systematically ambiguous (cf. Wilkinson 1991, Diesing 1992, Gerstner & Krifka 1993). In 

some contexts they refer to a kind, in others they behave as weak indefinites. 

The kind denotation will be the one used in sentences where the predicates are kind-level, as 

that in (7a) which would have the logical form in (7b). 

(7) a. Dinosaurs are extinct. 

 b.  extinct (dinasourk) 

For characterizing sentences such as the one in (8a) on the other hand, BNs behave like 

indefinites and their free variable is bound by an unselective generic operator (Gn). Assuming 

a tripartite structure for quantification (Q [Restricton] [Nuclear Scope]) (cf. Lewis 1975, 

Kamp 1981, Heim 1982), the generically interpreted potatoes in (8a) will appear in the 

restrictive clause as shown in (8b). 

(8) a. Potatoes contain vitamin C. 

 b.  Gnx [potatoes(x)] [contain vitamin C(x)] 

In this approach, the existential interpretation also comes from the indefinite interpretation of 

the BN. In this case, BNs will appear in the nuclear scope of the quantifier and the free 

variable the indefinite introduces is bound by an existential quantifier introduced by the 

existential closure as shown in (8b) (cf. Diesing 1992, Kratzer 1995).  

(8) a. Birds are ruining my parents’ vegetable garden. 

 b.  "x [birds(x) & ruining my parents’ vegetable garden(x)] 
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3.2 The Neocarlsonian Approach 

According to this approach, BNs are non-quantificational and should be considered proper 

names of kinds of things in kind-level contexts (cf. Chierchia 1998b, Dayal 2004). Mass 

terms are described as kind denoting elements of type e and combine directly with the 

predicate as expressed in (9).  

(9) a. Nitrogen is abundant in our universe. 

 b.  abundant in our universe (nitrogen) 

Bare Plurals (BP) on the other hand, start life as type #e, t$ and in order to become arguments 

of kind predicates need to be turned into type e, a shift that is obtained via a nominalization 

operation as described in (11) (expressed as ‘%’ in 10b). Hence, the logical form of a sentence 

such as (10a) will be the one in (10b).  

(10) a. Dinosaurs are extinct. 

 b.  extinct (%dinosaurs) 

(11)  Nom (%): #e, t$ & e: 'P#e, t$ 's (x [Ps (x)] 

Now, in object level contexts such as those in (12), predicates do not apply to kinds, but rather 

to non-kind objects. 

(12)  Cats are rummaging in our garbage. 

As a consequence, further operations are needed to repair the type mismatch. This repair 

involves the introduction of a (local) existential quantification over the instantiations of the 

kind. Thus, the bare nouns are turned into indefinites (by means of Pred, the inverse of nom)
3
 

providing a free variable by a type shifting operation that applies anytime the predicate 

requires an object-level argument. At the same time, this type shifting operation inserts the 

existential quantifier. This general mechanism is called ‘Derived Kind Predication’ (DKP). 

(13)  Derived Kind Predication (Chierchia 1998b: 364): 

 If P applies to objects and k denotes a kind, then 

  P(k) ) "x [*k(x) + P(x)] 

where 
‘*’

 is a type shifter operator from kinds to the corresponding properties (Pred). 

(12’)  Cats are rummaging in our garbage. 

  Rummaging in our garbage (%cats) 

) "x [*%cats(x) + rummaging in our garbage(x)] (via DKP) 

In characterizing sentences, there is again a type mismatch since the predicate does not accept 

kinds and the BN denotes one. Again, the application of 
‘*’

 is needed in order to create an 

indefinite with a free variable that will be bound by the Gn operator introduced in sentences 

such as (14a). 

(14) a.  Cats meow. 

 b. GENx [*%cats(x)] [meow(x)] 

As was noted in the introduction, the aim of this paper is to argue that Basque is typologically 

in between English and French. The following section is dedicated to present some cross-

linguistics data to later concentrate on Basque in order to see the behaviour of the Basque D 

in a comparative light. 

                                                
3
 Pred: e (kind) & #e, t$: 'k#e$ 'x [x , k]: It is a function that applies to those entities (kinds) which are entity 

correlates of properties, and returns the corresponding property. 
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4 Some cross-linguistic data 

Spanish, Italian, and French standardly use noun phrases with a D in order to express the kind 

readings, in (15). 

(15) a.  [Los dinosaurios] se extinguieron hace mucho tiempo.  Spanish 

  b.  [Gli dinosauri] sono estinti.     Italian 

  c.  [Les dinosaures] ont disparu.     French 

  ‘Dinosaurs are extinct’ 

Now, things are not that similar when it comes to existential object-level contexts. The data 

show that Romance languages make use of different strategies to obtain the existential 

interpretation. Both Spanish and Italian are able to use BNs in existential constructions.
4
 

(16) a.  Juan ha bebido [café]      Spanish 

  Juan has drunk coffee 

b.  Juan ha visto [leones] 

  Juan has seen  lions 

(17) a.  Non ho visto [ragazzi]     Italian 

  not I-have seen boys 

 b. Leo ha mangiato [patate] 

  Leo has eaten potatoes 

French on the other hand, does not accept BNs and makes use of the so called partitive 

determiner des (for plurals) or du and its variants de la / de l’ (for masses) to create existential 

readings, (18). This partitive determiner is composed of the partitive preposition plus the D.
5
 

(18) a.  Pierre a mange [des sucreries]    French 

  Pierre has eaten of-the sweets 

b.  Elle a goûte [du vin] 

  She has drunk of-the beer 

Italian can also make use the partitive construction to create existential readings. The usage of 

this partitive determiner is parallel to the French one.
 
 

(19) a.  Ho incontrato [degli studianti]    Italian 

  I-have met of-the students 

 b.  Ho bevuto [della birra] 

  I-have drunk of-the beer 

In the next section we return to Basque; first, we will shortly remember the properties of the 

Basque D; then, a previous analysis of the Basque D will be presented which will be shown to 

face some problems; and finally, Basque D’s behaviour is argued to be analysable in NC 

terms, and Basque shown to be the missing link between English and French. 

5 Deriving the interpretations of the Basque D and its typological nature 

5.1 Semantic interpretation of the Basque D 

As mentioned in §1, a characteristic property of Basque is that BNs cannot appear as 

arguments and the overt presence of the definite (or indefinite) determiner is required for the 

sentences to be grammatical (cf. fn.1).  

                                                
4
 Cf. Bosque (1996a) for an extensive presentation and possible analysis of the various uses of Spanish BNs. 

5
 Cf. Storto (2000, 2003), Roy (2001), Chierchia (1998), and Zamparelli (2002b) for discussion. 
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A consequence that follows is that apart from the expected definite/referential interpretation 

usually associated with Ds (cf. examples 1-2), Basque D will also be needed to express 

meanings that in other languages are expressed by means of BNs, i.e. (i) kind meanings when 

nominals are combined with kind-level predicates as in (20); (ii) existential reading when 

definites (plurals and masses) appear in direct object position as shown in (21). 

(20) a.  Dinosauru-ak       aspaldi             desagertu          ziren.  (=3) 

 dinosaur-D.pl.abs long time ago  become extinct aux. 

 ‘Dinosaurs became extinct a long time ago.’ 

b.  Nitrogeno-a          ugaria      da gure unibertsoan. 

 nitrogen-D.sg.abs abundant  is  our   universe 

 ‘Nitrogen is abundant in our universe.’ 

(21) a.  Amaiak     goxoki-ak         jan ditu.     (=4) 

 Amaia.erg candy-D.pl.abs eat  aux 

 ‘Amaia has eaten (the) candies.’ 

b.  Aritzek   ardo-a              edan du. 

 Aritz.erg wine-D.sg.abs drink aux 

 ‘Aritz has drunk (the) wine.’ 

Before we move on to expose the details of the proposal that this paper is going to put 

forward, I will present the analysis by Artiagoitia (2002) together with some of its problems. 

5.2 A previous analysis on the Basque D (Artiagoitia 2002) 

Artiagoitia’s (2002) analysis is based on Longobardi (1994) where BNs in argument position 

are argued to be true DPs with an empty D head (despite their determinerless appearance), 

and as a consequence, (i) are assigned a default existential interpretation and (ii) must be 

lexically governed at LF. In other words, an empty D is only possible in internal argument 

position and disallowed in external subject position. 

Artiagoitia (2002) applies this proposal to Basque since despite the overt presence of the D, 

the readings are parallel to determinerless DPs in English and Romance languages. Taking 

this observation seriously, together with the fact that Basque does not mark number on nouns, 

he concludes that Basque existentially interpreted DPs are structurally similar to 

determinerless DPs of English and Romance; and the empty D makes the “definite” DP be 

interpreted existentially by default. Therefore, Basque DPs will have two possible structures 

depending on the interpretation that they will be getting. When the DP is interpreted 

existentially (indefinite-like), the article will just be filling number specification of DPs; with 

that aim, [-a/-ak] will fill a functional projection between the D head and the N head, “some 

kind of Number-Phrase, i.e. the noun plus number inflection or the head that Longobardi 

(2000) simply calls ‘H’” (Artiagoitia 2002: 84), as in the examples (22a) and (23a). When the 

DP is interpreted specifically on the other hand, [-a/-ak] must appear in D position as shown 

by the examples (22b) and (23b). 

Singular (Artiagoitia 2002: 84): 

(22a)      DP    (22b)             DP 

      ei        ei  

          NumP    D              NumP   D 

   ei         ei 

            NP           Num               NP            Num 

4     g                  4    g 

           ardo   -a    -               ardo           (num)     -a 

     ‘wine’      ‘the wine’ 
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Plural (Artiagoitia 2002: 84): 

(23a)      DP    (23b)             DP 

      ei        ei  

      NumP/HP    D              NumP   D 

   ei         ei 

            NP           Num               NP            Num 

4     g                  4    g 

            tren              -ak    -               tren           (num)     -ak 

    ‘trains’       ‘the trains’ 

However, this analysis is problematic: Let us build an example with a mass term like ardoa 

‘wine+D’ in object position of an object level predicate, as in (24). In this situation, the DP 

ardoa can obtain two interpretations, one definite, the other existential. 

(24)  Izarok     ardoa         edan  du. 

 Izaro.erg wine-D.sg drink has 

 .  Specific:  ‘Izaro has drunk the wine’ 

.  Existential: ‘Izaro has drunk wine’ 

In the existential interpretation, Artiagoitia does not treat [-a] as a determiner, rather, the 

article is placed in [Head, NumP] position and functions as a number marker, a singular 

number marker. But, do we really want to claim that mass terms denote singulars? Clearly, 

the answer to this question is negative. 

As evidence against Artiagoitia’s claim, note that in some contexts (only in so-called 

stereotypical context: buying a car, having a wife/husband, having a baby, wearing a hat, 

etc.),
6,7

 Basque singular count terms can get an existential-like interpretation. A sentence like 

(25) is ambiguous between a specific and an existential interpretation. 

(25)  Julenek   kotxea    erosi du. 

 Julen.erg car-D.sg buy   has 

 .  Specific:  ‘Julen has bought the car’ 

.  Existential: ‘Julen has bought (a) car’ 

Then, kotxea can have an existential-like interpretation in (25); but even in the existential 

interpretation, there is a clear difference between this sentence and the one in (24). Although 

both DP objects are claimed to get existential interpretation and the Basque [-a] should 

accordingly be in NumP in both DPs, there is no way in which the sentence in (25) can be 

interpreted as Jon having bought more than one car, that is, the number of cars is strictly 

                                                
6
 Except for these stereotypical contexts, singular count nouns in object position of object-level predicates are 

interpreted specifically: liburua erosi always means ‘to buy the book’, aldizkaria irakurri always means ‘to read 

the magazine’, etc. 

7
 In Spanish, all the Basque examples (stereotypical contexts) that allow the singular count noun to obtain an 

existential-like interpretation are expressed by means of a bare singular, coche ‘car’ in (i). 

 (i)  Juan se ha  comprado coche 

  Juan se has buy           car 

  ‘Juan has bought a car.’ 

Bosque (1996b) explains the behaviour of Spanish object bare singulars by means of a process of incorporation 

to the verb (head to head movement) and the creation of a complex predicate.  

Rodriguez (2003) assumes Bosque’s incorporation analysis and tries to apply it to Basque facts in (25). The only 

difference is that in Basque the incorporation process would have to take place at LF since the presence of the D 

blocks the (needed head to head) movement at SS. However, I do not see the way to avoid the SS blockage at 

LF, since at LF the D will still be present; unless the Basque article is taken to be an expletive. 
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specified to ‘one’; this is not the case in (24), where as we said, we don’t care about the 

quantity of wine Izaro has drunk. Thus, the questions to answer are: Why should there be such 

a difference among the behaviour of the singular (if singular) object DPs in the examples in 

(24) and (25)? And what makes them different? 

The next section provides an answer to these two questions by proposing a novel syntactic as 

well as semantic analysis for the Basque D where it is argued that mass terms, in opposition to 

count terms, are unmarked for number. Furthermore, Basque D is argued to always be a 

definite determiner, but very flexible in its ability to type-shift, which makes it possible to 

account for the different interpretations that it forces. 

5.3 Towards a new analysis of the Basque D 

5.3.1 A new syntactic analysis for Basque [-a] / [-ak] 

The proposal that this paper puts forward is that mass terms are not number marked, and 

although they share the property of triggering singular verb agreement with singular count 

terms, they differ in being number neutral (cf. Delfitto & Schroten 1991, Doetjes 1997, Dayal 

2004, Krifka 2004, among many others). Singular agreement with the verb will be just 

agreement by default. Furthermore, from what we have seen so far masses pattern together 

with plurals in the interpretations they obtain, in other words, semantically, mass terms share 

more properties with plurals than with real singulars. So despite agreement facts with verbs, 

masses are closer in behaviour to plurals than to singulars (cf. Link 1983, Pelletier & Schubert 

2002, Gillon 1992, Higginbotham 1994, Chierchia 1998a, 1998b, Bosveld-de Smet 1998). 

Thus, count terms will be referred as (morphologically) singular or plural while mass terms 

will be argued not to bear number morphology at all. In order to explain this difference 

between count and mass terms, this paper proposes that the definite determiner [-a] and 

number markers [--] and [-k] are base generated in different syntactic position (cf. Etxeberria 

2005, pace standard assumption). As expressed in the example in (26) the number markers 

will be assumed to be base generated in NumP while the definite determiner [-a] will be 

defended to always be base generated in head of DP, and be always a definite determiner. 

Note that the singularity of singular count terms is not marked in the overt syntax, but I 

assume there is an empty number marker (-) (cf. Azkarate & Altuna 2001: ch.2, and 

references therein),
8
 hence the difference with mass terms. 

(26)     DP 

         qp 

      Spec                  D’ 

   qp 

                      NumP       D 

         qp     -a 

       Spec       Num’   

                                                
8
 This is actually the case in verbal inflectional agreement in Basque. Plural number is marked by suffixation 

while singular number is unmarked, cf. Hualde (2003). 

  Singular      Plural 

 doa   ‘it/she/he is going’   doa-z   ‘they are going’ 

 noa   ‘I am going’    goa-z   ‘we are going’ 

 daukagu  ‘we have it’   dau-z-kagu ‘we have them’ 

 dakigu   ‘we know it’    daki-zki-gu ‘we know them’ 

 dabil   ‘it/she/he is walking’   dabil-tza  ‘they are walking’ 

 nau   ‘it/she/he has me’  ga-it-u  ‘it/she/he has us’ 
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      qp  

    NP   Num 

          -k (pl) / --  (sg) 

The syntactic structure in (26) does not give us the final surface order of the constituents. In 

order to get the final constituent order, the plural marker [-k] (and the empty singular marker 

[--]) will be considered suffixes, and as such dependent phonologically as well as 

categorically on another category (in opposition to clitics which are only phonologically 

dependent, cf. Zwicky 1985), and this category is the Dº head.
9
 Therefore, it is possible to 

postulate that the final movement of the number markers to the final position of the DP will 

be due to morphology (cf. Etxeberria 2005 for evidence in favour of this proposal). 

Mass terms on the other hand, being number neutral will need no NumP and will have the 

structure in (27). 

(27)     DP 

         qp 

      Spec                  D’ 

   qp 

             NP      D 

ardo      -a 

            ‘wine’ 

With this proposal in mind, it is possible to answer the questions raised at the end of the 

previous section: The difference between the sentences in (24) and (25) comes from the fact 

that Number does in fact play a role; when singular, the interpretation is just singular and this 

is what the example in (25) shows, which can not be interpreted as Jon having bought more 

than one car. However, with mass terms, the Basque D does not appear to be imposing any 

kind of number on the nominal (mass) expression. 

A nice consequence of this proposal is that the structures in (26-27) make it possible to 

differentiate count and mass terms avoiding at the same time Artiagoitia’s problem, since 

mass terms are number neutral in my analysis, hence non-singular.  

Note also that for Artiagoitia (2002), existentially interpreted plural [-ak] appears in NumP 

(cf. 23a). This plurality correctly eliminates the mass interpretation of a nominal expression 

like ardo ‘wine’ in (28). The same facts can also be easily accounted for in my analysis, 

where the plural marker [-k] appears in NumP correctly eliminating the mass denotation of 

ardo. 

(28)  Jonek    ardo-ak     edan  ditu. 

 Jon.erg  wine-D.pl drink aux 

 ‘Jon has drunk different types/sizes of wine.’ 

However, if following Artiagoitia we would assume that [-a] appears in NumP when 

existentially interpreted, this should also eliminate mass interpretations, but it does not. For 

obvious reasons, these facts are problematic for Artiagoitia; in my analysis on the other hand, 

[-a] does not fill number specifications of the mass noun and this problem does not even arise. 

Now that we’ve set the syntactic structure of Basque definite DPs, the next section is presents 

a novel semantic analysis for the Basque D. 

                                                
9
 Dependent morphosyntactic features are a very common thing across languages. For instance, in Amharic, 

Case morphology is dependent on the presence of the article (cf. Anderson 1985). 
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5.3.2 On how the different interpretations of the Basque DPs are explained 

In this section I show that the NC approach, where the existential interpretation is argued to 

be dependent on the kind-level interpretation (cf. §3.2), can be applied to Basque data. One of 

the advantages of this analysis is that [-a] is treated as a D everywhere; in other words, the 

Basque D is given a unified analysis despite its various interpretation that have led other 

authors to propose that [-a] is ambiguous (sometimes definite, sometimes indefinite). 

The proposal is that the Basque D allows both the referential and the kind reading (cf. e.g. 

Kleiber 1990, Zamparelli 2002a for Romance).
10

 Thus, the Basque D always takes an #e, t$ 
element and returns an individual of type e; it will play the role of the type-shifter iota when a 

referential reading is needed, as in the example in (29). 

(29)  a.  Mutil-ak        berandu etorri ziren.     (= 1a) 

 boy-D.pl.abs late        come aux.pl 

 ‘The boys came late.’ 

 b.  iota ((): #e, t$ & e: 'P#e, t$ (x [P (x)] 

On the other hand, the role of [-a] will be that of the type-shifter nom (the intensional version 

of iota) when the kind reading is needed, that is, when the DP is combined with kind-level 

predicates, as in (30). 

(30) a.  Dinosauru-ak       aspaldi             desagertu          ziren.  (= 3a) 

 dinosaur-D.pl.abs long time ago  become extinct aux. 

 ‘Dinosaurs became extinct a long time ago.’ 

 b.  nom (%): #e, t$ & e: 'P#e, t$ 's (x [Ps (x)] 

Assuming the NC approach as correct, in order to obtain the existential reading the definite 

NP must also be able to have a kind-level meaning. That is, a necessary step in the way to the 

existential interpretation will have to be the kind denotation. Thus, as we’ve shown before, in 

contexts where the predicate can not apply to kinds, the DKP is assumed to be needed to 

repair the type mismatch. 

The hypothesis that I develop in this paper is that the DKP allows us to derive some intriguing 

patterns of cross-linguistic variation with regard to the morphosyntactic make-up of nominals 

in existential interpretation. So, Basque is argued to be typologically in between English and 

French, the difference is that in languages like Basque or French some parts of the derivation 

of the DKP are overt while some others are kept covert; in English on the other hand, the 

whole derivation of the DKP is covert. An extra assumption that I need to make is that French 

des (de les) / du (de le) and Basque existentially interpreted [-a(k)] are built on a kind-

denoting definite (cf. Zamparelli 2002b for Italian and French). 

Thus, as just mentioned, in English the whole derivation of the object books in (31) will be 

covert. First, the type-shifter nom creates and individual denoting kind, then the type-shifter 

pred gives the predicative type back; and finally the existential quantifier quantifies over 

instantiations of the kind. 

(31)  John has read [books]. 

Existential interpretation: 

 read (j, %books) ) "x [*%book(x) + read(x)] (via DKP) 

Considering that French des / du are composed of the partitive preposition plus the definite 

determiner; in French, part of the derivation of des livres in (32) will be overt. That is, the 

                                                
10

 The term definite includes both the referential specific interpretation as well as the kind interpretation. 
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nom operation as well as the pred operation will be overt; the part of the derivation that is 

covert is the existential quantifier that gives the final existential interpretation. 

(32)  Jean a    lu     [des     livres]. 

 Jean has read  of-the books 

 ‘Jean has read books.’ 

 Existential Interpretation: 

lire (j, les livresk) ) "x[de les livresk(x) + lire(x)] (via DKP) 

Finally in Basque, part of the derivation of liburuak in (33) will also be overt (as in French) 

while part of the derivation will be left covert. First, the D creates an individual kind of type 

e; and although in Basque we only see the D, I assume that there is a covert version of the 

partitive postposition (similar to French de) that gives us the predicative #e, t$ type back. The 

role of this covert partitive postposition will be halfway the DKP, that is to say, it yields an #e, 

t$ type element but no existential quantifier. This local existential quantifier will be provided 

by the DKP which introduces an existential quantification over instantiations of the kind in 

episodic sentences (an adjustment triggered by the type mismatch). 

(33)  Jonek    [liburu-ak]       irakurri ditu.  

 Jon.erg   book-D.pl.abs read      aux 

 ‘Jon has read books.’ 

Existential interpretation:  

irakurri (j, liburuakk) ) "x[*liburuakk(x) + irakurri(x)] (via DKP) 

Note in fact that the behaviour of French des / du is quite similar to the existentially 

interpreted Basque D.
11

 The difference between the two is that the referential or kind readings 

available for Basque D can not be obtained by the French partitive determiners. Thus, in the 

existential interpretation, they are (i) rejected as objects of generic sentences (34)-(35); (ii) 

perfectly acceptable as objects of stage-level predicates (36)-(37); (iii) grammatical also when 

combined with atelic (pendant ‘during/for’) adverbials (38-39). 

(34)  a. ! Max adores  des     sucreries     (French) 

       Max  adores of-the sweets 

b.  ! Cet enfant déteste du      lait 

     this  child  hates    of-the milk 

(35) a.  Nik  goxokiak    maite ditut.      (Basque) 

  I.erg candy-D.pl love   aux.  

   ! Existential interpretation 

   / Generic interpretation 

b.  Ume honek   esnea        gorroto du 

  child this.erg milk-D.sg hate      aux 

! Existential interpretation 

   / Generic interpretation 

(36) a  J’ai     rencontré des     amis     ce    matin.    (French) 

  I have met          of-the friends  this morning 

b.  Elle a goûte [de la bière] 

 She has drunk of-the beer 

(37) a.  Italiar  lagunak              topatu ditut gaur   goizean.   (Basque) 

                                                
11

 All of the French examples are taken from Bosveld-de Smet (1998). 
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  Italian friend-D.pl(abs) meet    aux   today morning-in 

  ‘I met (the) Italian friends this morning.’ 

/ Existential interpretation 

  / Definite interpretation 

b.  Mirenek    garagardo-a    edan  du 

 Miren.erg  beer-D.sg.abs drink aux 

  ‘Miren has drunk (the) beer.’ 

/ Existential interpretation 

  / Definite interpretation 

(38)  a. Marie a     cueilli  des     fraises           pendant des      heures. (French) 

  Marie has  picked of-the strawberries for          of-the hours 

b.  ! Marie a     cueilli  des     fraises          en une heure. 

     Marie has  picked of-the strawberries in one hour 

(39)  a. Mirenek    marrubiak                  jaso ditu ordubetez.  (Basque) 

  Miren.erg  strawberry-D.pl(abs) pick aux hour-for 

  ‘Miren has picked (the) strawberries for an hour.’ 

/ Existential interpretation 

  / Definite interpretation 

b.  Mirenek    marrubiak                  jaso ditu ordubete batean. 

  Miren.erg  strawberry-D.pl(abs) pick aux hour        one-in 

  ‘Miren has picked the strawberries in an hour.’ 

! Existential interpretation 

  / Definite interpretation 

Let us provide some extra evidence supporting the proposal put forward in this section. In all 

of the examples in (40), the Basque definite object DP is ambiguous between the 

definite/referential and the existential interpretations. 

(40) a.  Kepak     satorrak    hil   ditu. 

  Kepa.erg mole-D.pl kill  aux 

  ‘Kepa has killed (the) moles.’ 

b  Idoiak     oilaskoa         jan du. 

  Idoia.erg chicken-D.sg eat aux 

  ‘Idoia has eaten (the) chicken.’ 

c.  Angel zurbil-zurbil dago mamu-ak   ikusi dituelako. 

Angel pale-pale      is       ghost-D.pl see    aux. 

‘Angel is so pale because he has seen (the) ghosts.’ 

Remember that the NC approach crucially assumes that the existential interpretation 

exemplified in the previous examples derives from the kind reading. Then, the prediction is 

that whenever the kind reading is blocked, no existential interpretation will be available 

anymore. Kinds are assumed to have an intensional component that relates the kind with the 

intension of that same noun; it is possible to block this intensional component by means of a 

rigid designator in the definite DP as shown in (41) (cf. Chierchia 1998b for the same 

phenomenon with BNs in English). 

(41) a.  Kepak     [nere aitaren    baratzako              satorr-ak]   hil   ditu. 

Kepa.erg [my father.gen vegetable garden  mole-D.pl] kill  aux 

‘Kepa has killed the moles from my father’s vegetable garden.’ 

b.  Idoiak     [bere amak    azokan     erositako oilasko-a]        jan du   

Idoia.erg [her   mother market-in buy          chicken-D.sg] eat aux 

‘Idoia has eaten the chicken her mother bought at the market.’ 
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c.  Angel zurbil-zurbil dago [kanposantuko    mamu-ak]    ikusi dituelako. 

Angel pale-pale      is       [graveyard-from ghost-D.pl] see    aux. 

‘Angel is so pale because he has seen the ghosts from the graveyard.’ 

All the definite expressions above must refer to some contextually unique group of moles, 

chicken, and ghosts in (41a-b-c) respectively; that is, the only way in which these definite 

DPs can be interpreted is referentially, and the existential interpretation is clearly unavailable 

as the glosses show. Furthermore, note that since the DPs in (41) cannot get the kind reading, 

the prediction is that when combined with kind-level predicates the result is ungrammatical. 

As the examples in (42) show, the prediction is borne out. 

(42) a.  # [Bizilagunaren etxeko         saguak]        ohikoak dira ingurune hauetan. 

     [neighbour.gen house.from mouse-D.pl] typical   are  region     this-in 

   ‘The mice from our neighbours’ house are common in this region.’ 

 b. # [Amak   azokan    erositako oilaskoa] munduan zehar    zabalduta dago. 

   [mum.erg market-in  buy   chicken-D.sg] world-in   around spread      is 

  ‘The chicken that my mum bought in the market is widespread.’ 

c.  # [Kanposantuan dauden mamu-ak]  aspaldi            desagertu          ziren 

    [graveyard-in   are        ghost-D.pl] long time ago  become extinct aux  

 ‘The ghosts that are in the graveyard became extinct a long time ago.’ 

This impossibility to obtain kind readings offers clear evidence in favour of the NC approach 

and against the Ambiguity approach since according to the latter, blocking the kind reading 

should not block the existential interpretation, but it clearly does as shown in the examples 

from (40) to (42).
12

 From here, it is possible to conclude that the existential reading is derived 

from the kind reading and that the NC approach gets cross-linguistic facts correctly. 

Thus, the generalization that follows is that Basque definite DPs can only get an existential 

(indefinite-like) interpretation if they can first have a kind-level meaning. 

6 Conclusions 

(i) Basque [-a] is a D and as such is always base-generated in [Head, DP] (as standardly 

assumed for the D cross-linguistically). Furthermore, [-a] is a D in all contexts (pace 

Artiagoitia 2002), but very flexible in its ability to type-shift; the latter properly accounts for 

its range of different interpretations. 

(ii) Although mass terms share the property of triggering singular verb agreement with 

singular count terms this paper postulates that they are number neutral (cf. Delfitto & 

Schroten 1991, Doetjes 1997, Dayal 2004, Krifka 2004). Thus, count terms are 

                                                
12

 Furthermore, note that when existentially interpreted, the Basque definites DPs do not behave like usual 

indefinites and must always take narrow scope (pace the Ambiguity approach), just like BNs in English.. 

(i) a.  # Nere aitak         bi   sator  hil  ditu ordubetez. 

      my   father.erg two mole kill aux  hour-for 

  ‘My father has killed two moles for an hour.’ 

b. Nere aitak        satorrak     hil ditu ordubetez. 

  my   father.erg mole-D.pl kill aux  hour-for 

  ‘My father has killed moles for an hour.’ 

The sentence in (ia) can only be interpreted with the indefinite bi sator ‘two moles’ having wide scope over the 

atelic adverbial element [bi sator > adv.] and asserts that the same two moles have been killed again and again; a 

rather strange state of affairs, hence the hash marking. In (ib) on the other hand, we find no such strange 

assertion and the sentence is completely grammatical. The reading we get is one where my father has killed 

different moles and the definite DP must necessarily take narrow scope below the adverbial [adv. > satorrak]. 
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(morphologically) singular or plural while mass terms bear no number morphology at all and 

as a consequence they need no NumP. 

(iii) The existential interpretation of Basque definites (in object position) depends on the kind-

level reading. This provides further evidence for the Neocarlsonians (cf. Chierchia 1998b, 

Dayal 2004, Zamparelli 2002a).  

(iv) Basque is typologically in between English and French: the former makes use of BNs to 

get existential interpretation while the latter needs the definite plus the partitive preposition de 

(du for mass terms, des for plural count terms) to express the same meaning; in Basque, the 

determiner is there while the preposition is not. 
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Abstract

The paper discusses circumstances under which locative prepositional phrases (PPs) can

act as a constituting part of a directed motion event. It will be shown that there is a division

of labour among different elements in a sentence to express the Path of a directed motion

event and this labour can be distributed in various ways not only among different languages,

as discussed in Talmy (1985) and subsequent work, but also among different constructions

that are not always associated with particular types of verbs or particular types of Ps.

1 Introduction

It is commonly assumed that the distinction between locative (stative) and directional (dy-

namic) meanings in the spatial domain manifests itself both in the semantics and the syntax

of P(P)s. Locative PPs denote sets of Places (locations) in semantics, whereas directional

PPs denote sets of Paths made up of Places (Jackendoff 1983), (Zwarts and Winter 2000),

(Kracht 2002), (Zwarts 2005). Syntactically, locative PPs are associated with Place structure,

directional PPs with Path structure which embeds Place structure (Koopman 1997), (van Riems-

dijk and Huybregts 2001), (Helmantel 2002), (den Dikken 2003), (Svenonius 2004).

Locative, but not directional PPs can be complements of stative verbs like be, stay, remain (1).

(1) a. The box was in / on / under / behind the table.

b. *The box was to / into / onto / from / out of / through the table.

Directional PPs, then, express some kind of trajectory along which an entity moves or is moved

rather than a location that describes a state of an entity. To my knowledge, there are no general

diagnostics in the literature to test whether a P(P) is directional as opposed to locative. This

could be due to a widespread (often tacit) assumption according to which Ps of the type in

(1-a) can more or less freely constitute part of a directed motion event (Koopman 1997), (van

Riemsdijk and Huybregts 2001), (den Dikken 2003). Under such a view, then, the particular Ps

should be (lexically) ambiguous between a directional and a locative reading and thus be able

to license both Place and Path structure.

I will argue instead that English, Dutch, and German have no spatial Ps that are lexically am-

biguous between a locative and a directional reading. Rather, Ps like in and on are locative

only and the meaning of directionality that can arise with these Ps is always due to elements

or operations independent of the lexical meaning of these prepositions. In particular, the direc-

tional component can be provided by certain verbs or by other means such as case and syntactic

movement. An advantage of this approach is that it avoids postulating ambiguity in the lexicon

∗Thanks to Boban Arsenijević, Jakub Dotlačil, Gillian Ramchand, Tanya Reinhart, Maaike Schoorlemmer,

Henriëtte de Swart, Kriszta Szendrői, and Joost Zwarts for comments on earlier versions of this paper.
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but shows instead that there is a systematic way in which directional readings are derived with

locative Ps.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 addresses a typology proposed by Talmy (2000),

according to which languages fall into different types with respect to the encoding of motion,

manner and path. An overview of the main data under discussion is provided in section 3.

Basic theoretical assumptions are outlined in section 4. Section 5 deals with ways in which

directional readings arise with locative prepositions due to reasons that are external to the PP,

i.e. that are associated with the event structure provided by the VP that the PP combines with.

Circumstances under which a directional reading is derived PP-internally will be the topic of

section 6. Finally, section 7 concludes.

2 Verb-framed and satellite-framed languages

The question as to which surface elements express the Path leads Talmy (2000) to the typologi-

cal distinction between satellite-framed and verb-framed languages. Satellites are not of a par-

ticular syntactic category, but stand in a particular grammatical relation to the verb.1 Satellite-

framed languages are characterised as having a large collection of verbs of motion, which addi-

tionally convey Manner or other Co-Event meanings, but that do not encode Path. At the same

time, these languages have a large collection of satellites. This type, which is represented by

Indo-European (except Romance), Chinese, Finno-Ugric, Ojibwa, Warlpiri, typically conflates

Motion and Co-Event on the verb root (2).

(2) Satellite-framed languages, e.g. English

a. The bottle floated into the cave.

b. The bottle floated out of the cave.

Verb-framed languages, on the other hand, typically express Path (but not Manner) on the verb

and have a large collection of verbs of inherent motion such as entrar ‘enter’ or salir ‘exit’

in (3). These languages typically conflate Motion and Path on the verb, but a Co-Event such

as Cause or Manner is expressed separately, e.g. by a subordinate clause, or not expressed

at all. Languages and language families that belong to this type include Romance, Semitic,

Polynesian, Nez Perce, Caddo, Japanese, Korean (3).2

(3) Verb-framed languages, e.g. Spanish

a. La

the

botella

bottle

entró

MOVED-in

a

to

la

the

cueva

cave

(flotando).

(floating)
The bottle floated into the cave.

b. La

the

botella

bottle

salió

MOVED-out

de

of

la

the

cueva

cave

(flotando).

(floating)
The bottle floated out of the cave.

1Satellites are characterised as ‘immediate constituents of a verb root other than inflections, auxiliaries, or

nominal arguments’ and are assumed to be related to the verb root as periphery (or modifiers) to a head (sister to

the verb). A verb root together with its satellite, then, forms a constituent in its own right, the ‘verb complex’. If

possible, I will try to avoid this term or at least use it in a descriptive way. For a critical assessment of the term

satellite, see for instance Stringer (2002).
2A third type, which conflates Motion and Figure, i.e. the located object, on the verb root, is only represented

by a few languages such as Atsugewi and Navaho. Since this type has not prompted discussion in the subsequent

literature, I will not address it further.
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There are indications that Talmy’s typology needs to be refined. For example, Folli (to ap-

pear) provides two types of data that can be interpreted as arguments against a straightforward

classification of Italian as a verb-framed language. First, Italian has a set of motion verbs that

specify Manner (correre ‘run’, rimbalzare ‘bounce’, saltare ‘jump’, among others), but that can

combine with locative PPs to refer to a directed motion event (4).

(4) La

The

palla

ball

è

is

rimbalzata

bounced

sotto

under

il

the

tavolo.

table
‘The ball bounced (to a point) under the table.’

All three components (Motion, Path, Manner) are expressed by the composition of one verb and

one PP, and apparently it is this composition or the overall syntactic structure that brings about

a Path reading. Cases like these are not accounted for under Talmy’s typology, because this is

neither the verb-framing strategy (without the PP there is no Path but only Motion and Manner

expressed by the verb) nor the satellite-framing strategy (without the verb there is no Path but

only a location because the PP is locative only).

Second, Folli (to appear) shows that Italian has complex PPs that are made up of a locative P

and the P a ‘at, to’. Such complex PPs systematically express Path even with manner of motion

verbs that usually cannot bring about a directed motion reading such as gallegiare ‘to float’ (5).

(5) a. La

the

barca

boat

galleggiò

floated

dentro

inside

alla

to.the

grotta.

cave
‘The boat floated into the cave.’

b. La

the

barca

boat

galleggiò

floated

dentro

inside

la

the

grotta.

cave
‘The boat floated in the cave.’ (locative reading only)

The strategy of employing complex PPs, made up of a locative P and to, to express Path is

typical for satellite-framed languages like English, which is exemplified by the translation in

(5-a).

Data like these suggest that the difference between so-called verb-framing and satellite-framing

should be sought not just in the inventory of verbs but also in the inventory of adpositions

available in particular languages. It seems to be the case that languages that have been classified

as verb-framed typically lack Path adpositions like English to that can freely combine with

locative prepositions like in and on to derive more complex paths or other operations to derive

Paths from Places expressed by locative prepositions. This is true for French, for example,

which does not have complex PPs of the Italian type in (5):

(6) *La

the

fille

girls

dansait

danced

à

to

dans

in

la

the

chambre

room

/

/

dans

in

à

to

la

the

chambre.

room

The following sections show that the ‘satellite-framed’ language English is not that different

from a ‘verb-framed’ language like Italian. Both languages can employ complex PPs containing

a locative P and a cognate of to to provide a Path when the verb itself does not contain a

Path component.3 Furthermore, I will argue contra Talmy that there are genuinely Germanic

verbs4 that simultaneously encode Path and Motion and thus behave like verbs in languages he

3Folli (to appear) does not draw this parallel, though, but argues that Italian a is a locative preposition.
4Talmy (1985), (Talmy 2000) discusses cases where also English behaves like verb-framed languages, e.g. he

entered the room. He assumes that English shows verb-framed behaviour with such verbs because they have Lati-

nate roots. Hence, in his system, genuinely Germanic verbs should behave like verbs in satellite-framed languages.
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characterises as verb-framed. Locative PPs can obtain a directional reading only due to some

component of directionality associated with these verbs, and again the reading involved is a

goal one. In addition, I will discuss other strategies to bring about a directional reading with

locative Ps in Dutch and German, which are overall hard to integrate into Talmy’s two-way

(even three-way) distinction.

3 Locative Ps in West Germanic

3.1 English and Dutch in and on

Experimental work and corpus studies by Thomas (2003) and Nikitina (to appear) show that the

English preposition in cannot be understood directionally in all contexts. The sentence in (7),

for example, is ambiguous between a locative reading, where Sharon did one jump (or more

jumps, e.g. up and down) in one location, namely inside the lake, and a directional reading,

where Sharon jumped on a path which lead to a place inside the lake.

(7) Sharon jumped in the lake.

a. paraphrase of the locative reading:

Sharon jumped while being in the lake (i.e. the jumping took place in the lake).

b. paraphrase of the directional reading:

Sharon jumped and (as a result) he ended up in the lake.

The same kind of ambiguity is found with the English preposition on (8) (see Thomas (2003)

for discussion).

(8) Anna kicked the ball on the table.

a. paraphrase of the locative reading:

Anna kicked the ball while being on the table (i.e. the kicking took place on the

table).

b. paraphrase of the directional reading:

Anna kicked the ball and (as a result) the ball ended up on the table.

The ambiguity of sentences with in and on between a locative and a directional reading is

not observed with all instances of these Ps, though. In particular, only certain verbs such as

kick, non-iterative jump, throw, put, fall, among others, henceforth kick-verbs, can trigger a

directional reading (7), (8). With other motion verbs like dance, crawl, walk, swim, among

others, henceforth swim-verbs, these prepositions only get a locative reading (9).

(9) Shakuntala swam in the lake.

a. paraphrase of the locative reading:

Shakuntala swam while being in the lake (i.e. the swimming took place in the lake).

b. *directional reading

(10) John danced on the stage.

a. paraphrase of the locative reading:

John danced while being on the stage (i.e. the dancing took place on the stage).

b. *directional reading

(9) can only have the locative reading where Shakuntala swam around in the lake, but not a

directional reading where she, for example, swims from a river into the lake. (10) is a parallel

4
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example with on.

If we look at another closely-related language, Dutch, a similar picture arises (11), (12).

(11) a. Rick

Rick

sprong

jumped

in

in

het

the

meer.

lake

(locative / directional)

‘Rick jumped in the lake.’

b. Willemijn

Willemijn

zwom

swam

in

in

het

the

meer.

lake

(locative / *directional)

‘Willemijn swam in the lake.’

(12) a. Gert

Gert

Jan

Jan

schopte

kicked

de

the

bal

ball

op

on

de

the

tafel.

table

(locative / directional)

‘Gert Jan kicked the ball on the table.’

b. Brigit

Brigit

dansde

danced

op

on

het

the

podium.

stage

(locative / *directional)

‘Brigit danced on the stage.’

With kick-verbs, Dutch prepositional phrases with in ‘in’ and op ‘on’ can refer to the final

location of an event (under the directional reading) or to a location where an event takes place

(under the locative reading). With swim-verbs, on the other hand, prepositional in- and op-

phrases can only locate the entire event and thus be understood locatively.5

There are particular conditions, under which English and Dutch swim-verbs can combine with

in and on/op so that both act as constituting parts of a directed motion event. English has

complex prepositions into and onto, where the locative prepositions in and on combine with the

directional preposition to. Any motion verb can combine with such a complex PP, which refers

to a path that ends up at the location specified by the particular in- or on-phrase (13).

(13) English complex PPs

a. Shakuntala swam into the lake.

b. John danced onto the stage.

Dutch uses in and op in postposition (14).6

(14) Dutch postpositions

a. Willemijn

Willemijn

zwom

swam

het

the

meer

lake

in.

in
‘Willemijn swam into the lake.’

b. Brigit

Brigit

dansde

danced

het

the

podium

stage

op.

on
‘Brigit danced onto the stage.’

Hence, the addition of a directional element to in English and a change in the syntactic structure

in Dutch bring about a directional reading with in and on. The English complex PPs and the

Dutch postpositional phrases cannot be understood locatively but always have a directional

5Tungseth (2006) reports similar finding for Norwegian. A similar difference between two types of motion

verbs can also be detected in Russian with the locative prepositions meždu ‘between’ and pered ‘in front of’, as

well as in Hungarian, where a directional particle can be omitted with kick-verbs but not with swim-verbs (Veronika

Hegedűs, p.c.). These languages are discussed in more detail in Gehrke (in progress).
6Neither English nor German can use in and on as postpositions and not all Dutch locative Ps can appear in

postposition (see Gehrke (2006) for discussion).
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reading. However, I will argue that the lexical semantics of the particular Ps themselves (in,

on/op) still remains the same and that these Ps are locative only.

3.2 A fourth strategy to get directional readings with locative Ps: German

So far, we have seen that there are three ways to obtain a directional reading with locative

prepositions. First, with one set of motion verbs, the kick-verbs, locative PPs can specify the

final location of a directed motion event. Second, English combines the directional P to with a

locative P into a complex PP denoting a Path ending up at a Place. Third, Dutch uses (some)

locative Ps in postposition to create the same reading. A fourth strategy to bring about a direc-

tional reading with locative Ps is found in Indo-European languages that have morphological

case such as Latin, Greek, German, and most Slavic languages.

In German, locative and directional readings of PPs headed by in ‘in’ or auf ‘on’ are systemat-

ically distinguished by case on the DP inside the PP. If the DP bears dative case, the whole PP

can only refer to a location (15).

(15) German in and on with DATIVE DPs: locative only

a. Diana

Diana

schwamm

swam

im

in-the.DAT

See.

lake
‘Diana swam in the lake.’

b. Silke

Silke

sprang

jumped

im

in-the.DAT

See.

lake
‘Silke jumped in the lake.’

c. Sören

Sören

tanzte

danced

auf

on

der

the.DAT

Bühne.

stage
‘Sören danced on the stage.’

d. Maren

Maren

kickte

kicked

den

the

Ball

ball

auf

on

dem

the.DAT

Tisch.

table
‘Maren kicked the ball on the table.’

If the DP inside the PP bears accusative case, the PP has a directional reading (16). The direc-

tional meanings involved are goal readings with the location denoted by the in/on-phrase being

the ending-point or the final location of some movement along a path.

(16) German in and on with ACCUSATIVE DPs: directional only

a. Diana

Diana

schwamm

swam

in

in

den

the.ACC

See.

lake
‘Diana swam into the lake.’

b. Silke

Silke

sprang

jumped

in

in

den

the.ACC

See.

lake
‘Silke jumped into the lake.’

c. Sören

Sören

tanzte

danced

auf

on

die

the.ACC

Bühne.

stage
‘Sören danced onto the stage.’

d. Maren

Maren

kickte

kicked

den

the

Ball

ball

auf

on

den

the.ACC

Tisch.

table
‘Maren kicked the ball onto the table.’

This strategy of distinguishing between a locative and a directional reading is entirely indepen-
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Putting Path in Place 7

dent of the verb class in use so in this respect German is different from both Dutch and English.

It is similar though in the sense that a directional reading of the particular Ps in question has to

be marked additionally, in this case by accusative case on the DP inside the PP. This fact will

be taken as additional argument in favour of the claim that the particular Ps are not lexically

ambiguous but locative only, and any directional reading is derived compositionally.

3.3 Data summary

The following table summarises the empirical findings for the languages under discussion.

locative directional

English in, on + swim
√

*

English in, on + kick
√ √

English in, on + to (= into, onto) + swim, kick *
√

Dutch in, on in preposition + swim
√

*

Dutch in, on in preposition + kick
√ √

Dutch in, on in postposition + swim, kick *
√

German in, on + swim, kick + DATIVE
√

*

German in, on + swim, kick + ACCUSATIVE *
√

Table 1: Locative Ps in West Germanic

In English and Dutch, the availability of a directional reading for locative prepositions depends

on the verb class. With kick-verbs the English and Dutch prepositions in/in and on/op can get a

directional (goal) reading, whereas with swim-verbs they can only be interpreted locatively and

any directional reading needs extra marking. Dutch uses in and op in postposition to obtain a

directional reading, which is therefore derived by syntactic movement as will be argued for in

the analysis. English in and on combine with the directional preposition to into the complex

PPs into, onto to express a directional meaning. I therefore conclude that the prepositions under

discussion are not (lexically) ambiguous between a locative and a directional reading.7

In German, the distinction between directional and locative readings of PPs involving in and

on is associated with accusative and dative case on the DP inside the PP, respectively, irrespec-

tive of the verb class. In other languages that employ case marking inside PPs to differentiate

between a locative and a directional reading, the case that is used for the directional reading is

always accusative, whereas the case in use for the locative reading varies (dative in German,

prepositional or instrumental in Czech and Russian, ablative in Latin etc.). Accusative case, in

turn, is generally analysed as a structural case in all other domains, most prominently on the

internal argument of a transitive verb. I will take this as a point of departure for arguing that

accusative case is a structural case also within the PP and that the directional meaning is there-

fore structurally derived and not provided by the P itself. This means that we can analyse the

particular Ps as locative only also in these case-marking languages.

Given that the prepositions under discussion can be locative in all contexts and with all kinds

of verbs (unless a goal reading is derived structurally), whereas there are restrictions on the

availability of directional readings, I view it as preferable to analyse such Ps as locative and to

pin down the conditions that have to be met for a directional reading to arise. Such an analysis

stands in sharp contrast to most accounts, which usually treat the particular Ps as ambiguous

7See Gehrke (in progress) for reasons to assume that, in general, Dutch, English and German only have prepo-

sitions that are either locative or directional but due to lack of space these reasons cannot be discussed here.
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8 Berit Gehrke

between a locative and a directional reading and ignore the fact that the availability of a direc-

tional reading for in and on/op depends on the type of verb it combines with (Rooryck 1996),

(Koopman 1997), (van Riemsdijk and Huybregts 2001), (den Dikken 2003).

The directional readings that can be derived with in and on are all goal readings. In a cross-

linguistic perspective we see, then, that there are different strategies to mark goals of directed

motion events (17). These are found in the three languages under discussion as well as in

languages discussed in the literature.

(17) STRATEGIES TO MARK GOALS

a. kick-verbs + in, on and other locative Ps (Dutch, English; Norwegian, Tungseth

(2006); Italian, Folli (to appear); see also Gehrke (in progress))

kick-verbs + in front of, between (Russian, Gehrke (in progress))

b. combining locative Ps with the goal P to into complex PPs: into, onto; to behind,

to under etc. (English; Italian, Folli (to appear))

c. in, op, uit in postposition (Dutch; Afrikaans, Biberauer and Folli (2004))

d. accusative case marking on DP inside PP with (almost) all locative Ps (German;

Czech, Russian; Latin, Greek, other Slavic languages)

In comparison with Talmy’s (2000) typological observations, the following conclusions can

be drawn. (17-b) is a satellite-framing strategy, where Path is associated with the satellite to,

whereas (17-a) could be seen as a verb-framing strategy to express Path. Depending on the

particular account of kick-verbs, these cases could alternatively be analysed as involving some-

thing like Higginbotham’s (2000) telic pair formation (see below). This in turn cannot directly

be accounted for under Talmy’s typology because the Path component cannot be relegated to a

single component in the sentence but is rather created by the composition of a locative PP with

a verb expressing only Manner and Motion.

The other strategies are not verb-framing but also not really satellite-framing, unless we have

a very fuzzy notion of the term ‘satellite’. It is not the P itself (the ’satellite’) that expresses

Path with these strategies but rather some syntactic operation (with postpositions) or some mor-

phological device (case marking) that derives a directional goal-reading. These strategies do

not fit Talmy’s two- or three-way distinction because it is not clear in the first place which one

element in the sentence expresses the Path. Furthermore, there are languages that employ both

verb-framing and satellite-framing strategies such as English and Italian. This in turn shows

that Talmy’s typology is too coarse-grained.

A full account of the facts, then, has to address the difference between kick-verbs and swim-

verbs and make precise the mechanisms of deriving directional readings with in and on/op in

English and Dutch as well as the case marking differences within German PPs. Whereas I

will not discuss the case issue due to lack of space (see Gehrke (2006) for discussion), the

other issues will be addressed after having introduced basic theoretical assumptions in the next

section.

4 Theoretical assumptions

4.1 Paths and Places

Zwarts and Winter (2000), and Zwarts (2005) propose to account for the semantics of spatial PPs

in terms of vector space semantics, because it allows a straightforward treatment of modification

in the prepositional domain in a compositional way. A locative PP like behind the house, for

example, is associated with the set of vectors, ‘directed line segments between points in space’,

8
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Putting Path in Place 9

that go from the house to points behind it. Thereby a location function (of type e(vt)) derives

sets of located vectors for locatives, mapping an e-type denotation of the reference object, the

complement of P, to a vector (of type v) that describes its location or dimension. The modified

PP 5 metres behind the house, then, is a simple composition, namely the intersection of two sets

of vectors, those that are five metres long and those that are behind the house.

The semantics of directional PPs is addressed more directly in Zwarts (2005). The denotation of

a directional PP is treated as an algebraically structured set of paths and directional prepositions

are assumed to map the reference object to a set of sequences of vectors, paths, where each of

these sequences determines a potential change in position of the located object. The denotation

of a directional PP is treated as an algebraically structured set of paths (see also Zwarts and

Winter (2000), with path defined as in (18)).

(18) A path is a function of type iv from the real interval [0,1] ∈ R (of type i) to vectors.

Zwarts (2005) argues that a property like boundedness, which is relevant to distinguish be-

tween atelic (unbounded) and telic (bounded) events in the verbal domain, or between mass

(unbounded) and count (bounded) nouns in the nominal domain (e.g. Bach (1986)), is also at

play in the prepositional domain. This leads him to make a further subdivision of directional

prepositions into atelic / unbounded and telic / bounded ones (19).

(19) a. bounded, telic: to, into, onto, from, out of, off, away from, past, via

b. unbounded, atelic: towards, along

c. (un)bounded, (a)telic: across, around, down, over, through, up

He convincingly shows that the distinguishing property between telic and atelic reference in the

prepositional domain is cumulativity rather than divisivity or quantisedness. Cumulativity in

the verbal and nominal domain is exemplified in (20).

(20) drink water (cumulative) vs. drink a glass of water (non-cumulative)

A PP, then, is bounded (telic) iff it does not have cumulative reference, which is defined in (21)

(with p and q as variables over paths).

(21) A set of paths X is cumulative iff

(i) there are p and q ∈ X such that p+q exists and

(ii) for all p, q ∈ X, if p+q exists, then p+q ∈ X.

(Zwarts 2005, 12)

The crucial operation involved here is concatenation (closure under sums), which is a partial

operation subject to the condition that the second path has to start where the first path ends.

Atelic PPs are closed under sums whereas telic PPs are not. For example, into is defined as a

transition from one phase to another (22).

(22) [[ into the house ]] = { p: there is an interval I ⊂ [0,1] that includes 1 and that consists

of all the indices i ∈ [0,1] for which p(i) is INSIDE the house }

To and onto are defined in a parallel fashion where the result is AT and ON (instead of INSIDE),

respectively. These three goal-expressions are not cumulative, as they contain no paths that

can be concatenated. For example, there are no two paths in the denotation of to that can

be concatenated, since the final end-point (1) of a to-path is always just outside the reference

9
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10 Berit Gehrke

object whereas the initial end-point (0) is not. The denotations of the source prepositions out

of, from and off do not involve any paths that can be concatenated, either, and are therefore

non-cumulative as well; they are defined as the reverse of the goal ones. A full list of these

definitions is given in (23).

(23) { p: there is an interval I ⊂ [0,1] including ...

... 0 and consisting of all the i ∈ [0,1] for which p(i) is AT x } = [[ from x ]]

... 0 and consisting of all the i ∈ [0,1] for which p(i) is ON x } = [[ off x ]]

... 0 and consisting of all the i ∈ [0,1] for which p(i) is IN x } = [[ out of x ]]

... 1 and consisting of all the i ∈ [0,1] for which p(i) is AT x } = [[ to x ]]

... 1 and consisting of all the i ∈ [0,1] for which p(i) is ON x } = [[ onto x ]]

... 1 and consisting of all the i ∈ [0,1] for which p(i) is IN x } = [[ into x ]]

In other words, all of these prepositions have in common that they involve a two-stage structure,

a negative and a positive phase. They all have exactly one positive phase that overlaps either

with the starting point p(0) or the ending point p(1) (see also Fong (1997)). The definitions in

(23) furthermore indicate that these PPs all involve some final location such as AT, ON, IN x

(smallcaps in the definitions by me). These final locations can be syntactically represented as

PlacePs that are embedded under PathPs as in (24).

(24) [PathP [PlaceP [DP ]]]

The literature on the syntax of PPs usually assumes these to be internally complex with at least

two hierarchically ordered functional projections to account for locative and directional readings

(Koopman 1997), (Helmantel 2002), (van Riemsdijk and Huybregts 2001), (den Dikken 2003),

(Svenonius 2004). There is thus a general consensus for the structure in (24) (give or take

functional structure and with varying labels). The structure in (24) also mirrors the conceptual

structure of prepositional phrases as outlined in Jackendoff (1983) and subsequent work.

Zwarts (2005) treats paths as direct counterparts to events, and both entities are strictly separated

domains, namely space and time, respectively. Following Krifka (1998) and others, he argues

that the link between verbs (denoting sets of events) and directional PPs (denoting sets of paths)

is performed by a thematic function TRACE that maps events to their spatial trace. If e is a

(motion) event, then TRACE(e) is the path followed by the theme of e. The compositional rule

for combinations of a verb and a PP is given in (25).

(25) [[ V PP ]] = e ∈ [[ V ]] : TRACE(e) ∈ [[ PP ]]

Hence, a (directional) PP restricts the denotation of a verb (as set of events) to those events that

have paths in the PP denotation as their trace.

4.2 Decomposing the event

Following Pustejovsky (1991), Higginbotham (2000), Ramchand (to appear), among others, I

assume that events can be lexically and syntactically decomposed into sub-events. The idea that

will be put forward then is that the difference between kick-verbs vs. swim-verbs observed in

section 3, can be captured in terms of the event structure associated with these kinds of verbs.

Pustejovsky (1991), for example, argues that events can be of three different types, namely

states (26), processes (27), and transitions (28).

(26) State (S): a single event, which is evaluated to no other event
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Putting Path in Place 11

Examples: be sick, love, know

S

e

(27) Process (P): a sequence of events identifying the same semantic expression

Examples: run, push, drag

P

e1 . . . en

(28) Transition (T): an event identifying a semantic expression, which is evaluated relative

to its opposition (with E as a variable for any event type)

Examples: give, open, build, destroy

T

E1 ¬ E2

Similarly, Moens and Steedman (1988) assume an event nucleus of preparatory process, cul-

mination, and consequent state. Pustejovsky’s transition type is the one I will focus on in

the following. This type has at least two subevents, namely a state/process and an opposite

state/process with a transition from one to the other. In Vendler’s (1957) classification of event

types, this type subsumes accomplishments and achievements.

Higginbotham (2000) argues that accomplishments are syntactically represented by ordered

pairs of positions for events. According to him, such an accomplishment interpretation may

also stem from what he calls TELIC PAIR FORMATION (<E, E’>) associated with prepositions

rather than with the verbal head (29).

(29) I flew my spaceship to the morning star.

fly (I, my spaceship, e) & to (the morning star, (e, e’))

For (29), Higginbotham (2000) claims that to is the main predicate which bears an ordered pair

of event positions. The first one of these events is a process which gets identified with the

single event position in the verb fly when the to-phrase is combined with such a VP. Hence, fly

is not ambiguous between a manner of motion reading (which is an activity or a process) and a

directed motion reading, which can be a telic transition from one (process) subevent into another

(consequent state), but it only supplies one event position (that of an activity or a process).

Put in different terms, combining the TRACE function and the definition of a to-phrase in (23)

(Zwarts 2005), a to-PP restricts the denotation of fly (a process) to those events that are transi-

tions into a location, which in this case is ‘AT the morning star’.

Higginbotham (2000) also provides examples with locative PPs such as (30).

(30) a. They arrived at the airport.

b. arrive (x, e) ↔ (∃p) [at(x,p,e) & (∃e’) (e’ is a journey by x & (e,e’) is a telic pair)]

Arrive is treated as a predicate applying to (instantaneous) events of being at a place, which

constitute the terminus or telos of events of journeying to that place. Even if it is not entirely

clear from Higginbotham (2000) where the e’ part comes from here, what is relevant for this

chapter is the treatment of PPs like at the airport. Higginbotham assumes that this PP does not
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express a path or a result of the arrival, but simply identifies the place in question and thus still

refers to a location only. So this is a case, where the meaning of directed motion is associated

with the verb arrive rather than with the PP.

In this context, Higginbotham (2000) also addresses the difference between verb-framed and

satellite-framed languages as discussed in Talmy (2000), according to which English float under

the bridge is ambiguous between a locative and a directional reading but the Italian counterpart

only has the locative reading (31).

(31) a. float under the bridge (English)

directional reading: λyλeλe’(float(y,e) & under(y,x,e’) & telic-pair(e,e’))

locative reading: λyλe(float(y,e) & under(y,x,e))

b. gallegiare

float

sotto

under

il

the

ponte

bridge

(Italian)

locative reading: λyλe(float(y,e) & under(y,x,e))

Higginbotham (2000) claims that both the verb and the preposition are unambiguous in both

languages, in the sense that the verb by itself only describes a process and the preposition

by itself is only associated with a location. He furthermore assumes that the directed motion

interpretation is due to the combinatorial operation of telic pair formation. He claims that there

is a semantic parameter at work, since this operation is available in satellite-framed languages

but not in verb-framed languages.

A question that arises in this context is whether the directional reading of examples like (31)[a]

really comes about due to what Higginbotham calls telic pair formation. In Gehrke (2006), I

show that the directional reading available in the English case (i.e. with swim-verbs and under)

is not a goal but a route reading and furthermore that in Dutch only a locative reading is available

in such cases. I furthermore argue that route readings do not involve transitions from a process

into a state and thus no telicity.

A more general issue that arises in this context is how the operation of telic pair formation

is restricted. The way Higginbotham (2000) describes it, this operation seems to be freely

available in all contexts in satellite-framed languages like English. The discussion of the West

Germanic data in section 3, however, shows that this is not the case since the availability of

directional readings and in particular directional readings is highly restricted. Furthermore, it

has been argued by for instance Beavers (2003) for Japanese or Folli (to appear) for Italian, that

the operation of telic pair formation is also availabe in limited cases in these languages that are

verb-framed according to Talmy (2000). This would be unexpected if the difference between

the two types of languages was parametrised in the way proposed by Higginbotham.

Nevertheless, what decompositional approaches to event structure have in common is that they

assume an ontology which contains a transition into a state, which I will call consequent state,

using the terminology of (Moens and Steedman 1988). This could be thought of in terms of

the BECOME-operator of Dowty (1979), which has also been used to capture the semantics of

change-of-state predicates. Hoekstra (1992), Hoekstra (1994), Hoekstra (1999) proposes a small

clause (SC) analysis for all change-of-state or position verbs, also where no overt secondary

predicate is visible. Assuming that the SC complement denotes the (path towards an) end-state

of the (deep) object, i.e. the VP-internal argument DP, he proposes the general structure in (32).

(32) V [SC DP ... PRED]

I will use this kind of small clause structure for all the cases where there is a transition into a

consequent state, which involves something like Higginbotham (2000)’s telic pair formation.
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5 Event Structure and locative Ps

Given the theoretical assumptions outlined in the previous section, a possible explanation for

the difference between swim-verbs and kick-verbs arises. We can assume that kick-verbs are

lexically specified for two event positions, a process and a result state, and that locative PPs

(PlacePs) can modify this result state. This is syntactically represented in (33).

(33) [VP DPi [V’ jump [SC ti [PlaceP in the lake ]]]]

The meaning of directionality here is not associated with the PP itself, which lacks Path structure

entirely, but is rather part of the verbal denotation. Here, I follow the insight of Higginbotham

(2000) that the locative PP in (30) is not associated with a path but just with a location and that

the meaning of transition or directed motion is rather associated with the verb. Hence, Path is

part of the verb, not of the PP.

Swim-verbs, on the other hand, only identify a process. To obtain a directional reading they can

combine with directional PPs as discussed in Higginbotham (2000) in (29) where the directional

PP itself is structurally complex and provides Path and a meaning of transition (34).

(34) [VP DP [V’ swim [PathP ini-to [PlaceP ti the lake ]]]]

The combination of a swim-verb with an into-phrase results in a process denoted by swim that

leads on a path to a place inside the reference object, which is the lake in this case. Such an

event is telic as well, but telicity here is not due to some transitional event structure provided

by the verb (it can only supply a process subevent) but due to the process being bounded by the

bounded directional path it combines with, as discussed in Zwarts (2005).

When swim-verbs combine with locative PPs (PlacePs), these can only modify the whole event

denoted by the VP (35).

(35) [VP [PlaceP in the lake ] [VP DP swim ]]

The tree in (35) is more or less adapted from Tungseth (2006) who shows that the locative and

the directional reading one obtains with locative PPs headed by in and on are associated with

different structural positions that these phrases occupy with respect to the VP.

Hence, the PPs under discussion are unambiguously PlacePs, and a directional reading only

comes about when some additional syntactic projection is present that can be further modified

by a PlaceP.8 This projection is either PathP, associated with some directional P, or the small

clause structure licensed by a verb that is associated with a complex transitional event structure.

This account goes directly against certain claims found in the literature. van Riemsdijk and

Huybregts (2001), for example, argue that an English PP containing on is always ambiguous

between a locative and a directional meaning. They support this claim by the fact that a direc-

tional reading is available with PPs in PP-with-NP constructions of the type in (36), without an

additional element like e.g. a verb to provide the meaning of directionality.

(36) On the table with those plates! (van Riemsdijk and Huybregts 2001, 13)

I do not think this is a valid argument though. If PPs headed by on and the like were ambiguous

between a directional and a locative reading they should be ambiguous in all contexts, irrespec-

8The claim goes further, since other locative PPs headed by under and behind can be included as well, which

are generally treated as ambiguous in English. Due to lack of space, I cannot discuss this here, but see Gehrke (in

progress) for extensive discussion.
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tive of the environment they appear in. As shown in section 3 though, these PPs in combination

with swim-verbs can only denote Places in both Dutch and English. I can think of no reason

why a motion verb would block a directional reading that should be freely available with these

prepositions if they were lexically ambiguous.

Dutch behaves similarly and can use in (op) either in preposition or in postposition in such cases

(37).9

(37) a. De

the

gevangenis

prison

in

in

met

with

die

that

crimineel!

criminal

(Helmantel 2002, 35)

b. In

in

de

the

gevangenis

prison

met

with

die

that

crimineel!

criminal

(Mirjam Rigterink, p.c.)

In German, the DP inside the PP in these cases always bears accusative case, hence is marked for

directionality. I take this as a hint that the directional readings involved in the English and Dutch

examples are structurally conditioned. This in turn means that cases like (37) involve some kind

of verb ellipsis or some empty light verb of the kick-type that enables the path reading. I will

leave this for future research.

In sum, with motion events where the verb cannot identify a resultative subevent by itself,

namely with swim-verbs, a directional PP can denote a path providing a scale along which the

event is ’measured out’.10 With verbs of the transition type, namely kick-verbs, a locative PP

can further modify the result state VP-internally. With motion verbs that are event structurally

simple processes, i.e. swim-verbs, locative PPs headed by in and on cannot constitute a part of

a directed motion event, since this reading only arises with locative PPs in case there is already

a result state available in the structure. Rather, these PPs are not VP-internal but modify the

whole event denoted by the VP.

6 The internal structure of PPs

This section addresses the cases where a locative preposition can obtain a directional meaning

due to additional elements or operations. In English, a directional P element like to can be added

to a locative PP headed by in or on, in Dutch the corresponding locative prepositions can appear

in postposition licensing a path reading.

An English preposition like to heads a PathP because a to-phrase denotes a path ending at the

point denoted by the reference object or GROUND, which is the DP inside the PP (Zwarts 2005).

The heads in or on of PlacePs embedded under a PathP headed by to move and incorporate into

this Path head to form into and onto (cf. den Dikken (2003), Svenonius (2004)) (38).

(38) [PathP [Path′ ini-to [PlaceP [Place′ ti [DP the room ]]]]]

The PlacePs denote a location which is the result state or the end-point of the to-phrase, which

in turn denotes a path that ends at the location denoted by the in-phrase (in DP).

In Dutch, on the other hand, the DP complements of PlacePs headed by in or op ‘on’ move to

Spec PathP (see Koopman (1997), den Dikken (2003) for discussion), thereby identifying or

licensing the Path structure (39).

9Apparently, with the preposition one stresses the P and with the postposition one stresses gevangenis. For a

possible semantic difference between such minimal pairs, see Helmantel (2002, 72f.).
10In the sense of Tenny (1994). If this scale is bounded, the event is telic; if it is unbounded, the event is atelic

(see Hay, Kennedy and Levin (1999), among others).
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Putting Path in Place 15

(39) [PathP [DP het meer ] [Path’ ø [PlaceP in ti ]]]

Helmantel (2002) argues that this movement also has a semantic effect in that a DP in Spec

PathP (DIRP there) receives a one-dimensional interpretation (in the sense of Verkuyl and

Zwarts (1992)). Only if an object is one-dimensional it can be interpreted as a path. She

furthermore claims that any element in the specifier of a directional phrase has to be interpreted

as a one-dimensional entity, a path. Elements that cannot be construed as one-dimensional are

banned from this position (40).

(40) a. Jan

Jan

stapt

steps

op

on

de

the

kiezelsteen.

pebble

(Helmantel 2002, 73)

‘Jan steps on the pebble.’

b. #Jan

Jan

stapt

steps

de

the

kiezelsteen

pebble

op

on

With respect to the empirical discussion in section 3, then, Dutch klimmen ‘to climb’ and stap-

pen ‘to step’ have to be kick-verbs since the whole sentence with a locative prepositional phrase

involving op ‘on’ can still be interpreted directionally.

It is not clear, however, that all objects in postpositional phrases receive a path interpretation

given examples like (41).

(41) De

the

man

man

is

is

het

the

dak

roof

op

on

geklommen.

climbed
‘The man has climbed onto the roof.’

In this sentence, het dak ‘the roof’ in the postpositional phrase is not really the path itself but

the endpoint of the path. So the claim that any phrase in the specifier of a directional phrase has

to receive a path interpretation is possibly too strong.

7 Conclusion

This chapter discussed conditions, under which locative PPs headed by in and on can be un-

derstood directionally in English, German and Dutch. It was shown that with these preposi-

tions alone only kick-verbs but not swim-verbs can license a directional reading in English and

Dutch. This has been accounted for in terms of the event structure associated with these verbs:

kick-verbs license a complex transitional event structure where the result state subevent can be

modified by locative PPs, whereas swim-verbs are simple processes, and locative PPs can only

modify the event as a whole. In order to derive a goal reading with locative prepositions and

swim-verbs, extra elements or operations are needed, such as additional goal phrases or certain

kinds of movement to license a path structure. The combination of such process verbs with a

Path then leads to a telic event interpretation if the Path is bounded. In German, a directional

reading arises with these PPs if the DP inside them bears accusative case.

Hence, there are genuinely Germanic verbs that conflate path and motion, and thus behave like

verbs in verb-framed languages, namely kick-verbs, contra Talmy (2000). Second, the prepo-

sitions under discussion are not ambiguous between a directional and a locative reading. In

cases where PlacePs can be associated with directionality and thus with some path, this addi-

tional Path structure has to be licensed by movement, case or additional lexical items. Finally,

the discussion showed that Higginbotham’s (2000) telic pair formation is more restricted than

suggested.
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Abstract

Standard implementations of Grice’s theory of conversational implicature assume that the

derivation an implicature always begins with a single proposition expressed by means of a

sentence in a given context. Against this received view, I argue that, in at least three ways,

implicatures are discourse-based rather than proposition-based. First, in some cases an im-

plicature can only be derived from an ensemble of two or more utterances. Secondly, some

implicatures can only be explained on the assumption that the hearer takes into account the

discourse referents that were introduced by the speaker’s utterance. Thirdly, I claim that

presupposed material may give rise to conversational implicatures.

1 Introduction

Conversational implicatures, according to Grice, are pragmatic inferences licensed by what the

speaker has “said”, in a “favored sense” of the word say (Grice 1989: 25). Unfortunately,

however, despite his valiant attempts at defining what that favoured sense is, Grice’s analysis

fails to answer at least one crucial question, namely, how what is said depends on pragmatic

factors. What is clear from the single paragraph he devotes to the topic is that what is said is

more than conventional meaning alone (ibid.). Commenting on the example,

(1) He is in the grip of a vice.

Grice remarks that, in order to determine what a speaker has said by uttering (1), it has to be

established what the utterance time is, who is the referent of the personal pronoun, and which

meaning of vice (“sin” or “tool”) is intended. Hence, for Grice what is said is determined mainly

by conventional meaning, but also in part by pragmatic factors.

Grice’s position seems to require a division of labour between “early” pragmatics, which may

be called upon for nailing down what is said, and “late” pragmatics, which is dependent on what

is said. The resulting demarcation issue has been discussed with much zest and thoroughness

(see Recanati 2004 for an overview), but I have no intention of entering that debate, because I

believe it has started on the wrong foot.

Despite all discord in post-Gricean pragmatics, there is a broad consensus on the prerequisites

for the derivation of conversational implicatures. To begin with, we need a context and general

pragmatic principles of some sort or other. I have no problems with this. The part I disagree

with is the notion that the source of an implicature is always (i) a single proposition (i.e., a

truth-value bearer) (ii) conveyed by a single utterance. In this sense, the orthodox view is that

implicatures are proposition-based. I believe that this is plain false, and will argue that we

should adopt a discourse perspective instead: the calculation of implicatures is discourse-based

rather than proposition-based.

∗ Thanks to Kent Bach, Emmanuel Chemla, Anne Bezuidenhout, Katja Jasinskaja, Nausicaa Pouscoulous, Uli

Sauerland, Rob van der Sandt, and Henk Zeevat, for discussion and comments on the first version of this paper.
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2 Bart Geurts

The main argument of this paper, then, is that implicature is a discourse phenomenon, and I will

argue for this by trying to show that implicatures are discourse-based in at least three different

ways. First, some implicatures can only be derived on the basis of several utterances taken

together. Secondly, some implicatures can only be explained on the assumption that the hearer

takes into account, and reasons in terms of, the discourse referents that were introduced by the

speaker’s utterance. Thirdly, I claim that presuppositions may give rise to implicatures.

2 Quantity implicatures

In the following, I will concentrate my attention on conversational implicatures deriving from

Grice’s first maxim of quantity:

(Q1) Make your contribution as informative as is required (for the current purposes of the

exchange). (Grice 1989: 26)

Implicatures based on this maxim have received more attention than any others, which is one

reason why I want to focus on them. Another is that the Gricean analysis of quantity implica-

tures, as I will call them, is relatively straightforward.

Here is an example. Suppose Jack volunteers the following statement:

(2) Jill read some of Derrida’s books.

Jack’s utterance of (2) may, but need not, be understood as implying that Jill hasn’t read all

of Derrida’s books. If it is, we account for the implication as a plausibility inference which

is invoked for explaining why Jack said what he said. To enhance the vividness of the story

somewhat, we may imagine a hearer going through the following train of thought:

Jack could have made a more informative statement by saying that:

(2*) Jill read all of Derrida’s books.

So why didn’t he? Presumably, because he doesn’t know for a fact that (2*) is true. But Jack is

generally well-informed about Jill’s reading, so if he doesn’t know for a fact (2*) is true, it must

be because (2*) is false. That is, as far as Jack knows, Jill hasn’t read all of Derrida’s books.

It will be evident that this is not so much a theory as a sketch of one, but for my purposes it

will do (the theory has recently been developed in great detail by Sauerland 2004, van Rooij

and Schulz 2004, and Spector 2006). My main interest lies in a premiss of this style of analysis

that is usually taken for granted: it begins with a proposition. The hearer’s soliloquy rendered

above starts off with the question why Jack didn’t make a statement stronger than (2), so the

proposition Jack expressed is contrasted with one he could have made but didn’t. Furthermore,

it is standardly assumed that, for the purpose of deriving implicatures, we only need this propo-

sition (and contextual information). There is an ongoing debate over the context dependence of

propositions, but everybody would agree that, in the context in which it is used, (2) gives rise to

an implicature by virtue of its propositional content alone; that is to say, by virtue of fact that

it is used to affirm the proposition that Jill read some books by Derrida. It is this part of the

Gricean story that I am taking issue with.

2
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Implicature as a discourse phenomenon 3

3 Multiplicatures

The best way of showing that implicatures are discourse-based is also the easiest, so I will start

with that. Suppose I tell you the following mini-story:

(3) When Jill opened the box, it contained five oranges. She took one out.

I ask: “How many oranges were there left in the box?” You say: “Four.” Your answer relies

on an implicature to the effect that, if Jill’s action hadn’t been the only one to affect the content

of the box, I should have said so. By asking how many oranges there were left in the box, I

made the box’s content relevant to our discourse, and if I withheld information pertaining to

that issue, I would have violated Q1. You assumed that I was trying to be cooperative, and thus

arrived at the correct answer.

Although this account is not fully identical to the one we used for deriving scalar implicatures,

the difference is mainly one of scale. In the case of (2), the inference that Jill hasn’t read all of

Derrida’s books followed on the assumption that, instead of (2), Jack could have made a more

informative utterance; whereas in the case of (3), the implicature requires the assumption that

the speaker could have produced a more informative discourse. That is, while in the former

case we only needed to take into account alternative statements that wouldn’t have required the

speaker to make a bigger effort, the latter requires taking into account additional information

the speaker might have given but didn’t.

It seems sufficiently obvious to me that the implicature we observed for (3) is an implicature

of the entire discourse, rather than any of its parts. But suppose someone—a dyed-in-the-wool

propositionalist—were to claim that the implicature is actually conveyed by means of the second

sentence alone. Our propositionalist is thinking along the following lines. The opening sentence

of (3) reports that, to begin with, the box contained five oranges, and this is the context in which

the following sentence is interpreted. The second sentence in (3) states that Jill took one orange

out of the box, and its implicature is that she didn’t take out more than one, so now the box

contained four oranges.

But suppose that Jill put back her orange after taking it out of the box; or suppose that, just be-

fore Jill took out hers, Jack (or anybody else, for that matter) had taken out an orange already;

or again that, due to a spectacular quantum coincidence, Jill’s action caused the oranges in the

box to triple in number. Pragmatically speaking, my saying (3) implicitly rules out such possi-

bilities; and it is my saying (3), rather than any part of it, which does that job. The implicature

is discourse-based, not proposition-based.

Now let us consider the following scenario. Jill wants Jack to sort out the contents of three

boxes containing fruits of various kinds. She tells him:

(4) Most of the apples are in the blue box, but some of them are in the green box. All the

pears are in the red box. All the oranges are in the green box.

Question: What will Jack do? Answer: Most likely, he will transfer the apples in the green box

to the blue box. Why? Because he will take Jill to have implicated that the green box contains

only apples and oranges, the red box contains only pears, and the blue box contains only apples.

Were Jack to discover, e.g., that there are pomegranates in the green box, he might justifiably

accuse Jill of having made her contribution less informative than required for the purposes of

the exchange. The key implicature, for my purposes, is that the green box contains only apples

3
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and oranges.1 This is not licensed by any individual sentence in (4): it requires at least the first

and the third one.

I have given two examples designed to show that “what is said” need not be a single utterance.

In both cases the pattern is the same. To begin with, there is a discourse purpose—a problem to

solve. In the first example, the problem is to establish how many oranges there are in the box.

In the second example, the ultimate problem is for Jack to sort out the contents of three boxes,

and in order to solve that he first needs to find out what is the current content of each of the

boxes; the purpose of the discourse is to assist him in that. Then there is the assumption that

the speaker—i.e., myself in the first example and Jill in the second—is trying to be cooperative

and therefore seeks to make his/her contributions sufficiently informative. Next, there is the

assumption that the speaker is sufficiently informed about the relevant facts. Finally, and most

importantly, in both cases the implicatures are licensed not by an individual utterance but rather

by a sequence of utterances, i.e., a discourse or discourse segment.

One of the classical fallacies of quantificational logic is “illicit conversion”, which is said to

occur when “All A are B” gives rise to the conclusion that all B are A. A logical fallacy it may

be, but often illicit conversion is pragmatically valid (van Rooij and Schulz 2004, Stenning and

Cox 2006):

(5) Q: What’s in the green box?

A: All the apples.

! The green box contains nothing but apples.

It will be clear that this form of inference is just a special case of what we observed in (4); that

is to say, a special case of what I have argued is a discourse phenomenon. To drive home this

point, compare (5) with the following:

(6) Q: What’s in these boxes?

A: All the apples are in the green box. All the oranges are in the green box. All the

pears are in the blue box.

! The green box contains nothing but apples and oranges.

Formulated in more general terms: a set of premisses “all A1 are B, . . . , all An are B” may give

rise to the implicature that all B are A1 or . . . or An. The pattern can be generalised further,

but this is sufficient for making my point, which is the following: what is traditionally called

“illicit conversion” is the special case in which n = 1. (It will be evident by now that this form of

inference is not illicit and doesn’t involve conversion, either, so its name is doubly unfortunate.)

What goes for illicit conversion also goes for the alleged fallacy of denial of the antecedent, also

known as “conditional perfection” (Horn 2000, van Rooij and Schulz 2004). (7) is an Old-World

version of the standard example:

(7) If you mow the lawn, I’ll give you five euros.

! Only if you mow the lawn will I give you five euros.

This inference, too, can be explained as a quantity implicature, and it, too, is an instance of a

more general phenomenon:

1 My point here is just to show that there are multi-utterance implicatures, but all sorts of fascinating compli-

cations arise when one takes a closer look at them. Consider, for example, the effects of replacing all the pears in

(4) with most of the pears. An in-depth study of such phenomena, perhaps using the tools developed by van Rooij

and Schulz (2004) and Spector (2006), would certainly be a good idea.
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(8) I’ll give you five euros if you do the dishes. I’ll give you five euros if you mow the lawn.

And if you walk the dog, I’ll give you three euros.

! Only if you do the dishes or mow the lawn will I give you five euros.

So, the more general pattern is that a set of premisses “if p1 then q, . . . , if pn then q” may

give rise to the implicature that q only if p1 or . . . or pn. The so-called fallacy of denial of the

antecedent is the special case where n = 1. Which is to say that it is a special case of what is

essentially a discourse phenomenon.

4 Transitional remarks

In the foregoing we have seen various examples which show that implicatures are discourse-

based. The argument was relatively straightforward, because the implicatures in question could

only be derived by taking into account several statements at once. In the remainder of this

paper I will make a claim that, on the face of it, may seem paradoxical. I will discuss cases in

which, prima facie, implicatures would appear to arise at a sub-propositional level (e.g., within

the scope of a quantifier), and argue for explanations that, again, hinge on the assumption that

implicature is a discourse phenomenon.

Examples of implicatures that seem to arise in the scope of some expression were first discussed

by Cohen (1971), and have recently been used for bolstering radical departures from the Gricean

party line (e.g., Levinson 2000, Landman 2000, Recanati 2003, Chierchia 2004). I am not yet

convinced that (seemingly) local implicatures can only be explained by abandoning Grice’s flag,

and my programme is to account for such cases within a Gricean framework; in this respect I

align myself with Sauerland (2004), van Rooij and Schulz (2004), Russell (2006), and Spector

(2006). In the following pages, this programme will be executed in part; for I will argue that

some “local” implicatures can be accounted for by adopting a discourse perspective. But there

is a quantity implicature here: I don’t believe that all such inferences can be explained along the

same lines (see Geurts 2007 for further discussion of this point). Hence, what I have to offer on

this occasion is just an account of some local implicatures. The main objective remains to show

that implicature is a discourse phenomenon.

5 A problem with indefinites

Suppose Jack wants to tell an anecdote about his favourite cousin, and starts as follows:2

(9) A cousin of mine read some of Derrida’s books.

The trouble is that, by applying the procedure used before, the hearer is bound to arrive at the

conclusion that Jack doesn’t have a cousin who read all of Derrida’s books; which, under the

circumstances, doesn’t make any sense.3 In this case, the reasoning goes as follows:

2 Incidentally, the assumption that the speaker of (9) has a particular cousin in mind is dispensable; it just helps

to bring out the problem more clearly.
3 That cases like (9) present problems for the Gricean account of implicatures was first shown, I believe, by

van der Sandt (1992: 372); his point was developed further by Geurts and Maier (2003). Although van der Sandt’s

comments are brief and somewhat hermetic, I suspect that the account presented below is essentially what he had

in mind. More recently, van Rooij and Schulz (2004) have developed related ideas, but the phenomena they deal

with are different from the ones under discussion here. In fact, I believe that they misapply their own theory, but

will not go into that here.
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Jack could have made a more informative statement by saying that:

(9*) A cousin of mine read all of Derrida’s books.

Why did Jack say (9) rather than the more informative (9*)? Presumably, because he doesn’t

know for a fact that (9*) is true. But Jack is generally well-informed about his cousins’ reading

(especially if it is philosophy), so if he doesn’t know for a fact (9*) is true, it must be because

(9*) is false. That is, as far as Jack knows, none of his cousins read all of Derrida’s books.4

There is a cheap way of solving the puzzle. We can take the line advocated by Landman (2000)

and Chierchia (2004), and shoehorn scalar implicatures into the lexicon: if the “not all” impli-

cature associated with some is part of its lexical content, the problem doesn’t arise. But cheap

solutions are seldom the best, and this one is no exception. For one thing, it is blatantly stipu-

lative. For another, the lexicalist approach yields overly strong predictions in many other cases;

e.g., it predicts that (10) implies that none of the speaker’s cousins read all books by Derrida:

(10) All of my cousins read some of Derrida’s books.

These and other problems suggest rather forcefully that the lexicalist approach is on the wrong

track, and I will consider it no further (for extensive critical discussion of the Levinson-Chierchia-

Landman line, see Sauerland 2004, van Rooij and Schulz 2004, Russell 2006, Spector 2006,

Geurts 2007).

It is not so hard to see what causes the problem. The derivation of the fake implicature started

out from the question why Jack didn’t say (9*) rather than (9). That was the wrong question.

What we should have asked is this: “Why did Jack say that the cousin in question read some

rather than all of Derrida’s books?” Small difference, but it makes all the difference. For, if we

answer this question, in the usual Gricean way, we arrive at the implicature that, according to

Jack, the cousin in question didn’t read all of Derrida’s books; which is correct, of course.

Before I try to explain what distinguishes this approach from the orthodox one, I should like to

put forward an authority argument: whatever his theoretical views may be, in practice, Grice

himself adopts this approach, too. Here is one of his examples:

(11) A: I am out of petrol.

B: There is a garage round the corner.

Grice glosses this as follows:

B would be infringing the maxim “Be relevant” unless he thinks, or thinks it possible, that the

garage is open, and has petrol to sell . . . (Grice 1989: 32; emphasis added)

Apparently, Grice is not reasoning merely on the basis of the proposition expressed by B’s

statement. Rather, he accepts that B is right in claiming that there is a garage around the corner,

and then proceeds to ask whether the garage in question is open. The same holds for other

examples discussed by Grice, like the following:

Anyone who uses a sentence of the form X is meeting a woman this evening would normally

implicate that the person to be met was someone other than X’s wife, mother, sister, or perhaps

even close platonic friend. (Grice 1989: 37; emphasis added)

4 The assumption that Jack is generally well-informed about his cousins’ reading is perhaps less obviously true

than the corresponding assumption in the earlier application of this argument. If so, let it be stated explicitly.
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On the received propositionalist account, the question should have been why the speaker avoided

saying that X is meeting his wife, sister, or close platonic friend. But that is not how Grice

frames the question, and rightly so, for he would have ended up with the wrong implicatures.

6 Discourse referents

The derivation of an implicature begins with the question why the speaker said what he said.

Whether or not it is in line with his theory, Grice’s own examples show that he takes this saying

something to involve more than merely asserting a proposition. More in particular, Grice tacitly

assumes that, when the speaker said, e.g., that “X is meeting a woman this evening”, the hearer

will construe the indefinite as introducing a discourse referent: an entity referable by means of

a pronoun or definite description.

There are several ways of fleshing out the notion of discourse referent, and I will adopt the

framework of Discourse Representation Theory here (Kamp 1981), but the differences between

various approaches are immaterial to my purposes. As its name already indicates, Discourse

Representation Theory is concerned with the interpretation of discourses, not just sentences.

As a discourse unfolds, interlocutors incrementally construct a model of what was said. Such

models consist of two parts: a set of discourse referents, which represent the objects under

discussion, and a set of conditions which encode the information that accumulates on these

discourse referents.

For example, the statement in (12) will give rise to the model in (13):

(12) Jack read a book by Derrida.

(13) x

x is a book by Derrida

Jack read x

This representation may be given a truth-conditional meaning in exactly the way one should

expect. That is, (13) is true in a given state of affairs s iff s contains a book by Derrida that

Jack read. The discourse referent x is introduced into the model by the indefinite noun phrase a

book by Derrida. Other expressions may serve to pick up such discourse referents. To illustrate,

suppose the speaker continues his discourse as follows:

(14) It is about Heidegger.

Since this statement is made in the context represented by (13), the pronoun may be construed

as picking up x, and if it is, the effect of (14) is that our discourse model is extended as follows:

(15) x

x is a book by Derrida

Jack read x

x is about Heidegger

The key idea underlying DRT is that utterances are interpreted against the background of a

model of the preceding discourse. These models are structured, inter alia, in terms of discourse

referents: pegs that are used to hang descriptive information on. Some expressions (e.g. indef-

inites) prompt the introduction of new discourse referents; others (e.g. pronouns) are used to

retrieve discourse referents that are already available.

7
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One of the appealing features of this view on discourse interpretation is that it has no need for

propositions—no need, that is, for sentence-sized truth-value carriers. Consider sentence (14)

again. It is obvious enough that, taken on its own, it is neither true nor false. It may be true

or false in a given context, such as the one represented by (13), but even then we first have to

decide that the pronoun is to be interpreted by the discourse referent x, and once we have made

that decision, whatever (14) means has become inextricably tied up with the information in (13).

The primary unit of meaning, on this view, is the discourse. In the first instance, it is discourses,

not sentences, that have truth conditions. This is not to deny that individual utterances have

truth-conditional import. Utterances serve to extend the discourse, and can be assigned mean-

ings in these terms. For example, we may define the meaning of (14), as used on this particular

occasion, in terms of the difference between the truth conditions associated with (15) and (13).

But this will yield a merely derivative notion of meaning that doesn’t play a role in the theory,

and that, moreover, is very much unlike any conventional notion of proposition.

Let us now return to implicatures, and the problem discussed in the previous section:

(16) A cousin of mine read some of Derrida’s books. (= (9))

This is interpreted along the following lines:

(17) x

x and the speaker are cousins

x read some of Derrida’s books

As in example (13), the singular indefinite causes the introduction of a new discourse referent, x

(the plural indefinite will do likewise, of course, but we will leave that for the next section). On

the harmless though admittedly unrealistic assumption that the previous context is empty, (17)

represents what the speaker said by uttering (16), and it is on the basis of this interpretation that

the hearer will ask himself how the fact that the speaker chose to utter (16) can be reconciled

with the assumption that he is trying to be cooperative. In particular, why didn’t he say that x

read all of Derrida’s books? And so on. At the end of the line, the implicature is that x hasn’t

read all of Derrida’s books; which is intuitively correct.

Spelling this out in slightly more detail, my suggestion is that statements the speaker could have

made instead of (16) are evaluated in the context of (17). For example, the alternative statement

that the speaker’s cousin read all of Derrida’s books might be represented by extending (17) as

follows (with the alternative content underlined):

(18) x

x and the speaker are cousins

x read some of Derrida’s books

x read all of Derrida’s books

If this alternative gives rise to an implicature, it is negated, which results in the following model:

(19) x

x and the speaker are cousins

x read some of Derrida’s books

¬[x read all of Derrida’s books]

8
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Technically, what makes this analysis work is that the semantic value of the indefinite is held

constant across alternatives. Conceptually, the idea is that, when considering alternative state-

ments the speaker could have made but didn’t, hearers reason in terms of discourse referents:

they assume that an alternative statement like, “A cousin of mine read all of Derrida’s books”,

would have been about the same cousin. This is just what Grice did in the passages cited above.

7 Extending the analysis: plural indefinites

As we have just seen, the proposed theory yields predictions that are different from, and better

than, a proposition-based account in those cases in which a scalar term, like some, is in the

scope of an existential expression. If the wide-scope expression is universal, the two accounts

converge in their predictions. To illustrate, consider the following variation on (16):

(20) All of my cousins read some of Derrida’s books. (= (10))

On the received view, this may give rise to the implicature that, as far as the speaker knows, not

all of his cousins read all of Derrida’s books, or equivalently, that some of his cousins didn’t

read all of Derrida’s books. This is in accordance with my intuitions, and the discourse-based

account makes the same prediction. (Recall that this type of example presents a problem for

the lexicalist approach advocated by Levinson, Landman, and Chierchia.) We can construe

the universal expression all of my cousins as introducing a plural discourse referent, X, which

represents the speaker’s cousins, and the sentence as saying that all members of X read some

of Derrida’s books. Then the implicature we obtain is that not all members of X read all of

Derrida’s books, which is the same as before. Hence, adopting the discourse perspective only

makes a difference if a scalar term occurs in the scope of a non-universal quantifier. In the

last section, we looked at singular indefinites. In this section and the next one, I turn to plural

indefinites and existential modals, respectively.

Consider the following example:

(21) Some cousins of mine read some of Derrida’s books.

Adopting the proposition-based approach, (21) will be associated with the implicature that

none of the speaker’s cousins read all of Derrida’s books; which is clearly too strong.5 On

the discourse-based approach, we get the following. By saying (21), the speaker introduces a

new discourse referent, X, which represents a collection of cousins of his who read some of

Derrida’s books. Reasoning that, if the speaker had known that all members of X read all of

Derrida’s books, he would have said so, the hearer infers that, as far as the speaker knows, not

all the cousins in question will have read all of Derrida’s books. I believe this is correct.

Apart from what I take to be its intuitive appeal, the proposed analysis has the advantage of

extending in a natural way beyond the run-of-the-mill cases of scalar implicature. Take, e.g.,

the following sentence:

5 More accurately, it is too strong on at least one way of reading the plural indefinites in (21). In general,

English some may be read as scalar or non-scalar:

(i) I bought some of the apples.

(ii) I have some apples.

In (i), but not in (ii), some competes with all, and therefore it is scalar in the former case but not in the latter.

The scalar interpretation may be signalled by stressing some, whereas a reduction of the word (“sm”) favours a

non-scalar construal. The relevant reading of (21) is the one on which the first some is non-scalar while the second

one receives a scalar interpretation.
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(22) Several of my cousins had cherries or strawberries.

As observed independently by Klinedinst (2005) and Eckardt (to appear), sentence (22) will tend

to be understood as implying that some of the cousins had cherries and some had strawberries.

This inference can be accounted for as follows. An utterance of (22) gives rise to the following

model:

(23) X

∀x ∈ X[x and the speaker are cousins]

∀x ∈ X[x had cherries or strawberries]

∀x ∈ X[x had cherries]

∀x ∈ X[x had strawberries]

The underlined parts of this model represent the contents of the alternative statements that the

cousins in question had cherries and that they had strawberries. If these alternatives gives rise

to implicatures, we get the following model:

(24) X

∀x ∈ X[x and the speaker are cousins]

∀x ∈ X[x had cherries or strawberries]

¬∀x ∈ X[x had cherries]

¬∀x ∈ X[x had strawberries]

This says that not all of the cousins in question had cherries, and that not all of them had

strawberries—which is intuitively correct. Furthermore, this model entails that some of the

cousins had cherries and some had strawberries, and thus the inferences observed by Eckardt

and Klinedinst are entailed by the full information content of (22), i.e. they follow from its

implicatures in conjunction with “what is said” by this sentence.

Another way of viewing the Eckardt/Klinedinst inferences is as follows. The interpretation

of (22) results in a plural discourse referent, X, representing a collection of cousins who had

cherries or strawberries. Now we reason as follows. Could it be the case that none of the

members of X had cherries? Presumably not, because then the speaker would have said that

several of his cousins had strawberries. Therefore, (22) implicates that some of the speaker’s

cousins had cherries, and by the same reasoning we obtain the implicature that some of the

speaker’s cousins had strawberries.

8 Extending the analysis further: modals

One of the classic problems in modal logic is caused by sentences like the following:

(25) a. You may read Derrida or Deleuze.

b. Jill may have been reading Lacan or Althusser.

The problem is that (25a) may be construed as giving the addressee permission to read Derrida

and to read Deleuze, though not perhaps both; and similarly, on its most natural construal, (25b)

implies that, for all the speaker knows, it is possible that Jill was reading Lacan, and it is also

possible that she was reading Althusser. So the puzzle is that, when embedded under may, the

disjunctive particle or gives rise to a quasi-conjunctive reading.

10
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Implicature as a discourse phenomenon 11

As observed by Klinedinst (2005) and Eckardt (to appear), this problem has the same logical

structure as the one posed by (22)—assuming, of course, that may is construed as an existential

quantifier over possible states of affairs—and if that is so, it should be solved in the same way.

On a standard possible-worlds analysis, statements like (25a) and (25b) make existential claims

about sets of possible worlds. Thus, (25a) says that, amongst the worlds that are compatible

with the speaker’s wishes (say), there are at least some in which the addressee reads Derrida or

Deleuze. Similarly, (25b) says that, amongst the worlds that are compatible with the speaker’s

beliefs, there are at least some in which Jill was reading Lacan or Althusser.

In the DRT version of this analysis proposed in Geurts (1995, 1999a), modal expressions intro-

duce discourse referents, just like indefinite noun phrases do. On this account, (25a) prompts the

introduction of a discourse referent representing a set of worlds compatible with the speaker’s

wishes in which the addressee reads Derrida or Deleuze, and similarly, (25b) introduces a dis-

course referent representing a set of worlds compatible with the speaker’s beliefs in which Jill

was reading Lacan or Althusser.

Deploying discourse referents only makes sense if there are expressions or constructions that

will pick them up, so if we treat existential modals as introducers of discourse referents, there

should be modal anaphors, as well. And there are, the italicised expressions in (26) being cases

in point:

(26) Suppose Jack has read Derrida. Then he may have read Deleuze, as well. But in that

case he must have read Lacan, too.

This discourse is construed as follows. To begin with, the first sentence introduces a discourse

referent, p, representing a set of worlds in which Jack has read Derrida. The adverbial pronoun

then retrieves p, and the second sentence states that there is a non-empty q ⊆ p, in all of whose

worlds Jack has read Deleuze. Then the last sentence picks up q by means of the anaphor in

that case, and states that Jack read has Lacan in all the q-worlds.

Supposing that this treatment is adequate, at least in outline, the solution to the puzzle posed by

(25a,b) follows immediately. Suppose Jill says (25a) to Jack. So Jack sets up a new discourse

referent, p, representing a set of worlds compatible with Jill’s wishes in which he reads Derrida

or Deleuze; and then he reasons as follows: “Could it be that I don’t read Derrida in any of the

worlds in p? Clearly not, because then Jill would have said, ‘You may read Deleuze’, rather

than (25a). Therefore, I have Jill’s permission to read Derrida, and by the same reasoning I have

her permission to read Deleuze.” The same, mutatis mutandis, for (25b).

According to the received view, an implicature is always calculated on the basis of a proposition

expressed by a sentence ϕ, as uttered in a context c. This can’t be right: we need the discourse

referents which are introduced into c in the process of interpreting ϕ—and propositions don’t

contain discourse referents. So there is a choice to be made. If we want to hold on to the

opinion that sentences express propositions, we have to assume that, before its implicatures

are computed, the context in which ϕ is uttered must be updated according to ϕ—but then the

proposition expressed by ϕ is just an auxiliary device for enriching the context. Alternatively,

we could give up on propositions, and assume that discourse referents are implicated in utterance

interpretation from the start. It will be clear which option I prefer.

9 Presupposition

We now come to the third way in which implicatures are discourse-based rather than proposition-

based, and I will let the cat out of the bag forthwith: I would like to suggest that presuppositions,
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too, may give rise to implicatures. More precisely, if a sentence comes with a presupposition p,

implicatures may be derived from p just as if it was asserted. My argument falls into two parts:

first I will show that this is what we observe, and then I will argue that, on any of the established

views on what presupposition is, this is what one should expect.

First, to the data:

(27) Jill knows that Jack took some of the apples.

Since know is a factive verb, (27) presupposes that Jack took some of the apples, and it seems

to me that it also conveys (or, at the very least, may be taken to convey) that Jack didn’t take all

of the apples.6 This may be a coincidence, of course, but what about the following examples:

(28) a. Does Jill know that Jack took some of the apples?

b. Please make sure that Jill knows that Jack took some of the apples.

c. Jill doesn’t know that Jack took some of the apples.

As is usual with a bona fide presupposition, each of these sentences suggests rather strongly

that Jack took some of the apples. But they also convey (or, at the very least, may be construed

as conveying) that Jack didn’t take all of the apples. (Note, by the way, that (28a) and (28b)

show that non-declarative speech acts may give rise to implicatures, too.) This pattern extends

to other presupposition triggers:

(29) a. It was Jack who took some of the apples.

b. It wasn’t Jack who took some of the apples.

c. Wasn’t it Jack who took some of the apples?

(30) a. The man who took some of the apples will be arrested.

b. It’s possible that the man who took some of the apples will be arrested.

c. How likely is it that the man who took some of the apples will be arrested?

Ceteris paribus, the sentences in (29) presuppose that somebody took some of the apples (in the

first case this is an entailment, as well), and according to my intuitions they will also tend to

imply that the person in question didn’t take all of the apples. Parallel observations apply to the

sentences in (30).

These are admittedly concocted examples, but real data pattern similarly. In (31) I present

samples from the Google corpus involving, respectively, it-clefts, factive verbs, and definite

descriptions:

(31) a. It wasn’t me who got some of the font sizes wrong on the Vacancy Pages, though!

b. I didn’t realize that some of the early church fathers and even the great reformers

(Luther, Calvin) believed in the perpetual virginity of Mary.

c. After all, this was the latest film from Quentin Tarantino, the man who brought

some of the greatest films of the last decade.

According to my intuitions, it is not unlikely that the author of (31b) intended to convey to his

audience that not all of the early church fathers and the great reformers believed in the perpetual

6 According to Russell (2006), this inference is “relatively weak”, and he reports that his intuition is shared by

other native speakers of English. I don’t know if this is right, but it would make sense. Given that presuppositions

are (presented as) background information, in some sense or other, it is only to be expected that any implicatures

they give rise to should be less salient.
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virginity of Mary. The other examples are similar.

These observations are readily explained if implicatures can be licensed by presupposed mate-

rial. But how plausible it that assumption? In my view, it is quite plausible, and what is more, it

is how it should be on practically any theory of presupposition. This may seem like a rash claim,

considering that presupposition research is currently going through one of its turbulent phases,

and the diversity of theories is almost as bewildering as it was in the 1970s. However, as far as

a I can tell, all current theories share one key assumption, namely, that presuppositional devices

may be used for presenting new information. If this much—and it really isn’t that much—is

agreed upon, it shouldn’t come as a surprise that presuppositions, when used for conveying new

information, can license implicatures.

On some accounts, the notion that presuppositions may carry new information is entirely un-

problematic. For example, one view which recently has found some supporters is that presup-

positions are just parts of information that are less central to the speaker’s concern than what he

wants to assert, question, and so on (e.g. Geurts 1999b, Abbott 2000, Simons 2006). Clearly,

if one takes this line, presuppositions may carry new information, and thus give rise to implica-

tures.

Things are somewhat less straightforward if one adheres to what may still be called the received

view on presupposition, which is mainly due to Stalnaker (1973, 1974). For, on this account, to

presuppose something is to present it as given, as part of the common ground between oneself

and the hearer: a presupposition is “an item of presumed common knowledge” (Stalnaker 1973:

450). However, according to Stalnaker and his followers, just as one can present old stories as if

they were new, a speaker can present new information as if it were already part of the common

ground. In such an event, the speaker dispenses new information by pretending that his audience

already know. For example, if I come late to a meeting, I may apologise by saying:

(32) I’m sorry I’m late: my bicycle had a flat tire.

In saying this, I presuppose that I have a bicyle. It may be that no one in the audience knew this

beforehand, but they will let me get away with my presupposition because, at least in my own

country, it is perfectly normal for people to own bicycles, and because they appreciate that in

order to avoid the presupposition I should have resorted to a cumbersome formulation such as:

(33) I’m sorry I’m late: I own a bicycle and it had a flat tire.

Hence, new information can, and often will, be conveyed by way of presupposition:

In such a case, a speaker tells his auditor something in part by pretending that his auditor already

knows it. The pretense need not be an attempt at deception. It might be tacitly recognized by

everyone concerned that this is what is going on, and recognized that everyone else recognizes

it. In some cases, it is just that it would be indiscreet, or insulting, or tedious, or unnecessarily

blunt, or rhetorically less effective to openly assert a proposition that one wants to communicate.

(Stalnaker 1974: 202)

My point is simply this. Even on an account that explains presupposition in terms of givenness,

it has to be granted that, de facto, presupposed information is often new, and that it may be

common knowledge between speaker and hearer that this is so. More briefly, presupposition is

an accepted way of conveying new information. In this sense it is no different from assertion

(which is not to deny of course that presupposition and assertion are different in other respects),

and there is no reason why it shouldn’t give rise to implicatures.
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If this much is right, something in the received doctrine of “what is said” has got to give. Either

presuppositions are part of what is said, or they aren’t. If they aren’t, then what is said is not

the only source of conversational implicatures. If they are, what is said is not one thing, but has

at least two parts, each of which may give rise to implicatures. Either way, the received view is

false.

10 To conclude

According to orthodox opinion the source of an implicature is always a single proposition ex-

pressed, in context, by way of a single utterance. I have argued that this is false for various

reasons, all of which show, in different ways, that implicatures are discourse-based rather than

proposition-based.

As I may have hinted already, I am not a fan of propositions at all. If I had to nominate the single

most pernicious idea in the history of semantics and pragmatics, they would have to compete

only with Russell’s theory of descriptions. The concept of proposition is, in a popular German

Figure 1: Proposition

phrase, an “eierlegende Wollmilchsau”, i.e. a sow that, in addition to meat, produces eggs, wool,

and milk (Figure 1). The proposition conveyed by a sentence ϕ is expected to be determined,

more or less, by the meanings of the words ϕ contains and the way they are put together; it has

to represent ϕ’s truth conditions, which at the same time are the key message conveyed by ϕ;

and it is to be the launch pad for conversational implicatures. I see absolutely no reason for

believing that there is one thing that meets all these requirements; in fact, I have argued that

there isn’t.

“But how are we going to do without them?”, I hear some of my readers cry. My recommenda-

tion is to adopt a discourse perspective on interpretation. I have tried to show that the sources of

implicatures come in various kinds and varying sizes. A theory like DRT is a natural framework

for accommodating this diversity. DRT seeks to capture how utterances serve to update dis-

course models. In this framework, an assertion is one possible update unit, but there are others.

Presuppositions, too, may be used for updating the discourse, and sequences of utterances may

be viewed as higher-level updates.

Quantity implicatures may arise whenever the hearer singles out the information proffered by

the speaker on a given topic, and assumes that this is all the information he is going to get

on the topic in question. The information may be the main point of a statement, it may be a

presupposition, or it may have been conveyed by a several utterances. But, generally speaking,

it is a far cry from “what is said”.
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<3,07*4#.& <F!?1#)%70d' H#' 2#)!,#1)%3#15' N1#-+33:' 3&' _3#)!?P3,1,>' J!0!1,7*A4&
N#)",$[&i%"D#)&-#&')(GD#)4&FF:&ORQLOPV:&
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BEYOND THE (IN)DEFINITENESS RESTRICTION:                                                           

A UNIFIED SEMANTICS FOR HAVE 

!"#$%&'()*$+&&%,-.%/"012'

31%'41$5'6*"*%'78$#%&9$*:'

;)*$%&&%,-&%/"01<=>59)<05?'

Abstract 

@8'*1$9'A"A%&2'*1%'?"$8'A&5A%&*$%9'5B'*1%'#%&C'have'"8D'*1%$&'0588%0*$58'E$*1'*1%'F$8GD%B$8$*%8%99'

&%9*&$0*$58' "&%' 9*)D$%D<' 6%#%&"H' #"&$%*$%9' "&%' 01"&"0*%&$,%D2' $8' "DD$*$58' *5' *1%' E%HH-I85E8'

%/$9*%8*$"H-have'0589*&)0*$58J'&%9*&$0*%D'%/$9*%80%2'*1%'H50"*$#%'&%"D$8;2'*1%'%99%8*$"H'"8D'"00$D%8*"H'

&%"D$8;92'$D$5?"*$0'0589*&)0*$5892'%*0<'@*'$9'"&;)%D'*1"*'$*'$9'A599$CH%'*5'A&5#$D%'"')8$B5&?'9%?"8*$09'

B5&' *1%9%' 0589*&)0*$5892' 9*"&*$8;' E$*1' *1%' $D%"' *1"*' have' D%85*%9' "' B)80*$58' "**&$C)*$8;' %99%8*$"H'

A&5A%&*$%9<'31%'A&5A59%D'"8"H:9$9'$9'$?AH%?%8*%D'$8'(%8%&"H$,%D-K)"8*$B$%&'31%5&:. '

1 Introduction  

48%' 5B' *1%' 05&8%&9*58%9' 5B' *1%' 9%?"8*$0' "8"H:9$9' 5B' $8D%B$8$*%9' 1"9' C%%8' *1%' 9*)D:' 5B' *1%'

F$8GD%B$8$*%8%99' %BB%0*F9G' "8D' *1%' %89)$8;' D$9*$80*$58' "?58;' D%*%&?$8%&' *:A%9' FE%"IL9*&58;M'

$8D%B$8$*%LD%B$8$*%G<' N&5C"CH:' *1%'?59*' A&5?$8%8*' "?58;' *1$9' 0589*%HH"*$58' 5B' A1%85?%8"' $9'

*1%' 058*&"9*' *1"*' %?%&;%9' $8' %/$9*%8*$"H' 9%8*%80%9<' @8D%B$8$*%' F5&2' ?5&%' ;%8%&"HH:2' E%"IG'

D%*%&?$8%&9' 0"8' 500)&' $8' %/$9*%8*$"H' 0589*&)0*$589' E1%&%"9' 9*&58;' D%*%&?$8%&9' 0"885*'

FO$H9"&I2' =PQQM' R%%8"8' =PSQM' ' D%' T55A' =PPUM' O0V"HH:' =PPSM' .%)H"8D' W' ' *%&' O%)H%82'

=PSQ2%*0<G'

F=G' ' "<'X31%&%'$9F"&%G'*1%L"HH'*1%L%"01L%#%&:L?59*'9*)D%8*F9G'$8'*1%';"&D%8<'

''''' ' C<'31%&%'"&%'95?%L*E5LB%E%&'*1"8'*1&%%L?"8:'9*)D%8*9'$8'*1%';"&D%8<'

!Y/$9*%8*$"H-have"'%8#$&58?%8*9'*&$;;%&'*1%'9"?%'058*&"9*'"8D'1"#%'C%%8'0H"$?%D'*5'5C%:'*1%'

D%B$8$*%8%99'&%9*&$0*$58'*55'FR%%8"8'=PSQGJ'

'FUG'' "<'!518'1"9'B5)&LB%E%&'*1"8'B5)&L?"8:''05)9$89<''

''''' ' C<'X!518'1"9'?59*'5B'*1%L%"01L%#%&:'05)9$8<'''

V%#%&*1%H%992'*1%&%'"&%'9%#%&"H'$99)%9'*1"*'?%&$*'B)&*1%&'$8#%9*$;"*$58'"8D'?":'H%"D'*5'"'C%**%&'

)8D%&9*"8D$8;'5B'*1%'D%B$8$*%8%99'&%9*&$0*$58'5&'5B'*1%'&5H%'*1"*'have-9%8*%80%9'AH":'$8'$*<'Z$&9*2'

85*'"HH' %/$9*%8*$"H-have' 9*&)0*)&%9'"&%' $D%8*$0"H2' "8D'9%#%&"H'D$BB%&%8*' &%"D$8;9'0"8'C%'0H%"&H:'

01"&"0*%&$,%D<'@8'*1$9'&%9A%0*2'*1%'$99)%'5B'*1%$&')8$B5&?$*:'915)HD'"H95'C%'"DD&%99%D<'31$9'E$HH'

A&5C"CH:'1%HA')9'$8'"89E%&$8;'*1%'[)%9*$58'5B'E1%*1%&'*1%&%'$9'"'05??58'05&%'*1"*'915)HD'C%'

0589$D%&%D' *1%' C"9$0' 058*%8*' 5B' *1%' #%&C' have<' \DD$*$58"HH:2' *1%' D$9*$80*$58' C%*E%%8'

%/$9*%8*$"HL&%H"*$58"H' &%"D$8;9' "8D' 858-%/$9*%8*$"H' &%"D$8;9'E$HH' C%' "&;)%D' *5' C%' "'?"**%&' 5B'

058*%/*)"H';&"D$%80%<'

\' 9%058D' $?A5&*"8*' $99)%' $9' &%H"*%D' *5' 0%&*"$8' 9$;8$B$0"8*' %#$D%80%' 05?$8;' B&5?' 0&599-

H$8;)$9*$0' #"&$"*$58' $8' #%&C' 015$0%J'31%' 95-0"HH%D'have/be "H*%&8"*$58' 5&2'?5&%' A&5A%&H:2' *1%'

have/be/!" "H*%&8"*$58<'O"8:' H"8;)";%9' )9%'be' $89*%"D' 5B' have<' Z5&' %/"?AH%2 3)&I$91' "8D'

]"*$8' )9%'be' 9:9*%?"*$0"HH:' "8D'?59*' 5*1%&' H"8;)";%9' F$80H)D$8;' Y8;H$91G' D5' 95' "*' H%"9*' $8'

0%&*"$8' 0589*&)0*$589<'31%&%' "&%' "H95' H"8;)";%9'E1%&%'"' 05A)H"' $9'85*' &%[)$&%D' F95?%'^"8*)'

H"8;)";%92'O"H";"9:'B5&'0%&*"$8'0589*&)0*$5892'%*0<G'O5&A15H5;$0"H'E%"I%8$8;'5&'_CH%"01$8;_'

5B' *1%'05A)H"&'#%&C'05&&%H"*%9'E$*1'"' H"8;)";%`9'"C$H$*:' *5'%/A&%99'0%&*"$8'9%?"8*$0' &%H"*$589'
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FI$82'A599%99$582'%*0<G'*1&5);1'?5&A15H5;$0"H'0"9%9<'Z5&'%/"?AH%2'$8'3)&I$91'*1%'?%"8$8;'5B''

have'$9'%/A&%99%D'C:'*1%'05A)H"'AH)9'"';%8$*$#%'aN'b*1$9'5A*$58'$9'"H95'A599$CH%'$8'Y8;H$912'

"8D'5*1%&'H"8;)";%9'B5&'A599%99$#%'0589*&)0*$589J'This is ours'c'We have this<'@8']"*$82'E1%&%'

*1%'05A)H"&'#%&C'$9'be'FessereG2''A599%9$#%'?%"8$8;'$9'%/A&%99%D'#$"'D"*$#%'0"9%'?"&I$8;'58'*1%'

A59*05A)H"&' aNJ'Libri sunt mihi' d31%' C55I9' "&%' ?$8%`<' Z$8"HH:2' $8' 0%&*"$8'O"H";"9:' have-

0589*&)0*$589'*1%&%'"0*)"HH:'$9'85'05A)H"'H$8I$8;'*1%'*E5'*%&?9'5B'*1%'have-&%H"*$58'FR%%8"8'W'

."H"H"51%&$#58:'UeeeM'N")H'UeefG''

FgG' O"&"&:',8"I"'."C%<'

'' ' 6$0I'''''01$HD''."C%''

''''' ' #."C%'1"9'"'9$0I'01$HD<$'

FhG' '' ^%''"9"''''?"8"1$&"8"'"15'

''' ' C$;'E5&I'C5*1%&'''''''''=9;V5?<'

'''' ' #@'1"#%'"'H5*'5B'C5*1%&95?%'E5&I<$'

Y#$D%80%' 5B' *1$9' 95&*' $9' *1%' 95)&0%' B5&' *1%' ^%8#%8$9*%LR":8%' ;%8%&"H$,"*$58' FR":8%' =PPgG2'

E1$01'"?5)8*9'*5'*1%'0H"$?'*1"*'have'$9 '*1%'9:8*"0*$0'"?"H;"?'5B'"'H$;1*'5&'058*%8*H%99'05A)H"'

"8D'"'A&%A59$*$58<' @B'E1"*' $9'"&;)%D'1%&%' $9'05&&%0*2' $*'0"8'C%'0580H)D%D' *1"*' *1$9'"8"H:9$9' $9'

"H95'58' *1%' &$;1*' *&"0I' B&5?'"' 9%?"8*$0'#$%EA5$8*<'31$9'A"A%&'A&%9%8*9'D"*"' B5?'6A"8$912' "'

H"8;)";%'5B'$8*%&%9*'C%0")9%'$*'9%%?9'*5'C%'9*&58;H:'58'*1%'have'9$D%'5B'*1%'have/be-"H*%&8"*$58'

9A%0*&)?2'9$80%'*1%')9%'5B'have'$9'E$D%9A&%"D'*5'%/A&%99'"'?)H*$*)D%'5B'&%H"*$589'C%*E%%8'*1%'

9)Ci%0*'"8D'*1%'5Ci%0*<''

2. Existence, proper and restricted  

]%*' )9' 9*"&*' &%#$9$8;' R%%8"8$9' F=PSQG' ;%8%&"H$,"*$58J' Y/$9*%8*$"H-have' 9%8*%80%9' "&%' H$I%'

%/$9*%8*$"H-there' 9%8*%80%9' $8' %/A&%99$8;' "8' "99%&*$58' 5B' %/$9*%80%<' O5&%' 0580&%*%H:2' 58%'

0589%[)%80%' 5B' *1$9' ;%8%&"H$,"*$58' $9' *1"*' 9%8*%80%9' 9)01' "9' *159%' $8' FjG' "&%' "99%&*$589' 5B'

%/$9*%80%2' "9' *1%' &%9A%0*$#%' A"&"A1&"9%9' $8' FfG' 915E<' @8' *1$9' &%9A%0*2' *1%:' "&%' %[)$#"H%8*' *5'

*159%'$8'FQGJ'

FjG ' "<'!518'1"9'"'D5;<'

C<'!518'1"9'B5)&'05)9$89<'

FfG ' "<'\'D5;'F5E8%D'C:'!518G'%/$9*9<'

C<'!518$9'B5)&'05)9$89'%/$9*<'

FQG' ' "<'31%&%'$9'"'D5;'5E8%D'C:'!518<'''''''

' ' C<'31%&%'"&%'B5)&'05)9$89'5B'!518<''

@8'0589$D%&$8;'*1%9%'%[)$#"H%80%92'*1%&%'$9'"8'%H%?%8*'*1"*'$8*&5D)0%9'"8'"AA"&%8*'"9:??%*&:<'

@8'?59*'%/$9*%8*$"H-there'9%8*%80%92'"8'kN'?5D$B$%&'&%9*&$0*9'*1%'"99%&*$58'5B'%/$9*%80%'*5'*159%'

$8D$#$D)"H9' $8' *1%' )8$#%&9%' )8D%&' 0589$D%&"*$58' 9"*$9B:$8;' *1%' D%85*"*$58' 5B' *1%' kN<' 31%'

"99%&*$58'5B'%/$9*%80%'D5%9'85*'85&?"HH:'"BB%0*' *1%'E15H%')8$#%&9%'C)*'&"*1%&'"' '_9H$0%l'5B'$*<'

31$9'A&5A%&*:'?"I%9'058*&"9*$#%'9*"*%?%8*9'9)01'"9'FSG'A599$CH%J'

FSG' ' 31%&%'"&%'*E5'9*)D%8*9'$8'*1%';"&D%8<'31%&%'$9'"85*1%&'9*)D%8*'$89$D%'*1%'15)9%<'

31%'A&%9%80%'5B'*1%'&%9*&$0*$8;'?5D$B$%&'$9'0&$*$0"H<'@B'$*'$9'5?$**%D2'*1%'D$905)&9%'C%05?%9'5DDJ'

FPG' ' 31%&%'"&%'*E5'9*)D%8*9<'
mm
31%&%'$9'"85*1%&'9*)D%8*'$89$D%'*1%'15)9%<'

31%' 58H:' E":' 5B' $?A&5#$8;' FPG' $9' *5' "005??5D"*%' "' &%9*&$0*$#%' FH50"*$#%G' &%H"*$58' C:' "'

A&";?"*$0L&1%*5&$0"H' 5A%&"*$58' F\91%&' W' ]"90"&$D%9' UeegGJ' 058*&"9*' F85*' $8' *1%' 15)9%G' 5&'

%H"C5&"*$58<' ' 48' *1%' 5*1%&' 1"8D2' $*' 9%%?9' *1"*' $8' %/$9*%8*$"H-have' %8#$&58?%8*9' $*' $9' ?5&%'

D$BB$0)H*' *5' "005??5D"*%' 9)01' "' &%9*&$0*$58<' Z5&' %/"?AH%2' F=eG' $9' 85*' B%H$0$*5)9' $B' *1%' 01"$&'

)8D%&' D$90)99$58' 1"9' B5)&' H%;92' "8D' *1%' 9%058D' 9%8*%80%' $9' $9' 85*' "' A599$CH%' F058*&"9*$#%' 5&'

%H"C5&"*$#%G'058*$8)"*$58J'
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F=eG' 31%'01"$&'1"9'*1&%%'H%;9<''
n
31%'01"$&'1"9'"85*1%&'H%;'*55<'

V%#%&*1%H%992' *5' 0H"$?' *1"*' have-9%8*%80%9' "&%' $805?A"*$CH%' E$*1' "8' %/AH$0$*' 5&' $?AH$0$*'

&%9*&$0*$58'E5)HD'C%'$805&&%0*<'\'?5&%'"00)&"*%'1:A5*1%9$9'E5)HD'C%'*1"*'*1%'500)&&%80%'5B'"'

&%9*&$0*$58' 05)HD' C%' "H*%&8"*$#%H:' $?A599$CH%2' A599$CH%' 5&' %#%8' 8%0%99"&:' D%A%8D$8;' 58' *1%'

$8*%&A&%*"*$58' 5B' *1%' 9%8*%80%' F58' *1%' *:A%' 5B' &%H"*$58' %/A&%99%D' C:' haveG<' 31%' ?5D$B:$8;'

"Di)80*'0"8'"*'*$?%9'%/A&%99'"8'%/AH$0$*'9A"*$5-*%?A5&"H'&%9*&$0*$582'"9'$8'F==GJ'

F==G'' !518'1"9'B5)&'05)9$89'$8'*1%'"&?:<'\85*1%&'58%'$9')8%?AH5:%D<'

@8'5*1%&'$89*"80%92'*1%'%/AH$0$*'&%9*&$0*$8;'*%&?'D%85*%9'"'A&5A%&*:'5B'*1%'5Ci%0*J''

F=UG 31%'01"$&'1"9'*1&%%'$&58'H%;9<'31%'5*1%&'58%'$9'?"D%'5B'E55D<'

31%' &%9*&$0*$58' D%H$?$*9' *1%' A&%D$0"*$58' &%H"*$58' F*1%' "99%&*$58' 5B' %/$9*%80%G<' o%' 0"8' *1%8'

D$9*$8;)$91'*E5'*:A%9'5B'"99%&*$589'5B'%/$9*%80%J'A)&%'F)8&%9*&$0*%DG'"8D'&%9*&$0*%D<'@8'*1%'0"9%'

5B'%/$9*%8*$"H-there'9%8*%80%9'58H:'*1%'&%9*&$0*%D'%/$9*%80%'&%"D$8;'9%%?9'*5'C%'A599$CH%<'31$9'

$D%"' E5)HD' &%0%$#%' 9)AA5&*' B&5?' A&5A59"H9' *1"*' 0589$D%&' ' there' "9' "8' %/A&%99$58' 5B' "'

058*%/*)"H' A"&"?%*%&' FZ&%%,%' =PPUM' T5%I9*&"' W' O)HD%&' =PPeM' %*0<G<' 31%' A&%9%80%' 5B' *1$9'

A"&"?%*%&'E5)HD'?"I%'A599$CH%' *1%' p$8*&)9$58`5B'"'A&";?"*$0"HH:-058D$*$58%D'&%9*&$0*$58<' ' @8'

5*1%&' H"8;)";%92' *1$9'"D#%&C$"H' %H%?%8*' $9'5A*$58"H' F9)01'"9'E%"I'ahi' p*1%&%`' $8'6A"8$91M'0B<'

()*$+&&%,'W'6$H#"'=PPSG<''

F=gG' \1$'1":'D59'H$C&59<'#31%&%'"&%'*E5'C55I9$'

F=hG' T":'D59'H$C&59''#H$*<'X'"&%'*E5'C55I9$'

V%#%&*1%H%992'"9'"&;)%D'C:'()*$+&&%,'W'6$H#"'F=PPSG'"8D'()*$+&&%,-.%/"01'F=PPP2'Uee=G2'C5*1'

*1%' E%"I' A&585?$8"H' "8D' $*9' 8)HH' 05)8*%&A"&*' b5&' *1%' $805&A5&"*%D' A&585)8' qy' $B' 58%' $9'

"99)?$8;'"' *1%5&:'E$*15)*'8)HH'%H%?%8*9b''%805D%'B&%%'058*%/*)"H'#"&$"CH%9'5&'058*%/*'9%*9'

Fo%9*%&9*r1H' =PSjG<' 31%' A&%9%80%' 5B' "' 058*%/*-9%*' A"&"?%*%&' "0*$#"*%9' *1%' A599$C$H$*:' 5B'

%/AH$0$*' 5&' $?AH$0$*' &%9*&$0*$589<' \9' E$HH' C%' "&;)%D' C%H5E2' have-9%8*%80%9' "H95' ;$#%' &$9%' *5'

&%9*&$0*%D' %/$9*%80%' &%"D$8;92' E1$01' ' 0"8' C%' %/AH"$8%D' ' "9' "' C:-A&5D)0*' 5B' *1%' A&%9%80%' 5B'

058*%/*)"H'A"&"?%*%&9<''

3. Existence and location  

@*' 1"9' C%%8' 5C9%&#%D' *1"*' there-0589*&)0*$589' 1"#%' "' H50"*$#%-D%$0*$0' &%"D$8;' *1"*' $9' [)$*%'

D$BB%&%8*'B&5?'*1%'%/$9*%8*$"H'58%<'s589$D%&'*1%'B5HH5E$8;'058*&"9*'F]"I5BB'=PSQGJ'

F=jG' 31%&%'$9'"'?"8'58'*1%'A5&01<'

F=fG' 31%&%'$9'T"&&:'58'*1%'A5&01<'' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

o1"*'9%8*%80%'F=fG'"99%&*9'$9'85*'"8'%/$9*%8*$"H'9*"*%?%8*2'C)*'58%'*1"*'$8D$0"*%9'*1%'F9A"*$"HG'

H50"*$58' 5B'T"&&:' 5&' $9' )**%&%D'E1$H%' A5$8*$8;' "*'T"&&:<' @8' *1$9' &%9A%0*2' *1%' H50"*$#%-D%$0*$0'

$8*%&A&%*"*$58'5B'there-9%8*%80%9'$9'85*'?%&%H:'"'#"&$"8*'5B'*1%'&%9*&$0*%D-%/$9*%80%'&%"D$8;'*1"*'

E%'0589$D%&%D'$8'*1%'A&%#$5)9'9%0*$58<'31%'?"$8'058*&"9*'E$*1'%/$9*%8*$"H'9%8*%80%9'$9'*1"*'*1%'

H50"*$#%-D%$0*$0' &%"D$8;' D5%9' 85*' 5C%:' *1%' D%B$8$*%8%99' &%9*&$0*$582' "9' *1%' ;&"??"*$0"H$*:' 5B'

F=fG' 915E9' b"8:' 5*1%&' #"&$"8*' E$*1' "' D%B$8$*%' 5&' 9*&58;' D%*%&?$8%&' E5)HD' "H95' C%'

;&"??"*$0"HJ'There are those books on the table2'%*0<'\DD$*$58"HH:2'*1%'A59*05A)H"&'aN'$9'85*'

!D$905)&9%' 8%E"' Fo"&D' W' ^$&8%&' =PPjG' "8D' *1%' 9%8*%80%' 85&?"HH:' 1"9' "' 01"&"0*%&$9*$0'

$8*58"*$58"H'058*5)&2'E1%&%'there'&%0%$#%9'*1%'?"$8'A$*01LB50)9'"00%8*'"8D'H59%9'$*9'0H$*$0-H$I%'

01"&"0*%&<' 31$9' A&5A%&*:' $9' 91"&%D' C:' ?"8:' 5*1%&' H"8;)";%9<' @8' 6A"8$912' *1%' A&%9%80%' 5B''

9*&58;'ahí'#*1%&%$'*&$;;%&9'*1%'H50"*$#%LD%$0*$0'&%"D$8;J''

F=QG'' \1tL"1$'%9*u'T"&&:'%8'%H'A5&01%<'#31%&%'$9'T"&&:'58'*1%'A5&01<$'

31$9' &%"D$8;' $9' "H95' "9950$"*%D'E$*1' 95?%' "DD$*$58"H' A&5A%&*$%92' 9)01' "9' *1%' $805?A"*$C$H$*:'

E$*1'858-D$9H50"*%D'"Di)80*9'F=SG'5&'E$*1';%8%&$0$*:'*&$;;%&9'F()*$+&&%,'W'6$H#"'=PPSGJ'
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F=SG' "<X\1t'%9*u'!)"8'%8'%H'A"&[)%<'#31%&%'$9'!518'$8'*1%'A"&I<$FH50"*$#%G'

C<'\1t'%9*u'!)"82'%8'%H'A"&[)%<'

Have-9%8*%80%9' %/1$C$*' *1%' 9"?%'C%1"#$5&' "9 there-0589*&)0*$589' $8' *1$9' &%9A%0*<'\' 9%8*%80%'

9)01'"9'F=PG'$9'"';%8)$8%''H50"*$#%-have'0589*&)0*$589J''

F=PG' 31%&%':5)'1"#%'*1%'"AAH%<'

F=PG'$9';%8%&"HH:')**%&%D'*5'$8D$0"*%'*1%'H50"*$58'5B'*1%'"AAH%')8D%&'D$90)99$582'85&?"HH:'$8'"'

D%$0*$0' B"91$582' $<%<' "005?A"8:$8;' $*9' )**%&"80%' E$*1' "' A5$8*$8;' ;%9*)&%<' ]50"*$#%-have'

9%8*%80%9' D5' 85*' 5C%:' *1%' D%B$8$*%8%99' &%9*&$0*$58' %$*1%&' "8D' &%[)$&%' *1%' $89%&*$58' 5B' *1%'

A&595D$0"HH:' 9*&58;' 05)8*%&A"&*' 5B' there<' @8' 6A"8$912' 58H:' *1%' 9*&58;' "D#%&C$"H' 858-0H$*$0'

A&585)8'ahí'$9'"HH5E%DJ'

FUeG'' \1t'*$%8%9'"'D59'A&$?59'D%'!)"8<'#H$*<'31%&%':5)'1"#%'*E5'5B'!518$9'05)9$89<$'

FU=G'' a59'A&$?59'D%'!)"8'%9*u8'"1t<'#3E5'5B'!518$9'05)9$89'"&%'*1%&%<$'

2.' Essential vs accidental readings''

T5&89*%$82'.59%8'W'7&$";%&%I"'F=PPjG'0H"$?'*1"*'*1%'A&%D$0"*$58'&%H"*$58'%9*"CH$91%D'C%*E%%8'

*1%'A59*05A)H"&'aN'"8D'*1%'NN'05D"'5&'"Di)80*'$9'85*'9%?"8*$0"HH:')8$B5&?<'31%:'H$8I'*1%'*E5'

&%9)H*$8;' &%"D$8;9' *5' "' 058*&"9*' C%*E%%8' E1"*' *1%:' 0"HH' integral predication' "8D' standard 

predication<'s589$D%&'FUUGJ'

FUUG' 31%&%'$9'"'Z5&D'?5*5&'$8'?:'*&)0I<'

31%'"C5#%'9%8*%80%'0"8'C%'$8*%&A&%*%D'"9'%$*1%&'FUgG'5&'FUhGJ'

FUgG' O:'*&)0I'&)89'58'"'Z5&D'?5*5&<'

FUhG \'Z5&D'?5*5&'$9'H5"D%D'$8'?:'*&)0I'F$8'*1%'*&)8IG<'

31%' &%"D$8;' $8' FUgG'05&&%9A58D9' *5' *1%' $8*%;&"H' A&%D$0"*$58' &%H"*$58<'T%&%'E%'E$HH' H"C%H' *1$9'

&%"D$8;'*1%'essential interpretation<'31%'5Ci%0*'5B'*1%'%/$9*%8*$"H'A&%D$0"*%'$8'FUgG'&%B%&9'*5'"8'

%99%8*$"H'A"&*'5B'*1%'*&)0I<'48'*1%'5*1%&'1"8D2'FUhG'E5)HD'C%'"'?"8$B%9*"*$58'5B' *1%'9*"8D"&D'

A&%D$0"*$58'&%H"*$58'5&'E1"*'E%''E$HH'C%'0"HH$8;'*1%'accidental or contingent interpretation'5B'

FUUG<'@8'*1$9'0"9%2'*1%'5Ci%0*'$9'58H:'058*$8;%8*H:'&%H"*%D'*5'*1%'*&)0I<'31%'"9950$"*%D'A&5A%&*:'

$9'58H:'"8'"00$D%8*"H'A&5A%&*:'5B'*1%'*&)0I2'9)Ci%0*'*5'058*%/*)"H'#"&$"*$58<'31$9'$9'E1:'E%'"&%'

0"HH$8;'*1$9'&%"D$8;'"00$D%8*"H<'31%'A&%D$0"*%'$8'FUhG'%9*"CH$91%9'*1%'A59$*$58"H'&%H"*$58'5B'*1%'

?5*5&'E$*1'&%9A%0*'*5'F$89$D%G'*1%'*&)0I<'@*'$9'$?A5&*"8*'*5'1$;1H$;1*'*1%'B"0*'*1"*'E%'9":'*1"*'*1%'

&%"D$8;'$9'"00$D%8*"H'"8D'E%'"&%'85*'9":$8;'*1"*'$*'%?%&;%9'_"00$D%8*"HH:l<'o%'"&%'&%B%&&$8;'*5'

*1%' A1$H595A1$0"H' F"8D' 9%?"8*$0G' D$9*$80*$58' C%*E%8' %99%8*$"H' "8D' "00$D%8*"H' A&5A%&*$%92' *1%'

H"**%&' C%$8;' *159%' 858-%99%8*$"H' A&5A%&*$%9' *1"*' ?":' C%' "9950$"*%D' E$*1' "8' %8*$*:<' 31$9'

D$9*$80*$58'5#%&H"A9'C)*' $9'85*'%[)$#"H%8*' *5' *1%' $8D$#$D)"H-H%#%HL9*";%-H%#%H'D$9*$80*$582'9$80%'

*1%&%'?$;1*'C%'A&5A%&*$%9'*1"*'"&%'%99%8*$"H'C)*'"&%'$89*"8*$"*%D'C:'"'9*";%-H%#%H'A&%D$0"*%<'31$9'

01"&"0*%&$,"*$58'9%%?9'*5'?%'C%**%&'*1"8'*1%'58%'A&5A59%D'C:'T5&89*%$8'%*'"H'F=PPjG2'9$80%'*1%'

&%H"*$58' *1"*' $9'%9*"CH$91%D'C%*E%8'9)Ci%0*'"8D'5Ci%0*' $8' FUgG' $9'%99%8*$"HJ'58%'D5%9'85*'%/$9*'

E$*15)*' *1%' 5*1%&<' Y9*"CH$91$8;' 9)01' "' &%H"*$58' E5)HD' C%' $?A599$CH%' $8' FUjG2' "8D' *1%' 58H:'

"#"$H"CH%'&%"D$8;'E5)HD'C%'*1%'"00$D%8*"H'58%J'

FUjG' 31%&%'"&%'*E5'0"89'5B'95D"'$8'?:'*&)0I<'

31%' A&%B%&%80%' B5&' 58%' &%"D$8;'5&' *1%' 5*1%&' $9' "H95' &%H"*%D' *5' 058*%/*)"H' B"0*5&9<'o1%*1%&' @'

1"#%'*E5'0"89'5B'95D"2'"'8%E9A"A%&'5&'"'sa'$8'?:'*&)0I'$9'9)Ci%0*'*5'0$&0)?9*"8*$"H'#"&$"*$58<'

48'*1%'5*1%&'1"8D2'1"#$8;'"'?5*5&'$9'"8'%99%8*$"H'A&5A%&*:'5B'*1$9'*&)0I'5&'5B'"8:'*&)0I2'"8D'

"0*)"HH:'1"#$8;'58%'?5*5&'C&"8D'5&'5*1%&'"H95'$D%8*$B$%9'*1%'?5D%HL*:A%'5&'C&"8D'5B'*1%'*&)0I<'

@*' $9' $8*%&%9*$8;' *5' 85*%' *1"*' $B'E%' %/A&%99' FUUG'E$*1' "'have-0589*&)0*$582' 58H:' *1%' %99%8*$"H'

&%"D$8;'9%%?9'*5'C%'"HH5E%DJ''
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'FUfG'' O:'*&)0I'1"9'"'Z5&D'?5*5&<'

V%#%&*1%H%992'"9'$*'E"9'*1%'0"9%'"C5#%2'*1$9'"9:??%*&:'C%*E%%8'there-0589*&)0*$589'"8D'have-

0589*&)0*$589' $9' 58H:' "AA"&%8*<' \DD$8;' "' 0$&0)?9*"8*$"H' "Di)80*L9%058D"&:' A&%D$0"*%' D$H)*%9'

*1%'D$BB%&%80%<'Z5&'%/"?AH%2'"DD$8;'*1%'?5D$B$%&'in its trunk'B5&0%9'*1%'"00$D%8*"H'&%"D$8;'"8D'

"DD$8;'*1%'?5D$B$%&'following factory specifications'E5)HD'*&$;;%&'*1%'%99%8*$"H'&%"D$8;J'

FUQG' O:'*&)0I'1"9'"'Z5&D'?5*5&'$8'$*9'*&)8I<''''F"00$D%8*"HG'

FUSG O:'*&)0I'1"9'"'Z5&D'?5*5&'$89*"HH%D'B5HH5E$8;'B"0*5&:'9A%0$B$0"*$589<'F%99%8*$"HG'

31)92'$*'9%%?9'*1"*'"8'"AA"&%8*'"9:??%*&:'$9'";"$8'*1%'&%9)H*'5B'*1%';&%"*%&'"C$H$*:'5B'there'*5'

"9950$"*%'E$*1'"'058*%/*)"H'A"&"?%*%&<'31%&%'"&%'5*1%&'B"0*5&9'D%*%&?$8$8;'*1%'%?%&;%80%'5B'

58%'&%"D$8;'5&'5*1%&2'9)01'"9'*1%'8"*)&%'5B'*1%'5Ci%0*<'Z5&'%/"?AH%2'FUPG'58H:'9%%?9'*5'1"#%'

*1%'"00$D%8*"H'&%"D$8;J'

FUPG O:'*&)0I'1"9'"'D%8*'F"00$D%8*"HG''

5.  Varieties of have'

31%' %99%8*$"H' &%"D$8;' $9' 85*' )8$B5&?' $8' 8"*)&%<' 31%&%' "&%' 9%#%&"H' E%HH-I85E8' #"&$%*$%92'

D%A%8D$8;'58'*1%'&%H"*$58'%9*"CH$91%D'C%*E%%8'*1%'9)Ci%0*'"8D'*1%'5Ci%0*J'

-'N599%99$58J'

FgeG' T%'1"9'"'15)9%'

-'@8"H$%8"CH%'A599%99$58J''

Fg=G ]58;'!518'6$H#%&'58H:'1"9'58%'H%;<'

FgUG' \'D58I%:$9'9I%H%*58'1"9'gee'C58%9<'

-'N"&*-E15H%J' 

FggG 31$9'15)9%'1"9'B5)&'E$8D5E9<'

FghG' \'9588%*'1"9'B5)&*%%8'#%&9%9<'

-'s58*"$8%&-058*"$8%%J'

FgjG 31"*';H"99'1"9'E$8%<'

'

o1%8'E%'9":' *1"*' *1%9%' &%H"*$589'"&%'%99%8*$"H' $8'8"*)&%2'E%'"&%' &%B%&&$8;' *5' 'A&5A%&*$%9' *1"*'

05)HD'$8'A&$80$AH%'C%'%99%8*$"H'B5&'*1%'9)Ci%0*2'*1%'5Ci%0*'5&'C5*1<'V%#%&*1%H%992'E1"*'E%'E$HH'

C%'D%B%8D$8;'$9' *1"*'have-A&%D$0"*$58'&%H"*%9' *1%'%99%8*$"H'"**&$C)*%'D$&%0*H:' *5' *1%'5Ci%0*'"8D'

58H:'$8D$&%0*H:'*5'*1%'9)Ci%0*<'Z5&'%/"?AH%2'"'15)9%'"8D'F$*9G'E$8D5E9'"&%'%99%8*$"HH:'&%H"*%D'

C:' *1%' E15H%-A"&*' &%H"*$58M' 5&' "' ;H"99' "8D' "8' "?5)8*' 5B' E$8%' C:' *1%' 058*"$8%&-058*"$8%%'

&%H"*$58<'o1"*'$9'85*'$?AH$%D2'5B'05)&9%2'$9'*1"*'$*'$9'%99%8*$"H'B5&'"'15)9%'*5'1"#%'B5)&'E$8D5E9'

5&'B5&'"';H"99'*5'1"#%'E$8%2'%*0<'31%&%'$9'"8'"9:??%*&:'$8'15E'*1%'A&%D$0"*$8;'&%H"*$58'*"I%9'

AH"0%<' Z)&*1%&?5&%2' *1%' 8"*)&%' 5B' *1%' &%H"*$58' C%*E%%8' 9)Ci%0*' "8D' 5Ci%0*' $9' H%/$0"HH:' "8D'

058*%/*)"HH:'D%*%&?$8%D<'65?%*$?%9'$*'$9'D$BB$0)H*'*5'D%*%&?$8%'*5'E1$01'9)C*:A%'"8'%99%8*$"H'

&%H"*$58')8D%&'0589$D%&"*$58'C%H58;92'"9'?5&%'*1"8'58%'?$;1*'C%'$89*"8*$"*%D<'V5*'"HH'&%H"*$589'

1"#%'%/$9*%8*$"H-there'%[)$#"H%8*9<'Z5&'%/"?AH%'*1%'058*"$8%&-058*"$8%%'&%H"*$58'%/A&%99%D'C:'

FgjG'1"9'"8'%/$9*%8*$"H-there'05&&%H"*%'$8'FgfG<'31%'9"?%'1"AA%89'E$*1'FgQG2'E1$01'%/A&%99%9'

*1%'9"?%'A"&*-E15H%'&%H"*$58'"9'FggGJ'

FgfG 31%&%'$9'E$8%'$8'*1"*';H"99<'

FgQG' 31%&%'"&%'B5)&'E$8D5E9'$8'*1$9'15)9%<'

48' *1%' 5*1%&' 1"8D2' $8"H$%8"CH%-A599%99$58' &%H"*$589' "&%' 85&?"HH:' 85*' %/A&%99%D' *1&5);1' "8'

%/$9*%8*$"H'there-9%8*%80%J'
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'

FgSG' X31%&%'$9'"'H%;'$8'])$9<'

Z)&*1%&?5&%2'85*'"HH' %99%8*$"H' &%H"*$589'"HH5E' *1%'9"?%' *:A%'5B' &%9*&$0*$58'5&'0%&*"$8' 9A%0$B$0'

&%9*&$0*$589<'Z5&'%/"?AH%2'*1%'A599%99$58'&%H"*$58'$8'FgeG'0"8'C%'F9A"*$"HH:G'&%9*&$0*%D'"9'$8'FgPG<'

31$9'A599$C$H$*:'$9'85*'"#"$H"CH%'B5&'$8"H$"8%CH%-A599%99$58'"8D'E15H%-A"&*'&%H"*$5892'"9'915E8'

$8'FheG<'

FgPG' T%'1"9'"'15)9%'$8'V%E'v5&I<'

FheG' "<'X])$9'1"9'"'H%;'$8<<<'

' ' C<'X31%';H"99'1"9'E$8%'$8<<<''

31%&%'"&%'"DD$*$58"H'9%?"8*$0'0589*&"$8*9'*1"*';5'C%:58D'*1%'D%B$8$*%8%99'&%9*&$0*$58'"8D'"&%'"'

C:-A&5D)0*'5B'*1%'8"*)&%'5B'*1%'05?AH%?%8*<'Z5&'%/"?AH%2'E1%8'*1%'&%H%#"8*'%99%8*$"H'&%H"*$58'

$9' *1%' 058*"$8%&-058*"$8%%' &%H"*$582' $B' *1%' 058*"$8%%' $9' %/A&%99%D' C:' "' ?"99' 85)82' 85'

D%*%&?$8%&'$9'"HH5E%D'F%#%8'$B'$*'$9'"'E%"I'D%*%&?$8%&G<'65?%'?%"9)&%'A1&"9%9'F*E5'*589G'"8D'

A"&*$*$#%'D%*%&?$8%&9'"&%'"HH5E%DJ'

Fh=G' "<'31%';H"99'1"9'E$8%LX"''E$8%<'

'' ' C<'31%'C5"*'1"9'E55DL*E5'*589'5B'E55D<'

\' 9$?$H"&' &%9*&$0*$58' 9%%?9' *5' C%' 9"*$9B$%D' C:' $8"H$%8"CH%-A59%99$58' &%H"*$589J' FhU"G' $9'

;&"??"*$0"H2' $8' 058*&"9*'E$*1' FhUCG' C%0")9%' leg' $9' "' 05)8*' 85)8<'48' *1%' 5*1%&' 1"8D2' $8' *1%'

6A"8$91'0589*&)0*$589'tener grasa'wC%'B"**:J'H$*<'1"#%'B"*`2'*1%'05?AH%?%8*'C%1"#%9'"9'$8'Fh=GJ''

FhUG' "<'N%*%&'1"9'58%L*E5'H%;9<'

' ' C<XN%*%&'1"9'H%;<'

FhgG' ]59'Au&A"D59'D%'!)"8'*$%8%8';&"9"L?)01"';&"9"LX)8"';&"9"<''

' ' wH$*<'!)"8`9'%:%H$D9'1"#%'B"*L"'H5*'5B'B"*LX"'B"*`''

6.'' Have and idiomatic constructions'

31%' #%&C' have' $9' )9%D' $8' ?"8:' $D$5?"*$0' 0589&)0*$589' F4`(&"D:' =PPSM' Y9A$8"H' =PPPG2' $8'

E1$01' *1%'9%[)%80%' p#%&C'x'VN`'C%1"#%9'"9'"' 9:8*"0*$0'"8D'9%?"8*$0')8$*<'31$9' $9'E1:' $*' $9'

85&?"HH:'"99)?%D'*1"*'*1%'VN'$805&A5&"*%9'$8*5'*1%'85)8'F^"I%&'=PSSG<'31%'?59*'$8*%&%9*$8;'

B%"*)&%' 5B' *1%9%' 0589*&)0*$589' B5&' 5)&' A)&A59%9' $9' *1"*' *1%:' 91"&%' E$*1' %/$9*%8*$"H-have'

0589*&)0*$589' *1%'A&5A%&*:'5B'9"*$9B:$8;'*1%'D%B$8$*%8%99'&%9*&$0*$58<'31%&%' $9'"'E$D%'&"8;%'5B'

0&599-H$8;)$9*$0' #"&$"*$58' $8' *1%' )9%' 5B'have' *5' %/A&%99' %99%8*$"H' &%H"*$589' *1&5);1' "8' $D$5?<'

\?58;' *1%' have/be-"H*%&8"*$58' H"8;)";%92' *1%&%' "&%' 95?%' E1%&%' have' $9' D5?$8"8*' $8'

%/A&%99$8;'9)01'&%H"*$589<'s589$D%&'*1%'B5HH5E$8;'%/"?AH%9'E$*1'6A"8$91'tener `1"#%`J'

FhhG' tener hambre'#C%'1)8;&:$M'tener sed'#C%'*1$&9*:$M'tener cara'#1"#%'8%&#%$M'tener ojo'#C%'

' ' "9*)*%$M'tener ideas'#1"#%'$D%"9$M'tener ganas'#C%'%";%&$'

@D$5?"*$0'0589*&)0*$589'5B'*1$9'95&*'1"#%'C%%8'"&;)%D'*5'C%'*1%'&%9)H*'5B'A9%)D5-$805&A5&"*$58'

5A%&"*$589' FO"99"?' Uee=G<' o1%&%"9' 9*&$0*' $805&A5&"*$58' A&50%99%9' 58H:' "HH5E' *1%'

$805&A5&"*$58' 5B' "' 85?$8"H' 1%"D' $8*5' "' #%&C' F_yxVl' 9%[)%80%9G2' #%&C-05?AH%?%8*'

05?C$8"*$589' &%9)H*$8;' B&5?'A9%)D5-$805&A5&"*$58' "HH5E' B5&' *1%' A&%9%80%' 5B' B)HH'aN9')8D%&'

0%&*"$8'0$&0)?9*"80%9<'Z$&9*2'*1%'D%B$8$*%8%99'0589*&"$8*'$9'9"*$9B$%D< Have'58H:'05?C$8%9'E$*1'

9$8;)H"&LAH)&"H'C"&%'85)89'"8D'E%"I'D%*%&?$8%&92'"9'915E8'C:'*1%'B5HH5E$8;'%/"?AH%9J'

FhjG' "<'*%8%&';"8"9L?)01"9';"8"9L"H;5'D%';"8"9'#C%'%";%&L#%&:'%";%&L95?%E1"*'%";%&$'

' ' C<'X*%8%&'"H;)8"9';"8"9L*&%9';"8"9''

'''' ' '''''#C%'95?%-9A%0<'%";%&L*1&%%F*$?%9G'%";%&8%99$'

'FhfG' X*%8%&'H"9L?)01"9'D%'H"9LH"'?":5&t"'D%'H"9'';"8"9'

'''''''#1"#%'*1%L?"8:'5B'*1%L?59*'5B'*1%<<<$'
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6%058D2' ?5D$B$0"*$58' 5B' *1%' 05?AH%?%8*' 85)8' $9' "HH5E%D' $8' 9%#%&"H' &%9*&$0*%D' 0"9%9J'

?5D$B$0"*$58' C:' A&%85?$8"H' "Di%0*$#%92' "9' 915E8' $8' FhQG' "8D' FhSGM' E1%8' *1%' "Di%0*$#%' $9'

$805&A5&"*%D'$8*5'*1%'85)8'FhPGM'"8D'?5D$B$0"*$58'C:'0%&*"$8'NN'?5D$B$%&9'FjeG<'

FhQG'' 1"#%'"'1%"H*1:'"AA%*$*%LX1"#%'"8'"AA%*$*%'

FhSG' "<'X*%8%&'9"H)D'#C%'1%"H*1:M'H$*<'1"#%'1%"H*1$'

' ' C<'*%8%&'C)%8"L?"H"'9"H)D'#1"#%';55DLC"D'1%"H*1$'

FhPG' "<'*%8%&'0"&"'#1"#%'8%&#%M'H$*<'1"#%'B"0%$'

' ' C<'*%8%&'0"&"D)&"'''

'''' ' ''''1"#%'B"0%-1"&D''#1"#%'"'H5*'5B'8%&#%$'

FjeG' "<'*%8%&')8'1"?C&%'D%'?$H'D%?58$59''

'''''''''''''''#C%'&%"HH:'1)8;&:M'H$*<'1"#%'"'1)8;%&'5B'=eee'D%?589$'

''' ' C<'*%8%&')8'0)%&A5'D%'?5D%H5'#1"#%'*1%'C5D:'5B'"'?5D%HM'H$*<'1"#%'"'C5D:'5B'?5D%H$'

''' ' 0<'*%8%&')8"'9"H)D'D%'1$%&&5'#C%'$8'A%&B%0*'1%"H*1M'1"#%'"'1%"H*1'5B'$&58$''

'' ' D<'*%8%&')8"'C5&&"01%&"'D%'A"D&%':'?):'9%z5&'?t5''

'' ''''#C%'D&)8I'*5'*1%';$HH9M'H$*<'1"#%'"'D&)8I'5B'B"*1%&'"8D'?:'#%&:'H5&D$''

6:8*"0*$0"HH:2' *1%' 9*&$0*' H$?$*"*$589' 58' "Di%0*$#"H' ?5D$B$0"*$58' b58H:' A&%85?$8"H' 5&'

$805&A5&"*%D'?5D$B$%&9' "&%' "HH5E%Db' $8D$0"*%' *1"*' _\'x'Vl' 9%[)%80%9' "&%' 85*' )8&%9*&$0*%D<''

65?%'")*15&9'1"#%'"0*)"HH:'A&5A59%D'*1"*'A&%85?$8"H'"Di%0*$#%9'"H95'500)A:'1%"D'A59$*$5892'

"8D'*1%$&'9)&B"0%'A59$*$58' $9' *1%'&%9)H*'5B'9:8*"0*$0' $805&A5&"*$58'?%01"8$9?9'Fy"H5$9'=PP=G<'

6%?"8*$0'&%9*&$0*$589'58'85?$8"H'?5D$B$0"*$58'"&%'?5&%'$8*%&%9*$8;<'o%'0"8'0H"$?'*1"*'_V'x'

?5D$B$%&l'05?C$8"*$589'9"*$9B:'*E5'A&$80$AH%9J'F$G'31%:'$D%8*$B:'"'0H"99'5&'A&5*5*:A%'Fs"&H958'

=PQQ2'UeefGM'F$$G'9)01'A&5*5*:A%'$9'B"?$H$"&' $8'*1%'05??58';&5)8D<'Z5&'%/"?AH%2' $8'6A"8$91'

tener cara' w1"#%' ' "' 8%&#%`' ' $9' A599$CH%' C)*' ' tener pie' wH$*<' 1"#%' B55*`5&' tener espalda w1"#%'

C"0I`'"&%'85*<'6$?$H"&H:2'05?A"&%'*1%';&"??"*$0"H$*:'5B'FjeDG'"C5#%'E$*1'Fj=GJ''

Fj=G'
mm
3%8%&')8"'C5&&"01%&"'850*)&8"L$H$?$*"D"L%*0<'#^%')8H$?$*%DH:'D&)8ILD&)8I'C:'8$;1*$'

@8'FjeDG'*1%'05?AH%?%8*'85)8'$9'?5D$B$%D'C:'"8'$D$5?2'C)*'A59*85?$8"H'?5D$B$0"*$58'$9'85*'

A&5D)0*$#%2' $8' *1%' 9%89%' *1"*' 05?C$8$8;' E$*1' *1%' 85)8' "Di%0*$#%9' 5&' NN' ?5D$B$%&9' E$*1' "'

9$?$H"&' 058*%8*' $9' 85*' A599$CH%<'31%'8"*)&%' 5B' *1$9' &%9*&$0*$58' $9' 85*' 9*&$0*H:'A&";?"*$02' 9$80%'

*1%&%'$9'85'058*%/*)"H'5&'&%"H-E5&HD'$805?A"*$C$H$*:'C%E%%8'C%$8;'D&)8I'"8D'D5$8;'95'"*'8$;1*'

5&' B5&' "8' %/*%8D%D' A%&$5D<' ."*1%&2' *1%' $D$5?"*$0' ?5D$B$%&9' $8' FjeG' 058#%:' A&5*5:A%9'

058#%8*$58"HH:' %9*"CH$91%D' $8' *1%' H"8;)";%2' "8D' &%H"*%D' *5' A&5A%&*$%9' 9)01' "9' w%/0%99`2' %*0<'

Z$8"HH:2'*1%'D%B$8$*%8%99'&%9*&$0*$58'$9'"H95'9"*$9B$%DJ'

FjUG' X*%8%&'H"'9%D'%85&?%<'wH$*'1"#%'*1%'*1$&9*'%85&?5)9`'

7.  Have + preposition''

\85*1%&'#"&$%*:'5B'0589*&)0*$589'E1%&%' *1%'#%&C'have'%/1$C$*9' $805&A5&"*$8;'C%1"#$5&'"8D'$9'

)9%D' *5'%/A&%99'%99%8*$"H'A&5A%&*$%9'5B' *1%'5Ci%0*' $9' *1%'58%'E1%&%'have' "8D' $*9'05?AH%?%8*'

05?C$8%' *1&5);1' "' A&%A59$*$58"H' %H%?%8*<' 31%' &5H%' 5B' *1$9' A&%A59$*$58' $9' *5' 9A%0$"H$,%' *1%'

?%"8$8;'5B'*1%'A&%D$0"*%<'T%&%'"&%'95?%'%/"?AH%9J''

FjgG' T"#%'k'";"$89*J'!518'1"9'95?%*1$8;'";"$89*'*1%'a%"8'

' ' T"#%'k'"9J'o%'1"#%'"8'$805?A%*%8*'"9'A&%9$D%8*'

31%9%'05?C$8"*$589'"&%'?5&%'A&5D)0*$#%'$8'H"8;)";%9'E$*1'&%H"*$58"H'have<'@8'6A"8$912'H$I%'$8'

?59*'.5?"80%'H"8;)";%92'8)?%&5)9'%/"?AH%9'0"8'C%'B5)8DJ''tener como'#0589$D%&M''H$*<'1"#%'

"9$M'tener por'#0589$D%&M'H$*'<'1"#%'B5&$M'tener contra'#1"#%'";"$89*$M'tener para'#1"#%'B5&$<'

FjhG' "<'*%8%&'"')8'$D$5*"'05?5'A"D&%'#1"#%'"8'$D$5*'"9'"'B"*1%&$'

' ' C<'*%8%&'"'N%D&5'A5&'$D$5*"'#*"I%'N%*%&'B5&'"8'$D$5*$'

0<'*%8%&'"H'A5&*%&5'D%'H"'B$80"'A5&'"?$;5'#0589$D%&'*1%'i"8$*5&'"'B&$%8D$'
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31%'*%&?'B5HH5E$8;'*1%'A&%A59$*58'%9*"CH$91%9'"'B)80*$58'5&'&%H"*$58'5B'*1%'05?AH%?%8*'E$*1'

&%9A%0*' *5' *1%' 9)Ci%0*<' @8' *1$9' 0"9%2' *1%' &%H"*$58' $9' 85*' 5Ci%0*$#%' 5&' %/*%89$58"H<'."*1%&2' $*' $9'

C"9%D' 58' "' 9)Ci%0*$#%' "**&$C)*$58' C:' *1%' $8D$#$D)"H' &%B%&&%D' *5' C:' *1%' ;&"??"*$0"H' 9)Ci%0*2'

95?%*$?%9'E$*1' *1%' 058#%&9"*$58"H' $?AH$0"*)&%' *1"*' 9)01' "8' "9950$"*$58' $9' 85*' 05&&%0*' 5&' $9'

?$9;)$D%D'F*55'8"$#%2'%*0<G'a$905)&9%'058*$8)"*$589'9)01'"' *1%'58%' $8' Fjj"G'"&%'A599$CH%'C)*'

FjjCG'E5)HD'C%05?%'$8B%H$0$*5)9<'

FjjG' "<'!)"8'*%8t"'"'N%D&5'A5&'$D$5*"'A%&5'85'H5'%&"<'

' ' ''w@'0589$D%&%D'N%D&5'"8'$D$5*'C)*'1%'E"9'85*`'

' ' C<'
mm
v5'*%8t"'"H'A5&*%&5'D%'H"'B$80"'A5&'"?$;5':'B)%'D$;85'D%'?$'058B$"8,"<'

' ''''''''''w@'0589$D%&%D'*1%'C)$HD$8;`9'i"8$*5&'?:'B&$%8D'"8D'1%'E"9'*&)9*E5&*1:'$8D%%D`'

31%'D%B$8$*%8%99'&%9*&$0*$58'$9'9"*$9B$%D'C:'*1%'*%&?'5B'*1%'A&%A59$*$58J'

FjfG' "<'X*%8%&'"'N%D&5'A5&'%HL%9%'$D$5*"'#H$*<'X*"I%'N%*%&'B5&'*1%L*1"*'$D$5*$'

'''' ' C<'X*%8%&'"'N%D&5'05?5'9)'"?$;5'#H$*<'X1"#%'N%*%&'"9'1$9'B&$%8D$'

48H:'%H%?%8*9'*1"*'?":'B)80*$58'"9'A&%D$0"*%9'5&'$D%8*$B:'"'0H"99'5&'A&5*5*:A%'"&%'"HH5E%D'"9'

*%&?9'5B'*1$9'A&%A59$*$58J'

FjQG' "<'*%8%&'"'N%D&5':'])$9'A5&'"?$;59'#0589$D%&'N%*%&'W'])$9'B&$%8D9$'

'''' ' C<'X*%8%&'"'N%D&5':'])$9'A5&'D59LH59'"?$;59'#X0589$D%&'N%*%&'W'])$9''*E5L*1%'B&$%8D9$'

' ' 0<'
mm
*%8%&'"'!)"8'05?5')8'"?$;5'#H$*<'1"#%'!)"8'"9'"'B&$%8D$''

'''' ' D<'*%8%&'"'!)"8'05?5')8'"?$;5'D%'#%&D"D''

' ' '''#H$*<'1"#%'!)"8'"9'"'B&$%8D'5B'*&)*1'F0589$D%&'!)"8'"'*&)%'B&$%8DG$'

' ' %<'*%8%&'"'N%D&5'A5&'%H'*58*5'D%'s"&"C"z"'#0589$D%&'N%*%&'*1%';&%"*%9*'$D$5*$'

' ' B<'*%8%&'"'9)9'"C)%H59'A5&'H59'.%:%9'O";59#0589$D%&'1$9';&"8DA"&%8*9'*1%'31&%%'R$8;9`'

@8'*1$9'&%9A%0*2'E%'0"8'0580H):%'*1"*2' $8' *1%'have somebody P XP'0589*&)0*$58'*1%'A&%D$0"*%'

$D%8*$B$%9'"'01"&"0*%&$,$8;'A&5A%&*:'5B'*1%'5Ci%0*<'

8.  Semantic incorporation revisited'

31%&%'"&%'9%#%&"H'*1%5&$%9'*1"*'"**%?A*'*5'%/AH"$8'*1%'?"$8'9*&)0*)&"H'"8D'9%?"8*$0'D"*"'&%H"*%D'

*5'have'"8D'$*9'"9950$"*%D'$8*%&8"H'"&;)?%8*<'\'?"i5&$*:'5B'*1%9%'*1%5&$%9'0"8'C%'D%90&$C%D'"9'

$805&A5&"*$58' *1%5&$%92' "H*15);1' *1%$&' "99)?A*$589' "8D' ;5"H9' "&%' #%&:' D$BB%&%8*<' 6:8*"0*$0'

$805&A5&"*$58' *1%5&$%9' "&%' C"9%D' 58' *1%' $D%"' *1"*' *1%&%' $9' "8' k
e
' ?5#%?%8*' 5A%&"*$58'

$805&A5&"*$8;' *1%' 5Ci%0*' 85)8' $8*5' *1%' #%&C<' 31%' A599$C$H$*:' 5B' 1"#$8;' E%"I' aN9' "9'

05?AH%?%8*9' $9' %/AH"$8%D'C:'"8' "DD$*$58"H'1:A5*1%9$9'58'D%*%&?$8%&' *&"89A"&%80:' B5&'E%"I'

D%*%&?$8%&92' $8' 5*1%&' E5&D92' *159%' D%*%&?$8%&9' E5)HD' 85*' A&%#%8*' *1%' $805&A5&"*$58' 5B' *1%'

5Ci%0*'$8*5'*1%'#%&C'F0B<'^"I%&'=PSSM'O"9)HH5'=PPUG<'4*1%&'")*15&9'D%B%8D'*1%'1:A5*1%9$9'*1"*'

C"&%'85?$8"H'05?AH%?%8*9'"&%'1%"D%D'C:'8)HH'D%*%&?$8%&9'Fs58*&%&"9'=PSf2']58;5C"&D$'=PPh2'

=PPPG2' 95' *1%' "9:??%*&:' $9' &%H"*%D' *5' *1%' &%[)$&%?%8*9' "9950$"*%D' E$*1' "' 8)HH' 1%"D'

F;5#%&8?%8*2'%*0<G''

6%?"8*$0' $805&A5&"*$58' "AA&5"01%9' "H95' 05?%' $8' *E5' #"&$%*$%9J' 3:A%-91$B*$8;' *1%5&$%9' 5&'

*1%5&$%9'5B' H%/$0"H' $805&A5&"*$58'F#"8'(%%815#%8F=PPSG2'a":"H'F=PPP2'UeehGGM'"8D' '?5D%'5B'

05?A59$*$58'*1%5&$%9'Fs1)8;'W']"D)9"E'FUeegG2'Z"&I"9'W'D%'6E"&*'FUeegGG<'Z5&'C5*1'*:A%9'

5B'*1%5&$%92''$8D%B$8$*%9'1"#%'*5'C%'*&%"*%D'"'A&5A%&*$%9<'@8'H%/$0"H'$805&A5&"*$58'*1%5&$%92'"'*:A%'

0H"91'$9'"#5$D%D'C:'91$B*$8;'*1%'*:A%'5B'*1%'$805&A5&"*$8;'#%&CJ'

FjSG' eat '--{'!N!/#:|Y\3F/2:G'W'NF:G}'
apples'--{'!/|\NN]Y6F/G}'

^:'B)80*$58'"AAH$0"*$58'E%'5C*"$8J'

FjPG' eat apples''--{'!/#:|Y\3F/2:G'W'\NN]Y6F:G}'
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31)92'"8' $805&A5&"*$8;'#%&C'E5)HD'C%'58%' *1"*' $9'9A%0$B$%D'"9'05?C$8$8;'E$*1'A&5A%&*$%9<' @8'

*1%'&%9)H*$8;'9%[)%80%'F_yxVNlG'*1%'$8*%&8"H'"&;)?%8*'$9'C5)8D'C:'"8'%/$9*%8*$"H'[)"8*$B$%&<'@*'

B5HH5E9' *1"*' *1%' 05?AH%?%8*`9' %/$9*%8*$"H' B5&0%' 05?%9' B&5?' *1%' #%&C<' 31$9' $D%"' $9' 85*'

)8A&5CH%?"*$0<'(%8%&$0'&%"D$8;9'5B''*1%'05?AH%?%8*9'5B'$805&A5&"*$8;'#%&C9'E5)HD'&%[)$&%'"'

D$BB%&%8*'H%/$0"H'9A%0$B$0"*$58'B5&'*1%'#%&C<'

4Ci%0*9'$8'*1%'%/$9*%8*$"H-have'0589*&)0*$58'"&%'&%H"*$58"H'5&'*&"89$*$#%'FR%%8"8'=PSQM'N"&*%%'W'

]"8D?"8'=PSQM'N"&*%%'=PPPG<'31%'85)8'friends'b*1%'5Ci%0*'5B'have'$8'FfeGb'$9'&%H"*$58"H'$8'

*1"*' $*' 1"9' "8' $?AH$0$*' 5B' 1$DD%8' "&;)?%8*' *1"*' $9' 9"*)&"*%D' C:' *1%' 9)Ci%0*2' "9' 915E8'C:' *1%'

B5HH5E$8;'058*&"9*J''

FfeG' "<'!518'1"9'B&$%8D9'

'' ' C<'X!518'1"9'N%*%&$9'B&$%8D9'

\005&D$8;'*5'y"8'(%%815#%8'F=PPSG2'have'"9'"8'$805&A5&"*$8;'#%&C'E5)HD'C%'D$BB%&%8*'B&5?'

5*1%&'$805&A5&"*$8;'#%&C9'A&%0$9%H:'$8'*1$9'&%[)$&%?%8*J'@*'05?C$8%9'E$*1'"'&%H"*$58'.'F85*'E$*1'

"')8"&:'A&5A%&*:G'"8D'*1%'&%9)H*$8;'9%[)%80%'E5)HD'"H95'$81%&$*'$*9'[)"8*$B$0"*$58"H'B5&0%'B&5?'

*1%'#%&CJ'

Ff=G' have'$'!.!/#:|.F/2:G}'

31%'9A%0$B$0"*$58'5B friends'"9'"'&%H"*$58"H'85)8'$9'"9'$8'FfUGJ'

FfUG' friends'$"'!:!/'|Z.@YVa6F:G'W'T\yY-&%H"*$58"H'F/2:G}''

31%'&%9)H*'5B'9%?"8*$0'$805&A5&"*$58'$9'FfgGJ'

FfgG' have friends'$"'!/!:|Z.@YVa6F:G'W'T\yY-&%H"*$58"H'F/2:G}''

31%'?"$8'A&5CH%?'B5&'*1$9'"AA&5"01'$9'*1"*'[)"8*$B$0"*$58"H'B5&0%'05?%9'B&5?'*1%'#%&C2'95'E%'

E5)HD' C%' B5&0%D' *5' A59*)H"*%' D$BB%&%8*' %8*&$%9' B5&' *1%' #%&C' D%A%8D$8;' 58' *1%' #"&:$8;'

[)"8*$B$0"*$58"H' B5&0%' 5B' *1%' 05?AH%?%8*<' 31$9' A&5CH%?'?5*$#"*%9' *1%' "H*%&8"*$#%' *1%5&:' 5B'

9%?"8*$0' $805&A5&"*$58' $8*&5D)0%D' "C5#%2' E1$01' $9' C"9%D' 58' *1%' $D%"' *1"*' *1%' #%&C' "8D' $*9'

05?AH%?%8*' E5)HD' 05?C$8%' C:' "' D$BB%&%8*' ?5D%' 5B' 05?A59$*$58<' Z5&' s1)8;' W' ]"D)9"E'

FUeegG2' *1$9'?5D%'5B' 05?A59$*$58' $9' &%9*&$0*$58' F*1%' $8*%&8"H' "&;)?%8*' &%9*&$0*9' *1%' #%&C' C)*'

D5%9' 85*' 9"*)&"*%' "8' "&;)?%8*' A59$*$58GM' B5&' Z"&I"9' W' D%' 6E"&*' FUeegG' *1%' #%&C' "8D' *1%'

05?AH%?%8*'05?C$8%'C:'*1%'5A%&"*$58'5B')8$B$0"*$58<'

' 31%5&$%9' 5B' 9%?"8*$0' $805&A5&"*$58' B50)9' 58' *1%' $8*%&"0*$58' 5B' *1%' #%&C' "8D' $*9''

05?AH%?%8*'"8D'95?%E1"*'D5E8AH":'*1%'$?A5&*"80%'5B'*1%'05D"<'s58*&"9*$8;H:2'$8'R%%8"8`9'

F=PSQG' A&5A59"H2' *1%' &5H%' 5B' *1%' 05D"' $9' 0&$*$0"H' $8' D%*%&?$8$8;' *1%' *&)*1' 058D$*$589' 5B'

%/$9*%8*$"H-haveJ'''''

FfhG' \' yN|have}' 5B' *1%' B5&?' |have' VN' kN}' $9' $8*%&A&%*%D' "9' "' B)80*$58' ?"AA$8;' "8'

' $8D$#$D)"H' x' *5' 3&)%' $BB' *1%' D%85*"*$58' 5B' *1%' kN' $9' "' ?%?C%&' 5B' *1%' ;%8%&"H$,%D'

' [)"8*$B$%&'D%85*%D'C:'*1%'F*&"89$*$#%'G'VN'"AAH$%D'*5'x<'

]%*')9'0589$D%&'*1%'*&)*1'058D$*$589'B5&'FfjG'"005&D$8;'*5'*1%'"C5#%'D%B$8$*$58J'

FfjG' !518'1"9'*1&%%'B&$%8D9'$8'*1%';5#%&8?%8*<'

FfjG' E5)HD' C%' 3&)%' $BB' *1%' A&5A%&*:' D%85*%D' C:' in the government' F*1%' 9%*' 5B' $8D$#$D)"H9'

9%&#$8;'$8'*1%';5#%&8?%8*'$8'"'A"&*$0)H"&'9$*)"*$58G'$9'"'?%?C%&'5B'*1%';%8%&"H$,%D'[)"8*$B$%&'

D%85*%D'C:'three friends'Fof JohnG<'31%'?"$8'A&5A%&*$%9'5B'R%%8"8`9'"005)8*'"&%'*1%'B5HH5E$8;'

58%9J' F$G'K)"8*$B$0"*$58"H' B5&0%' 0H%"&H:' 05?%9' B&5?' *1%' 05?AH%?%8*M' F$$G' *1%' &5H%' 5B' *1%'kN'

05D"'C%05?%9' 0&$*$0"H' $8' D%*%&?$8$8;' *1%' $8*%&A&%*"*$58'5B' *1%' 9*&)0*)&%M' "8D' B$8"HH:' F$$$G' *1%'

9%?"8*$0' 058*%8*' 5B' have' $9' H$;1*' F?%?C%&91$AG<' @' C%H$%#%' *1"*' ?59*' 5B' *1%9%' B%"*)&%9' "&%'

95?%E1"*'H59*'$8'9%?"8*$0'$805&A5&"*$58'"005)8*9<'48'*1%'58%'1"8D2'85'?"**%&'E1%*1%&'E%'9":'

*1"*' [)"8*$B$0"*$58"H' B5&0%' 05?%9' B&5?' *1%' #%&C' $*9%HB' 5&' B&5?' "8' $8D%A%8D%8*' ?5D%' 5B'
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05?A59$*$58' "*' *1%' *5A' FD$905)&9%L9%8*%80%G' H%#%H2' *1%' B5HH5E$8;' $89$;1*' $9' H59*J' Z5&' ?59*'

05?AH%?%8*9'F%9A%0$"HH:'*159%'1%"D%D'C:'H%/$0"H'D%*%&?$8%&9G2'[)"8*$B$0"*$58"H'B5&0%'9%%?9'*5'

C%'05?$8;'B&5?' *1%'05?AH%?%8*' $*9%HB<']%/$0"H' $805&A5&"*$58' F*:A%-91$B*$8;G' *1%5&$%9'0"885*'

%/AH"$8' *1%' $8*%&A&%*"*$58' 5B' 9%8*%80%9' E1%&%' *1%' 05A)H"' $9' %?A*:2' ;$#%8' *1"*' *1%' A%&*$8%8*'

&%H"*$58'C%*E%%8'9)Ci%0*'"8D'5Ci%0*'$9'%9*"CH$91%D'E$*15)*'*1%'A"&*$0$A"*$58'5B'"'#%&C<'48'*1%'

5*1%&' 1"8D2' E$*1$8' "8' "005)8*' $8' *1%' 9A$&$*' 5B' R%%8"8`9' 5&$;$8"H' A&5A59"H' *1$9' B"0*' E5)HD'

"0*)"HH:' C%' A&%D$0*%D2' 9$80%' *1%' 058*%8*' 5B' *1%' 05A)H"' $9' 9%?"8*$0"HH:' CH%"01%D<' @*' 05)HD'

"0*)"HH:'C%'$8B%&&%D'%#%8'$B'$*'D$D'85*'1"#%'"'H%/$0"H'%/A&%99$58<''@8'E1"*'B5HH5E9'@'E$HH'D%#%H5A'

"'?5&%'%H"C5&"*%'"005)8*'5B'*1%'9%?"8*$09'5B'have'*1"*'"99)?%9'*1%'?"$8'B%"*)&%9'5B'R%%8"8`9'

"005)8*<'31%' *E5'"&;)?%8*9'5B' *1%' B)80*$58'D%85*%D'C:'have'E$HH' C%' *&%"*%D' "9';%8%&"H$,%D'

[)"8*$B$%&9<'31%'D$BB%&%8*'&%"D$8;9'5B'have-9*&)0*)&%9'E$HH'C%'"8"H:,%D'"9'"'0589%[)%80%'5B'*1%'

BH%/$C$H$*:'5B'have'E$*1'&%9A%0*' *5' *1%'A&5A%&*:'5B' $8*&5D)0*$8;'"8'"&&":'5B'D$BB%&%8*'&%H"*$589'

FB&5?'%99%8*$"H'*5'H50"*$#%G<'31$9'B5HH5E9'B&5?'*1%'$D%"'*1"*'have'$9'&"*1%&'A5H$#"H%8*'$8'8"*)&%'

5&2'%[)$#"H%8*H:2'$*'$9'_CH%"01%D_'$8'$*9'05&%'9%?"8*$0'058*%8*<'

9.  Have and the attribution of essential properties'

@'E$HH'"99)?%' *1"*' *1%'C"9$0'9%?"8*$0'058*%8*'5B'have' $9' *1"*'5B'"' H$;1*'5&'CH%"01%D'#%&C<' ' @*'

D%85*%9' "' B)80*$58' &%H"*$8;' *E5' ;%8%&"H$,%D' [)"8*$B$%&9' F9%*' 5B' A&5A%&*$%9G' FR%%8"8' W'

o%9*%&9*r1H' =PPQ2' N%*%&9' W'o%9*%&9*r1H' UeefG<' 31$9' 05&%' CH%"01%D' ?%"8$8;' %/AH"$89' E1:'

95?%'H"8;)";%9')9%'"'9$8;H%'05A)H"'FbeG'B5&'"**&$C)*$58'"8D'&%H"*$58"H'A&%D$0"*$58'"8D'E1:'$8'

95?%'H"8;)";%9'85'05A)H"'$9')9%D'"*'"HH<'31%'1:A5*1%9$9'*1"*'"',%&5'%H%?%8*'$9'"9950$"*%D'E$*1'

"' CH%"01%D' ?%"8$8;' 9%%?9' ?5&%' "00)&"*%' *1"8' "99)?$8;' *1"*' $*' 0"8' *:A%91$B*' "8D' C%' *1%'

%/A&%99$58'5B'9%#%&"H'F058*%8*E$9%-1%"#:G'9%?"8*$0'&%H"*$589<'31%'?"$8'$99)%'C%05?%9'15E'*5'

01"&"0*%&$,%'*1%'%?%&;%80%'5B'"'&%H"*$58'C%*E%%8'9)Ci%0*'"8D'5Ci%0*'"8D'E1:'*1$9'&%H"*$58' $9'

95?%*$?%9'01"&"0*%&$,$8;'5&'%99%8*$"H'"8D'95?%*$?%9' $*' $9'85*<']%*')9'0589$D%&' *1%'B5HH5E$8;'

%/"?AH%9J'

FffG' N%*%&'1"9'*E5'05)9$89''

FfQG' N%*%&'1"9'"'1%"D"01%''

FfSG'' "<'N%*%&'1"9'"'*%"&'FmmmG'

C<'N%*%&'1"9'"'*%"&'$8'1$9'%:%'

FfPG' "<'N%*%&'1"9'"8'"AAH%'FmmmG'

'''' ' C<'N%*%&'1"9'"8'"AAH%'$8'1$9'A50I%*'

@8' FffG' *1%' &%H"*$58' %9*"CH$91%D' C%*E%%8' *1%' 9)Ci%0*' "8D' *1%' 5Ci%0*' $9' *1"*' 5B' I$891$A<' @B'

95?%C5D:' $9' "' 05)9$82' 1%' 8%0%99"&$H:' 1"9' *5' C%' 95?%C5D:`9' 05)9$8<' 6$?$H"&H:2' $8' FfQG' B5&'

95?%*1$8;'*5'C%'"'1%"D"01%'$*'1"9'*5'C%'"'A1:9$5H5;$0"H'A&50%99')8D%&;58%'5&'%/A%&$%80%D'C:'

"8'$8D$#$D)"H<'@8'5*1%&'E5&D92'*1%&%'$9'85'1%"D"01%'$B'85'$8D$#$D)"H'$9'%/A%&$%80$8;'$*<'@8'FfSG'

"8D'FfPG'"'05D"'$9'8%%%D%D'*5'%9*"CH$91'*1%'A&5A%&'&%H"*$58<'31%'&5H%'5B'have'F5&'5B'beL!%"'$9'*5'
0588%0*'*1%'*E5'*%&?9'5B'"'&%H"*$582'C)*'*1%'8"*)&%'5B'9)01'&%H"*$58'$9';$#%8'C:'*1%'5Ci%0*<'31%'

&%H"*$5891$A' *1"*' "9950$"*%9' 5Ci%0*' "8D' 9)Ci%0*' 1"9' *5' C%' 58%' *1"*' $9' %99%8*$"HH:L058*$8;%8*H:'

"9950$"*%D'E$*1'*1%'5Ci%0*<'@8'9)?2'"'9%8*%80%'5B'*1%'B5&?''|VN='haveY6'VNU}'%9*"CH$91%9'"8'

%99%8*$"H'&%H"*$58'C%*E%%8'*1%'*E5'VN9J'I$891$A2'$8"H$%8"CH%'A599%99$582'%*0<'o1%8'*1%'&%H"*$58'

$9'85*'%99%8*$"H2'*1%'058*%/*'5&'*1%'kN'?5D$B$%&'0"8'9)AAH:'*1%'&%H%#"8*'&%H"*$582'"9'$8'FfPG<''

o%'0"8'9":'*1"*''p*5'C%'$8'"'I$891$A'&%H"*$58'E$*1'N%*%&`'$9'"8'%99%8*$"H'A&5A%&*:'5B'two cousins'

$8' FffGM' "8D' pC%$8;'%/A%&$%80%D'C:'N%*%&`' $9' "8'%99%8*$"H'A&5A%&*:'5B'a headache' $8' FfQG<' @8'

;%8%&"H2' |VN='haveY6'VNU}' $9'3&)%' $BB'58%'5B' *1%' %99%8*$"H' A&5A%&*$%9'5B'VNU' $9' *5'C%' $8' "8'

%99%8*$"H''&%H"*$58'.'E$*1'VN=<'Z5&?"HH:J'

FQeG'''Z5&'"&C$*&"&:'K'"8D'k2']%*'KVNk'C%'*1%';%8%&"H$,%D'[)"8*$B$%&'D%85*%D'C:'VNk2'"8D''

' ''''Y6FKVNkG'*1%'9%*'5B'%99%8*$"H'A&5A%&*$%9'5B'KVNk<'31%82'|VN='haveY6'VNU}'$9'3&)%'$BB''

' ''''#\'&"Y6FKVNUG'9)01'*1"*'K6VU'F\G'&"K6V=''
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31%'$99)%'5B'E1"*'05)8*9'"9'"8'd%99%80%`'5&2'A)**$8;'$*'D$BB%&%8*H:2'5B'E1$01'&%[)$&%?%8*9'1"#%'

*5'C%'9"*$9B$%D'C:'"'A&5A%&*:'$8'5&D%&'*5'05)8*'"9'%99%8*$"H'1"9'C%%8'*1%'9)Ci%0*'5B'"8'%/*%89$#%'

A1$H595A1$0"H' D%C"*%<'T%&%' @'E$HH' "D5A*' ]%C$8$,$9' 0&$*%&$58' *1"*' *1%&%' $9' 85' %99%80%'E$*15)*'

%/$9*%80%<'\'A&5A%&*:'5B'"8'$8D$#$D)"H'0"8'C%'0589$D%&%D'%99%8*$"H'B5&'*1"*' $8D$#$D)"H'$BB' *1"*'

$8D$#$D)"H' 0"885*' %/$9*' E$*15)*' *1$9' A&5A%&*:<' @B' *1$9' A&5A%&*:' E%&%' H"0I$8;2' $*' E5)HD' C%' "'

D$BB%&%8*' $8D$#$D)"H<' (%8%&"H$,$8;2' E%' 9":' *1"*' "' A&5A%&*:' N' $9' %99%8*$"H' B5&' "' ;%8%&"H$,%D'

[)"8*$B$%&'K' $BB' $*' $9' "' &%[)$&%?%8*' B5&' *1%' %/$9*%80%' 5B'K<' @8'5*1%&'E5&D92'N' $9' "8'%99%8*$"H'

A&5A%&*:'5B'"';%8%&"H$,%D'[)"8*$B$%&'K'$BB''N'$9'"'?%?C%&'5B'K'$BB'*1%'A&5A%&*:'5B'%/$9*%80%'$9'"'

?%?C%&'5B'K<'Z5&?"HH:J'

FQ=G' ]%*' KVNk' C%' *1%' ;%8%&"H$,%D' [)"8*$B$%&' D%85*%D' C:' VNk' "8D' Y' *1%' A&5A%&*:' 5B'

' %/$9*%80%'b*1%' D%85*"*$58' 5B' *1%' A&%D$0"*%' exist' F^"&E$9%'W' s55A%&' =PS=2' R%%8"8'

' =PSQG<'31%82' B5&' "8:'A&5A%&*:'N'&"'KVNk2'E%' 9":' *1"*'N' $9' "8'essential property'5B'

' KVNk''FN'&"'Y6FKVNkGG'$BB'N'&"'KVNk'$BB'Y'&"'K6Vk<'

Z&5?' *1$9' 01"&"0*%&$,"*$582' $*'E5)HD' B5HH5E' *1"*' *159%' 9%8*%80%9'E1%&%' *1%' "**&$C)*$58' 5B' "8'

%99%8*$"H' A&5A%&*:' *"I%9' AH"0%' 9"*$B:' *1%' D%B$8$*%8%99' &%9*&$0*$58' "8D2' $8' *1%' 0"9%' 5B' have-

9%8*%80%92' 'R%%8"8$9';%8%&"H$,"*$58'"H95'15HD9<']%*')9'9%%'E1:<'48H:'%/$9*%8*$"H';%8%&"H$,%D'

[)"8*$B$%&9'F*159%'B5&'E1$01'Y'&"'KG'500)&'$8'%/$9*%8*$"H'0589*&)0*$589'"8D'*1"*'"'[)"8*$B$%&'C%'
%/$9*%8*$"H'E5)HD'C%'"'&%[)$&%?%8*'B5&'"8'%99%8*$"H'A&5A%&*:'*5'C%'58%'5B'$*9'?%?C%&9<'@B'N'$9'

%99%8*$"H' B5&'K2' *1%8' 'K'1"9' *5'C%'"' F;%8%&"H$,%DG'%/$9*%8*$"H'[)"8*$B%&<'6*"*$8;' $*'D$BB%&%8*H:2'

58H:' ;%8%&"H$,%D' %/$9*%8*$"H' [)"8*$B$%&9' 1"#%' %99%8*$"H' A&5A%&*$%9' "9' ?%?C%&9<' 31%' $8*)$*$58'

C%1$8D'*1$9'1:A5*1%9$9'9%%?9'0H%"&<'Z5&'%/"?AH%2'$*'E5)HD'C%'"8'%99%8*$"H'A&5A%&*:'5B'a cousin'

*5'C%'$8'*1%'I$891$A'&%H"*$589'E$*1'95?%8%<'48'*1%'5*1%'1"8D'*1%'9"?%'05)HD'85*'C%'9"$D'5B'this 

particular cousin2'5B'every cousin'%*0<'9$80%'Y'$9'85*'"'?%?C%&'5B' *1%9%'[)"8*$B$%&9'$8'%#%&:'

?5D%H<'31$9'$9'95'%$*1%&'C%0")9%'858-%/$9*%8*$"H'[)"8*$B%&9'"&%'A"&*$"H'5&'85*'D%B$8%D'$8'95?%'

?5D%H9'F9)01'$9'*1%'0"9%'5B'D%B$8$*%9G'5&'C%0")9%'*1%:'"&%'#"0)5)9H:'*&)%'$8'%?A*:')8$#%&9%9'

F9)01' $9' *1%' 0"9%' E$*1' )8$#%&9"H' [)"8*$B$%&9G<' Z&5?' *1%' "C5#%' D$90)99$582' *1%' B5HH5E$8;'

9%?"8*$0'01"&"0*%&$,"*$58'5B' have %?%&;%9J'

FQUG haveES''D%85*%9'*1%'B)80*$58'B'9)01'*1"*'B5&'"8:';%8%&"H$,%D'[)"8*$B$%&9'K=2'KU2'

' BFKUGFK=G'c'3&)%'$BB'#N'&"'Y6FKUG'|KUFNG'&'K=}<'

@*'B5HH5E9'"9'"'*1%5&%?'*1"*'KU'$9'%/$9*%8*$"H<']%*')9';5'C"0I'*5'9%8*%80%'FggG2'&%A%"*%D'1%&%'"9'

FQgGJ'

FQgG 31%'15)9%'1"9'B5)&'E$8D5E9<'

31$9' 9%8*%80%' %9*"CH$91%9' "8' %99%8*$"H' A&%D$0"*$58' &%H"*$58' F*1"*' 5B' C%$8;' $8' "' A"&*-E15H%'

&%H"*$58G<'@*'$9'"8'%99%8*$"H'A&5A%&*:'5B'E$8D5E9'*5'C%'A"&*'5B'"'C)$HD$8;2'$<%<'*1%'&"8;%'5B'*1%'

E15H%-A"&*'&%H"*$58'F5&'$*9'!A"99$#$,"*$58"''R%%8"8'W'Z"H*,'=PSjGJ''

FQhG' .(F':'/|oT4]Y-N\.3F/2:G}G'c'':#/|oT4]Y-N\.3F/2:G}'

]%*''K='C%'*1%'D%85*"*$58'5B'the house<'31%82'*1%'15)9%'1"9'*1%'A&5A%&*:'#C%'$8'"'E15H%-A"&*'

&%H"*$58'E$*1'B5)&'E$8D5E92$'$%'Z47.~o@Va4o6F':'/|oT4]Y-N\.3F/2:G}G'c''

'/#'h:|oT4]Y-N\.3F/2:G'W'T476YF:G}'$9'"'?%?C%&'5B'3TY~T476Y<'@8';%8%&"HJ'

FQhG' ]%*''K=2'KU'C%';%8%&"H$,%D'[)"8*$B$%&92''.'"'&%H"*$582'"8D'B5&'"8:'[)"8*$B$%&'K2''Y6FKG''

*1%'9%*'5B'%99%8*$"H'A&5A%&*$%9'5B'K<'31%82'haveR-ES' F1"#%'.'%99%8*$"HH:G'D%85*%9' *1%'

' ' B)80*$58'B'9)01'*1"*'BF.GFKUGFK=G'c'3&)%'$BB'.(F.G'&"'Y6FKUG'W'KUF.G'&"K=<'

s589$D%&'85E'*1%'B5HH5E$8;'%/"?AH%9J'
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 property of Q in C   FN'&'Y6
s
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Abstract 

Epistemic and root modals are often expressed by the same lexical items cross-linguistically. 

This cross-linguistic trend supports a Kratzerian analysis, where modals share a semantic core and 

where the only difference between an epistemic and a root interpretation depends on context. 

However, another cross linguistically robust pattern seems to argue against such a unifying 

account. Namely, epistemics tend to scope high (in particular higher than Tense and Aspect) and 

roots low: a fact which a Kratzerian account cannot explain, and which has lead to account which 

hard-wire a specific syntactic position for epistemics and for roots (cf. Cinque 1999). This paper 

presents a novel account of modals in the spirit of Kratzer (1981, 1991), but where the modal is 

relative to an event rather than a world of evaluation. This event-relativity can account for the 

correct interactions of epistemics and roots with Tense and Aspect, without stipulating an 

interpretation-specific height for modals. 

1 Introduction 

It is a robust cross-linguistic generalization that the same modal words are used to express 

various types of modality. The following French examples illustrate. The modal in (1a) 

receives an epistemic interpretation (having to do with what is known, what the available 

evidence is), while those in (b-d) receive a ‚root’ or ‚circumstantial’ interpretation (having to 

do with particular circumstances of the base world): (1b) is a case of deontic modality (having 

to do with permissions/obligations), (1c) an ability and (1d) a goal-oriented modality (having 

to do with possibilities/necessities given a particular goal of the subject): 

(1) a.  Il est 18 heures. Anne n’est pas au bureau. Elle peut/doit  être chez elle.  

  It’s 6:00pm. Anne is not in the office. She may/must be home 

 b. Le père de Anne lui impose un régime très strict. Elle peut/doit manger du brocoli.

  Anne’s father imposes on her a strict diet. She can/must  eat broccoli 

 c. Anne est très forte. Elle peut soulever cette table. 

      Anne is very strong. She can lift this table.  

d. Anne doit être à Paris à 17 heures. Elle peut/doit prendre le train pour aller à P.  

 Anne must be in Paris at 5pm. She can/must take the train to go to P.  

Kratzer (1981, 1991) proposes a unifying account of modals: there is just one possibility 

modal (pouvoir) and one necessity modal (devoir), which are, respectively, an existantial and 

a universal quantifier over a set of accessible worlds. This set of accessible worlds is provided 

by a modal base f, i.e., a ‚conversational background’ that the context makes available. The 

                                                 
* I am greatly indebted to I am greatly indebted to G. Chierchia, K. von Fintel, I. Heim, S. Iatridou, A. Kratzer, 

the participants of Sinn und Bedeutung 11, of Linguistics 720 at UMass Amherst. All errors are, of course, mine. 
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flavor of modality (i.e., ‚epistemic’ or ‚root’) is determined by the kind of modal base the 

context provides: epistemic for the former and circumstantial for all root modals
1
: 

(2) a. [[can]](w)(f)(q) = !w’" MBf(w): q(w’) 

(3) b. [[must]](w)(f)(q) = #w’" MBf(w): q(w’) 

where  fepis(w) = $w’. w’ is compatible with what is known in w.  

   fcircumstantial(w) = $w’. w’ is compatible with certain facts in w. 

Thus, in such an account, the only difference between (1a) and (1b-d) is simply a matter of 

which worlds the modal quantifies over: worlds compatible with what is known in (1a) vs. 

worlds compatible with certain circumstances in (1b-d).  

A long standing problem for this proposal is that it cannot explain the systematic trend 

for modals with an epistemic interpretation to scope higher than any other scope bearing 

element (in particular, Tense, negation and quantifiers), while modals with a root 

interpretation scope lower than all of these elements (cf. Brennan 1993, Drubig 2001, among 

many others). This paper will focus in particular on the interaction of Tense and Aspect with 

epistemic and root modals, and try to explain why the former scope high and the latter scope 

low, under the Kratzerian assumption that they share a semantic core.  

1.1 Interaction with Tense 

It has been shown that epistemic modals in matrix contexts, have to be evaluated at the speech 

time, rather than at the time given by Tense. When embedded, the modal’s evaluation time 

has to be the internal now of the embedding attitude (cf. Iatridou 1990, Abusch 1997, Stowell 

2001). Thus, while an embedded modal can be evaluated at a time prior to the speech time, it 

cannot be back-shifted with respect to the attitude time (the embedded past Tense is a 

sequence of Tense past): 

(4) a. Anne est déjà à Paris. Elle a pu prendre l’avion. 

‘Anne is already in Paris. She may have taken the plane.’ 

 b.  Anne était déjà à Paris. Paul pensait qu’elle avait pu prendre l’avion. 

  ‘Anne is already in Paris. Paul thought that she could have taken the plane.’  

In  (4)a), it is a possibility now, given what is known now (namely that Anne is already in 

Paris) that she took the train (at some past time). In  (4)b), it was a possibility for Paul at his 

thinking time that Anne had taken the time at a prior time. Thus, epistemic modals seem to 

scope higher than Tense: Despite Tense morphology appearing on the modal itself, Tense 

seems to be interpreted below the modal (as in the English gloss). The same modal, however, 

with the same Tense marking, but with a root interpretation shows the reverse scope pattern: it 

has to be interpreted below Tense (given Anne’s circumstances yesterday, it was a possibility 

for her (yesterday) to take the train):  

(5) Anne est arrivée à l’heure à l’aéroport hier, et donc… Elle a pu prendre l’avion. 

 ‘A. arrived on time at the airport yesterday and thus... She was able to take the plane.’  

                                                 

1
In this paper, I will ignore further distinctions between various circumstantials, as they all pattern together in 

their interaction with Tense and Aspect. In Kratzer’s system, these distinctions are due to a 2nd conversational 

background g (ordering source) which picks out the best worlds of the modal base, given some ideal: 
 

(1) Anne must eat broccoli.  

#w’" Best(gDOCTOR’S ORDERS (fCIRC(w)): Anne eats broccoli (w’) 

 In all best worlds, given doctor’s orders, among those compatible with circumstances, A. eats broccoli. 
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1.2 Interaction with Aspect  

Aspect also seems to interact differently with epistemics and roots. As was shown by Bhatt 

(1999) for the ability modal, perfective on such a modal yields what Bhatt called an ‘actuality 

entailment’, that is, an uncancelable implication that the proposition expressed by the 

complement was actualized. With imperfective, the effect disappears. Hence, in  (6)a), but not 

in  (6)b), the continuation that denies the complement comes out as a contradiction.  

(6) a. Anne a pu soulever cette table, #mais elle ne l’a pas soulevée. 

  Anne could-pfv lift this table, #but she didn’t lift it 

 b. Anne pouvait soulever cette table, mais elle ne l’a pas soulevée. 

  Anne could-impf lift this table, but she didn’t lift it 

  ‘Anne was able to lift this table’ 

This effect extends to all root interpretations (cf. Hacquard 2006). However, epistemics seem 

immune to it:  (7)a) is not a contradiction. Instead, Aspect, which morphologically appears on 

the modal, seems to be interpreted in the complement VP. Thus the only difference in 

meaning between  (7)a) and (b) is in the Aspectual properties of the loving state: ‚it is possible 

that Anne once loved Paul’ in (a) vs. ‚it is possible that Anne was in love with him’ in (b): 

(7) a. Anne a pu aimer Paul, comme elle a pu ne pas l’aimer. 

Anne could-pfv love Paul, just as she could-pfv not love him. 

Anne may have loved Paul, just as she may not have loved him. 

 b. Anne pouvait aimer Paul, comme elle pouvait ne pas l’aimer. 

  Anne could-impf love Paul, just as she could-impf not love him. 

  ‘Anne may have been in love with Paul, just as she may not have loved him.’ 

 This data show that epistemic and root modals interact differently with Tense and 

Aspect. In particular, the ordering of Tense, Aspect and the various modals seems to be fixed 

cross-linguistically (cf. Cinque 1999). This ordering is unexpected and unexplainable if the 

only difference between epistemics and roots is in the kind of worlds the modal quantifies 

over, as determined by the conversational background. Thus, we are lead to the following 

dilemna: on the one hand, given the cross linguistic trend to use the same modals to express 

both epistemic and root modality, we would want to give them a semantic core; on the other 

hand, the fact that epistemics are systematically interpreted higher than roots, and that only 

the latter yield actuality entailments with perfective Aspect suggests that they should be 

treated as two separate elements. The general trend in previous proposals working on the 

interactions of modals with Tense and Aspect has been to essentially reject a unified account: 

Drubig (2001) and Westmoreland (1998) for instance propose that epistemics are evidentials, 

rather than modals; Bhatt (1999) also rejects a ‚modal’ analysis of the ability modal and treats 

it as an implicative predicate (like manage). Other more conservative accounts follow 

Cinque’s hierarchy and provide two fixed syntactic positions for modals, either syntactically 

or by having epistemics take propositions as complements and roots take properties (cf. Butler 

2003; Brennan 1993). But again, this doesn’t explain why this should be so, nor why 

epistemics and roots should be expressed by the same lexical items cross-linguistically.  

 In this paper, I propose that a unified account à la Kratzer can be maintained, and still 

derive the correct interactions with Tense and Aspect, once we make one  crucial 

modification: I propose that the modal base, which, in Kratzer (1981, 1991), is relative to a 

world of evaluation, is instead relative to an event of evaluation. Specifically, I propose that 

the modal base takes an event pronoun which needs to be bound locally. The potential event 

binders at various syntactic positions in turn impose interpretative restrictions on the modal 

they bind, and explain why only high modals receive an epistemic interpretation. This account 
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is thus an attempt to motivate semantically Cinque’s ordering of Tense, Aspect and modals, 

without having to appeal to arbitrary syntactic positions.  

 This paper will be organized as follows: in section 2, I will give my proposal. Section 

3 will derive the correlation between modal flavor and height of interpretation. Section 4 will 

derive the correlation between modal flavor and actuality entailments.  

2 Proposal 

The premises that I would like to start with are as follows: 

1. There is just one possibility modal pouvoir and one necessity modal devoir. Their 

flavor depends on contextually-provided conversational backgrounds. 

2. We should let the modal merge freely in the tree (no arbitrary syntactic constraints). 

Given these two premises, we will then need to explain why a modal merged high (above 

Tense and Aspect) receives an epistemic interpretation, and is immune to actuality 

entailments, while a modal merged low (below Tense and Aspect) receives a root 

interpretation, and yields actuality entailments with perfective Aspect. To do so, I propose to 

relativize modals to an event of evaluation.   

2.1 Event relativity 

In this section I would like to motivate empirically the event relativity just proposed, putting 

aside, for now, the difference in flavor (epistemic vs. root). We have seen in the introduction 

that modals seem to be relative to a time of evaluation (see also Ippolito 2003). For 

epistemics, this time is the speech time (when the modal is in matrix context), or the internal 

now of the attitude (when embedded under an attitude). Thus in  (4)a) the modal is evaluated 

at the speech time: it is compatible with what is known now that Anne took the plane, and in 

 (4)b), the modal’s evaluation time is Paul’s thinking time: it was compatible with what Paul 

thought at his thinking time that Anne had taken the plane. With root modals, the time of 

evaluation is that provided by Tense. Hence, in  (5), the opportunity for Anne to take the plane 

was a possibility at the given past time (yesterday).    

 As it turns out, modals are also often relative to an individual. For unembedded 

epistemics, this individual is the speaker (and perhaps a larger community, cf. DeRose 1991, 

von Fintel and Gillies 2006): given what I, the speaker, know, it is possible that Anne took the 

plane. For circumstantial modals, this individual is the subject (cf. Brennan 1993): given 

Anne’s circumstances, it was possible for her to take the plane
2
.  

Furthermore not all combinations of time and individuals are possible. The following 

examples illustrate these time/individual restrictions. In  (8), with a root (goal-oriented) 

interpretation, the modal is relativized to Anne’s circumstances at the time given by Tense (a 

past time), rather than at the speech time:  

(8) a. Anne a dû prendre le train (pour aller à Paris.) 

Anne must-pst-pfv take the train (to go to Paris) 

‘Anne had to take the train to go to Paris.’ 

 b. Given Anne’s circumstances then, she had to take the train then.  

*Given Anne’s circumstances now she had to take the train. 

                                                 
2 When there is no clear agentive subject, as in ‘it can rain hard here’, a root modal is still relativized to a 

participant of the VP event (e.g., the location here). As we will see what matters is which event the individual 

participates in: the speaker for the speech event, and the subject/object/location for the VP event.  
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In  (9), with an epistemic interpretation, the modal is relativized to the speaker at the speech 

time, and not at a time prior to it. In  (10), the modal is relativized to the attitude holder (every 

contestant) at his attitude time: 

(9) a. Anne a dû prendre le train (vu qu’elle est déjà à Paris.) 

Anne must-pst-pfv take the train (since she’s already in Paris) 

‘Anne must have taken the train’. 

 b. ‘Given what I know now, it must be the case that Anne took the train then.’ 

*Given what I knew then Anne had to take the train. 

(10) Every contestant1 thought he1 might be the winner.          [adapted from Speas (2004)] 

‘For every contestant x, given what x knew at x’s thinking time, it was possible that x 

was the winner. ’ 

 The empirical generalization that emerges, then, goes as follows: 

1. When the modal is speaker-oriented, it is keyed to the speech time and receives an 

epistemic interpretation. 

2. When the modal is attitude holder-oriented, it is keyed to the attitude time and 

receives an epistemic interpretation. 

3. When the modal is subject-oriented, it is keyed to the time provided by Tense and 

receives a root interpretation.  

In order to handle this generalization, I propose that these time and individual constraints 

arise from some event anchoring: from an event we can recover information about that 

event’s participants and running time: if we anchor a modal to an event, we anchor it to its 

running time and participants.  

 Consider the following sentence: 

(11) Paul thought yesterday that Anne had taken the train the day before. 

In this sentence, there are (roughly speaking) three relevant times, where ‘events’ are 

happening: first, the speech event, which is an asserting event by me, the speaker, at the 

speech time; the second event is a thinking event by Paul happening yesterday; the 3
rd

 event is 

an event of taking the train by Anne the day before yesterday. I would like to propose that 

each of these three events is able to bind the event argument of a modal, and thus anchor that 

modal to its running time and participants. There would thus be three potential event binders 

for a modal: first, the speech event, whose participants include the speaker, and whose 

running time is the speech time. Second, attitude events, whose participants include the 

attitude holder and whose running time is the internal now of the attitude. Third, the VP 

event, quantified over by Aspect, whose participants include the subject and whose running 

time is provided by Tense. 

(12)        !"            

             ASSERT(e1)     !" """""" " "  

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""think(e2)""""""!" """""""""" """""" 

"" """""""""" "        T              !"" """"""" 

                                            Asp(e3)    #        

""""""""""""""" ""             VP  

 That Aspect can bind events is rather uncontroversial: as we will see shortly, Aspect 

is, by definition, a quantifier over events. That attitude verbs can bind events could be seen as 

a reframing in event terms of von Stechow’s (2001) proposal, according to which attitude 

verbs are binders over person, world, and time triplets. The nature of the speech event may be 
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a bit more controversial. However, many researchers have found it useful to represent the 

speech event/assertion operator in the grammar (cf. Rizzi 1997, Ginsburg and Sag 2001, 

Krifka 2001, Tenny and Speas 2004). I won’t go into much detail here, but simply assume the 

following: the speech event is syntactically represented; there is only one speech event per 

utterance, in topmost position, whose role is to determine the nature of the utterance: if it is an 

assertion, it will be an asserting event, if it is a question, it will be a questioning event, and if 

it is an order (as for imperatives), it will be an ordering event. I will further assume that this 

speech event is able to bind free event pronouns in its scope, paralleling the binding of free 

world pronouns by a default matrix world binder in Percus (2000)’s system.  

 We would thus have three event binders for modals. One may wonder whether this 

binding obeys any locality restrictions: could a low modal be bound by a high event binder, if 

there is a closer binder in between? The answer appears to be no. In fact, the second empirical 

generalization that seems to emerge is that a modal will always be relative to the closest event 

binder. Consider the following example: 

(13) Every contestant1 thought he1 might be the winner. [adapted from Speas (2004)] 

 *For every contestant x, given my evidence now, it was possible that x was the winner. 

Here we have a case of a high epistemic modal (interpreted above the Tense of the embedded 

clause). This modal seems to be keyed obligatorily to the attitude event: it cannot be bound 

by the speech event. As Speas (2004) and Stephenson (2006) observe, the modal cannot be 

relativized to the speaker (to the speech event in the current framework).  

 The upshot of this section is that a modal seems to be relativized to an individual and a 

time. Not any individual-time pair is however attested. It appears, instead, that the modal is 

relativized to the participants and running time of the closest event c-commanding it. Thus, if 

a modal is below Aspect (which we know from the fact that it is interpreted below Tense and 

Aspect), it seems to be relativized to the event quantified by Aspect. If the modal is above 

Aspect (which we know from the fact that it is interpreted above Tense and Aspect), it is 

bound either by an attitude verb, if present, or by the speech event. My proposal is that this 

relativization arises from various event binders binding an event pronoun in the modal’s 

restriction: 
 

(14) a.  espeech*     (Att2)                       T Asp1       Modf(e1) V e1 

b.     espeech*      Att2  Modf(e2) T Asp1   V e1 

c. espeech*   Modf(e*) T Asp1   V e1 

2.2 Assumptions: Modals, Tense and Aspect 

Before putting all the pieces together, I would like to make my assumptions about modals, 

Tense and Aspect explicit.  

Tenses and worlds: I assume that Tenses and worlds are pronouns, explicitly represented in 

the syntax (i.e., they are not parameters) (cf. Partee 1973, Kratzer 1998, Percus 2000, a.o.). 

The following entries are from Kratzer (1998), where the overlap/anteriority relation with the 

speech time t0 is given as a presupposition (in curly brackets), i.e., the context has to provide a 

salient time interval t which overlaps/precedes the speech time: 

(15) a. [[pres]]
g,c

 = t {t%t0}  

 b. [[past]]
g,c

 = t {t<t0} 

Modals: I assume, following Kratzer (1981, 1991) that there is just one possibility 

modal and one necessity modal, which take a proposition as their complement. My account 

will differ from Kratzer’s only w.r.t. to the first restriction of the modal, namely the modal 

base. As we will see in the next section, I will assume that the modal base picks out a set of 

accessible worlds from an event, rather than a world of evaluation.  
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Aspect: In the Davidsonian (1967) tradition, I assume that verbs are predicates of 

events, and thus have to combine with an event argument. Aspects are quantifiers over events: 

they take a predicate of events (VP) and return a predicate of times, which in turn combine 

with a Tense pronoun. I will assume the following lexical entry for perfective Aspect
3
, 

slightly modified from Kratzer (1998): 

(16) [[PERFECTIVE]]     = $w. $t. $P<&t>.!e[e is in w & '(e) ( t & & P(e) = 1] 

Aspect quantifies over the event described by the VP and locates its running time w.r.t. to the 

time provided by Tense. Traditionally, Aspect is taken to be base-generated right below 

Tense. I will assume instead that it is merged as an argument of the verb, and then moves out 

of the VP for type reasons (cf. von Fintel 2001), analogously to a quantifier over individuals 

in object position. When Aspect moves out, it leaves a trace of type & (for events), and moves 

to a position right below Tense in order to combine with a time argument. This Aspect-

movement approach allows us to maintain a parallel with quantification over individuals, and, 

as will become relevant in the next section, lets modals keep the same type whether they 

appear above or below Tense. Alternatively, we could maintain a more traditional view and 

have Aspect base-generated under T. In this case, we would need to allow the modal to either 

take properties of events or propositions as its complement. 

2.3 Putting the pieces together 

Recall that one of the goals of this paper was to obtain the correct ordering of epistemic and 

root modals with respect to Tense and Aspect without arbitrary syntactic stipulations, and 

without lexicalizing the flavor of modality (i.e., there is just one modal for both epistemics 

and roots). Given the assumptions in section 2.2., there are two possible outcomes:  

1. A modal merges above Tense  (17): the ordering we obtain is MOD>T>ASP>VP (T, 

ASP, and VP organize themselves in that particular order for independent type/ 

selection reasons).  

2. A modal merges below Tense  (18): the only available position for the modal is 

between Aspect and the VP: the modal needs a propositional complement: in this 

configuration, the only possibility is the VP
4
; Furthermore, Aspect needs to combine 

with a time pronoun, and hence moves above the modal, right below Tense. 

(17)         
      ! 

 ASSERT(e1)       !" ‘High modal’: speech event-keyed (speaker-oriented) 

      $w*             !" """""" " "  

" """" """"""""""""""MOD """""""""""!" """"""""""  

"" """ """"""""""""""$ """"""$2""""""""""""""!<i,t>" "

          mod   f(e1)           T<i>          !"" """"""" 

                                                     Perf          !        

"""""""""""""""""" "$           $3       """""""%  

                             Perf w2         V e3 w2 

 

 

    

                                                 
3 We will return briefly to imperfective Aspect in section 4.  

4 Recall that I assume an extensional system where worlds are pronouns in the syntax.  
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(18)         
!"

ASSERT(e1) !" " ‘Low modal’: Aspect-keyed (subject-oriented) 

"""""""""""$w*        !""<i,t> 

""""""""T<i>"""""" "!"  

""""""""""""""""" " ""Perf            !"

"""$""""""""$3""""""""""! 

Perf w*         MOD     !       

 """""""""" " " " """""""""""""""""""$""     $2               %"

                        mod   f(e3)           V e3 w2"

 We thus obtain two possible configurations: in  (17), the modal is above Tense and 

Aspect. In this configuration, the modal’s event argument has no choice but to be bound by 

the speech event (unless it is further embedded under an attitude verb. In  (18), the modal is 

below Aspect. Given the strict locality condition for event binding, the modal’s event 

argument has to be bound by Aspect (provided the syntax will rule out a derivation where 

Aspect and the event argument of the modal are not co-indexed). So far, we have that a modal 

is either merged high, in which case it is speech event relative (i.e., keyed to the speaker and 

the speech time) or merged low, in which case it is Aspect bound (i.e., keyed to the VP 

event’s participants and running time, that is, the subject and the time given by Tense). What 

we need to explain now is why a high modal (bound by the speech event or an attitude event) 

gets an epistemic interpretation, and why a low modal (bound by Aspect) gets a 

circumstantial interpretation. This is the question we address in the next section.  

3 Correlating syntactic height with modal flavor 

To understand the correlation of modal flavor and syntactic height, we now need to turn to the 

modal bases. Recall that we need the modal base to take an event rather than a world 

argument. I will thus recast the modal bases in terms of events, and show that not all event 

binders can license all modal bases. Specifically, I will argue that only a speech event or an 

attitude event can license an epistemic modal base.  

3.1 Epistemic modal base 

Recall Kratzer’s epistemic modal base
5
: 

(19) fepis(w) = $w’. w’ is compatible with what is known in w.  

The accessible worlds are those compatible with ‘what is known’. Kratzer (1981, 1991) focus 

on modals in matrix contexts. However, when we embed an epistemic under an attitude verb, 

we see that the accessible worlds are those compatible with what the attitude holder believes, 

rather than knows (i.e., the factivity disappears): 

(20) It is not raining; however, Paul believes it might be raining.  

It appears, then, that an epistemic modal base picks out a set of accessible worlds compatible 

with a set of beliefs. In matrix context, those beliefs are those of the speaker. Given that the 

speaker presumably believes what he believes to be true, in matrix context, we seem to be 

considering worlds compatible with what the speaker takes to ‘know’ (i.e., what he believes 

                                                 
5 In Kratzer’s system, the modal base is a parameter. This creates problems in cases of stacked modals where the 

modal bases are different. I thus follow von Fintel and Heim (2001) in representing the modal base f in the 

syntax. 
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to be true). Given the acceptability of  (20), I will take it that the worlds provided by an 

epistemic modal base are those compatible with what is ‘believed’ at a certain point in time 

(either by the speaker, in matrix context, or by the attitude holder, when embedded).  

 Thus, the epistemic modal base picks out a set of worlds compatible with a set of 

beliefs. How can we recast this in terms of events? Empirically, we seem to find a difference 

between various event descriptions (i.e., verbs). Some—but not all—have a set of beliefs (or 

propositions) associated with them. Verbs like run or sleep describe respectively a running 

event and a sleeping event, neither of which has a set of beliefs or propositions associated 

with them. However, attitude verbs like believe do. My claim in this section is that only those 

events that have a set of beliefs associated with them will be able to license an epistemic 

modal base. Those will be the event described by attitude verbs – where the set of beliefs are 

those of the attitude holder, and the speech event – where the set of beliefs will be those of the 

speaker.  

Attitude verbs: Attitude verbs are special verbs in that they have ‘content’: that is, a set 

of propositions associated with them. In the Hintikka (1962) tradition, attitude verbs are taken 

to be quantifiers over worlds. For instance, believe quantifies over worlds compatible with the 

subject’s beliefs:  

(21) Paul believes that it is raining. 

In all worlds w’ compatible with Paul’s beliefs in w, it is raining in w’ 

The literature on attitudes usually abstracts away from Aspectual properties of attitude verbs 

and hence ignore their Davidsonian argument. However, attitude verbs are verbs, and as such, 

they are predicates of events. I propose to directly link the set of propositions associated with 

an attitude verb to its event argument via a CONTENT(e) funtion: this function picks out the set 

of propositions associated with the event described by an attitude. Note that any account of 

attitudes provides a set of propositions (the content of the attitude). The CONTENT(e) function 

I suggest is just a way to recover this set directly from the attitude’s event argument. I thus 

propose to revise slightly the semantics of believe so that  (21) will now be  as follows (note 

that believe is a state eventuality rather than an event – hence the ‚s’ variable):  

(22) Paul believes that it is raining. 

!s[ s in w* & '(s) ) t* & belief(s) & Exp(s, P.) &  

in all worlds w’ compatible with CONTENT(s), it is raining in w’ 

 where CONTENT(s) = {p| p is a belief of the experiencer of s at '(s)} 

Speech event:  My claims about the speech event are a bit more tentative. I would like 

to propose that an asserting speech event also has a set of beliefs associated with it, namely 

the beliefs of the speaker: when asserting a sentence, a cooperative speaker will in general 

only utter propositions that are consistent with his beliefs. I will remain agnostic at this point, 

where exactly this set of beliefs should be represented linguistically. Is it represented in the 

grammar, or is it perhaps on another dimension of meaning (e.g., presuppositional level)? 

Whichever way this set of beliefs is represented, it should be recoverable, again, via a 

CONTENT(e) function, which picks out the content of the speaker’s beliefs associated with the 

speech event e.  

Recasting the epistemic modal base in event talk: We saw at the beginning of this 

section that an epistemic modal base requires a set of beliefs, from which it can pick out a set 

of worlds compatible with that set of beliefs. I propose to formalize this requirement by a 

CONTENT(e) function. An epistemic modal base has an eventuality pronoun e, which requires 

to be bound by an event binder that has ‘CONTENT’. It returns a set of worlds compatible with 

the content of that believing event/state: 

(23) fEPISTEMIC(e) = $w’. w’ is compatible with CONTENT(e) 
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(18)         
!"

ASSERT(e1) !" " ‘Low modal’: Aspect-keyed (subject-oriented) 

"""""""""""$w*        !""<i,t> 

""""""""T<i>"""""" "!"  

""""""""""""""""" " ""Perf            !"

"""$""""""""$3""""""""""! 

Perf w*         MOD     !       

 """""""""" " " " """""""""""""""""""$""     $2               %"

                        mod   f(e3)           V e3 w2"

 We thus obtain two possible configurations: in  (17), the modal is above Tense and 

Aspect. In this configuration, the modal’s event argument has no choice but to be bound by 

the speech event (unless it is further embedded under an attitude verb. In  (18), the modal is 

below Aspect. Given the strict locality condition for event binding, the modal’s event 

argument has to be bound by Aspect (provided the syntax will rule out a derivation where 

Aspect and the event argument of the modal are not co-indexed). So far, we have that a modal 

is either merged high, in which case it is speech event relative (i.e., keyed to the speaker and 

the speech time) or merged low, in which case it is Aspect bound (i.e., keyed to the VP 

event’s participants and running time, that is, the subject and the time given by Tense). What 

we need to explain now is why a high modal (bound by the speech event or an attitude event) 

gets an epistemic interpretation, and why a low modal (bound by Aspect) gets a 

circumstantial interpretation. This is the question we address in the next section.  

3 Correlating syntactic height with modal flavor 

To understand the correlation of modal flavor and syntactic height, we now need to turn to the 

modal bases. Recall that we need the modal base to take an event rather than a world 

argument. I will thus recast the modal bases in terms of events, and show that not all event 

binders can license all modal bases. Specifically, I will argue that only a speech event or an 

attitude event can license an epistemic modal base.  

3.1 Epistemic modal base 

Recall Kratzer’s epistemic modal base
5
: 

(19) fepis(w) = $w’. w’ is compatible with what is known in w.  

The accessible worlds are those compatible with ‘what is known’. Kratzer (1981, 1991) focus 

on modals in matrix contexts. However, when we embed an epistemic under an attitude verb, 

we see that the accessible worlds are those compatible with what the attitude holder believes, 

rather than knows (i.e., the factivity disappears): 

(20) It is not raining; however, Paul believes it might be raining.  

It appears, then, that an epistemic modal base picks out a set of accessible worlds compatible 

with a set of beliefs. In matrix context, those beliefs are those of the speaker. Given that the 

speaker presumably believes what he believes to be true, in matrix context, we seem to be 

considering worlds compatible with what the speaker takes to ‘know’ (i.e., what he believes 

                                                 
5 In Kratzer’s system, the modal base is a parameter. This creates problems in cases of stacked modals where the 

modal bases are different. I thus follow von Fintel and Heim (2001) in representing the modal base f in the 

syntax. 
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3.2 Circumstantial modal base 

Recall Kratzer’s circumstantial modal base, which picks out worlds compatible with certain 

circumstances of the world of evaluation: 

(28) fcircumstantial(w) = $w’. w’ is compatible with certain circumstances in w. 

What are these circumstances? I propose that they are the circumstances of the event that 

binds the event argument of this (circumstantial) modal base. We can thus reformulate the 

circumstantial modal base as follows: 

(29) fCIRC(e) = $w’. w’ is compatible with the circumstances of e at '(e) 

What are the circumstances of an event? I propose that they are the properties of the event’s 

participants (the agent, the theme…) at the event’s location, at the event’s specific time.  

 Usually, an Aspect-bound modal will take a circumstantial modal base. As we saw in 

the previous section, an epistemic modal is unavailable when Aspect quantifies over a 

contentless event. Thus, the following example will obligatorily receive a circumstantial 

modal base (with the LF where the modal is below Aspect): 

(30) Anne a pu soulever cette table. 

Anne could-pfv lift this table 

!e1: !w’" fCIRC(e1): lift_this table(e1,w’) & Ag(e1, A.) 

There is an event e1 such that in some world compatible with the circumstances of that 

event, namely its agent’s and theme’s physical properties at the time of e, this event is 

a lifting this table event by Anne.  

Here the event is an event of lifting this table by Anne. The event participants are Anne and 

the table, and thus both the properties of Anne at the time of the event (how strong she is, how 

much training she has had, etc.) and properties of this table (how heavy it is, how 

voluminous…) will be relevant circumstances for evaluating the modal.  

 We saw that the epistemic modal base requires a special kind of event, one that has 

content, and thus cannot be licensed anywhere (in particular when bound by an Aspect 

quantifying over a content-less event). There are no such restrictions for the circumstantial 

modal base. Thus, in principle, we should be able to find a circumstantial modal base both 

with low and high modals. With a high modal, we would obtain examples such as the 

following: 

(31) Anne a pu prendre le train. 

Anne could-pfv take the train.  

!w’’ compatible with the circumstances of the speech event: A. takes the train(w’) 

What would  (31) mean? What are the circumstances of the speech event? They should consist 

mainly of properties of the speaker. It is unclear that such a meaning would be coherent. If 

indeed, it is incoherent, this configuration will be eliminated and an epistemic modal base will 

thus be favored. Alternatively, we might start considering properties of the speaker as a 

                                                                                                                                                         

this is indeed what is happening, at least with more ‘eventive’ events, which may accept to be quantified by 

perfective Aspect: 

(1) a. Paul konnte sehen/merken/??glauben, dass Anne nett war.  (I. Heim, pc) 

  ‘Paul could see/notice/believe that Anne was nice’. 

  [Paul AspQ2 [ canf(e2) [see(e2) [ Anne… 

 b. Anne a pu remarquer que Paul était gentil. 

  ‘Anne was able to notice that Paul was nice’ 

 c. He was so tall that one could take him to be adult. 

    [one AspQ2 canf(e2) [take (e2)… 
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speaker: whether the speaker is informative, whether his beliefs are consistent, etc... In which 

case, the circumstantial modal base will resemble more and more an epistemic one, to the 

point of indiscernability.  

 To sum up, we can reframe Kratzer’s modal bases in terms of events: the epistemic 

modal base picks out worlds compatible with the content of event e; the circumstantial modal 

base picks out worlds compatible with the circumstances of e, where e is an event variable 

which needs to be bound locally. When the modal appears above Tense and Aspect, the only 

possible binders are the speech event or an attitude event, if present, which both can license 

an epistemic modal base. When the modal appears low, the event of its modal base has to be 

bound by Aspect. In general, the event bound by Aspect doesn’t have content: hence, only a 

circumstantial modal base will be licensed. These results are summed up in the following 

table: 

(32) Modal flavor/syntactic height constraints 

     epis circ   

Low      * 
ok 

High   
ok  ??  

We thus obtain that high modals tend to be epistemic and low modals tend to be 

circumstantial, without having to have two separate entries for each modal.  

4 Correlating modal flavor with implicative behavior 

The last question that we need to address is why it is that root modals yield actuality 

entailments with perfective, but epistemics do not. Recall that sentences of the type illustrated 

below are ambiguous:  

(33) Anne a pu s’enfuir.  

Anne could-pfv escape.  

Root:  Anne was abe to escape.  

Epistemic: It is possible that Anne escaped. 

With a root meaning, the modal is interpreted below Tense and Aspect and yields an actuality 

entailment, that is, it yields the uncancelable implication that the complement of the modal 

was actualized. In the case at hand, it implies that Anne did escape. With an epistemic 

meaning, the modal is interpreted above Tense/Aspect, and doesn’t yield an actuality 

entailment. The sentence will still be judged true if Anne didn’t escape in the actual world.  

 How does the actuality entailment arise with root modals and why are epistemics 

immune to it? The crucial factor that differentiates between epistemics and roots is the 

configuration of Aspect with respect to the modal. We saw that root modals are low modals, 

that is, with a root interpretation, the modal scopes below Aspect. Now, in this configuration, 

the world argument of Aspect is outside of the scope of the modal. Hence, it will have to be 

bound by the matrix default world binder (Percus 2000), or whatever mechanism is 

responsible for mapping to the actual world in matrix context. This yields an actual event: 
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(34) a. Anne a pu s’enfuir   [circumstantial interpretation] 

  ‘Anne was able to escape’ 

b.   ! TP !e2: e2 in w* & '(e2) * t {t<t*} & !w3" fCIRC(e2): escape (w3, e2) & Ag(e2, A)] 

"""""$w* """!"Perf $t.!e2: e2 in w* & '(e2) * t & !w3" fCIRC (e2): escape (w3, e2) & Ag(e2, A)]"

    |    !""

               Past      Perf   ! ModP    !w3"fCIRC(e2): escape (w3, e2) & Ag(e2, A) 

"""""""&"""""$2     ! 

                Perf       w*   can     !   

      $3          vP"""escape(w3, e2) & Ag(e2, A) 
           %"

   Anne escape e2 w3        

 c." !e2[e2 in w* & '(e2) * t {t<t*}. !w3"fCIRC(e2): escape(w3, e2) & Ag(e2, A.)] 

‘There is a past event in the actual world, and there is a world compatible with 

that event’s circumstances where that event is an escaping event by Anne.’ 

We obtain an actual past event, which in some accessible world is an escaping event. For 

further details on what precisely that actual event is (i.e., why we take it to be an escaping 

event in the actual world), see Hacquard (2006).  

 Epistemic modals are high modals, that is, they occur at a position higher than Tense 

and Aspect. In this configuration, the world argument of perfective Aspect will still be in the 

scope of the modal. Hence, no actual event is forced. The only requirement is that an escaping 

event occurs in some world compatible with what the speaker knows/believes:  

(35) a. Anne a pu s’enfuir   [epistemic interpretation]  

  ‘It may be the case that Anne escaped’ 

 b.    !" !w3"CON(e*): !e2: e2 in w3 & '(e2) * t {t<t*} &: escape(w3, e2) & Ag(e2, A)]""" 

             $w*           !" """""" " "  

"""""""""""""""""""""MOD """"""""""!"""!e2: e2 in w3 & '(e2) * t {t<t*} & escape (w3, e2) & Ag(e2, A)] 

"" """""""""$ """"""$3"""""""""""""!" "

    mod   f(e*)            T              !"" """"""" 

                               past         Perf          !        

""""""""""&       $2       """""""  VP escape (w3, e2) & Ag(e2, A) 

                     Perf     w3               #    

                Anne escape e2 w3 
 

 c. !w3"CONT(e*): !e2: e2 in w3 & '(e2) * t {t<t*} &: escape(w3, e2) & Ag(e2, A.)]"""
" " There is a world compatible with the content of my beliefs such that there is an 

event in that world which is an escaping event by Anne.   

 We further saw in section 1, that root modals with imperfective Aspect do not force an 

actuality entailment. Following Bhatt (1999) I will assume that this is due to an extra layer of 

modality, provided by the imperfective itself, which is responsible for this lack of actuality 

entailment. It is a well-established fact that the imperfective is associated with a/some modal 

element(s), such as genericity, progressivity, counterfactuality, etc. (cf. Cipria and Roberts 

2000, Ferreira 2005, among many others). I will assume that this modal element provides an 

additional layer of modality, which prevents the need for an actual event (For further details, 

see Hacquard 2006).  

 The upshot of this section is that actuality entailments occur when Aspect binds an 

event from above a modal. When Aspect is in the scope of a modal element (a high modal, or 
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a generic operator, etc…), no actual event is forced to occur: there is no actuality entailment. 

We can make sense of the fact that modals with a root interpretation yield the effect: a root 

interpretation occurs when the modal is low (i.e., below Aspect). On the other hand, because 

high modals (i.e., above Aspect) yield an epistemic interpretation, epistemics are immune to 

the effect.    

5 Conclusion 

We have seen that the same words can express epistemic and root modality. The challenge 

was to give these modal words a unified semantics that could still explain why epistemics and 

roots interact differently with Tense and Aspect. I proposed that modals were always relative 

to an event, rather than a world of evaluation. By relativizing modals to an event, we were 

able to derive otherwise unexplained restrictions on a modal’s interpretation (i.e., time-

individual constraints). By looking further at the type of event binders available at various 

syntactic positions, we could make sense of why only certain modal bases are available at 

certain positions.  

 Thus, we saw that when a modal is merged high, it is merged above Tense. In that 

case, the event argument of its modal base has to be bound by an attitude event (if embedded 

under an attitude) or by the speech event. It is thus relative to the speaker and the speech time, 

or the attitude holder and the attitude time. It furthermore can receive an epistemic 

interpretation, given that both the speech event and the attitude event have a set of beliefs 

associated with them (they have content). We finally saw that a high modal will also be 

immune to actuality entailments, given that it scopes above Aspect.  

 When a modal is merged low, it has to appear between Aspect and the VP. In that 

case, the event argument of its modal base has to be bound by Aspect, which quantifies over 

the VP event. It is thus relative to the subject and the time provided by Tense (the participant 

and running time of the event quantified by Aspect). It furthermore will not receive an 

epistemic interpretation, given that the VP event in a modal’s complement usually doesn’t 

have content, but will rather take a circumstantial interpretation. We finally saw that a low 

modal will yield actuality entailments with perfective Aspect, given that the modal scopes 

under Aspect, whose world argument will then need to be the actual world.   
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Abstract

This paper supports the idea that the exceptive meaning denoted by the Japanese ex-

haustive particle dake is a conventional implicature, and shows that the Contrastive-marked

(wa-marked) element takes scope higher than the proposition. I also provide an explana-

tion for the unavailability of dake-wa in wh-questions using Krifka’s (2001b) non-Boolean

algebra of Speech Acts.

1 Introduction

As observed by Portner and Yabushita (1998), an embedded subject under an attitude predicate

obtains different scope interpretations depending on whether the subject is Nominative-marked

or Contrasitve/Topic-marked. In (1-a), the embedded subject, John-dake ‘only John’ receives

a narrow-scope interpretation with respect to the attitude predicate omot ‘think’. Hence, the

exhaustive meaning of dake ‘only’ yields the interpretation ‘Mary thought that people other

than John did not come.’ In contrast, in (1-b), John-dake ‘only John’ receives a wide-scope

interpretation. That is, ‘John is the only person such that Mary thought he would come and

Mary didn’t have any opinions about other people.’

(1) a. JOHN-dake-ga

John-only-Nom

kuru

come

to

Comp

Mary-ga

Mary-Nom

omot-tei-ta.

think-Prog-Past
‘Mary thought that only John would come.’

b. JOHN-dake-wa

John-only-Con

kuru

come

to

Comp

Mary-ga

Mary-Nom

omot-tei-ta.

think-Prog-Past
‘Mary thought that as for only John, he would come.’

Another contrast between dake-wa and dake-ga is found in question formation. It is possible to

use dake-ga in a wh-question as in (2-a) and it is interpreted as ‘What is the thing x such that

John bought x and others didn’t buy x?’. On the other hand, dake-wa in a wh-question is not

acceptable (2-b).

(2) a. JOHN-dake-ga

John-only-Nom

nani-o

what-Acc

kai-mashi-ta-ka?

buy-Hon-Past-Q
‘What did only John buy?’

b. *JOHN-dake-wa

John-only-Con

nani-o

what-Acc

kai-mashi-ta-ka?

buy-Hon-Past-Q

∗This work is supposed by the Research Fellowship of the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science for

Young Scientists under Grant No. 02162. The part of this paper was presented at Kin3 roundtable meeting at

Kyoto University. I would like to thank Tomohide Kinuhata, Satoshi Tomioka, Chris Potts and the audience at

Kin3 roundtable meeting and SuB11. All remaining errors are my own.
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2 Yurie Hara

In this paper, I connect these two observations. In a nutshell, as (1) shows, the wa-marked

element takes scope out of the embedded clause; hence the dake-wa construction in a matrix

wh-question results in exhaustification over Question Acts, which is disallowed according to

Krifka’s (2001b) non-boolean algebra of Speech Acts.

This paper is structured as follows. In section 2, I go over Yoshimura’s (2005) argument that

the Japanese exhaustive particle dake yields a conventional implicature, which contributes to a

non-propositional level of meaning. Section 3 reviews works showing that a Topic/Contrastive-

marked element takes scope higher than the propositional level. Section 4 goes back to the

Japanese data above and accounts for the unavailability of the dake-wa construction in wh-

questions using Krifka’s (2001b) proposal on the computation of Speech Acts. Section 5

presents data of dake-wa in embedded questions, which demonstrates a contrast between inten-

sional and extensional verbs (Groenendijk and Stokhof 1984). The data shows a further parallel

to Krifka’s (2001b) argument. Section 6 concludes the paper and highlights some ramifications

of the proposal.

2 Levels of Meaning Contributed by dake

Let us start by looking at the denotation of the particle dake. Kuno (1999) observes that “dake

primarily asserts the affirmative proposition while secondarily asserting the negative one.”

(3) JOHN-dake-ga

John-dake-Nom

kita.

came.

primary: (affirmative) John came.

secondary: (negative) No one else came.

Yoshimura (2005) provides an explanation for Kuno’s (1999) observation, modeling her analy-

sis after Horn’s (2002) analysis of English only. Yoshimura (2005) proposes that Japanese dake

asserts the prejacent (affirmative) proposition and entails the exceptive meaning1

I equate the notion of ‘entailment’ in Horn (2002) and Yoshimura (2005) to ‘conventional impli-

cature’ in the sense of Potts (2005). Hence, (3) is analyzed as having two independent meanings.

One is an assertion ‘John came’ and the other is a conventional implicature ‘no one else came’:

(4) JOHN-dake-ga

John-only-Nom

kita.

came.

a. Assertion: John came.

b. conventional implicature (‘entailment’ in Horn 2002 and Yoshimura 2005):

No one else came.

Yoshimura’s (2005) proposal is based on Horn’s (2002) assumption:

(5) Only the assertional content can be a complement of a higher functor.

For example, (6–b) would be infelicitous if the exceptive meaning were embedded under a

conditional as in (6-b-ii). (6–b) is felicitous only under the interpretation where the affirmative

proposition ‘you can speak English’ is embedded (6-b-i).

(6) a. In order to make an around-world trip,

1In Horn (2002), the meaning contribution of the English only is the reverse of dake, i.e., it asserts the negative

proposition and entails the affirmative proposition.
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b. EIGO-dake

English-dake

hanas-er-eba

speak-able-if

ii

good

(i) ‘It’s enough if you can speak English.’

(ii) #‘It’s enough if you cannot speak any other languages.’ (Yoshimura 2005)

Given the assumption in (5), the data shows that the affirmative proposition ‘you can speak En-

glish’ is the assertional content of the sentence in (6), while the negative proposition ‘you cannot

speak any other languages’ is a conventional implicature which is independently projected.

In contrast, if the context prefers leads to an interpretation where the negative proposition is an

argument, the use of dake turns out to be infelicitous as in (7).2

(7) #Nihongo-dake

Japanese-dake

dekiru

capable

node,

because,

shuushoku

getting.employed

deki-nakat-ta.

capable-Neg-Past

a. #‘I couldn’t get a job because I can speak Japanese.’

b. Intended (unavailable): ‘I couldn’t get a job because I cannot speak any other lan-

guages.’ (Satoshi Tomioka, p.c.)

Again with the assumption in (5), (7) shows that the affirmative content, ‘I can speak Japanese’,

is the assertional content which should go under the scope of the because-clause, while the

negative content, ‘I cannot speak any other languages’, is the conventional implicature which

cannot be embedded under a higher operator.

In summary, following Kuno (1999) and Yoshimura (2005), I take (7) to be the lexical entry of

the Japanese exhaustive particle dake.

(8) Interpretation of dake !:

a. ! holds; and (assertion)

b. No other alternatives from the set of relevant contrasts C other than ! hold.

(conventional implicature)

In other words, a sentence containing dake involves two commitments: the positive one ex-

pressed by the prejacent proposition and the negative one expressed by the exhaustive semantics

of dake.

In the next section, I consider the case where dake is used with the Topic/Contrastive-marker

wa.

3 Wide-Scope Exhaustification

Now, let us turn to the case with Contrastive-marking. It has been observed that a Contrastive-

marked element takes scope higher than the propositional level. In Hara (2006a), I claim that

the use of wa introduces the operator CON that is linked to an attitude holder, and induces a

conventional implicature which indicates some attitude-holder’s limitation of knowledge.

2Following is Yoshimura’s example that makes the same point:

(i) #Ie-no

home-Gen

roon-dake

loan-dake

zeikin

tax

menjo

deductable

nano-wa

Comp-Top

zannenna

too.bad

koto-da.

thing-Cop

a. #‘It is too bad that home loans are tax-deductable.’

b. Intended (unavailable): ‘It is too bad that nothing else is tax-deductable.’ (Yoshimura 2005 adapted

from Horn 2002)
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This claim is motivated by the following fact. The implicature induced by Contrastive wa can

be relativized to an attitude-holder other than the speaker if wa is embedded under an attitude

predicate. In (9-a), CON is relativized to the agent of the actual speech act, the speaker, generates

a set of alternatives, {Mary believes John came, Mary believes Peter came, etc.}, and induces the
speaker’s implicature. In (9-b), CON is relativized to the agent of the attitude predicate, Mary,

generates a different set of alternatives, {John came, Peter came, etc.}, and induces Mary’s
implicature.

(9) JOHN-wa

John-Con

kita-to

come-Comp

Mary-ga

Mary-Nom

shinjite-iru

believe-Prog

a. Global: The speaker knows [Mary believes John came]

Implicature: The speaker doesn’t know [whether Mary knows that Peter came]

b. Local: The speaker knows [Mary believes John came]

Implicature: Mary doesn’t know whether Peter came

Furthermore, wa cannot appear if there is no local attitude predicate. That is, it is not possible

to wa-mark a noun phrase that is embedded under a so-called island construction as in (10).

(10) a. *Itsumo

always

CHOMSKY-wa

Chomsky-Con

kai-ta

write-Past

hon-ga

book-Nom

shuppan-sa-re-ru.

publish-do-Pass-Present
‘The book which at least Chomsky wrote is always published.’

b. *Itsumo

always

uchi-ni

house-Dat

JOHN-wa

John-Con

kita

come

toki,

when,

inu-ga

tea-Acc

hoe-ru.

offer-Present
‘When (at least) John comes to our house, the dog always barks.’

In Hara (2005) and Hara (2006b), I explained the ungrammaticality of (10) as follows. The local

implicature computation is not available due to a type mismatch. The argument of wa needs to

be (at least) type t, since it indicates a limitation of knowledge with respect to an instantiated

event/situation. However, the local clause is of type < e, t > (property of individuals) in (10-a),

and < s, t > (property of events) in (10-b). The global implicature is not possible because of

island constraints. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the details of the syntactic

distribution of wa (see Hara (2005) and Hara (2006b) for discussion), but the point crucial to

the current issue is that the function of wa is not just to create alternative propositions. Rather,

it indicates a partition in epistemic knowldege/attitude of some attitude-holder.3

The connection between attitudes and wa-marking becomes even clearer when we look at the

dake-wa construction embedded under an attitude predicate. As we have seen in (1) (repeated

hear as (11)), Portner and Yabushita (1998) observe that in (11–a), JOHN-dake ‘only John’

with a nominative marker receives a narrow scope interpretation with respect to the attitude

verb. That is, the exhaustive particle dake operates over a set of alternative propositions, i.e.,

{Peter came, Bill came, etc.} and yield the implicature ‘others didn’t come’. Hence, the inter-
pretation of (11-a) is that Mary thought John came and others didn’t come. On the other hand,

the interpretation of (11-b) is a lot weaker. The particle dake operates over Mary’s epistemic

knowledge, i.e., {Mary thought that Peter came, Mary thought that Bill came, etc.}. Hence,
the implicature of (11-a) merely indicates that Mary didn’t have any thought regarding whether

individuals other than John came or not.4

3See also Tomioka (2006) who claims that contrastiveness operates on speech acts, not on propositions.
4Portner and Yabushita’s (1998) explanation is different from mine. Portner and Yabushita (1998) claim that the

wa-marked element serves as a link to the information expressed by the sentence. Hence, it takes wider scope with

respect to everything else in the sentence. If their analysis were correct, it would predict that (1-b) only yield the

speaker’s implicature, not Mary’s. Portner and Yabushita’s (1998) original examples used the first person pronoun
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(11) a. JOHN-dake-ga

John-only-Nom

kuru

come

to

Comp

Mary-ga

Mary-Nom

omotte-ita.

thought
‘Mary thought that only John would come.’ (thought > only)

b. JOHN-dake-wa

John-only-Con

kuru

come

to

Comp

Mary-ga

Mary-Nom

omotte-ita.

thought
‘Mary thought of only John that he would come.’ (only > thought)

In summary, given these observations, I assume here that Contrastive-marking forces dake to

take scope higher than the propositional level. The next section will go back to the initial puzzle

that dake-wa cannot appear in a matrix wh-question.

4 Quantification over Speech Acts

Now, remember from section 1 that dake-wa construction is not acceptable in a wh-question:

(2-b) *JOHN-dake-wa

John-only-Con

nani-o

what-Acc

kai-mashi-ta-ka?

buy-Hon-Past-Q

Section 2 showed that dake yields a conventional implicature which excludes members of the

alternative set. Furthermore, as we have seen in the last section, the use of -wa forces the ex-

haustification by dake to take place somewhere higher than the level of the proposition. Hence,

dake-wa in a matrix question triggers negation of alternative question acts. That is, if dake is

used in a Contrastive-marked sentence, the sentence has LF structure in (12), and dake exhaus-

tifies over assertion speech acts as formulated in (13).

(12) SpeechActP

dake SpeechActP

QUEST CP

IP

!

(13) ∀a[[a ∈ Alt(QUEST(!))&a $= QUEST(!)] → ¬a]

The gist of this paper is that the computation in (13) causes a theoretical problem. Namely, (13)

involves negation over speech acts, which is not a valid operation in the computation of speech

acts as argued by Krifka (2001b).

(14) Intended Interpretation of (2-b)

a. As for John, what did he buy and

b. #It is not the case that as for other people, what did they buy?

In the following subsection, I go over Krifka’s (2001b) proposal that conjunction is the only

operation permissible in the computation of Speech Acts.

(i.e., the speaker) as the subject of the attitude predicate, hence the implicatures were indistinguishable.

5
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4.1 Non-Boolean Algebra of Speech Acts

Krifka (2001b) considers speech acts as moves in conversational games in the sense of Wittgen-

stein (1958). In other words, speech acts lead from one set of social commitments to another

set. Given this assumption, Krifka (2001b) claims that the only operation involved in speech

acts is conjunction.

Krifka (2001b) motivates his proposal by the fact that a pair-list reading of a wh-question is

possible only with a universal quantifier. The pair-list reading of (15) is derived by universal

quantification over the question act, which is possible since universal quantification is reduced

to conjunction.

(15) Which dish did every guest make?

⇔For every guest x: Which dish did x make?

⇔Which dish did Al make,

and which dish did Bill make,

and which did Carl make?

On the other hand, other quantifiers like most, which involve disjunction, cannot operate over

question acts; hence, fail to have a pair-list reading (16).

(16) #Which dish did most guests make?

⇔For most guests x: Which dish did x make?

⇔Which dish did Al make and which dish did Bill make,

or which dish did Al make and which dish did Carl make,

or which dish did Bill make and which dish did Carl make?

Krifka (2001b) gives the following explanation for why the only operation allowed for speech

act computation is conjunction.

Conversational games are characterized by a set of states, and transitions between those states.

If s is the current state in a conversational game, then the performance of an appropriate act A

leads to a new state, s’.

Performing conjoined acts [A & A’](s) results in the union of the commitments that the consec-

utive acts of A and A’, i.e. A’(A(s)), would have led to, namely A(s) ∪A’(s’). For example, the

resulting state of the consecutive utterances in (17-a) is equivalent to the resulting state of the

conjoined acts in (17-b). Hence, we can maintain the same semantic type of commitment states.

(17) a. Which dish did Al make? –The pasta.

Which dish did Bill make? –The salad.

b. Which dish did Al make? And which dish did Bill make?

Al (made) the pasta, and Bill the salad. (Krifka 2001b)

On the other hand, a disjunction of A and A’ at the state s would result in a set of commitment

states, i.e., {A(s), A’(s)}, which is of a higher type than the initial commitment state. Another
operation of disjunction would result in an even higher type. Thus, Krifka (2001b) concludes

that there is no simple way to form disjoint question acts. To illustrate, if (18) were a case of

disjoint questions, the addressee would have a choice of answering one of the questions. Thus,

the addressee could choose the first question and answer I have been to Sweden, even if the

addressee has been to both Sweden and Germany. According to Krifka (2001b), however, this

is an incomplete answer. Rather, the questioner asks whether the addressee has been to Sweden

6
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or to Germany; and hence, it should be answered by yes or no.

(18) Have you ever been to Sweden or have you ever been to Germany? (Krifka 2001b)

Krifka (2001b) further argues that negation is not involved in the algebra of speech acts, since

negation would allow us to derive disjunction from the combination of conjunction and negation

by De Morgan’s law (¬[A&A′] = ¬A∪¬A′).

4.2 Dake-wa and wh-Q

Going back to Japanese exhaustification, as we have seen in Section 2, the use of dake involves

two commitments: a positive one (assertion) and a negative one (conventional implicature).

Since the exhaustification takes scope over speech acts, then the negation must also take scope

over speech acts. This is not a legal operation on speech acts. Therefore, if dake-wa appears in

a matrix wh-question as in (2-b), the construction turns out to be unacceptable.

(2-b) *JOHN-dake-wa

John-only-Con

nani-o

what-Acc

kai-mashi-ta-ka?

buy-Hon-Past-Q

5 Intensional vs. Extensional

In the foregoing sections, I have shown, using Krifka’s non-boolean algebra of Speech Acts,

that exhaustification over question acts is not possible. Krifka (2001b) extends his proposal to

embedded questions. Following Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984), Krifka categorizes question-

embedding verbs into intensional and extensional verbs. It has been observed that intensional

verbs such as ask, wonder, or want to find out allow a pair-list reading only with a universal

quantifier. In contrast, as observed by Szabolcsi (1993), extensional verbs such as know, find

out, and tell can have a pair-list reading with other quantifiers as well. In this section, I show

that there is a parallel asymmetry with the dake-wa construction in embedded questions.

5.1 Intensional

Let us start with questions embedded under intensional verbs. Universal quantifiers allow a

pair-list reading for embedded questions as shown in (19-a), while non-universal quantifiers

cannot (19-b).

(19) a. Doris asked which dish every guest made. (intentional)

[She asked which dish Al made, which dish Bill made, and which dish Carl

made.]

b. #Doris asked which dish most guests made.

[Not: She asked which dish Al made and which dish Bill made.]

According to Krifka (2001a), intensional verbs directly embed a question act as schematized in

(20).

(20) Doris asked [Quest [which dish Bill made]]

Therefore, the questions embedded under intensional verbs pattern like matrix questions. In

(19-a), the universal quantifier can take scope out of the question act (21-a), since universal

7
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quantifiers can be reduced to conjunction, which is a permissible operation on speech acts. In

contrast, in (19-b) the quantified NP most guests attempts to operate over question acts (21-b).

Most guests involves disjunction, which is not a valid operation for speech acts.

(21) a. Doris asked [every guest [Quest [which dish they made]]] (19-a)

b. *Doris asked [most guests [Quest [which dish they made]]] (19-b)

5.2 Extensional

Unlike intensional verbs, extensional verbs seem to embed questions in which a non-universal

quantifier takes wide scope. In other words, the embedded question can have a pair-list reading

even with a non-universal quantifier (22-b).

(22) a. Doris found out which dish every guest made. (extensional)

[She found out which dish Al made, which dish Bill made, and which dish Carl

made.]

b. Doris found out which dish most guests made.

[She found out which dish Al made, and which dish Bill made.]

Krifka (2001b) proposes that extensional verbs introduce a type-shifting operator TA:

(23) Doris found out [ most guests [ TA [Quest [which dish they made]]]] (22-b)

TA shifts the question act into the sum of propositions that are true answers to the question act.

(24) TA(QuestionAct) = {p : p is a true answer to QuestionAct}

Consequently, extensional verbs support embedded questions with quantifiers other than a uni-

versal quantifier because their complements are Boolean objects.

5.3 Japanese

A parallel pattern is observed for Japanese exhaustification. The intentional verb tazune ‘ask’

cannot embed a wh-question which contains dake-wa (25-a), while the extensional verb wakat

‘find out’ can (25-b).

(25) a. *Mary-wa

Mary-Top

[ano-mise-de

that-store-at

JOHN-dake-wa

John-only-Con

nani-o

what-Acc

kat-ta-ka]

buy-Past-Q

Bill-ni

Bill-Dat

tazune-ta

ask-Past
‘Mary asked as for only John what he bought at that store.’ (intentional)

b. Mary-wa

Mary-Top

[ano-mise-de

that-store-at

JOHN-dake-wa

John-only-Con

nani-o

what-Acc

kat-ta-ka]

buy-Past-Q

wakat-ta

find.out-Past
‘Mary found out as for only John what he bought at that store.’ (extensional)

This Japanese data is straightforwardly explained along the same lines as the above English

data. In (25-a), since the matrix verb tazune ‘ask’ is an intensional verb, its complement is an

embedded question act. Hence, dake in (25-a) is quantifying into a question act, which results

in negating alternative question acts. As a consequent, (25-a) is predicted to be unacceptable

since it involves an illicit operation, i.e. negation, over speech acts.

8
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On the other hand, in (25-b), the TA operator shifts the question act into the sum of proposi-

tions. Therefore, the operation involved is simply a quantification over the sum of propositions.

Hence, the negation introduced by dake can licitly operate over the set, and it yields the negative

meaning ‘it is not the case that as for other people, Mary found out what they bought.’

6 Concluding Remarks

6.1 Summary

In this paper, I have explained why the dake-wa construction is not available in matrix wh-

questions using Krifka’s algebra of speech acts. I take Yoshimura’s analysis that the meaning

of dake involves two commitments; affirmative and negative. The use of dake-wa indicates

exhaustification at a higher level than the proposition. Hence, when dake-wa is used in a ma-

trix question, it attempts to exhaustify over question acts (i.e., negating alternative acts). This

operation is not valid since negation cannot take scope over a question act.

Furthermore, there exists a strong parallel between the availability of a pair-list reading in wh-

questions with a non-universal quantifier, and the distribution of dake-wa in wh-Q. With matrix

wh-questions, there is no pair-list reading with a non-universal quantifier, and the dake-wa con-

struction is ungrammatical. In the case of embedded wh-questions, the pair-list reading with a

non-universal quantifier is available only for extensional predicates, and dake-wa is grammati-

cal only with extensional predicates. This parallel suggests that there is a substantial constraint

with respect to quantification over question acts.

6.2 Prospects

Despite the parallel shown in this paper, there are apparent exceptions with other speech acts.

For instance, dake-wa can appear in a matrix declarative as in (26-b). Moreover, the interpreta-

tion of (26-b) suggests that the negation is operating over the assertion act.

(26) a. JOHN-dake-ga

John-only-Nom

kita.

came.
‘Only John came.’ (Others didn’t come; assertion>only)

b. JOHN-dake-wa

John-only-Top

kita.

came.
‘At least John came.’ (I don’t make assertions about other individuals; only>assertion)

Similarly, dake-wa can appear in a matrix imperative and trigger exhaustification over com-

mands (27-b).

(27) a. EIGO-dake-o

English-only-Acc

benkyo-siro!

study-do.Imp
‘Study only English!’ (Don’t study other subjects; command>only)

b. EIGO-dake-wa

English-only-Con

benkyo-siro!

study-do.Imp
‘Study at least English!’

(I don’t make orders about other subjects; only>command)

In Hara (To appear), I utilize Siegel’s (2006) notion of potential literal acts in order to derive

the interpretations of (26-b) and (27-b).

9
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Siegel (2006) introduces the notion of potential literal acts in order to characterize the interpre-

tation of so-called relevance conditionals (e.g. (28); also known as biscuit conditionals).

(28) If you’re hungry, there’s pizza in the fridge.

It has been suggested (Grice 1975, Dummet 1973, Bach and Harnish 1979, Horn 1989, Wakker

1992, Geis 1995, Bach 1999) that relevance conditionals restrict the speech act performed by

the main clause (29).

(29) If you’re hungry, ASSERT (There’s pizza in the fridge).

According to Siegel, however, this analysis leads us to an incorrect paraphrase for an example

like (30). That is, it predicts that the speaker is performing the assertion at any time t at which

the addressee is hungry, which is not the correct interpretation of (30).

(30) Whenever you get hungry, there’s pizza in the fridge. (Siegel, 2006)

Instead, Siegel proposes that relevance conditionals involve existential quantification over po-

tential literal acts, which lack the contextual specifics (speaker, addressee, appropriate context);

hence are not necessarily the actual performed act. They are introduced by a context-sensitive

meaning-shift rule in order to accommodate the cases where interpretation does not converge

(see Siegel (2006) for details).

After the meaning-shift rule, existential closure applies to the variables introduced by the meaning-

shift, hence (28) is paraphrased as in (31). As for (30), it merely expresses that there is an

abstract potential literal act at each time when the addressee gets hungry.

(31) If you’re hungry, there is a (relevant) assertion that there’s pizza in the fridge.

Siegel’s proposal is appealing in many respects. First, as Siegel notes, it provides intuitively

plausible paraphrases for similar conditional constructions with other “speech acts” such as

questions and commands (32).

(32) a. If I have your attention now, (there’s a relevant question:) what do you want for

dinner?

b. Before you go, (there’s a relevant command:) remember to call when you get

there.

(Siegel, 2006)

Second, it can account for seeming exhaustification over assertion acts in Japanese. The topic

marker wa in (26-b) forces the exhaustive particle dake ‘only’ to take scope higher than the

assertion act, yielding the negation of alternative assertion acts (‘I do not make any other as-

sertions.’). This is puzzling in view of Krifka’s (2001b) principle of the computation of speech

acts as we have seen in this paper. With Siegel’s notion of potential literal acts, however, we

can derive the desired interpretation as an instance of exhaustification of potential literal acts

without violating Krifka’s principle, since potential literal acts are not actually performed acts

but abstract semantic objects without the contextual specifics.

Now, as we have seen in this paper, this abstraction does not seem to be available for question

acts. Indeed, an overt universal quantification over potential question acts seems impossible

as witnessed in (33-b), although Siegel (2006) says that her meaning shift rule can apply to

question acts to yield a construction like (32-a).
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(33) a. Whenever you leave, remember to call me.

b. ??Whenever I have your attention, what do you want for dinner?

The question is then reduced to why a potential literal act is available for assertions and com-

mands, but not for question acts. In Hara (in progress), I hope to explain this idiosyncracy

of question acts in terms of the context-dependency of the semantics of questions discussed

in Ginzburg and Sag (2001) and van Rooy (2003). In particular, van Rooy (2003) shows that

the compositional semantics only gives an underspecified meaning to a question, and the con-

text (the decision problem of the speaker) determines the actual interpretation. The semantic

meaning of (33-b) and (2-b), therefore, remain undetermined due to the attempt to abstract over

questions (i.e. to deprive them of their contextual specifics). In the case of (32-a), in contrast,

the speaker is not merely presenting a relevant possible question, but is performing an actual

question act and waiting for an answer from the addressee.
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Abstract 

Starting from the observation that in German proper names can be determined by the indefinite 

article without apparently shedding their original referent, this paper presents a range of “non-

standard” uses of proper names, among them one we will call the “manifestation use”. It will be 

suggested that certain occurrences of proper names cannot be adequately analysed without 

assuming manifestations as a basic unit of quantification. 

1 Introduction 

This paper aims at an analysis of a certain type of use of proper names that appears 

particularly widespread in German. While proper names are generally regarded as being 

inherently definite, in German one frequently finds proper names preceded by the indefinite 

article. This construction is most popular when human beings of great public interest are 

referred to. Examples from a “Google”-search are given in (1): 

 

(1) a Ein George Bush bricht nicht sein Ehrenwort. 

  ‘a George Bush does not break his word’ 

 b Ein Lothar Matthäus lässt sich niemals von seinem Körper besiegen. 

  ‘a Lothar Matthäus will never allow his body to defeat him’ 

 c Auch eine Verona Feldbusch muss sehen, dass sie im Gespräch bleibt. 

 ‘even a Verona Feldbusch must work to stay in public consciousness’ 

 

This type of sentences forms minimal pairs with others in which the definite article appears, 

or else simply the bare proper name (the latter difference being basically a matter of dialectal 

variation). Thus, compare (1a) with (2a, 3a): 

 

(2) a  Der George Bush bricht nicht sein Ehrenwort. 

   ‘the George Bush does not break his word’ 

(3) a George Bush bricht nicht sein Ehrenwort. 

  ‘George Bush does not break his word’ 

 

(2a) and (3a) are judged to be semantically equivalent by German speakers, whereas (1a), 

while still being a statement about the George Bush, President of the U.S.A., adds a shade of 
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meaning which, intuitively speaking, has to do with the absoluteness or categoricity involved 

in the statement: (1a) appears to tie the fact that George Bush does not break his word to his 

invariable moral behaviour much more tightly than the two definite variants could. Similar 

remarks apply to (1b,c). This is one of the facts that are in need of an explanation. 

Our analysis of indefinite proper names in sentences such as (1a-c) will assume that they 

involve generic quantification over “manifestations” of individuals. The role of the indefinite 

article is then to introduce a variable over such manifestations, and the categorical character 

that these sentences have will come out as a consequence of their genericity. 

 

The body of the analysis is made up of two ingredients: First, we will specify a way of 

relating what we are calling manifestations to complete, “i-level” entities. To this end, we will 

assume a variant of Carlson’s (1977) realization relation, which was designed to relate object 

readings of bare plurals, as in (4), to their kind readings, as in (5): 

 

(4) Gestern sind Löwen aus dem Zoo ausgebrochen. object reading 

 ‘Yesterday, lions escaped from the zoo.’ 

(5) Löwen sind selten.     kind reading 

 ‘Lions are rare’ 

 

As a second ingredient, we need an analysis of generic quantification, which will draw from 

the theory found in Krifka et al. (1995). 

In the next section, there follows a non-exhaustive overview of other “non-standard” uses of 

proper names. Its purpose is essentially strategic: We will see that none of the uses presented 

there eventually meets the requirements for a proper analysis of the type of use exemplified in 

(1). 

 

2 Uses of proper names with the indefinite article 

2.1  Standard / primary uses of proper names 

We will speak of the standard or primary use when a proper name refers directly to a unique 

individual. Such uses are rendered in the metalanguage as individual constants. 

 

(6) a Goethe sprach mit Napoleon. 

   ‘Goethe talked to Napoleon’ 

 b talk_to(g, n) 

(7) a Ludwig II. baute Neuschwanstein 

  ‘Ludwig II built Neuschwanstein’ 

 b built(l, n) 
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In some languages, the definite article can or even must be used with proper nouns: 

 

(8) a (*The) John came.   English 

 b (Der) Hans ist gekommen.  German 

 c (Il) Gianni     Italian 

 d *(O) Iannis    Greek 

 

In German, the only determiner that the primary use of proper names admits is the definite 

article. It is obligatorily when the proper noun is modified: 

 

(9) a Neuschwanstein  *(das) schöne (Schloss) Neuschwanstein 

      *(the) beautiful (castle of) Neuschwanstein 

 b Noam Chomsky  *(der) große Noam Chomsky 

      *(the) great Noam Chomsky 

 

If we associate the notion of a primary use with a syntactic criterion saying that the 

occurrence of a proper name in German is primary if the proper name phrase is or could be 

bare, then (9a-b) must be classified as secondary. From a semantic point of view, however, all 

of the proper names in (9) are primary despite the (non-restrictive) modifier, since they are all 

directly referential.
1
 

In the next sections, we will present different uses of secondary uses of proper names. We 

will differentiate between denominative, metaphorical, stage- and manifestation-uses. 

 

2.2 Denominative use 

In the denominative use, proper names act as common nouns, i.e. they denote sets of 

individuals bearing the same name. Just like other common noun phrases, they can have 

specific, non-specific or generic readings, or they can function as nominal predicates. 

 

(10) a Dich hat gerade eine gewisse Carmen Müller angerufen.                  specific 

  ‘a / some / a certain Carmen Muller just phoned for you’ 

 b Ich würde lieber mit einer Carmen als mit einer Gertrude reden.      nonspecific 

  ‘I would rather talk to a Carmen than to a Gertrude’ 

                                                

1 Gary-Prieur (2005) discusses questions around the notion of “primary” vs. “secondary” use in connection with 

proper names in more detail. 
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 c Ein Lopez / Antonio kann niemals ein Engländer sein.                     generic 

  ‘A Lopez can never be an Englishman’ 

 d  Peter ist ein von Löwenstein.                  predicative 

  ‘Peter is a von Löwenstein’ 

 

When used denominatively, names can be combined with all sorts of determiners and 

quantifiers (cf. Longobardi 1994, 636): 

 

(11) a I met a certain Mary. 

 b I visited the two Marys yesterday. 

 c every Mary I met in my life 

 d Marys are usually nice girls, according to my experience.                  

 e During my visit to the U.S. I met Marys everywhere.                

 

In contrast to the primarily used proper names (rendered in 12a), we propose to represent the 

meaning of denominatively used proper names as in (12b): 

 

(12) a ||PN|| = d 

 b ||a PN||denom = !x [x is called PN] 

 c set of individuals that are called PN 

 

2.3 Metaphorical use 

In this type of use, the actual referent of the proper name shares salient properties of another, 

more prominent bearer of the same name.  

 

(13) a No serás nunca un Picasso, por mucho que lo intentes.  

         (Spanish; Fernandez 1999) 

  ‘You will never be a Picasso, however hard you may try’ 

 b  Jede Generation hat ihren Elvis Presley. 

   ‘every generation has its Elvis Presley’ 

 c  She’s no Florence Nightingale. (Payne & Huddelston 2002, 521) 

 

Metaphorical uses are often triggered by certain lexical items such as the following: 

 

(14) ein authentischer ...,  ein echter…,  ein neuer…,  ein ... des 20 Jhs. 

 ‘an authentic …’,    ‘a real …’,    ‘a new …’,  ‘a … of the 20th century’ 
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(15)  Er ist drauf und dran, ein / der James Joyce des 21. Jahrhunderts zu werden. 

  ‘he is about to become a / the James Joyce of the 21
st
 century’ 

(16)  eine / die Margret Thatcher von Deutschland 

  ‘a / the Margret Thatcher of Germany’ 

(17)   ein / der Marlon Brando der Politik 

  ‘a / the Marlon Brando of politics’ 

 

The proposed meaning rule for metaphorical uses is given in (18): 

 

(18)  a ||PN|| = d 

  b ||a PN||metaph = !x "P [P(x) # C(P,d)] 

  c set of individuals that have some salient property / properties of the bearer of 

   the name 

 

“C” is a contextual relation linking salient properties to individuals. For instance, “C” could 

link the property powerful woman to the individual Margret Thatcher. 

 

2.4 Stage use  

Suitably modified, proper names can serve to denote stages of the individual that is the bearer 

of the name.
2
 Both the definite and the indefinite article are possible determiners here: 

 

(19) a Der junge Isaac Newton zeigte keine Anzeichen von Genie. 

  ‘the young Isaac Newton showed no signs of genius’ 

 b das Paris Balzacs      

  ‘the Paris of Balzac” / “the Balzacian Paris’ 

 c Das England des 18. Jahrhunderts war das Zentrum der Industrialisierung. 

  (cf.: *England des 18. Jahrhunderts…) 

  ‘the England of the 18
th
 century was the centre of industrializaion’ 

  ‘18
th

 century England...’ 

 d England war im 18. Jahrhundert das Zentrum der Industrialisierung. 

  ‘England was the centre of industrialization in the 18
th

 century’ 

 

                                                

2 This is of course another element from Carlson (1977). The difference between his account and ours is that 

Carlson concentrates on the role of the verb for the creation of stage-level entities, whereas we are more 

interested in the sort-shifting functioning of modifiers within the noun phrase. 
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 e Durch die Tür kam ein wütender Paul 

  ‘a furious Paul entered’ 

 f Nous avancions, mains dans la main, dans les rues d’un Paris ensoleillé. 

  (French; Gary-Prieur 1991, 46) 

  ‘we were walking hand in hand through a sunny Paris’ 

 

The stage use of proper names can be formalized as in (20b, d) for the indefinite and the 

definite case, respectively: 

 

(20) a ||PN|| = d 

 b ||a +(PN + MOD)||stages = !xs [R(xs, d) & ||MOD||(xs)] 

 c set of stages which stand in a realization relation to the bearer d and for which 

  the modifier holds 

 d ||the (PN + MODtemp)||stages = $xs [R(xs, d, ||MODtemp||)] 

 e the (unique) stage of the bearer d at time t ( = as specified by the modifier) 

 

It follows naturally that individual-level predicates cannot be used to modify stage-level 

proper name variables: 

 

(21)   ? Durch die Tür kam ein intelligenter Paul. 

  ‘an intelligent Paul entered‘ 

(22)   ? Wir spazierten durch ein großes London. 

   ‘we were walking through a big London‘ 

 

The next section will be dedicated to the kind of proper name use that is the focus of our 

study. 

 

 

3 The manifestation use of proper names 

The term “manifestation” in order to denote sub-individual aspects of proper name bearers 

can be found in Payne & Huddleston (2002, 521). The general idea behind it is not a novel 

one: Kleiber (1981, 2005) uses the term “facets” or “fractures” of individuals to capture the 

same phenomenon, Landman (1989) speaks of “aspects”. We would like to propose that the 

article in front of a proper name can serve to introduce a variable over manifestations of 

individuals. This variable must then be bound by some operator. Here are a few examples 

from different languages: 
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(23) a We need another Roosevelt. (Payne & Huddleston 2002, 521) 

 b Pierre et Jean n’aiment pas la même Annie Muller. (French; Kleiber 2005, 120) 

  ‘Peter and John do not love the same Annie Muller’ 

 c Der Peter, den ich schätze, verhält sich anders. 

  ‘the Peter that I respect behaves differently’ 

 d This is a United States I prefer to forget. (Payne & Huddleston 2002, 521) 

 

These examples are systematically ambiguous: either they presuppose the existence of two 

different individuals accidentally bearing the same name (see the paraphrases in (23’), or – 

and this is the reading we are interested in here – they are about a single name bearer, of 

whom it is asserted that (s)he has contrasting manifestations (23’’): 

 

(23’) a We need another individual called Roosevelt.  

 b Peter and John do not love the same individual called “Annie Muller”. 

 c The individual called “Peter” that I respect behaves differently. 

 

(23’’) a  We need another manifestation of Roosevelt / We need Roosevelt in  

  another manifestation. 

 b  Peter and John do not love the same manifestation of Annie Muller 

 c The manifestation of Peter that I respect behaves differently. 

  

Here again, modifiers can be employed to specify manifestations.  

 

(24) a’  We need a resolute Roosevelt. (“We’ve had enough of the indecisive R.”) 

 b’ Pierre aime la romancière Annie Muller, Jean la linguiste Annie Muller. 

  ‘Peter loves the novelist A.M., John the linguist A.M.’ 

 c’ Der freigebige Peter verhält sich anders. 

  ‘the generous Peter behaves differently’ 

 

The ambiguity of the sentences in (23) shows that ordinary predicates must systematically 

allow their arguments to be either individual-level or manifestation-level. 

 

The difference between the two readings is read off from the surface form more easily in 

English than in German, because in English, proper names can be modified without needing a 

determiner. In that case, however, they can only be read as being individual-level. In (25b), 

the modifier is therefore non-restrictive. 
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(25) a I prefer the cheerful Kerstin to the melancholic one.   manifestation / individual 

 b Cheerful Kerstin was at the Party, too.      only individual 

 

A similar disambiguation can be brought about by certain adjectives in French. Schnedecker 

(2005, 88) points out that (26a) does not have a sensible reading, whereas (26b) does, namely 

under the interpretation we have dubbed “manifestation use”.  

 

(26) a #L’infidèle Odile était détestable, l’autre Odile était adorable. 

   ‘The unfaithful Odile was hideous, the other Odile was admirable.’ 

(26) b   L’Odile infidèle était détestable, l’autre Odile était adorable. 

  ‘The Odile unfaithful was hideous, the other Odile was admirable.’ 

 

Thus, the position of the adjective “infidèle” (“unfaithful”) before the proper noun results in a 

non-restrictive reading, and so it does not make sense to talk about “the other Odile” 

afterwards (assuming that there is not a second person called Odile as a possible referent). If 

the adjective is placed after the name, the restrictive, manifestation reading results and it 

makes perfect sense to talk about “the other Odile” – the manifestation of Odile that was 

faithful, as it were. 

 

We think it is advantageous not to conflate stage with manifestation uses despite superficial 

similarities. For one thing, the original idea behind stages is that their identity is completely 

determined by their temporal extension. Manifestations are not temporally anchored in the 

same way. Note that the verbs in (23 a,b,c) at least are individual-level and thus couldn’t 

possibly provide for a temporal identification of stages of their referential arguments. Rather, 

manifestations as we understand them represent more lasting, stable aspects of individuals - 

typical ways in which they are recurrently experienced by others. An individual can realize 

more than one manifestation at the same time (“Both the novelist Annie Muller and the 

linguist Annie Muller condemned this proposal at the meeting”), something that is logically 

impossible for stages. 

 

(27)  Both the novelist Annie Muller and the linguist Annie Muller condemned the dean’s 

 speech at yesterday’s meeting 

 

Syntactically speaking, there are several ways to construct manifestation-denoting proper 

noun phrases. Here are the four most common constructions used in German: 

 

% PN + “als” + MOD    ex.: “Franz Beckenbauer als Geschäftsmann” 

                    („F.B. as (a) businessman“) 

% PN + def. article + CN  ex.:  “Franz Beckenbauer der Geschäftsmann” 

          („F.B. the businessman“) 
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% article + CN + PN   ex.: “der Geschäftsmann Franz Beckenbauer” 

          („the businessman F.B.“) 

% article + ADJ + PN   ex.: “ein weltläufiger Franz Beckenbauer” 

         („a wordly-wise F.B.“) 

 

In line with the remarks in section 2, we propose the following meaning rule for manifestation 

denoting proper noun phrases: 

 

(28) a ||PN|| = d 

 b ||a (MOD + PN)||manif = !xm [R(xm, d) & ||MOD||(xm)] 

 c set of manifestations of the bearer d for which the modifier holds 

 d ||the (MOD + PN)||manif = $xm [R(xm, d) & ||MOD||(xm)] 

 

It seems natural to us to recycle the “realization”-relation here to link manifestations to 

complete individuals. An individual is the set of its manifestations in one perspective, the set 

of its stages in another. The first is a social, evaluative perspective, the second a matter of 

objective temporal sequence alone. 

 

Our focus is on indefinite articles with proper nouns, even though the examples we gave 

involve definite articles for the most part. But this is not due to semantics proper, but is rather 

a consequence of the fact that the familiarity presuppositions of proper names often carry over 

to manifestations: If you know the referent of a proper name, then you will often know its 

salient manifestations as well. But this isn’t necessarily the case, as (29) shows: 

 

(29)  Heute Abend werde ich dir ein Berlin zeigen, das du noch nie gesehen hast. 

 ‘Tonight I will show you a Berlin that you have never seen before’ 

 

We note furthermore that manifestation uses of proper names usually trigger contrastiveness 

effects: the melancholic Kerstin is (implicitly or explicitly) compared to the cheerful one, the 

businessman Franz Beckenbauer is contrasted with the private person Beckenbauer, etc. This 

effect is easily explained, given that proper names are already complete referential 

expressions without the need for any modification. If a restrictive modifier does appear, its 

purpose can only be to draw a comparison internal to the individual. 

 

At this point, we can summarize the various interpretations we have proposed for proper 

names. The class of secondary uses is demarcated by the following common element: there is 

a meaning shift from unique, direct reference to predicative meaning, and furthermore, this 

shift is enforced by the presence of a variable-introducing article. 
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(30) a ||PN|| = ||the PN||   = d                    primary use 

 b ||a PN||denom    = !x [x is called PN]          denominative 

 c ||a PN||metaph     = !x !P [P(x) & C(P,d)]                  metaphorical 

 d ||a (PN + MOD)||stages    = !xs [R(xs, d) & ||MOD||(xs)]                 stages 

 e ||a (MOD+ PN)||manif     = !xm [R(xm, d) & ||MOD||(xm)]              manifestations 

 

4 Generic sentences with indefinite proper names 

4.1 Treatment of generic sentences 

The formalization of generically quantifying sentences we will work with here is as laid out in 

Krifka et al. (1995). It assumes a tripartite structure, consisting of an unselective generic 

quantifier, a restriction, and a scope. Stage-level predicates contribute situation variables. 

Which other variables will be bound depends on the form the nominals in the domain of the 

generic operator take: singular indefinites contribute free individual variables, whereas 

unmodified proper names are not open to binding. Bare plurals, although being proper names 

(of kinds), are special: they can contribute quantifiable variables, because kinds can be 

decomposed into their instantiation sets via the Carlsonian “realization”-relation. 

 

(31) a A lion roars. 

 b Gen(x,s) [lion(x) & s contains x & C(x,s)] [x roars in s] 

(32) a Tommy roars when he smells food. 

 b Gen(s) [smells food in s (t) & C(t,s)] [t roars in s] 

(33) a Lions roar. 

 b Roar(LEO LEO) 

             ! accommodation triggered by sortal mismatch:  

    (i) introduction of object-type variable x 

    (ii) introduction of realization relation Ris: 

  Gen (x,s) [Ris (x, LEO LEO) & s contains x & C(x,s)] [x roars in s] 

 

All generically quantifying sentences are implicitly restricted by the typicality relation “C”, 

which makes sure that contextually inappropriate situations are excluded from the 

quantification. For instance, (33a) is not about atypical lions, such as lions with damaged 

vocal chords, or typical lions in inappropriate situations, such as lions in the state of sleeping, 

etc. 
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4.2 Generic quantification over manifestations 

A proper name can only be part of a generic sentence if its bearer is described as being 

involved in a habitual activity, which leaves the “Gen” quantifier with only the situation 

variable to bind. 

 

(34) a (=3a) George Bush bricht nicht sein Ehrenwort. 

           ‘George Bush does not break his word’ 

 b Gen(s) [gb in s & C(gb,s)] [gb does not break his word in s] 

 

This is the situation we now have to compare with our initial sentence (1a), repeated here as 

(35): 

 

(35) a (=1a) Ein George Bush bricht nicht sein Ehrenwort. 

           ‘a George Bush does not break his word’  

  

Let’s quickly sum up the assumptions we have gathered until now: 

 

1. The indefinite article introduces a variable of a certain sort; there is a choice between 

one of {x, xs, xm} 

2. There is a hidden generic quantifier: Gen 

3. Generic quantification is confined to “representative” (ordinary, salient) instances  

4. Predicates are lexically ambiguous between taking stage / individual level arguments 

or manifestations 

 

Putting all of this together, the analysis for (35a) looks like in (35b): 

 

(35) b Gen(xm,s) [R(xm, gb) & s contains xm & C(xm, s)] [xm does not break his word 

  in s] 

 c “For every manifestation of George Bush in all relevant situations, the  

    manifestation does not break his word in that situation.” 

 

The contrastiveness effect we mentioned in section 3 is absent here due to the generic 

quantification, which lets through the whole set of representative manifestations of the name 

bearer. At the same time, we can explain why the indefinite proper name construction of the 

manifestation type differs intuitively from its definite variant in the way alluded to above: It is 

the very genericity of the sentence that brings the element of typicality into play: What is 

expressed in generic noun phrases with indefinite singular subjects must refer to law-like, 

non-accidental generalizations (Krifka et al. 1995, 13f.). The same is not true of habitual 

sentences with simple names as subjects. 
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To recap, we claim that the initial sentences with indefinite proper names are best analyzed as 

quantifying over manifestations, because: 

• the primary = uniquely referential use would not allow the name to be determined by 

an indefinite article in the first place. 

• the sentences under consideration are clearly not about a set of individuals bearing the 

same name (denominative) or sharing some property (metaphorical), but about a 

unique individual: the very (most salient) bearer of the name. 

• the sentences under consideration do not involve quantification over temporal stages 

of the bearer. Temporal aspects are mostly irrelevant to the interpretation of sentences 

such as (1).  

• only the application of manifestations allows us to reconcile the intuition that the 

sentences under consideration are about a specific individual (the bearer of the proper 

name) with the theoretical requirement that the indefinite article functions as a 

variable-introducer. 

5 Extension: Predicative use of common nouns with and without indefinite articles 

Our analysis would be substantiated if we found other constructions besides argumental 

proper names in which the indefinite article serves to introduce manifestations. Predicate 

nominals might be a candidate. In German, use of the indefinite article is optional with certain 

predicatively used common nouns (mostly the ones denoting professions, nationality, and 

ethnicity). It could be that the indefinite article with this group of nouns introduces 

manifestations, whereas the bare nouns denote ordinary sets of objects. 

 

(36) a Xaver ist Professor.  ‘Xaver is a professor’ 

 b Lara ist Diplomatin.  ‘Lara is a diplomat’ 

 c Anselm ist Bauer.  ‘Anselm is a farmer’ 

(37) a  Xaver ist ein Professor. ‘Xaver is professorial’ 

 b Lara ist eine Diplomatin. ‘Lara is diplomatic’ 

 c Anselm ist ein Bauer.  ‘Anselm is a boor’ 

 

The key observation here is that the examples in (36) without the article are true iff Xaver, 

Lara and Anselm are professor, diplomat and farmer by profession, whereas the examples in 

(37) do not necessarily imply this: They can also be true as long as Xaver, Lara and Anselm 

behave like a typical professor, diplomat, farmer, respectively, without actually earning a 

living by exercising these professions. So we could say that in (36), it is asserted that the 

proper name bearers are members of a kind (in the wider sense of “kind” of e.g. Chierchia 

1998), whereas the sentences in (37) are not about being an instance of the kind, but rather 
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about displaying salient manifestations of the kind. And it is once again the indefinite article 

that is responsible for the shift from the standard to the derived denotation.
3
  

 

To broaden our notion of manifestations so that it includes manifestations of kinds besides 

ordinary individual makes good sense: Kinds are a sort of individuals, too (cf. Krifka et al. 

1995, 66ff.), and we conceptualize kinds by making use of their salient properties, or 

manifestations. It is these salient, culturally determined manifestations that allow the non-

literal readings in (37). 
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Abstract

This paper identifies, explores and provides a formal analysis to a phenomenon that

I will call nominal restatement. Nominal restatement (NR) bears a certain similarity to

nominal apposition (NA). However, whether an equality sign can be put between these

notions depends largely on our assumptions about the range of facts pertaining to apposi-

tion, which is not a matter of perfect consensus. This paper shows that NR goes beyond

the notion of NA developed by Potts (2005) and is not covered by his analysis. It also

presents a purely pragmatic account of NR in terms of the discourse relation of restatement

(Jasinskaja 2006b), which both explains the new observations concerning NR (e.g. quan-

tification and scope behaviour) and provides a better explanation to some old observations

about NA that are also valid for NR (e.g. case). Finally, I address the question whether the

notion of NA can ultimately be done away with by subsuming it under the more general

notion of NR and discuss some related problems.

The term restatement goes back to Mann and Thompson (1988, cf. p. 277) and originally refers

to a rhetorical relation that holds between two discourse segments where the second reformu-

lates the first in different words, or restates the same content:

(1) A well-groomed car reflects its owner. The car you drive says a lot about you.

I will use this term in somewhat broader sense to include cases where the second sentence

redescribes the event or situation presented by the first (2), even when one sentence gives more

specific information on that situation than the other, cf. (3) from Danlos (1999), or when one of

the discourse segments considerably differs from the other in bulk, e.g. by describing the event

as a sequence of its subevents which are represented by separate clauses as in (4):1

(2) Alena broke her skis. She lost her main means of transport.

(3) John damaged a garment. He stained a shirt.

∗I would like to thank Cornelia Endriss, Sam Hellmuth, Stefan Hinterwimmer, Shinichiro Ishihara, Elke

Kasimir, Özgür Şahin, Henk Zeevat, and the anonymous reviewers for productive ideas, helpful comments on

the earlier versions of this paper, as well as native speaker judgements.
1In classical Rhetorical Structure Theory, RST (Mann and Thompson 1988), descriptions of the same state

of affairs that differ in bulk are not covered by the notion of restatement. If the first segment is considerably

“bigger” the relation is classified as summary, and if the second segment is “bigger,” as in (4), the relation is

classified as elaboration. For the present purposes this distinction is irrelevant (cf. related discussion in Blakemore

(1997)) and all three cases are subsumed under the notion of restatement. However, it should be noted that in (4)

restatement holds only between the first and the whole of the second sentence, rather than each of its individual

conjoined subclauses. Thus our definition does not encompass the notion of elaboration assumed in Segmented

Discourse Representation Theory, SDRT (Asher and Lascarides 2003) which defines it as a relation between an

event description and description of its subevent.
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2 Ekaterina Jasinskaja

(4) John made a salad.

He cut some vegetables, mixed them together in a big bowl and added some dressing.

The above examples illustrate restatement holding between whole sentences, but this notion

can easily be extended to fragment utterances, in particular DPs in answers to wh-questions, in

which case we usually have to do with redescriptions of the same individual or set of individuals,

rather than the same situation:

(5) a. What does this piece start with?

b. An anacrusis. An unaccented note which is not part of the first full bar.

(6) a. Who came to the party?

b. My best friends. John, Mary and Bill.

Discourses like (5-b)2 and (6-b) are instances of what we will call nominal restatement (NR).

This paper will explore their properties (see sections 1 and 2), and since they look very similar

to what is known in linguistics as nominal apposition (NA),3 special attention will be paid to

comparing these two phenomena in section 2. I will argue against reducing nominal restate-

ment to apposition, in particular if the latter is understood along the lines of Potts (2005), by

demonstrating a range of cases that are not covered by his theory. Then section 3 will address

the question how the “coreference” relation between the DPs in (5-b) and (6-b) comes about.

The proposed account is entirely based on pragmatic inference and treats the nominal and the

sentential cases in a uniform way, reducing the problem to that of inferring restatement in gen-

eral. Finally, section 4 returns to the issue of relationship between restatement and apposition

and discusses some problems related to reanalysing apposition in terms of restatement.

1 Nominal restatement as restatement

This section looks at nominal restatements as instances of restatement in general, i.e. the prop-

erties that all kinds of restatements share. First of all, it should be said that there is no clear-cut

boundary between nominal and the canonical sentential restatement. On the one hand, mixed

cases are possible (small caps in (7) indicate nuclear stress):

(7) a. Who ate the cake?

b. MARY ate the cake. My SISTER.

(8) a. What happened?

b. An accident. John fell from the ladder.

On the other hand, there is nothing special about DPs in their ability of forming restatements.

Almost any syntactic category can do this, as long as it is able to appear as a fragment utterance

in an appropriate context:4

(9) a. When is John leaving?

b. On Monday. On the 5th of February.

2This example is adapted from Blakemore (1997, p. 8).
3By NA I will only refer to loose, or non-restricitve variety of apposition, as opposed to close, or restrictive

apposition, e.g. the poet Burns, Prince Charles, we students, etc. (Burton-Roberts 1999).
4Example (11) is adapted from Burton-Roberts (1999), who makes the same observation on the cross-categorial

character of apposition.
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(10) a. Why did John start drinking?

b. Out of boredom. Because he did not know anything better to do.

(11) a. What did John do?

b. He took it without permission. Filched it.

Second, restatements of all syntactic categories show more or less the same behaviour with

respect to the usage of connectives, most notably the conjunction and, as well as list intonation.

It is a common view that and can block the inference of certain discourse relations between

the sentences (Blakemore 1987, Carston 1993, Blakemore and Carston 1999, Txurruka 2003).

Restatement is one of such relations, as shown by the contrast between (12-a) and (12-b). The

most natural interpretation of (12-a) is that Alena lost her main means of transport by breaking

her skis, whereas the presence of and (12-b) makes a different reading most accessible: Alena

broke her skis and apart from that she lost her main means of transport (e.g. her car was stolen).

Notice that a similar effect is produced by rising enumeration intonation (ր) in (12-c), which

is interpreted as a continuing list of independent events.5

(12) a. Alena broke her skis (ց) . She lost her main means of transport (ց) .

b. Alena broke her skis, and she lost her main means of transport.

c. Alena broke her skis (ր) , she lost her main means of transport (ր) ...

The observations cited in Txurruka (2003, p. 282) suggest that the nominal case is parallel.

While (13-a) implies that Joyce is the author of Ulysses, this does not hold in (13-b) and (13-c).6

(13) a. Joyce (ց) . The author of Ulysses (ց) .

b. Joyce and the author of Ulysses.

c. Joyce (ր) , the author of Ulysses (ր) ...

Finally, both nominal and sentential restatements (as well as restatements of other categories)

constitute the environments that license deviant behaviour of indefinite descriptions of the kind

described by Danlos (1999). As is well-known, indefinites normally introduce new referents

into the discourse (Heim 1982). However, indefinites in restatements can refer to previously

introduced individuals, as is shown by example (3) above, where the DP a shirt refers to the

same object as the DP a garment in the previous sentence. Examples like (5) and (14) below

demonstrate the same phenomenon in NRs:

(14) a. What did John damage?

b. A garment. A shirt.

Some accounts of NA, e.g. Potts (2005) and Nouwen (2007), could explain this by saying that

a shirt in (14) is not a referring expression, but a predicative use of an indefinite as in John is

a student. Thus the apparent “coreference” between a garment and a shirt would follow from

5Notation: (ր) indicates rising enumeration intonation, sometimes also called progredient intonation, such as

H-L% in English [reference]; (ց) indicates a default declarative intonation, which normally has a falling shape,

e.g. H* L-L%.
6A similar observation is made by de Vries (2002, pp. 212–214) with regard to NA. He suggests that “spec-

ification” is the default interpretation for asyndetic conjuncts, whereas conjunction and disjunction need explicit

marking on the last conjunct or disjunct. Within the specification class, only equivalence relations, like (13-a), and

attribution relations, like John, a nasty liar, can be expressed asyndetically. Appositions based on set inclusion

must be signalled by connectives such as for example, especially, cf. many people, for example my neighbour vs.

??many people, my neighbour.
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an analysis that derives (14) from something like a garment, which was a shirt. However, this

explanation would not work for indefinites that are embedded in a larger NR. On its most natural

interpretation, the DP a rather dubious financial enterprise describes the insurance company

mentioned in the previous utterance:

(15) a. Who is Mary dating these days?

b. A guy working in an insurance company.

A representative of a rather dubious financial enterprise.

In sum, these observations support a uniform approach to NR and restatements of other types

within a general theory of restatement as a discourse relation.

2 Nominal restatement vs. nominal apposition

Since nominal restatement (NR) looks so much like nominal apposition (NA) it is tempting to try

to reduce the former to the latter. This section considers a selection of features of NA discussed

by Potts (2005) and addresses the question to what extent NRs can be accounted for as instances

of NA in Potts’ sense. I will argue that his theory does not (and is not intended to) cover

a number of phenomena around NR, including: the focus-sensitive character of non-adjacent

NRs (section 2.2); NRs in left-adjoining languages (section 2.3); and some observations on

their quantification and scope behaviour (section 2.4). But first I will discuss one feature in

which NR and NA are similar—the formal parallelism between the DPs, which is manifested

most clearly by case marking (section 2.1). I will argue that viewing these constructions as NRs

gives a better explanation to this phenomenon.

2.1 Formal parallelism

In appositions the anchor and the appositive share values of the features that determine their

function in the sentence.7 The most well-known feature is grammatical case (Potts 2005,

p. 107), which becomes evident especially in languages with rich case marking such as Ger-

man or Russian. The same holds for NR—for obvious reasons. Since both parts of a restate-

ment must be congruent answers to a question, e.g. Wen hast du gesehen? ‘who did you see?’

in (16), and congruence in particular involves “agreement” of the answer with the wh-phrase,

both answers necessarily inherit the same case from it.

(16) Meinen

my.ACC

Freund.

friend

Den

the.ACC

Pfarrer.

parson
My friend. The parson.

Or putting it otherwise, the restatement in (16) is derived from something like Ich sah meinen

Freund. Ich sah den Pfarrer. ‘I saw my friend. I saw the parson.’ where both DPs get the ac-

cusative case from the verb sehen ‘see,’ which is covertly present in both utterances. This

derivation is inspired by the old—and in my opinion unjustly forgotten—idea of Burton-Roberts

(1975) towards the analysis of NA.8 However, in approaches where the appositive is “predi-

cated” of the anchor in one way or another, (16) is reconstructed roughly as I saw my friend,

7I adopt the terminology of Huddleston, Payne and Peterson (2002) and Potts (2005) and refer to the first DP

in an apposition as the anchor, and the second as the appositive.
8In more recent studies a related idea is developed by de Vries (2004), who treats NA as a type of coordination.

This approach provides a syntactic explanation to case copying that is largely compatible with the present view.
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who/he/my friend is the parson. On this type of analysis, explaining the copying of case from

the anchor to the appositive appears less straightforward.

Besides, case is apparently not the only feature in which the formal parallelism between the DPs

in NR and NA is manifested. For example, Wichmann (2000) talks about intonational paral-

lelism in NA, which seems true for NR as well. According to Wichmann, it is a common pattern

for NA when the anchor and the appositive are realised with the same intonational tune. Again,

this generalisation follows naturally from the structure of NR and the fact that the DPs consti-

tute answers to the same question, or alternatively, that the DPs occupy the same place in the

syntactic and prosodic structure of otherwise parallel sentences. Predication-based approaches

to NA need a separate story for this observation.

2.2 Adjacency and focus-sensitivity

Our notion of NR includes cases like (7) mentioned in section 1, where the “coreferring” DPs

are not linearly adjacent. Such cases are not consistently included into the notion of NA, cf.

Potts (2005, p. 104). They can be viewed as right-dislocated NAs, but also as free adjuncts or

instances of “afterthought.” Whatever the terminological assumptions, the fact that Mary and

my sister in (7) refer to the same individual nevertheless needs to be modelled. Moreover, one

should explain the apparent focus-sensitivity of NR illustrated in (17). Notice that in (17-a)

where the nuclear (focal) stress is on Lance, the famous cyclist refers to Lance, although John

is immediately adjacent. However, in (17-b) where John is stressed, the famous cyclist is John.

(17) a. LANCE is talking to John. The famous CYCLIST.

b. Lance is talking to JOHN. The famous CYCLIST.

Potts’ account of NA is not designed to cover such cases, so they should be explained by a

theory of NR.

2.3 Right adjunction

Potts (2005, pp. 106–107) proposes that nominal appositives are right-adjoined to their anchors.

His main argument is the apparent absence of such constructions in languages that forbid right

adjunction categorically, e.g. Turkish or Japanese. The closest construction in Turkish is a left-

adjoining version, illustrated in (18), similar to the English the bicyclist Hasan. Note that the

NP ünlü bisikletçi ‘the famous bicyclist’ does not copy the case marker -la, cf.Hasanla ‘Hasan.’

(18) Ün-lü

fame-ous

bisiklet-çi

bicycle-ist

Hasan-la

Hasan-with

yarış-tan

race-ABL

önce

before

konuş-tu-k

speak-PAST-we
We spoke with Hasan, the famous bicyclist, before the race.

However, NR is available in Turkish, which suggests that it is not dependent on right adjunction.

The examples below look entirely like NRs in English and German: the case marking is the same

on both DPs. Furthermore, the ‘famous bicyclist’ and ‘Hasan’ are interpreted as referring to the

same individual, so these are not lists or conjunctions either.

(19) Kim

who

ile

with

siz

you.2PL

konuş-tu-nuz ?

speak-PAST-2PL
With whom did you speak?

5
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(20) a. Ün-lü

fame-ous

bisiklet-çi-yle.

bicycle-ist-with

Hasan-la.

Hasan-with
With the famous bicyclist. With Hasan.

b. Hasan-la.

Hasan-with

Ün-lü

fame-ous

bisiklet-çi-yle.

bicycle-ist-with
With Hasan. With the famous bicyclist.

Cross-linguistic evidence of this sort is essential for an analysis of NR as a discourse relation.

Since pragmatics is believed to be universal, we expect to find NR in more or less all languages.9

2.4 Quantifiers and scope

It is an old and rather widely spread view, also discussed by Potts (2005, pp. 114–115), that NAs

are semantically unembeddable—they are always interpreted outside the scope of any operators

occurring in the sentence, and they do not take scope over anything beyond themselves. Here

I will especially concentrate on the scope of quantifiers like every and most. Example (21)

illustrates the case in point: the universal quantifier does not take scope over the indefinite an

experienced adventure, so the latter cannot be understood as part of the restrictor every climber

who is an experienced adventurer...

(21) *Every climber, an experienced adventurer, took the best equipment.

The apparent “scopelessness” of NAs is modelled by making them part of an entirely different

level of meaning—conventional implicature—which is separate from at-issue content.

Moreover, Potts (2005, pp. 122–131) makes an even more general assumption, that quantified

expressions (as well as bound variables) make neither good anchors, nor good appositives. Thus

in (22), although the universal quantifier in the appositive does not need to take scope over

anything beyond the the appositive for the sentence to receive a coherent interpretation, the

sentence is nevertheless not entirely felicitous.

(22) *We spoke with Tanya, Ashley, and Connie, every secretary in the department, about the

broken printer.

(23) *Every student spoke with a psychiatrist of hers, a caring individual who welcomes

housecalls.

A careful look at NR shows that they only partly share these properties. Like the anchor and the

appositive in a NA, the DPs that form a NR do not take scope over one another. However, they

can be quantified DPs, and they both can take scope over variables occurring in the question (or

the elided part of the sentence), and be bound by quantifiers occurring in the question (or the

elided part of the sentence). For example, the following sequences are all quite felicitous, they

imply that the set of all timely applicants coincides with the set described by the other DP, and

quantifier every in the answer obviously binds the variable their in the question—everyone got

their own costs reimbursed.10

9Possible sources for exceptions are cultural pragmatics, as well as syntactic or other language-specific con-

straints on what can appear as a fragment utterance. For example, in Japanese NR in its “pure form” is problematic

because short answers to wh-questions always appear with a copula, e.g. desu.
10It is true though that such examples are not easy to construct. However, this seems to be due to pragmatic

rather than syntactic or semantic constraints. NRs with quantifiers will only be felicitous in contexts where both

the quantified and the (in)definite answer contribute in a relevant way to making the point, as in (25). Such contexts

are obviously rather special.
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(24) Who got their travel costs reimbursed?

(25) a. 13 employees. Everyone who submitted their application in time.

b. Every employee who submitted their application in time. 13 people.

c. John, Mary, Bill, and Sue. Everyone who submitted their application in time.

d. Everyone who submitted their application in time. John, Mary, Bill, and Sue.

It is also clear that NRs like (26) will not work, because their interpretation is derived from

something like Every climber took the best equipment. An experienced adventurer took the best

equipment. rather than every climber who is an experienced adventurer etc. There is no reason

why the universal would take scope over the indefinite since they originate from two different

utterances, and if we try to establish coreference between the set of all climbers and the DP an

experienced adventurer, we get a clash by trying to identify a plurality with a singularity.11

(26) a. Who took the best equipment?

b. #Every climber. An experienced adventurer.

Finally, NR can be formed by DPs that are both bound by a quantifier occurring in the question.

(27) a. Who did every student meet with?

b. Her supervisor. The professor overseeing her research.

(28) a. What do most guards have?

b. A dog. A German shepherd.

These examples show that NR, unlike NA in Potts’ sense, is not completely scopeless. It should

be noticed though that the scopelessness generalisation for NA was questioned by Wang, Reese

and McCready (2005). We will briefly return to this issue in section 4.

3 Inferring restatement

Many of the properties of NR discussed in the previous sections are readily explained by the

assumption that the DPs are overt parts of two separate elliptic sentences, whose elided portions

are the same (cf. Burton-Roberts’ syntax for NA). However, this assumption does not tell us

anything about how “coreference” between the DPs is established. In other words, the question

is how we infer the discourse relation of restatement. This section presents an application of the

approach developed in Jasinskaja (2004, 2006a,b) to the case of NR. I will outline the general

approach in section 3.1, demonstrate how it works on selected examples of NR in section 3.2,

and give a brief comparison to previous accounts of restatement in section 3.3.

3.1 The pragmatics of restatement

The proposal is embedded in a framework which is based on the assumption that utterances in

discourse address discourse topics—explicit or implicit questions under discussion, QUD (Klein

and von Stutterheim 1987, van Kuppevelt 1995, Ginzburg 1996, Roberts 1996, Büring 2003).

There are different ways to define what is a question: e.g. (a) the question predicate, or the ques-

tion abstract, e.g. !x[kissed( john,x)] forWho did John kiss?; (b) the set of alternative (mutually
compatible) propositions, e.g. { John kissed Mary, John kissed Sue,...}, cf. Hamblin (1973); or
(c) a partition of the space of epistemic possibilities (Groenendijk and Stokhof 1984), among

11This derives largely from Rick Nouwen’s (2007) explanation of the infelicity of NAs like (21).
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others. For the present purposes let’s assume that the discourse topic is a question predicate.

If the question is explicitly asked the topic can be derived from the interrogative sentence by

abstracting over the wh-element and adding some domain restrictions if necessary. If the ques-

tion is implicit, the choice of topic is constrained by the information-structural partition of the

sentence into focus and background. Thus the sentence LANCE is talking to John will be natu-

rally assumed to address a topic like !x[x is talking to John], but if the nuclear stress and narrow
focus is on John—Lance is talking to JOHN—the topic is !x[Lance is talking to x]. For sen-
tences with broad focus that report events I will assume that they address questions like What

happened? and the corresponding question predicate is therefore happen, again possibly with

some additional domain restrictions. Adding domain restrictions that are not explicitly given

by the question or by the background part of the sentence is useful to account the effects of

relevance. So when the interrogative sentence is e.g. What happened to John? the speaker is

in fact usually interested what happened to John on a particular occasion (at a certain time and

place, leading to certain consequences, etc.), rather than all the events that involved John. I will

assume that such domain restrictions can be added more or less freely to the predicate derived

from the question or the information structure of the sentence. Although there may be lots of

non-trivial contextual factors that affect this process, for the present purposes the constraints

discussed below will be sufficient.

Discourse interpretation is governed by a number of default principles, among which the fol-

lowing two play a central role for the inference of restatement:

(29) The Principle of Exhaustive Interpretation:

By default, an utterance is interpreted exhaustively wrt. the discourse topic it addresses.

(30) The Principle of Topic Continuity:

By default, the discourse topic does not change.

Exhaustive interpretation is a standard way of strengthening the literal meaning of a sentence:

what is not explicitly said (but is relevant for the current topic) is not the case. Thus it can be

viewed as resulting from a combination of the Gricean Quantity and Relevance maxims.12 For

example, the exhaustive interpretation of a sentence LANCE is talking to John with respect to

the question Who is talking to John? is ‘Lance and no one else is talking to John.’ Similarly,

the exhaustive interpretation of the sentence Alena broke her skis with respect to the question

What happened (on a particular occasion)? is ‘Alena broke her skis and this is the only event

that happened (on that occasion).’ There exists a vast variety of more or less successful for-

malisations of exhaustivity (Groenendijk and Stokhof 1984, von Stechow 1991, Bonomi and

Casalegno 1993, Zeevat 1994, van Rooij and Schulz 2004, to name just a few), which are all

with occasional limitations applicable to the current problem. For demonstration purposes I

will use the well-known definition of Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984). The exhaustification

operator EXH applies to a generalised quantifier Q (a set of sets of individuals) which con-

stitutes the literal meaning of the DP in focus, e.g. every linguist, and generates its exhaus-

tive meaning, e.g. ‘every linguist and no one else’ by throwing out all non-minimal sets P′

from Q , cf. (31). Then the exhaustivized DP is applied to the topic predicate, so for instance

the exhaustive interpretation of Joyce with respect to the question What is this book about? is

[EXH(!P[P(Joyce)])](!x[This book is about x]).13

12The generalisation of exhaustivity proposed by van Rooij and Schulz (2004) attempts to interpret it as the

implementation of the Gricean pragmatic inference in general.
13The meanings of sentential answers to questions like What happened? need to be lifted to existential quan-

tifiers over events, e.g. !P∃e[Alena broke her skis(e)∧P(e)]. So the exhaustive interpretation of the sentence is:
[EXH(!P∃e[Alena broke her skis(e)∧P(e)])](happen).
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(31) EXH(Q ) = {P | P ∈ Q ∧¬∃P′[P′ ∈ Q ∧P′ ⊂ P]}

The Principle of Topic Continuity (30) is inspired by Givón’s cross-linguistic generalisation:

“The more disruptive, surprising, discontinuous or hard to process a topic is, the more coding

material must be assigned to it” (Givón 1983, p. 18), but Givón’s original notion of topic referred

to prominent individuals or protagonists. This idea has found its way into optimality-theoretic

pragmatics as a violable constraint *NEW (Beaver 2004), and has recently been extended to

QUDs by Zeevat (2006) in connection with the analysis of rhetorical relations. The principle

basically forbids to switch topic in an uncontrolled and unpredictable way. Technically, in the

current setting it plays a role in constraining the addition of implicit domain restrictions to the

topic (cf. above). So for example, if for whatever reason you had assumed that the previous

sentence Alena broke her skis addressed the question What unlucky event happened to Alena

yesterday during her walk in the forest?, then you should normally also assume that the current

sentence Alena lost her main means of transport addresses the same question.

The combination of Exhaustive Interpretation (29) and Topic Continuity (30) form the basis

for the inference of restatement. Informally this works as follows. Suppose that according to

(29) the first sentence of (2) Alena broke her skis is interpreted exhaustively with respect to the

question mentioned above, so Alena breaking her skis is the only unlucky event that happened

to Alena yesterday during her walk in the forest. Since according to (29) and (30) the next

sentence Alena lost her main means of transport is interpreted exhaustively with respect to the

same question, we get that Alena losing her main means of transport is also the only unlucky

event that happened to Alena yesterday during her walk in the forest. If both events are the only

one satisfying the topic predicate, then they must be the same event. Thus the two sentences

describe the same event and therefore stand in a restatement relation. It should be obvious that

the application to DP answers to constituent questions is completely parallel. The next section

demonstrates the inference of NR more formally for a number of selected examples.

Finally, note that in the present approach the inference of restatement is a consequence of ap-

plying two default principles, which makes it the default discourse relation. This is a rather non-

standard move considering previous proposals, such as SDRT (Asher and Lascarides 2003). For

space reasons it is not possible to give full credit to this point here, but see Jasinskaja (2006b)

for extensive argumentation. In the next section, however, I will discuss some examples of how

the restatement default is cancelled, which might shed some light on this controversial issue.

3.2 Examples

Consider example (14) in section 1 once again. The NR consists of two indefinite descriptions

referring to the same individual contra the standard novelty assumption. As long as our seman-

tics for indefinites does not directly encode novelty, the coreference of the DPs can be inferred

as a restatement. Let’s assume that indefinites are existentials, i.e. a garment is translated sim-

ply as !P∃x[garment(x)∧P(x)]. The exhaustive interpretation of both utterances is computed
with respect to the topicWhat did John damage?: !x[damage( j,x)]:

(32) [EXH(!P∃x[garment(x)∧P(x)])](!x[damage( j,x))∧
[EXH(!P∃x[shirt(x)∧P(x)])](!x[damage( j,x))

The exhaustive interpretations of the first and the second utterance are equivalent to (33-a) and

(33-b), respectively (Groenendijk and Stokhof 1990, pp. 34–35). The conjunction of these two

propositions is in turn provably equivalent to (34), which says that there is an object which is

both a garment and a shirt and whatever John damaged is that object. Thus it follows that the

9
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two indefinites describe the same object.

(33) a. ∃x[garment(x)∧∀y[damage( j,y) ↔ x= y]]
b. ∃x[shirt(x)∧∀y[damage( j,y) ↔ x= y]]

(34) ∃x[garment(x)∧ shirt(x)∧∀y[damage( j,y) ↔ x= y]]

Of course, if the semantics of a shirt contained a condition like x += z where z resolved to the

variable introduced by the first indefinite then the above inference would end up in an inconsis-

tency. Therefore the present proposal is only compatible with a view where the novelty condi-

tion associated with indefinites is also a result of pragmatic inference of some sort rather than

part of their semantic content. An account that accommodates both for the novelty of indefinites

and for their deviant behaviour in restatements could work roughly as follows. By default, re-

statement is inferred as shown above, which leads to coreference of compatible DPs, including

indefinites. If some independent considerations (constraints ranked higher than Exhaustivity

and Topic Continuity, e.g. Plausibility in an OT setting) suggest that the relation between the

utterances is other than restatement, then definites or other anaphoric expressions must be used

to indicate that the DPs nevertheless corefer. In this case, the presence of an indefinite signals

that the speaker does not intend to reinforce coreference, so it makes sense to assume that there

is none (by blocking). In a restatement, however, this inference does not go through since there

is no pressure to use definites in the first place.

The focus-sensitive character of coreference in restatements discussed in section 2.2 also fol-

lows from our proposal, since the choice of topic predicate depends on focus, cf. above. The

exhaustive interpretations of (17-a) and (17-b) using Groenendijk and Stokhof’s approach are

shown in (35-a) and (35-b), respectively. (35-a) entails lance = ıy[famous cyclist(y)], whereas
(35-b) entails john= ıy[famous cyclist(y)].14

(35) a. ∀x[talk(x, john) ↔ x= lance]∧∀x[talk(x, john) ↔ x= ıy[famous cyclist(y)]]
b. ∀x[talk(lance,x) ↔ x= john]∧∀x[talk(lance,x) ↔ x= ıy[famous cyclist(y)]]

Finally, the inference of “coreference” between a universal quantifier and a list as in (25-d)

in section 2.4 is illustrated (somewhat simplified) below. The DPs everyone who applied...,

!P∀x[applied(x) → P(x)], and John, Mary and Bill, !P[P( j)∧P(m)∧P(b)], get exhaustivized
with respect to the topicWho got reimbursed? (reimbursed). The conjunction of the exhaustive

interpretations is equivalent to (36) entailing ∀x[applied(x)↔ [x= j∨x=m∨x= b]], which is
the same as saying that the set of all individuals who applied is the set of John, Mary, and Bill.

(36) ∀x[applied(x) ↔ reimbursed(x)]∧∀x[reimbursed(x) ↔ [x= j∨ x= m∨ x= b]]

More sophisticated machinery is required to account for bound NRs like (27) and (28). E.g.

in (27), for every student the DP her supervisor should be exhaustivized with respect to the

question Who did that student meet with? In other words, the quantifier under exhaustification

is !P[P(ıy[supervisor(y,x)])], the topic predicate is !z[meet(x,z)], and they both contain a free
variable x that gets bound by the universal quantifier every student, which outscopes them both,

cf. (37). For the correct account of such NRs, one has to assume that Topic Continuity may apply

within the scope of that quantifier, so the free variable in the topic gets the same interpretation.

14I agree with Potts (2005) that the interpretation of the famous cyclist as the unique (contextually salient)

famous cyclist is not the most accessible (though a possible) reading of these examples. Just like in appositives,

the definite article in the second DP of an NR often loses the uniqueness presupposition. This fact still awaits a

proper explanation, and my usage of the ı-operator in (35) is not intended to imply anything wrt. this issue.
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Nominal Restatement 11

(37) ∀x[student(x) → [EXH(!P[P(ıy[supervisor(y,x)])])](!z[meet(x,z)])]

The above examples show how to infer restatement from applying the default principles of Topic

Continuity and Exhaustive Interpretation. The next question is how to prevent this inference

where we do not want it, e.g. in conjunctions or in lists, cf. (12) and (13) in section 1. There

are a number of mechanisms that can be involved in this process. Thinking of Topic Continuity

and Exhaustive Interpretation as violable OT constraints, their effect may be overridden by a

higher ranked constraint, e.g. Plausibility or Faithfulness. The latter means in particular that

the presence of linguistic expressions that conventionally signal a violation of Topic Continuity

or Exhaustivity would block the inference of restatement. This is probably the case with rising

enumeration intonation (ր), which can be assumed to signal non-exhaustivity. So the rise

in (13-c), for instance, indicates that the DPs should be interpreted non-exhaustively with respect

to the topicWhat is this book about? Thus, this book is about Joyce and maybe something else,

and this book is about the author of Ulysses and maybe something else. From this it does not

follow that Joyce is the author of Ulysses.

Another factor that can interfere with the inference of restatement is the segmentation of the

discourse flow into utterances, assuming that utterance is the unit subject to exhaustive interpre-

tation. This is the simplest what one can do about the effect of the conjunction and in (12-b)

and (13-b).15 Following Blakemore and Carston (1999), one can assume that and makes one

sentence/utterance out of two. Therefore unlike (13-a), Joyce and the author of Ulysses do not

get exhaustivized separately with respect to Who is this book about?, but the conjoined DP

Joyce and the author of Ulysses, !P[P( joyce)∧P(ıx[author of Ulysses(x)])], is interpreted ex-
haustively as a whole. This means that Joyce and the author of Ulysses are the only individuals

this book is about, cf. (38), which again does not entail that Joyce is the author of Ulysses.

(38) ∀x[this book is about(x) ↔ [x= joyce∨ x= ıy[author of Ulysses(y)]]]

3.3 Discussion

The approach to the inference of restatement presented above does not have many competitors.

SDRT is as good as the only alternative theory that gives a formal account of the semantics of

discourse relations. Within SDRT event coreference relations, which are subsumed under our

present notion of restatement, were studied in particular by Danlos (1999). There are two rather

independent aspects in which our approaches differ. One aspect concerns the default status of

restatement. As was already mentioned, space considerations do not allow us to discuss this

issue in full, but one related empirical observation should be pointed out. Danlos derives event

coreference on the basis of rich lexical cues such as the presence of synonymy, hyponymy,

hyperonymy and anaphoric relations between the expressions occurring in the sentences, rather

than by default. She argues that taking lexical relations into account is essential for the inference

of event coreference in order to be able to distinguish infelicitous discourses like (39-a) from

felicitous cases like (39-b)–(39-e):

(39) a. #John took care of a cedar. He pruned a tree.

b. John pruned a tree. He took care of a cedar.

c. John pruned a cedar. (Therefore,) he took care of a tree.

d. John took care of a cedar. He pruned the tree.

e. John took care of a tree. He pruned a tree.

15An alternative, more general approach is to analyse and as a violator of Topic Continuity (Jasinskaja 2006b).
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12 Ekaterina Jasinskaja

Indeed, in all the above cases our theory predicts a restatement relation by default and the in-

felicity of (39-a) remains unexplained. However, also in Danlos’ proposal such cases have the

status of exceptions. We have to admit that the constraints at work here are yet poorly under-

stood. They may well have to be stated in terms of lexical relations. This does not automatically

mean, however, that the general case must be stated in the same terms.

The second difference concerns the type of object whose continuity is assumed to form the

basis for restatement relations. For Danlos this object is the eventuality. Once the lexical con-

ditions are met, the coreference of eventualities is established immediately. In our approach,

coreference of eventualities or individuals is inferred from the continuity of the QUDs. One

might consider an alternative approach in which Topic Continuity would be formulated directly

in terms of eventualities and individuals, i.e. the notion of topic would be defined as the eventu-

ality/individual described by the utterance, rather than the question it addresses, and this is what

is continued in the default case. This move would make the theory much simpler. However, the

focus-sensitive character of restatement discussed in section 2.2 would then need an indepen-

dent explanation, whereas it falls out automatically if Topic Continuity operates on questions.

4 Nominal apposition as nominal restatement?

In the previous sections I tried to show that the class of phenomena under the label nominal

restatement is best analysed in terms of the discourse relation of restatement rather than nominal

apposition, in particular if the latter is understood along the lines of e.g. Potts (2005). Then I

presented a pragmatic account of restatement that also captures the behaviour of NR. The next

question to ask is: once we have a theory of NR as the one proposed here, do we really need a

theory for NA? Or in other words, can NA be treated as a kind of NR?

A lot can be said in favour of this idea. First and foremost, all the NRs discussed in section 2

work in just the same way if they are embedded in a sentence, in which case they become

virtually indistinguishable from NA. For instance, the generalisations concerning the scope be-

haviour of NR are equally applicable to “NRs” occurring in the middle of a sentence, cf. (40).16

(40) a. In spite of the difficult financial situation, John, Mary, Bill, and Sue—everyone

who submitted their application in time—got their travel costs reimbursed.

b. In spite of the difficult financial situation, everyone who submitted their applica-

tion in time—John, Mary, Bill, and Sue—got their travel costs reimbursed.

c. Every student met with her supervisor, the professor overseeing her research.

d. Most guards have a dog, a German shepherd.

Moreover, sentence-internal NRs—DPs that share case and describe the same individual or

group—can be found in left-adjoining languages like Turkish (41) and Japanese (42).

(41) Ben

I

ün-lü

fame-ous

bisiklet-çi-yi,

bicycle-ist-ACC

Hasan-ı

Hasan-ACC

gör-dü-m

see-PAST-1sg
I saw the famous bicyclist, Hasan.

(42) Taro-ga

Taro-NOM

Tokyo

Tokyo

totizi-ni,

mayor-DAT

Ishihara

Ishihara

Shintaro-ni

Shintaro-DAT

atta

met
Taro met the mayor of Tokyo, Ishihara Shintaro.

Notice that the famous bicyclist and Hasan in (41) are both accusative, and the mayor of Tokyo

16See also Wang et al. (2005) and Nouwen (2007).
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and Ishihara Shintaro in (42) are both dative. This way of expressing apposition is felicitous in

these languages only if a clear prosodic break is inserted between the first and the second DP.

This is not required in the more standard, hypotactic construction, cf. the Turkish (18).

Of course, if we claim that NA is NR, we are still in need of an explanation for the infelicity

of Potts’ examples (22) and (23) involving quantifiers and bound variables. Answering this

question goes beyond the scope of the present paper, though it should be remarked that some

minor changes can improve (22), e.g. if the preposition is repeated in the appositive (43-a), or

the appositive is uttered in a “more expressive” way, e.g. by using expressives like bloody (43-b),

or just emphatic stress on the quantifier (43-c).

(43) a. We spoke with Tanya, Ashley, and Connie, with every secretary in the department,

about the broken printer.

b. We spoke with Tanya, Ashley, and Connie, every bloody secretary in the depart-

ment, about the broken printer.

c. We spoke with Tanya, Ashley, and Connie, EVERY secretary in the department,

about the broken printer.

Intuitively, it seems that these means help setting the appositive apart of the rest of the sentence,

perhaps in the same way as the particularly strong prosodic break does in Turkish and Japanese.

Still it remains puzzling why this extra effort is needed in these cases, but not in others. In any

case, it is clear that the solution should be based on a more systematic study of the prosody of

these constructions than those available to date.

Besides, adapting the proposed theoretical account to cover sentence-internal NAs as instances

of NR is not straightforward, particularly if the NA does not constitute the narrow focus of the

sentence. If the NA is part of a broad focus, one possible solution is to establish event coref-

erence via exhaustification wrt. a What happened?-type topic and then identify the participants

in the matching roles along the lines of Danlos’ (1999) proposal. Another possibility is to as-

sume nested F-markings within the focused constituent (Schwarzschild 1999) each of which

is associated with a topic question subject to Exhaustivity and Topic Continuity constraints.

For example, supposing that (40-a) has broad focus on the whole sentence, it does not only

address the topic What happened?, but also the topics What happened in spite of the difficult

financial situation?, What happened to John, Mary, Bill, and Sue?, Who got their travel costs

reimbursed?, etc. The latter question is the one we need for the inference of the NR John, Mary,

Bill, and Sue, everyone who submitted their application in time. The theoretical consequences

of both approaches still need to be explored. As for backgrounded NAs, they are altogether

ruled out by the present theory. This makes sense to a certain extent, cf. Potts’ discussion of

the “antibackgrounding” property of NAs (Potts 2005, pp. 148–149), but our specific predic-

tions might nevertheless appear too strong. For instance, NAs where the anchor is given and the

appositive is new sound quite felicitous:

(44) a. What did Mary say?

b. Mary, a nasty liar, said that she solved the problem.

In sum, there are still lots of open questions on our way to an account of NA in terms of NR.

But even if in the end we come to the conclusion that a proper analysis of NA in languages like

English and German requires a special syntactic construction with its conventional NA seman-

tics, it is still worth considering the hypothesis that that construction is a grammaticalisation

of the pragmatic pattern studied in this paper as nominal restatement, of whose existence and

relevance to the study of NA I hope to have convinced the reader.
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Abstract 

In this paper I focus on a construction in Icelandic in which a coordination of two simple 

present/past verbs, where the first verb is a posture verb, gets a progressive reading. Those 

sentences indicate that the ‘two events’ take place simultaneously (at the reference time). That is, 

there is an event, which consists of two components, such as sitting and reading. The main 

question is: How does coordination with a posture verb yield a progressive reading? The proposed 

solution to this posture-verb progressive puzzle involves the claim that the conjunction og ‘and’ 

does not have the semantics of conjunction here, and that we do not have two events but one. 

Furthermore, I argue that the fact that posture verb coordinations get a progressive reading comes 

from a mismatch in the status of the external argument, building on Kratzer (1994). ‘Sitting’ is a 

state and calls for a ‘holder’ external argument, whereas ‘reading’ is an event which calls for an 

‘agent’ argument. I assume that external arguments cannot at the same time be an agent and a 

holder of an event. However, this can be solved in two ways. One is by adding an external 

argument, such that we have both an agent-argument and a holder-argument. That results in two 

separate events, and doesn’t get a progressive reading. The other way of solving this is by coercing 

‘read’ to be a state. Now one external argument, a holder, satisfies both verbs. Because of this 

coercion of an event to a state, the reading we get is that an event that is both a sitting and a 

reading holds at a certain time. As all states are imperfective this coercion of the event verb to a 

state makes it imperfective and as Icelandic doesn’t have an imperfective construction separate 

from the progressive Icelanders understand these sentences as progressive. This is why these 

posture verb co-ordinations result in a progressive reading rather than a perfective one.  

1 Introduction   

There are two main progressive constructions in Icelandic. The more common one, which I 

call the standard progressive, has the copula followed by a verb in the infinitive (shown in 

(1a)) but in the second one we have a coordination of a posture verb and an event verb (shown 

in (1b)).  

(1)  a.  María er a! lesa 

  Mary  is  to read 

  ‘Mary is reading’ 

 

b.  María situr og  les 

Mary  sits  and reads 

‘Mary is reading’ 

 

I will focus on the second construction and the main question of the paper is this: Why and 

how does a co-ordination of a posture verb and an event verb yield a progressive reading? 

                                                

*
 I would like to thank Lisa Matthewson and Hotze Rullmann for valuable discussion about this project, as well 

as the audiences at the UBC research seminar April 5, 2006 and The Canadian Linguistic Association 

Conference, May 27 2006. This research has partly been supported by SSHRC grant 410-2005-0875 (principal 

investigator Hotze Rullmann, co-investigator Lisa Matthewson). 
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 2 

The proposed explanation is that the progressive reading comes from a mismatch in the 

status of the two external arguments, as states get a ‘holder’ argument but events get an 

‘agent’ argument (as proposed by Kratzer (1994)). To solve the mismatch, the event verb is 

coerced to a state and gets a holder argument, which in turn yields a progressive reading. 

In Icelandic, just as in English, the simple present gets a habitual reading such that a 
sentence like María les yields the meaning ‘Mary is a reader’ rather than ‘Mary is reading 
(now)’ 

 

(2) María les 
Mary  reads 

!‘Mary is reading’ 
=‘Mary is a reader’ 

 

In order to get the reading that Mary is reading at this particular moment the infinitival 
progressive is chosen:  

 

(3)  María er a! lesa 
Mary  is to read 
‘Mary is reading’ 

 

However, if we have a coordination with a posture verb, using the simple present is suitable:  

 

 (4) María   situr og   les 
Mary sits   and reads 

       ‘Mary is (sitting and) reading’ 
 

Importantly, the sentence in (4) gets a progressive reading; at this particular moment Mary is 
both sitting and reading. So unlike (2), (4) does not mean that Mary is a ‘sitter and reader’. In 
fact, Mary might generally never read and the situation described by (4) could be exceptional. 

The two verbs in (4) are connected in the sense that the sitting somehow “serves” the 
reading. In fact we could say that a sitting position is the mAnnar in which the reading takes 
place. Notice that even though a sentence like (4) gets a progressive reading, it does not mean 
that the Icelandic verb sitja means ‘is sitting’ or that lesa means ‘is reading’. Instead, when 
you conjoin the two verbs they form a unit, which yields a progressive construction.   

 

2 Arguments for a Progressive Analysis 

Before going further it is necessary to show that the construction in (1b) really is a 
progressive construction. 

 Firstly, it is worth mentioning that it is quite common in languages that morphemes 
that denote a posture can also be used with grammatical functions. In many cases they mark 
some kind of aspect (progressive, continuous, durative, imperfective, etc.)  
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 (5)  a.  Progressive aspect: Swedish (Platzack 1979) 
Linda sitter och röker     på expetitionen     

  Linda sits   and smokes in  office 
  ‘Linda is smoking in the office’ 

 
b. Continuative aspect: Manhartha (Austin 1998:24) 

ngatha    kumpa-artu tharla-rnu     papa-jaka        
  1SG.NOM sit-USIT       feed-IMPF.SS water-COM 
  ‘I used to feed (him) with water 

 
c. Habitual aspect: Yankunytjatjara (Goddard 1985:207) 

wati-ngku kali                     atu-ra            nyina-nyi           
  man-ERG   boomerang,ACC chop-SERIAL sit-PRES    
  ‘The man makes boomerangs’ 
 

This is, for instance, a very common way to form the progressive in Swedish, 
Norwegian and Danish, languages that are all closely related to Icelandic (Ebert 2000). 

Secondly, progressive tests indicate that this really is a progressive construction. Let’s 
now look at some of those tests. 

2.1 Progressive tests 

2.1.1 Statives in the progressive 

Individual states like know the answer and love John do not generally occur in a progressive 
construction.  
 
(6) a. *Jón er a! vita svari! 
    John is to know answer.the 
    ‘John is knowing the answer’ 
 
 b.  *Anna er a! elska manninn sinn 
    Anna is to  know man.the  her 
    ‘Anna is knowing her man’ 
 
Neither do they occur in the posture co-ordination: 
 

(7) a. *Jón   situr og  veit      svari!  
  John sits   and knows answer.the 
‘John is sitting and knowing the answer’ 
 

b. *Anna situr og   elskar manninn      sinn 
  Anna sits   and loves  husband.the her 
‘Anna is sitting and loving her husband’ 

 

So when it comes to stative verbs, the posture verb behaves like we would expect it to if it 
really were a progressive construction.  
 However, in recent years it has become more and more common to use stative verbs in 
progressive constructions: 
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(8)  a.   !i"   eru" ekki a" vita    neitt.  

  You are   not   to  know anything 

  ‘You are not knowing a thing’ ( = ‘You don’t know a thing’) 

     (http://www.f4x4.is/new/forum/default.aspx?file=ferdir/7440) 

 

 b.  Af #ví a"    hæstv.        rá"herra var a" halda a"   ég mundi fara a" tala um  

      Of it    that honourable minister was to think that I   would  go   to talk about   

   Borgarfjar"arbrú       o.s.frv. #á... 

   Borgarfjör"ur.bridge etc.      then... 

  ‘Because honourable minister is thinking I would start talking about Borgarfjör"ur 

bridge, etc. then... ’ ( =‘Because honourable minister thinks...’) 

     (http://www.althingi.is/altext/112/r3/3768.html)  

 
So it is a question whether the stative test is reliable anymore. 

2.1.2 Imperfective paradox 

We know that in English the culmination of events in accomplishment sentences in the 
progressive can easily be cancelled, whereas in perfective sentences it cannot (Dowty 1979): 
 

(9) a. Mary was fixing her radio yesterday but she didn’t finish. 
 
         b.     *Mary fixed her radio yesterday but she didn’t finish.  
 
The same applies in Icelandic with the standard progressive: 
 

(10) a.  María var  gera   vi!  útvarpi! sitt  í  gær          en  hún lauk      ekki vi!  "a! 
             Mary   was  fixing with radio-the hers in yesterday but she   finished not   with that 
 
        b.      *María ger!i vi!   útvarpi!  sitt   í   gær          en   hún lauk       ekki vi!   "a! 
             Mary  fixed with radio-the hers in yesterday but she  finished not   with that 
 

The same also seems to apply to the posture co-ordination: 
 
(11)  María sat og  ger!i vi!  útvarpi! sitt  í  gær         en  hún ná!i      ekki a! klára  "a! 
        Mary   sat and fixed  with radio-the hers in yesterday but she managed not   to  finish  it 
        ‘Mary was fixing her radio yesterday but she didn’t finish it’ 
 
Both the verbs in (11) are in the simple past and yet the event hasn’t reached its natural 
endpoint, like the progressive sentence in (10a), and unlike the perfective sentence in (10b). 
So again, the posture verb co-ordination is behaving like a progressive construction. 
 

2.1.3 Habitual reading 

It is standardly believed that one of the things that distinguish the progressive from the 
general imperfective is the progressive’s inability to give a habitual reading1. 
 
                                                
1 Although sentences with ‘always’ tend to give habitual reading: When I come home in the evenings my 
children are always studying’. 
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(12)  Anna er a! prjóna 
 Anna is  to  knit 
 = Anna is knitting 
 ! Anna is a person who knits. 
 
However, it seems fairly easy to get a habitual reading with the posture verb coordination: 
 

(13) Anna situr og   prjónar (á  kvöldin) 
Anna sits and knits     in evenings 
‘Anna sits and knits (in the evenings)’ 

 

Usually it is the context that makes it clear in such cases whether the sentence is habitual or 
pure progressive. 

 

(14)  A: Hvernig er María "essa dagana? Mér skilst hún hafi teki! skilna!inn nærri sér. 
      How is Mary these days? I understand she’s having a hard time after the divorce. 
 B: Hún liggur uppi í    rúmi og   grætur 
                She  lies     up    in bed    and cries 
     ‘She is lying in bed crying’ 
 
This is not really surprising as Ebert (2002:627) has pointed out that in languages that use 
posture verb progressives, they combine easily with habitual contexts. 

In Swedish the example in (15) can either be a progressive, meaning ‘Linda is 
smoking’, or it can be habitual, where it means ‘Linda smokes’.  

 
(15)  Linda sitter och röker       

Linda sits   and smokes 
‘Linda is smoking/Linda smokes’ 

 

In the progressive, Linda actually has to be sitting in order for the sentence to be true, but in 
the habitual aspect that is not the case (Per Anders Rudling p.c.). The same seems to apply to 
Icelandic. Does this indicate independent grammaticalization of posture verbs as habitual 
aspect? Or does it just tell us that the posture verb progressive differs considerably from other 
progressive constructions?  
 However, just as with the stative verb, there has been a change with how Icelanders 
use the progressive and the progressive construction is increasingly used in habitual context, 
which again might make tests like these unusable. 

 
(16) a.    Til a"   fyrirbyggja misskilning           má   #ess geta       a"   vi" vorum ekki a"  

  To that precent       misunderstanding may that  mention that we were    not  to 

   byrja  í  vinnunni klukkan 9 á   kvöldin   í  svona törnum.  

   begin in work.the clock     9 in evenings in such   times 

‘To prevent any misunderstanding I will mention that we weren’t starting work 

until 9 in the evenings during those times’ (= ...we didn’t start until...) 

    (http://blog.central.is/annabjo) 

 b.    Nokkrir vinir     mínir eiga hann og  ég er  a! heyra mjög misjafna dóma ... 

  A.few    friends mine  own him  and I   am to hear   very  different judgements 

  ‘A few of my friends own it and I’m hearing very different opinions’ (...I hear...) 
    (http://www.bt.is/BT/spjall/Lesa.aspx?UMSRN=58139&svaedi=1) 
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2.2 The Importance of Aktionsart 

The progressive reading only occurs with the combination of a posture verb and an event 
verb. Other combinations do not yield a progressive meaning and seem, in general, bad with 
the conjunction. 
 

(17)  a. Jón   situr og   les      (POST + EVENT) 
  John sits   and reads 
 

b. #Jón   bor!ar og  les      (EVENT+EVENT) 
   John eats     and reads 
 
c. #Jón   veit      svari!        og   les    (STATE+EVENT) 

      John knows answer.the and reads 
 

d. #Jón   situr og   veit      svari!    (POST+STATE) 
      John sits   and knows answer.the 
 

e. #Jón   veit     svari!         og  elskar konuna  sína  (STATE+STATE) 
    John knows answer.the and loves  wife.the his 
 

Not everyone agrees on how to analyze posture verbs. In English they are usually considered 
activities and they occur regularly in the progressive: 
 
(18)  a. John is sitting in a chair 
 
 b. Mary is lying in bed, sick. 
 
Icelandic has several posture verbs with the most common ones being sitja’sit’, standa ‘stand’ 
and liggja ‘lie’. 
 
(19) a.  Jón   sat  á   stólnum   
                 John  sat on chair-the  
  ‘John was sitting on the chair’ 
     

b.  Jón    stó!  teinréttur  
     John stood straight 
 ‘John was standing straight’ 
 

c.  Jón   lá   uppi í   rúmi 
     John lay up    in bed 

  ‘John was lying in bed’ 
 
Unlike in English they do not occur in the progressive: 
 
(20)  a. *Jón   er a! sitja 
    John is to  sit 
    ‘John is sitting’ 
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 b.  *Jón   er a! standa uppréttur 
    John is to  stand   straight 
    ‘John is standing straight’ 
 
 c. *María er a! liggja 
    Mary  is  to lie 
    ‘Mary is lying’ 
 
In Icelandic, posture verbs are stative verbs, although it’s not so easy to show that clearly as 
tests for stativity are somewhat flawed and few applicable to Icelandic. Lakoff (1966) offered 
five stativity tests but Lee (1971), Dowty (1974) and others have argued that at least three of 
those (the tests that have to do with imperatives, complements of verbs such as command and 
persuade and sentences with certain manner adverbials) actually mark agentivity and not 
stativity. This leaves only two tests. Firstly the inability of statives to occur in the 
progressives and their inability to occur in pseudo-cleft sentences and with do-so reductions. 
As has been previously mentioned, Icelandic posture verbs cannot occur in the progressive 
and neither do they work well with pseudo-cleft sentences: 
 
(21)  *#a! sem Jón   ger!i var  a! sitja 
   It    that  John did    was to  sit 
    ‘What John did was sitting’ 
 
Additionally it should be mentioned that they do not describe any kind of activity and they 
cannot denote the movement to a posture. For that, Icelandic has special achievement verbs 
(although stand up needs an adverb, just as in English): 
 
(22) a. Jón settist 
  John sat.down 
 
 b. Jón   stó!  upp 
  John stood up 
  
 c. María lag!ist 
  Mary  lay.down 
 
These achievement verbs can easily occur in the progressive, unlike the stative posture verbs. 
 
(23)  a. Jón   var  a! setjast    "egar ég gekk    inn   í   stofuna 
  John was to  sit.down when I   walked into in livingroom.the 
  ‘John was sitting down when I walked into the livingroom’ 
 
 b. María var a! leggjast  "egar jar!skjálftinn   var! 
  Mary  was to lie.down when earthquake.the was 
  ‘Mary was lying down when the earthquake happened’ 
 
Notice that when the posture achievement verbs occur in a coordination with an activity verb 
we do not get a progressive reading and instead we get the reading that one event happened 
after the other. 
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(24)  Jón sest og les 
 John sits.down and reads 
 ‘John sits down and reads’ 
 = John sits down and then starts to read 
 ! John is sitting down and reading simultaneously 
 

3 The Syntax of the Posture Verb Coordination 

Before looking at the semantics of the posture verb coordination it is worth looking at the 
basic syntax. Certain basic facts of the coordination can indicate what the syntax of the 
construction really is, so let’s look at that now.  

Firstly, in a posture verb coordination, both conjunctions must have the same tense, 
whereas that is not necessary in an ordinary coordination: 
 

(25)  a.       *Jón   sat og   les 
  John sat and reads 
  ‘John was reading (while sitting)’ 
 
 b. Jón   fékk lána!a      bók    í  gær          og   skilar   henni á  morgun 
  John got   borrowed book in yesterday and returns her    in morning 
  ‘John borrowed a book yesterday and returns it tomorrow’ 
 

Secondly, no overt subject can appear in the second conjunct of the posture verb 
construction : 
 
(26)  a. #Jón   situr og  hann les 
    John sits  and he     reads 
   ‘John is reading (while sitting)’ 
 
 b. Jón   málar  myndir  og   hann sker    út 
  John paints pictures and he     carves out 
  John paints pictures and carves (from tree)’ 
 

Thirdly, the order of conjuncts in the posture verb cannot be changed without change 
in meaning: 
 

(27)  a.      Jón   [situr og   les] / [les     og   situr] 
  John sits   and reads   reads and sits 
  ‘John is reading (while sitting)/John reads and sits’ 
 
 b. Jón  [málar myndir  og   sker     út] / [sker    út   og   málar myndir] 
  John paints pictures and carves out    carves out and paints pictures 
  John paints pictures and carves /John carves and paints pictures’ 
 

These facts indicate that the posture verb construction is completely different from an 
ordinary coordination. The regular coordination has two verbs, each with its own voice head, 
conjoined: 
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 (28)  

Voice                     Sit          Voice                    Read

  and

H A  

    

I suggest that a posture verb coordination has only one voice head and the two conjoined 
verbs, therefore, share that voice head: 

 

(29)  

Voice                           Sit          and              Read
H  

In addition to that difference, the posture verb coordination occurs very low in the tree, below 
both the voice head and tense head, which explains, for instance, why the verbs cannot occur 
in different tenses or voices. An ordinary coordination occurs much higher in the tree. 

 

 (30)  

Subject

Agree

Tense

Asp

Voice

VP

Regular coordination

Posture verb coordination

Existential closure

 

 

There might be possible problems with this analysis. It predicts that the posture verb 
progressive should not be able to occur in the passive. At first look this does not seem a 
problem as only the simple past/present occurs in the passive. 
 
(31)  a.  Jón  var   laminn    (Passive in the simple past) 
  John was beaten 
  ‘John was beaten’ 
 
 b.       *Jón   sat og  var   laminn   (Passive in the progressive past) 
  John sat and was beaten 
  ‘John was being beaten’ 
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However, the standard progressive in Icelandic also cannot be easily passivized in this 
particular context: 
 

(32)  *Jón  var   a! vera laminn 
             John was to  be    beaten 
   ‘John was being beaten’ 
 
And, there are examples of passivization of the progressive in Icelandic when the sentence is 
impersonal: 
 
(33)  #a! er veri! a! byggja n$ja kirkju  
 It    is  being to build    new church 
 ‘A new church is being built’ 
 
Also, it should be pointed out that the posture verb progressive in Norwegian can be 
passivized:  
 

(34) Sauermugg er en trett og gretten mann der han sitter og blir konfrontert med livet sitt 
        S. is a tired and grumpy man there he sits and gets confronted with life-the his 
        ‘Sauermugg is a tired and grumpy man now that he is being confronted with his life’ 
          (Tonne 2001: 119) 
 

It is, however, not clear whether this really is a problem or not. 

 
 

4 The Semantics of the Posture Verb Progressive 

4.1 Kratzer’s Analysis of External Arguments 

According to Kratzer (1994), external arguments are not true arguments of their verbs and 
therefore must be introduced by independent heads. Kratzer uses the operations of Functional 
Application and Event Identification to compose the denotations of complex expressions.  

Event identification is a special kind of conjunction and Kratzer states it as follows: 
 
(35)  Event Identification 

 
  f  g " h 
     <e, <s,t>       <s,t>    <e, <s,t>> 
     #xe#es[f(x)(e) & g(e)] 
 

(e the type of individual, s the type of events) 
 

(36)  Example of Event Identification 

 
  f              g        "  h 
     <e, <s,t>                 <s,t>                <e, <s,t>> 
          #xe#esAgent(x)(e)            #eswash(the clothes)(e)       #xe#es[Agent(x)(e)&wash(the clothes)(e)] 
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An action predicate like ‘wash the clothes’ expresses a partial function that is only defined for 
actions (events). A stative predicate like ‘own the clothes’ expresses a partial function that is 
only defined for states.  
 

(37)   Rasoa owns the clothes 
 
(38)  f              g        "  h 
     <e, <s,t>                 <s,t>                <e, <s,t>> 
          #xe#ssHolder(x)(s)            #ssown(the clothes)(s)       #xe#ss[Holder(x)(s)&own(the clothes)(s)] 

 

The operation of Event Identification is only defined if the two predicates that are being 
conjoined have compatible Aktionsart. 

 In (37) the verb is stative, and the external argument denotes the person who is the 
holder of the state, of owning the clothes. Since the event arguments of both predicates are 
restricted to states, Event identification can proceed as before, no clash so far. 

What we cannot do, however, is combine the holder function with the denotation of 
an action predicate or the agent function with the denotation of a stative predicate.  

Supposing that the set of actions and the set of states are disjoint, the operation of Event 
Identification comes out undefined in those cases. Given the two input functions, there is no 
output function of the required kind. This, then, explains why there is a connection between 
the Aktionsart of the verb and the thematic role of its external argument. The connection is 
forced by the operation of Event Identification.  
 

4.2 Explanation based on Kratzer’s analysis   

So how can Kratzer’s analysis help us to explain the semantics of the posture verb progressive 
constructions? 
 

(39) Jón   situr og   les 
John sits   and reads 

       ‘John is (sitting and) reading’ 
 
‘Sit’ is a state and therefore gets a Holder external argument whereas ‘read’ is an event and 
gets an Agent external argument. The verb ‘sit’ can be translated as (40a) and the verb ‘read’ 
as (41a) using Kratzer’s Event Identification. And in (40b) and (41b) we see the mean of the 
verbs conjoined with their functional heads. 
 

(40) a. #s[Sit(s)] 
 

b. #xe#ss[Holder(x)(s) $ Sit(s)] 
 
(41)  a. #e[Read(e)] 
 
 b. #xe#es[Agent(x)(e) $ Read(e)]  
 
A sentential conjunction such as (42a) is translated straightforwardly as in (42b): 
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(42) a.   Jóni  situr og   hanni les  
             John sits  and  he      reads 
 
         b.  %e[Sit(e)$ Holder(jón)(e) $ %e’[Read(e’) $ Agent(jón)(e’)]] 
 

This does, however, not give us a progressive reading. 
In the progressive construction situr og les we do not have a sentential conjunction as in 

(42) and therefore no two conjoined events. Instead og ‘and’ conjoins two parts of an event so 
there is only one event that is both ‘a sitting’ and ‘a reading’. And as it is only one event, 
there is only one external argument: 

 

(43)   a.  Jón   situr og   les 
             John sits   and reads 
 

     b.  %e[Sit(e)$Read(e) $ ExArg(jón)(e)] 
 

The verb ‘sit’ is a two-place relation between a state and its holder and ‘read’ is a two-place 
relation between an event and its agent. This means we need both a holder and an agent 
external argument. But as we have only one external argument (introduced by a single Voice 
head) this is impossible. 
 This is what I believe happens: When event verbs like lesa ‘read’, which call for an 
Agent, form an event with a posture verb the event verb is in a way coerced to a stative verb. 
Now both verbs in the coercion need a Holder as the external argument and therefore one 
external argument is sufficient to fulfil both verbs. 
 

(44) #xe#ss (Sit(s)$Read(s) $ Holder(x)(s)) 

 
Therefore a sentence like (43a) would be translated as:  
 

(45)  %s(Sit(s)$Read(s) $ Holder(jón)(s)).  

 

Because of this coercion of an event to a state, the reading we get is: Some state that is both a 
sitting and a reading takes place at a certain time.  
 
 (46) shows this in more details. 

 

(46)  
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4.3 The Progressive Reading 

The big question, yet remaining to be answered, is this: Where exactly does the progressive 
reading come from? 

Here is a possible answer: All states are imperfective. So when an event has been coerced 
to a state it becomes imperfective. As Icelandic doesn’t make a clear difference between a 
progressive reading and a general imperfective reading, the imperfectivity of the coerced state 
gets taken as a progressive reading. Therefore, Icelanders hear an imperfective sentence as the 
progressive. If true, sentences like Jón situr og les aren’t really progressive but imperfective. 

 

5 Problems 

There are some remaining problems that yet haven’t been dealt with. Firstly: Why do we not 
get the progressive reading when we have event verbs occurring with states like know and 
love but only with posture verbs?  

One possible answer is that the coercion only happens when we have one eventive 
with two parts that call for two different external arguments. It does not happen when we have 
two eventives (and therefore two external arguments)  

I believe the solution lies in what kind of eventualities can form one eventive. Sitting 
and reading can easily be seen as one event as the sitting serves the reading; kind of a 
mAnnar. However, I can’t see how loving someone and reading can be seen as one eventive, 
or knowing something and reading. Now, reading in order to know something does make 
sense but then you obviously first read about it and then you know it. So that’s quite different. 
The challenge is to show how exactly verbs like sit and read can form a unity that love and 

read cannot. 
The second problem we are faced with is: Why is the event coerced to a state and not 

the state to an event?   

What would we get if states were coerced to being events? It would mean that ‘sit’ 
was an activity and that is exactly what some people think it is. So we would have the agent 
of sitting. If we have two activities, sitting and reading, one should follow the other?  But we 
do not get that reading with sentences like ‘John sat and read’.  At the moment I don’t know 
why that is.  

 

6 Conclusion 

A co-ordination of a posture verb and an event verb in Icelandic yields an imperfective 
reading. The posture verb calls for a holder external argument whereas the event verb calls for 
an agent external argument. As there is only one external argument in those co-ordinations, 
and that one argument cannot be at the same time a holder and an agent, the event verb gets 
coerced to being a state and the event holds. As states are always imperfective this coercion 
makes the sentences imperfective.  
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Abstract

The Korean Free Choice Items (FCI) nwukwu-na and amwu-na are composed of the

indeterminates nwukwu/amwu and the particle -na. These items are particularly interest-

ing from the perspective of the theory of FCI for at least two reasons: First, while both

share the general meaning of “free choice,” they exhibit important differences in detail

which highlight the multifaceted nature of this category. Second, their relatively transpar-

ent morphological structure calls for a compositional analysis which locates the source of

the differences between them in the indeterminates nwukwu and amwu and gives a unified

analysis to the particle -na. This is a challenge because it means that while the particle

is the source of the “free choice-ness” of the compounds, it cannot be held responsible

for certain properties that are considered typical of FCI in general, yet are not shared by

both nwukwu-na and amwu-na. In this paper, we present an overview of several semantic

difference between the items, followed by a formal analysis of some of those differences,

specifically regarding their implicatures with respect to intensionality and counterfactuality.

1 Introduction

The two most common FCIs in Korean are nwuwku-na and amwu-na . These items consist of

an indeterminate (henceforth Indet) and a disjunctive particle -na . The Indet and the particle to-

gether produce the meaning of a FCI, which can be roughly translated into ‘anyone’ in English,

as shown in (1) and (2).1

(1) Mina-nun

M.-Top

amwu-na

amwu-NA

manna-ss-ta.

meet-Pst-Decl
Mina met anybody.

(2) Mina-nun

M.-Top

nwukwu-na

nwukwu-Na

manna-ss-ta.

meet-Pst-Decl
Mina met anybody.

∗We would like to thank the members of the audience for insightful comments. We were pleased and reassured

to find significant commonalities between this work and the independently developed ideas of Robert van Rooij

(this wolume). Disclaimers apply. This work was supported in part by a Texas Tech Humanities Faculty Fellowship

to the first author and a grant from the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS, “The Logic of Everyday

Inference and Its Linguistic Forms: With Special Reference to Quantificational Expressions, Conditionals, and

Modal Expressions”) to the second author.
1The make-up of FCIs is paralleled by the corresponding NPIs, which consist of an Indet and the so-called

additive particle to , as shown in (i) and (ii).

(i) Mina-nun

M.-Top

amwu-to

amwu-TO

manna-ciahnss-ta.

meet-Neg.Pst-Decl

Mina did not meet anybody.

(ii) Mina-nun

M.-Top

nwukwu-to

nwukwu-TO

manna-ciahnss-ta.

meet-Neg.Pst-Decl

Mina did not meet anybody.

Amwu-to and nwukwu-to are called NPIs because they require negation to be licensed, as illustrated by the contrast

between (i)-(ii) and (iii)-(iv), respectively.

(iii) *Mina-nun

M.-Top

amwu-to

amwu-TO

manna-ss-ta.

meet-Pst-Decl

Intended: Mina met (just) anybody.

(iv) *Mina-nun

M.-Top

nwukwu-to

nwukwu-TO

manna-ss-ta.

meet-Pst-Decl

Intended: Mina met (just) anybody.375
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The existence of these two FCIs in the same language and their morphological make-up raise at

least two questions. One is: how are they similar to and/or different from each other? Second,

how do their meanings come about compositionally?

In this paper, we aim to point out some important differences between the two FCIs in Ko-

rean. In addition, we seek to account formally for some of their differences within a dynamic

semantics framework.

This paper consists of three sections. Section 2 is devoted to presenting the facts surrounding

the FC phenomenon exhibited by nwukwu-na and amwu-na . Section 3 presents a dynamic

semantic analysis of these items. Section 4 summarizes and concludes the paper.

2 The facts

We begin this section by providing some preliminary information on the Indet’s without the

particle -na , i.e., differences between amwu and nwukwu. Next we present some semantic

properties of -na that will prove to be useful for our semantic analysis of the two FCIs. Lastly,

we point out several important differences between amwu-na and nwukwu-na , some of which

we aim to account for in this paper, specifically regarding their implicatures with respect to

intensionality and counterfactuality.

2.1 Differences between amwu and nwukwu

There are two differences between amwu and nwukwu. First, given (1) and (2), it appears

that they both mean something like ‘someone’. Unlike nwukwu, however, amwu also has an

adnominal usage in which it co-occurs with nouns that denote sets of non-humans. To see this,

compare (3) and (4).

(3) a. Amwu (salam)-na: ‘any person’

b. Amwu chayk-ina: ‘any book’

c. Amwu kos-ina: ‘any place’

d. Amwu ttay-na: ‘any time’

(4) a. Nwukwu-na ‘any person’

b. Atten/enu chayk-ina: ‘any book’

c. Atten/enu kos-ina: ‘any place’

d. Atten/enu ttay-na: ‘any time’

The other notable difference between the two Indet’s is that nwukwu can occur as a free-

standing indefinite, receiving either a specific or a non-specific interpretation. In contrast, this

use is not availble with amwu. This is illustrated in (5) and (6). (5) shows that nwukwu can be

translated as ‘someone specific/non-specific’ or as ‘who’ in English, depending on the intona-

tion, which serves as a marker of a declarative sentence or an interrogative sentence in Korean.

On the other hand, (6) shows that amwu can never have such interpretations, regardless of the

intonation of the sentence.

(5) Nwukwu(-ka)

nwukwu(-nom)

ow-ass-e.

come-Pst-Decl
With neutral intonation: Someone or other has come. / Someone specific has come.

With rising intonation: Has someone/anyone come? / Who has come?

(6) *Amwu(-ka)

amwu(-nom)

ow-ass-e.

come-Pst-Decl
With neutral intonation: Someone or other has come. / Someone specific has come.

With rising intonation: Has someone/anyone come? / Who has come?
376
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2.2 Semantic properties of -na

Korean -na usually occurs as a disjunctive particle. This is illustrated in (7) and (8), in which it

selects for nominal categories and verbal categories, respectively.

(7) Swuni-na

S.-NA

Chelho-ka

C.-Nom

ppang-ul

bread-Acc

mek-ess-ta.

eat-Pst-Decl
Swuni or Chelho ate the bread.

(8) Swunhi-nun

S.-Top

nolayhake-na

sing-NA

chwumchwu-ess-ta.

dance-Pst-Decl

Swunhi sang or danced.

In addition to occurring as a disjunctive particle, -na has two other important usages. First, it

occurs as part of adverbs of quantification, yielding a distributive and universal interpretation

for the sentence in which it occurs. This is shown in (9). In this sentence, together with ence ,

which is also an Indet, -na yields the meaning of ‘always’.

(9) Mary-nun

M.-Top

achim-ey

morning-Loc

ence-na

indet-NA

wuywu-lul

milk-Acc

mashi-n-ta.

drink-Non.Pst-Decl
As for Mary, she always drinks milk in the morning.

Second, -na exhibits the behavior of an unselective binder in the sense that when there is more

than one Indet in its scope, it binds all of them. This is illustrated in (10). In this sentence,

-na binds both ence ‘when’ and etise ‘where’, turning them into the analog of ‘whenever’ and

‘wherever’, respectively.

(10) Mary-nun

M.-Top

ence

Indet

etise-na

Indet-NA

wuywu-lul

milk-Acc

mashi-n-ta.

drink-Non.Pst-Decl
Mary drinks milk whenever and wherever possible.

2.3 Differences between nwukwu-na and amwu-na

The two FCIs differ from each other in at least five respects. First, nwukwu-na appears to

carry only universal Quantificational Force (QF), whereas amwu-na can also carry existential

QF (Choi, 2005). Compare (11) and (12).

(11) Nwukwu-na

Nwukwu-NA

teylye

bring

o-la.

come-Imp
Bring everyone regardless of who he/she is.

(12) Amwu-na

Amwu-NA

teylye

bring

o-la.

come-Imp
Bring one person whoever it is (but okay to bring more than one person.)

Second, while nwukwu-na takes scope over negation, amwu-na takes scope under it.

(13) John-un

J.-Top

nwukwu-na

nwukwu-NA

manna-ci

meet-CI

ahn-ess-ta.

Not.do-Pst-Decl.

! For all x, John didn’t meet x, regardless of who x is. (∀ > ¬)
" It is not the case that for all x, John met x, regardless of who x is. (¬ > ∀)
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(14) John-un

J.-Top

amwu-na

amwu-NA

manna-ci

meet-CI

ahn-ess-ta.

Not.do-Pst-Decl.

" For all x, John didn’t meet x, regardless of who x is. (∀ > ¬)
! It is not the case that for all x, John met x, regardless of who x is. (¬ > ∀)

Third, nwukwu-na can occur anywhere but amwu-na cannot. More specifically, as a subject,

anwu-na requires intentional contexts, as illustrated by the contrast between (15) and (16).

(15) Nwukwu-na

Indet-NA

Seoul-tay-ey

Seoul-university-Goal

iphakhay-ss-ta.

enter-Pst-Decl

Anybody/everybody entered Seoul National University.

(16) *Amwu-na

Indet-NA

Seoul-tay-ey

Seoul-university-Goal

iphakhay-ssta.

enter-Pst-Decl

Intended: Anybody entered Seoul National University.

It is important to note that subtrigging does not improve upon (16) whereas intensionality does,

as shown by the contrast between (17) and (18).

(17) *Yelshimhi

Hard

kongpwuha- /0-n

study-Prf-Rel

amwu-na

Indet-NA

Seoul-tay-ey

Seoul-university

Iphakhay-ssta.

enter-Pst-Decl
Intended: Anybody who worked hard entered Seoul National University.

(18) (Yelshimhi

Hard

kongpwuha-myen)

study-if

amwu-na

Indet-NA

Seoul-tay-ey

Seoul-university

Iphakha-l

enter-Rel

swu

possibility

iss-ta.

exist-Decl
Anybody can enter Seoul Nat’l (if he/she works hard).

Lit.: There is a possibility that anybody can enter Seoul Nat’l (if he/she works hard.)

Turning now to the occurrence of amwu-na in object position, at first glance, it appears to be

less restricted, as it can occur in episodic contexts, just like nwukwu-na does, as shown in (19)

and (20).

(19) John-un

J.-Top

nwukwu-na

Indet-NA

sakwi-ess-ta.

date-Pst-Decl
John went out with anybody

(available).

(20) John-un

J.-Top

amwu-na

Indet-NA

sakwi-ess-ta.

date-Pst-Decl
John went out with anybody

(available).

On closer examination, however, it turns out that the occurrence of amwu-na in object position

is also restricted, since it has to be selected by a volitional predicate. To see this, consider (21)

and (22) in comparison with (19) and (20). These data show that while nwukwu-na is fine with

either a non-volitional predicate or a volitional predicate, amwu-na can only occur as the object

of a volitional predicate.

(21) John-un

J.-Top

nwukwu-na

Indet-NA

macwuchi-ess-ta.

run.into-Pst-Decl

John ran into anybody.

(22) *John-un

J.-Top

amwu-na

Indet-NA

macwuchi-ess-ta.

run.into-Pst-Decl
Intended: John ran into anybody.
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It is important to note that neither subtrigging nor the presence of an epistemic modal operator

improves upon the ungrammaticality of a sentence like (22), in which amwu-na occurs as the

object of a non-volitional predicate. The operator at hand must have something to do with one’s

desire or wish. This is illustrated by the grammatical difference between (23)-(24) and (25). (23)

and (24) involve subtrigging and the occurrence of an epistemic modal operator; (25) illustrates

the occurrence of a desiderative modal operator.

(23) *John-un

J.-Top

yeppu-n

pretty-Stat.Rel

amwu-yeca-na

Indet-woman-NA

macwuchie-ss-ta.

run.into-Pst-Decl

Intended: John ran into any woman who was beautiful.

(24) *John-un

J.-Top

amwu-yeca-na

Indet-woman-NA

macwuch-il

run.into-Fut.Rel

swu

possibility

iss-ta.

exist-Decl

Intended: John can run into any woman.

(Lit.: There is a possibility that John can run into any woman.)

(25) John-un

J.-Top

amwu-yeca-na

Indet-woman-NA

macwuchiki-lul

run.into-Nml-Acc

huymangha-n-ta.

hope.to-N.Pst-Decl
John hopes to run into any woman.

The fourth difference between amwu-na and nwukwu-na is that while the former triggers a

counterfactual implicature, the latter generally does not do so (although there are some sub-

tleties to which we will return in Section 3). To illustrate, consider again (19) and (20) above.

While (19) implicates that if there had been more people, John would have met them as well,

(20) does not necessarily do so.

Lastly, the two FCIs differ from each other with respect to scalar implicature. What this means

is that the truth of the assertion that amwu-na has some property requires that any individual

that is below the norm also has that property. This is not the case with nwukwu-na . To see

this, consider (26) and (27). Imagine that (26) is uttered in a context where a traditional Korean

father is speaking to his spinster daughter, who is turning forty. Given this context, this sentence

can be understood to mean that he would not mind much even if his daughter brings home a

man who turns out to be an idiot, as long as she is going to marry him.

(26) Amwu-na

Indet-NA

teylie

bring

ow-la.

come-Imp

Bring anybody (even if he’s an idiot).

Consider now (27). Notice that this sentence does not carry such a scalar implicature. For that

reason, the sentence will be judged felicitous only if it is uttered in a rather unusual context such

as in a context where the daughter is dating several medical doctors and the father wants to meet

every one of them to examine them thoroughly.

(27) Nwukwu-na

Indet-NA

teylie

bring

ow-la.

come-Imp
Bring everyone (so that we can do a thorough comparison.)

The semantic difference between (26) and (27) shows that while the quantification in amwu-na

includes marginal individuals, that in nwukwu-na does not.
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Table 1: Differences between amwu-na and nwukwu-na

Amwu-na Nwukwu-na

Quantificational force ∀, ∃ ∀
Scopal interaction with negation ¬ > ∀ ∀ > ¬
Distributional restriction Certain modal contexts only Anywhere

Counterfactual impliciture Yes Not really

Scalar implicature Yes No

2.4 Summary

In this section, we have shown that the Indets amwu and nwukwu without the particle -na

exhibit some interesting differences, one of them being that unlike amwu, nwukwu can be used

on its own as an indefinite pronoun. We have also shown that -na carries not only a disjunctive

meaning but also a distributive and universal meaning. Finally, we have shown that amwu-na

and nwukwu-na differ from each other in at least five respects, which are summarized in Table 1.

3 Analysis

The previous sections outlined a number of observations on the semantic behavior of amwu-na

and nwukwu-na . In the remainder of the paper, we propose a formal analysis of some of these

facts. We are not able to give due consideration to all the facts mentioned above, in part due to

space limitations and in part because some the full analysis is still under construction. A more

detailed discussion is left for the full version of the paper. Here, instead, we will focus on one

particularly salient difference between the two FCIs, viz. their different implications with regard

to intensionality and counterfactuality.

Specifically, recall that amwu-na , unlike nwukwu-na , carries a strong counterfactual implica-

ture, as evidenced by examples like (19) and (20) above. In contrast, to simplify somewhat,

nwukwu-na has a more “extensional” flavor. This latter statement must be qualified somewhat

because, as we will discuss below, counterfactual implicatures are not entirely absent from sen-

tences with nwukwu-na . Thus the difference is subtle, and an analysis that does justice to it is

not entirely straightforward.

Our analysis borrows some standard notions from dynamic semantics, most crucially the use of

world-assignment pairs as “possibilities” in the model theory. The typical use of this framework

is to model the dynamic effects of the introduction of new discourse referents. Since the Korean

FCIs we are discussing here do not have such a discourse effect – no new discourse referent

remains after the sentence has been processed – our analysis will not be “externally” dynamic

in this sense. Instead, the property of the dynamic model which is most useful for our purposes

is its seamless integration of modality and quantification, the two dimensions of meaning whose

interplay is so important in understanding the meaning of free choice.

The way in which we develop the formal account proceeds in three steps: First, following

standard practice in dynamic semantics, we give an interpretation of the items relative to sets of

possibilities. In dynamic semantics, such sets of possibilities are typically conceived of as states

of partial information. For our purposes, it is better to think of them as modal bases (Kratzer,

1981), a more general notion which subsumes information states as a special case. Secondly,

since we ultimately want to give a definition of truth rather than belief, we do away with the

assumption that the modal base comprises multiple worlds, and give an interpretation relative to
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single possibilities. It is at that point that we will introduce our account of the difference between

the two indeterminates in terms of itensionality. In the third step, we move back to sets of non-

singletonmodal bases to account for the circumstances under which the items are typically used.

In doing so, we will apply our interpretation rule for single possibilities pointwise throughout

the modal base. We conclude with a brief discussion of some of the facts that we could not

address in this paper.

3.1 Formal basics

To prepare the ground for the analysis, we define some basic notions, all of which are standard

fare in dynamics. Specifically, we adopt some notions from Groenendijk, Stokhof and Veltman

(1996) (henceforth GSV).2 The basic building blocks for the model are three disjoint non-empty

set W (worlds), D (individuals), and X (potential discourse referents). We assume that the

domain D of individuals is constant across all worlds. The set of possibilities is defined as

I = {〈w,g〉|w ∈W,g ∈ DX ,X ⊆ X}, i.e., pairs consisting of a world w and a partial function g
from some set X ⊆ X of discourse referents into the domain of individuals. A modal base is a

set of possibilities.

The introduction of a new discourse referent with assignment to a specific individual is modeled

via a relation [x/d] between possibilities, defined for all x ∈ X and d ∈D as follows:

(28) 〈w,g〉[x/d]〈w′,g′〉 iff
– w= w′; (both possibilities share the same world)

– x )∈ dom(g) and dom(g′) = dom(g)∪{x}; (x is a “fresh” referent)

– g′(x) = d; (x is assigned to d)

– g(y) = g′(y) for all y )= x. (g and g′ differ only in their assignment to x)

Based on this relation between possibilities, we define a “referent activation” update operation

on modal bases as follows: For all s ⊆ I, s[x/d] = {i[x/d]|i ∈ s}. As an auxiliary notion for
dealing with complex sentences, we say that the set of descendants of i ∈ s in s[!] is {i}[!], and
i ∈ s subsists in s[!] iff it its has descendants if s[!].3

The dynamic effect of the assertion of an atomic sentence Px on a modal base is eliminative.

Negation and conjunction are interpreted as usual.

(29) a. s[Px] = {〈w,g〉 ∈ s|g(x) ∈ Pw}
b. s[¬!] = {i ∈ s|i does not subsist in s[!]}.
c. s[!∧"] = s[!]["]

Most relevant for our purposes is GSV’s treatment of indefinites. A sentence like (30-a) is

roughly translated as (30-b), of the general form ‘∃x.!’.

(30) a. A student walked in.

2To simplify matters, we do not use “referent systems.”
3Our definition of “descendants” departs from GSV’s and does not work for their treatment of modal operators.

GSV interpret [!!] “globally” as a test on the input state: s[!!] = s if s[!] )= /0, and /0 otherwise. Under this

definition, i ∈ s may have descdendants in s[!!] even if {i}[!!] = /0. A special clause for modal sentences would

be one way to resolve this problem; another one would be to change the interpretation of modal sentences to a

pointwise or “distributive” one with reference to modal accessibility relations. We would prefer the latter option

for independent reasons, but we will not elaborate further in this paper. Here we restrict our attention to sentences

without modal operators (except for the implicit modality in FCIs). The motivation for our definition will become

clear below.
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b. ∃x[S(x)∧W (x)]

In GSV’s account, the scope of the quantifier is processed in its entirety in one step during the

interpretation of the existential quantifier. The definition is given in (31).

(31) s[∃x.!] =
S

d∈D

(

s[x/d][!]
)

Although this definition is essentially static, the overall dynamic perspective of the framework

invites a procedural, step-wise interpretation. From this point of view, it is natural to read it

“inside out” as the following procedure:

(32) a. For each d in the domain, do:

· introduce the referent x with assignment to d;
· update the result with the scope of the indefinite;

b. collect the results of (a.) by taking the union.

3.2 Indeterminates

In our analysis of Korean indeterminates, we follow the procedure in (32) in some respects,

but make some important modifications. First, we define an opearator ‘E ’ whose interpretation

stops short of taking the union of the states introduced during the interpretation of ∃:

(33) s[E x] = {s[x/d]|d ∈ D}

The result of this update a set of “local” states, each of which corresponds to a particular indi-

vidual to which x is assigned. There is an obvious connection between (33) and much of the

recent literature on indefinites and indeterminates in other languages, such as Japanese (Kratzer

and Shimoyama, 2002): The output is a Hamblin-set of states, indexed by individuals.

GSV proceed by updating each of these states with the entire scope of the quantifier (‘!’ in (31)

above). As we will see, for our purposes it is advantageous to follow the linguistic structure

more closely and split the sentence into the material that accompanies the indeterminate in its

noun phrase on the one hand, and the rest of the sentence, on the other. In the case of (30-b),

these parts are Sx andWx, respectively; in the more general terminology of quantificational “tri-

partite structures,” the two parts are the restrictive clause and nuclear scope. In our definitions,

we will refer to them as ‘Px’ and ‘Qx’, respectively. We assume that the content of the restrictor

P is typically richer than the overt material in the noun phrase. Specifically, aside from the lex-

ical content of the indeterminate (“human” for both nwukwu and amwu), further information

may be contributed by subtrigging and contextually given restrictions to salient domains.

Following GSV part of the way, we may update (33) with the restrictor to obtain the set of states

in (34).4

(34) s[E x.Px] = {s[x/d][Px]|d ∈D}

Now, this set of states may undergo various further operations. Updating with the nuclear scope

and taking the union, as GSV do, is one possibility, and possibly the default in the absence of

any particles (recall that nwukwu on its own is interpreted as an indefinite). In general, however,

4This set of states can be taken to represent the listener’s belief state after a specific use of the indefinite: The

listener knows that the speaker had some particular individual in mind, but does not know which individual that is.

The analogy holds only for the special case of rigid specific reference. In the general case, the speaker’s referent

may be an individual concept. See van Rooy (2001), Schwarzschild (2002) for more discussion.
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particles may trigger different operations. The particle -na is a case in point.

3.3 The particle -na

The previous subsection introduced the interpretation of the combination of an indeterminate

with the rest of the noun phrase. The particle -na , we claim, contributes universal quantification

over the “local” states obtained in (33), leading to the assertion that the remainder of the sentence

holds of all of them. For now, we write ‘Indetx.P+na,Q’ as an abstract representation of such
sentences. This structure is then interpreted as a (dynamic) conditional as in (35-a), which

receives the dynamic interpretation (35-b):

(35) a. !Indetx.P+na,Q" = [(E x.Px) → Qx]
b. s[(∃x.Px) →Qx] ={i ∈ s|for all s′ ∈ s[E x.Px], if i subsists in s′,

then all descendants of i in s′ subsist in s′[Qx]}

This is the basic procedure at the center of the proposal. It is inspired by dynamic semantics,

but we will now depart from that perspective in a couple of ways. First, due to the conditional

form of the interpretation, the dynamic aspect is no longer essential, since no discourse referent

introduced in the course of the update persists in its output. Thus nothing is lost if we reformu-

late the interpretation in a way that is (externally) static. Second, ultimately we want conditions

of truth, not belief. Formally, that is, our interpretation will be spelled out relative to single

possibilities, not sets thereof. Although modality will have to play a part, it does so in a way

that does not collapse into truth as a result of the interpretation at a single possibility.

3.4 Truth conditions

To move from belief update to truth conditions at single possibilities, we take two steps: First,

we replace our definitions in terms of updates with one in terms of support. The latter is a

relation between sets of possibilities and sentences, defined by GSV in a standard way:

(36) !!"s = 1 iff s[!] exists and all i ∈ s subsist in s[!].

In our case, since the output of the update is a subset of the input state (i.e., no new discourse

referents are activated), this comes down to the requirement that [!] not add any new information
to s, i.e., s[!] = s.

The second step is to replace the interpretation to sets of possibilities with one relative to indi-

vidual possibilities. The simplest way to do this is to rephrase the above conditions in terms of

the singleton sets of possibilities containing just the possibility i of evaluation.5

(37) !Indetx.P+na,Q"i = 1 iff for all s′ ∈ {i}[E x.Px],
if i subsists in s′, then all of its descendants in s′ subsist in s′[Qx]

Notice that the truth conditions in (37) are equivalent to ordinary universal quantification. We

turn next to the task of accounting for the difference between nwukwu-na and amwu-na in terms

of intensionality and counterfactual implicatures.

5If we assume that P does not contain any existential quantifiers, we can replace the reference to “all of its

descendants” in (37) with “its descendant.”
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3.5 Intensionality

Recall that amwu-na is in some sense “more intensional” than nwukwu-na , and that the former

gives rise to stronger counterfactual implicatures than the latter. Since both involve the same

particle, -na , the difference must be located in the lexical meanings of the indeterminates them-

selves. To account for the difference while keeping the meanings assigned to them maximally

uniform, we propose that nwukwu and amwu differ in the role played by what we refer to as

the property P in our formal definitions.

As we stated above, we take this property P to be an agglomerate of the indeterminates’ own

descriptive content (“human” for both nwukwu and amwu), further lexical information found in

the noun phrase (i.e., the noun that amwu combines with, as well as any subtrigging material),

and possibly further implicit but contextually given content. The intensional flavor of amwu

comes about, we believe, by quantification over possible individuals with property P in addition

to actual ones. This proposal itself is not new (Eisner, 1995; Dayal, 1998; Chierchia, 2006).

The question in the Korean case is how to spell out the difference between the indeterminates

formally, given that both combine with -na in much the same way. Amwu-na presumably re-

quires a more elaborate semantic treatment in terms of higher types than nwukwu-na , hence the

former motivates the basic idea behind our proposal. To extend the same account to nwukwu-

na , we then “generalize to the worst case,” giving it an interpretation whose intensionality is in

effect inert.

The basic idea for sentences of the form amwux.P+na,Q at a possibility i is this: In addition to
universal quantification over all individuals in the extension of property P at i, the sentence also

makes a claim about individuals that are not in the extension of P but could be. Formally, for

those individuals, the interpretation depends not only on the facts at i, but in addition on those

possibilities at which they are in the extension of P.

To implement this idea, we assume that the property P is intensional in the Montagovian sense,

i.e., a function from possibilities to sets of individuals. In addition, we make the following

two assumptions about similarity between alternative possibilities: For all s ⊆ I, i ∈ s, and

sentences !:6

(38) a. If some possibility subsists in s[!], then there is a set of closest descendants to i
in s[!].

b. If i subsists in s[!], then its descendants are the closest such possibilities in s[!].

These assumptions have an obvious connection to standard theories of counterfactual condition-

als, specifically that of Stalnaker (1968) and Stalnaker and Thomason (1970). The existence of

a set of closest descendants in (38-a) is not shared by all theories of counterfactuals (Lewis,

1973) but this assumption is harmless for our purposes and useful in the interest of simplicity.

The “centering” assumption in (38-b) is more widely accepted (though not universally).

Given (38), we can make our basic assumption more precise: For those individuals which are

not in the extension of P at i, if there are any possibilities at which they are, we look to the

closest such possibilities.

To spell out this idea formally, we make two changes to the above definitions. First, we define

the set of alternatives of i that are considered in the evaluation as those which differ from i at

most in their world coordinate:

6See van Rooy (this volume) for a discussion of how to derive the relevant set from an antecedently given

Stalnaker-style preference order over possible worlds to account for the “indifference” implicature.
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(39) alt(〈w,g〉) = {〈w′,g〉|w ∈W}

The second change is that we “take apart” the expression E x.Px and model its interpretation
as a two-step procedure, first introducing the referent x, then evaluating Px with reference to

similarity between possibilities.

(40) !Indetx.P+na,Q"i = 1 iff for all s′ ∈ alt(i)[E x.Px], if s′ is non-empty,
the closest possibilities to i in s′ subsist in s′[Qx]

In effect, (40) requires that for each individual d the Stalnaker/Lewis conditional Px > Qx (in-

terpreted relative to a set selection function) be true. In line with Stalnaker’s theory of counter-

factuals, this conditional comes down to the material conditional if d has property P at i, and it

is vacuously true if there is no possibility at which d has property P. Thus universal quantifi-

cation over the actual extension of P is entailed, and the reference to closest alternatives adds

the corresponding counterfactual for those individuals that are not but could be in the extension

of P.

Notice that we have not at this point imposed any constraints on the set alt(i). This is almost
certainly too liberal: For each individual d, as long as it is logically possible for d to have

property P, there is a closest alternative at which it does and which therefore affects the truth

of the sentence. In reality, there are likely to be limits on the possibilities speakers are prepared

to entertain. Formally, such limitations can be modeled as restrictions on alt(i). We will not
explore this matter further here.

3.6 amwu-nw vs. nwuku-na

We are finally ready to turn to the difference between the two Korean FCIs. In the last sub-

section, we introduced the intensional element in the form of a Stalnaker-like conditional in-

terpretation over possible individuals with property P in addition to actual ones. Based on the

facts outlined in Section 2, this interpretation would seem most appropriate for amwu-na . To

give an interpretation of nwukwu-na that is formally parallel, we cannot claim that the latter

involves a quantificational devise other than the Stalnaker conditional, since under our account

this conditional element is contributed by the particle -na , which is shared between the two

items.

Instead, we locate the difference in the role played by the property P, the restriction of the

quantification. Specifically, we assume that amwu and nwukwu are lexically intensional and

extensional, respectively, in the sense that the quantificational restrictor is P itself for amwu, but

the extension of P for the latter. Formally, the restriction is of the same semantic type 〈s,〈e, t〉〉
in both cases. The difference is shown shown in (41): In (41-a), P is replaced for perspicuity

with the equivalent expression # j.Pj (where j is a variable ranging over possibilities). In (41-b),
in contrast, we have # j.Pi, the extension of P’s intension at the index i of evaluation.

(41) a. !amwux.Px"i = [E x.[# j.P j]x)]
b. !nwukwux.Px"i = [E x.[# j.Pi]x)]

Thus whereas the restriction of amwu-na may vary between alternative possibilities, that of

nwukwu-na rigidly refers to the extension of P at i. The difference is shown graphically in Fig-

ure 1. Substituting (41-a) and (41-b) in the definition in (40) above, we obtain the interpretation

in (42-a) and (42-b) for amwu-na and nwukwu-na , respectively.7

7If we assume that for each d ∈ D, there is a unique closest possibility to i in which d has property P, we can
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Figure 1: Restriction P for amwu-na (left) and nwukwu-na (right) at alternative indices from

the perspective of i. For individual d not in Pi, there are alternative indices in which d is in the

extension of # j.Pj, but none in which it is in the extension of # j.Pi.

(42) a. !amwux.P+na,Q"i = 1 iff for all s′ ∈ alt(i)[E x.[# j.Pj]x], if s
′ is non-empty,

the closest possibilities to i in s′ subsist in s′[Qx]

b. !nwukwux.P+na,Q"i = 1 iff for all s′ ∈ alt(i)[E x.[# j.Pi]x], if s
′ is non-empty,

the closest possibilities to i in s′ subsist in s′[Qx]

The crucial difference between these two rules lies in their treatment of individuals which

are not in the extension of P at the index i of evaluation: In the case of amwu-na , the set

alt(i)[E x.[# j.Pj](x)] will contain possibilities in which d has property P, as long as there are
any such possibilities. As a result, the truth of the sentence requires that d have property Q in

the closest such alternative. In contrast, alternative possibilities do not play a role in the truth

conditions for nwukwu-na: If d is not in the extension of P at i, then it is not in the extension of

# j.Pi at any other possibility either. Thus the presence of the counterfactual implicature that if
d had property P, it would have property Q, is predicted for amwu-na but not for nwukwu-na .

However, universal quantification over all individuals which have property P at i is predicted

for both items.

3.7 Back to uncertainty

In the preceding subsections, we have developed a definition of the truth conditions of sentences

involving amwu-na and nwukwu-na with respect to individual possibilities. Relative to a pos-

sibility i, the relevant facts, in particular the extenstions of the predicates P and Q, are fully

determined. In practice, it is of course not the case that the use of either amwu-na or nwukwu-

na presupposes that the extension of these predicates be known. The last step in our analysis

will therefore be the generalization from an interpretation relative to single possibilities to one

relative to non-singleton information states. Given an information state s, the interpretation pro-

ceeds “pointwise” at the individual possibilities in s according to the rules given above. The

sentence is then true in s if and only if it is true in all possibilities in s:

(43) !Indetx.P+na,Q"s = 1 iff for all i ∈ s, s′ ∈ !Indetx.P"i, if s
′ is non-empty,

the closest possibilities to i in s′ subsist in s′[Qx]

One important feature of the interpretation rule in (43) is that it introduces the possibility of

a certain “mild” form of counterfactuality in the interpretation of nwukwu-na . As we briefly

noted in Section 2 with regard to (19) and (20), repeated here as (44) and (45), the claim that

nwukwu-na never introduces a counterfactual implicature would be too strong: (44) can be

refer to the single closest possibility to i in of the local Hamblin states s′.
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understood as implicating that if more people had been available for John to go out with, he

would have gone with those as well.

(44) John-un

J.-Top

nwukwu-na

Indet-NA

sakwi-ess-ta.

date-Pst-Decl
John went out with anybody (available).

(45) John-un

J.-Top

amwu-na

Indet-NA

sakwi-ess-ta.

date-Pst-Decl

John went out with anybody (available).

At the same time, this counterfactual implicature of nwukwu-na is felt by most native speakers

to be somehow “weaker” than the one carried by amwu-na as in (45). The judgments in this area

are a bit murky and more work is required before a precise characterization of the difference

will be possible with any confidence. Meanwhile, we should point out that our account predicts

a “weak” counterfactual implication for episodic nwuwku-na with past reference which may

turn out to be of just the right kind.

The counterfactuality we have in mind arises when the development of epistemic states over

time is taken into account. In (44), at the relevant time in the past, John may have resolved to go

out with all the people who are available, without however knowing who those people are. This

reading arises from the combination of the purely extensional interpretation of nwukwu-na with

uncertainty about the extension of the relevant restriction. With hindsight, it may turn out that

some of the people of whom John thought that they migth be available, were in fact not. Still, it

remains true that John would have met them if they had been available. In other words, the fact

that there are some individuals d of whom the indicative conditional in (46) was true (relative

to John’s belief state) at the relevant past time is responsible for the “mild” counterfactuality

of (44). In contrast, the use of amwu-na in (45) indicates that the counterfactual (46-b) was

true at the relevant past time of some individuals d of whom John never thought that they were

available.

(46) a. If d is available, John will go out with d.

b. If d were available, John would go out with d.

3.8 Further notable consequences

The analysis we have offered above can account for some additional facts which we discussed

in Section 2. Due to space limitations, we can only briefly outline those predictions in this

subsection.

Recall that nwukwu is used without a particle as an indefinite or interrogative pronoun, meaning

‘someone’ or ‘who’, respectively. As we noted in Section 3.2 above, we assume that nwukwu

on its own only activates a fresh discourse referent and that the existential import on its use

as an indefinite is the result of a default operation on the “Hamblin sets” that result from this

activation. In contrast, amwu has no such use and must instead be combined with particles like

-na or -to (see Footnote 1) to receive an FCI or NPI reading. The inherent intensionality which

we attribute to amwu explains its suitability for the latter uses as well as the fact that it cannot

be used on its own as an indefinite in the way nwukwu can.

To see this, consider how we might model the update with amwu alone, outside of the con-

struction with -na . Following the basic idea behind the definitions in (40) and (41) above, but

modifying them somewhat for present purposes, we might propose some version of the follow-
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ing. For each i ∈ I and sentence !, let f (i, [!]) be the set of closest possibilities to i in alt(i)[!].
The result of introducing a discourse referent with amwu and nwukwu would then be (47-a)

and (47-b), respectively. (Again, we use ‘P’ to stand for the relevant restriction, at least ‘hu-

man’ in both cases, but possibly richer than that.)

(47) a. {i}[amwux.P] = { f (i, [x/d][# j.Pjx])|d ∈ D}
b. {i}[nwukwux.P] = { f (i, [x/d][# j.Pix])|d ∈ D}

Taking the union of these outputs as part of the default existential closure associated with the

use as an indefinite, the final result for nwukwu is a state which contains only descendants

of i, whereas that for nwukwu will be invaded by counterfactual possibilities. This is clearly

an undesirable result, unless it occurs in the context of a larger construction in which these

counterfactual possibilities are put to some meaningful use, as is the case with the particles -na

and -to . This explains why amwu, unlike nwukwu, is not used as in indefinite with existential

closure.

In construction with particles which contribute a non-existential quantificational force, however,

the intensionality of amwu makes an essential contribution. NPIs and FCIs are generally and

cross-linguistically associated with domain widening and quantification over non-actual indi-

viduals (Kadmon and Landman, 1993; Eisner, 1995; Krifka, 1995; Chierchia, 2006; van Rooy,

2003). Thus under account, the FCI reading of amwu-na comes about through the interplay

between the meanings of amwu and -na , but cannot be attributed to either alone: Amwu lacks

the quantificational force, and -na on its own does not induce quantification over non-actual

individuals, as witnessed by the fact that it does not do so when combined with nwukwu.

In a similar way, our proposal can account for the strong scalar implicature, in the sense of

quantification over marginal or unlikely individuals, that is observed with amwu but not with

nwukwu. In principle, quantification over marginal individuals is similar to quantification over

non-actual ones. To account for its absence in the case of nwukwu-na , we assume that the

domain of quantification is typically restricted to a set of salient or typical individuals. For

our present purposes, this restriction can be taken to be part of the property P. In contrast to

nwukwu-na , amwu-na then ranges over individuals that are not but could be included in this

domain.

4 Conclusion and future work

We have offered an account of some of the salient differences between nwukwu-na and amwu-

na . However, a number of the facts we described in Section 2 are not accounted for by the

version presented here. For instance, the fact that unlike nwukwu-na , amwu-na does not always

appear to have universal quantificational force seems to be at odds with our account of -na . It

is debatable, however, whether this mimatch should be addressed by the semantic analysis. A

similar variability in quantificational force in the English FCI any has been at the center of much

discussion in the literature. In this debate, (Dayal, 2005) has argued forcefully that apparently

existential instances of any are due to pragmatic factors. We subscribe to this general view for

the time being, recognizing that more work will be required to settle the issue.

Another open issue on which more work is required, specifically with regard to the Korean data,

concerns the restrictions on the kinds of contexts which license the occurrence of amwu-na .

As we noted above, intensionality is a necessary requirement, but not all intensional contexts

make amwu-na felicitous. In particular, further work on the exact nature and formal analysis of

volitionality is required in order to account for the restrictions on amwu-na in object position.
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Finally, our formal analysis stipulates that -na induces a universal quantificational force, but we

made no attempt to reconcile this fact with the disjunctive basic meaning of the particle. Univer-

sal readings of disjunctive expressions are pervasive and pose intriguing puzzles in themselves;

however, our take on this phenomenon in the case of Korean -na will be the subject of another

contribution.
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!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
O!4*9!/#87+).9!no!+$!dIe,no!I-f!+$!EOF!+;!$&7!89#..<!#!R9$+7+:9!=#8?98!'(7!8#7*98!#$!#778+'(7+:9!A&8=!&A!7*9!)&/(.#!

E%($&!0LMQF!&8!#!G.+$?98J!E%&+?9!0LLL6!U9$!U+??9$!#$B!5+$R*#/899)*#!OSS`F>!!!

Q! 5+$)9! 7*9! ;)&/9!&A! 7*9! /89;9$7! /#/98! +;! .+=+79B! 7&! 7*9! )#8B+$#.!/#87+7+:9! ;9$79$)9! +$:&.:+$R! #! $(=98#.! #$B! #!

)&($7!$&($6!C!H+..!$&7!B+;)(;;!)#;9;!+$:&.:+$R!!#!=#;;!$&($6!9>R>!three glasses of the wine6!three tons of the coal6!

97)>!
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!

P&H9:986!7*9!;7#$B#8B!#$#.<;+;!8($;!+$7&!#!.&R+)#.!/8&'.9=!7*9!=+$(79!H9!78<!7&!#))&==&B#79!

)&$79=/&8#8<! #;;(=/7+&$;! &A! 7*9! 7*9&8<! &A! /.(8#.+7<>! C$! /#87+)(.#86! +7! ).#;*9;! H+7*! 2+$?J;!

E0LNQF!.#77+)9,7*9&897+)#.!#))&($7!&A!/.(8#.+7<6!H*+)*!*</&7*9;+V9;!B+;7+$)7!B9$&7#7+&$;!A&8!7*9!

;+$R(.#8! 798=!#$B! 7*9!/.(8#.! 798=>!]!$(=98#.!H*&;9!)#8B+$#.+7<! +;! .#8R98! 7*#$!&$9!)&='+$9;!

H+7*!#!/.(8#.!798=6!#$B!7*9!B9$&7#7+&$!&A!#!/.(8#.!798=6!($B98!2+$?J;!7*9&8<6!+;!$&7!Y(;7!#!;97!&A!

#7&=+)!+$B+:+B(#.;>!

4&!'9!;/9)+A+)6!;(//&;9!H9!*#:9!#!)&$79Z7!+$!H*+)*!7*989!#89!A&(8!'+8B;6!#6!'6!)!#$B!B>!1$B98!

2+$?J;!7*9&8<6!7*9!B9$&7#7+&$!&A!7*9!;+$R(.#8!798=!bird!#$B!7*9!/.(8#.!798=!birds!H&(.B!B+AA98!

#;!;*&H$!+$!ETFD!

ETF! #>! [CcU!g!! h#6!'6!)6!Bi!

'>! [CcU5!g!! h#6!'6!)6!B6!#$'6!#$)6!#$B6!'$)6!'$B6!)$B6!#$'$)6!#$'$B6!#$)$B6!
! ! ! '$)$B6!#$'$)$Bi!

4*9!B9$&7#7+&$!&A!7*9!;+$R(.#8!798=!+;!Y(;7!#!;97!&A!#7&=;6!H*+.9! 7*9!B9$&7#7+&$!&A!7*9!/.(8#.!

798=! +;! #! ;97! )&$7#+$+$R! ;(=;! #;! H9..! #;! #7&=;>
a
! 4*9! /8&'.9=! +;! 7*#76! +A! 7*9! /.(8#.! 798=!

B9$&7#7+&$!)&$7#+$;!;(=;6!7*9!'#;+)!78(7*!)&$B+7+&$;!&A!#!$(=98#.!X(#$7+A+)#7+&$#.!;9$79$)9!#89!

$&7!)#/7(89B>!b&8!7*9!+$798/897#7+&$!&A!;9$79$)9!EQF6!A&8!9Z#=/.96!7*899!=9='98;!&A!7*9!;97!+$!

ET'F!=(;7!'9!;9.9)79B>!EQF!+;!78(9!+A!7*9;9!7*899!9.9=9$7;!#89!+$!7*9!+$798;9)7+&$!&A!ET'F!#$B!7*9!

B9$&7#7+&$! &A! landed in the pumpkin field6! #;! 89/89;9$79B! +$! E`F>! P&H9:986! $&! 89;78+)7+&$!

#//.+9;! 7&! 7*9! ;9.9)7+&$! &A! 7*9! 9.9=9$7;_! #$<! 7*899! =9='98;! &A! ET'F! H+..! B&>! 4*+;! +;! 7*9!

/8&'.9=>!5(//&;9!7*#76!A&8!9Z#=/.96!EM#F6!&8!EM'F!*#//9$9B!7&!'9!;9.9)79BD!

EMF! #>! h#$'$)$B6!#6!'i!
'>! h#$'6!#6!'i!

CA! 7*9! 78(7*!)&$B+7+&$;!&A! EQF!H989!;#7+;A+9B!'<!;9.9)7+$R! 7*9! 7*899!9.9=9$7;! +$! EM#F6! 7*9$! EQF!

)&(.B!'9!78(9!H*9$!A&(8!'+8B;!.#$B9B!+$!#!/(=/?+$!A+9.B6!8#7*98!7*#$!7*899>!j&8;96!+A!7*9!7*899!

;9.9)79B!9.9=9$7;!*#//9$9B!7&!'9!7*&;9!+$!EM'F6!EQF!H&(.B!'9!78(9!H*9$!&$.<!7H&!'+8B;!.#$B9B!

+$! #! /(=/?+$! A+9.B>!\.9#8.<6! 7*9! '#;+)!=9#$+$R! &A! $(=98#.! X(#$7+A+)#7+&$! +;! $&7! #B9X(#79.<!

9Z/.#+$9B!H*9$! 2+$?J;! 7*9&8<! &A! /.(8#.+7<! +;! )&='+$9B!H+7*! 7*9! 78#B+7+&$#.! #$#.<;+;! &A! 7*9!

$(=98#.>
`
!4*9!/8&'.9=!+;!7*#7!7*989!+;!#!/&;;+'.9!B+;)89/#$)<!'97H99$!7*9!$(='98!&A!;9.9)79B!

9.9=9$7;! #$B! 7*9!$(='98!&A! +$B+:+B(#.;! +$! 7*9=!H*9$! 7*9<!#89! ;(=;>!]$!I-!;()*!#;! three 

birds!89A98;!7&!7*899!+$B+:+B(#.!'+8B;6!'(7!#;!.&$R!#;!;(=;!#89!)&$7#+$9B!+$!7*+;!;976!7*9!$(=98#.!

H+..!$&7!$9)9;;#8+.<!)&($7!+$B+:+B(#.!'+8B;_!+7!)&(.B!)&($7!'+8B,;(=;!+$;79#B>!C$!&8B98!A&8!three 

birds!7&!89A98!7&!7*899!+$B+:+B(#.!'+8B;6!+7;!B&=#+$!&A!X(#$7+A+)#7+&$!=(;7!'9!89;78+)79B!7&!#!;97!

&A! #7&=;! &$.<6! Y(;7! .+?9! 7*9! ;+$R(.#8! 798=! B9$&7#7+&$! +$! ET#F>! 4*+;! +;! #! '#;+)! .&R+)#.!

89X(+89=9$7!A&8!)&($7+$R>
T
!!

C$! &8B98! 7&! )#/7(89! $(=98#.! X(#$7+A+)#7+&$! H+7*+$! #! 2+$?+#$! 7*9&8<! &A! /.(8#.+7<6! H9! =(;7!

#'#$B&$!7*9!78#B+7+&$#.!#$#.<;+;!&A!7*9!$(=98#.!#$B!)&$;+B98!;&=9!#.798$#7+:9!789#7=9$7!&A!+7>!

P989!+7! +;!(;9A(.!7&!9Z#=+$9!EQF!+$!)&=/#8+;&$!7&!).#;;+A+98!;9$79$)9;!;()*!#;!EO#6'F!#$B!EaF>!

];!$&79B!#'&:96!+$!7*9;9!;9$79$)9;!7*9!$(=98#.!)&($7;!H*#7!7*9!).#;;+A+98!89A98;!7&>!Three!+$!

three flocks!)&($7;!A.&)?;6!$&7!'+8B;_!san!GQJ!+$!san-nin!GQ,\2J!)&($7;!G$+$,&'Y9)7;J!Eg/9&/.9F!

$&7! )*+.B89$>! ^9$98#.+V+$R! A8&=! 7*+;! )8&;;,.+$R(+;7+)! ;#=/.96! +7! ;99=;! 7*#7! 7*9! ).#;;+A+98!

B9$&79;!#!;97!&A!#7&=+)!9$7+7+9;!#$B!A($)7+&$;!#;!7*9!B&=#+$!&A!X(#$7+A+)#7+&$!A&8!7*9!$(=98#.>!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
a!4*989!+;!#!B9'#79!#'&(7!H*97*98!7*9!/.(8#.!798=!;*&(.B!+$).(B9!#7&=;!#;!H9..!#;!;(=;!E9>R>!P&9?;9=#!0LNQ6!

\*+98)*+#!0LLN#6!'F6!&86! Y(;7!;(=;!E9>R>!2+$?!0LNQ6!2#;98;&*$!0LNN6!5*H#8V;)*+.B!0LLS6!2#$B=#$!OSSSF>!4*+;!

=#7798!+;!+889.9:#$7!7&!7*9!/89;9$7!B+;)(;;+&$>!

`!2+$?!H#;!H9..!#H#89!&A!7*+;!#$B!/8&/&;9B!#$!#.798$7+:9!#BY9)7+:#.!#$#.<;+;!&A!7*9!$(=98#.!E2+$?!0LNQF>!

T! 4*+;! 89X(+89=9$76! 7#?9$! A&8! R8#$79B! +$!=#7*9=#7+);! #$B! .&R+)! A&8! )9$7(8+9;6! *#;! 89)9$7.<! '99$! $&79B! +$! 7*9!

.+$R(+;7+);!.+798#7(89!#;!H9..!E9>R>!%8#7V98!0LNL6!\*+98)*+#!0LLN#6!2#$B=#$!OSSSF>!!
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!

WZ#=+$+$R!=&89!).&;9.<!7*9!?+$B!&A!K#/#$9;9!;9$79$)9;!9Z9=/.+A+9B!+$!EO#,'F6!H9!;99!7*#7!7*9!

$(=98#.!)&($7;!7*9!$(='98!&A!&'Y9)7;!H*+)*!*#:9!7*9!/8&/987+9;!;/9)+A+9B!'<!7*9!).#;;+A+98!'(7!

7*#7! 7*9;9!)&($79B!&'Y9)7;!=(;7!#.;&!*#:9!7*9!/8&/987+9;!;/9)+A+9B!'<!#$!#;;&)+#79B!I->!EO#F!

#;;987;!$&7!&$.<!7*#7!7*899!/9&/.9!)#=9_!+7!#.;&!;#<;!7*#7!7*9;9!/9&/.9!H989!)*+.B89$>!4*+;!)#$!

'9!)#/7(89B!+$!7*9!A&..&H+$R!=#$$98!EA8&=!%&'()*+,-*+.+/!OSSQFD!

ENF! #>! san-nin-no    kodomo,ga      kita. 

! Q!!!!,\2!,^WI!!)*+.B!!!!!!,I3"!!#88+:9B!

! ! !e!!!!0!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!O!!! Eege(#$7+A+986!0g0;7!#8R(=9$76!OgO$B!#8R(=9$7F!

! ! J4*899!)*+.B89$!)#=9>J!

! '>! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;#$,$+$,$&!?&B&=&,R#!?+7#!7!

! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!%!
! ! !!!!!!!!!!d;#$,$+$,$&!?&B&=&kk967l67llfmd?+7#k967lf!

! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!%! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!#88+:9B!

! !!!!!!d&#!kk967l6kk967l67llfmd;#$,$+$,$&!?&B&=&k967lf!

! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!%!
! ! ! !!!!!!!d;#$,$+$kk967l6k967llfmd?&B&=&k967lf!

! ! ! ! !!%! ! )*+.B!

! d;#$kk967l6kk967l6k967lllfmd$+$k967lf!

! !!Q! ! ! !!!!!!!\2!

! )>! ;#$!GQJD! ! '\k967l'-k967l'Z9(%d%)E\"-F*+%+gQ*$%!Zf!
! $+$!G$+$E\2FJD! ICI]4!

! ?&B&=&!G)*+.BJD! 'Z9d%3U3"3EZFf!
! &#!G#JD! ! 'nk967l'ok967l(<dnE<F!*oE<Ff!
! ?+7#!G#88+:9BJD! 'Z9d%C4]EZFf!

! B>! (<d(%d%)EICI]4"%3U3"3F*+%+gQ*$%!<f*%C4]E<Ff!
! ! ! !!$+$!!!!!!!)*+.B!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!#88+:9B!

4*9! $(=98#.! Q! +;! 7#?9$! 7&! '9! #! X(#$7+A+98! H*+)*! )&='+$9;! H+7*! 7*9! ).#;;+A+98! E7*9! 0;7!

#8R(=9$7F!#$B!7*9$!7*9!I-!E7*9!O$B!#8R(=9$7F6!#;!+$B+)#79B!+$!EN#F6!89/89;9$7+$R!7*9!$(='98!

&A!+$B+:+B(#.;!H*+)*!*#:9!7*9!/8&/987<!&A!'9+$R!nin!E/98;&$F!#$B!'9+$R!kodomo!E)*+.BF>!4*9!

.9Z+)#.!9.9=9$7;!#89!)&='+$9B!#;!;*&H$!+$!EN'F>!EN)F!+;!#!.+;7!&A!7*9!.9Z+)#.!9$78+9;6!+$!H*+)*!

7*9!B9$&7#7+&$!&A!7*9!).#;;+A+98!+;6!A&..&H+$R!H*#7!H9!B+;)(;;9B!9#8.+986!#!;97!)&$7#+$+$R!&$.<!

#7&=;6!+>9>!/9&/.9>!C!#;;(=9!#.;&!7*9!/89;9$)9!&A!#!$(..!B9798=+$98!9X(+:#.9$7!7&!W$R.+;*!apan>!

4*+;! +;! +$B9/9$B9$7.<!=&7+:#79B!'9)#(;9! +7! #))&($7;! A&8! 7*9!B9A+$+79p+$B9A+$+79! #='+R(+7<!&A!

K#/#$9;9! I-;! R9$98#..<! E;99! %&'()*+,-*+.+/! OSSQF>! "&89! )8()+#..<6! #! /*&$97+)#..<! $(..!

B9798=+$98!+;!$99B9B!A&8!7*9&897+)#.!89#;&$;6!;+$)9!+7!+;!#!B9798=+$98!7*#7!89.#79;!7*9!I-!7&!7*9!

q->!1$B98!7*+;!#$#.<;+;6!7*9$6!EN#F!#;;987;!7*#7!7*989!#89!7*899!/9&/.9!H*&!#89!)*+.B89$!#$B!7*#7!

7*9!;(=!&A!7*9;9!7*899!/9&/.9!+;!#$!9.9=9$7!&A!7*9!;97!&A!#88+:98;6!#;!;*&H$!+$!ENBF>!!

4*+;!#$#.<;+;!&A!7*9!K#/#$9;9!;9$79$)9!H+7*!#!).#;;+A+98!)#$!89#B+.<!'9!#B&/79B!7&!7*9!W$R.+;*!

$(=98#.!;9$79$)9!H+7*!#!).#;;+A+986!#;!;*&H$!+$!ELFD!!

!

!

!

!

!
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ELF! #>! three  flocks  of  birds!!!landed in the pumpkin field.!

! !!e!!!!!!!!0!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!O!!

! '>! ! ! ! 7*899!A.&)?;!&A!'+8B;!.#$B9B!+$!7*9!/(=/?+$!A+9.B!7!

! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!%!
! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!d7*899!A.&)?;!&A!'+8B;kk967l67llfmd.#$B9B!+$!7*9!/(=/?+$!A+9.B>k967lf!

! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!%! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! !!!!!!!d&#!kk967l6kk967l67llfmd7*899!A.&)?;!&A!'+8B;k967lf!

! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!!%!
! ! ! !!!!!d7*899!A.&)?;kk967l6k967llfmd'+8B;k967lf!
! ! ! ! !!!!%!
! d7*899kk967l6kk967l6k967lllfmdA.&)?;k967lf!

! !Q! ! ! ! \2!

! )>! 7*899D! ! '\k967l'-k967l'Z9(%d%)E\"-F*+%+gQ*$%!Zf!
! A.&)?D! ! b23\%]4!

! '+8B;D! ! 'Z9dr[CcUEZFf! ! Er!+;!#!/.(8#.!&/98#7&8!A8&=!2+$?!0LNQF!

! &#!G#JD! ! 'nk967l'ok967l(<dnE<F!*oE<Ff!
! .#$B9B!>>>!A+9.BD! 'Z9d2]IUWU>>>bCW2UEZFf!

! B>! (<d(%d%)Eb23\%]4"[CcU5F*+%+gQ*$%!<f*2]IUWU>>>bCW2UE<Ff!

I&79!7*#7!C!*</&7*9;+V9!7*9!/89;9$)9!&A!7*9!/*&$97+)#..<!$(..!+$B9A+$+79!B9798=+$98!9:9$!+$!7*9!

)#;9!&A!W$R.+;*>!C7!+;!7*+;!+$#(B+'.9!#..&=&8/*!&A!apan!7*#7!89.#79;!7*9!I-!7&!7*9!q-6!#;;987+$R!

7*9!9Z+;79$)9!&A! #$!9$7+7<! EH*+)*! +;! #! ;(=!&A! 7*899! A.&)?;!&A!'+8B;F! 7*#7!*#;! 7*9!/8&/987<!&A!

*#:+$R! .#$B9B! +$! #! /(=/?+$! A+9.B>
M
! 4*(;6! #! ($+A+9B! #$#.<;+;! +;! &'7#+$9B! A&8! '&7*! K#/#$9;9!

;9$79$)9;!.+?9!EN#F!#$B!W$R.+;*!;9$79$)9;!.+?9!EL#F>!!!

297!(;!7(8$!$&H!7&!7*9!/9)(.+#8!)#;96!+>9>!W$R.+;*!$(=98#.!;9$79$)9;!;()*!#;!EQF!H*+)*!;99=!7&!

.#)?!#!).#;;+A+98>!-(;*+$R!7*9!#'&:9!#$#.<;+;!A(87*986!H*#7!C!/8&/&;9!+;!7*#7!EQF!#)7(#..<!B&9;!

*#:9!#!).#;;+A+986!#.7*&(R*!+7!+;!/*&$97+)#..<!$(..6!#;!;*&H$!+$!E0SFD!!

E0SF! #>! three   &    birds!!!landed in the pumpkin field. 

! !!e!!!!!!!0!!!!!!!!O!!

! '>! ddE&#!kk967l6kk967l67llF!dd7*899kk967l6kk967l6k967lll!&k967lf!!d'+8B;fk967lfk967lfkk967l67l!!

! d.#$B9B!+$!7*9!/(=/?+$!A+9.Bfk967lf7!

! )>! (<d(%d%)E]4"[CcU5F*+%+gQ*$%!<f*2]IUWU!CI!4PW!-1"-%CI!bCW2UE<Ff!

4*9!*</&7*9;+V9B!$(..!).#;;+A+986!H*+)*!/98*#/;!&))(8;!&:987.<!#;!thing!+$!something!&8!body!

+$!somebody6!B9$&79;!#!;97!&A!*+R*.<!($B98;/9)+A+9B!#7&=;6!#7&=;!7*#7!*#:9!7*9!;&.9!/8&/987<!

&A!'9+$R!#$!&'Y9)7>!4*+;!+;!'9)#(;9!H*9$9:98!7*989!+;!$&!&:987!).#;;+A+986!H*#7!+;!)&($79B!+;!7*9!

+$B+:+B(#.;!H*+)*!*#:9!7*9!/8&/987<!;/9)+A+9B!'<!7*9!A&..&H+$R!$&($>!CA!H9!;#<!three boys6!H9!

)&($7!+$B+:+B(#.!&'Y9)7;!H*+)*!#89!'&<;6!#$B!+A!H9!;#<!three computers6!H9!)&($7!+$B+:+B(#.!

&'Y9)7;!7*#7!#89!)&=/(798;>!C$!7*+;!H#<6!#!($+A+9B!#$#.<;+;!+;!&'7#+$9B!7*#7!)&:98;!'&7*!W$R.+;*!

;9$79$)9;! .+?9! EL#F6!H*+)*!*#:9! #$!&:987! ).#;;+A+986! #$B!W$R.+;*! ;9$79$)9;! .+?9! E0S#F6!H*+)*!

;99=! 7&! .#)?!&$9>!4*+;!*</&7*9;+;! +;! 7*9&897+)#..<!#B:#$7#R9&(;! +$! #$&7*98! ;9$;9!#;!H9..>! C7!

#.;&!/8&:+B9;!#!($+A+9B!#$#.<;+;!&A!$(=98#.!X(#$7+A+)#7+&$!'&7*!+$!).#;;+A+98!.#$R(#R9;!;()*!#;!

K#/#$9;9!#$B!+$!;&,)#..9B!$&$,).#;;+A+98!.#$R(#R9;!;()*!#;!W$R.+;*>!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
M!4*9!/.(8#.!=#8?98!–s!&$!flocks!+$!E0S#F!+;!#;;(=9B!7&!'9!#!=9#$+$R.9;;!;<$7#)7+)!A&8=>!C7!)#$$&7!=#?9!flocks!

;9=#$7+)#..<!/.(8#.6! ;+$)96!#;!H9!*#:9!B+;)(;;9B6! flocks!=(;7!B9$&79!#!;97!&A!#7&=;!E#!;+$R(.#8! 798=F! +A! +7! +;! 7&!

A($)7+&$!#;!7*9!B&=#+$!&A!X(#$7+A+)#7+&$!A&8!#!$(=98#.>!!
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3 The Two-NP Hypothesis 

I&H! .97! (;! )&$;+B98! 7*9!'#;+)! ;78()7(89!&A! )#8B+$#.! /#87+7+:9! ;9$79$)9;! ;()*! #;!Three of the 

boys left>!4*9! ;9)&$B! #;;(=/7+&$! C!=#?9! +;! 7*9! 7H&,I-!*</&7*9;+;6! +>9>! 7*9! *</&7*9;+;! 7*#7!

7*989! #89! 7H&!I-;! +$:&.:9B! +$! 7*9! /#87+7+:9! )&$;78()7+&$>! 4*#7! +;6! 7*9! /#87+7+:9! )&$;78()7+&$!

7#?9;!7*9!A&8=!dn!of!of6!H*989!n!)&889;/&$B;!7&!7*9!/#87!#$B!o!)&889;/&$B;!7&!7*9!H*&.9!+$!

7*9! /#87,H*&.9! 89.#7+&$! 7*#7! 7*9! ;9$79$)9! #;;987;>! n! #$B! o! 9#)*! ;7#$B! A&8! #! $&=+$#.!

)&$;7+7(9$76! #;!B+;)(;;9B!'<!K#)?9$B&AA! E0LMMF!#$B!=#$<!&7*98;!;+$)9! 7*9$>!4*989!#89!;&=9!

.+$R(+;7+;!H*&!#B:&)#79!;+$R.9,I-!*</&7*9;+;!A&8!7*9!/#87+7+:9!)&$;78()7+&$!E9>R>!"#87s!OSSQF>!

P&H9:986!K#)?9$B&AAJ;!#$#.<;+;!+;!=&7+:#79B!'<!7*9!'#;+)!)&$)9/7!&A!7*9!A8#)7+&$!+7;9.A>!

\&$;+B98!#!A8#)7+&$!;()*!#;!one third6!H*+)*!9Z/89;;9;!#!/(89!/#87+7+:9!)&$)9/7>!-(77+$R!#;+B9!

7*9! ;<$7#)7+)! #$#.<;+;! &A! ;()*! #$! 9Z/89;;+&$6! 7*9! +=/&87#$7! A#)7! +;! 7*#7! H9! $99B! '&7*! one6!

H*+)*! )&889;/&$B;! 7&! 7*9! /#876! #$B! third6! H*+)*! )&889;/&$B;! 7&! 7*9! H*&.96! 7&! 9Z/89;;! 7*9!

/#87+7+:+7<>! C$! &7*98! H&8B;6! +7! +;! .&R+)#..<! +=/&;;+'.9! 7&! 9Z/89;;! /#87+7+:+7<! H+7*&(7!

/89;(//&;+$R! #! /#87! #$B! #! H*&.9>! 4*9;9! 7H&! )&$)9/7(#..<! $9)9;;#8<! )&=/&$9$7;! #89!

.+$R(+;7+)#..<!89#.+V9B!/89)+;9.<!#;!7*9!7H&!I-;!&A!7*9!/#87+7+:9!)&$;78()7+&$>!!!

"&89&:986!A8&=!#!;<$7#)7+)!/98;/9)7+:96! 7*9!A&..&H+$R!;97!&A!R8#==#7+)#.!;9$79$)9;!;78&$R.<!

;(//&87;!7*9!7H&,I-!*</&7*9;+;D
N
!

E00F! #>! Two _____ of  these eight apples are quite good. 

'>! Two apples of  these eight _____ are quite good. !

)>! Two apples  of  these eight apples are quite good. 

I&8=#..<6! #! /#87+7+:9! ;9$79$)9! =+R*7! *#:9! Y(;7! 7*9! ;9)&$B! I-6! #;! 9Z9=/.+A+9B! +$! E00#F>!

P&H9:986!+7!+;!/&;;+'.9!7&!9Z/89;;!7*9!;#=9!/8&/&;+7+&$!H+7*!E00'F6!H*+)*!*#;!&$.<!7*9!A&8=98!

I-6!#$B!9:9$!H+7*!E00)F6!H*+)*!+;!;.+R*7.<!=#8?9B!&$.<!'9)#(;9!&A!7*9!89B($B#$)<>!4*9!A#)7!

7*#7! #..! &A! 7*9;9! ;9$79$)9;! #89! R8#==#7+)#.! ;*&H;! 7*#7! 7*989! =(;7! '9! 7H&! ;<$7#)7+)! I-!

/&;+7+&$;>!

C7! +;!$&7! 7*9!)#;9! 7*#7! 7*9! 7H&!I-;!=(;7!'9! +B9$7+)#.6!*&H9:98>!59$79$)9;! ;()*!#;! E0O#F!#89!

)&=/.979.<! R8#==#7+)#.! +$! K#/#$9;9! #;!H9..! #;! +$! W$R.+;*! E;99! 7*9! R.&;;! &A! 0O#F>!P989! 7*9!

/#87,B9$&7+$R!I-!#$B!7*9!H*&.9,B9$&7+$R!I-!)&&))(8!+$!#!;+$R.9!;9$79$)9D!

E0OF! #>! sharyoo 100-dai,Eno   uchiF,no  torakku 16-dai,wa  kaite-ga       tsuita 

!! :9*+).9!!!0SS,\2,^WI!!+$,^WI!!!!!78()?!!!!!0T,\2,43-!!'(<98,I3"!B9798=+$9B!

! J[(<98;!*#:9!'99$!B9798=+$9B!A&8!0T!78()?;!&(7!&A!7*9!0SS!:9*+).9;>J!

'>! d0T!78()?;f!)!d0SS!:9*+).9;f!!

4*9! 7H&!I-;! +$! 7*+;! K#/#$9;9! +$;7#$)9! &A! 7*9! /#87+7+:9! )&$;78()7+&$! #89! B+AA989$7>!4*9!/#87,

B9$&7+$R!I-!+;!78()?;6!H*+)*!+;!;+Z799$!+$!$(='98>!4*9!H*&.9,B9$&7+$R!I-!+;!:9*+).9;!E=&89!

R9$98#.! +$! =9#$+$R6! +$).(B+$R! 78()?;F6! H*+)*! +;! &$9! *($B89B! +$! $(='98>! C$! ;(=6! 7*989! +;!

;78&$R!;9=#$7+)!#;!H9..!#;!B+;78+'(7+&$#.!9:+B9$)9!+$!;(//&87!&A!7*9!7H&,I-!*</&7*9;+;>!

297!(;!#.;&!#;;(=96!A&..&H+$R![#8?98!E0LLNF6!7*#76!H*9$!&$9!&A!7*9!I-;!+;!=+;;+$R6!+7;!.9Z+)#.!

:#.(9!+;!+$*98+79B!A8&=!7*9!&:987!I->!4*+;!;99=;!89#;&$#'.9!9$&(R*!R+:9$!7*#7!E00#,'F!*#:9!

7*9!;#=9!=9#$+$R!#;!E00)F>!

j*#7!H9!B+;)(;;9B!+$!7*9!/89:+&(;!;9)7+&$!#$B!H*#7!H9!*#:9!Y(;7!B+;)(;;9B!+$!7*+;!;9)7+&$!)#$!

$&H! '9! /(7! 7&R97*98! +$! #! A+8;7! #//8&Z+=#7+&$! &A! #$! #$#.<;+;! &A! 7*9! )#8B+$#.! /#87+7+:9!

)&$;78()7+&$6!#;!;*&H$!+$!E0QFD!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
N! 4*9! ;9$79$)9;! E00#,'F! #89! 7#?9$! A8&=! C&$+$6! "#7(;*#$;?<! #$B! c(<;! EOSSTF>! 4*9! W$R.+;*! R8#==#7+)#.+7<!

Y(BR9=9$7;!+$!E00F6!#$B!9.;9H*989!+$!7*+;!/#/986!H989!&'7#+$9B!A8&=!$#7+:9!;/9#?98;>!
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E0QF! #>! d!dE&0F!ddd!4*899!E&OF!fE&QF!fd!&A!!d!7*9!'&<;!ffff!.9A7!f>!

'>! &0!g!#!/*&$97+)#..<!$(..!B9798=+$98!9X(+:#.9$7!7&!apan>!

! &O!g!#!/*&$97+)#..<!$(..!).#;;+A+98!/#8#/*8#;#'.9!#;!G'&B<J!&8!G+$B+:+B(#.J>!

! &Q!g!#!/*&$97+)#..<!$(..!I-!H+7*!7*9!;#=9!:#.(9!#;!7*9!&:987!I-!Eboys!*989F>!

4 Semantics of the Partitive Of 

j9!$&H!7(8$!7&!7*9!7*+8B!#;;(=/7+&$!$99B9B!A&8!#!)&=/.979!#))&($7!&A!7*9!)#8B+$#.!/#87+7+:9!

;9$79$)96!$#=9.<!#$!#))&($7!&A!7*9!;9=#$7+);!&A!7*9!/#87+7+:9!/89/&;+7+&$!of>!b+8;7!)&$;+B98!7*9!

--!dof the boysf!+$!E0aFD!

E0aF! dThree!dof dthe boysfU-f--f!left. 

5<$7#)7+)#..<6! 7*+;! +;!#!8($,&A,7*9,=+..!-->!--;!7</+)#..<!&))(8!+$!/&;+7+&$;!;()*!#;!;*&H$!+$!

E0`FD!

E0`F! #>! John!dslept!don the sofaf--fq->!

'>! Mary opened the!dwindow!din the kitchenf--fI->!!

C$!E0`#F6!7*9!--!+;!)&$7#+$9B!+$!#!q->!C7!=&B+A+9;!7*9!:98'!slept6!)&=/&;+$R!H+7*!+7!7&!A&8=!#!

q->!3$!7*9!&7*98!*#$B6!+$!E0`'F6!7*9!--!+;!)&$7#+$9B!+$!#$!I->!C7!=&B+A+9;!7*9!$&($!window6!

A&8=+$R!#$!I->!1$B98!;7#$B#8B!#;;(=/7+&$;6!'&7*!#$!+$78#$;+7+:9!:98'!;()*!#;!slept!#$B!#!q-!

;()*!#;!slept on the sofa!#89!&A!;9=#$7+)!7</9!k967l>!4*+;!=9#$;!7*9!--!+$;+B9!7*9!q-!=(;7!'9!

&A!7</9!kk967l6k967ll>!2+?9H+;96!H9!;7#$B#8B.<!#;;(=9!7*#7!'&7*!#!'#89!$&($!;()*!#;!window!

#$B!#!=&B+A+9B!$&($!;()*!#;!window in the kitchen!#89!&A!;9=#$7+)!7</9!k967l>!4*(;6!7*9!--!

+$;+B9! 7*9! I-! =(;7! #.;&! '9! &A! 7</9! kk967l6k967ll>! C$! ;*&876! 7*9! &8B+$#8<! --! +;! &A! 7</9!

kk967l6k967ll>!4*9!;+=/.9;7!*</&7*9;+;6!7*9$6!+;!7*#7!7*9!--!of the boys!+$!E0aF!+;!#.;&!&A!7</9!

kk967l6k967ll>!!

I9Z76!)&$;+B98!7*9!B9A+$+79!U-!7*#7!89A98;!7&!7*9!H*&.96!the boys!+$!E0aF>!]B&/7+$R!7*9!#$#.<;+;!

&A!2+$?!E0LNQF!#$B!2#$B=#$!EOSSSF6!7*+;!)#$!;+=/.<!'9!789#79B!#;!#$!9.9=9$7!&A!7</9!9>!4*#7!

+;6!#!B9A+$+79!U-!;()*!#;!the boys!89A98;!7&!7*9!;(/89=(=!&A!7*9!;97!B9$&79B!'<!boys>!];!H9!

*#:9!B+;)(;;9B!9#8.+986!7*9!/.(8#.!798=!boys!B9$&79;!#!;97!)&$7#+$+$R!'&7*!#7&=;!#$B!;(=;6!7*9!

#7&=;!89A988+$R!7&!7*9!89.9:#$7!'&<;!+$!7*9!)&$79Z7!#$B!#..!7*9!;(=;!B98+:9B!A8&=!7*9=>!!!

^+:9$! 7*#7! 7*9!--! +;! &A! 7</9!kk967l6k967ll! #$B! 7*#7! 7*9!U-! +;! &A! 7</9! 9! +$! 7*9! ;78()7(89! d-!

U-f--6!7*9!7</9!&A!7*9!/#87+7+:9!/89/&;+7+&$!of!=(;7!'9!k96!kk967l6k967lll6!#;!2#B(;#H!E0LNOF!

#$B!P&9?;9=#!E0LNQF!;(RR9;79B>!!

4*&(R*!7*+;!7</9,7*9&897+)#.!#$#.<;+;!;*&(.B!*&.B!R9$98#..<!A&8!#..!/89/&;+7+&$;6!7*9!;9=#$7+)!

)&$79$7!&A! 7*9!/#87+7+:9!of! +;!B+;7+$)76!$&7!&$.<!A8&=! 7*#7!&A!&7*98!/89/&;+7+&$;!'(7!#.;&! A8&=!

&7*98!&))(889$)9;!&A!of!;()*!#;!+$!the destruction of Carthage6!a friend of John’s6!97)>!-98*#/;!

+7! +;! #.;&! B+;7+$)7! A8&=! 7*9!of! +$! two cups of sugar! E/;9(B&/#87+7+:9F>! 4*9! ;9=#$7+);! &A! 7*9!

/#87+7+:9!of!+;!;/9)+#.!+$!7*9!;9$;9!7*#7!+7!*#;!7&!#;;987!7*9!/#87,H*&.9!89.#7+&$!'97H99$!+7;!A+8;7!

#8R(=9$7! #$B! 7*9! ;9)&$B! #8R(=9$76! +>9>! 7*9! A&8=98! +;! 7*9! H*&.96! 7*9! .#7798! 7*9! /#87>! 4*(;6!

=&B+A<+$R!;.+R*7.<!7*9!'#;+)!#$#.<;+;!&A!2#B(;#H!#$B!P&9?;9=#6!H*+)*!+;!R+:9$!+$!E0T#F6!.97!

(;! #;;(=9! 7*#7! 7*9! '#;+)! =9#$+$R! &A! /#87+7+:9! of! +;! #;! ;*&H$! +$! E0T'F>! 4*9! =&B+A+)#7+&$!

+$)&8/&8#79;!2+$?J;!-]c4,3b!&/98#7&8D!

E0TF! #>! 'Z9'-k967l'<9d-E<F*<,Zf!!! EH*989!<,Z!89/89;9$7;!7*#7!<!+;!/#87!&A!ZF!
'>! 'Z9'-k967l'<9d-E<F*<-Zf!! EH*989!<.Z!89/89;9$7;!7*#7!<!+;!/#87!&A!ZF!

5 Semantics of the Cardinal Partitive Sentence 

-(77+$R! 7&R97*98! 7*9! 7*899! 7*9&897+)#.!#;;(=/7+&$;!B+;)(;;9B!#'&:96!'(7!#BB+$R!$&7*+$R!9.;96!

H9!&'7#+$!7*9!A&8=#.!#$#.<;+;!&A!7*9!)#8B+$#.!/#87+7+:9!;9$79$)9!;*&H$!+$!E0MFD!
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!

E0MF! #>! Three of the boys left.!g!ddE&#Fddd4*899!E&\2FfE&I-Ffd&A!d7*9!'&<;ffff.9A7f>!

! '>! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!7*899!&A!7*9!'&<;!.9A7!7!

! ! ! ! ! ! !!%!
! ! !!!!!!!!!d7*899!&A!7*9!'&<;kk967l67llfmd.9A7>k967lf!

! ! ! ! !!!%! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! d&#!kk967l6kk967l67llfmd7*899!&A!7*9!'&<;k967lf!

! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!%!
! ! ! !!!d7*899!kk967l6k967llf!!m!!d&A!!7*9!'&<;k967lf!
! ! ! !!!!!!!!%! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!%!
! d7*899kk967l6k967llfmd&I-!k967lf!d&Ak96kk967l6k967llfmd7*9!'&<;!9f!

! !!!!!!!!!!!!!%!
!!!!d7*899!kk967l6kk967l6k967lllfmd&\2!k967lf!

! )>! &AD! ! 'Z9'-k967l'<9d-E<F*<-Zf!
! 7*9!'&<;D! /dr[3of!
! 7*899D! '\k967l'-k967l'Z9(%d%)E\"-F!*!%!gQ*$%-Zf!
! &Eg\2FD! '(9d]4E(Ff! EI>[>!7*9!;97!&A!+$B+:+B(#.!#7&=;F!

! &Eg'&<;FD!'Z9dr[3oEZFf!
! &Eg#FD! 'nk967l'ok967l(H9dnEHF*oEHFf!
! .9A7D! 'Z9d2Wb4EZFf!

! B>! (Zd(%d%)E]4"r[3oF*!%!gQ*$%-Zf*Z-/dr[3of*2Wb4EZFf!

4*9! )#8B+$#.! /#87+7+:9! ;9$79$)9!Three of the boys left! *#;! 7*9! +$798$#.! ;78()7(89! +$B+)#79B! +$!

E0M#g0Q#F>!4*+;!+;!;*&H$!+$!#!7899!;78()7(89!#$#.<;+;!+$!E0M'F>!4*9!.9Z+)#.!9$78+9;!#89!R+:9$!+$!

E0M)F_! 7*9! /#87+7+:9! /89/&;+7+&$! of6! B9$&7+$R! #! /#87,H*&.9! 89.#7+&$;*+/6! +;! 9Z/89;;9B! '<! 7*9!

-]c4,3b!&/98#7&8>!4*9!$(=98#.!+;!789#79B!#;!#!;9=#$7+)!9.9=9$7!H*+)*!)&='+$9;!A+8;7!H+7*!#!

).#;;+A+98!#$B!7*9$!H+7*!/89B+)#79!EI-!*989F6!A&8=+$R!#!;97!&A!&'Y9)7;>!];!$&79B!#'&:96!7*9!$(..!

).#;;+A+98!B9$&79;!#!;97!&A!+$B+:+B(#.!#7&=;>!4*9!&7*98!.9Z+)#.!9$78+9;!+$!E0M)F!#89!#;!;7#$B#8B.<!

#;;(=9B>!j*9$!7*9;9!9.9=9$7;!#89!)&=/&;9B!+$!7*9!=#$$98!;*&H$!+$!E0M#F6! 7*9!&(7)&=9!+;!

7*9! .&R+)#.! 89/89;9$7#7+&$! +$! E0MBF>! 4*9! $(=98#.! Q! )&($7;! 7*9! &'Y9)7;! +$! 7*9! ;(';97! &A! 7*9!

+$798;9)7+&$! &A! 7*9! ).#;;+A+98! B9$&7#7+&$! #$B! 7*9! I-! B9$&7#7+&$>! 4*9! ;(=! &A! 7*9;9! 7*899!

9.9=9$7;!+;!789#79B!#;!/#87!&A!#$!9$7+7<!H*+)*!#.;&!*#;!7*9!/8&/987<!;/9)+A+9B!'<!7*9!/89B+)#79!

#$B!7*+;!9$7+7<!+;!#;;9879B!7&!9Z+;7!'<!7*9!$(..!+$B9A+$+79!B9798=+$98>!!!!!!

4*9!;#=9!#$#.<;+;!#//.+9;!B+89)7.<!7&!7*9!)#8B+$#.!/#87+7+:9!;9$79$)9!+$!K#/#$9;96!#;!;*&H$!+$!

E0NFD!!

E0NF! #>! kodomo-no san-nin-ga kaetta. 

! )*+.B,-]c4!!Q,\2,I3"!!.9A7!

! G4*899!&A!7*9!)*+.B89$!.9A7>J!

! '>! dE&#F!ddd?&B&=&fU-!$&-]c4f!d;#$,$+$\2!E&I-Ffff,R#!?#977#f>!

! )>! $&!G&AJD! ! 'Z9'-k967l'<9d-E<F*<-Zf!
! ?&B&=&!G)*+.BJD! /dr%3U3"3f!
! ;#$!GQJD! ! '\k967l'-k967l'Z9(%d%)E\"-F!*!%!gQ*$%-Zf!
! $+$\2D! ! '(9dICIE(Ff! EI>[>!7*9!;97!&A!+$B+:+B(#.!/98;&$;F!

! &Eg?&B&=&FD! 'Z9dr%3U3"3EZFf!
! &Eg#FD! ! 'nk967l'ok967l(H9dnEHF*oEHFf!
! ?#977#!G.9A7JD! 'Z9d%]W44]EZFf!
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! B>! (Zd(%d%)EICI]4"r%3U3"3F*!%!gQ*$%-Zf*Z-/dr%3U3"3f*%]W44]EZFf!
! ! ! ! !!!!)*+.B! ! ! ! !!!)*+.B!!!!!!!!!!!.9A7!

WZ)9/7!A&8!7*9!H&8B!&8B98!EB(9!7&!7*9!*9#B,A+$#.$9;;!&A!K#/#$9;9F6!7*9!;<$7#Z!;*&H$!+$!E0N'F6!

+$! /#87+)(.#8! 7*9! )&$;7+7(9$)<! ;78()7(896! +;! 7*9! ;#=9! #;! 7*9! W$R.+;*! #$#.&R! +$! E0M'F>!

b(87*98=&896!7*9!.9Z+)#.!9$78+9;!+$!E0N)F!#89!/#8#..9.!7&!7*&;9!+$!E0M)F>!];!#!)&$;9X(9$)96!7*9!

89;(.7+$R! .&R+)#.! 89/89;9$7#7+&$! +$! E0NBF! +;! 9Z#)7.<! 7*9! ;#=9! #;! W$R.+;*! E0MBF>! C$! ;(=6! '<!

#;;(=+$R!7*9!/89;9$)9!&A!#!$(..!).#;;+A+986!#!$(..!+$B9A+$+79!B9798=+$986!#$B!#!$(..!I-6!#.&$R!

H+7*!#!78#B+7+&$#.!#$#.<;+;!&A!;9=#$7+);!&A!of6!7*9!;9=#$7+);!&A!7*9!)#8B+$#.!/#87+7+:9!;9$79$)9!

)#$! '9! 9Z/.+)+7.<! A&8=#.+V9B! H+7*+$! 7*9! A8#=9H&8?! &A! #! 2+$?+#$! 7*9&8<! &A! /.(8#.+7<>! 4*+;!

A&8=#.!#$#.<;+;!#//.+9;!7&!'&7*!W$R.+;*!#$B!K#/#$9;9!)#8B+$#.!/#87+7+:9!;9$79$)9;6!H+7*&(7!7*9!

$99B!A&8!#$<!#BB+7+&$#.!;7+/(.#7+&$>!!

6 Extending the Analysis 

4*9!#$#.<;+;!&A!7*9!)#8B+$#.!/#87+7+:9!;9$79$)9!/89;9$79B!#'&:9!+;!7*9&897+)#..<!#B:#$7#R9&(;!

A&8!7*9!89#;&$;!=9$7+&$9B>!P&H9:986!9Z79$B+$R!+7!7&!)&:98!#..!X(#$7+A+)#7+&$#.!/#87+7+:9;!+;!$&7!

#;! ;+=/.9! #;! &$9! =+R*7! *&/9>! b+8;76! )&$;+B98! #! /&;;+'.9! 9Z79$7+&$! 7&! /#87+7+:9! ;9$79$)9;!

+$:&.:+$R! #! ;78&$R! X(#$7+A+98! ;()*! #;! all6! both! &8! each>! ];! ;*&H$! +$! E0LF6! 89/.#)+$R! 7*9!

$(=98#.!&A!7*9!)#8B+$#.!$(=98#.!/#87+7+:9!;9$79$)9!H+7*!&$9!&A!7*9;9!X(#$7+A+98;6!H9!&'7#+$!#!

/98A9)7.<!R8#==#7+)#.!/#87+7+:9!;9$79$)9D!

E0LF! #>! Three of the boys!left. 

'>! AllpBothpEach!of the boys!left. 

CA!H9!;+=/.<!;(';7+7(79!#!;78&$R!X(#$7+A+986! 9>R>!all6! A&8! 7*9!$(=98#.! +$!&(8!#$#.<;+;!&A! E0L#F!

#'&:96!7*9!A&..&H+$R!;78()7(89!89;(.7;D!

EOSF! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!#..!&A!7*9!'&<;!.9A7!7!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!!%!
! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!d#..!&A!7*9!'&<;kk967l67llfmd.9A7>k967lf!

! ! ! ! ! !!!!%! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! d&7*9!kk967l6kk967l67llfmd#..!&A!7*9!'&<;k967lf!

! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!%!
! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!d#..!k967lf!!!!!!!m!!!!!!!!!!d&A!!7*9!'&<;kk967l6k967llf!
! ! ! ! ! !!%! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!%! ! !

! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!d#..kk967l6k967llfmd&I-!k967lf!d&Ak96kk967l6k967ll!fmd7*9!'&<;!9f!

! ! ! !!!!!!!!%!
d#..!kk967l6kk967l6k967lllfmd&\2k967lf!

4*+;!+;!#!8#7*98!&BB!#$#.<;+;!&A!E0L'F6!R+:9$!7*9!78#B+7+&$#.!:+9H!7*#7!;78&$R!X(#$7+A+98;!.+?9!all!

#89!B9798=+$98;>!P&H9:986!7*+;!78#B+7+&$#.!:+9H!#)7(#..<!8#+;9;!9=/+8+)#.!#$B!7*9&897+)#.!+;;(9;!

+$!$99B!&A!).#8+A+)#7+&$6!'&7*!H+7*!89;/9)7!7&!7*9!;<$7#Z!#$B!7*9!;9=#$7+);!&A!;78&$R!X(#$7+A+98;!

E9>R>!^+(;7+!0LL06!"#77*9H;&$!OSS06!#=&$R!=#$<!&7*98;F>!]!B97#+.9B!B+;)(;;+&$!&A!7*+;!=#7798!

R&9;!'9<&$B!7*9!;)&/9!&A!7*+;!/#/98>!P&H9:986!R+:9$!7*9!.#)?!&A!)&$;9$;(;!#'&(7!7*9!;<$7#Z!

#$B!;9=#$7+);!&A!all6!7*9!#$#.<;+;!+$!EOSF!;*&(.B!'9!)&$;+B989B!'9)#(;9!+7!B&9;!<+9.B!#!)&889)7!

+$798/897#7+&$! &A! 7*9! ;9$79$)9>! CA! H9! #;;(=9! 7*9! .9Z+)#.! 9$78+9;! #89! #;! ;*&H$! +$! EO0#F6! #$B!

)#.)(.#79!7*9=!#))&8B+$R!7&!EOSF6!H9!&'7#+$!7*9!.&R+)#.!89/89;9$7#7+&$!+$!EO0'F>!4*+;!7(8$;!&(7!

7&!=9#$!EO0)F6!A&8!#!)&$79Z7!+$!H*+)*!7*989!#89!7*899!'&<;!#6!'!#$B!)D!

EO0F! #>! of6!the boys6!& EgboysF!#$B left!#;!;*&H$!+$!E0M)F6!#$B!!

! #..D!! '-'<!d!'V!EV!0.!<F!)-!f!
! &7*9D! 'n'odoE$nFf! EA&..&H+$R!2#$B=#$!OSSSF!
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! '>! 2Wb4E$!'<dd'VEV!0.!<F!)r[3of!*<-/dr[3offF!
)>! 2Wb4!E#$'$)F!!

I&79!*989!7*#7!all!+;!789#79B!#;!#$!9.9=9$7!&A!7</9!kk967l6k967ll>!5<$7#)7+)#..<6!+7!+;!#!=&B+A+986!

8#7*98! 7*#$! #! B9798=+$98>
L
! 4&! '9! 9Z/.+)+76! #))&8B+$R! 7&! 7*+;! G=&B+A+98! *</&7*9;+;J6! #! ;/9)+#.!

.9Z+)#.!/8&/987<!&A!all!+;!7*#7!+7!+$).(B9;!+7;!&H$!B&=#+$!&A!X(#$7+A+)#7+&$6!;/9)+A<+$R!7*#7!7*+;!

;97!&A!#7&=;!+;!#!;(';97!&A!7*9!;97!B9$&79B!'<!7*9!+$)&=+$R!.9Z+)#.!9.9=9$7>!4*+;!+;!7#$7#=&($7!

7&!7*9!).#+=!7*#7!all!+$).(B9;!#!$&=+$#.!9.9=9$7!+$!+7;!.9Z+)#.!)&$79$76!=#?+$R!+7!/#8#/*8#;#'.9!

#;!;&=97*+$R!.+?9!G#..!/+9)9;J!&8!G#..!+$B+:+B(#.;J>!]$&7*98!($(;(#.!/#87!&A!7*9!#$#.<;+;!+$!EOSF!

+;! 7*9! /89;9$)9! &A! #! /*&$97+)#..<! $(..! B9798=+$98>!"&89&:986! +7! +;! #! B9A+$+79! B9798=+$986! #$!

#..&=&8/*!&A!the6!($.+?9!7*9!)#;9!&A!7*9!)#8B+$#.!/#87+7+:9>!4*9!B9A+$+79$9;;!&A!7*+;!B9798=+$98!

+;!/.#(;+'.96!*&H9:986!R+:9$!7*#7!all!+;!#!;78&$R!X(#$7+A+98>!!

3$9! /+9)9! &A! 9:+B9$)9! +$! ;(//&87! &A! 7*9! ).#+=! 7*#7! all! +;! &A! 7</9! kk967l6k967ll! +;! +7;!

B+;78+'(7+&$>!All!)#$!#.;&!&))(8!#;!#!A.&#7+$R!X(#$7+A+98!EbeF_!7*9!;+=/.9;7!;<$7#)7+)!#$#.<;+;!&A!

be;!+;!7*9!*</&7*9;+;!7*#7!7*9<!#89!#B:98';6!+>9>!&A!7</9!kk967l6k967ll>
0S
!\&$;+B98!7*9!9Z#=/.9!

+$!EOO#FD!

EOOF! #>! The boys all left. 

! '>! .9A7D! 'Zd!2Wb4EZF!f!
! #..D!! '-'<!d!'V!EV!0.!<F!)-!f!
! 7*9!'&<;D!! /Er[3oF!

! )>! 'VdV!0.!/Er[3oFf!)!'Zd2Wb4EZFf!

4*9! .&R+)#.! 89/89;9$7#7+&$! +$! EOO)F! #;;987;! 7*#7! 7*9! ;97! &A! #7&=+)! +$B+:+B(#.! /#87;! &A! 7*9!

;(/89=(=!&A!7*9!;97!B9$&79B!'<!boys!+;!#!;(';97!&A!7*9!.9#:98,;97>!C$!;*&876!9:98<!'&<!*#;!7*9!

/8&/987<! &A! *#:+$R! .9A7>! 4*+;! +;! #! B+;78+'(7+:9! 89#B+$R>! ];! =#$<! .+$R(+;7;! *#:9! $&79B6! be!

;9$79$)9;!R9$98#..<!*#:9!#!B+;78+'(7+:9!89#B+$R!E2+$?!0LNQ6!0LNM6!c&'987;!0LNT6!K($?98!0LLS6!

P&9?;9=#! 0LLT6! 97)>F! CA! H9! #;;(=9! 7*#7! all! +;! #)7(#..<! #;;&)+#79B! H+7*! #! ).#;;+A+98,.+?9!

9.9=9$7!#;!/#87!&A!+7;!.9Z+)#.!)&$79$76!#;!;*&H$!+$!EOO'F6!7*9!;<;79=#7+)!B+;78+'(7+:9!89#B+$R!&A!

#$!be!;9$79$)9!H+7*!all! +;!;78#+R*7A&8H#8B.<!9Z/.#+$9B>!4*9!be!;<$7#)7+)#..<!)&='+$9;!H+7*!

7*9!/89B+)#796!;()*!7*#7!7*9!/89B+)#79!A($)7+&$;!#;!7*9!;9)&$B!#8R(=9$7!&A!7*9!X(#$7+A+98,/#87!

&A!all>!4*+;!9$7#+.;! 7*#7! 7*9!X(#$7+A+9B!9.9=9$7;!#89!#7&=;!H+7*! 7*9!/8&/987<!;/9)+A+9B!'<!7*9!

/89B+)#796!*9$)9!7*9!B+;78+'(7+:+7<>!C$!A#)76! 7*+;!#$#.<;+;!9Z#)7.<!/#8#..9.;!7*#7!&A!7*9!K#/#$9;9!

A.&#7+$R!$(=98#.!X(#$7+A+98!;9$79$)9!/8&/&;9B!+$!%&'()*+,-*+.+/!EOSSQF6!H*+)*!+;!;(==#8+V9B!

+$!EOQFD!

EOQF! kodomo-ga!!!!dsan-nin    kitaf>!

)*+.B!!!,I3"!!!!!Q!!!,\2!!!#88+:9B!

! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!e!!!!0!!!!!!!!O! !

G4*899!)*+.B89$!#88+:9B>J!

U(9! 7&! 7*9! #7&=+)+7<! )&$B+7+&$! &A! 7*9! ).#;;+A+98! #$B! +7;! +$798;9)7+&$!H+7*! 7*9! /89B+)#796! 7*9!

#$#.<;+;! +$! EOQF! #))&($7;! A&8! 7*9! ;<;79=#7+)! B+;78+'(7+:9! 89#B+$R! &A! 7*9! K#/#$9;9! A.&#7+$R!

$(=98#.!X(#$7+A+98!;9$79$)9!H+7*&(7!7*9!$99B!&A!#!U+;78+'(7+:+7<!3/98#7&8!E2+$?!0LNQF>!!4*(;6!

#;;(=+$R!7*9!/89;9$)9!&A!#!$(..,).#;;+A+98!9.9=9$7!+$!#;;&)+#7+&$!H+7*!#!.9Z+)#.!9.9=9$7!H*+)*!

)#$! &))(8! #;! #$! be6!H9! *#:9! #!H#<! &A! #))&($7+$R! A&8! 7*9! R9$98#.! B+;78+'(7+:+7<! &A! 7*9! be!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
L!C!&$.<!;(RR9;7!7*#7!7*9!7</9,7*9&897+)#.!9X(+:#.9$)9!'97H99$!7*9!$(=98#.!#$B!all!*9896!#$B!+$!/#87+)(.#8!+7!+;!$&7!

7*9!)#;9!7*#7!C!#;;(=9!7*#7!7*9!$(=98#.!#$B!all!&))(/<!7*9!;#=9!;<$7#)7+)!/&;+7+&$>!!

0S!4*9!#B:98'+#.!*</&7*9;+;!&A!7*9!be!*#;!'99$!#8R(9B!A&8!'<!#!$(='98!&A!#(7*&8;!+$!7*9!.+798#7(89!E9>R>!c&'987;!

0LNT6!2+$?!0LNM6!K($?98!0LLS6!P&9?;9=#!0LLTF>!
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!

;9$79$)9>!4*+;!/8&:+B9;!#BB+7+&$#.! ;(//&87! A&8! 7*9!*</&7*9;+;! 7*#7! ;78&$R!X(#$7+A+98;! .+?9!all!

#89!=&B+A+98;!&A!7</9!kk967l6k967ll6!8#7*98!7*#$!B9798=+$98;>!!

4*+;!R9$98#.!).#+=!A#)9;!/8&'.9=;6!*&H9:986!H*9$!H9!9Z#=+$9!7*9!A(..!B+;78+'(7+&$!&A!all!#$B!

H*9$! H9! 7#?9! +$7&! #))&($7! 7*9! B+;78+'(7+&$! &A! &7*98! ;78&$R! X(#$7+A+98;>! \&$;+B98! 7*9! A#)7;!

+..(;78#79B!+$!EOaF!#$B!EO`FD!

EOaF! All!

#>! /#87+7+:9! ! All of the kids have been to the beach.!

'>! A.&#79B! ! The kids have all been to the beach.  

)>! /89,U-! ! All the kids have been to the beach. 

B>! /&;7,/8&$&=+$#.! Joe liked them all. 

9>! /89,I-! ! All kids have been to the beach. 

EO`F! Each!

#>! /#87+7+:9! ! Each of the kids has been to the beach. 

'>! A.&#79B! ! The kids have each been to the beach. 

)>! '+$&=+$#.!! The boys ate three sausages each. 

B>! /89,I-! ! Each kid has been to the beach. 

 

C!*#:9!;*&H$!*&H!7*9!=&B+A+98!*</&7*9;+;!H&8?;!H9..!A&8!be;_!9.;9H*989!C!;*&H!*&H!+7!#.;&!

H&8?;!H9..! A&8! '+$&=+$#.! each! E%&'()*+,-*+.+/! OSST#F_! #$B! ).9#8.<! 7*+;! *</&7*9;+;! 89#B+.<!

)#/7(89;!/89,U-!(;9;!.+?9!EOa)F>!P&H9:986!7*9!*#8B!)#;9;!#89!;9$79$)9;!.+?9!EOa9F!#$B!EO`BF6!

H*989!7*9!;78&$R!X(#$7+A+98!&))(/+9;!#!/89,I-!/&;+7+&$!#$B!'9*#:9;!9Z#)7.<!.+?9!#!B9798=+$98>!

4&!#))&($7!A&8! 7*9!B9798=+$98,.+?9!(;9;!&A!all6!each6!97)>!;&=9!#BB+7+&$#.!;7+/(.#7+&$!H+..!'9!

$99B9B>!P&H9:986!;+$)9!7*9;9!#89!$&7!/#87+7+:9!;9$79$)9;6!C!.9#:9!7*+;!7&/+)!A&8!A(7(89!89;9#8)*!

#$B!;+=/.<!H9#?9$! 7*9!).#+=!#;! A&..&H;D!578&$R!X(#$7+A+98;!)#$!&))(8!9+7*98!#;!B9798=+$98;!

E&A!7</9!kk967l6kk967l67llF!&8!#;!=&B+A+98;!E&A!7</9!kk967l6k967llF>!4&R97*98!H+7*!7*+;!H9#?98!

*</&7*9;+;! #'&(7! 7*9! )8&;;,)#79R&8+#.! ;7#7(;! &A! ;78&$R! X(#$7+A+98;6! 7*9! #$#.<;+;! &A! )#8B+$#.!

/#87+7+:9;!/8&/&;9B! +$! 7*+;!/#/98! )#$!'9! ;())9;;A(..<! 9Z79$B9B! 7&! )&:98!/#87+7+:9;! .+?9! EOa#F!

#$B!EO`#F!#;!H9..>!

7 Concluding Remarks 

C$! 7*+;! /#/98! C! ;(RR9;79B! #! A&8=#.! ;9=#$7+)! #$#.<;+;! &A! )#8B+$#.! /#87+7+:9! ;9$79$)9;! ;()*! #;!

Three of the boys left>! C$!&8B98! 7&!R+:9!#$!9Z/.+)+7!#$#.<;+;!&A! 7*+;!)&$;78()7+&$6!C!(;9B!7*899!

'#;+)!*</&7*9;9;!#;!7*9&897+)#.!#;;(=/7+&$;>!4H&!&A!7*9;9!#89!78#B+7+&$#.!*</&7*9;9;6!+>9>!7*9!

7H&,I-! *</&7*9;+;! &A! K#)?9$B&AA! E0LMMF! #$B! 7*9! ;9=#$7+);! &A! of! ;(RR9;79B! '<! 2#B(;#H!

E0LNOF!#$B!P&9?;9=#!E0LNQF>!4*9!7*+8B!+;!7*9!$(..,).#;;+A+98!*</&7*9;+;!A&8!7*9!;9=#$7+);!&A!

$(=98#.;6!/8&/&;9B!+$!%&'()*+,-*+.+/!EOSST'F>!j+7*!7*9;9!#;;(=/7+&$;6!C!*#:9!;*&H$!*&H!#!

$(..!+$B9A+$+79!B9798=+$986!#!$(..!).#;;+A+986!#$B!#!$(..!I-!#89!+$:&.:9B!+$!7*9!+$798/897#7+&$!&A!

#!;9$79$)9!;()*!#;!Three of the boys left>!4*9!#$#.<;+;!+;!#778#)7+:9!+$!7*#7!+7!+;!)&$;+;79$7!H+7*!

#!H9..,9;7#'.+;*9B!#;;(=/7+&$! +$! 7*9! 7*9&8<!&A!/.(8#.+7<6! #$B!/8&:+B9;!#!($+A+9B!#$#.<;+;! A&8!

'&7*!W$R.+;*!#$B!K#/#$9;9!)#8B+$#.!/#87+7+:9!;9$79$)9;>!C$!7*9!.#;7!;9)7+&$6!#$!9Z79$7+&$!&A!7*9!

#$#.<;+;!H#;!9Z/.&89B!H+7*!89;/9)7!7&!/#87+7+:9!;9$79$)9;!H+7*!;78&$R!X(#$7+A+98;!.+?9!all>!P989!

C! ;(RR9;79B! 7*#7!all! +;! $&7! #! B9798=+$98! '(7! 8#7*98! #!=&B+A+986! #$B! 7*#76! R+:9$! 7*+;!=&B+A+98!

*</&7*9;+;6!#!;9$79$)9!;()*!#;!All of the boys left!)#$!89#B+.<!'9!#$#.<V9B!#.&$R!7*9!;#=9!.+$9;!

#;!/8&/&;9B! A&8! )#8B+$#.!/#87+7+:9! ;9$79$)9;>!4*9!=&B+A+98!*</&7*9;+;!H#;! ;*&H$! 7&! 89)9+:9!

+$B9/9$B9$7! =&7+:#7+&$! A8&=! be! ;9$79$)9;! ;()*! #;! The boys all left6! #$B! A8&=! K#/#$9;9!

A.&#7+$R!$(=98#.!X(#$7+A+98!;9$79$)9;>!P&H9:986! +$! .+R*7!&A!;9$79$)9;! .+?9!Each boy left6! 7*9!

=&B+A+98!*</&7*9;+;!H#;!#'#$B&$9B!#$B!89/.#)9B!'<!7*9!H9#?98!).#+=!7*#7!;78&$R!X(#$7+A+98;!

)#$! +$! /8+$)+/.9! '9! =&B+A+98;6! 9:9$! +A! 7*9<! #.;&! 89#B+.<! &))(8! #;! B9798=+$98;>! ^+:9$! 7*+;!
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H9#?98! ).#+=6! 7*9! /8&/&;9B! #$#.<;+;! &A! 7*9! )#8B+$#.! /#87+7+:9! )&(.B! '9! 9Z79$B9B! 7&! )&:98!

/#87+7+:9;!H+7*!;78&$R!X(#$7+A+98;>!
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Abstract
1
 

In this paper I defend an indefinite analysis for Greek Free Choice opjosdhipote ‘any’ and I 

illustrate three different constructions where this item is used: (i) opjosdhipote + Noun, (ii)  

indefinite article + opjosdhipote + Noun and (iii) definite article + opjosdhipote + Noun. I argue 

that bare opjosdhipote or opjosdhipote co-appearing with the definite article is a determiner, while 

opjosdhipote co-appearing with the indefinite article is an adjective and that the definite article in 

the construction in question does not contribute definiteness, as would be expected, but acts as a 

slack regulator in the sense of Lasersohn (1999). 

1 Introduction  

 

In a recent paper, Giannakidou & Cheng (2006, G & C from now on) argue that there exist 

both indefinite and definite Free Choice Items (FCIs henceforth). On the one hand, the 

authors claim that there are indefinite FCIs, which are FC nominals like any as in Take any 

candy and they provide evidence for their indefinite nature following the indefinite analysis, 

which treats FCIs as Heimian indefinites (see Kadmon & Landman 1993, Lee & Horn 1994, 

Giannakidou 2001, Kratzer & Shimoyama 2002). On the other hand, definite FCIs are 

claimed to be the ones that build FC-F(ree)R(elative) clauses. G & C employ the notion of 

definiteness discussed by Jacobson (1995) in her treatment of English FRs and argue that the 

distinction between indefinite and definite FCIs depends on whether there is an active 

definiteness function contributing maximality. Although one of the languages under 

discussion in their paper is Greek, a relevant construction is totally ignored, despite the fact 

that at first look it would be a perfect candidate for being a “definite FCI”. This construction 

involves Greek FCI opjosdhipote ‘any’ (for masculine singular
2
) co-appearing with the 

definite article o,i,to ‘the’ for masc. fem. and neuter respectively, as can be seen in (1) below:  

 

(1) O opjosdhipote ixos     ine musiki. 

the FC                 sound  is   music 

‘Any sound is music.’ 

 

                                                

1  I am grateful for insightful comments, suggestions and questions especially to Louise 

McNally, as well as to a number of other people, including Josep Maria Brucart, M. Teresa 

Espinal, Sergi Garcia, Josep Macià, Maribel Romero and Josep Quer. 
2
  Throughout the paper I will use the masculine singular opjosdhipote to refer to the 

whole paradigm of this Free Choice Item. I will use examples in all genders, but only in the 

singular in order for the comparison to be easier, since examples with the (in)definite article 

are going to be crucial and the indefinite article in Greek is only found in the singular. See the 

Appendix for the declination of opjosdhipote and of the (in)definite articles. 

Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 11, E. Puig-Waldmüller (ed.), Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra, pp.403-417.
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The aim of this paper is twofold: on the one hand, after providing further evidence for 

opjosdhipote being an indefinite in the sense of Heim (1982), I discuss in more depth one of 

the pieces of evidence used in indefinite analyses of FCIs, which is the fact that they can co-

occur with the indefinite article. This fact holds for various Romance languages like Spanish, 

Catalan and Italian
3
 (see Garcia 2003, Quer 1999, Chierchia 2005, respectively) and also for 

Greek (see Giannakidou 2001). Opjosdhipote co-occurs with the indefinite article 

enas,mia,ena ‘a’ for masc., fem. and neuter respectively, as attested in (2) and (3) below: 

 

(2) Pekse               opjadhipote nota./ Pekse               mia opjadhipote nota. 

play.imper.2sg FC              note / play.imper.2sg a     FC              note 

‘Play any note.’/ lit. ‘Play an any note.’ 

 

(3) Afto to Savatokiriako dhen dhiavasa  ena opjodhipote vivlio,  

this the weekend         not    read.1sg   a    FC                book, 

ala ena   vivlio tu            Cummings. 

but a      book  the.GEN  Cummings 

‘This weekend I didn’t read just any book, but a book of Cummings.’ 

 

On the other hand, this paper discusses constructions such the one in (1), where we have 

[definite article + opjosdhipote + Noun]. Assuming for the sake of the argument that, as G & 

C claim, in addition to indefinite FCIs, there also exist definite FCIs, I will pursue this line of 

thought in order to test whether the above-mentioned construction fulfills the conditions to be 

called definite and I will come to the conclusion that the definite article involved here does 

not act as a regular definite article, but as a slack regulator in the sense of Lasersohn (1999). 

 

2 Indefinite and definite Free Choice Items: Giannakidou & Cheng (2006) 

A crucial point in the discussion of FCIs by G & C is the claim that semantic and even 

morphological definiteness is a prerequisite for some FCIs in Greek and Chinese. As a 

consequence, they argue for the existence of both indefinite, following the analysis of 

Giannakidou (2001), and definite FCIs. This distinction is supposed to be evident in English 

as a lexical distinction: FC any is indefinite, while FC wh-ever is definite. The contrast is 

reflected basically syntactically: any selects N(oun)P(hrase)s, while wh-ever selects clausal 

complements and builds F(ree) R(elatives)
4
. In Greek it is supposed to be obscured lexically 

since both indefinite and definite FCIs make use of the same lexical item, namely, of 

opjosdhipote. The distinction is claimed to be syntactic here as well: indefinite FCIs are 

formed by FC + NP and definite FCIs by FC + C(omplement)P(hrase). In Mandarin Chinese, 

the definiteness effect is obtained via d!u, which is a particle that may appear with the wh-

phrase n"-CL ‘which’ that has a free choice reading. Their approach treats FCI indefinites as 

Heimian indefinites and is augmented with the notion of definiteness discussed by Jacobson 

(1995) in her treatment of English FRs, which is employed in order to account for the definite 

FCIs. Indefinite and definite FCIs depend on whether there is an active definiteness function, 

                                                

3  For illustration of this point see further on, examples (19) through (21). 
4  A Free Relative sentence is one of the following sort: 

 (i) Whoever danced last night will get an ice cream.  
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i.e. a closure under the iota operator, which operates on the FCI contributing maximality and 

building a maximal plural entity. They give the following two examples of indefinite and 

definite FCIs (illustrated by (4) and (5) respectively) in Greek: 

 

(4)   (enas) opjosdhipote fititis  

a       FC                student 

‘any student’ 

 

(5) Opjosdhipote fititis   irthe         sto     parti,  efxaristithike. 

FC                student came.3sg to.the party was.pleased  

‘Whichever student came to the party was pleased.’ 
 

What will be relevant from their analysis for the discussion in this paper is the fact that G & C 

acknowledge the existence of definite FCIs and no further evaluation of their analysis will be 

given.
5
 

 

3 The indefinite analysis of Free Choice Items 

I will first focus on the indefinite analysis of Free Choice Items, according to which, on the 

basis of a number of similarities between indefinites like a and FCIs, it is claimed that FCIs 

are Heimian indefinites, i.e. items that have no quantificational force of their own and that 

take on the quantificational force of the operator they appear with. I will now review the 

arguments that support the indefinite analysis based mostly on the analyses of Kadmon & 

Landman (1993), Lee & Horn (1994), Horn (2005) and Giannakidou & Cheng (2006).  

 

3.1 Arguments in favor of the indefinite analysis of FCIs 

One of the most salient characteristics of indefinites in the sense of Heim (1982) is the fact 

that they present quantificational variability, a characteristic shared by FCIs. Regular 

indefinites like a, as well as FCIs, do not have inherent quantificational force, but their 

interpretation varies according to the operator available in the utterance: Opjosdhipote can be 

interpreted existentially, as in (6), universally, as in (7), or generically, as in (8): 

(6) a. Pekse                opjadhipote nota. 

play.imper.2sg FC               note 

‘Play any note.’ 

b. �/!6
 "x (note(x) # play (you,x)) 

 

(7) a. Afto to tragudi mboriability na     to peksi        opjosdhipote musikos. 

this the song    can.3sg    subj. it  play.3sg   FC                 musician 

‘Any musician can play this song.’ 

b. $x(musician(x)) % ! (play(x,this song))  

                                                

5  See Lazaridou-Chatzigoga (in progress) for further criticism of their analysis. 
6  I remain agnostic as to whether we should represent imperatives with the necessity or 

the possibility operator, since utterance (6) could be uttered for expressing both forces, i.e. for 

expressing a command or permission. See Dayal (2004) for some discussion on imperatives. 
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(8) a. Opjosdhipote ixos   ine musiki. 

FC                 sound is   music 

‘Any sound is music.’ 

b.  Genx [sound(x)] [is.music(x)] 

 

Another characteristic of indefinites is the fact that they are able to be unselectively bound, 

which means that some operator binds more than one variable (see Lewis 1975), and that they 

license donkey anaphora, as attested in example (9), where the indefinite is bound by a 

universal quantifier and donkey anaphora arises. In utterance (10) it is shown that FCIs can 

also be bound unselectively and give rise to donkey anaphora: 

 

(9) a. Every mother that has a child1 loves it1.  

b. $x,y  [mother(x) # child(y) # have(x,y)] [love(x,y)] 

 

(10) a. Ola ta  pedhia       pu   pezun     opjodhipote pnefsto1,          to1 exun  

all the children   that  play.3pl  FC            wind instrument, it  have.3pl  

panda   mazi tus. 

always with them 

‘All the children who play any wind instrument always carry it with them.’ 

b.$x,y [child(x) # wind.instrument(y) # play(x,y)] 

[always.carry.with.them(x,y)] 

 

Indefinites are also characterized by the fact that they allow anaphoric relations to be 

established at the discourse level as can be seen in (11). In example (12) we see that 

opjosdhipote can also license discourse anaphora (subindices are used in order to express the 

anaphoric relations): 

 

(11) Pare                   ena xarti1.       Dhiplose         to1  sta               dhio  

take.imper.2sg  a  card            fold.imper.2sg it   in.the.ACC. two  

ke   dhos’                to1 mu. 

and give.imper.2sg it me.GEN 

‘Take a card. Fold it in two and give it to me.’ 

 

(12) Pare                   opjodhipote xarti1. Dhiplose          to1 sta              dhio  

take.imper.2sg  FC               card    fold.imper.2s  it   in.the.ACC  two  

ke dhos’                 to1 mu. 

ke give.imper.2sg   it  me.GEN 

‘Take any card. Fold it in two and give it to me.’ 

 

Another distinctive characteristic that indefinites and FCIs share is the fact that they are 

felicitous within predicative nominals (see Giannakidou 2001 and Horn 2005): 
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(13) a. He is not a friend of mine. 

b. He could be anyone. 

 

(14) a. Tha mboruse na    ine enas filos    mu. 

                            fut. could      subj. be  a      friend me.GEN 

‘He could be a friend of mine’ 

b. Tha mboruse na    ine opjosdhipote. 

   fut. could      subj. be  anyone 

‘He/It could be anyone.’ 

 

A construction that further supports the indefinite nature of FCIs, is the supplementary FCI, 

which involves a regular indefinite like a or some and a FCI like opjosdhipote added 

afterwards, as a supplement. This is described by Horn (2005:188) as dilation of the 

existential that precedes the FCI. The following examples serve to illustrate the point: 

 

(15) I am looking for a bicycle, any bicycle, that works. 

 

(16) Mipos gnorizi kamia          kapjo vivlio, opjodhipote vivlio, pu    na 

maybe knows  nobody.fem. some book    FC              book   that subj.  

periexi   ikones    pinguinon? 

contains pictures penguins.GEN 

‘Does anyone know some book, any book, that contains pictures of penguins?’ 

 

Finally, another fact that strengthens the analysis of FCIs as indefinites is the possibility of 

co-occurrence with the indefinite article as already mentioned in the introduction. The FCI 

with the indefinite article can be within a predicative nominal as in (17) or in argumental 

positions such as object position as in (18): 

 

(17)  I    Astipalea dhen ine    ena opjodhipote nisi,    ine to   pio    omorfo. 

the Astipalea  not   is      a    FC              island, is   the more beautiful 

‘Astipalea is not just any island; it is the most beautiful one.’ 

 

(18) Dhen efera              ena opjodhipote krasi, ala ena Rioja. 

not    brought.1sg    a    FC              wine, but a    Rioja 

‘I didn’t bring just any wine, but a Rioja.’  

 

This fact is also attested in many Romance languages such as Spanish, Catalan and Italian 

respectively: 

(19) Ponte un vestido cualquiera. 

put.on a dress    FC 

‘Put on just any dress.’ 

 

(20) L'acció     es   situa           en la  perifèria   d'una ciutat qualsevol. 

the action refl. situate.3sg in the periphery of a   city    FC 

‘The action is situated in the periphery of a city, any city.’ 
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(21) Trovare un lavoro qualsiasi a Londra é facile. 

find       a   job     FC          in London is easy 

‘It is easy to find whatever kind of job in London.’ 

 

I will return to the co-appearance of FCIs with the indefinite article in section 5.  

 

3.2 A note on some differences between indefinites and FCIs 

 

Up to this point we have seen that there is strong evidence for the indefinite analysis of FCIs 

on the basis of the characteristics they share with regular indefinites. Nevertheless, it needs to 

be noticed that FCIs are not to be seen as fully identical to regular indefinites like a, because 

there are also some differences
 
between them, which get reflected in the more limited 

distribution of FCIs. These differences concern the fact that FCIs cannot occur either in there-

insertion contexts or in episodic contexts
7
, but I take it that satisfactory answers have been 

given in the literature to account for these facts (see footnote 7 for examples and references). 

A more intriguing difference is the one having to do with quantificational variability, which 

seems to be restricted to vary between $, " and Gen when FCIs are concerned, while regular 

indefinites like a can also gain other quantificational forces such as the forces of 

quantificational adverbs like usually, rarely, often etc. Here is an example of an indefinite and 

the representation of the tripartite structure it is involved in (based on Lewis 1975, Heim 

1982):  

 

(22) a. Children usually go to concerts of improvised music. 

b. This could be paraphrased as follows: Most children go to concerts of 

improvised music. 

c. Usually x [children(x)] [go.to.concerts.of.improvised music(x)] 

 

An example of a FCI with a Q-adverb allows only for the frequency reading of the adverb and 

does not give rise to a paraphrase like the one in (22b). This is attested in (23): 

 

                                                

7
 Regular indefinites like a occur freely in episodic contexts and are licit in there-insertion 

contexts, while FCIs do not occur in these environments: 

(i)  A cat came in. 

(ii)  *Any cat came in. 

(iii)  Mbike     mesa   mia gata. 

 came.3sg inside a     cat 

 ‘A cat came in.’ 

(iv)  *Mbike    mesa  opjadhipote gata. 

 came.3sg inside FC               cat 

(v)  There is a kitten on the sofa. 

(vi)  *There is any kitten on the sofa. 

 For discussion and possible solutions to these differences see Giannakidou (2001) and 

Horn (2005). 
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(23) Ta pedhia sinithos akun opjodhipote ixo me periergia. 

the children usually hear FC sound with curiosity 

‘Children usually listen to whatever sound with curiosity.’ 

 

In line with Dayal (1998) and in contrast with Giannakidou (2001) I argue that FCIs are not 

felicitous with Q-adverbs. This point is further illustrated with individual-level predicates, 

since these predicates exclude frequency readings of the adverbs. This has to be accounted for 

if we want to continue defending the indefinite analysis of FCIs, but at this point I can only 

make the observation that FCIs, unlike regular indefinites, do not form felicitous sentences 

with Q-adverbs, as attested in the examples below: 

 

(24) A lion is usually majestic. 

(25) *Any lion is usually majestic. 

(26) 
?
Enas krokodilos ine sinithos tromaxtikos. 

 a       crocodile  is    usually scary 

‘A crocodile is usually scary’ 

(27) *Opjodhipote krokodilos ine sinithos tromaxtikos. 

  FC               crocodile    is   usually  scary 

                    

 

4 FCI opjosdhipote and the puzzle in Greek 

I will present now data that illustrate three uses of the Greek FCI opjosdhipote. These three 

constructions will be discussed and it will be shown that they have different distributions, 

and, as a consequence, they will not be interchangeable. The constructions in question are the 

following
8
: 

 

[Opjosdhipote + Noun] 

[Indefinite article + opjosdhipote +Noun] 

[Definite article + opjosdhipote +Noun] 

 

The descriptive labels I will use from now on, for convenience, are ‘bare FCIs’, ‘indef-art 

FCIs’ and ‘def-art FCIs’, respectively.  

 

4.1 The data 

 

Ability or possibility modals like mboro ‘can’ are contexts that permit all three constructions 

as can be seen in examples (28) a,b: 

                                                

8
 The order in the above constructions is crucial since the order [opjosdhipote + (in)definite 

article + Noun] is not attested. I leave aside occurrences of opjosdhipote as a pronoun, as well 

as occurrences of opjosdhipote with other indefinites such as kapjo ‘some’ to be dealt with in 

future research. Here is an example with kapjo ‘some’: 

(i)  An enas pektis pi oti vlepi kapjo opjodhipote lathos stamatai to pexnidi. 

‘If a player says that he sees whatever kind of error he stops the game.’ 
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(28)  a. Afto mboriability    na     to peksi    {opjosdhipote/enas opjosdhipote/  

this can.3sg        subj. it  play.3sg FC              /a FC                        /  

o   opjosdhipote} musikos. 

the FC                  musician 

‘This can be played by any musician.’ 

b. Ta   dora        afta  mboripossibility na       tixun          se {opjodhipote/ 

the presents these can.3sg         subj.   happen.3pl to FC                    

ena opjodhipote/ to opjodhipote} zevgari. 

a    FC             / the FC             couple 

‘Any couple may win these presents.’ 

 

Generics allow bare and def-art FCIs, but indef-art FCIs are not acceptable
 
in this context as 

seen in (29): 

 

(29) {Opjosdhipote/*Enas opjosdhipote/O opjosdhipote} ixos      ine musiki. 

FC                  /a FC                         /the FC                    sound   is   music 

‘Any sound is music.’ 

 

The fact that indef-art FCIs are not accepted in generics is expected, since Greek generics are 

normally expressed with definite singulars or plurals. Some of my informants regard (29) 

with the indefinite article grammatical with the assumption that there is some modification of 

the noun phrase as in the utterance below- here, an adjective modifying the noun: 

 

(30) Enas opjosdhipote omorfos ixos   ine musiki. 

a       FC               beautiful sound is music 

‘Any beautiful sound is music.’ 

 

This modification is though not obligatory for the licensing of bare or def-art FCIs, so the 

difference in the distributions attested is significant. 

 

In the context of imperatives bare and indef-art FCIs are allowed, while def-art FCIs are not: 

 

(31) Pekse               {opjadhipote/mia opjadhipote/*tin opjadhipote} nota. 

play.imper.2sg   FC             /a FC                   /the FC                     note 

‘Play any note.’ 

 

In the antecedent of conditionals bare and def-art FCIs are allowed, while indef-art FCIs are 

accepted only by a few speakers. Episodic negation presents the opposite distribution: it 

allows indef-art FCIs, while it does not allow bare FCIs, and judgements vary across speakers 

as regards def-art FCIs: 
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(32) An exete {opjadhipote/%
9
mia opjadhipote/tin opjadhipote} pliroforia,         

if have.2sg. FC           /a      FC                     /the FC              information,  

kaleste mas. 

call      us 

‘If you have any information, call us.’ 

 

(33) Dhen efera        {*opjodhipote/ena opjodhipote/% to opjodhipote} krasi,  

not  brought.1sg   FC             /a      FC              / the FC                      wine,   

ala ena Rioja. 

but a     Rioja 

‘I didn’t bring just any wine, but a Rioja.’ 

 

As was pointed out before in footnote 7, affirmative episodic and there-insertion contexts do 

not allow bare and def-art FCIs, while indef-art FCIs in these contexts are acceptable for 

some speakers: 

 

(34) Irthe       {*opjosdhipote/% enas opjosdhipote/*o opjosdhipote} pelatis. 

came.3sg   FC                /   a      FC                   / the FC                  client 

‘*Any client came’ 

 

(35) Ipirxe       {*opjodhipote/% ena opjodhipote/*to opjodhipote} vilvio pano  

existed.3sg      FC          /a FC                         /  the FC                 book   on    

sto     trapezi. 

in.the table 

‘*There was any book on the table’ 

 

On the basis of the distributions of these three constructions the relevant observation is that 

there is a split: bare and def-art FCIs pattern, in general, alike, and indef-art FCIs behave 

differently. This split will be reflected in the proposal I am going to present in the next 

section in the assumption that opjosdhipote in bare and def-art FCIs is a determiner and in 

indef-art FCIs an adjective. 

 

5 The proposal 

 

Following previous indefinite analyses of FCIs (see references above) I argue that 

opjosdhipote, i.e. the bare FCI + N, is a Heimian indefinite that additionally involves domain 

widening (see Kadmon & Landman 1993:361): 

                                                

9  I use the symbol % to refer to differences reported across speakers and not to 

marginal acceptance in one speaker, that is, whenever I use % it indicates that the judgements 

varied between acceptable, marginal and not acceptable depending on the speaker in question. 
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(36) Widening is defined as follows: in an NP of the form any CP, any widens the 

interpretation of the common noun phrase (CP) along a contextual dimension. 

 

This means that in order to interpret an utterance involving a FCI, we need to widen the 

domain in order to include individuals that were not taken previously into account. For 

example, in (37) the speaker includes even musicians that are not very good or even people 

that would marginally be considered musicians: 

 

(37) Afto mporiability    na     to peksi    {opjosdhipote/enas opjosdhipote/  

this can.3sg        subj. it  play.3sg FC              /a FC                        /  

o   opjosdhipote} musikos. 

the FC                  musician 

‘This can be played by any musician.’ 

 

As regards now the [indefinite article + opjosdhipote + Noun] construction, given that indef-

art FCIs do not display any quantificational variability, I claim that they are inherently 

existential. The claim for their existential-only nature is supported by the following facts: 

First, by the fact that they occur only in contexts that allow for or only give rise to existential 

quantification such as ability or epistemic modals, episodic negation and, for some speakers, 

also in there-insertion contexts. An even more strong argument for their existential nature is 

the fact that indef-art FCIs cannot occur in constructions that show the ‘subtrigging’ effect. 

Subtrigging (LeGrand 1975) is caused by constructions that involve modification of the FCI 

by a relative clause yielding only universal readings of the FCI. An episodic utterance like 

(38), without any modification, is ungrammatical, but gains grammaticality when modified by 

a relative clause as in (39): 

 

(38) *Xtes        efaga    opjodhipote gliko. 

yesterday  ate.1sg FC              sweet 

‘*Yesterday I ate any sweet’ 

 

(39) Xtes         efaga    opjodhipote gliko   ipirxe         sto                psigio. 

yesterday ate.1sg FC               sweet  existed.3sg in.the.ACC  fridge 

‘Yesterday I ate any sweet there was in the fridge’ 

 

The interpretation of (39) can only be universal and the bare FCI is licensed. Indef-art FCIs 

cannot be involved in ‘subtrigging’ and thus are resistant to being interpreted universally, as 

seen below: 

 

(40) *Xtes        efaga    ena opjodhipote gliko   ipirxe          sto     psigio. 

yesterday  ate.1sg a     FC              sweet  existed.3sg  in.the fridge 

 

Let’s consider again example (18), repeated here as (41):  
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(41) Dhen efera             ena   opjodhipote krasi, ala ena Rioja. 

not    brought.1sg  a      FC               wine,  but a     Rioja 

‘I didn’t bring just any wine, but a Rioja.’ 

 

Here we have an anti-indiscriminative reading of the FCI, which is a reading always 

constructed with negation. In English this reading is expressed via the not just any 

construction. As Horn (2005:186) puts it: 

Such anti-indiscriminative assertions respond to propositions salient in (or accommodated 

to) the common ground, namely that the corresponding positive existential holds (for our 

example, ‘I brought a wine’, DLC) and that the specific identity of the objects in question (for 

our example, among the set of wines, DLC) is largely immaterial. It is this latter assumption 

that the anti-indiscriminative any claim refutes. 

The same pattern, i.e. the FCI plus the indefinite article, for expression of anti-

indiscriminative readings is also observed in Spanish (see Quer 1999) and in Catalan: 

 

(42) No es una revista cualquiera. 

not is a magazine FC 

‘It’s not just any magazine.’ 

 

(43) Aquesta no és una bicicleta qualsevol. 

this        not is  a     bicycle   FC 

‘This is not just any bicycle.’ 

 

In the above examples, as well as in the examples (19) and (20), we observe that the FCIs 

involved, i.e. cualquier(a) and qualsevol, appear postnominally and, in fact, this is the only 

possible order for these constructions, whereas cualquier(a) and qualsevol without the 

indefinite article must appear prenominally as in (44) and (45): 

 

(44) Coge                cualquier pastel. 

take.imper.2sg FC          sweet 

‘Take any sweet.’ 

 

(45) Si teniu     qualsevol dubte, contacteu              amb les nostres oficines. 

if have.2pl FC          dubte  contact.2pl.imper. with the ours offices 

‘If you have any doubt, contact our offices.’ 

 

Given the fact that, in general, adjectives in Spanish and Catalan appear postnominally, I 

propose that in the Greek construction [indefinite-article + opjosdhipote + Noun], 

opjosdhipote is not a determiner, but an adjective. This hypothesis correctly accounts for the 

different distribution of indef-art FCIs compared to bare and def-art FCIs, as we saw in 

section 4.1. 
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Further support for my claim for the existential-only nature of indef-art FCIs comes from the 

cross-linguistic evidence we find in Italian as discussed in Chierchia (2005), where he argues 

for the existential nature of the construction [un N qualunque/qualsiasi] ‘a N any’. 

 

As regards now the [definite article + FCI + Noun] construction and the quantificational force 

of def-art FCIs we notice that def-art FCIs present quantificational variability as attested for 

example in (1) and in (28), where they get generic and universal interpretations, respectively. 

In contrast with the behaviour of opjosdhipote in indef-art FCIs, I claim that opjosdhipote is 

not an adjective here, but a determiner just like in bare FCIs. Empirical evidence supporting 

this claim is provided by the fact that no determiner spreading is attested with def-art FCIs. 

Determiner spreading/Polydefiniteness is the phenomenon observed in Greek (see 

Androutsopoulou, 1994; Alexiadou and Wilder, 1998), where in modified DPs, the default 

order Det>Adj>N changes giving rise to an additional definite article: 

 

(46) to podilato *(to) kokino  

the bicycle (the) red 

‘the red the bicycle’  

 

In the default order an additional definite article is also possible: 

 

(47) to kokino (to) podilato  

the red (the) bicycle 

‘the red bicycle’  

 

We observe though that (48) and (49) are ungrammatical and no determiner spreading is 

allowed when opjosdhipote is involved: 

 

(48) *to opjodhipote to podilato 

the any the bicycle 

 

(49) *to podilato to opjodhipote  

the bicycle the any 

 

This fact is not only relevant for showing that opjosdhipote here is not an adjective, at least 

not a qualitative one like kokino ‘red’, but it is also important in determining the role of the 

definite article involved in this construction. If we had here a regular definite article we 

would expect it to spread, as it is normal in Greek, but this is not attested. 

Let’s turn now to the contribution of the definite article in the construction in question. We 

just saw that it cannot spread when co-occurring with opjosdhipote. Another fact that is 

crucial is that the definite article involved in this construction does not show typical 

characteristics of definiteness considering them to be reference to an old discourse referent 

(familiarity in Heim’s terms) and uniqueness presupposition. Let’s turn to a relevant example 

involving a def-art FCI to check whether the claim that no definiteness is attested is verified: 
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(50) Oxi...sas eksomologume oti dhen thimame pote onira pu idha  

no...  you.ACC confess.1sg that not remember.1sg never dreams that saw.1sg  

ti nixta..          To ksero       oti  afto to kusuri   mu tha  ekane      ton opjodhipote  

the.ACC night it know.1sg that this the defect mine fut make.3sg the FC  

psixanaliti      na    pethani tis             pinas! Dhen tha  mborusa     na      tu    dhigitho  

psychoanalyst subj. die     the.GEN hunger  not     fut. could.1sg subj. him tell  

tipota    apo   ton         kosmo ton          oniron   mu! 

nothing from the.ACC world  the.GEN dreams mine 

‘No, I confess to you that I don’t ever remember dreams I saw at night… I know that this 

defect of mine would make any psychoanalyst die from hunger! I couldn’t tell him anything 

from the world of my dreams!’ 

In the context of (50), there is no previous reference to a specific psychoanalyst and we 

cannot pick up a previous discourse referent by uttering ton opjodhipote psixanaliti ‘lit. the 

FC psychoanalyst’. There is furthermore no presupposition that there exists such an entity 

(though knowledge of the nowadays’ world tells us that are such entities as psychoanalysts) 

nor that this entity is unique. So, we conclude that ton opjodhipote psixanaliti does not pick 

up the unique individual that satisfies the property denoted by the noun and no iota operator à  

la G & C is involved. 

 

After having seen what the definite article in this construction does not do, we turn our 

interest to whether it has some contribution after all: Comparison of examples where both, 

bare and def-art FCIs are licit brings up differences in interpretation: 

 

(51) Opjosdhipote ixos   ine musiki. vs. O   opjosdhipote ixos   ine musiki. 

FC                   sound is   music    /  the FC                 sound is music 

‘Any sound is music’
10

 

 

The difference observed is that in the first utterance, with the bare FCI, the speaker allows for 

exceptions, so she regards, for instance, the sound of the washing machine as an exception to 

her claim, but in the second utterance, with the def-art FCI, no exceptions are allowed: the 

speaker involves in her statement even washing machines, doorbells or sine waves as sounds 

that are music.  

What this difference suggests is that the definite article in def-art FCIs acts as a slack 

regulator in the sense of Lasersohn (1999). According to Lasersohn people tend to speak 

loosely, making use of what he calls pragmatic slack. Pragmatic slack is a pragmatically 

licensed deviation from truth and there exist expressions in language that regulate the 

pragmatic slack allowed in the interpretation of utterances. These expressions are called slack 

regulators and Lasersohn’s examples include adverbs like exactly, degree scalar adjectives 

like round and universal quantifiers like all. I suggest to treat the definite article in the 

construction in question also as a kind of slack regulator, that, resembling all, widens up even 

more the domain of quantification. 

                                                

10  In order to show the difference attested in Greek, we could translate the one with the 

definite article as ‘Absolutely any sound is music’. 
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6 Conclusions 

 

In this article I showed that there is strong evidence in favor of the indefinite analysis of FCIs. 

I provided data that show that the FCI opjosdhipote in Greek is involved in three different 

constructions and I have claimed that the bare, indef-art and def-art FCIs differ with respect 

to their quantificational variability: bare and def-art FCIs present quantificational variability, 

while indef-art FCIs are inherently existential. I have further claimed that opjosdhipote 

involved in bare and def-art FCIs is a determiner, whereas opjosdhipote in indef-art FCIs is 

an adjective. I finally addressed the question of whether the definite article co-appearing with 

opjosdhipote forms a definite FCI in the sense of G & C and have claimed that the definite 

article in this construction does not contribute definiteness but acts as a slack regulator in the 

sense of Lasersohn (1999). 

 

 

Appendix 

 

The Greek FCI opjosdhipote is declined as follows: 
 

 

The definite article o,i,to in Greek is declined as follows: 
 

singular plural 

 masc. fem. neuter masc. fem. neuter 

Nom.  o i to I i ta 

Gen.  tu tis tu ton   ton ton 

Acc.   ton tin to tus  tis ta 

 

 

The indefinite article enas,mia,ena in Greek is declined as follows: 

 
 masculine feminine neuter 

Nom.  enas mia ena 

Gen. enos mias enos 

Acc. enan mia ena 

 

 

 

 

singular  plural 

 masculine feminine neuter  masculine feminine neuter 

Nom.  opjosdhipote Opjadhipote opjodhipote Nom.  opjidhipote opjesdhipote opjadhipote 

Gen. opjudhipote Opjasdhipote opjudhipote Gen.  opjondhipote opjondhipote opjondhipote 

Acc.  opjondhipote Opjadhipote opjodhipote Acc.   opjusdhipote opjesdhipote opjadhipote 
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Abstract

Since Kripke introduced rigid designation as an alternative to the Frege/Russell analysis

of referential terms as definite descriptions, there has been an ongoing debate between ‘de-

scriptivists’ and ‘referentialists’, mostly focusing on the semantics of proper names. Nowa-

days descriptivists can draw on a much richer set of linguistic data (including bound and

accommodated proper names in discourse) as well as new semantic machinery (E-type syn-

tax/semantics, DRT, presupposition-as-anaphora) to strengthen their case. After reviewing

the current state of the debate, I argue for a referentialist semantics that incorporates some

modern insights from the side of the descriptivists in order to account for the new data in a

principled fashion.

1 From Frege/Russell to Kripke/Kaplan

Before Frege, proper names (Luke, Amsterdam,. . . ) were commonly regarded as purely ref-

erential devices, i.e. their function is to designate a certain individual and that is all there is

to their meaning. The main problems for this view are the obvious meaningfulness of names

without bearers (e.g. in negative existential statements: Santa Claus doesn’t exist), and cases of

mistaken reference, like Hesperus and Phosphorus, both referring to the same planet, Venus,

though we can safely say that the Babylonians believed that Hesperus and Phosphorus were

distinct bodies, but not that Venus and Venus were distinct bodies. These and similar puzzles

led Frege to his distinction between Sinn and Bedeutung. He says that in addition to reference,

proper names also have a real meaning, some kind of descriptive content that allows the hearer

to determine a referent. Frege’s ideas are now commonly cast in a possible worlds framework:

Sinn = intension = function from possible worlds to referents in those worlds, JαK :⊆W → D;

Bedeutung = extension = referent in the current world, JαKw = JαK(w) ∈ D.

In this setup, even if a name happens to lack a bearer (Santa Claus) or an unknown bearer

(Hesperus/Phosphorus), it will still have a fully functional meaning, viz. the intension. But

what exactly is the intension of a name? What descriptive content does it carry? For Frege,

who wants it to play the role of cognitive significance in thought, it is something that differs

for from person to person: for me, Darth Vader is synonymous with Anakin, meaning Luke’s

father, named Anakin, who was seduced by the Dark Side, though for the young Luke it may

just be the Sith apprentice of the evil Emperor. In terms of intensions, Anakin’s meanings are:

Jdarth vaderK : w7→ the individual in w who is, in w, the Sith apprentice of w’s Emperor;

JanakinK : w 7→ the Jedi master known in w as ‘Anakin Skywalker’.

∗I would like to thank the audiences of TaBu 2006 (Groningen), Rob’s Festshop (Nijmegen), LUSH (Utrecht)

and Sinn und Bedeutung XI (Barcelona) for insightful comments on earlier presentations of (parts of) this work. I

thank Ede Zimmermann for bringing to my attention his Hypothesis L, and Bart Geurts for criticizing the analysis

resulting from applying it. For reasons of space the current paper focuses almost exclusively on proper names,

neglecting the issues related to indexicality. A more comprehensive discussion of both is in preparation.

Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 11, E. Puig-Waldmüller (ed.), Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra, pp.418-432.
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Russell takes this one step further, for him proper names are really abbreviations

of definite descriptions at the level of logical form:1 Darth Vader ;

ι

x∃y[sith(x)
∧evil(y)∧emperor(y)∧apprentice(x,y)]; Anakin ;

ι

x[jedi(x)∧hero(x)]. From a se-

manticist’s perspective the differences between the Fregean and Russellian analyses disappear

on a straightforward semantics of descriptions as denoting individual concepts, i.e. functions

from worlds to individuals. A point of substantial disagreement between these and later versions

of the descriptivist thesis lies in the exact description associated with a given name. This ranges

from the fully personal descriptions we saw above, to the mere ‘the person called Anakin’. I

opt for the latter and associate with every name a condition like anakin(x) meaning ‘x is called

Anakin’. However, nothing hinges on this particular description, and you’re free to interpret the

proper name condition whichever way you like throughout this paper.

In the 1970’s we see a revival of the so-called Millian analysis of proper names as simply refer-

ential. This is due in great part to Kripke’s (1972) famous argumentation against descriptivism,

in favor of an enhanced account of names as directly referential devices. Kripke convincingly

shows that names lack descriptive content and proposes to analyze names within a possible

worlds framework as rigid designators instead, i.e. as constants with a trivial, constant intension

that has them refer to the same individual at all possible worlds. Thus, a proper name’s mean-

ing and reference once again coincide. The main motivation lies in the observation that proper

names differ from definite descriptions in the fact that the first but not the latter are impervious

to embedding under modal operators:

(1) Some feel that Luke Skywalker should have been given a more Tatooinean name

This sentence is quite true, but a compositional analysis would derive the LF below:2

(2) ∃x[feelx[should[tatooinean name(luke)]]]

On a descriptive analysis of luke this says that someone feels it should be the case that the (most

salient) individual with the name ‘Luke’ should have a more Tatooinean name, which fails to

ascribe the attitude to Luke, but instead is about whoever has the name ‘Luke’ in some hypo-

thetical thought contexts. Kripke gets it right by analyzing names as simple constants whose

interpretation at any remote possible world of evaluation is the same, viz. Luke Skywalker.

We might try to save descriptivism by introducing a stipulation to the effect that the proper name

always takes widest possible scope in the logical form of the sentence:

(3) (λy[∃x[feelx[should[tatooinean name(y)]]]])luke

In addition to being ad hoc and breaking compositionality, a wide scope stipulation will not help

against Kripke’s next argument, because it has no operators to take scope over. Consider the

following sentences:

(4) a. Luke is called Luke

b. The person called Luke is called Luke

Both are well-formed and true (though perhaps a little strange on account of their triviality), but

while (4b), on its most natural reading, expresses an analytic, tautological truth (cf. bachelors

1In Russell’s system, definite descriptions in turn expand to conditions in an existential statement, but that

doesn’t concern us here.
2Though Russell’s definition of the

ι

-operator makes this formula ambiguous between the sketched narrow

and the correct wide scope reading.

2
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are unmarried), (4a) expresses a contingent fact (for there will be possible worlds where Luke

is called, say, Anakin II). A Kripkean analysis treating the name in (4a) as rigidly designating

the actual Luke Skywalker and the description in (4b) as an intensional object gets this right,

but the descriptivist would predict the sentences to be completely equivalent.

Thus, referentialism beats Frege/Russell descriptivism in linguistic semantic predictive power.

Yet it leaves open what is the nature of the relationship between name and bearer. How does

‘Luke’ get to refer to Luke? Kripke’s answer goes beyond linguistic semantics proper: a proper

name use is grounded in an initial act of baptism and a causal-historical chain of communi-

cations that transmit that original tagging to the current utterance. Note further that Kripke’s

referentialism suffers the reference problems that had led Frege and Russell to descriptivism in

the first place. Numerous fixes, extensions and arguments have been proposed by referentialists,

the most straightforward ones consisting in admitting that semantically such sentences may not

come out as they should, though they might still be useful pragmatically (Soames 1985). In

this paper I steer clear of these issues and restrict attention to names that have a bearer who is

familiar in the common ground.

1.1 Indexicals

Kaplan (1989) extends Kripke’s analysis to indexicals, which are similarly impervious to all

types of embedding:

(5) Some people might think that I like Star Wars

The embedded I refers to me, Emar, not some possible entity in John’s belief worlds. The

problem is that indexicals obviously do have some kind of meaning other than mere reference,

I, for instance means something like ‘the speaker of the current utterance’. In fact, the reference-

fixing that relies on a causal chain and dubbing in the case of a proper name, is taken care of by

this lexically encoded meaning in the case of an indexical. The meaningfulness and immunity

of indexicals naturally leads to a wide scope descriptivist analysis, as was attempted for proper

names. However, the Kripkean knock-down argument against (wide scope) descriptivism for

proper names applies here as well:

(6) a. I am speaking

b. The current speaker is speaking

These sentences exhibit the same contrast as (4): though neither is particularly informative, and

both are true if someone utters them, (6a) is but contingently true (I might have remained silent)

while (6b) on its preferred reading expresses a necessarily true, analytic statement. Conclusion:

I is not synonymous with any definite description.

Since indexicals do refer, this reference must be rigid, which immediately explains the wide

scope behavior. To account for the equally obvious context-dependence and linguistic reference

fixing, Kaplan devises a two-dimensional semantics in which linguistic meaning is formalized

as character, functions from contexts to intensions, which as we know are functions from worlds

to extensions. In every context of utterance I rigidly refers to the speaker of that context. If we

now stipulate that linguistic operators are only sensitive to intensional content (‘Prohibition

of Monsters’), we can unite immunity to embedding with context-dependence through lexical

meaning. The central semantic notion becomes truth of a sentence/expression as uttered in a

context c, evaluated at world w:

3
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(7) a. I am speaking
[

=(6a)
]

b. Jspeak(i)Kc
w = 1 iff JiKc

w ∈ JspeakKc
w iff the speaker of c belongs to the set of

speakers in w

Thus Kaplan passes the indexical version of the Kripke test (4), for the proposition expressed

in a context is the set of worlds where the formula is evaluated true (={w JϕKc
w = 1}), which

is a contingent proposition about a single individual for (7), but which will be tautological

for its descriptive counterpart (6b). Note finally that the indexical i’s interpretation depends

only on the context parameter (in other words, it is rigid with respect to evaluation in possible

worlds), while the predicate is truly intensional but not context dependent. We’ll return to two

dimensional Kaplanian semantics, and to this observation in particular, in 3.

2 Names and other definites

Kripke’s direct reference paradigm seemed theoretically and empirically superior to the descrip-

tivist alternatives of the time. However, new data and new insight in the semantics of definites

and pronouns slowly led to interesting new descriptivist proposals. In this section we take a

look at two accounts of proper names that take their cue from the similarities between names

and third person pronouns. Though this by itself doesn’t put them in the descriptivist camp,

it does constitute a move away from the direct reference paradigm in that in that framework

names refer while anaphoric pronouns are bound variables. I will argue that these two recent

pronoun-based semantic analyses are truly descriptivist.

Sommers (1982) was the first to note that, just like third person, anaphoric pronouns, names

tend to pick up their referent from the common ground, i.e. it is hard to imagine that I go up to

a stranger talking about ‘Horace’ or ‘she’ without prior introduction or pointing. First I need to

introduce a particular individual to the conversation, after that I can use the name or a pronoun,

e.g. as in the following mini-discourse:

(8) I have a poodle named Horace. {Horace/She} is five years old
[

(Geurts 1997)
]

Note already that the analogy between names and pronouns is not perfect. For one, the distri-

bution of proper names is generally more restricted. Once an individual is firmly established

in the common ground, pronouns are usually the preferred way to pick it up.3 This might be

explained as an effect of some ‘referential hierarchy’ (Prince 1981, Zeevat 1999) or of what syn-

tacticians used to call Principle C, both of which rule out proper names when pronouns would

be felicitous:

(9) Luke thought {he/*Luke} was safe

Back to the similarities. An important characteristic names share with pronouns is the referen-

tialist’s starting point, that names generally do not contribute to the truth-conditional content,

the proposition expressed. Since bound pronouns are represented as bound variables and bound

variables contribute nothing but their assigned referent to the truth-conditions this holds for

bound pronouns. But how about non-c-commanded pronouns such as the one in (8) or in don-

key sentences?

(10) Every man who owns a donkey beats it

3There are of course also cases where proper names are preferred, for instance when there are several possible

antecedents equally salient and with the same gender and person features.
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Here it depends on your semantic framework: in dynamic semantics this discourse binding is

treated as variable binding as well, so the same idea would apply. In a more traditional static

framework these pronouns are sometimes referred to as ‘E-type’ which means they are analyzed

as hidden descriptions.4 Both the dynamic and the static approaches have been worked into an

arguably descriptivist unified semantics of various definites (indexical, anaphoric and E-type

pronouns as well as definite descriptions and names). Before we switch to dynamic semantics,

let’s first take a look at the more conservative E-type analysis of (Elbourne 2006).5

2.1 Names as E-type pronouns

Elbourne (2006) provides a unified analysis of third person pronouns, definite descriptions and

proper names, in effect treating them all as descriptions. He starts from the well-known analysis

of donkey pronouns as hidden descriptions, analyzing the it in (10) as the donkey. With the help

of a fine-grained situation semantics, this picks out exactly those donkeys made available by the

quantifier’s restrictor, without letting go of the notion of binding as c-command. ELbourne’s

particular brand of E-type semantics holds that (i) a donkey pronoun has the syntax and seman-

tics of the determiner the, and (ii) it is followed by a phonologically deleted NP at LF. The LF

of (10) thus ends in . . . beats [it donkey], meaning . . . beats the donkey. Indices are added to

signify whether a hidden or overt description is bound (i > 0, co-indexed), E-type (i = 0), or

referential (i > 0, free), like so:

(11) it ; [it donkey]i
[

note: JitK=JtheK
]

i = 0:

ι

x[donkey(x)]
i > 0:

ι

x[donkey(x)∧x = xi]

But what about proper names? Like pronouns and overt definite descriptions they are definite

NPs and they occasionally exhibit donkey-binding:

(12) a. If a child is christened Bambi and Disney Inc. find out about it, they will sue

Bambi’s parents
[

(Geurts 1997)
]

b. Every woman who has a husband called John and a lover called Gerontius takes

only Gerontius to the Rare Names Convention
[

(Elbourne 2006)
]

This is a crucial new piece of empirical evidence against Kripkean referentialism, for it shows

a proper name (the second occurrence of Bambi/Gerontius) not used to refer to an individual

in the actual world or even in the common ground representation thereof. In positive terms,

it’s further evidence for Sommers’ analogy between pronouns and names, for it shows that

names, like pronouns (and definite descriptions) have referential as well as ‘(donkey-)bound’

uses. Note that the basic Frege/Russell descriptivist account is already pretty well-suited to

account for these cases, for a narrow scope construal of the second name’s associated descriptive

meaning, the person called Gerontius, derives the right reading (apart from some uniqueness

issues dealt with by using ‘minimal situations’ (Heim 1990)). The final ingredient of Elbourne’s

E-type/descriptive semantics of proper names is Burge’s (1973) analysis of names as nouns so

let’s briefly cover that first.

4Calling them ‘E-type pronouns’ suggests they are a different kind of pronouns from, say, anaphoric and

indexical ones, but that of course is entirely theory dependent. In dynamic frameworks the intuitively bound

pronoun in a donkey sentence is simply anaphoric.
52.1 is based on and refines my review of Elbourne’s book (Maier 2006).
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Burge points out that in English names may be pluralized (13a) and quantified (13b) as if they

were common nouns, and in other languages even the normal referential use is expressed with

a definite determiner modifying the name (13c):

(13) a. There are relatively few Alfreds in Princeton
[

(Burge 1973)
]

b. An Alfred Russell joined the club today
[

(Burge 1973)
]

c. Der Alfred ist toll
[

cf. (Larson and Segal 1995)
]

d. Alfred is cool

Burge concludes that names really are common nouns syntactically and semantically, so that

Alfred refers to the property of being called Alfred. The referential, bare proper name we see

occupying an NP slot in (13d) then must actually contain a phonologically deleted determiner at

LF. Burge claims it’s a demonstrative determiner, in order to account for direct reference, while

Larson and Segal (1995) claim it’s just a definite determiner. This last option seems to lead to a

classical Frege/Russell analysis, which will do justice to the donkey names in (12) but is easily

defeated by the Kripkean argument. Elbourne takes this option nonetheless, but indexes all his

definites, using unbound indices > 0 force rigidity. Summarizing Elbourne’s unified6 proposal:

(14) a. it ; [it donkey]i

b. the woman ; [the woman]i

c. Luke ; [the Luke]i
[

note: JLukeK=λx[luke(x)]
]

i = 0:

ι

x[luke(x)]
i > 0:

ι

x[luke(x)∧x = xi]

We get the correct reading for the examples in (10), (8), and (12) if the bound pronouns and

names bear the ’E-type index’ 0. Syntactically bound (c-commanded) pronouns are also taken

care of through co-indexing. As pointed out before, syntactic binding of proper names and

of definite descriptions may be blocked for independent reasons, but should they rear their

heads, they would be accommodated in the theory. On to the referential cases, supposedly

handled by free indices. Elbourne doesn’t talk much about referential pronouns, and they are

not currently our concern either, for proper names he does claim a free index will indeed ensure

rigidity. But does it? Let’s apply the ultimate litmus test: the subtle contrasts of (4) showing the

non-equivalence of Luke and the person called Luke. Following (14) we’ll see that the E-type

analysis can predict a contrast, and moreover it assigns a contingent proposition (of sorts) to

(4a) and can assign a necessary one to (4b) (by choosing index 0). Unfortunately, his analysis

doesn’t predict exactly the right reading for (4):

(15) Luke is called Luke
[

≈(4a)
]

LF: [the Luke]1 is called Luke

lf: luke( ι

x[luke(x)∧x = x1])

J(15)Kg
w = 1 iff g(x1) defined and g(x1) is called Luke in w

So far so good, but under what conditions would this sentence be false? In order for the sentence

to have any truth value in w, the description must be defined, i.e. there must be one (unique or

most salient) x fulfilling its condition,7 which means g(x1) must be called Luke. But then

6One point of criticism might be that the definition by cases (i = 0 and i > 0) in fact amounts to a genuine

ambiguity in disguise, so the E-type and referential/bound uses are not given a fully unified analysis after all.

However, the analysis still counts as a unification of definite descriptions, names and pronouns.
7Unless we adopt the real Russellian approach which makes the king of France is bald false when there is no

such king. Nowadays, however, we favor an account where non-existence or non-familiarity of the entity described
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that would immediately make it true, so the sentence is predicted always to be either true or

undefined, but never false. In reality, there are plenty of worlds where Luke (g(x1)) was given

a different name and in which the sentence should come out false. The reason why this E-type

analysis fails is that even with the addition of free indices the descriptive content associated with

the proper name still enters the truth conditions, thus trivializing them.

In order to set the stage for the dynamic rival approaches below let me mention another ob-

jection, concerning accommodation. In his refutation of referentialism Geurts (1997) cites the

following as an example of a proper name neither directly referential nor bound.

(16) If presidents were elected by alphabetical order, Aaron Aardvark might have been pres-

ident
[

(Bach 1987)
]

The name A. Aardvark here does not refer to a particular entity already established in the com-

mon ground/context. Moreover, the descriptive content of the proper name (having that name)

plays a crucial role in determining the proposition expressed: that the mere property of hav-

ing that name might land you the presidency. This is not too different from the bound Bambi

and Gerontius examples in which the name itself played a special, metalinguistic role, yet here

there is no available antecedent to bind to. It seems as though we are forced to create such an

antecedent on the basis of the surrounding discourse context and world-knowledge. In this case

it’s not hard to infer that in the hypothetical world with alphabetical elections there might be

someone called Aaron Aardvark and if so, he might have been president. We have, so to speak,

accommodated the descriptive content of the name in the antecedens.

Now, to turn this somewhat vague meta-semantic story into a real account we need a framework

that can deal with context change more naturally. This is where dynamic semantics and presup-

position theory comes in. In the next section we’ll see how Geurts and others account for (16)

and (12) in a principled and unified fashion.

2.2 Names as presuppositions

Dynamic semantics and presupposition theory have given rise to another fruitful analysis of

proper names as presupposition inducers, on a par with other definites. In this section we’ll see

how far this can take us.

Geurts’s (1997) semantics of proper names as presuppositions is couched in Kamp and Reyle’s

(1993) DRT with van der Sandt’s (1992) theory of presupposition-as-anaphora. One example

should suffice to illustrate that framework. Imagine a discourse context where a man and a

poodle have been introduced. This is represented as follows:

(17) a. There’s a man and a poodle

b.
[

x y man(x),poodle(y)
]

This forms the input context for the interpretation of the rest of the discourse. A sentence is

given a preliminary representation where the contribution of pronouns and other definites is

marked as presuppositional. The next step is to connect input context and sentence representa-

tion and resolve the latter’s presuppositions, i.e. try to bind presupposed discourse referents to

already established ones by matching the associated contents (dog-poodle):

(18) a. The dog is called Horace

b. Prel((18a)) =
[

horace(z), ∂
[

z dog(z)
]]

amounts to presupposition failure, blocking the assignment of a truth value.

7
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c. (17b)⊕(18b)=

[

x y
man(x),poodle(y)
horace(z), ∂

[

z dog(z)
]

]

;z7→y;

[

x y
man(x),poodle(y)
horace(y)

]

If binding should fail we fall back on accommodation, i.e. the creation of a suitable antecedent

by simply dropping the presupposed referent and content at a suitable position in the DRS.

On to names. Like Elbourne, Geurts follows Sommers’ idea that names behave rather like

pronouns to arrive at a unification of names, definite descriptions and pronouns, but now all as

presupposition triggers:

(19) a. Horace is three years old

b. Prel((19a)) =
[

three years(u), ∂
[

u horace(u)
]]

The benefit of this analysis over naı̈ve descriptivism is that we derive the wide scope behavior

of names from the general pragmatic mechanisms of presupposition projection, fully worked

out in the theory of presupposition-as-anaphora. Moreover, this is achieved without a need for

ambiguities and with fully compositionally generated preliminary DRSs. One big advantage

over the static E-type analysis is the unified analysis of syntactic and donkey binding as simply

variable binding (brought about by presupposition binding) that is the hallmark of dynamic

semantics.

(20) a. If a child is christened Bambi and Disney Inc. find out about it, they will sue

Bambi’s parents

b.

[ [

x
child(x),bambi(x),find out(y)
∂
[

y disney(y)
]

]

⇒

[

sue parents of(y,z)
∂
[

z bambi(z)
]

]]

; z7→x

;
[

y disney(y)
[

x child(x),bambi(x),find out(y)
]

⇒
[

sue parents of(y,x)
]]

A second advantage over the E-type account is the sound formalization of accommodation that

is relegated to meta-semantics in other, even (non-representational) dynamic, frameworks:

(21) a. If presidents were elected by alphabetical order, Aaron Aardvark might have been

president

b.
[ [

presidents alphabetical
]

⇒
[

3
[

president(x), ∂
[

x a.aardvark(x)
]]]]

;
[ [

x presidents alphabetical,a.aardvark(x)
]

⇒
[

3
[

president(x)
]]]

Unfortunately, Geurts’ analysis still fails all possible dynamic versions of the Kripke test. The

root of the problem lies in the version of the descriptivist premise he adopts, viz. that names are

analyzed as presuppositions, just like definite descriptions. It is clear that the preliminary DRSs

and thus the ‘context change potentials’ of (4a) and (4b) are exactly the same:

(22) a. {Luke/the person called Luke} is called Luke
[

cf. (4)
]

b.
[

luke(x), ∂
[

x luke(x)
]]

Both sentences have the same dynamic meaning, they impose the same restriction on input

contexts and transform the same inputs to the same outputs. In particular, adding (22) to a

context where a salient individual named Luke exists will have no truth conditional impact at

all, while adding it to a context without a Luke will lead to interpretation failure or, depending on

the rest of the context, accommodation of this individual. The important thing is that, contrary

to Kripkean intuitions, there is no distinction between the name and the corresponding definite

description, neither in dynamic sentence meaning, nor in admissible inputs, nor in static output

truth conditions.

8
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Proper names as rigid presuppositions 9

3 Rigid presuppositions

We have seen that descriptivism had problems deriving the wide scope behavior and the ‘rigidity

intuition’ highlighted by the Kripke test. The first is accommodated in more modern descrip-

tivist analyses like Elbourne’s static E-type account and Geurts’ dynamic, presuppositional ac-

count. I’ve shown how the second problem still haunts the neo-descriptivist proposals, making

them ultimately unsatisfactory. On the other hand, the occasional binding and accommodation

of proper names is left unexplained by the referentialists, but follows directly from esp. Geurts’

neo-descriptivism. I propose a synthesis of dynamic semantics with presuppositions and direct

reference.

3.1 Direct reference in DRT: anchors

Kamp and Reyle (1993) already proposed a way to incorporate a referential semantics of proper

names in the otherwise descriptive framework of DRT using external anchors. I argue that their

account is meta-semantic and ad hoc before proposing a more integrated layered account of

direct reference in DRT.

Formally, anchors are partial assignment functions, or embeddings as they are often called in

DRT semantics, mapping discourse referents to individuals. We can interpret a DRS ϕ relative

to an anchor a containing the free variables of the DRS in its domain. Interpretation of an

anchored DRS, 〈ϕ,a〉, proceeds as in standard DRT, (23a), but with the anchor restricting the

set of verifying embeddings (23b):

(23) a. JϕK f
w = 1 iff there is an embedding g ⊇U(ϕ) f with for all γ ∈Con(ϕ): JγKg

w = 1

(i) [atomic] e.g. γ = P(x,y): JγKg
w = 1 iff 〈g(x),g(y)〉 ∈ JPK(w)

(ii) [complex] e.g. γ = ¬ψ: JγKg
w = 1 iff there is no h ⊇U(ϕ) g with JψKh

w = 1

b. J〈ϕ,a〉K = the set of w in which there is a truthful embedding f ⊇ a of ϕ
= {w JϕKa

w = 1}

The mechanism of anchoring can be used to fix the reference of a proper name’s discourse

referent. A proper name, we assume triggers an extension of the anchor linking the name’s

discourse referent to the designated individual directly:

(24) a. Luke is called Luke

b.
〈[

luke(x)
]

,x7→Luke
〉

This gives the correct, referentialist truth conditions:
q
(24)

y
w

= 1 iff Jluke(x)Kx 7→Luke
w = 1 iff the

actual Luke is, in w, named Luke. Crucially, this is a truly contingent proposition, as opposed

to the representation of the descriptive, unanchored variant of (24), which is true (or undefined),

in every world.

I have three objections against this analysis, the first of which is really an objection against direct

reference as such: (i) being wholly referentialist, the anchoring account is ‘too rigid’ to account

for the non-referential uses discovered by the descriptivists (cf. Bambi (12) and Aardvark (16));

(ii) in anchored representations the intuitive meaning associated with a proper name is lost

completely, which is especially problematic in the case of indexicals, which obviously have

such a meaning (as captured by its Kaplanian character, a notion absent from anchored DRT);

(iii) the notion of an anchor is at odds with the representational architecture of DRT.

Let me elaborate on the last point. In Kamp’s original DRT, and in the presuppositional exten-

sion we’re working with here, DRSs form an intermediate representational level between the

9
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sentence and the model theoretic interpretation. This level is not a merely a helpful notation,

but an integral part of the interpretation process. First of all, this is due to Kamp’s mentalis-

tic philosophy (DRS representation as symbolic entities can, in a sense, fit in the mind), but,

less philosophically, language interpretation, and presupposition resolution in particular, relies

heavily on the manipulation of symbolic material in a DRS. It is unclear how anchors fit into

this architecture, since an anchor consists of pairs of discourse referents and actual individuals

from the domain, i.e. it is a mixture of symbolic and model theoretic entities, obviously unfit as

a genuine part of a representation.

I propose to use Geurts and Maier’s (2003) Layered DRT framework to represent names rigidly

in DRSs, without mixing object- and metalanguage (cf. (iii)), instead retaining a representation

of the descriptive meaning (cf. (ii)) within the DRS (at a separate layer). In the next section I

will then address the first objection, (i), above by combining LDRT with presupposition theory.

3.2 Layered DRT

LDRT is a framework designed to model the interaction of distinct but not independent types of

information contributed by an utterance. It introduces labels to store the information contained

in a DRS at separate layers, which are connected by sharing discourse referents. The seman-

tics relativizes the interpretation of an LDRS to a specific layer, in effect ignoring everything

labeled otherwise. For our current purpose, we need two layers, one for the truth conditional

contribution, labeled fr(egean), and one for the reference fixing content that comes from proper

names, labeled k (ripkean). The syntax of this 2-layered fragment is like regular DRT except

that every condition, atomic or complex, is marked with one of the two labels. If we assume that

the content introduced by a proper name or other directly referential term is labeled k, while the

rest is labeled fr we can already distinguish the representations for Luke in (4a) and the person

called Luke in (4b), without anchors:

(25) a. Luke is called Luke

b.
[

x lukek(x),lukefr(x)
]

c. The person called Luke is called Luke

d.
[

x lukefr(x),lukefr(x)
]

But of course this is just symbols, we still need to set up the semantics in such a way that

the k marked content gets separated from the propositional contribution and provide an actual

individual. In fact, we’ll turn the k content into an anchor that restricts the embeddings for the

fr content in the Kampian way, but first we need the basic semantic notion of truth in a world

with respect to a particular label:

(26) a. JϕK f
l,w = 1 iff there is an embedding g ⊇U(ϕ) f with for all γl ∈Con(ϕ): JγlKg

l,w = 1

(i) [atomic] e.g. γl = Pl(x,y): JγlKg
l,w = 1 iff 〈g(x),g(y)〉 ∈ JPK(w)

(ii) [complex] e.g. γl = ¬lψ: JγlKg
l,w = 1 iff there is no h ⊇U(ϕ) g with JψKh

w = 1

Now, we shouldn’t evaluate the k material at the same possible world as fr, so we follow Kaplan

and use contexts for the reference fixing stage. We assume here that evaluating a predicate at a

context is exactly like evaluating it at a possible world except that the speaker predicate gets

a singleton extension, as do all name predicates. This ensures that any plausible k part of an

LDRS has (at most) one verifying embedding function in a context, whereas it generally has

more when evaluating that same content at a world. Thus, we define the verifying embedding

of the k layer of an LDRS at a context.

10
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(27) !JϕK
k,c = the unique f for which JϕK f

k,c = 1 (undefined if there is no such f )

Then, to define the proper 2D notion of truth in a context, we simply use that context-based

embedding as an anchor for the computation of the fr layer:

(28) JϕKc =
r〈

ϕ, !JϕK
k,c

〉z
= the set of w where ϕ has is a truthful embedding f ⊇!JϕK

k,c

Applying it to our examples, we can easily verify that this gives an adequate, rigid semantics of

(referential) proper names. For the purely descriptive LDRS the context doesn’t play any role

for there is nothing in k : J(25d)Kc = {w there is someone called Luke in w}. For (25b), we first

evaluate the k layer at the context which gives us a unique verifier !J(25b)K
k,c = x7→Luke (=

the person called Luke in c). Evaluating fr with respect to this verifier as anchor corresponds

exactly to our earlier derivation of the anchored (24), which, as we saw there, has the right truth

conditions. In conclusion, the LDRT analysis has addressed objections (ii) and (iii) by replacing

the overt anchor with explicit descriptions at the DRS level. This is only preliminarily however,

for we have not yet said how to derive these layered LDRS from a given surface structure.

3.3 Layered presuppositions

Now that we’ve switched to a 2D syntax and semantics for DRT the question becomes how to

turn names, pronouns and descriptions into layered preliminary structures and how to resolve

those. I’ll consider two options: a lexical account that distinguishes two kinds of presupposi-

tions, and a pragmatic account which leaves presuppositions underspecified with respect to their

layer.

The lexical theory is based on Zimmermann’s (1991) “Hypothesis (L): lexical items are always

deictic or absolute.” i.e. an expression’s reference either depends only on the context (and

is intensionally rigid), or it has intensional content but is contextually inert. In our LDRT

terms, the content of an expression either wholly resides on k, or on fr, and which of the two is

specified by the (L)exicon, and should thus be reflected in the preliminary LDRS. This means

that there are two kinds of presupposition, k -presuppositions triggered by lexically rigid items,

and fr-presuppositions triggered by definite descriptions and other, non-NP triggers. Our test

sentences’ PrelLDRSs thus look like this:

(29) a. Luke is called Luke

b.
[

lukefr(x), ∂
[

x lukek(x)
]]

c. The person called Luke is called Luke

d.
[

lukefr(x), ∂
[

x lukefr(x)
]]

As for layered resolution, we are tempted to introduce a “layer faithfulness constraint” to the

effect that a layered presupposition must be resolved in its own layer, i.e. bound to a referent

whose associated content semantically matches with respect to that layer, or to that layer by

accommodation. This seems to make the right prediction for (29), because, when added to an

empty context, (29b) would have to accommodate in k, which, presumably, is pretty hard (given

the contextual givenness of k evaluation), while (29d) would accommodate in the descriptive fr

layer, yielding the expected trivial LDRS in (25d). A more natural context for (29b) would be

one that contains a contextually salient Luke represented in the k -layer. In such a context, (29b)

will resolve to the contingent output (25b) with direct reference to Luke. In the same context

LAYERFAITH currently blocks resolution of (29d) to the rigid output (25b), which may still

conform to your intuitions, or, if not, allows a fix by bridging (i.e. adding the inference that the
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fr-accommodated Luke is the same as the contextually given Luke). There are however other

cases for where LAYERFAITH is clearly violated.

In particular, LAYERFAITH blocks the non-global resolutions needed to account for Bambi and

Aardvark sentences. Consider Bambi first:

(30) If a child is christened Bambi and Disney Inc. find out about it, they will sue Bambi’s

parents
[ [

x
childfr(x),bambifr(x),find outfr(y)
∂
[

yk disneyk(y)
]

]

⇒

[

sue parents offr(y,z)
∂
[

z bambik(z)
]

]]

Both definites (Disney and Bambi) are proper names and thus lexically specified as k. Intuitively

we need to bind z (Bambi) to x (the hypothetical child called Bambi). In Geurts unlayered DRT

this was possible because the two matched in content; here this won’t work because with respect

to k -interpretation they do not match (since nothing is predicated of x as far as k is concerned).

It seems we have to allow “layer hopping” of the k -presupposition to get the desired output:

(31)
[

y disneyk(y)
[

x childfr(x),bambifr(x),find outfr(y)
]

⇒
[

sue parents offr(y,x)
]]

The same applies to the Aardvark sentence where a name, lexically specified as triggering a

k -presupposition, cannot possibly resolve in its own layer. To see what happens, consider the

prelLDRS:

(32) If presidents were elected by alphabetical order, Aaron Aardvark might have been pres-

ident
[ [

presidents alphabeticalfr

]

⇒
[

3fr

[

presidentfr(x), ∂
[

x a.aardvarkk(x)
]]]]

Faithful resolution is impossible, because: (i) there is no k -information to bind to, (ii) global

accommodation of k, if sound ever, yields an unintended reading about an actual Aaron Aard-

vark, and (iii) local, embedded k -layers simply don’t make sense in the current formalization

(as is appropriate given the fact that k corresponds to, in a sense, hyper-global information, i.e.

information that is more global/contextual still than the global DRS context of vanilla DRT).

The output we want is one where not the person but the name itself plays a role, which can only

be achieved by accommodating the presupposition in fr:

(33)
[ [

x presidents alphabeticalfr,a.aardvarkfr(x)
]

⇒
[

3fr

[

presidentfr(x)
]]]

So, LAYERFAITH can be violated, but then why have it at all? First of all, I believe that layer

hopping is exceptional and allowed only in special cases where interpretation would otherwise

come to a halt. Also, if we were to say that a proper name is free to bind and accommodate in

k as well as fr, we’d be giving up on Hypothesis L and end up with a descriptivist Geurtsian

account where there is no more distinction between names and their descriptive counterparts.

(Nonetheless I’ll try to flesh out a proposal along these lines below.) Apart from these intuitions,

there’s a much stronger argument based on the behavior of indexicals, so we make a brief

indexical excursion.

Presumably we will want to extend our analysis of names to indexicals, and we can: simply

represent I as a k -presupposition the speaker. Now there are no contexts without a contextually

given speaker, so it’s safe to assume that every LDRS input context has a k -labeled speaker.

This gives the following, correct, interpretation of the Kaplanian variant of the Kripke test:

(34) I am speaking
[

=(6a)
]
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Proper names as rigid presuppositions 13

[

x speakerk(x)
]

⊕
[

speakfr(y), ∂
[

y speakerk(y)
]]

;
[

x speakerk(x),speakfr(x)
]

Indexicals seem less eager to bind or accommodate in fr than proper names, let alone regular fr-

presuppositions. It’s easy to see that dropping LAYERFAITH for indexicals will generate many

impossible readings. Take (35a): the consequent obviously says the actual speaker is nervous,

not the student who’s speaking, yet an unrestricted presuppositional account will generate the

bound reading as shown in (35b):

(35) a. If a studenti is speaking, I∗i am nervous

b.
[

x speakerk(x)
]

⊕

[ [

y
studentfr(y)
speakfr(y)

]

⇒

[

nervousfr(z)
∂
[

z speakerk(z)
]

]]

;

; z7→y;
[

x speakerk(x)
[

y studentfr(y)
]

⇒
[

nervousfr(y)
]]

Since the antecedent’s hypothetical speaker is closer to the presupposition in the projection

path, we even predict that this should be the preferred reading, even though, in principle we can

also derive the intended reading through global resolution. If on, the other hand we introduce

LAYERFAITH, the intermediate option is blocked and we get only the correct, global k reso-

lution. More has to be said about indexicals, for there are apparent cases of indexical shifting,

which, interestingly, can be accounted for without layer hopping. I leave this for another occa-

sion and instead consider analogous examples with proper names. There the interpretations can

go either way, compare for instance (36) with the Bambi example. Where Bambi was bound,

this Gerontius is easily read as referring to the actual Gerontius, who is proud of his name and

doesn’t want to share (or trade?) it with his friend:

(36) Horacei and Gerontius j are friends. If Horace had been named Gerontius, Gerontius j/?i

would be irked.

Conclusion: Zimmermann’s Hypothesis L and the indexical data supportwe hold on to the layer

faithfulness constraint, but note that, at least for names, it may occasionally be overruled under

pragmatic pressure (Bambi, Aardvark). In the next section we investigate what happens if we

drop Hypothesis L.

3.4 A pragmatic alternative?

If we simply focus on the proper name data (i.e. the Kripke test, Bambi, and Aardvark) it seems

that we have paid a rather high price for maintaining a rigid lexical distinction (viz. the Bambi

and Aardvark cases as violations of the constraint). What if we drop the labeling of unresolved

presuppositions? As pointed out above, this easily leads to 1-dimensional descriptivism so we

need something more to regulate correctly layered outputs. Instead of a lexical layer assign-

ment at the level of PrelDRS construction, I now propose a more pragmatic layer assignment

mechanism integrated in the resolution process.

The main idea is that names trigger simple, unlabeled presuppositions, which look through

the various layers of the DRS for a suitable antecedent. Apart from the usual pragmatic and

semantic constraints on presupposition resolution (van der Sandt 1992) we should add some

pertaining to layer selection. We need to establish a proper order in which the layers are searched

for matching antecedents, i.e. a refinement of the preferential order we already have, going from

local binding, through global accommodation, to local accommodation.

In order to discuss the implications more effectively, I’ll formulate the envisaged resolution

preferences in terms of an Optimality Theoretic constraint ranking. I’ll focus on the semantic

13
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14 Emar Maier

constraints, i.e. the ones having to do with the accessibility path, not the pragmatic ones having

to do with coherence and informativity:

(37) ∗ACCOMMODATE > ∗k -ACCOMMODATE > ∗ACCOMMODATELOCAL >
{∗BINDGLOBAL,∗fr -BIND}

Let’s examine this ranking a little closer. First is the familiar constraint favoring binding over

accommodation8. Then we get a layer constraint: don’t accommodate in k. Along the way,

I’ve already provided the arguments for this: (i) local k layers do not make sense conceptually,

and, in the current system, are not even interpretable; and (ii) global accommodation is rather

dubious, for if an individual is available in the extra-linguistic context c, it will presumably be

represented at the representational input level, available for binding, and if it isn’t, we can’t

very well accommodate an extra-linguistic contextual entity. The third constraint encodes the

well-known idea that accommodation has to take place as high up in the DRS as possible. The

opposite is true for binding, which prefers local antecedents, hence our fifth constraint against

global binding.

So far, the system makes the right predictions for Bambi (binding to fr antecedent), and for the

Kripke test sentences, which both allow binding to contextually given antecedent in k when

present (though in such a case, using the proper name variant is highly preferred, cf. discussion

of (29)). However, in light of our observation that (36) admits two readings, I’ve tentatively

introduced a final constraint against descriptive binding, ranked equal to ∗BINDGLOBAL. Let’s

see why:

(38) [Horace and Gerontius are friends.] If Horace had been named Gerontius, Gerontius

would be irked.
[

=(36)
]

[

x y
horacek(x),gerontiusk(y)
friendsfr(x,y)

]

⊕

[ [

gerontiusfr(z)
∂
[

z horace(z)
]

]

⇒

[

irkedfr(w)
∂
[

w gerontius(w)
]

]]

; z7→x ;



x y

horacek(x),gerontiusk(y),friendsfr(x,y)
[

gerontiusfr(x)
]

⇒

[

irkedfr(w)
∂
[

w gerontius(w)
]

]





(i) ; w7→x ; . . .

(ii) ; w7→y ; . . .

Option (i) is local, Bambi-like binding into the fr layer, and it gives the output, suboptimal

in this particular context, where the hypothetical name change affects the interpretation of the

name in the consequens. Option (ii), global, k -binding, is the reading where Gerontius is the

one who’s annoyed about the name change. Without a sixth constraint this last reading would

be out, while with ∗fr -BIND > ∗BINDGLOBAL, we’d block (i). More intuitions about similar

cases (with names and other definites9) are required.

So far the pragmatic layers version seem quite promising, for names if not for indexicals: in ad-

dition to Bambi, Aardvark (prediction: local accommodation in fr since all binding and global

resolutions in whatever layer are suboptimal) and Luke sentences, it also appears to account

for the ambiguity in (38). Moreover, it does not rely on the extra assumption of Hypothesis

L and gives an even more unified account of definites, without falling into pure Geurtsian de-

scriptivism on account of our layered outputs. But is this really true? We can have layered,

8Perhaps, this constraint is not universal for all presuppositions, but for (short) definites at least I think it’s

pretty well-established. Note that the optimal output may still be overridden by higher ranked pragmatic con-

straints.
9I’d expect definite descriptions to pick up descriptive material quite easily.
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Proper names as rigid presuppositions 15

semantically rigid reference in our outputs, but only if those rigid entities were already repre-

sented in the input, and in that case, we predict we can bind to them with names as well as with

descriptive triggers. In other words, since we do not distinguish the presupposition triggered by

a name from the one triggered by its definite descriptive counterpart, we will not do justice to

the contrast in the Kripke test. The dynamic meanings (context change potentials, preliminary

LDRSs) are the same for Luke and the person called Luke: ∂
[

x luke(x)
]

. I conclude that the

lexical alternative beats the pragmatic, underspecified one, which in the end, turns out to be only

a minor amendment to Geurts’s (1997) proposal, failing to fix its fatal flaws despite the layered

semantics.
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Abstract

It has been shown that context shifting takes place within propositional attitudes. This

paper argues that there are other environments where context shift takes place, specifically

in questions and in the scope of modal and evidential operators. It is argued that the shift

that takes place is a shift in the judge, the individual who determines truth and falsity (of

non-objective content). The shift is analyzed in terms of monstrous operators.

1 Introduction

Kaplan (1989) speculated that natural language was ‘monster-free;’ that it lacks operators that

manipulate contexts, understood in the Kaplanian way as tuples of indices relating to the agent

of the utterance, the time of utterance, and so forth. Schlenker (2003) showed convincingly

that there are monsters after all. However, both Schlenker and Kaplan mostly consider attitude

contexts. This means that, while we can be sure that there are monsters lurking in the attitudes,

it is not clear where else they may be found.

The present paper aims to provide at least a partial answer to this question. I will show that there

are previously unnoticed parallels between several groups of phenomena. In particular, I will

be concerned with the interpretation of certain indexicals, predicates of personal taste, and what

are known as ‘experiencer predicates’ in Japanese. As we will see, these diverse phenomena

exhibit similar behavior in a range of environments. After discussing the facts, I show that they

can be analyzed by assuming the presence of monsters in certain environments. The remainder

of the paper is devoted to an exploration of the implications of the analysis and to a discussion

of possible problems it faces, as well as directions it can be pushed in for the future.

2 Questions

This section will examine the three phenomena mentioned above: predicates of personal taste,

Japanese ‘experiencer predicates,’ and certain kinds of indexicals, focusing on three instances

in Japanese. Each shows certain restrictions in declarative sentences that are altered, or cease to

apply, in questions. I discuss each case in turn.

2.1 Predicates of Personal Taste

Predicates of personal taste describe the speaker’s tastes in simple sentences.

(1) Walnuts are tasty.

⇒ Walnuts are tasty, according to me.

∗I would like to thank the audience at Sinn und Bedeutung 11 for questions and discussion, especially Philippe

Schlenker, Tamina Stephenson, and Malte Zimmermann.

Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 11, E. Puig-Waldmüller (ed.), Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra, pp.433-447.
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2 Eric McCready

It might be worth noting that the paraphrase of (1) above differs from that given by Lasersohn

(2005), who paraphrases it as ‘Walnuts are tasty for me.’ Lasersohn’s paraphrase suggests that

what is at issue is only the tastes of the speaker; (1) would then not have anything to say about

the speaker’s assumptions about what his audience might find tasty. This seems too weak, so I

paraphrase the sentence in a way that reflects this (and arguably comes closer to the semantics

Lasersohn actually proposes for these sentences, which will be discussed in the next section).1

Interestingly, questions that ask about personal tastes are not concerned with the tastes of the

speaker, except in special cases. Instead, they ask about the tastes of the hearer. We seem

therefore to get a kind of ‘perspective shift’ in question contexts (as noted by eg. Mitchell 1986,

Lasersohn 2005).

(2) Are walnuts tasty?

⇒ Are walnuts tasty for you?

One may wonder: doesn’t this question really ask if walnuts are ‘tasty for us’ or ‘tasty for

people like us?’ I think that it does not. It is a genuine question about the hearer’s opinions on

the tastiness of walnuts. It seems that the speaker is asking the hearer for her judgement of the

tastiness of walnuts on the assumption that the hearer’s tastes will correspond to her own; this is

the source of the inclusive plural interpretation. It is also worth noting that some speakers appear

to allow interpretations of predicates of personal taste on which they report the judgement of

some salient individual other than the speaker in declaratives: thus (1) might mean something

like ‘Walnuts are tasty, according to Nutsy the squirrel.’ I personally find such interpretations

very difficult to get. I will return to this dialect difference later in the paper.

Note though that the question version can still be asking about the speaker’s tastes in the right

context, ie. one in which the speaker has no privileged access to his own tastes. Here is a

scenario.

(3) Scenario: I am the prisoner of a mad scientist. The scientist has rewired my cortex so

that I have no access to my own sensations: instead they are displayed in a readout on a

computer terminal. I am eating walnuts and stop; the scientist tells me I should keep on

eating. I ask her: (2).

Here it is very natural for me to ask the question about my own tastes—after all, the scientist

knows about my sensations and I do not. Thus she knows what is tasty for me, better than I do

myself. In contexts like this one it is easy to get a speaker-oriented interpretation. We will see

that the same holds for the other two phenomena to be discussed as well.

2.2 Experiencer Predicates

Certain Japanese predicates are infelicitous2 when used in simple sentences with subjects that

are not 1st-person (Kuno 1973, Kuroda 1965).3

(4) watasi/*anata/*kare-wa

I/you/he-TOP

samui

cold

desu

COP

‘I’m/You’re/He’s cold.’

1Thanks to Carla Umbach for asking me about this point.
2Or possibly just ungrammatical. Various opinions on this issue can be found in the literature.
3Similar phenomena can be found in Korean; the analysis to be presented should apply to them as well.
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Context Shifting in Questions and Elsewhere 3

Predicates like this one are called ‘experiencer predicates’ in the literature because they involve

directly experienced emotions and sensations: samui ‘cold’, sabisii ‘lonely’, atui ‘hot’, etc.

Suggestively, experiencer predicates like these are fine with second person subjects when they

appear in questions, though third person subjects are still quite bad.

(5) ?watasi/anata/*kare-wa

I/you/he-TOP

samui

cold

desu

COP

ka?

Q

‘Am/are/is I/you/he cold?’

First person subjects are a little weird in examples involving questions like that above just be-

cause of the nature of the question: it is odd to ask someone else about one’s own physical

sensations. Just as in the case of predicates of personal taste, though, it is possible given the

right context.

(6) Scenario: I am the prisoner of a mad scientist. The scientist has rewired my cortex so

that I have no access to my own sensations: instead they are displayed in a readout on a

computer terminal. The scientist is looking at the terminal and tells me to put on a coat. I

ask him: (5).

Again, then, the first person interpretation is available in questions when it does not conflict

with contextual information or world knowledge. Plausibility issues arise quite quickly with

scenarios like this, obviously, but they are possible.

2.3 Japanese and English Indexicals

It is widely assumed, again following Kaplan, that indexicals are semantically invariant in the

sense that they always pick their referents directly from the context. This claim has recently

been disputed by several, including Schlenker (2003) and Hunter and Asher (2005), based on

evidence from Amharic first person indexicals, English temporal and spatial adverbials, and

the adjective actual. Additional support for this kind of generalization is forthcoming from

the behavior of certain indexicals in Japanese which allow a shifted interpretation in certain

contexts. These indexicals are boku and watasi. Both seem to be first person indexicals, at least

at first glance, though I will argue for a different conclusion below; boku is ordinarily used by

males and watasi by either females or males in polite speech. All the examples I make use of

will involve boku, as there doesn’t seem to be any substantial difference in semantic behavior

between boku and watasi.

(7) boku-wa

I-TOP

horensoo-ga

spinach-NOM

kirai

dislike

desu

COP

‘I don’t like spinach.’

The above example simply means that the speaker does not like spinach, as would be expected

on a Kaplanian account.

Interestingly, but perhaps at this point unsurprisingly, when put in questions, these indexicals

can shift their interpretation to mean ‘you’ rather than ‘I’. This reading is largely restricted

to contexts in which one addresses young children, for reasons that are not at all clear but

are plausibly sociolinguistic in nature. By using a first person pronoun with second person

interpretation we ‘put ourselves in the place’ of the hearer. This is not something one should

3
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do to someone socially superior—it is presumptuous to assume that we know someone else’s

mind; but children seem to be acceptable ‘targets.’ Here the indexicals often take the diminutive

suffix -chan.

(8) boku-wa

I-TOP

horensoo-ga

spinach-NOM

kirai

dislike

na

COP

n?

Q

‘Don’t you like spinach?’

Note that we also find something similar with English we. The sentence (9) is difficult to

interpret as anything other than first person plural in a null context (though see section 5 for

some other possibilities), but in (10) the speaker clearly isn’t asking about his own preferences:

the indexical here is very naturally interpreted as a plain second person (with overtones of

condescension, just as in the Japanese case).

(9) We don’t like our spinach.

(10) Don’t we like our spinach?

Other indexicals also behave the same way. The well-known ‘long-distance reflexive’ zibun has

an indexical use in Japanese, specifically as one that refers to the speaker.

(11) zibun-wa

ZIBUN-TOP

horensoo-ga

spinach-NOM

kirai

dislike

ya

COP

‘I don’t like spinach.’ (Kansai dialect)

In some dialects zibun can also refer to the hearer, ie. acts like a second person indexical. These

dialects include those of Kyoto, Osaka, and points farther west.4 Unsurprisingly, however, the

second person use is not totally free: usually it shows up in questions (and in certain other

environments discussed later in the paper).

(12) zibun-wa

ZIBUN-TOP

horensoo

spinach

kirai-nan?

dislike-Cop.Q

‘Don’t you like spinach?’ (Kansai)

Once again, we find that the shift from first to second person readings found in questions can

be eliminated in the right context. From what we’ve seen it will already be clear what sort of

context this is: one in which the hearer may have information about the speaker that the speaker

himself lacks. Here is a simple example.

(13) a. Scenario: A and B went out drinking last night and B blacked out.

b. A: And then we went to the next bar.

c. B: E!?

what?!

zibun-mo

ZIBUN-also

itta

went

n?

Q

‘What!? Did I go too?’

It should be noted that neither the indexicals nor zibun have only first person interpretations

in non-interrogative sentences. Tomioka (2006) in fact argues that the distribution of these

interpretations is quite free. I return to this point at the end of the paper.

4Standard (Tokyo) Japanese also has some similar uses, but they are more restricted and may have a different

source. I will not consider them in the present paper.
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2.4 Summary

To sum up, this section has considered three phenomenona: predicates of personal taste, Japanese

experiencer predicates, and certain Japanese indexicals. Each of them was shown to have

speaker-related readings in declarative sentences. Each was shown also to lose its speaker-

related reading in questions and replace it with a hearer-oriented one, although we saw that this

could be overriden in some contexts. The natural question to ask at this point, of course, is:

what is the right analysis of these facts? I will now make a proposal in this regard.

3 Analysis 1: Questions and Monsters

The place I’ll start is with the predicates of personal taste. I’ll first review a recent proposal

on the semantics of such predicates by Lasersohn (2005). I’ll then show that by making use of

(a variant of) it we open the way to a simple and straightforward way of analyzing the ‘person

shift’ with monstrous operators (Schlenker 2003). The resulting analysis is critiqued and some

modifications are introduced that (I believe) make things nicer. I then show how the theory thus

obtained applies to the other two cases: experiencer predicates and indexicals.

3.1 Lasersohn on Personal Taste

The basic motivation for Lasersohn’s approach is that a tension exists between two characteris-

tics that predicates of personal taste have. The first is that the truth of sentences containing them

depends on the speaker’s tastes.

(14) Roller coasters are fun. (Lasersohn 2005)

Whether we take this sentence to be truly uttered or not depends on who’s saying it: if it’s

Jimmy, who enjoys roller coasters, presumably it’s uttered truly, but if it’s Mary, who hates

them, it’s not. Therefore the following dialogue is possible without either speaker making an

error.

(15) a. J: Roller coasters are fun.

b. M: Roller coasters aren’t fun at all.

In the dialogue above, both speakers can be correct, in the sense that neither is saying anything

false, thus wrong.

This is strange given the behavior of other, similar, dialogues that lack predicates of personal

taste: what might be characterized as objective discourses about matters of fact.

(16) a. J: The cat is on the mat.

b. M: The cat isn’t on the mat at all.

Someone, either Jimmy or Mary, has made a mistake here. But this needn’t be the case in

the roller coaster dialogue. We can call this disagreement without error. Still though it is a

disagreement. The problem is clear: how can there be a sentence ϕ which is true when uttered

by Jimmy and false when uttered by Mary, so that neither Jimmy or Mary is wrong about its

content, and yet when the two utterances are juxtaposed they contradict each other? This is the

dilemma that Lasersohn addresses.

5
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Lasersohn explores a number of different approaches to these facts and shows that it’s not easy

to get both disagreement and lack of error. For instance, consider an approach which would

augment the logical form (17a) with a hidden argument place, as in (17b), which thus reads

‘roller coasters are fun for Jimmy’.

(17) a. f un(roller coasters)

b. f un(roller coasters, j)

Now we get the speaker dependence right, assuming that the second argument of f un is always

the speaker, for both f un(roller coasters, j) and ¬ f un(rolller coasters,m) can be simultane-

ously true. But there is no disagreement anymore: the two propositions are completely different.

Lasersohn solves these problems by making predicates of personal taste dependent on a con-

textual parameter for their truth value, not for their content, as (ordinary) indexicals are. The

content of I depends on the speaker of the sentence it appears in—it is not fixed. But the content

of Roller coasters are fun is always fun(roller-coasters) on Lasersohn’s theory. However, the

truth-value of this formula depends on what Lasersohn calls the judge parameter, the person

who decides on matters of taste. The following fact holds on his analysis:

• [[ f un(roller coasters]] j #= [[ f un(roller coasters]]m.

This is the background. Now to the problem.

3.2 Proposal

The core of the proposal is a new kind of monster. Monsters, as already mentioned above,

are operators that manipulate contextual parameters; Kaplan (1989) believed that none could

exist, but Schlenker (2003) showed that there do seem to be monsters that alter at least the 1P

and temporal parameters of a context. Both authors (and most others who have considered the

topic) restricted their attention to attitude contexts and free indirect discourse. I will show that

allowing monsters to appear in questions accounts for all the phenomena I have discussed so

far.

Here is the specific proposal. Assume that Kaplanian contexts are tuples of the following form:

C = 〈a, i, t, l, j〉,

where a is the agent of the context, i the interlocutor, t the time of utterance, l the location of

utterance, and j the judge (as in Lasersohn’s discussion above). We won’t have occasion to

worry about the time or location parameters here. I include them for completeness only.

Now assume, roughly following Lasersohn, that the lexical entry and semantics for a predicate

of personal taste looks like the following. Here 5 is the projection function that picks out the

fifth element of the context tuple, i.e. the judge.

(18) [[tasty]]= λx.tasty(x)

(19) [[tasty(a)]]C = 1 iff a is tasty for 5(C)

This looks fine. It will give the results of Lasersohn’s semantics. But one thing is left out

here. Who is 5(C) anyway; who is the judge? I assume that in unembedded contexts it is the

utterer of the sentence. This is stronger than the assumptions made by Lasersohn himself or

6
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Stephenson (2005), who allow the judge to be any salient individual, as mentioned above. On

the assumption that the natural reading is a speaker-oriented one, we may simply assume that

the judge parameter is set equal to the agent parameter: 1(C) = 5(C). I return to the more

permissive dialect at the end of the paper.

Assume now that questions contain monstrous operators that apply to the judge parameter,

specifically, something like this.

(20) [[Q]]( [[φ]]C) = ? [[φ]]〈ac,...ic〉, where ? is the question operator and ic is the addressee in the

unembedded context.

According to this formula, the question operator serves to a) change the sentence from a state-

ment ϕ into a question ?ϕ (I will not take a position here about what the semantics of questions

should look like), and b) to set the judge parameter to the interlocutor. What effect will this

have? Consider the following sentence.

(21) a. Walnuts are tasty.

b. [[tasty(walnuts)]]C = 1 iff walnuts are tasty for 5(C)

According to our semantics, the sentence Walnuts are tasty is true iff the judge of the context

finds walnuts tasty; and since we’ve set the judge to the agent, this means that walnuts must be

tasty for the speaker in order for the sentence to be true.

Now consider the following sentence. Here C[5(C)→ic] indicates that 5(C) is substituted for by

iC in the context C.

(22) a. Are walnuts tasty?

b. [[Q(tasty(walnuts))]]C =

?( [[tasty(walnuts)]]]C
[5(C)→ic]

)

This now is a question that asks whether walnuts are tasty for the judge, who has been reset to

the interlocutor. It is thus a question about the hearer’s tastes, not the speaker’s, which seems in

general to be correct. We have now accounted for the availability of hearer-oriented readings in

questions.

3.3 Questions for the Analysis

Several questions immediately arise with the present proposal. Here are two.

Q1: Is this semantics merely a technical move or does it have any deeper motivation? Answer:

It is a technical move, but one that seems sensible pragmatically. We ask questions not about

ourselves, but about our interlocutors, at least in general. So it makes some sense that there

would be an operator that shifts things over directly. But this is obviously pragmatic, since as

we’ve seen it is possible to ask questions about ourselves in the right contexts. This raises the

second question.

Q2: If this operator is semantic, how can we ever use questions to ask about ourselves (when

predicates of personal taste, or others of the phenomena discussed above, are involved)? The

answer must be this: use of this monstrous question is pragmatically determined. We ask mon-

strous questions most of the time, but on the rare occasions when someone else has privileged

access to our mental states, we must ask non-monstrous ones. Sometimes there is indeed a use

for questions like these.

There are several ways to think about this.

7
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8 Eric McCready

1. There are two distinct question operators, one monstrous and one not.

2. The monstrous operator is in fact separate from the actual question operator, but simply

appears with it in general.

In either case we would have to say that which question type is selected depends on pragmatics.

Still, the two possibilities are not equal. Option 1 is not appealing in various respects, the biggest

being that it makes questions ambiguous in a way that seems unnecessary. We also might guess

that the two question operators might be realized differently in some language, which, as far as

I know, isn’t the case.

Option 2 is perhaps nicer in that it allows questions themselves to be semantic objects of a single

sort, but enriched with an additional operator when pragmatics allows it. I’ll therefore modify

the proposal slightly to bring it in line with option 2. This can be done quite simply by taking

the monster out of the question, so to speak, and making it into a separate operator.

(23) Sh( [[φ]]〈ac,..., j〉) = [[φ]]〈ac,...ic〉, where ic is the addressee in the unembedded context.

This operator can then appear with questions when it makes sense for it to do so.

On this revised analysis, questions receive the following representation:

(24) a. Are walnuts tasty?

b. [[Q(Sh(tasty(walnuts)))]]C =

? [[tasty(walnuts)]]C
[5(C)→ic]

The effect is the same as before, but the overall picture is more sensible.

3.4 Application: Experiencer Predicates

The proposal outlined above will work to derive the shift found in Japanese experiencer predi-

cates as well. Recall that such predicates are felicitous only when applied to first person subjects

in unmodified declarative sentences, but can apply to second person subjects in questions, as

well as (in the right contextd) first person ones.

The first obvious question is why only first person subjects are allowed in the declarative case.

Recall that the standard reason given for the restriction is that one has privileged access to his

own sensations and emotions, so it’s impossible for others to make direct assertions about them.

One way to think about this reasoning is as follows: just as with predicates of personal taste, the

content of experiencer predicates is dependent on the evaluator of the predicate. This suggests

that the subject of the predicate must be the judge of the context. With this simple assumption,

the facts fall out in precisely the same way as above, as we will now see.

I assume therefore that experiencer predicates presuppose that their subject be the judge of the

context.

(25) Schema for experiencer predicates P:

λxe{5(C) = x}.P(x), where 5(C) is as usual the judge of C.

(26) [[samui]]C = λxe{5(C) = x}.cold(x)

8
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Context Shifting in Questions and Elsewhere 9

I make this a presupposition because it projects out from negation, modals, conditionals and so

forth in the usual way.5

How will this work to derive the facts in question? Let us look at some examples. Consider the

following sentence, in which an experiencer predicate is applied to a third person subject.

(27) a. * Taro-ga

Taro-NOM

samui

cold

‘Taro is cold.’

b. [[samui]]C( [[Taro]]C)

c. ⇒ λxe{5(C) = x}.[cold(x)](Taro)

Here, the computation will fail: by assumption, the judge of the context (= 5(C)) is the speaker,

not Taro. The next case is different: here the subject is a first person indexical. I omit computa-

tion of the indexical content.

(28) a. Watasi-ga

I-NOM

samui

cold

‘I’m cold.’

b. [[samui]]C( [[I]]C)

c. ⇒ λxe{5(C) = x}.[cold(x)](i)

Again, by assumption 5(C) = 1(C); thus the presupposition is satisfied, and the sentence is

fine. So it is clear that the proposal so far can derive the restrictions on possible subjects in

declaratives.

It will be clear what happens when the Sh operator proposed above applies. Recall that the

function of Sh is to shift the judge parameter from 1(C) to 2(C), from the agent of the context

to the interlocutor. If it applies, then, the presupposition of the experiencer predicates will state

that the subject must be second person (= 2(C)). This predicts that second person subjects will

be fine, as desired. The computation is as follows:

(29) a. Anta-ga samui

You-NOM

no?

cold Q

‘Are you cold?’

b. [[Q]](Sh( [[samui]]C)( [[anta]]C))

c. ⇒ ?(Sh(λxe{5(C) = x}.[cold(x)])(you))

d. ⇒ ?(λxe{5(C[5(C)→ic]) = x}.[cold(x)](you))

Note we have to be a little careful about order of application here: the Sh operator must apply

to the predicate before it combines with the subject, for otherwise the presupposition will not

be satisfied. This is not very clean, but I am not sure if it constitutes a real problem or not.

Of course, just as before, it’s possible for the Sh operator not to apply, given the right context.

In this situation, first person subjects will also be fine in questions. Again, this is exactly the

same as the situation with predicates of personal taste.

5It does not seem possible to bind this presupposition, however, suggesting that it might in fact be a conventional

implicature in the sense of Potts (2005). Such an analysis also seems right for other possibly similar phenomena

like the gender of pronouns or the content of familiar and formal indexicals, which are also standardly treated as

presuppositional. For simplicity, however, I will use a presuppositional analysis here.
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3.5 Application: Indexicals

Now to the special Japanese indexicals. The crucial question is exactly what kind of indexical

these things are. In previous work I claimed they are first person pronouns and so, as usual with

such indexicals, refer directly to the agent of the context (McCready 2006a, to appear). But this

doesn’t seem to be right. The indexicals under discussion allow the shift discussed, while other

(clearly and unambiguously) first person indexicals like ore or atasi do not. This indicates that

our indexicals are best analyzed as something else.

What might they be? Consider their behavior: basically they are first person indexicals, but

in certain contexts they are not; so far, we have seen that they are (can be) second person in

questions. Now I already have claimed that there is a contextually determined individual that

makes exactly the same shift: the judge. The behavior of our special indexicals thus suggests

that they are indexical on the judge parameter rather than the agent parameter. Thus I propose

the following (using the blanket term judge indexical):

(30) [[Judge Indexical]]C = 5(C) = judge of context C

It will be clear what predictions this makes: judge indexicals will refer to the contextual agent,

the speaker, in simple declaratives, and (optionally) to the interlocutor in questions.

(31) a. zibun-wa

ZIBUN-TOP

horensoo-ga

spinach-NOM

kirai

dislike

ya

COP

‘I don’t like spinach.’ (Kansai dialect)

b. [[kirai]]C( [[horensoo]]C)( [[zibun]]C)

c. ⇒ dislike(spinach)(i)

(32) a. zibun-wa

ZIBUN-TOP

horensoo

spinach

kirai-nan?

dislike-Cop.Q

‘Don’t you like spinach?’

b. [[Q]](Sh( [[kirai]]C

( [[horensoo]]C)( [[zibun]]C)))

c. ⇒ ?(λx.λy.[dislike(x)(y)](spinach)( [[zibun]]C
[5(C)→ic]

))

d. ⇒ dislike(spinach)(you)

One final point. It has been argued that there is a constraint that forces indexicals to shift

together: i.e. they must all be bound by the same monstrous operator (Anand and Nevins,

2004). If this is so, and if questions actually contain a monster on judges, then we would expect

all judges in the scope of the operator to be the same.6 There should never be a situation in

which e.g. a judge indexical denotes one individual and truth of a predicate of personal taste

applied to an object depends on the judgement of another. This prediction is borne out.

(33) Is our soup tasty?

This sentence can either mean that our (first person plural) soup is tasty for us, or that your soup

is tasty for you. No ‘mixed readings’ are possible. This fact supports the monstrous analysis.

6Thanks to Philippe Schlenker for pointing out this prediction.
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Context Shifting in Questions and Elsewhere 11

4 More Contexts, More Monsters

I have shown that questions can optionally shift the judge parameter. But this is not yet the end

of the story (by a long shot). As it turns out, shift happens in other contexts too, specifically

with modals and evidentials.7

(34) a. Walnuts might be tasty.

= Tasty for me, tasty for you, tasty for some other individual

b. Watasi/anata/kare-wa

I/you/he-Top

sabisii

lonely

kamosirenai/mitai-da

might/EVID-Cop

‘I/you/he might be lonely/seems to be lonely.’

(35) boku-wa

I-TOP

horensoo-ga

spinach-NOM

kirai

dislike

daroo/mitai

probably/seems(EVID)

‘It seems/I guess you don’t like spinach./ It seems/I guess he doesn’t like spinach.’

In these sentences we see that the judge role can be held by multiple individuals when modals

or evidentials are involved: the agent and the interlocutor, as in question contexts (though the

agent is much more natural here; no special context is required), but also other third parties.

Some may find it difficult to see how the modals/evidentials affect interpretation. The judge-

ments are a bit hard out of context. The following context may make things clearer.

(36) a. A: You’re taking John to the amusement park? Why? You know he’s never had any

interest in stuff like that.

b. B: Why not? Roller coasters might be fun. Even for John!

Here clearly fun can mean fun for John. Replacing all instances of ‘John’ in the above with

‘you’ also makes it clear that second person readings are possible.

What is going on? Intuitively the situation seems to be something like this. When we make

modal statements we are concerned with possibilities. In particular, we may be concerned with

the (possible) judgements of some individual, which of course need not be ourselves. We talk

about our guesses about that individual’s judgements and thereby change who takes the role

of judge. This is quite parallel to the question case, where we ask about another individual’s

judgements rather than our own, again changing who takes on the judge role.

To formalize this we simply need another monster, which I’ll call M. M shifts the judge pa-

rameter to an individual in the set consisting of the agent, the interlocutor, and a set of other

salient individuals. I will not discuss here what individuals should go into P. This mechanism

is elucidated in McCready (2006a).

(37) [[M]]( [[φ]]C) = [[φ]]C
[5(C)→ f (A)]

, where f is a choice function, A = {1(C),2(C)}∪P, and P

is the set of possible logophoric centers.

Now: the judge parameter is reset so that a number of different individuals can be picked up:

the speaker, the interlocutor, and various other salient individuals in the context. Let’s consider

how this works with an example. I use the case of experiencer predicates.

7I restrict myself to evidential mitai here. See McCready and Ogata (to appear) for a detailed discussion of this

and other Japanese evidentials.
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(38) kare-wa

he-Top

sabisii

lonely

kamosirenai

might

‘He might be lonely.’

The semantics of this sentence is as follows on the present analysis:

(39) a. [[kamosirenai]](M( [[sabisii]]C( [[kare]]C)))

b. ⇒ ♦( [[sabisii]]C
[5(C)→ f (A)]

(he1)

c. ⇒ ♦(λx.{ f (A) = x}.[lonely(x)](he1)

As will be clear, there is nothing wrong with this computation, as long as he1 is one of the

possible logophoric centers. The cases of judge indexicals and predicates of personal taste are

similar. Thus we see that assuming the presence of another monster makes the data fall out.

More conceptually, it seems that judge-shifting monsters intuitively arise in situations where

we need to shift the judge parameter for interpretative reasons.

5 Summary, Conclusions, Extensions

To sum up: I have discussed three phenomena that involve shift of person in questions and under

modal and evidential operators and shown that an analysis that assumes a monstrous operator

that shifts the judge parameter in questions and under modals is successful in modeling the data.

I hope that I’ve also shown that such an analysis is intuitive.

There are, of course, remaining issues and questions. One question is whether the analysis can

be applied to other phenomena. It can. The three phenomena I have focused on are obviously

not the only things that show a shift between assertive and question environments. Let me note

here just one case, that of German wohl, which indicates a kind of epistemic uncertainty about

the content of the sentence it appears in (Zimmermann, to appear). In statements the uncertainty

is that of the speaker, and in questions it is ascribed to the hearer.

(40) Hein

Hein

ist

is

wohl

WOHL

auf

at

See

sea

‘Hein is at sea’ (the speaker assumes)

a. Was

what

ist

is

wohl

WOHL

die

the

Haupstadt

capital

von

of

Tansania?

Tanzania

‘What would be the capital of Tanzania?’

The analysis I have presented captures this case, on the assumption that the epistemic stance

reported by a sentence is that of the judge, a position independently taken by Stephenson (2005)

for modals, which also shift in questions (in terms of whose evidence is taken into account when

truth is evaluated, on a relativist account of the modals. Detailed discussion and references can

be found in Stephenson 2005). Similar examples can be found with evidentials, but space

considerations preclude a fuller discussion.

Another question that might arise is whether the analysis is exhaustive; are there more places

where shifts happen? The answer is that it is not exhaustive: there are, in fact, several more

environments where shift takes place.

First, sentences including sentence-final particles in Japanese allow indexical shift in (Kansai)

Japanese (Tomioka 2006). The particle in (41a) is a dialectal variant of standard Japanese yo;

the other two are standard.
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(41) Zibun

Self

erai

very

see

height

takai

tall

naa

PT

You are very tall! (Kansai)

a. Zibun-no

Self-gen

kuruma

car

tyuusya-ihan

parking

ya

violation

de

Cop PT

You parked illegally. (Kansai)

b. Boku-no

boku-gen

okaa-san-ga

mother-nom

boku-no-koto

boku-gen-thing

sagasi-te-ta

look-for-prog-past

yo

PT

Your mother was looking for you.

It’s not well understood yet what these particles are doing (see McCready 2005, 2006b for some

discussion of one of them), but postulating monstrous operators for particles is not obviously

natural, as also pointed out by Tomioka. The motivations I have given so far for introducing

monsters are fairly functional: given the meaning of a particular construction, it makes sense

that there be monsters appearing with it, so that the construction can perform the function it is

‘intended’ to do. It is not so clear that particles are associated with functions of this kind. On the

other hand, it is not yet clear what the function of particles is at all (even speaking intuitively).

Their semantics does seem to make reference to the epistemic states of other individuals, at least

in the cases above. For this reason, I wish to leave open the question of whether it is reasonable

to postulate the existence of monsters in these contexts.

We can also find shift taking place in because-clauses (Hara 2005) and contexts where explana-

tions are made in a discourse context (cf. Asher & Lascarides 2003). Tenny 2005 also discusses

how because-clauses affect experiencer predicates. Here is an instance of indexical shift from

English in such contexts: imagine a situation in which a husband is explaining to his wife, who

has just returned to the dinner table from somewhere, why little Harry isn’t eating what remains

of his dinner. In this context it seems clear that ‘we’ can be interpreted as ‘little Harry.’8

(42) We don’t like our spinach.

This shows that the interpretation in question is not restricted to because-clauses, but arises in

explanations more generally. If this is right, we have to postulate monsters in these contexts as

well, which may or may not be attractive. It also seems that a generalization is being missed:

what do all these constructions have in common? This is an urgent question for future work.

This is the place to return to the issue of speakers who allow predicates of personal taste to take

salient individuals as judges. Within the present framework it is clear how they might be accom-

modated: we simply introduce instances of the operator M to shift the judge in contexts other

than those produced by modals and evidentials, i.e. allow relatively free use of monsters. The

same move for Japanese, with Sh, allows free shift of the indexicals for the liberal speakers that

accept this shift. While this move is possible, it immediately produces many unwelcome con-

sequences; to take an obvious example, we predict that free shifting is possible for experiencer

predicates, which is certainly false. We might as a result need to make distinctions between

judges of different types. It also becomes necessary to introduce new constraints on monster

8It is worth noting that it is not easy to get a shift of this sort in Japanese without using overt markers of

Explanation such as kara ‘because’; the reason is probably that Japanese makes more extensive use of such

markers than English, and so it can be difficult to get a (natural sounding) Explanation construal of sentences like

this one without explicit marking. Some discussion of this fact can be found in McCready (2005), but the reason

for it remains mysterious.
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introduction to disallow their use in circumstances where shift is not possible. I don’t presently

see how this could be done in a principled way. But, I think, this is the route one would have to

take to maintain the present picture for more liberal dialects.

All this assumes, of course, that nothing else is at work in the relevant examples. The ‘liberal’

dialects are only liberal if the particles lack the capacity to shift the judge parameter, and if no

discourse phenomenon is at work in examples in which the shift takes place. Tomioka’s indexi-

cal examples all involve either particles or questions; but the examples presented by Stephenson

and others of shifts in the ‘modal evaluator’ and the judge in predicates of personal taste do not.

Further investigation is needed here.

Another issue is that the relation between indexical and bound or logophoric zibun is not very

clear, though it does seem that one should exist. In a way it seems very reasonable that the

judge should be the same as the logophoric center, as Stephenson (2005) points out. After

all, the logophoric center is the individual whose perspective is taken, and, in some sense,

the individual whose perspective is expressed is just what the judge parameter formalizes.9 I

tacitly built a connection into the semantics by using P in my definition of the possible judges

introduced by M. What is really needed is an exposition of the connection between the judge

parameter and de se readings, and how both related to logophoricity. This will have to wait for

a later paper.

It seems as if ultimately what one wants is a general theory of perspectives, understood as an

explication of both logophoricity and judgehood. Most research, including the present paper,

has modeled perspectives as simply individuals (as present in context tuples). But is this right?

What should a perspective be? A judge. But more than a judge perhaps: Kölbel (2002)thinks

they should include distinct truth evaluations, which already captures the notion that Lasersohn

means to in his account. Perhaps they should also include an assignment function, so that

perspectives would consist of tuples of individuals, valuation functions (or perhaps worlds), and

assignments? Surely two individuals could disagree about the identity of a particular referent,

and equally certainly they can hang different information off the peg associated with it. Here is

a place we should probably make use of dynamic ideas about context. If these suggestions are

on the right track, what has to be done is to determine a) what a perspective is, b) how it can be

changed, and c) how those changes are carried over, or not, in discourse. The present paper is

intended as a contribution to answering the second of these questions.
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Abstract

We provide an account of the alignment of linguistic form and discourse function with

respect to English tag questions, adopting as a formal framework Segmented Discourse

Representation Theory. SDRT models the discourse function of utterances via their rhetor-

ical connection to the antecedent discourse. We pay particular attention to the prosodic

features of tag questions and their contribution to interpretation. This approach to tag ques-

tions is appropriate, we argue, as the interpretation of a tag comes down to its rhetorical

connection to the host sentence.

1 Introduction

This paper provides an analysis of the alignment of linguistic form – i.e., syntax, semantics and

phonology – and discourse function, or the use(s) to which an utterance is put in a given context.

We investigate this relationship through a study of reversed polarity tag questions in English, as

exemplified by the examples in (1).

(1) a. Julie isn’t coming, is she?

b. Julie is coming, isn’t she?

Tag questions are a good empirical domain for an investigation of alignment, because they pos-

sess a rich and varied set of grammatical features than contribute to their interpretation. First,

they are syntactically mixed, consisting of a declarative sentence, or anchor, in a paratactic

relationship with a reduced interrogative clause, or tag (Huddleston and Pullum 2002). This

complex linguistic form, we argue, is mirrored by a complex discourse function (Quirk, Green-

baum, Leech and Svartvik 1985).

Second, prosody – intonation, intonational phrasing and stress – plays a pivotal role in the com-

putation of the discourse function of tag questions. Most descriptions, for example, posit a rela-

tionship between the final intonational contour of the tag and discourse function (Sadock 1974,

Millar and Brown 1979, Rando 1980, a.o.), while others note a dependency between intona-

tional phrasing and interpretation (Ladd 1981, McCawley 1988, Huddleston and Pullum 2002).

Tag questions, therefore, provide an interesting test bed for investigations into the semantic and

pragmatic contribution of intonation.

We frame our analysis in Segmented Discourse Representation Theory (SDRT), an extension of

dynamic semantic frameworks, which posits rhetorical relations between discourse segments

(Asher and Lascarides 2003). SDRT is a useful framework with respect to the issues discussed

above, because to the extent that rhetorical relations are viewed as relational speech act types,

∗The authors would like to thank audiences at the 2006 JSAI workshop on Logic and Engineering of Natural

Language Semantics held in Tokyo, Japan, and at Sinn und Beduetung 11 in Barcelona, Spain, for their helpful

comments on earlier versions of this material.
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SDRT is a theory of alignment. Our analysis makes particular use of SDRT’s shallow logic of

cognitive modelling, which models the flow of information from linguistic form to a model of

an agent’s beliefs and intentions. Recognizing such beliefs and intentions is essential to recog-

nizing which action a speaker performs in a discourse or dialogue. We argue specifically that

tag questions are a conventionalized means of managing the content of the common ground,

(roughly) either by requiring feedback from the hearer that the communicative goal of the an-

chor has been achieved – and consequently settling the content of the common ground with

respect to the anchor – or by requesting evidence for or against the anchor. Since final tune is

often taken to convey a relationship between the speaker or hearer, the underlying propositional

content of an utterance, and the common ground (Gussenhoven 1984, a.o.), it is an important

clue in recovering the speaker’s intention. Intonational phrasing, we argue, affects discourse

segmentation and we discuss how segmentation can affect the possible interpretations of a tag.

2 Tag Questions and Linguistic Form

We begin by discussing very generally the grammatical features of tag questions; §2.1 discusses

syntax and semantics, while §2.2 discusses phonology.

2.1 Syntax and Semantics

The surface syntax of tag questions consists of a juxtaposition of a declarative sentence, or

anchor, with a reduced interrogative clause, or tag. The tag itself consists of a subject pronoun

followed by an auxiliary (or modal) verb sharing the person, number and tense features of the

anchor’s matrix verb. If the anchor does not contain an axillary or modal verb, the appropriate

form of do is inserted. The subject pronoun shares person, number and gender features with the

subject of the anchor.1

We assume the rough syntactic structure in (2), in which the subject pronoun is co-indexed

and coreferential with the subject of the anchor and the interpretation of the tag involves an

anaphoric component akin cases of VP ellipsis (as in indicated in (2) via coindexation of a zero

anaphor φ with the VP of the anchor). (2) captures Culicover (1992)’s observation that tags are

essentially pronominal.

(2) [S1
Juliei isn’t [VP here ] j ], [S2

is shei φ j?]

While previous approaches agree on the broad syntactic outline in (2), two distinct viewpoints

arise with respect to interpretation. The first view – see Quirk et al. (1985) e.g. – assumes

that anchors denote propositions and interrogative tags denote full polar questions.2 The second

approach – see Culicover (1992) – analyzes tags as functions from propositions to questions,

rendering tags a type of mood marker or illocutionary force modifying device. In §3.1, we

1There are two varieties of tag question in English: constant and reversed polarity. The former is characterized

by the fact that the polarity of the auxiliary in the anchor and tag are reversed as in the examples in (1). (i) is a

constant polarity tag question.

(i) Julie is here, is she?

We focus below on reversed polarity tag questions, since constant polarity tag questions are relatively rare in spoken

American English. In 36 tag questions pulled from the Santa Barbara Corpus of Spoken American English, there

were no instances of constant polarity tag questions.
2Following Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984), we assume that questions have a propositional meaning, e.g., that

they denote a propositional concept, i.e., a function from indices to propositions.
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Prosody and the Interpretation of Tag Questions 3

provide evidence for the first approach. We show that tag questions exhibit properties of both

assertions and questions. The semantic import of the tag, we argue, arises from its rhetorical

relation to the anchor.

2.2 Phonology

Intonational phonology is relevant to the interpretation of tag questions in two ways. First, the

direction of the pitch at the end of the tag, i.e. rising vs. falling, influences the kind of question

the tag asks. Second, intonational phrasing affects whether or not a neutral interpretation of the

tag is allowed. We introduce here the To(nes) and B(reak) I(ndices) labelling scheme (Beckman

and Elam 1997), which provides an abstract phonological representation for intonational tunes.

Intonational tunes in ToBI consist of a series of abstract high (H) and low (L) target tones and

possess a minimal structure: intonational phrase consist of one or more intermediate phrases

and a boundary tone – L% or H% – and intermediate phrases consist of one or more pitch

accents and a phrase accent – L- or H-. Pitch accents –L*, H*, L+H*, L*+H, H*+!H – are tonal

targets aligned with stressed syllables. The most prominent syllable in the sentence carries the

nuclear pitch accent, which is assumed to be the last pitch accent in an intermediate phrase.

Final rising versus final falling intonation is (minimally) related to sequences of phrase accents

and boundary tones. L-H% and H-H% sequences are both realized phonetically as a rise – i.e.,

a low rise versus a high rise – L-L% represents a fall, and H-L% is a high plateau. Note that

on this view the unique tonal element associated with a rise is a H% boundary tone. Gunlogson

(2003) (following Gussenhoven (1984)) provides an alternative analysis which defines final

tunes in terms of the direction of the pitch contour from the nuclear pitch accent to the end of

the intonational phrase. On this view, an L* H-L% sequence counts as a final rise, and there

is no unique tonal element associated with rising intonation. We side step these issues in what

follows and rely on an impressionistic definition of rising versus falling intonation.

The second aspect of phonology important for the interpretation of tag questions relates to

intonational phrasing. Ladd (1981) draws a distinction between nuclear (annotated with a slash

/ between the anchor and tag) and postnuclear tags (annotated with an equal sign = between

the anchor and tag). Nuclear tags, according to Ladd, “have a separate nucleus or nuclear pitch

accent, generally proceeded in the rhythm of the sentence by a noticeable pause or intonational

boundary”, while postnuclear tags “have no separate nucleus, the pitch contour on the tag merely

continuing the nuclear contour begun at the preceding nucleus in the main sentence; generally,

too, there is noticeably less of a pause or boundary before the tag (p. 167)”. Ladd argues that

this distinction correlates with an interpretive effect, though he is vague as to what this effect

is. We argue below that postnuclear tags admit a neutral question reading, which is absent in

nuclear tags. McCawley (1988) and Huddleston and Pullum (2002) make the same observation.

Ladd’s description of postnuclear tags is captured in ToBI with a single intonational phrase

encompassing both the anchor and the tag. The nuclear pitch accent occurs in the anchor and no

pitch accent occurs on any element of the tag. Nuclear tag questions would then consist of either

two complete intonational phrases, or one, which itself contains two intermediate phrases. We

find Ladd’s description of postnuclear tags unintuitive, though we have no instrumental studies

to back up these intuitions. It is difficult in our experience not to hear a pitch accent on the

auxiliary verb in the tag, and most descriptions of tag questions, see Quirk et al. (1985) e.g.,

posit such an accent. Of course, it is possible that a postnuclear pitch accent exists, which is what

Ladd appears to have had in mind, but this is a controversial claim and ruled out by the grammar

of intonational tunes assumed in ToBI. Alternatively, it is possible that the perceived accent on

the tag’s auxiliary verb results from the alignment of a phrase accent there (Ladd 1996). We
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do, however, agree with Ladd and the authors cited above that neutral readings of tag questions

contain a weaker boundary between the anchor and tag than do nuclear tag questions. For

these reasons, we prefer to recast the nuclear/postnuclear distinction in terms of intonational

phrasing as follows: nuclear tag questions contain two complete intonational phrases, one for

the anchor and one for the tag. Postnuclear tag questions consist of one intonational phrase that

is composed of two intermediate phrases for the anchor and tag. We sketch an analysis below

in which these prosodic differences conspire with syntax and semantics to yield two speech acts

or one. In either case, the computation of the discourse function of the tag relative to the anchor

proceeds in much the same fashion. However, we discuss how postnuclear prosody admits a

neutral interpretation that nuclear prosody does not.

3 Tag Questions and Discourse Function

§3 addresses two issues regarding the alignment of the grammatical features from the previous

section with discourse function. First, given the presence of both declarative and interrogative

components, and the normal mapping of these to semantic interpretation, i.e. propositions and

questions respectively, what kinds of discourse functions do tag questions serve? Are they

assertions, questions, or both, as Quirk et al. (1985) suggest? The second question concerns

the type of response expected by a tag question and how these expectations correlate with the

phonological descriptions from §2.2.

3.1 Clausal Syntax, Semantics and Discourse Function

Sadock (1974) provides a number of useful diagnostics for illocutionary force based on co-

occurrence restrictions between certain discourse markers and sentence types (Sadock and Zwicky

1985). The sentence initial parenthetical expression after all, for example, co-occurs with as-

sertions, but not neutral questions, as in (3).

(3) a. A: It’s fine if you don’t finish the article today.

b. A: After all, your adviser is out of the country.

c. #A: After all, is your ad-visor out of the country?

The discourse markers by any chance and tell me appear with questions, but not assertions, as

shown in (4) and (5).

(4) a. #John, by any chance, owns a car.

b. Does John, by any chance, own a car?

(5) Tell me, {#John owns a car. / does John own a car? }

In addition to distinguishing questions and assertions, tell me and by any chance distinguish

between questions. Tell me - as a simple request for a response – is consistent with both neutral

and biased question readings, while by any chance – as an expression of epistemic uncertainty

– selects only neutral questions. As such, it does not appear with biased, or rhetorical questions.

3.1.1 Nuclear Tag Questions.

Applying Sadock’s diagnostics to both rising and falling nuclear tag questions supports anlayses

that treat them as “double-barreled” speech acts (Ladd 1981, Quirk et al. 1985). The felicity of

after all in (6) and (7), for example, is evidence that the anchors in (6-b) and (7-b) are asserted.
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(6) a. A: The conference should be exceptional this year.

b. A: After all, Julie is coming, / isn’t she.

(7) a. A: The conference might be sub-par this year.

b. A: After all, Julie isn’t coming, / is she.

(8-a) shows that nuclear tag questions are questions, while (8-b) shows that they are not neutral

questions, since they fail Sadock’s by any chance test.

(8) a. Tell me, Jane {is/isn’t} coming, / {isn’t/is} she.

b. #Jane {is/isn’t} coming, by any chance, / {isn’t/is} she.

The failure of nuclear tag questions to pass the by any chance test is not surprising, given the

implications of (6) and (7). If the speaker asserts the anchor of a nuclear tag question, it follows

that the tag can not be a neutral question, for by committing to the anchor, the speaker commits

to a specific answer to the tag.

3.1.2 Postnuclear Tag Questions.

Sadock’s tests produce a more nuanced set of observations when applied to postnuclear tag ques-

tions. Most notably, the polarity of the anchor appears to affect interpretation. Tag questions

with positive anchors have the same distribution as nuclear tag questions: they are assertions, as

shown by (9) and (10), and tell me questions, (11). However, they can not be neutral questions,

as demonstrated by (12).

(9) a. A: Why is Nicholas so sure the conference will be dull?

b. A: After all, Julie is coming=isn’t she?

(10) a. A: Pascal’s not coming, so why is Nicholas so sure the conference will be a suc-

cess?

b. A: After all, Julie isn’t coming {#too/either}=is she?

(11) Tell me, Jane {is/isn’t} coming={isn’t/is} she?

(12) #Jane is coming, by any chance=isn’t she?

Postnuclear tag questions with negative anchors, on the other hand, are ambiguous between

biased and neutral readings. Sometimes they pattern with nuclear tag questions (like positive-

anchor postnuclear tag questions) – see the instance of (10-b) with the negative polarity item

either, but at other times permit a neutral question reading, as in the instance of (13) with the

positive polarity item too.

(13) Jane isn’t coming {too/#either},by any chance=is she?

The disambiguating role of polarity sensitive lexical items like too and either is important to

explaining the difference. As Ladd (1981) notes, the licensing of polarity items in nuclear

tag questions is predictable from the morpho-syntactic/semantic properties of the anchor alone:

negative polarity items are licit in negative anchors and positive polarity items are licit in positive

anchors. A similar observation holds for positive-anchor postnuclear tag questions: PPIs are

licensed and NPIs are not. However, the expected correlation breaks down in negative-anchor

postnuclear tag questions. Both NPIs and PPIs are licensed. However, the choice of polarity

item affects the interpretation of the tag. Negative-anchor postnuclear tag questions with an NPI

5
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pattern with nuclear tag questions; they are biased, as shown by (10-b), (11) and (13). Negative-

anchor postnuclear tag questions containing a PPI, on the other hand, are neutral requests for

information, as shown by (10-b), which establishes the absence of an assertion, and (13).

Ladd (1981), McCawley (1988) and Huddleston and Pullum (2002) all note that the neutral use

of a tag question requires postnuclear prosody and a negative anchor. The Sadock’s diagnostics

verify this observations. But very little discussion of the interpretive role of negation in neutral

tag questions is provided in these previous descriptions. Ladd (1981), for example, suggests

that postnuclear prosody affects the scope of negation and McCawley (1988) assumes that the

negation in neutral tag questions is “fake negation”, i.e. an “instance of n’t that doesn’t count

as negative for the purposes of syntactic rules that are sensitive to negation”. Neither of these

admittedly vague proposals suggests why “fake negation” permits a neutral reading.

We for an analysis close to the one espoused by Ladd (1981). Horn (1989) notes that met-

alinguistic negation, like McCawley (1988)’s “fake negation”, neither licenses negative polarity

items nor anti-licenses positive polarity items, as shown in (14) (Horn 1989).

(14) Chris didn’t manage to solve {some/*any} of the problems, he managed to solve all of

them.

The version of (14) that includes any sounds contradictory, for example, while the version

containing some is only felicitous as a correction or denial of the scalar implicature associated

with the use of some, viz. that Chris did not manage to solve all of the problems. Given the

similarity of metalinguistic negation and the negation in neutral tag questions with respect to

the licensing of polarity items, we assume that the latter negation is also metalinguistic. We

understand metalinguistic negation ∼ φ as equivalent with normal with wide scope with respect

to an assertion operator, i.e. ¬Assert(φ)3 This analysis accounts for the observation in (10-b)

that the anchor is not asserted.

3.2 Kinds of Questions

§3.1 draws a broad distinction between biased and neutral questions. We showed that nuclear

tag questions and some postnuclear tag questions consist of both an assertion and a question,

and are therefore biased. The remaining postnuclear tag questions did not to involve an assertion

and are neutral. In this section, we discuss biased and neutral readings in more detail, drawing

a distinction within the class of biased tag questions correlated with final tune and based on the

speaker’s degree of belief in the anchor.

3.2.1 Two Kinds of Biased Tag Question

Tag questions convey varying degrees of bias depending on the direction of the pitch over the

tag. Falling intonation over the tag, for example, conveys a strong bias toward the proposition

expressed by the anchor. Rising intonation, on the other hand, normally conveys some doubt or

uncertainty by the speaker regarding the truth of the anchor and is therefore associated with a

weak bias. Intuitively, falling intonation tag questions ask for acknowledgement of the anchor

from the addressee, while rising intonation tag questions ask for confirmation (Rando 1980,

Huddleston and Pullum 2002, a.o.).

The constructed dialogues in (15) and (16) illustrate the different uses associated with final

intonation. In (15), A is trying to complete a task at which he is not proficient, but at which Julie

3This is a common analysis in three-valued logics with metalinguistic negation and assertion operators.
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is. B’s utterance is intended to impugn A’s problem solving skills. In this context, (15-b) conveys

no doubt regarding the truth of the anchor and the tag is intended to elicit an acknowledgement

from A that the anchor is true, or at least that it is assumed to be true for the purposes of the

present exchange, and therefore that how Julie would accomplish the task is irrelevant.

(15) a. A: [Julie]F wouldn’t do it that way.

b. B: Well, Julie isn’t here, / is she.

Huddleston and Pullum (2002) note that this usage is common in contexts where the anchor

is obviously true. So, for example, acknowledgement questions are common when the anchor

provides the speaker’s evaluation of or commentary on a situation.

Tag questions with rising intonation are also biased toward the truth of the anchor. However, it

is a weaker bias, as some doubt is expressed. Consider the dialogue in (16).

(16) a. A: Can Julie do it for us?

b. B: Julie isn’t here, / is she?

c. A: She snuck in this morning.

B answers (16-a) by asserting that Julie is not present, but the final rise yields only a weak

assertion. Intuitively, the tag is a request for confirmation: the speaker has a hunch that Julie is

not in and requests evidence for or against this hunch.

We formalize these differences in discourse functional terms. Requests for acknowledgement

are modelled on Asher and Lascarides (2003)’s Acknowledgement relation. An utterance is an

acknowledgement, if it entails that the communicative goal of the utterance to which it is related

has been achieved. Acknowledgement questions are related to the antecedent discourse with the

relation Acknowledgementq, which holds between discourse segments α and β just in case the

answer γ to β entails that the goal of α has been achieved. In the indicative cases with which we

are concerned in this paper, this communicative goal is normally the transfer of a belief from

the speaker to the addressee.

Confirmation questions are requests for evidence or counterevidence on our analysis. In these

cases, the anchor is only weakly asserted (thus the weak bias) and answers to the tag are ex-

pected to add probability mass to the anchor, or to subtract it. The response in (16-c), for

example, provides evidence against the anchor. We define an SDRT relation, Confirmationq,

which captures these intuitions.

3.2.2 Neutral Questions

As shown in §3.1.2, tag questions are sometimes neutral requests for information. The dialogue

in (17) shows the kind of discourse context where a neutral reading is natural.

(17) a. A: We need someone who has consulted for us before.

b. B: Julie isn’t here = is she?

While this reading is naturally described as “neutral”, there often is an expectation by the

speaker for a positive answer. Huddleston and Pullum (2002) describe this expectation as an

“emotive” component, noting that although the examples in (18) are relatively neutral, they

convey a fear by the speaker that the positive answer is true. Ladd (1981) makes the same

observation when he describes (19) as having a “worried anti-nuke” reading.

7
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(18) a. It isn’t raining again, = is it?

b. It isn’t my turn already, = is it?

(19) They haven’t restarted TMI already = have they?

This emotive component does not always convey a fear that the positive answer is true, as in

(17-b), so an analysis must allow a wide range of attitudes toward the positive answer. We note

in passing here that the existence of this attitude is consistent with our analysis of neutral tag

questions as containing metalinguistic negation: conveying that one is not asserting φ at the very

least introduces φ as a topic for discussion or suggests that φ is somehow relevant.

4 Some Formal Preliminaries

In §5, we develop an analysis in which the interpretation of tag questions is derived from the

rhetorical connection of the tag to the anchor. This discourse functional account imposes two

constraints on the formalism. First, it should represent rhetorical relations between utterances

and assign them some semantic content. Second, it should say something about how rhetorical

relations are inferred. The latter requirement is especially relevant in the context of this pa-

per, as our objective is an account of the alignment of linguistic form and discourse function.

Segmented Discourse Representation Theory (Asher and Lascarides 2003) meets each of these

desiderata. SDRT models the rhetorical relations between utterances, assigns them a dynamic

semantic interpretation and includes a “glue logic” that is responsible for building discourse

logical forms. We present the basics of the formalism below.

4.1 Discourse Logical Form

Formally, an SDRS is a triple 〈A,F ,LAST〉, where A is a set of labels, LAST is the last label

added to the SDRS, and F is a function from the set of labels A to SDRS-formulae. SDRS-

formulae consist of labelled logical forms for individual clauses, e.g. π : Kπ for a DRS K (Kamp

and Reyle 1993), relations between labels – R(π1,π2), and the dynamic conjunction of SDRS

formulae. The labels A in an SDRS are thought of as speech act discourse referents, and the

rhetorical relations between labels are thought of as relational speech act types.

For verdical relations, R(π1,π2) entails Kπ1
and Kπ2

, in addition to the semantic contribution

of R, glossed φR. Narration, Background and Result are examples of veridical relations. If

R is a divergent relation, on the other hand, R(α,β) entails ¬Kα and Kβ. Correction and

Counterevidence are divergent relations. Because both veridical and divergent relations en-

tail the content of their right argument, they represent two sub-types of assertion. Relations

corresponding to the logical connectives, i.e., Consequence and Alternation, are nonveridical,

as they do not entail the truth of the discourse segments that they relate.

SDRT contains a logical system for computing discourse structure based on information avail-

able from syntax and compositional and lexical semantics. This logical system has two parts –

the first is a glue logic that contains axioms for inferring relations between discourse segments.

Because each discourse segment is assigned a unique label, the axioms exploit information

about labels given by descriptions of the SDRS ⊤ assembled so far and of the new discourse

constituent β to be linked to an available discourse constituent α. These descriptions specify

discourse structures in terms of which segments are related to which other segments, and by

saying in which larger segment that information is found. Thus, a binary discourse relation R

(relating α and β say) is expressed in the description language as a three place predicate symbol

R(α,β,λ), conveying the information that the constituent labelled by β stands in the relation R

8
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Prosody and the Interpretation of Tag Questions 9

to α and that this information is contained within the discourse segment labelled λ.

The axioms and rules of the glue logic exploit standard propositional logic connectives and a

weak conditional operator >, which serves to represent defeasible rules about discourse struc-

ture. The general form of these rules is shown in (20).

(20) (?(α,β,λ)∧ Info(α,β,⊤)) > R(α,β,λ)

(20) says that if β is to be attached to α in λ and certain information about α, β and the whole

discourse structure ⊤ holds, then normally β is attaches with R to α in λ. Such normality

conditionals support modus ponens defeasibly. Thus, when the left hand side formula holds, we

can defeasibly infer R(α,β,λ). (Asher and Lascarides 2003) give a complete specification of

the glue logic, in particular the defeasible consequence relation |∼. Defeasible modus ponens is

represented using |∼ as follows:

(21) A > B,A|∼B, but A > B,A,¬B |∼/ B

4.2 Logic of Cognitive Modelling

In order to compute relations in dialogue, SDRT makes use of an extension of the glue logic for

reasoning about discourse participants’ cognitive states known as the logic of cognitive mod-

elling. This extension of the glue logic contains not only predicates relevant for computing

discourse structure – propositional connectives and the weak conditional operator > – but also

modal operators BA,BB, . . . ,IA,IB, . . . – where A and B are agents – for belief and intention re-

spectively. Recognizing intentions in dialogue requires at least shallow access to a model of the

cognitive states of discourse participants; cognitive modelling provides this information. Thus,

the logic includes axioms associating (by default) certain beliefs and intentions with utterances.

We provide here a brief introduction to some of the axioms of cognitive modeling and refer the

reader to Asher and Lascarides (2003) for more detail.

Sincerity and Competence associate beliefs with agents based on the content of the discourse.

Sincerity encodes the first part of Grice’s maxim of Quality: say only that which you believe

to be true (Grice 1975).4 In words, if it follows from the glue logic (which we assume forms

part of linguistic competence) that β attaches to α with the rhetorical relation R, then normally

the speaker of β believes that β attaches to α with R.

• Sincerity: R(α,β,λ) > BS(β)R(α,β,λ)

• Competence: BAφ > BBφ

together these axioms accomplish the normal communicative goal of assertions, viz. belief

transfer. Competence says that whatever an agent A believes to be true, relative to a specific

discourse or dialogue, is normally believed to be true by B.

Cognitive modelling also includes axioms associating default communicative goals with sen-

tence types (Sadock and Zwicky 1985). These goals are also known as speech-act related goals,

or SARGs. The default SARG of an indicative sentence, for example, is that the addressee believe

its rhetorical contribution to the discourse. This is formalized in Default Schema, which states

that if it follows from the information contained in the SDRS τ and the fact that β was said that

R(α,β,λ), then normally the speaker intends the hearer to believe R(α,β,λ).

4S(β) is the speaker of β and H(β) is the hearer, or addressee.
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• Default Schema:

Suppose Info(τ)∧Done(Say(β))|∼R(α,β,λ).
Then: Info(τ)∧Done(Say(β))|∼ SARG(β,BH(β)(R(α,β,λ)).

If R is a veridical relation and λ occurs in a veridical segment of the discourse, i.e. F (λ) must be

true in order for the discourse as a whole to be true, then it is possible to derive a more specific

SARG for indicative sentences, viz. SARG(β,BH(β)(pβ)).
5 This follows from Default Schema

and the closure of belief under logical consequence. Recall that for veridical relations R(α,β)
entails Kα ∧ Kβ. This information is transferred from the logic of information content into the

logic of cognitive modelling: R(α,β,λ) → pα ∧ pβ. The more specific SARG follows from the

axiom Indicative Related Goals (Asher and Lascarides 2003).6

For interrogative sentences, the SARG is for the speaker to believe an answer to the question.

The relevant default is QRG. Sanswer(α, p) is a predicate in the logic of cognitive modelling that

indicates that the propositional variable p is an answer to the question labeled α in the logic of

information content. Sanswer is thus appropriately linked to the predicate Answer in the logic of

information content,which is used to state the semantics of the relation QAP (Question-Answer

Pair).

• Question Related Goals (QRG):

Sanswer(α, p) > SARG(α,BS(α)p)

Because these axioms are formulated as defaults, they can be over-ridden in the presence of

more specific information. The axiom Known Answers, for example, blocks the default goal of

a question when an answer is already believed.7 In the context of an examination, for example,

the consequent of QRG is blocked, because the examiner presumably knows the answer to his or

her question and is interested instead to see if the student knows it.

Finally, we note that SARG’s are linked to intentions by certain default axioms. For example,

if SARG(α,φ), then normally IS(α)(δφ). δφ is an action term formed from the formula φ by

prefixing the “see to it that” operator. Asher and Lascarides (2003) also assume that the non-

accidental, nonmonotonic, doxastic consequences of one’s intentions are intended. They note

that while this is a rather crude theory of intentions, it suffices to model communicative action.

5 Computing Discourse Function

We now sketch how to compute the interpretation of interrogative tags in our framework.

5.1 Acknowledgement Questions

Nuclear tag questions (and some postnuclear tag questions) with final falling intonation on the

tag normally function as requests for acknowledgement and the expected answer to the tag

entails that the addressee has adopted the communicative goal, or SARG, of the anchor. We

model acknowledgement questions using the SDRT relation Acknowledgementq. The glue logic

axiom in (22) encodes the semantics of Acknowledgmentq and provides sufficient reasons for

inferring that Acknowledgementq links two discourse segments.

5 pβ is a propositional term linked to Kβ in the logic of information content by constraints on permissible models

which guarantee that Kβ and pβ are satisfied in the same worlds.
6Formally, Indicative Related Goals says that if Info(τ) ∧ Done(Say(β))|∼R(α,β,λ), then Info(τ) ∧

Done(Say(β))∧ veridical(R)∧ veridical(λ)|∼SARG(β,BH(β)(pβ)).
7
Known Answers is formalized with the following default: (Sanswer(α, p)∧BS(α) p) > ¬SARG(α,BS(α) p)

(Asher and Lascarides 2003).
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(22) Axiom on Acknowledgement Questions:

(?(α,β,λ)∧ SARG(α,φ) ∧ Sanswer(β, p) ∧ (BH(α)(p) > BH(α)φ)) >
AcknowledgementQ(α,β,λ)

Acknowledgmentq is the default relation linking the tag to the anchor, and in the absence of in-

formation to the contrary the tag is interpreted as an acknowledgment question. The antecedent

to (22) follows from the axioms of the logic of cognitive modelling and compositional semantics

of the anchor and tag alone, without any appeal to extra-linguistic information.

We restrict our attention here to tag questions uttered in veridical contexts. Thus, if τ is the

SDRS for the discourse up to the point at which the tag is interpreted, and Ka is the content of

the anchor, then τ |= Ka. The constructed dialogue in (23) (repeated from §3.2) exemplifies the

relevant usage. For nuclear tag questions, syntactic and phonological cues indicate the presence

of two speech act referents, π1 and π2, as in (23-b).

(23) a. B: (π0) Julie wouldn’t do it that way.

b. A: (π1) Julie isn’t here, / (π2) is she.

π1 attaches to π0 with a veridical relation R like Contrast and (we assume) within a veridical

discourse segment. We show that the instance of Axiom on Acknowledgement Questions in

(24) follows from compositional semantics and the axioms of the logic of cognitive modelling.

(24) a. (?(π1,π2,π) ∧
b. SARG(π1,BB(pπ1

)) ∧
c. Sanswer(π2, pπ1

) ∧
d. (BB(pπ1

) > BBBB(pπ1
))) >

e. AcknowledgementQ(π1,π2,π)

The first conjunct in (24-a) follows from the syntactic relationship that holds between the anchor

and the tag. Because tags are anaphorically dependent on the anchor – see §2.1 – they cannot at-

tach higher than LAST , given SDRT’s assumptions about anaphoric accessibility. (24-b) follows

from the veridicality assumptions that we layed out above and IRG. Our veridicality assump-

tions amount to assuming that from Info(τ) and Done(Say(π1)), that R(π0,π1,π) follows, where

R and π are veridical. This information satisfies the antecedent to IRG. Consequently, the SARG

of the anchor is (by default) that the addressee believe its content.

The conjuncts (24-c) – (24-d) are more interesting. (24-c) follows from A and B’s shared knowl-

edge of the compositional semantics of interrogative tags relative to the interpretation of the an-

chor, as discussed in §2.1. Given that A asserts π1, B can infer by Sincerity that BA(pπ1
). Fur-

thermore, from A and B’s shared knowledge of the compositional semantics of interrogatives,

B infers that BA(Sanswer(π2, pπ1
)). (24-d) is an theorem of the logic of cognitive modelling.

Belief is a K45 modality and (24-d) is an instance of the 4 axiom (positive introspection). There-

fore, in the absence of conflicting information, Acknowledgementq(π1,π2,π) follows. No deep

reasoning about cognitive states was required, nor any situation specific information from world

knowledge. The inference follows from conventional knowledge about the flow of information

from linguistic form to default ascriptions of beliefs and intentions to discourse participants.

Finally, this analysis accounts for the strong bias of falling intonation (nuclear) tag questions.

Because Acknlowledgementq links π1 to π2 in (23-b), a positive response – i.e., that Julie is here

– does not count as an answer to the tag, despite the fact that this proposition is semantically an

answer. This is because the positive response does not entail that the SARG of the anchor has

been accepted or achieved.

11
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12 Brian Reese and Nicholas Asher

5.2 Confirmation Questions

The semantic contribution of a final rise blocks the default inference of Acknowledgmentq. We

sketch how this happens below and discuss the pragmatic effect of final rising tags, viz. their

use as confirmation questions.

5.2.1 Final Rise Blocks Acknowledgmentq

We use Nilsenová (2006)’s modified analysis of final rising intonation, in which a final rise

contributes an expression of epistemic uncertainty. However, whereas Nilsenová treats the rise

as a propositional operator, we assume that it is an illocutionary operator. As such, it does not

directly interact with propositional information. On our view, final rises express the speaker’s

attitude toward a proposition and its relation to the common ground with respect to the here and

now, rather than provide information about the way that the world is.8

(25) Sincerity for Final Rise:

FINAL-RISE(α) > BS(α)(♦core content(pα))

(25) says that if an utterance α ends in a final rise then S(α) normally believes the underlying

proposition of α is possible. The underlying proposition associated with an utterance is the

proposition that remains after stripping off any indicators of sentence mood.

As an illustration of how final rises block Axiom on Acknowledgement Questions, consider

the dialogue in (26). π1 attaches to π0 with the right veridical discourse relation QAP (Question-

Answer Pair).

(26) a. B: (π0) Who is available to review this article?

b. A: (π1) Jane is here, / (π2) isn’t she?

Lemma 1 follows from IRG and the relation between SARG’s and intentions.9 Γ contains the

axioms of the logic of cognitive modelling.

Lemma 1. Γ, Info(τ),Done(Say(π1))|∼IA(δBB(pπ1
))

Lemma 2 establishes an intention associated with the tag based on the presence of a final rise to

the effect that A intends to see to it that B believe that the negation of the anchor is epistemically

possible. Lemma 2 follows principally from Sincerity for Final Rise and the assumption

that what follows from the doxastic consequences of one’s intentions are also intended. Note

that the core content of π2 is the negation of the core content of π1.

Lemma 2. Γ, Info(τ),Done(Say(π2)), FINAL-RISE(π2)|∼IA(δBB(♦¬pπ1
))

Lemmas 1 and 2 together commit the speaker to inconsistent intentions, viz. that the addressee

come to believe pπ1
and ♦¬pπ1

. These propositions are inconsistent, and therefore cannot

be simultaneously believed. Inconsistent intentions are ruled out by the axiom Admissable

Intentions (Cohen and Levesque 1990). If two actions are inconsistent, then normally they

are not both intended.

• Admissible Intentions:

(IA(a)∧BA(Done(a) > ¬Done(b)) > ¬IA(b)

8Our anlaysis is inspired by Faller (2006)’s analysis of evidential morphemes in Cuzco Quechua, which, ac-

cording to Faller, enter into cognitive modelling.
9We omit the formal proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 due to space limitations.
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Prosody and the Interpretation of Tag Questions 13

Admissable Intentions blocks either Lemma 1 or Lemma 2. In the latter case, it is still

possible to infer Acknowledgementq and the final rise will serve some other pragmatic function,

e.g. an indicator of politeness. In the former case, the default inference to Acknowledgmentq
is blocked, as it no longer follows that the SARG of the anchor is that the addressee believe its

propositional content, paving the way for a confirmation question interpretation. We elaborate

on this possibility below.

5.2.2 Inferring Confirmationq

Recall from the discussion in §3.2 that confirmation questions are associated with a weak asser-

tion of the anchor. This weak bias, we show below, follows from the presence of the final rise on

the tag. Returning to (26), B infers given the rising intonation on π2 and Sincerity for Final

Rise that BS(π2)(♦¬pπ1
). Further scalar reasoning yields the implicature that BS(π2)(¬"¬pπ1

),
which is equivalent to BS(π2)(♦pπ1

). Therefore, the rising intonation on the tag results in a weak

assertion of the anchor.

We assume that the semantics of Confirmationq has a probabilistic core. The intuition is that

the answer to a confirmation question should affect the probability assigned to an antecedent

proposition by the questioner, be it by increasing it or decreasing it. That is, the answer should

in some sense be relevant to the proposition to which the question is attached.

A consequence of this analyis, is that the probability of the proposition to which the question is

attached can never be 1 or 0, i.e., it cannot be settled in the dialogue. If a speaker is certain –

to the extent than any proposition is ever certain – that a given proposition is true, there is no

reason to ask for confirmation of it. (Though one could ask for acknowledgement.)

Following Carnap (1950), we define a notion of relevance in a discourse τ:

• relevantτ(pα, pβ) iff either Pτ(pα/pβ) > Pτ(pα) or Pτ(pα/pβ) < Pτ(pα).

With this auxiliary notion in hand, we can proceed to define the glue logic axiom for inferring

Confirmationq in (27).

(27) Axiom on Confirmation Questions:

(?(α,β,λ) ∧ Sanswer(β, p) ∧ relevant⊤(pα, p)) > Confirmationq(α,β,λ)

Because the anchor in (26-b) in effect asserts only that it is possible that Jane is here, direct

answers to the tag, viz. that Jane is here or that Jane is not here, will both affect the probability

of the anchor, either bumping it up to 1 or down to 0. The final rise played a pivotal role in this

inference. First, it blocked the default inference to Acknowledgementq. Second, it produced a

weak assertion of the anchor, which was crucial to inferring Confirmationq.

5.3 Neutral Tag Questions

Finally, we saw in §3.2 that some tag questions are neutral. (28-b) is a case in point. A (on

the intended reading) does not commit herself to the proposition that Jane is here in uttering

(28-b) in responding to (28-a). Intuitively, (28-b) attaches to (28-a) with the relation Q-Elab.

Q-Elab(α,β) holds in case answers γ to β elaborate a plan for achieving S(α)’s SARG of α.

B’s SARG in uttering π0 is to know who is available to review the article and answers to the

tag question fill in this knowledge: a positive answer means Jane is available to review and a

negative answer that she is not.

13
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14 Brian Reese and Nicholas Asher

(28) a. B: We need someone to review this article ASAP! (π0) Who is available?

b. A: (π1) Jane isn’t here,= (π2) is she?

In §3.1.2, we argued that neutral interpretations are only available when the tag question has (i)

“postnuclear” phonology and (ii) a meta-linguistic negation operator in the anchor. We describe

how these two grammatical features conspire to admit neutral readings.

First, we assume that meta-linguistic negation is an illocutionary, rather than a propositional,

operator. That is, it predicates some information of speech acts. Specifically, we take metalin-

guistic negation to indicate that the speaker is not asserting the proposition in its scope. We

capture this with the axiom in (29).

(29) METALINGUISTIC-NEGATION(α) > ¬(α : assertion)

(29) constrains how a speech act discourse referent to which it applies can attach to the an-

tecedent discourse; specifically, it rules out attachment with a relation pertinent to an assertion,

i.e. a right-veridical relation. Relations associated with questions, for example Q-Elab, are not

right-veridical and are consistent with (29).

Another way to think of the contribution of meta-linguistic negation is in terms of cognitive

modelling. If a discourse segment does not attach with a right-veridical relation then it does

not follow (necessarily) that the speaker believes its propositional content. In the case of tag

questions, this means that Known Answers does not fire and the SARG of the tag is the default

SARG given in QRG, viz. for the speaker to know an answer to the question.

What is the relationship between intonational phrasing and neutral interpretations; why can’t

nuclear tag questions have a neutral interpretation? The answer, we maintain, is related to

the role of intonational phrasing in introducing discourse segments. Nuclear phrasing in tag

questions forces two speech act discourse referents: one for the anchor and one for the tag. This

segmentation is reinforced by the syntactic and semantic assumptions in §2.

Postnuclear tag questions, on the other hand, instantiate complex speech act types.10 We assume

that the grammar assigns postnuclear tag questions a “dot type” assertion•question. The com-

ponent types of the complex type are exploited whenever there is a type clash. The glue logic

predication ?(α,β,λ), for example, assumes that β has a simple type. In the absence of con-

flicting information, then, postnuclear tag questions are interpreted in the same way as nuclear

tag questions, i.e. either as acknowledgement or confirmation questions. Neutral uses, however,

arise when the anchor contains a metalinguistic negation, which cancels the assertion per the

constraint in (29). Thus, postnuclear phrasing and the presence of a metalinguistic negation

operator conspire to admit the neutral reading exemplified by (28-b).
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Abstract

Although there is a vast amount of literature on the semantics of conditionals, there is

usually little said about the way conditionals are interpreted compositionally. And if there

is, it is often suggested that it suffices to consider conditionals like “if S1, then S2”, taking

for granted that coordinate structures like “if S1 and S2, then S3” can be reduced in form

to the former, for it seems quite obvious that coordination takes place within the syntactic

scope of if (i.e., we have “if [S1 and S2], then S3”). In this paper, I will argue that this is

not obvious at all. I will show that there is good empirical evidence that (at least) in the

case of so-called Asymmetric Coordination in German (Höhle 1990) coordination does not

take place within the syntactic scope of if (i.e., we have “[[if S1] and S2], then S3”). This

apparently gives rise to a mismatch between syntax and semantics, which —if I am right—

can only be (straightforwardly) resolved in a Lewis/Kratzer approach to the semantics of

conditionals. To account for some problems related to distributive readings, I will finally

propose that if is to be interpreted as a variable picking up a modal base in context.

1 Introduction

Although there is a vast amount of literature on the semantics of conditionals, there is usually

little said about the way conditionals are interpreted compositionally. And if there is, it is often

suggested that it suffices to consider conditionals like “if S1, then S2”, taking for granted that

coordinate structures like “if S1 and S2, then S3” can be reduced in form to the former, for it

seems quite obvious that coordination takes place within the syntactic scope of if. In this paper, I

will argue that this is not obvious at all. I will show that there is good empirical evidence that (at

least) in the case of so-called Asymmetric Coordination in German (Höhle 1990) coordination

does not take place within the syntactic scope of if. This apparently gives rise to a mismatch

between syntax and semantics, which —if I am right— can only be (straightforwardly) resolved

in (some variant of) a Lewis/Kratzer approach to the semantics of conditionals.

2 Asymmetric Coordination in German

To get a rough idea what “Asymmetric Coordination” (AC) in German is about, first note that

in German if -clauses the finite predicate is always in verb final position, see (1).

(1) Wenn

if

du

you

nach

to

Barcelona

Barcelona

gehst,

go,

dann

then

besuch

visit

das

the

Museo

Museo

Picasso.

Picasso
‘If you go to Barcelona, then visit the Museo Picasso’
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Jürgen Pafel, Doris Penka, Marga Reis, Philippe Schlenker, Arnim von Stechow, Wolfgang Sternefeld, Hubert

Truckenbrodt, and audiences at the universities of Potsdam, Göttingen, Tübingen, and at the conference “Sinn und

Bedeutung 11”, Barcelona, for helpful comments and stimulating discussion.
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2 Ingo Reich

As (2) shows, this is typically also true in the case of sentential coordination, i.e., standard

sentential coordination in German is symmetric with respect to the order of the finite verb.

(2) Wenn

If

du

you

nach

to

Barcelona

Barcelona

gehst

go

und

and

die

the

Formel

Formula

1

1

dort

there

gerade

just

Station

stop

macht,

makes,

[. . . ]

[. . . ]
‘If you go to Barcelona and the Formula 1 is just making a stop there, . . . ’

However, given quite specific semantic circumstances —i.e., given what is called a ‘fusioning

semantics’ or ‘one-event interpretation’—,1 there is also the (restricted) possibility of “asym-

metric (sentential) coordination (AC)” (Höhle 1990), i.e., the possibility of coordinating sen-

tential structures that differ with respect to the order of their finite predicates. (3), for example,

is a perfectly fine AC of a verb final clause (VL) with a verb second clause (V2). (4) illustrates

an AC consisting of a verb final clause followed by a prima facie verb first clause (V1). ((4)

is an instance of so-called SLF-coordination (“Subject Lacking in F-structure”), the verb first

property of the second conjunct apparently being related to the missing subject.2)

(3) Wenn

If

du

you

nach

to

Barcelona

Barcelona

gehst

go

und

and

dort

there

ist

is

schönes

nice

Wetter,

weather,

dann

then

[. . . ]

[. . . ]
‘If you go to Barcelona, and there is nice weather, then [. . . ]’

(4) Wenn

If

du

you

nach

to

Barcelona

Barcelona

gehst

go

und

and

möchtest

want

dort

there

etwas

some

Spaß

fun

haben,

have,

dann

then

[. . . ]

[. . . ]
‘If you go to Barcelona and want to have some fun, then [. . . ]’

For our purposes here it is not important, why AC is possible in German in the first place (but

see (Höhle 1990) and Reich (2007a) for relevant discussion); what is important though, is the

fact that it does exist and that it shows interesting (and unexpected) structural properties.

2.1 Asymmetric Coordination and Negation

To see this, let’s first consider the behavior of negation in AC. As Höhle (1983) observes, the

negation nicht (“not”) can have wide scope relative to the coordinating conjunction und (“and”)

in V2-initial3 instances of SLF-coordination. Suppose, for example, that Hans is one of those

clumsy people who always drop stuff and get easily hurt. In such a context (5) is understood as

expressing the hope that Hans won’t (be able to) help carry at the move.

(5) Hoffentlich

Hopefully

kommt

shows up

Hans

Hans

nicht

not

zum

at the

Umzug

move

und

and

hilft

helps

uns

us

beim Tragen.

carry
‘I hope Hans doesn’t show up at the move and help us carry.’

Something similar, though not exactly the same —note that in (5) Hans may show up at the

move as long as he does not help carry, whereas for (6) to be true he must not show up, and, as

a consequence, won’t be able to help carry—, is true of the VL-symmetric coordination (6).

1See Höhle (1983), Reich (2007a), and Reich (2007b) for detailed discussion as well as a possible construal.
2It is by no means evident why the subject (and only the subject) can be dropped in SLF-coordination —and

why this should result in a verb first rather than a verb second structure; see, inter alia, Höhle (1983), Wunderlich

(1988), Büring and Hartmann (1998), Frank (2002), Fortmann (2005), and Reich (2007b) for discussion.
3An AC is called VX-initial (X = 1,2,L), if its first conjunct shows VX verb order. In AC, non-initial conjuncts

are systematically restricted to V2- or —in the case of SLF-coordination—V1-order (to the exclusion of VL).
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(6) Als

When

er

he

nicht

not

zum

at the

Umzug

move

kam

showed up

und

and

uns

us

beim Tragen

carry

half,

helped,

[. . . ]

[. . . ]
‘When he didn’t show up at the move and help us carry, . . . ’

If we consider, however, the corresponding VL-initial SLF-coordination in (7), we observe that

this time the wide-scope reading of nicht is —quite surprisingly— unavailable.

(7) #Als

When

er

he

nicht

not

zum

at the

Umzug

move

kam

showed up

und

and

half

helped

uns

us

beim Tragen,

carry,

[. . . ]

[. . . ]
‘When he didn’t show up at the move and help us carry, . . . ’

This observation nicely fits with an older observation made in Wunderlich (1988): The negative

quantifier keiner (“nobody”) is excluded as a possible subject in VL-initial SLF-coordination,

see (8), though it is perfectly fine in V2-initial SLF-coordination, see (9).

(8) *Wenn

If

uns

us

keiner

nobody

willkommen heißt

welcomes

und

and

schließt

gives

uns

us

in die

a

Arme,

hug,

dann

then

[. . . ]

[. . . ]
‘If nobody welcomes us and gives us a hug, then [. . . ]’

(9) Leider

Unfortunately

heißt

welcomes

uns

us

keiner

nobody

willkommen und

and

schließt

gives

uns

us

in die

a

Arme.

hug.
‘Unfortunately nobody welcomes us and gives us a hug.’

2.2 Asymmetric Coordination and Pronoun Binding

This restriction on possible subjects could be due to the fact that keiner is negative; it could also

be due to the fact that keiner is quantificational; and it could, of course, be due to a cumulative

effect. That probably the latter is true, is suggested by the following observation: In VL-initial

instances of AC (in contrast to V2-initial ones), quantificational subjects in the first conjunct

can not (easily) bind pronouns in the second conjunct. To see this, consider (10) and (11).

(10) Wenn

If

heute

today

jederi
everyb.

frei

off

kriegt

gets

und

and

sichi
REFL

etwas

some time

seineni
his

Kindern

children

widmen

devote

kann,

can,

‘If today everybody gets a day off and can devote some time to his children’

(11) ??Wenn

If

heute

today

jederi
everyb.

frei

off

kriegt

gets

und

and

kann

can

sichi
REFL

etwas

some time

seineni
his

Kindern

children

widmen,

devote,
‘If today everybody gets a day off and can devote some time to his children’

(10) is a case of symmetric sentential coordination, and binding of the reflexive pronoun sich

and the possessive pronoun seinen (“his”) by jeder (“everybody”) is fine. (11), on the other

hand, is a case of VL-initial asymmetric coordination, and the corresponding binding relations

seem to be quite bad. Though data like (11) are hard to judge, grammaticality judgements are

pretty stable when contrasting the AC in (11) with its symmetric variant in (10). Binding of a

possessive pronoun located within the subject of an AC is completely out, see (12).

(12) *Wenn

If

heute

today

jederi
everybody

vorbeikommt

drops by

und

and

seinei
his

Frau

wife

begleitet

accompanies

ihn,

him,

[. . . ]

[. . . ]
‘If today everybody drops by and his wife accompanies him, [. . . ]’
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To be sure, the fact that quantificational subjects can not (easily) bind pronouns in the second

conjunct of an AC is not simply due to the asymmetry of the construction. This is evidenced by

the V2-initial asymmetric coordination in (13) which is, again, perfectly fine.

(13) Heute

Today

kriegt

gets

jederi
everyb.

frei

off

und

and

kann

can

sichi
REFL

etwas

some time

seineni
his

Kindern

children

widmen.

devote.
‘Today, everybody gets a day off and can devote some time to his children.’

Let’s take stock here. We saw that in V2-initial (and V1-initial) AC—first— negation can have

wide scope with respect to the coordinating conjunction and, and —second— a quantificational

subject (including keiner (“nobody”)) can bind pronouns in the second conjunct. These insights

are common wisdom since Höhle (1983). Building partly onWunderlich (1988), I argued, how-

ever, that —quite unexpectedly—VL-initial AC (exemplified by if - and when-clauses) behaves

completely different from its V2-initial (and V1-initial) counterparts in that negation can not

have wide scope with respect to and, and quantificational subjects in the first conjunct (with the

notable exception of indefinites) do not (easily) bind pronouns in the second conjunct.

2.3 On the Syntax of Asymmetric Coordination

In Höhle (1990) the properties of V2-initial (and V1-initial) AC are accounted for by assuming

that the second conjunct in an AC is an adjunct to the VP of the first conjunct. This way, the

subject of the first conjunct c-commands —and, thus, is apparently able to bind— pronouns in

the second conjunct; the negation nicht —likewise being an adjunct to VP— gets scope over

the second conjunct by adjoining it to VP ‘after’ the second conjunct does.

The obvious question to ask then is: Is it possible to analyze VL-initial AC structurally parallel

to V2-initial (and V1-initial) AC? —Apparently it is not. If we did, we would predict, of

course, that VL-initial AC behaves parallel to V2-initial (and V1-initial) AC with respect to the

behavior of negation and the binding of pronouns. (All the more, since in AC, in contrast to

standard symmetric coordination, overt asymmetric extraction of (quantificational) DPs is licit

(Höhle 1983), and, thus, asymmetric quantifier raising should be, too.) In particular, we can not

avoid to predict that possessive pronouns within the subject of the second conjunct of an AC get

bound by the (quantificational) subject of the first conjunct, which is clearly out.

How, then, do we account for the difference in behavior between V1/V2-initial AC on the one

hand, and VL-initial AC on the other hand, without losing the prediction that all kinds of AC

behave completely parallel in other respects (e.g., with respect to extraction properties, ellipsis

etc.)? The proposal I want to put forward here is that we basically stick to the adjunction

analysis, but that we allow in addition to sentence-internal adjunction (to VP) for sentence-

external adjunction, i.e., adjunction to CP. The empirical generalization, thus, is that in the case

of V1/V2-initial AC adjunction takes place at VP-level, whereas in the case of VL-initial AC

adjunction takes place at CP-level. Why this is so, i.e., why a finite predicate in sentence final

position blocks sentence-internal adjunction of a V1/V2-clause (and only of a V1/V2-clause),

is (still) unclear to me. However, as we will see immediately, it gets the facts right, and, what’s

more, it is a reasonable and theoretically viable restriction within an adjunction approach.

Now, if we do assume that in VL-initial cases of AC like (14), the second conjunct attaches

sentence-externally, i.e., to CP, how does that account for the contrasts observed above?

(14) *Wenn

If

heute

today

keineri
noone

frei

off

kriegt

gets,

und

and

kann

can

sichi
REFL

um

after

seinei
his

Kinder

children

kümmern,

look,

[. . . ]

[. . . ]
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To see this, consider the schematic representation in (15). Suppose we have a quantificational

subject Qi and/or a Negation Neg within the first conjunct of a VL-initial AC. By assumption,

the second conjunct S attaches sentence-externally, i.e., it adjoins to CP. To bind the pronoun

proi in the second conjunct, Qi needs to c-command it; to c-command it, Qi needs to raise

(covertly) out of the if -clause, and attach to the highest CP node in (15). This, however, is

impossible, for we know since the work of Ross (1967) that adverbial clauses —in especially,

if -clauses— are islands for movement (with the notable exception of indefinites, see inter alia

Reinhart (1997), Kratzer (1998) for discussion). Similarly, the negation Neg, being an adjunct

to VP, and thus buried within the if -clause, can not c-command the second conjunct, which is

(by assumption) a necessary condition to get scope over the coordinating conjunction and.

(15) CP

CP

C

wenn

VP

. . .Qi/Neg . . .

S

und [. . . proi . . . ]

, dann . . .

In this section, I introduced the phenomenon of Asymmetric Coordination (AC) in German,

and argued that V1/V2-initial instances of AC systematically differ from VL-initial ones in two

important respects: Whereas in V1/V2-initial AC negation may have scope over the whole co-

ordination and quantificational subjects in the first conjunct may bind pronouns in the second

conjunct, this is only marginally possible in VL-initial AC, if at all. To account for the differ-

ence in behavior, I stipulated that in the case of V1/V2-initial AC, the second conjunct adjoins

sentence-internally (i.e., to VP), whereas it adjoins sentence-externally (i.e., to CP) in the case

of VL-initial AC, see (15). If this analysis is on the right track, then we have established at least

one case of coordination —namely AC ‘within’ an if -clause—, where the coordinate structure

can not be straightforwardly reduced to the simpler structure if S1, then S2.

3 A Paradoxon and a Preliminary Solution

However, if the conclusions drawn in the last section are basically correct, then we seem to end

up with some kind of paradoxon. Here it is: From a semantic point of view, the two conjuncts

in a VL-initial AC are understood as a complex condition on the truth of the consequent (which

relates to one of the core characteristics of AC, its ‘fusioning’ semantics); therefore, given

a transparent syntax/semantics interface, we do expect if to have wide syntactic scope with

respect to and, i.e., we expect an underlying syntactic structure like the one in (16-a).

(16) a. CP

wenn S

S1 und S2

b. CP

CP

wenn S1

S

und S2

5
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On the other hand, we argued in detail in the previous section that there is good empirical

evidence from negation and binding data that the second conjunct in fact attaches to the if -

clause as a whole; seen from this perspective the underlying structure is the one with wide-scope

and in (17-b). VL-initial Asymmetric Coordination thus seems to exhibit a genuin mismatch

between syntactic structure on the one hand, and semantic interpretation on the other.

3.1 A Preliminary Solution

The question then is: Is there any straightforward way to resolve this paradoxon? I think there is.

To understand what’s going on here, let’s have a look at a quote from Kratzer (1991a) who states

that “[ . . . ] the history of the conditional is the story of a syntactic mistake. There is no two-

place if . . . then connective in the logical forms of natural languages. If -clauses are devices for

restricting the domains of various operators.” One way of interpreting this quote in a consistent

manner —though not necessarily the only one— is to assume that if is semantically vacuous,

its sole function being to syntactically indicate (part of) the restriction of a modal operator in

the matrix clause. This is essentially to say that if simply denotes the identity function λp.p on

propositions. Then, of course, our paradoxon vanishes into thin air, since (17) holds.

(17)

!
"""""""#

CP

wenn S

S1 und S2

$
%%%%%%%&

=

!
""#

S

S1 und S2

$
%%& =

!
"""""""#

CP

CP

wenn S1

S

und S2

$
%%%%%%%&

Now that we have found such a simple solution to our paradoxon the impression might evolve

that the supposed paradoxon probably wasn’t such a serious problem in the first place. Let me

take some time to show that it in fact was (and still is) by considering alternative approaches to

the semantics of the conditional and by illustrating how they cope with this problem.

The Generalized Quantifier Analysis. One (prima facie) reasonable way of construing the

semantics of if is certainly to consider if -clauses as generalized quantifiers over propositions. In

such an approach we can model if as relating two propositions —p, its syntactic complement,

and q, the matrix clause—, stating that for each R-accessible world w′ if p holds in w′, then q

certainly does, too, see (18-a). Let’s abbreviate the semantics of if with λpλq.!(p)(q).

(18) a. 'wenn(w = λpλq∀w′[wRw′∧ p(w′) → q(w′)] =: λpλq.!(p)(q)

b. CP

CP

CP

wenn S1

S

und S2

S3

dann . . .

This semantics copes very well with simple conditionals (as long as there is no overt modal

within the matrix clause). If we try to interpret the syntactic structure in (18-b), it turns out,

6
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however, that this approach quickly pushes to its limits: Since 'if( = λpλq.!(p)(q), we have
'if S1( = λq.!('S1()(q), which is a function from propositions to propositions. Now, given

that the standard semantics of and is essentially something like λpλq.(p∧ q), we furthermore
have that 'und S2( = λq.('S2(∧q), i.e., another function from propositions to propositions. If
we now try to compute the semantics of the coordinate structure if S1 and S2, we seem to be

stuck, for neither daughter can take the other as an argument —both are of type 〈〈s, t〉,〈s, t〉〉.
The only way to end up with a denotation is by interpreting the coordinate structure via gener-

alized conjunction, which results in λq(!('S1()(q)∧ ('S2(∧q)). If we apply this result to the
denotation of the matrix clause, we finally end up with the following truth conditions for (18-b):

!('S1()('S3()∧ ('S2(∧ 'S3(). This is, of course, complete nonsense, since it asserts —inter
alia— that S3 is true, no matter whether S1 and/or S2 is true. What we should in fact end up

with is rather something like !('S1(∧ 'S2()('S3(). This shows that the generalized quantifier
analysis of if -clauses is incompatibel with our syntactic analysis of VL-initial AC.

The Referential Analysis. Since there is strong independent evidence challenging the gener-

alized quantifier approach to if -clauses anyway (see, e.g., Lewis (1975), Kratzer (1978)), this

result might have been expected. Let’s therefore have a look at a more recent approach to the

semantics of if -clauses. In trying to assimilate the semantics of if -clauses to the semantics of

definite descriptions, Schlenker (2004) proposes to analyze if -clauses as referring to (pluralities

of) possible worlds, the relation between matrix and subordinate clause being one of predica-

tion. In this approach, the complementizer if is construed as a choice function fw choosing

from its syntactic and semantic complement —which is a proposition p— that (plurality of)

world(s) w′ which is closest to the actual world, see the simplifying definition in (19-a). If q is

the proposition denoted by the matrix clause, then if p, then q is true in w, iff q(w′) holds.

(19) a. 'wenn(w = λp. fw(p), where fw(p) ∈ p

b. CP

CP

CPs

wenn S1

S〈〈s,t〉,〈s,t〉〉

und S2

S3〈s,t〉

dann . . .

Does the referential analysis cope better than the generalized quantifier analysis with respect to

the interpretation of the structure in (19-b)? Not really. In fact, the problems are quite similar:

By assumption, [wenn S1] denotes a world w′, i.e., an object of type s. Its sister node [und

S2] however denotes, as we saw above, a function from propositions (sets of possible worlds)

to propositions, namely λq.('S2(∧ q). Therefore, we end up —again— in a type mismatch.

Though we could try to fiddle around with types (e.g., type raising of w′ to λq.q(w′)), this leads
to nowhere. Another way to tackle the problem could be to question one of the premises of this

argument, for it is probably too simplistic to assume that there is exactly one possible world

in p that is closest to w. A more reasonable assumption is that this is a plurality of worlds. A

plurality of worlds, however, could be construed as a set of worlds p′ ⊆ p, i.e., as a proposition.

This in turn is, at least as far as types are concerned, an adequate input to λq.('S2(∧q), which
then results in 'S2(∧ p′. What we have lost now, however, is one of the crucial characteristics
of the approach pursued by Schlenker, namely the construal of the matrix clause/subordinate

clause relation as a predication structure p(w′). To maintain this analysis, we could assume that

7
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8 Ingo Reich

the matrix clause denotes a set of propositions (which is not that far-fetched, since this models a

set of pluralities in the system sketched above) rather than a proposition. However, if the matrix

clause S3 does, then the second conjunct S2 should do so, too —which, again, would lead us

into a type conflict. To conclude this little excursion: There may be ways to get the referential

analysis to work in the face of (19-b) by elaborating on the mereology of possible worlds; to

me, however, it is not obvious how to do this.

3.2 Another Problem: Distributivity

We could simply stop here now, and conclude that the syntax of VL-initial AC can be taken as

additional (indirect) evidence for the Lewis/Kratzer approach to the semantics of conditionals

which states that “If -clauses are [just syntactic, I.R.] devices for restricting the domains of vari-

ous operators.” There is one problem, though, with my rather narrow interpretation of Kratzer’s

quote: Suppose, as we did above, that if is in fact semantically vacuous, i.e., that it denotes the

identity function λp.p on propositions. Given that (21) is, like (20), a case of (some kind of)

CP-coordination, then we expect (20) and (21) to be semantically equivalent.

(20) Wenn

If

du

you

nach

back

Hause

home

kommst

come

und

and

der

the

Gerichtsvollzieher

bailiff

steht

stands

vor

at

der

the

Tür,

door,

‘If you get home, and the bailiff is standing at the door, . . . ’

(21) Wenn

If

du

you

nach

back

Hause

home

kommst

come

und

and

wenn

if

der

the

Gerichtsvollzieher

bailiff

vor

stands

der

at

Tür

the

steht,

door,
‘If you get home, and if the bailiff is standing at the door, . . . ’

But, of course, they are not. Suppose that the conditionals both end in something like [. . . ] then

you’ve got a problem. Then it seems pretty obvious that (21) has —in addition— a distributive

reading, whereas (20) has not. In its distributive reading (21) states that the subject of the matrix

clause has a problem, if he gets home —whether or not the bailiff is standing at the front door

(maybe there is an ongoing conflict with his wife), and, of course, he has a problem, if the bailiff

is standing at the front door (whether or not there is an ongoing conflict with his wife). (20)

lacks this reading. In (22) the distributive reading even seems to be the only one available.

(22) Wenn

If

er

he

reingeht

goes in

und

and

wenn

if

er

he

rauskommt,

comes out,

muss

must

er

he

am

the

Türsteher

bouncer

vorbei.

pass

‘If/When he goes in and if/when he comes out, he has to pass the bouncer.’

We therefore need some straightforward way to systematically distinguish structures of the form

if S1 and if S2 from structures of the form if S1 and S2. Since it may very well be that this

is already a property of existing analyzes within the Lewis/Kratzer approach to conditionals,

let’s first have a look at two prominent representatives who are reasonably explicit about the

syntax/semantics interface, namely Von Stechow (2004) and Von Fintel (1994).

3.3 Von Stechow (2004): A Movement Approach

Von Stechow’s approach to the syntax of conditionals is a movement approach. He starts from

the assumption that in a conditional likeWenn es schneit, (dann) muss es kalt sein (“if it snows,

it must be cold”) the subordinate clause is actually base-generated as a sister to the modal’s

restriction p—see the sketch in (23)— in which position it is also interpreted. Overt word order

is deduced by moving the if -clause to a sentence-peripheral position.

8
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(23) VP

VP

es

it

kalt

cold

sein

be

VP

CP〈s,t〉

wenn

if

es

it

schneit

snows

p
〈s,〈s,t〉〉

V

muss

must

The compositional interpretation proceeds as follows: The modal’s restriction p is a variable of
type ‘modal base’ (i.e., type 〈s,〈s, t〉〉) picking up in context the modal background (epistemic,
deontic, buletic etc.) relative to which the modalmuss (“must”) needs to be interpreted. Suppose

that the if -clause wenn es schneit (“if it snows”) denotes the proposition p (type 〈s, t〉), then the
if -clause and the modal’s restriction p combine via a rule of generalized conjunction which
results in the ‘complex modal base’ λw(p∧p(w)). Let q be the denotation of the VP es kalt sein
(“it cold be”), then the conditional wenn es schneit, dann muss es kalt sein is interpreted as the

tripartite structure muss(λw(p∧p(w)))(q)which, roughly speaking, states that in a given world
@ the proposition (p∧ p(@)) is a subset of q. In other words: Each possible world which is
epistemically accessible (from @), and in which it snows, is a world in which it is cold. This is

the (somewhat simplified) standard semantics in the Lewis/Kratzer approach.

Distributive “and”. Distributive readings can be derived in von Stechow’s analysis on the ba-

sis of two (quite uncontroversial) assumptions. First, we need to stipulate a distributive reading

for the coordinate conjunction and, namely λp2λp1λQ.(Q(p1)∧Q(p2)). Second, we need to
assume that the coordinate structure is not interpreted in situ, but moves to a sentence-peripheral

position, see the skeleton of the resulting syntactic structure depicted in (24-a). The latter as-

sumption is in fact type-driven, and thus an immediate consequence of the first one.

(24) a. VP

CPi

CP1 CP

und CP2

VP

VP

. . . . . .

VP

ti p
V

muss

b. muss(λw(p1∧p(w)))(q)∧muss(λw(p2∧p(w)))(q)

Without having to go into details, it is evident that (24-a) derives a distributive interpretation:

The matrix clause denotes a property of propositions, λr.muss(λw(r∧ p(w)))(q), which func-
tions as an argument to the coordinate structure λQ.(Q(p1)∧Q(p2)), see (24-b).

Are we done? What we did show is that we can derive distributive readings within the proposed

Lewis/Kratzer approach without having to manipulate the semantics of if. What we didn’t show,

9
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however, is that we are able to systematically distinguish structures of the form if S1 and if S2

from structures of the form if S1 and S2. In fact, it seems that we can not, for there is no

straightforward way to prevent distributive and to also apply in the case of if S1 and S2, and to

generate a distributive reading which isn’t available. In short: We overgenerate.

Ellipsis. Are there any straightforward alternatives? There may be one: ellipsis. If we can not

prevent distributive and from overgenerating, we might be better off dropping this assumption

and deriving distributive readings from underlying if S1, then S3, and if S2, then S3 via some

kind of leftward deletion. Such an analysis correctly captures the fact that distributive readings

necessarily require two if ’s (as long as we exclude complementizer deletion).

There is, however, a problem with the ellipsis analysis that relates to the distribution of dann

(“then”). As Iatridou (1991) observes, then is impossible in examples like the one in (25). As it

turns out, the same seems to be true of cases like the one in (26).

(25) If John is dead or alive, (*then) Bill will find him.

(26) Wenn

If

er

he

reingeht

goes in

und

and

wenn

if

er

he

rauskommt,

comes out,

(*dann)

(*then)

muss

must

er

he

am

the

Türsteher

bouncer

vorbei.

pass

‘If/When he goes in and if/when he comes out, he has to pass the bouncer.’

Iatridou (1991) accounts for the contrast in (25) by pointing out that then seems to carry the

presupposition that its antecedent does not exhaust all conceivable possibilities (which dead or

alive surely does). With respect to (26) this boils down to the assumption that the antecedent

needs to be consistent (i.e., that the intersection of p1 and p2 is non-empty). Since the an-

tecedent in (26) is in fact inconsistent, we correctly predict that dann is out in (26). However,

if we try to derive the distributive interpretation —which is the only one available in (26)— via

leftward deletion, then we apparently lose this prediction: InWenn er reingeht, dann muss er am

Türsteher vorbei, und wenn er rauskommt, dann muss er am Türsteher vorbei each antecedent

(being the only one) is, of course, consistent; therefore dann should be perfectly fine.

Do if -Clauses Move? Another (though a minor) point I’d like to mention here is that it is not

evident that if -clauses are in fact base-generated as sisters to the modal they restrict. Consider,

for example, the binding data in (27). Whereas (27-b) is fine, (27-a) seems pretty bad.

(27) a. ??Wenn

If

eri
hei

recht

right

hat,

is,

ist

is

jederi
everybodyi

zufrieden.

pleased.

b. Jederi
Everybodyi

ist

is

zufrieden,

pleased,

wenn

if

eri
hei

recht

right

hat.

is.
‘Everybody is pleased, if he is right.’

However, if both (27-a) and (27-b) derive from exactly the same source —and if binding is

checked on LF—, the contrast in (27) is quite unexpected. This is immediately accounted for, if

we take it that if -clauses are base-generated in sentence-peripheral positions, i.e., in [Spec,CP]

or as an adjunct to VP (see Bhatt and Pancheva (2006) for further discussion).

3.4 Von Fintel (1994): An In Situ Approach

An analysis along these lines is proposed in Von Fintel (1994). Instead of moving if -clauses,

his analysis relies on coindexation. Consider, for example, the conditional If it rains, we usually
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stay at home. According to Von Fintel (1994) this conditional is assigned the LF in (28-a).

(28) a. CP

CP

if6 IP

it rains

CP

usually6 CP

we stay at home

b. 'if6 p,q(g = 'q(g′ , where g′ = g[6 *→ g(6)∩ 'p(]

In (28-a), if is coindexed with a modal operator in the matrix clause, and the conditional is

interpreted according to the rule in (28-b). (28-b) essentially states to ignore the if-clause for

the time being, but to remember to interpret the restriction of the coindexed modal operator as

intersecting with the proposition p denoted by the syntactic complement of if.

Now, what prediction does this system make concerning the analysis of Asymmetric Coordina-

tion, if any? This is in fact hard to tell. The problem is that the rule in (28-b) —as it stands— is

set up in such a way that it presupposes that conditionals are ultimately always of the form [[if6
S1], then S2]. But as I argued in section 2, this is not the case with VL-initial AC: The syntax

underlying this construction has the shape [[[if6 S1] and S2], then S3]. This, however, is not an

adequate input for the rule in (28-b), in especially the index 6 on the complementizer if is not

accessible to the rule, for it is too deeply buried within the antecedent clause.

4 A Reinterpretation of von Fintel’s Analysis

I nevertheless think that von Fintel’s analysis is basically on the right track. In this section, I

will therefore present a reinterpretation and extension of Fintel’s analysis, which is capable of

handling both the AC data and the distributivity data in a straightforward way.

4.1 Basic Assumptions

Let me illustrate the analysis I have in mind with von Fintel’s example If it rains, we usually stay

at home. Like von Fintel, I assume that the complementizer if is assigned an index i which is

of type modal base (〈s〈s, t〉〉); and —again following von Fintel (1994)— I furthermore assume

that if i is coindexed with some modal operator in the matrix clause, see (29-a) [next page].

In contrast to von Fintel (1994), however, I take it that the index on if —since if constitutes the

head C of CP— projects up to CP. Here, the index i on CP (i) induces coindexation with the

closest modal operator in its c-command domain (which is usually in (29-a)), and (ii) adjoins

to its sister node, where it functions as a binder index, see Heim and Kratzer (1998) for details.

These specific assumptions about the coindexation mechanism enable us to do away with von

Fintel’s rule (28-b), and to interpret the index on if locally, i.e., an indexed complementizer

if i is interpreted as locally introducing a variable g(i) of type modal base. (In the following, I
will stick to the convention implicitly introduced above of using sans serif variables p,q,r as a
more reader-friendly notational variant for g(i),g( j),g(k).) The interpretation of (29-a) then is
straightforward: if 6 combines with its syntactic complement via ‘generalized conjunction’, see

(30). The if -clause thus denotes the complex modal base λw(p(w)∧ 'it rains().

11
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(29) a. CP

CP

λw(p(w)∧ 'IP()

if6
p

IP

it rains

λq.usually(q)('CP()

6

λ6

CP

usually(6) CP

we stay at home

b. '(29-a)(g = usually(λw.(p(w)∧ that it rains))(that we stay at home)

(30) GENERALIZED CONJUNCTION: If α is a node with daughters γ,δ; γ is of type 〈s,σ〉
and δ is of type σ (σ a conjoinable type), then 'α( = λw('γ((w)∧ 'δ().

Having interpreted the adjoined binder index 6, the matrix clause denotes a property of modal

bases, namely λq.usually(q)('we stay at home(), which we can apply to the semantics of the
if -clause. We finally end up with the correct representation in (30-b).

4.2 Asymmetric Coordination

The crucial idea in this reinterpretation of von Fintel’s analysis is that if is not completely

vacuous after all: if —or rather the index on if (keep in mind the possibility of V1 conditionals

like Regnet es, dann bleiben wir normalerweise zu Hause in German)— introduces a variable

p picking up a modal background in the context. This assumption is the cornerstone for the
interpretation of VL-initial AC. To see this, consider the schematic representation of a VL-

initial AC in (31), annotated with its compositional semantic interpretation.

(31) CP

modal(λw.[(p(w)∧ p1)∧ p2])(p3)

CP

λw.[(p(w)∧ p1)∧ p2]

CP

λw.(p(w)∧ p1)

wenni
p

S1

p1

CP

λp(p∧ p2)

und

λqλp(p∧q)
S2

p2

CP

[ i [modal S3]]

λr.modal(r)(p3)

As in the simple example, if is assigned an index i which is locally interpreted as a variable p
ranging over objects of type modal base. The index i projects by assumption to the maximal

projection CP. Since the second conjunct and S2 adjoins (again, by assumption) to CP, the index

i is copied to the CP node immediately dominating both conjuncts (copying is what adjunction is

all about). This index i is then coindexed with the closest modal operator in its c-command do-
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Asymmetric Coordination and the Syntax and Semantics of Conditionals 13

main, it adjoins to its sister node, and binds the restriction of the modal operator it is coindexed

with. The matrix clause thus denotes (again) a property of modal bases, λr.modal(r)(p3).

The by far more interesting part, however, is what is going on within the coordinate structure.

As before, the if -clause is interpreted as a complex modal base λw.(p(w)∧ p1) via generalized
conjunction. The second conjunct, however, denotes a function from propositions to proposi-

tions, λp(p∧ p2), i.e., the denotation of the if -clause does not exactly fit the type of argument
the second conjunct is asking for. This is not a serious problem though, for we already cap-

italized on the property of modal bases p in the definition of generalized conjunction that we
can shift their semantic type 〈s,〈s, t〉〉 to the type 〈s, t〉 of propositions by applying some world
variable w, executing some operation (conjunction or functional application), and abstracting

over w again afterwards. This derives the even more complex modal base λw.[(p(w)∧ p1)∧ p2],
which is then semantically reconstructed into the restriction of the coindexed modal operator,

see the representation modal(λw.[(p(w)∧ p1)∧ p2])(p3) in (31).

Interpretation of AC is, thus, pretty straightforward. In fact, the interpretational process is

essentially the same as with simple if -clauses: In each case a (complex) modal base is simply

conjoined with a proposition, resulting in a(nother) complex modal base. The sole difference is

that this interpretational process is mediated by the rule of generalized conjunction in the case

of simple if -clauses, whereas it is hard-wired in the semantics of and in the case of AC.

4.3 Distributivity

What about distributivity? Is it possible to derive distributive readings within this approach

without falling back on ellipsis? And if so, do we avoid to predict distributive readings in the

case of AC? Let’s focus on the former question first: In fact we can derive distributive readings

—along the same lines as we did within von Stechow’s analysis—, namely by stipulating a

distributive variant of and: undD = λsλrλQ.[Q(r)∧Q(s)]. This time, however, and distributes
over (complex) modal bases rather than propositions, see (32-a) for relevant details. What we

end up with, is (32-b), which seems to be a good approximation to the distributive reading.

(32) a. CPi
λQ.[Q(λw[p(w)∧ p1])∧Q(λw[q(w)∧ p2])]

CPi
λw.(p(w)∧ p1)

wenni
p

S1

p1

&P

λrλQ.[Q(r)∧Q(λw.q(w)∧ p2)]

undD
λsλrλQ.[Q(r)∧Q(s)]

CP j
λw.(q(w)∧ p2)

wenn j
q

S2

p2

b. modal(λw[p(w)∧ p1])(q)∧modal(λw[q(w)∧ p2])(q)

Can we avoid distributive readings in the case of AC? It seems that we can. In fact, this just

follows from the syntax of AC. Consider again (32-a). In (32-a), we have a coordination of two

full-fledged if -clauses [[ifi S1] [and [if j S2]]], in particular the second conjunct is headed by

the complementizer if j. The crucial characteristic of AC, however, is that the second conjunct

is not headed by a complementizer (the finite predicate is in V1- or V2-position), i.e., its un-
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14 Ingo Reich

derlying structure is something like [[ifi S1] [and S2]]. Therefore the complement of and is of

type proposition rather than modal base, which conflicts with the semantics of distributive and;

therefore distributive and is not applicable, and a distributive reading can not be derived.4

Finally, the non-distributive reading of structures like the one in (32-a) is derived by simply not

indexing the complementizer if in the second conjunct: If if is not indexed, it is simply ignored

by the denotation function '·(, and the derivation proceeds as it does in the case of AC.

4.4 On Multiple Modal Bases

This way of setting up the syntax and semantics of conditionals thus seems to cope very well

with the problems raised by VL-initial AC as well as with matters concerning distributivity. It

comes as a price, though. Consider again (32), in especially (32-b). In distributive readings, the

two if ’s are (by assumption) not necessarily coindexed, and, as a consequence, they typically

introduce different variables, p and q, ranging over modal bases. Therefore, it is, at least in
principle, conceivable that they pick up different modal backgrounds in context. As far as I can

see, however, distributive readings sytematically relate to the same modal base.

But, actually, I do not think that this problem is really that serious. (i) In distributive readings

the variables p and q relate to the same (Stalnaker) context c. (ii) Both relate to the same modal
operator in the matrix clause. (iii) If Kratzer (1991b) is right, then modal operators do not only

refer to a modal base, but to a modal base (circumstantial or epistemic) and an ordering source

(deontic, buletic etc.). From (ii) and (iii) it follows that there is no variation with respect to the

ordering source, so chances are good that there neither is with respect to the modal bases.

Moreover, it seems that the presence of multiple modal bases comes in handy in other cases, like

the one in (33). (33) consists of two if -clauses —one sentence-initial (S1 = wenn Stoiber und

Öttinger recht haben), the other sentence-final (S2 = wenn die Gesundheitsreform doch noch

durchgeht)— and a matrix clause (S3 = die Bayern und die BWer müssen die Zeche zahlen). Its

interpretation can be schematically represented as (S1→ (S2→ S3)).

(33) Wenn

If

Stoiber

Stoiber

und

and

Öttinger

Öttinger

recht

right

haben,

are,

dann

then

müssen

must

die

the

Bayern

Bavarians

und

and

die

the

BWer

BWer

die

the

Zeche

bill

zahlen,

pay,

wenn/falls

if

die

the

Gesundheitsreform

health reform

doch

PART

noch

still

durchgeht.

passes

‘If Stoiber and Öttinger are right, then it is the Bavarians and the BWer that have to pay

the bill, if the health reform does in fact pass.’

How do we arrive at this interpretation? Consider the Logical Form (34) [next page] assigned

to (33). In (34), the complementizer if belonging to S1 is assigned the index 1, and the com-

plementizer if belonging to S2 is assigned the index 2. The index 1 (after projecting up to CP)

adjoins to its sister node, and triggers coindexation with the closest modal operator within its

c-command domain. This time, however, the closest modal operator is not the modal verb must,

but the complementizer if that belongs to the sentence-final if -clause S2 (that is attached to the

VP of the matrix clause). This has the effect that the denotation of the sentence-initial if -clause

S1, λw(p(w)∧ p1), is semantically (re)constructed into the position of if 2. As a consequence,
the sentence-final if -clause S2 denotes the complex modal base λw((p(w)∧ p1)∧ p2). Since
the index 2 binds the restriction of the modal verb must, the denotation of S2 is semantically

4One may think that it is nevertheless possible to derive a distributive reading by taking recourse to a lower

type distributive and, namely the one distributing over propositions rather than modal bases. If we do so, we derive

something like λwλQ[Q(p(w)∧ p1)∧Q(p2)] as the representation of the coordinate structure; the matrix clause
—a property of modal bases (λr.modal(r)(q))— is, however, not a suitable argument to this function.
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(34) CP

CP

if1 S1

1 VP

VP

muss(2)(S3)

2

CP

[if2]1 S2

(re)constructed into the restriction of must, resulting in must(λw((p(w)∧ p1)∧ p2))(q). If we
take into account that and, at the end of the day, needs to be defined in an asymmetric fashion

(since it is dynamically updating a modal base), this is exactly the interpretation we are after.

In deriving this interpretation, we made, however, crucial use of the presence of multiple modal

bases, since this is exactly what enabled us to do recursive chain formation.

5 Summary

In this paper, I argued on empirical grounds that VL-initial Asymmetric Coordination in Ger-

man can not be reduced to a syntactic structure of the form [if S1, then S2], but rather needs to

be analyzed as adjunction to the if -clause, i.e., along the structure [[if S1] and S2], then S3].

This conclusion gave rise to a mismatch between syntactic structure and semantic interpreta-

tion which we resolved —essentially following the Lewis/Kratzer approach to the semantics of

conditionals— by assuming that the complementizer if is semantically vacuous. It turned out,

however, that this assumption leads to considerable overgeneration, for it wrongly predicts the

existence of distributive readings in the case of Asymmetric Coordination. Therefore, in the

last part of the paper, building on work done by Von Fintel (1994), a compositional semantics

for conditionals has been developed that pursues the idea that (indexed) if introduces a variable

into the interpretational process that ranges over objects of type modal base, and picks up a

modal background in the actual context. Though this analysis assigns a non-vacuous seman-

tics to if, it is still compatible with the syntax of Asymmetric Coordination, and it furthermore

avoids the generation of non-existent distributive readings. Last but not least, it allows for chain

composition, which forms the basis of our account of ‘multi-conditional’ sentences.
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How to donkey FC- and NPI-any∗

Robert van Rooij

R.A.M.vanRooij@uva.nl

Abstract

Free Choice any and Negative Polarity Item any are uniformly analyzed

as counterfactual donkey sentences (in disguise). Their difference in mean-

ing will be reduced to the distinction between strong and weak readings of

donkey sentences. It is shown that this explains the universal and existential

character of FC- and NPI-any, respectively, and the positive and negative

contexts in which they are licensed.

1 Introduction

The word ‘any’ is one of the most discussed items in theories of natural lan-

guage form and interpretation. What does the word mean, and why can it be used

appropriately, or even grammatically, only in a very limited set of grammatical

contexts where one would expect it to occur? Even more challenging, perhaps,

is the question whether we can give a ‘uniform’ enough analysis of N(egative)

P(olarity) I(tem) any and F(ree) C(hoice) any that can account for their difference

in meaning, but still explains why these different meanings are expressed (at least

in English) by the same word. In this paper I will argue in favor of an analysis

of both uses of any as counterfactual donkey sentences (in disguise). Their sole

difference will be reduced to the distinction between strong and weak readings

of donkey sentences. I will show that this explains the universal and existential

character of FC- and NPI-any, respectively, and the positive and negative contexts

in which they are licensed.

This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, I will motivate and explain Kad-

mon & Landman’s (1993) widening and strengthening analysis of any. In section

∗The research of this work is financially supported by the NWO project ‘The Economics of

Language’, which is gratefully acknowledged.

Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 11, E. Puig-Waldmüller (ed.), Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra, pp.479-493.
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2 Robert van Rooij

3 I will explain my analysis of (strong readings of) counterfactual donkey sen-

tences proposed in Van Rooij (to appear), and in section 4 I will analyze Free

Choice any in terms of it. Section 5 will deal with NPI-any. It will be shown

that if we treat this item as a weak counterfactual donkey sentence, the meaning

of NPI-any will turn out to be equivalent to a standard indefinite, but one that can

be used appropriately (via KŁ’s licensing conditions) only in negative contexts. I

conclude with section 6.

2 The widening analysis of any

Ladusaw (1979) proposed a very successful semantic characterization of the con-

texts in which any can be used appropriately: as far as any is a negative polarity

item it can be used appropriately, or is licensed, only in downward entailing con-

texts. Context X −Y is downward entailing (DE) iff from the truth of XαY and

the fact that [β] ⊆ [α]1 we can conclude to the truth of XβY . Thus, a context is

DE iff an expression occurring in it can be replaced by a semantically stronger

expression salva veritate.

Although Ladusaw’s characterization of the contexts in which any can occur ap-

propriately is quite successful, his proposal can’t be the whole story. First, any

sometimes has a ‘F(ree) C(hoice)’ reading, and if it does, it can occur in a non-DE

context and gets a universal reading.

(1) a. Any owl hunts mice.

b. Any farmer who owns a donkey beats it.

c. John talked to any woman who came up to him.

Second, the DE analysis might give a reasonably good description of the contexts

that licenses NPI-any, it does not explain why this is the case and it takes the

meaning of the item to be irrelevant.

Kadmon & Landman (1993) (henceforth K&L) account for these problems by

taking the meaning of any into account.2 They argue that an NP of the form any

CN should be interpreted like the corresponding indefinite a CN, but where the

domain of quantification over which the indefinite with any ranges is wider than

the domain of a CN, and where the sole difference between NPI-any and FC-

any lies in the fact that the latter, but not the former, is interpreted generically.

1Where [α] denotes the semantic meaning of expression α.
2Krifka (1995) developed a very similar approach independently. Both approaches seek to

solve other problems of Ladusaw’s analysis as well, but we won’t bother about that in this paper.

I this paper I use K&L’s analysis, although I believe that Krifka’s analysis would do equally well.

2
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How to donkey FC- and NPI-any 3

Moreover, K&L propose an explanation for why NPI-any is licensed only in DE

contexts. This proposal involves a second meaning-part of any: the interpretation

of the sentence after domain widening has to be stronger than before widening.

Consider (2-a) versus (2-b):

(2) a. *John ate anything. ∃xAte( j,x)
b. John didn’t eat anything. ¬∃xAte( j,x)

(2-a) is unacceptable, but (2-b) is not. Because extension of the domain over

which (kind of) things John might eat would make ‘John ate something’ only

weaker, i.e. less informative, (2-a) is correctly predicted to be unacceptable. Sen-

tence (2-b), on the other hand, gets a stronger, more informative, interpretation

after domain widening, and is thus predicted to be acceptable. Thus, the licens-

ing of NPI-any in DE contexts does not have to be stipulated, but falls out as a

‘theorem’ of their analysis.

K&L’s widening analysis of any is attractive and seems to be just what we need for

NPI-any.3 As noted by Dayal (1998), however, the proposal is more problematic

for FC-any. Recall that K&L propose that any should have the same meaning

as the corresponding indefinite, and gets a free choice interpretation just in case

the corresponding indefinite is read generically. Dayal noted that this is not quite

right: whereas (1-c) clearly has a universal interpretation, the same sentence with

the corresponding indefinite, i.e. (3), does not have a generic reading.

(3) John talked to a woman who came up to him.

Moreover, while generics allow for exceptions, sentences with FC-any don’t. This

strongly suggest that FC-any should not be thought of as being a standard indefi-

nite that receives a generic interpretation. But this gives rise to the question how,

then, to account for the universal readings of any in (1-a)-(1-c)? Dayal (1998)

suggests to give up on K&L’s uniform analysis of any and proposes that in con-

trast to NPI-any, FC-any denotes a universal quantifier. However, to account for

the fact that (4-a) has an additional ‘that-can’t-be-an-accident’-interpetation not

shared by (4-b),

(4) a. Any student in Mary’s class is working on NPIs.

b. Every student in Mary’s class is working on NPIs,

3K&L and Krifka already showed that the widening + strengthening account can explain the

licensing of NPI-any in some other contexts than just the DE-ones. Van Rooij (2003) and Van

Rooij (to appear) shows that it works for questions and antecedents of counterfactual conditionals

as well.
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she claims that it is a special kind of quantifier: it quantifies over possible rather

than actual individuals. The intuitions Dayal wants to account for are real, but

one wonders whether we really have to give up on a uniform analysis of any. We

propose that this is not needed if we analyze both anys as counterfactual donkeys

(in disguise).

3 Counterfactual donkey sentences

3.1 Counterfactuals

Stalnaker (1968) and Lewis (1973) gave the following well-known analysis of

(counterfactual) conditional sentences represented by φ > ψ:φ > ψ is true at w if

some φ∧ψ-worlds are closer to w than any φ∧¬ψ-worlds. The notion ‘closer φ-

world to w than’ can be explained in terms of an ordering relation on the accessible

worlds (but let us assume that all worlds are accessible). The ordering relation

‘≤w’ between worlds is required to obey the following conditions: reflexivity,

transitivity, connectedness, and strong centering.4 The intuitive meaning of v≤w u

is that v is at least as close, or similar, to w as u is. Accepting the limit assumption,

i.e., [φ] '= /0⇒{v∈ [φ] : ∀u∈ [φ] : v≤w u} '= /0 (or limiting our analysis to the finite

case), we can reformulate the semantics of counterfactuals in terms of a selection

function. Let us define a selection function f in terms of the similarity relation

as follows: fw([φ]) = {v ∈ [φ]| ∀u ∈ [φ] : v ≤w u}. The proposition expressed by

the conditional φ > ψ is now the following set of possible worlds: [φ > ψ]
de f
=

{w ∈W : fw([φ]) ⊆ [ψ]}. That is, φ > ψ is true in w iff ψ is true at every closest

φ-world to w.5

3.2 Donkey sentences

Lewis and Stalnaker assumed that the meaning of a sentence can be represented

adequately by a set of possible worlds. It is well-known, however, that this leads

to problems for the analysis of indefinites and pronouns, especially in donkey sen-

tences. Of course, Kamp (1981) and Heim (1982) showed that we could maintain

a uniform analysis of indefinites and pronouns, and still get the truth conditions

4Reflexive: for all v : v ≤w v; transitive: for all v,u,x: if v ≤w u and u ≤w x, then v ≤w x;

connected: for all v.u, v ≤w u or u ≤w v; and strong centering: ∀v : w '= v ⇒ (w ≤w v and v '≤w w).
5Of course, Stalnaker’s analysis is still stronger, because he makes the additional assumption

that for all [φ] ⊆ W and w ∈ W : fw([φ]) is always a singleton set. In terms of the similarity

relation between worlds, this means that Stalnaker assumes that <w obeys trichotomy: ∀u,v :

u <w v or v <w u or u = v.

4
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of donkey sentences right, while Groenendijk and Stokhof (1991) and others have

demonstrated that such an analysis is even no threat to compositionality, if we

are willing to change our static possible-world conception of the meaning of a

sentence. According to the alternative dynamic view, we interpret sentences with

respect to a context that is represented by a set of world-assignment pairs, and

the meaning of the sentence itself can be thought of as the update of this con-

text, where possibilities are eliminated when the sentence is false, and the as-

signment of the possibilities is enriched if a new variable, or discourse referent,

is introduced by way of an indefinite.6 According to this analysis, the formula

∃x[Px] → Qx is predicted to be equivalent with ∀x[Px → Qx], which means that

we can account for (standard) donkey sentences in a systematic and compositional

way.

3.3 Counterfactual donkeys

In standard indicative donkey sentences it is unproblematic to assume that the

conditional connective should be interpreted as material implication. But donkey

sentences not only show up in indicative mood; we have counterfactual donkey

sentences as well:

(5) If John owned a donkey, he would beat it.

Representing counterfactuals as φ > ψ like before, we would like to represent (5)

abstractly as ∃x[Px] > Qx, while still being equivalent with ∀x[Px > Qx]. The chal-

lenge is to account for this equivalence, without giving up our standard dynamic

account of indefinites. In van Rooij (to appear) it is shown how this challenge can

be met, and I will repeat the argumentation from that paper here.

Suppose that we want to interpret a sentence of the form ∃xφ > ψ in possibil-

ity 〈w,g〉. According to the standard Lewis/Stalnaker analysis of counterfactuals,

we should then select among those possibilities that verify ∃xφ the ones that are

closest to 〈w,g〉 and check whether they also make ψ true. Because φ might con-

tain free variables that should be interpreted by means of g, the natural context

of interpretation of ∃xφ is the set W (g) = {〈v,h〉 : v ∈ W & h = g}.7 After the

interpretation of ∃xPx, for instance, we end up with a set of world-assignment

pairs like 〈v,h〉 where variable x is in the domain of assignment h, and h(x) is

an element of the set denoted by P in world v. Let us denote this set of world-

assignment pairs by /∃xPx/g. To check whether ∃x[Px] > Qx is true in 〈w,g〉
we have to select among the possibilities in /∃xPx/g those that are closest to

6I assume here that assignments are partial functions.
7For simplicity we assume that all worlds have the same domain, although this is inessential.
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〈w,g〉, and see whether they also verify Qx. But this means that we need an or-

dering relation, ≤∗
〈w,g〉, between world-assignment pairs with respect to possibility

〈w,g〉 : 〈u,k〉 ≤∗
〈w,g〉 〈v,h〉. Fortunately, there is a natural way to define an ordering

‘≤∗’ between world-assignment pairs in terms of the ordering relation between

worlds used by Lewis and Stalnaker:8

Definition 1 Given a Lewis/Stalnaker similarity relation ≤w between worlds,

we define the similarity relation ≤∗
〈w,g〉 between world-assignment pairs as fol-

lows: 〈v,h〉 ≤∗
〈w,g〉 〈u,k〉 iffde f h = k ⊇ g and v ≤w u.

Notice, first, that in case the antecedent φ of a counterfactual doesn’t introduce

new variables, or discourse markers, all the elements of /φ/g are world-assignment

pairs with assignment g. Thus, in that case ‘≤∗’ comes down to ‘≤’, because we

can now ignore the assignment function. But suppose that φ is of the form ∃xPx.

In that case, all the assignments in /∃xPx/g differ from g in that they also assign

an object to x. Let 〈v,h〉 and 〈u,k〉 be two possibilities in /∃xPx/g. According to

definition 1, to check whether the one is more similar to 〈w,g〉 than the other only

makes sense in case h assigns the same individual to x as k, h(x) = k(x).9 But this

means that we check for each individual d separately what are the closest possi-

bilities to 〈w,g〉 that make Px true. We define the selection function as follows:

Definition 2 Given a similarity relation ≤∗
〈w,g〉 between world-assignment pairs

as defined in definition 1 and a standard dynamic update function [[·]], we define

the selection function f ∗ from sets of world-assignment pairs to sets of world-

assignment pairs as follows:

f ∗〈w,g〉(/A/g)
de f
= {〈v,h〉 ∈ /A/g : ¬∃〈u,k〉 ∈ /A/g : 〈u,k〉 <∗

〈w,g〉 〈v,h〉},

where /A/g
de f
= [[A]]({〈v,h〉 : v ∈W & h = g}), and

j <∗
i k iffde f j ≤∗

i k but not k ≤∗
i j.

It is easy to see that it now follows that f ∗〈w,g〉(/∃xPx/g) comes out to be equivalent

with
S

d∈D f ∗〈w,g〉({〈v,g[x/d]〉 : d ∈ Iv(P)}). On our assumption that φ > ψ is true

in 〈w,g〉 iff ∀〈v,h〉 ∈ /φ/g : 〈v,h〉 verifies ψ, we end up with the happy result that

8The same ordering has been used in Schulz and van Rooij (2006) to account for some apparent

problems of exhaustive interpretation.
9Though the relation ‘≤w’ is connected, ‘≤∗

〈w,g〉’ is not.
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∃x[Px] > Qx is equivalent with ∀x[Px > Qx].10 I conclude that we can account for

counterfactual donkey-sentences in a natural and compositional way.

4 Free choice any as a counterfactual donkey

Notice that for ∃x[Px] > Qx to be true in world w where P has a non-empty exten-

sion it is not enough that all individuals in the extension of P also have property

Q: it must also be the case for all non-P individuals that they would have property

Q, if they had property P. Thus, ∃x[Px] > Qx is stronger than ∀x[Px → Qx]. This

last feature suggests that we can account for the extra ‘that-can’t-be-an-accident’-

interpretation of FC-any when we think of it as a counterfactual donkey in dis-

guise.11

The idea is to translate Dayal’s any in a (dynamic) Montague-style framework

(with connective ‘>’) by ‘λPλQ∃x[Px] > Qx’. Notice, first, that on such an anal-

ysis, (1-a) = Any owl hunts mice is interpreted as a kind of generic statement,

though without exceptions, and that on this analysis (1-b) = Any farmer who owns

a donkey beats it is treated as a standard (though counterfactual) donkey sentence,

without any further problems. Second, on this analysis (4-a) = Any student in

Mary’s class is working on NPIs has a stronger meaning than (4-b) Every student

in Mary’s class is working on NPIs, because (4-a) has the extra ‘that-can’t-be-

an-accident’-interpretation.12 Remember that to account for this effect, we don’t

have to quantify over possible individuals.

A problem for any analysis of any is that it should be able to account for is the

phenomenon called subtrigging: the fact that whereas (6-a) is not appropriate,

(6-b) is:

(6) a. ∗Yesterday, John talked to any woman.

b. Yesterday, John talked to any woman he saw (yesterday).

What has to be explained is how it can be that the extra ‘he saw (yesterday)’

added to the restrictor of any turns the inappropriate (6-a) into the appropriate

10To be sure, this equivalence holds for many-ary donkey sentences as well: if !x is an n-ary

tuple of variables and φ and ψ are n-ary predicates, our analysis predicts that ∃!x[φ(!x)] > ψ(!x) is

equivalent with ∀!x[φ(!x) > ψ(!x)].
11Although the term ‘counterfacual’ is now not completely appropriate anymore.
12The difference between the meaning of any and every disappears, on our analysis, if the

restricting noun of the quantifier is ‘empty’. Thus, Anybody smokes is predicted to mean the same

as Everybody smokes. I take it that the former sentence is less appropriate than the latter, and

would like to account for that by noticing that there is a more standard alternative (the sentence

with every) with the same meaning.
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(6-b). Dayal’s (1998) insight was that (6-a) is inappropriate because the ‘episodic’

character of the scope (due to the verb ‘talked’) doesn’t match the non-episodic

character of the restrictor ‘any woman’. Dayal’s proposal that any quantifies over

possible instead of actual individuals was crucial for her to formally account for

this insight. We don’t quantify over possible individuals but can still account for

Dayal’s insight by our ‘counterfactual’ treatment of any: just like Dayal, also for

us it is not enough to verify a sentence like (6-a) by just looking at the actual

women. If we assume that episodically used verbs should always be interpreted in

the actual world, (6-a) would be interpreted as saying that ‘for all individuals, if

he/she would be a woman, John actually talked to her’. According to our analysis,

this can only be the case if John (actually) talked to everybody yesterday, which is

a ridiculously strong and obviously false claim. For this reason, I propose, (6-a) is

inappropriate. This is all fine, but why, then, is (6-b) suddenly appropriate? Dayal

(1998) argues that this is due to the episodic character of the extra ‘he saw (yes-

terday)’ added to the restrictor. What this does, intuitively, is to turn the whole

restrictor into one with an episodic character. Again, we will follow Dayal. On

our assumption that episodic predicates should be interpreted with respect to the

actual world, this means that any in (6-b) now quantifies only over individuals

John actually saw (yesterday). If we add the reasonable assumption that if one

part of a complex predicate gets a episodic reading, the whole predicate gets such

a reading, it means that any in (6-b) quantifies only over actual women John saw

yesterday. But then, (6-b) becomes a statement with very modest truth conditions,

and there is no pragmatic reason anymore to count it as being inappropriate.

In this section we have dismissed K&L’s analysis of FC-any as a generic indefi-

nite. This doesn’t mean, however, that I would like to give up their constraint on

appropriate use of FC-any as well. In fact, adopting their constraint gives rise to

an interesting consequence. Recall that K&L propose that any can be used appro-

priately, only if domain widening results in a stronger assertion. Let us say that

∃xD[Px] means that the domain of quantification of ‘∃’ is restricted to individuals

in D. Observe now that if D′ ⊂ D, it immediately follows that ∃xD[Px] > q is

stronger than ∃xD′[Px] > q. This is so, because ∃x{d1,d2}[Px] > q, for example,

comes out as being equivalent with (P(d∗
1) > q)∧ (P(d∗

2) > q) (d∗ is a constant

that uniquely denotes d), while ∃x{d1}[Px] > q is equivalent with P(d∗
1) > q, and

is thus weaker. Thus, it is predicted that FC-any is appropriate in positive con-

texts. If we embed FC-any under negation, however, domain extension leads to a

weaker assertion,13 which means that FC-any is predicted to be appropriate only

in positive contexts. I believe that this is in accordance with the facts.

13This is obvious, because ¬(∃x{d1,d2}[Px] > q) is now equivalent with ¬(P(d∗
1) > q) ∨

¬(P(d∗
2) > q), which is weaker than ¬(P(d∗

1) > q), which is equivalent with ¬(∃x{d1}[Px] > q).

8
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How to donkey FC- and NPI-any 9

Let us remind ourselves what we have done in this section: we have accounted for

Dayal’s observations (or at least the ones mentioned in this paper) concerning FC-

any without having to give up the popular assumption that all uses of any should

be handled by means of existential quantification. Although FC-any is represented

in terms of existential quantification, we still predict a universal reading and – via

K&L’s domain widening and strengthening – that FC-any is appropriate only in

positive contexts. The picture that emerges, then, is the following: any should

always be represented in terms of an existential quantifier, and its use is appropri-

ate just in case domain extension gives rise to a stronger assertion. For NPI-any

we follow K&L and treat it standardly as λPλQ∃x[Px∧Qx], which means that

it can be used appropriately (almost) only in DE contexts. For FC-any we pro-

posed to represent it as λPλQ∃x[Px] > Qx, and we have seen that this results in

the appropriateness condition that it can be used in positive contexts only.

5 NPI-any as a weak counterfactual donkey

Although I find this emerging analysis appealing, it should be clear that we can’t

be fully satisfied yet. First of all – as will be discussed in the final section – other

authors have proposed a conditional analysis of FC-any before, and so it is not

clear what is won by our particular treatment making use of the counterfactual

connective ‘>’. Second, the treatment suggested so far of FC-any and NPI-any

is not yet uniform enough: the connectives involved in the different uses of any

are different, and we still have to admit that any is ambiguous. Without claiming

that we can get rid of this ambiguity completely, I would like to propose that the

different uses of any are almost identical, if we think also of NPI-any from a coun-

terfactual donkey perspective. I will argue that the FC and NPI uses of any are

as closely related as the strong and weak readings of (counterfactual) donkey sen-

tences. In this section I will first give an analysis of weak counterfactual donkey

sentences, and then propose to treat NPI-any in terms of it.

5.1 Weak counterfactual donkey sentences

Although I believe that a counterfactual donkey sentence is in general equivalent

to a formula with wide scope universal quantification, there are (at least) two types

of examples where this equivalence seems dubious, or even obviously wrong:

(7) a. If Alex were married to a girl from his class, it would be Sue.

b. If I had a dime in my pocket, I would throw it into the meter.

9
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For (7-a) to be true, it doesn’t seem to be required that for any individual (e.g.

Mary), if that individual were from Alex’s class and married to him, it would be

Sue. For this paper the second type of example, i.e (7-b), is more interesting. The

indicative version of this example is of course the standard example that shows

that not all donkey sentences give rise to universal readings.

The universal reading of donkey sentences in standard DRT, FCS, and dynamic

semantics depends on the assumption of unselective binding. I made that assump-

tion in section 3 and 4 as well, by defining the ordering relation between world-

assignment pairs as in definition 1. However, this gives rise to the problem of how

we can account for weak readings of donkey sentences (the indicative version

of (7-b)) and for asymmetric readings of adverbs of quantification (the propor-

tion problem). The standard way to solve those problem in dynamic semantics

(going back to Root (1986) and also defended in Dekker (1993)) is to give up

unselective binding for all variables involved. The idea is to quantify not over in-

dividual assignments, but rather over equivalence classes of assignment fuctions,

and require that for the truth of the donkey sentence there should be an element

of each equivalence class of assignments verifying the antecedent that makes the

consequent true. Two different assignments are in the same equivalence class of

assignment functions iff the variables the values of which differ are variables that

are not selected over. The nice thing about this solution is that (i) one still treats

all indefinites in the same way, and (ii) the indefinite whose introduced variable is

not unselectively bound can still be picked up anaphorically in the consequent.

So, how does this work for counterfactual donkey sentences? Well, we will rep-

resent a counterfactual in general by a formula φ >X ψ, where φ and ψ are as

expected, and X is the set of variables introduced by φ that is unselectively bound.

Notice that even if φ contains an indefinite, X might still be the empty set. Now we

are going to slightly redefine the ordering relation between possibilities as follows:

Definition 3 Given a Lewis/Stalnaker similarity relation ≤w between worlds,

we define the similarity relation ≤∗,X
〈w,g〉 between world-assignment pairs as fol-

lows: 〈v,h〉 ≤∗,X
〈w,g〉 〈u,k〉 iffde f h,k ⊇ g, h ↑X= k ↑X , and v ≤w u.

where h ↑X denotes the restriction of h to X , and thus that h ↑X= k ↑X iff ∀x ∈
X : h(x) = k(x). What this definition comes down to is a weakening of defini-

tion 1, because it now allows for a comparison between possibilities where the

assignments are not the same. In particular, if X = /0 it immediately holds that the

assignments are irrelevant for the ordering relation: 〈v,h〉 ≤∗, /0
〈w,g〉 〈u,k〉 iff v ≤w u.

If one makes the assumption that one can only be married to one girl, this small,

but independently motivated, change already accounts for example (7-a) discussed

10
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How to donkey FC- and NPI-any 11

above, without making the assumption that indefinites are ambiguous. We rede-

fine the selection function as follows:

Definition 4 f
∗,X
〈w,g〉(/φ/g) = {i ∈ /φ/g : ¬∃ j ∈ /φ/g : j <∗,X

〈w,g〉 i}.

Now, example (7-a), for instance, is predicted to be true if represented such that

X = /0 just in case Alex is married to Sue (and only Sue) in the world(s) closest to

the actual one where Alex is married to a(ny) girl from his class.

But what should we do to account counterfactual variants of weak donkey sen-

tences like (7-b)? To account for weak readings of counterfactual donkey sen-

tences, we have to assume that there are possibilities closest to the actual world

where I have more than one dime in my pocket. What is required to account for

such cases is to lump together all of the possibilities where the difference in as-

signment doesn’t matter, and say that only one of those assignments has to be

taken into account for the interpretation of the consequent. Let us first say that

〈v,h〉 ∼X 〈u,k〉 iff v = u and h ↑X= k ↑X . Then we give the following general truth

conditions of conditionals:

Definition 5 φ >X ψ is true in 〈w,g〉 iff ∀〈v,h〉 ∈ f
∗,X
〈w,g〉(/φ/g) :∃〈u,k〉 ∈ f

∗,X
〈w,g〉(/φ/g) :

〈u,k〉 ∼X 〈v,h〉 and 〈u,k〉 verifies ψ.

Notice that in terms of this definition we can account for both strong and weak

counterfactual donkey sentences. A strong counterfactual donkey sentence like

(5) will be represented by ∃x[Px] >{x} Qx and its meaning will be equivalent with

that of the universal sentence ∀x[Px > Qx] just as in the original account proposed

in section 3.3. A weak counterfactual donkey sentence like (7-b), on the other

hand, will be represented by a formula of the form ∃x[Px] > /0 Qx and is true even

if in the closest counterfactual world(s) where I have more than one dime in my

pocket, I throw only one of them into the meter.

5.2 NPI-any revisited

As suggested above, I propose that NPI-any is going to be treated as a weak coun-

terfactual donkey sentence. More in particular, the proposed (Montague-style)

meaning of NPI-any will be λPλQ∃x[Px] > /0 Qx. I will show in a moment that

given our interpretation of counterfactuals, this formula gives rise to the same

truth conditions as the more standard ∃x[Px∧Qx] if we make one more assump-

tion: that a sentence in which any with restrictor P occurs presupposes that P has

a non-empty extension in the actual world. Notice, first, that this assumption is

11
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quite innocent for uses of FC-any if these are analyzed as we proposed in sec-

tion 4. In particular, it doesn’t exclude at all that we take into account non-actual

worlds to verify the sentence in which it occurs. Given our analysis of weak

counterfactual donkey sentences and our proposed representation of NPI-any, on

the other hand, this innocent looking presupposition has the very welcome ef-

fect that ∃x[Px] > /0 Qx will have exactly the same truth conditions as the formula

∃x[Px∧Qx], which is the standard translation of indefinites. By K&L’s widen-

ing and strengthening analysis, this will thus have the effect that we predict that

NPI-any is, indeed, licensed (almost) only in DE contexts.

Let me now show why ∃x[Px] > /0 Qx will have exactly the same truth conditions

as the formula ∃x[Px∧Qx], if P has a non-empty extension in the actual world.

The first thing to notice is that because the set of variables NPI-any unselectively

quantifies over is empty, i.e. X = /0, the ordering relation in terms of which our

formula ∃x[Px] > /0 Qx is interpreted comes down to the standard Lewis/Stalnaker

ordering between possible worlds. With Lewis and Stalnaker we have assumed

that this ordering satisfies strong centering, which means that for any two different

worlds v and w, w is always strictly more similar to itself as v is to w: w <w v.

Assuming that P has a non-empty extension in actual world w – i.e., assuming that

the presupposition is satisfied – it follows by definition 5 that to verify ∃x[Px] > /0

Qx we only have to consider the actual world w. Take the possibility in which

the sentence is interpreted to be 〈w,g〉. By definition 5 again, for ∃x[Px] > /0 Qx

to be true in 〈w,g〉, it is enough if there is a h such that 〈w,h〉 ∈ /∃xPx/g and

〈w,h〉 verifies Qx. But this means that there must be a d ∈ D such that h = g[x/d]
(meaning as usual that h is just like g except that it assigns variable x to individual

d) and h(x)∈ Iw(P) and h(x)∈ Iw(Q) (where Iw(P) denotes the extension of P in w

according to the model’s interpretation function I). But that obviously means that

∃x[Px] > /0 Qx has exactly the same truth conditions as the formula ∃x[Px∧Qx], if

P has a non-empty extension, which is precisely what we wanted to show.

Given this proof, we have shown that we can treat not only FC-any as a counter-

factual donkey sentence (in disguise), but NPI-any as well. The only difference

is that whereas FC-any is interpreted as a strong donkey sentence, NPI-any is in-

terpreted as a weak donkey sentence. Exactly because of this, (i) FC-any gets a

universal interpretation and NPI-any an existential one, and thus (ii) FC-any is

via K&L’s analysis licensed only in positive contexts, while NPI-any is licensed

(almost) only in negative contexts.

I conclude that an analysis of the different uses of any as counterfactual donkey

sentences (in disguise) is quite successful because (i) it gives rise to the same

meanings as the most successful analyses of FC-any (Dayal) and NPI-any (K&L),

but it allows us to treat them all in an (almost) uniform way, and reduce their

difference to an independently required distinction between different readings of
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How to donkey FC- and NPI-any 13

donkey sentences (strong versus weak).

6 Comparison and Conclusion

Negative polarity and Free Choice Items are hotly debated in the literature. But

apart from the papers of Dayal and K&L (and Krifka), I haven’t done much justice

to this discussion in this paper. In this concluding section I will relate my analysis

with some other analyses not discussed in this paper, and discuss some possible

modifications and extensions.

The first thing to note is that as far as our analysis of FC-any is conditional in na-

ture, this is not very new by itself.14 In fact, LeGrand (1975), Giannakidou (2001),

and others already account for subtrigged any sentences as involving strict con-

ditionals. Indeed, one can account for the intuition that FC-any is stronger than

every by treating it in terms of a strict conditional that quantifies over worlds.

However, it doesn’t seem to be possible (or without making strong ad hoc as-

sumptions) – in contrast to our analysis in terms of counterfactual connective ‘>’

– to give a similar treatment of NPI-any in terms of strict conditionals such that

this item gives rise to its standard existential meaning. In this sense, LeGrand’s

and Giannakidou’s analyses of any will end up to be less uniform than ours.

A more uniform analysis of both uses of any has been proposed by Chierchia (ms),

modified by Aloni & van Rooij (2006). Chierchia follows K&L in their analysis

of any as an ordinary indefinite plus the ‘widening-leads-to-strengthening’ condi-

tion, but seeks to account for the universal reading of FC-any by conversational

implicature rather than by appealing to genericity. Thinking of an existential sen-

tence as a large disjunction, Chierchia (ms) proposes that ‘A∨B’ gives rise to

the conversational implicature that the speaker doesn’t know that ‘A∧¬B’ and

doesn’t know that ‘¬A∧B’ are true. By assuming that the speaker knows what

he is talking about, we can conversationally implicate that the speaker knows that

both conjunctions are false, and thus that ‘A∧¬B’ and ‘¬A∧B’ are both false. But

in conjunction with the assertion this means that it has to be the case that ‘A∧B’

is true. Although appealing at first sight, I believe (on second thought) that the

approach has to be rejected already for conceptual reasons: adopting this type of

approach would undermine the central character of a conversational implicature.

Conversational implicatures are, by definition, cancelable. Most naturally, what

can be cancelled is the assumption that the speaker is knowledgeable: the step

from ‘not know A’ to ‘know not A’ (cf. Schulz & van Rooij, 2006). Applying

cancelability to Chierchia’s reasoning, however, would make the wrong predic-

tion: it is predicted that the FC-any sentence can be true, although at the same

14See also, e.g., the approaches of Aloni, and of Minjoo Kim to FC-any proposed at SUB-11.
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time the speaker doesn’t know that the universal statement is true. So, with Jayez

& Tovena (2005), I believe (by now) that it is not a good idea to account for the

universal force of FC-any in terms of a conversational implicature.15

Where Chierchia wants to derive the strong reading of FC-any by making strong

knowledge assumptions, Javez & Tovena (2005) and others would rather like to

infer universality from one’s lack of knowledge, or from one’s indifference. In fact,

this assumption is not very different from Dayal’s (1998) vagueness requirement.

Dayals argues that ‘John talked to any of these women’ is bad because in order for

the speaker to know that the sentence is true, the speaker has to know of each of the

individual women he is looking at that John talked to her. But this requirement

violates Dayal’s vagueness constraint on the quantificational domain of FC-any

that the speaker should not know (or care about, we might add) exactly (roughly

speaking) who he was talking about. Part of this irrelevance or lack of knowledge

requirement we have already accounted for by our counterfactual analysis: to see

whether a sentence of the form ‘∃x[Px] >{x} Qx’ is true we can’t limit ourselves to

the individuals who actually have property P. In fact, given that Dayal’s treatment

of whatever (Dayal, 1997) is so close to her analysis of FC-any, it looks attractive

to account for the universal reading of sentences like ‘John voted for whoever was

on top of the ballot’ in terms of a counterfactual donkey analysis as well. Another

part we have not accounted for yet: that the speaker doesn’t know, or care about,

which individuals actually have property P. I don’t see any harm being done if

we add this constraint as a presupposition for the use of FC- (or perhaps of any?)

uses of any.
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COMPLEMENT ANAPHORA AND NEGATIVE POLARITY ITEMS
1

Abstract

Based on data from German, I call attention to a so far unnoticed relationship between

data on complement set anaphora and strong negative polarity items (NPI). In particular,

I show that if a quantified NP can serve as antecedent of a complement set anaphor, it

can also license strong NPIs. I provide a lexical decomposition analysis using Discourse

Representation Theory.

1 Introduction

In this paper I examine a relationship between the contexts in which so called complement set

anaphora (CA) are possible and the contexts in which negative polarity items (NPI) can occur.

Example (1) below has an interpretation of the pronoun they in the second clause such that the

pronoun refers to those congressmen that do not admire Kennedy. Under this interpretation, the

pronoun is called a complement set anaphor because it refers to the intersection of the restrictor

and the complement set of the scope of its antecedent quantifier (few congressmen) rather than

referring to the intersection of the sets denoted by the restrictor and the scope. It has been

observed that such an interpretation is only possible if the antecedent is a downward monotone

quantifier (Sanford, Moxey and Paterson 1994).

(1) Complement set anaphora (CA):

Few congressmen admire Kennedy.

They think he’s incompetent.

they = the congressmen that don’t admire Kennedy

Downward monotonicity also plays a central role in the description of the contexts in which

negative polarity items occur (Ladusaw 1980). In (2) the NPI ever is possible because it occurs

in the scope of the downward monotone quantifier few congressmen.1

(2) Negative polarity items (NPI):

Few congressmen have ever admired Kennedy.

Even though for both phenomena downward monotonicity is important, the relationship be-

tween the two has not received attention so far. In Section 2 I present data on both complement

set anaphora and negative polarity items. This leads to a generalization that if a quantified NP

can establish an antecedent of a complement set anaphor, it can also license a strong NPI in its

scope.2 In Section 3 I examine to what extent this generalization is compatible with previous

1I would like to thank the audience of Sinn und Bedeutung 11 and of the meeting of the scientific network

Constraint-based Grammar: Theoretical and Empirical Issues and Implementation. I am also grateful for helpful

comments to Rick Nouwen, Carl Pollard, Janina Radó, Roland Schäfer, and Gert Webelhuth. I thank Garrett

Hubing for help with English.
1CAs and NPIs are underlined and the antecedent or licenser is given in bold face throughout.
2The distinction between weak and strong NPIs will be illustrated in Section 2.2.

Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 11, E. Puig-Waldmüller (ed.), Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra, pp.494-508.
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analyses of both phenomena. Section 4 contains my analysis, which is expressed in terms of

Discourse Representation Theory (DRT, Kamp and Reyle (1993)).

2 Data

I present the basic data on complement set anaphora and the generalization on their distribution

in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 gives an overview of several types of NPIs. In Section 2.3 I focus on

special cases of NPI licensing which are important for the purpose of this paper.

2.1 Complement Anaphora

There are in principle three possibilities of reference for a plural pronoun that is anaphorically

linked to an antecedent NP. These are illustrated with the sentences in (3), taken from Nouwen

(2003). The sentences were chosen to make a particular reading more plausible than the others.

(3) a. Reference set anaphor (Refset anaphor):

Few congressmen admire Kennedy, and they are very junior.

they: the congressmen that admire Kennedy

b. Complement set anaphor (Compset anaphor, CA):

Few congressmen admire Kennedy. They think he’s incompetent.

they: the congressmen that don’t admire Kennedy

c. Maximal set anaphor (Maxset anaphor):

Few MPs attend the morning meetings, but they all attend the Friday afternoon

drinks.

they: the MPs

In (3-a) the pronoun they refers to the congressmen that admire Kennedy, i.e. it refers to the

intersection of the set of congressmen and the set of Kennedy-admirers. This reading is called

the reference set (refset) reading. The sentences in (3-b) are a repetition of example (1) above.

Here, a reading is possible in which they refers to the intersection of the congressmen and the

non-Kennedy-admirers. This reading is called the complement set (compset) reading. Finally,

the pronoun they can also be used to refer to the set that contains all elements in the denotation

of the restrictor. In (3-c) they can be used to refer to all MPs independent of whether they attend

the morning meetings or not. This is called the maximal set (maxset) reading.

While a refset and a maxset reading are always possible for an anaphorically linked plural

pronoun, the availability of a compset reading is highly restricted. In the following I focus on

the compset reading. Nouwen (2003) demonstrates that compset readings are only possible for

a plural pronoun if the antecedent is a monotone decreasing proportional quantifier.

A quantifier is downward monotone (or downward entailing, or monotone decreasing) if it al-

lows inferences from supersets to subsets, i.e. a quantified NP Q is downward entailing iff

whenever a set X is a subset of a set Y , we can infer Q (X) from Q (Y ). In (4) a number of

downward monotone quantifiers is given. The inference is shown for one example in (5).

(4) Downward monotone quantifiers: none of the students; few of my students

(5) None of the students like vegetables. → None of the students like brocoli.

Not all NPs are downward monotone. In (6) examples of upward monotone and non-monotone

quantifiers are given and their failure in inferences of the type in (5) is illustrated in (7).

2
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(6) a. upward monotone quantifiers: some students, every student

b. non-monotone: three students

(7) a. Some students like vegetables. 6→ Some students like brocoli.

b. Three students like vegetables. 6→ Three students like brocoli.

The example in (8) shows that quantifiers that are not downward monotone do not allow for

complement set anaphora.3

(8) Some congressmen attended the meeting. They were too busy (#CA)

Nouwen (2003) shows that downward monotonicity is not sufficient as a characterization of

the possible antecedents of compset anaphora (see (10-a) below). The antecedent must also be

proportional. This notion also stems from the theory of generalized quantifiers. A determiner

can be proportional or cardinal. For a cardinal determiner Det the denotation of Det(A)(B) only

depends on the size of the intersection of A and B. For a proportional determiner, the denotation

of Det(A)(B) also depends on the size of A. If a quantifier Det(A) is proportional, the restrictor

set A is presupposed. In (9-a) some downward monotone proportional quantifiers are given;

(9-b) contains an example of a downward monotone cardinal quantifier.

(9) a. Downward monotone proportional quantifiers:

few of the ten students, most of the students, at most 10% of the students

b. Downward monotone cardinal quantifiers: less than 4 students

The examples in (10) show that a compset anaphor is not possible with a downward monotone

cardinal quantifier such as less than 30 MPs, whereas it is possible with the minimally different

proportional quantifier less than 30% of the MPs.

(10) a. Less than 30 MPs attended the meeting. They were too busy. (#CA)

b. Less than 30% of the MPs attended the meeting. They were too busy. (CA)

2.2 Negative Polarity Items

We can now turn to negative polarity items (NPI). I mainly use German data from now on.

Ladusaw (1980) has formulated the observation that NPIs occur only in the scope of monotone

decreasing operators. This is shown with the distribution of the German NPI jemals (‘ever’).

The NPI is not in the scope of a downward monotone operator in (11-a), and the sentence is

ungrammatical. In (11-c) and (11-b) there is a downward monotone quantifier in the subject

position and the NPI is interpreted in the scope of these quantifiers. Thus, the licensing require-

ments of the NPI are fulfilled and the sentences are fine.

(11) a. *Peter

(Peter

hat

has

jemals

ever

etwas

something

von

by

Zafón

Zafón

gelesen.

read)

b. Niemand

(Nobody

hat

has

jemals

ever

etwas

something

von

by

Zafón

Zafón

gelesen.

read)

‘Nobody has ever read anything by Zafón.’

(monotone decreasing, cardinal)

c. Wenige

(Few

Buchhändler

booksellers

in

in

Barcelona

Barcelona

haben

have

jemals

ever

von

of

Zafón

Zafón

gehört.

heard)

3I indicate the unavailability of a reading with the symbol “#”.
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‘Few booksellers in Barcelona have ever head of Zafón.’

(monotone decreasing, proportional)

Zwarts (1997) shows that there are NPIs of different strength. A weak NPI such as jemals

in (11) is fine in the scope of a downward monotone operator. Other NPIs impose stronger

requirements on their context. Those NPIs are called strong NPIs. The licensing pattern of a

strong NPI is shown in (12).

(12) auch nur irgendetwas (‘anything at all’)

a. Niemand

(Nobody

hat

has

auch nur irgendetwas

anything at all

von

by

Zafón

Zafón

gelesen.

read)

‘Nobody has read anything at all by Zafón.’

b. *Wenige Buchhändler

(Few booksellers

haben

have

auch nur irgendwas

anything at all

von

of

Zafón

Zafón

gehört.

heard.)

According to Zwarts (1997) strong NPIs require an anti-additive context. Anti-additivity is

defined as an entailment property, similar to downward monotonicity. A function f is anti-

additive iff f (A∪B)↔ f (A)∩ f (B). In the present paper we are mainly concerned with licensers

that are quantified NPs in the subject position of a clause. For such expressions anti-additivity

holds iff the following holds for any two VPs: NP (VP1 or VP2)↔ (NP VP1) and (NP VP2). In

(13) some anti-additive expressions are listed. The relevant inference pattern is shown in (14).

While anti-additive NPs pass this test, the NP few students only allows for the inference in one

direction and can, thus, be shown not to be anti-additive.

(13) Anti-additive NPs: none of the N, no N, no one

(14) a. No one danced or sang←→ No one danced and no one sang.

b. Few students danced or sang 6←→ Few students danced and few students sang.

With the notion of anti-additivity Zwarts can characterize the distribution of strong NPIs such

as auch nur irgendetwas in (12) above: The NPI is licensed in the scope of the anti-additive

subject NP niemand (‘nobody’), but not in the scope of wenige N (‘few N’), which is downward

monotone but not anti-additive.

In (15) I list further strong NPIs for German, English and Dutch from Zwarts (1997). The data

in (16) and (17) illustrate the occurrence restriction to anti-additive contexts for two of them.

(15) Strong NPIs from (Zwarts 1997):

a. German: auch nur irgend- (‘any- at all’), sonderlich (‘especially’), einen Mucks

machen (‘make a noise’), nennenswert (‘worth mentioning’)

b. English: lift a finger, any . . . at all, until.

c. Dutch: ook maar iets (‘anything at all’)

(16) sonderlich (‘especially’):

a. Niemand

(Nobody

fand

found

das

the

Buch

book

sonderlich

particularly

spannend

exciting)

b. *Wenige Leser

(Few readers

fanden

found

das

the

Buch

book

sonderlich

particularly

spannend.

exciting)

(17) einen Mucks machen (‘to make a noise’)

4
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a. Niemand

(nobody

traute sich,

dared

einen Mucks zu machen

to make a noise)

b. *Wenige

(Few people

trauten sich,

dared

einen Mucks zu machen

to make a noise)

2.3 Strong NPIs in Non-anti-additive Contexts

So far we have seen that there is a partial overlap between the characterization of the antecedent

of a compset anaphor and the licenser of an NPI: both must be downward monotone. How-

ever, for the compset anaphora the antecedent had to be proportional. For NPIs the propor-

tional/cardinal distinction seems to play no role, but a stronger notion of downward monotonic-

ity is relevant for some NPIs. Next I look at data which contain strong NPIs in contexts which

are not anti-additive. I will argue that in those contexts the licenser is proportional.

Let me first point to two occasions in which the occurrence of a strong NPI in a context which

is downward monotone but not anti-additive was commented on in the literature. The first are

examples from Krifka (1995), the second is data from van der Wouden (1995).

Krifka (1995) rejects Zwart’s distinction between weak and strong NPIs. Krifka provides the

example in (18-a) and we find the example embedded in the quotation in (18-b).

(18) a. Hardly ANYONE lifted a finger to help me.

b. “we perhaps even do not want to rule out combinations like fewer than three girls

did anything at all by fundamental principles”.

A second observation is due to van der Wouden (1995). As the data in (19) show, ook maar iets

(‘anything at all’) is a strong NPI in Dutch.

(19) a. Niemand

(no one

heeft

has

ook maar iets

anything at all

gezien.

seen)
‘No one has seen anything at all.’

b. *Weinig mensen

(few people

hebben

have

ook maar iets

anything at all

gezien.

seen)

With (20) van der Wouden (1995) shows that ook maar iets is licensed in the scope of weinig

mensen (‘few people’) in a negative raising construction:

(20) Weinig mensen

(few people

herinneren

remember

zich

themselves

[ook maar iets

anything at all

gezien

seen

te

to

hebben]

have)

‘Few people remember having seen anything at all.’

We can supplement Krifka’s and van der Wouden’s observations with a third observation. If

a simply monotone decreasing quantifier is used in a proportional way we observe an increase

in the grammaticality of the use of a strong NPI. I will indicate this increase with a “?” as in

(21-b). As usual when subtle empirical differences are involved, not all speakers share all the

judgments. Nonetheless, the general tendency was confirmed that a sentence is judged more

acceptable if the set denoted by the restrictor of the subject quantifier is presupposed. Thus,

percent expressions as in (21-b) and (23-b) presuppose a contextually salient set of pupils, and

in (22-b) the possessive pronoun suggests that the set of the speaker’s pupils is presupposed.

(21) a. *Höchstens

At most

3

3

Schüler

pupils

fanden

found

das

this

Buch

book

sonderlich

particularly

spannend.

exciting.

5
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b. ?Höchstens

At most

10%

10%

der

of the

Schüler

pupils

fanden

found

das

this

Buch

book

sonderlich

particularly

spannend.

exciting.

(22) a. *Nicht

No

mehr

more

als

than

3

3

Schüler

pupils

haben

have

im

during

Matheunterricht

math classes

einen Mucks gemacht

a noise made

b. Nicht mehr als 3 meiner 30 Schüler

No more than 3 of my 30 pupils

haben

have

im

during

Matheunterricht

math classes

einen Mucks gemacht.

a noise made

(23) a. *Nicht

No

mehr

more

als

than

3

3

Schüler

pupils

haben

have

auch nur irgendetwas

anything at all

gelernt.

learnt.

b. Nicht mehr als 10% der Schüler

No more than 10% of the pupils

haben

have

auch nur irgendetwas

anything at all

gelernt.

learnt.

With this observation we can take a new look at Krifka’s and van der Wouden’s data. In (18-a) it

seems that the speaker has a particular set of candidates for help in mind. Similarly the sentence

in (18-b) can be felicitously uttered in a context in which the overall group out of which the

three girls stem is known.

Finally we can return to van der Wouden’s example in (20). Even though we lack the context

for this example, it seems that we find negative raising readings typically with presupposed

subjects. In German, and similarly for Dutch, an impersonal pronoun es (er for Dutch) in a

clause-initial position is only compatible with a non-specific reading of an indefinite subject

Non-specific indefinites are typically non-presuppositional.

Sentence (24-a) is an instance of negative raising. The use of the NPI brauchen (‘need’) in

the subordinate clause is a clear diagnostic for negative raising. In (24-b) the non-specific

construction is chosen. The sentence is ungrammatical because the NPI is not licensed. This

shows that a negative raising interpretation is excluded with this kind of impersonal subjects.

Thus, a clearly non-presuppositional subject cannot occur in a negative raising construction.4

(24) a. Peter

(Peter

hat

has

nicht

not

gedacht,

thought

dass

that

jemand

someone

anzurufen

call

braucht.

need)
‘Peter didn’t think that someone needed to call.’

b. *Es

(it

hat

has

jemand

someone

nicht

not

gedacht,

thought

dass

that

Peter

Peter

anzurufen

call

braucht.

need)

If we reconsider van der Wouden’s example in (20) it seems plausible that the sentence is uttered

in a context in which it is known what event the people don’t remember having seen and who

the possible subjects are.

The observations on the licensing of strong NPIs in contexts which are not anti-additive bring us

back to the conditions on CAs. Section 2.1 has shown that CAs are only possible with a down-

ward monotone proportional quantifier. Strong NPIs are standardly assumed to be licensed in

the scope of downward monotone anti-additive operators (Section 2.2). In this section I have

argued that strong NPIs can also occur in the scope of monotone decreasing proportional quan-

tifiers. Thus, the observations in this section can be combined in the following generalization:

If a quantified NP can establish an antecedent for a CA, it can also license a strong NPI.

4In so far as sentence (i) is grammatical at all, it can only have a a specific reading of jemand (‘someone’).

(i) ?? Jemand hat nicht gedacht, dass Peter anzurufen braucht.

(someone has not thought that Peter call need)

6
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3 Previous Approaches

In this section, I test to what extent theories of NPIs and CAs are compatible with the data from

the previous section. I first discuss theories of NPI licensing and then theories of CA.

3.1 Theories of NPI Licensing

I referred to the monotonicity-based theory of NPI licensing of Ladusaw (1980) and Zwarts

(1997) in Section 2.2. This theory relies on the monotonicity behavior of the licenser but does

not mention whether it is proportional or cardinal. As shown in (14-b) few students is not anti-

additive. The inference pattern in (25) shows that in its proportional use such as in few of my

ten students the quantifier few N is not anti-additive either.

(25) Few of my 10 students danced or sang

6←→ Few of my 10 students danced and few of my 10 students sang.

Thus, the entailment-based approach cannot give a direct answer to the question why a pro-

portional downward-entailing quantifier can license strong NPIs whereas a cardinal quantifier

cannot. Furthermore there is no connection to the data on complement set anaphora.

Krifka (1995) doubts the existence of the weak/strong distinction as defined in Zwarts (1997).

Instead, Krifka differentiates between NPIs in emphatic and non-emphatic contexts. The NPI

that require emphatic contexts correspond most closely to Zwarts’ strong NPIs in that clauses

with not and nobody are considered to constitute emphatic contexts. However, negation is not

required for a context to be emphatic, instead what is needed is a licenser that is “extreme”

with respect to the contextually salient alternatives. Under this view, nobody is extreme since it

asserts that a property holds for none of the potential candidates.

Given Krifka’s theory the relative well-formedness of (26) should be connected to the fact that

the subject quantifier is proportional, i.e. the restrictor is presupposed.

(26) Nicht

(no

mehr

more

als

than

10%

10%

meiner

of my

Studenten

students

fanden

found

den

the

Artikel

paper

sonderlich

particularly

spannend.

exciting)

Such a connection is in fact possible. If the set of students is known, we may have an expectation

of what is an extreme value. In (26) 10% might be considered an extremely low value in a given

context. We may wonder, however, why the NPI sonderlich (‘particularly’) should be sensitive

to such extreme values.

In a non-presuppositional (cardinal) use of the quantifier, it may be harder to determine whether

the indicated quantity is extreme in a given context. This shows that a Krifka-style theory of

NPI licensing is in principle compatible with the NPI data. However, the relationship between

the NPI data and the complement set anaphora, then remains a coincidence.

As a third theory of NPI licensing let us review the approach of Linebarger (1980) and Linebarger

(1987). Linebarger provides two mechanisms for NPI licensing: direct and indirect licensing.

First, an NPI is (directly) licensed if it is in the immediate scope of a negation in the Logical

Form of the sentence. Second, an NPI is (indirectly) licensed if the original utterance implicates

a sentence within which the NPI is directly licensed. This implicated sentence is called the neg-

ative implicatum. Licensing by few is such an instance of indirect licensing. In (27) a negative

implicatum for a sentence containing an NPI is shown.

(27) Few students did any homework.

7
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Negative implicatum: Many students didn’t do any homework.

There is at least one problem with this approach. The implicature in (27) is only valid un-

der a proportional reading of few students. The cardinal reading of few is compatible with a

scenario in which there are no students.5 In the case of an empty restrictor set, however, the

implicature does not hold. Nonetheless weak NPIs such as any in (27) are also licensed under

a cardinal reading of few. Thus, Linebarger’s theory of indirect licensing cannot account for

the occurrence of weak NPIs in the scope of cardinal few. In general, her theory ignores the

cardinal/proportional distinction which seems to be central for the data discussed in the present

paper.

My analysis in Section 4 combines insights from all of these approaches. In particular, the

importance of the context and the validity of the implicature in (27) plays a central role.

3.2 Theories of CA

Next I consider approaches to compset anaphora. From the point of view of theoretical se-

mantics, CAs are a rather unexpected phenomenon. In particular explicit theories of discourse

anaphora such as Discourse Representation Theory (DRT, Kamp and Reyle (1993)) do not pre-

dict such readings.

The original data on CAs stem from psycholinguistic research such as Sanford et al. (1994)

and Sanford, Williams and Fay (2001). The authors argue that the antecedent of a CA must be

monotone decreasing. Furthermore, they observe that the tendency for a CA is not the same

for all downward monotone antecedents. In particular, no more than triggers a CA reading

more easily then at most. However, the influence of the cardinal/proportional distinction is not

investigated, nor is there any connection made to NPI licensing.

Within formal semantics, Kibble (1998) analyzes CAs as e-type pronouns. In Kibble’s theory

some quantifiers introduce both a reference and a complement set, either of which can be used

as the antecedent of the pronoun. Such a theory assumes that the sentence that contains the

antecedent has the same interpretation independent of whether it is continued with a CA, a

reference set anaphor or a maximal set anaphor. This means that if a sentence can be continued

with a complement set anaphor, it could alternatively be continued with a reference set anaphor.

This prediction is, however, not correct. The examples in (28) contains a strong NPI in the first

clause. This sentence can be continued with a compset anaphor as in (28-a). A reference set

anaphor is not possible, as shown in (28-b).

(28) Nicht

(not

viele

many

meiner

of my

Schüler

pupils

fanden

found

das

the

Buch

book

sonderlich

particularly

spannend.

exciting)

a. ?Sie

(They

fanden

found

es

it

sogar

even

extrem

extremely

langweilig.

boring.)

(CA)

b. *Sie

(They

wollten

wanted

sogar

even

gleich

at once

die

the

Fortsetzung

continuation

lesen.

read)

(Refset)

Nouwen (2003) rejects Kibble’s e-type pronoun approach to CAs. Instead, Nouwen uses ranked

constraints to determine whether a reference or a complement set can be inferred and used as

antecedent to a pronoun. With a proportional downward monotone quantifier the complement

set can be inferred as a discourse referent and, thus, as an antecedent for a CA. For a reference

5Under the cardinal reading few AB is true iff the cardinality of A∩B is below a threshold, which is trivially

true if A is empty.

8
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set anaphor no such inference is needed. A discourse referent will be established directly in the

interpretation of the antecedent clause. By this asymmetry between the refset and the compset

anaphora reading of a plural pronoun, Nouwen derives the more marked character of the CA

reading. Nonetheless, Nouwen’s theory shares with Kibble’s approach the fact that the clause

that contains the antecedent has the same semantics independent of the continuation.6

This brief review of approaches to CA leads to a picture similar to that motivated by consid-

erations of NPIs. The existence of CA readings and the occurrence of strong NPIs in non-

anti-additive contexts are theoretically problematic phenomena. The theories discussed above

all present important insights into the respective phenomena, but fail to derive the facts from

Section 2 in a straightforward way.

4 Analysis: Lexical Decomposition and Equivalence of Representations

The theory that I am going to develop in this section is formulated in terms of DRT. I adopt

the standard mechanism for the construction of antecedents to plural anaphora from Kamp and

Reyle (1993). So far there is no description of NPIs within DRT. I simply assume that a strong

NPI is licensed if it occurs in a DRS which is in the immediate scope of a negation operator. To

derive the data on compset anaphora and strong NPIs in non-anti-additive contexts I propose a

lexical decomposition of quantifiers and allow for a mapping between semantically equivalent

DRSs. Both of these mechanisms are common within DRT.7

Let us consider example (29) to give a sketch of the analysis. I assume that downward mono-

tone quantifiers are systematically represented as the combination of a negation and an upward

monotone quantifier (Section 4.1). In the case of (29-a) the negation is already overtly present.

The subject quantifier in this sentence is proportional and presupposes a set of students. With

this presupposition, the inference in (29-b) is valid (see Section 4.2). Consequently, (29-a) and

(29-b) have the same logical form under the relevant reading.

(29) a. No more than 10% of my students attended the meeting.

b. → At least 90% of my students did not attend the meeting.

In such a logical form the negation is within the scope of a quantifier rather than having scope

over it. Thus, the pattern is analogous to the negative implicature assumed by Linebarger (1980).

In (29-b), the subject combines with a negated VP. In this constellation we expect that strong

NPIs are possible inside the VP. Furthermore a pronoun that takes as antecedent the reference set

of (29-b) behaves like a compset anaphor to (29-a). This brief characterization of the approach

illustrates how I will try to reduce the unexpected occurrences of strong NPIs and the licensing

of CAs to standard cases of NPI licensing and cross-sentential co-reference respectively.

4.1 Lexical Decomposition of Downward Monotone Quantifiers

I assume that each downward monotone quantifier can be represented with a negation in its

logical form. This is straightforward for expressions such as nobody and no more than 90%.

However, I extend this treatment to other downward monotone quantifiers as well. In (30) two

examples for the proposed decomposition are given. The determiner no is treated as a negative

6The same criticism applies to Hardt (2005) where it is explicitly assumed that the semantic representation of

the antecedent clause is the same, but a plural pronoun infers its referent — which could be among others the refset

or the compset, depending on salience in the context.
7For example Krahmer and Muskens (1995) use both mechanisms: They decompose forget into ¬ remember,

and they allow for a mapping between DRSs if these are equivalent, as in the case of their Merging Lemma.

9
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indefinite (see (30-a)), i.e. a negation is introduced in its logical form which introduces a variable

in its scope. The restrictor of the determiner is indicated with φ, the scope with ψ.

(30) a. no: ¬

x

φ

ψ

b. few: ¬
many x

φ ψ

(31) Two meanings of many:

a. proportional meaning (many-p): a large percentage of the elements in φ is in ψ.

b. cardinal meaning (many-c): a large number of elements is in φ and in ψ at the

same time.

The determiner few introduces a negation which takes scope over a quantifier. According to

the DRT treatment of generalized quantifiers in terms of duplex conditions, we indicate the

quantifier, the variable it binds, its restrictor (again φ) and its scope (ψ). For the two readings of

few we assume two different quantifiers: many-p for the proportional reading and many-c for

the cardinal reading. The definitions are given in (31-a) and (31-b) respectively.

4.2 Presupposition of the Restrictor Set

Since van der Sandt (1992) it is common to assume that presuppositions are also part of DRSs.

Since a proportional quantifier such as many-p in (31-a) presupposes the restrictor set, we

introduce this set into the DRS. Thus, under its proportional reading few will be represented as

in (32). X is the presupposed discourse referent. It is defined as denoting the set of all x which

satisfy the description in the restrictor (φ).

(32)

X

¬many-p x
φ ψ

X = Σx
x

φ

Up to here, this is all standard DRT. As noticed in connection with example (27), we can push

down the negation and flip the quantifier if the restrictor set is presupposed. This is reminiscent

of the first order equivalence of ¬∃xφ and ∀x¬φ. There, the existential quantifier is “flipped”

into a universal quantifier and the negation is pushed down into the scope of the new quantifier.

While this hold in first order logic, the equivalence does not hold for generalized quantifiers.

A counterexample was discussed with the cardinal reading of few in connection with example

(27) above. However, for proportional quantifiers the following holds:

(33) For each proportional quantifier Q : ¬Q x(φ)(ψ) is equivalent to Q ′x(φ)(¬ψ) for some

quantifier Q ′.

In (34) the validity of this equivalence is illustrated with two informal examples. For the equiv-

alence in (33) to be applicable to (34-b), we must assume a decomposition analysis of few, as

suggested in the example. Note that in the case of many the quantifier does not need to be

changed.

10
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(34) a. No more than 10% of my students attended the class.

↔ At least 90% of my students did not attend the class.

b. Few of my students attended the class.

(= Not many of my students attended the class.)

↔Many of my students did not attend the class.

The diagrams in (35) show the DRSs for the logically equivalent readings in (34-b). The equiv-

alences are given schematically in (35-a). In (35-b) the representation with wide scope of the

negation is indicated, and (35-c) shows the representation with narrow scope of the negation.

(35) a. few: ¬many-p x(φ)(ψ)↔many-p x(φ)(¬ψ)

b.

X

¬
many-p x

φ ψ

X = Σx
x

φ

c. ↔

X

many-p x
φ ¬

ψ

X = Σx
x

φ

There are two important observations to be made when we consider the DRSs in (35). First, of

course, the equivalence in (33) does not hold for the corresponding cardinal quantifier, because

the cardinal reading does not introduce a discourse referent for the restrictor set X as a discourse

referent. Second, from the perspective of dynamic semantics the two representations are not

only truth-conditionally equivalent, but they also have the same dynamic behavior, i.e. in both

cases X is the only discourse referent that is directly available in a following DRS. Thus, the

two representations are strongly equivalent. This, however, is exactly the constellation in which

Krahmer and Muskens (1995) apply a mapping from one DRS to another.

This consideration concludes the specific assumptions made in this paper. In the next subsec-

tion, I show that the two representations in (35) allow us to derive the three possible continua-

tions (maxset, refset and compset) with the original mechanism for plural anaphora from Kamp

and Reyle (1993).

4.3 Possible Continuations

In the last two subsections we were concerned with the construction of the right DRS for the

antecedent clause for a sentence that contains a plural discourse anaphor. Kamp and Reyle

(1993) assume that there are two ways in which a plural anaphor can be linked to a quantified

antecedent: either the restrictor set or the set consisting of the elements in the intersection of the

11
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scope and the restrictor of the antecedent quantifier. With these two mechanisms we get exactly

the three possible continuations.

Let us first consider the maxset reading. For this reading, it is immaterial which of the two rep-

resentations of the antecedent clause we take from (35). In both cases, the antecedent quantifier

has the restrictor φ which can be used to build an antecedent set for the pronoun. This is shown

in (36), repeating example (3-c) to illustrate the reading.

(36) Maxset: Few congressmen admire Kennedy, but they all like his wife.

Antecedent (35-b) or (35-c) Pronoun

X
...

X = Σx
x

φ

Y = Σx
x

φ

In (37) the representation of the antecedent clause from (35-c) is used. The pronoun in the

second clause takes the intersection of the restrictor (φ) and the scope (ψ) as its antecedent. The

example in (3-a) is used again for illustration.

(37) Refset: Few congressmen admire Kennedy, and they are very junior.

Antecedent (35-b) Pronoun

X

¬
many-p x

φ ψ

X = Σx
x

φ

Y = Σx

x

φ

ψ

The same mechanism is used for the compset reading in (38). In contrast to the choice of (35-b)

as the representation of the antecedent clause for the refset continuation, the representation from

(35-c) is chosen for the compset continuation. Thus, the scope of the quantifier is given as ¬φ,

which corresponds to a compset reading.

(38) Compset: Few congressmen admire Kennedy. They think he’s incompetent.

Antecedent (35-c) Pronoun

X

many-p x
φ ¬

ψ

X = Σx
x

φ

Y = Σx

x

φ

¬
ψ

Assuming lexical decomposition of downward-monotone quantifiers in combination with the

mapping between equivalent DRSs we can derive exactly the three possible continuations dis-

12
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Complement Set Anaphora and Negative Polarity Items 13

cussed in the introduction just using the standard DRT mechanisms for plural pronouns. Note

that this theory captures the distributional generalization on CA in Nouwen (2003) since the

equivalence in (33) only holds for proportional quantifiers.

At the end of Section 4.2 we noted that the two different DRSs for a sentence with proportional

few have the same dynamic meaning. Nonetheless they clearly differ in their behavior with

respect to plural pronouns which take the NP with few as their antecedent. The crucial aspect

is that this type of anaphoric discourse relation is done with special mechanisms in DRT rather

than dealt with by the core dynamic semantics.

4.4 Negative polarity items

To complete the analysis we take a look at the licensing of strong NPIs next. According to

Zwarts’ theory, strong NPIs are licensed in anti-additive contexts which are typically constituted

by the scope of expressions like nobody, i.e. so-called n-words. On the standard assumption

that n-words are analyzed as negative indefinites this means for a DRT representation that (the

semantic representation of) a strong NPI may occur in a DRS K iff ¬K is part of the semantic

representation of the utterance. With such a semantic representation, any theory of NPI licensing

should be able to predict that strong NPIs can occur.

The DRS in (35-b) can be used for a refset continuation. If there is a strong NPI inside the

scope of the quantifier, i.e. inside what is abbreviated as ψ, this strong NPI is not in the right

constellation to be licensed since it is not in a DRS in the immediate scope of a negation.

However, in the DRS of a sentence which allows for a CA continuation such as (35-c) the

negation is lower in the semantic structure and has immediate scope over semantic material

from the VP. If a strong NPI is part of ψ now, it ends up in the immediate scope of the negation.

Thus a logical form which allows for a strong NPI is found.

This is illustrated in (39). The sentence in (39-a) is treated as equivalent to the sentence in

(39-b) from the point of view of semantic representation. In (40) the DRS of this sentence is

given. In this DRS the strong NPI auch nur irgendetwas (‘anything at all’) is an indefinite, i.e.

we treat the introduction of the discourse referent y as the semantic representation of the strong

NPI. This is marked in (40) by underlining y in the universe of the relevant DRS. In the given

representation, the NPI y occurs in a DRS in the immediate scope of a negation. Thus, the

strong NPI is possible.

(39) a. Nicht

(not

mehr

more

als

than

10%

10%

der

of the

Schüler

pupils

haben

have

auch nur irgendetwas

anything at all

gelesen.

read)

b. ↔ At least 90% of the pupils didn’t read anything at all.

(40)

X

at-least-90% x
pupil(x) ¬

y

thing(y)
read(x,y)

X = Σx
x

pupil(x)

In Section 4.3 I have shown that if we allow for two different semantic representations for

13
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14 Manfred Sailer

downward-monotone proportional quantifiers we can account for refset and compset continua-

tions based on these two representations. In the present subsection it was shown that the repre-

sentation that I assume for the antecedent clause of a compset anaphor is such that a VP-internal

strong NPI occurs in the immediate scope of a negation.

4.5 Predictions of the theory

In Section 2.3 the following empirical generalization was formulated: If a quantified NP can

establish an antecedent for a CA, it can also license a strong NPI. This generalization follows

directly from the analysis presented in Sections 4.3 and 4.4: we need a negation in the scope of

the quantifier for both CAs and strong NPIs. To achieve this, however, the negation must be,

metaphorically speaking, “lowered”. Such lowering is only possible for downward-monotone

proportional quantifiers.

This theory also predicts the data discussed in (28), repeated as (41): if we use a strong NPI with

a downward-monotone proportional quantifier in the antecedent clause, a refset continuation

should not be possible. Sentence (41-a) contains a compset continuation, sentence (41-b) a

refset continuation. While the compset continuation may not be absolutely perfect, the refset

continuation is clearly ungrammatical.

(41) Nicht

(not

viele

many

meiner

of my

Schüler

pupils

fanden

found

das

the

Buch

book

sonderlich

particularly

spannend.

exciting)

a. ?Sie

They

fanden

found

es

it

sogar

even

extrem

extremely

langweilig.

boring.

(CA)

b. *Sie

They

wollten

wanted

sogar

even

gleich

at once

die

the

Fortsetzung

continuation

lesen.

read

(Refset)

The contrast in (41) provides strong support for our assumption that the semantic representation

of the antecedent clause for a refset continuation is different from that needed for a CA.

5 Conclusion

I have provided new data for both the study of complement anaphora and the study of polarity

items. The sketched analysis attempts to provide a unified account for these phenomena. If this

theory is correct, there is no need to stipulate that in certain circumstances, a complement set

can be introduced as a discourse referent. Instead, such a discourse referent, where appropriate,

follows from the position of the negation in the decomposed logical form of an expression.

The central observation in this paper is based on Nouwen’s generalization that compset anaphora

require a downward-monotone proportional antecedent. With DRT, a framework was chosen

that assigns theoretical importance to the semantic representation and within which lexical de-

composition and the mapping between equivalent representations is part of the usual analytic

tools. Furthermore DRT provided us with a theory of cross-sentential plural anaphora.

The major weakness of the present paper certainly is that the grammaticality status of individual

examples is not fully clear, especially the grammaticality of strong NPIs in the scope of non-

anti-additive subjects. We cannot remedy this for the time being, but rely on the observation

that at least the contrasts between cardinal and proportional examples points in the direction

pursued in this paper. Nonetheless, the present proposal can be understood as one attempt to

make Krifka’s and others’ intuitions that such licensing is possible under some circumstances

more precise.
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Focus Dependency as Structure Sharing
∗

Uli Sauerland
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Abstract

Focus dependency is an important phenomenon at the syntax-semantics interface:

Elided material can exhibit bound-variable-like behavior when its antecedent is a

focussed phrase in the same sentence. In the past, focus dependency has been ana-

lyzed as actual binding or by means of copying. This paper presents a new account

of focus dependency that relies on structure-sharing. Structure-sharing allows sub-

phrases to be syntactically linked to more than one position of a phrase marker. The

proposal better explains focus dependency than existing accounts especially when

we consider novel data from the interaction of focus-dependency and MaxElide.

1 Introduction

There is an important and, in my opinion, insufficiently studied phenomenon at the
syntax-semantics interface: An elided phrase or parts of it can depend on an earlier
overt occurrence of the same phrase in way that resembles variable binding. One type of
example showing this phenomenon is Kratzer’s (1991) well-known Tanglewood sentence
(see below). The phenomenon, however, is much more wide-spread. For the purposes of
this paper, I use the term Focus Dependency for the phenomenon at issue. I understand
focus dependency in the following way:

(1) Focus Dependency: An elided occurrence of a phrase XP can co-vary in interpre-
tation with a focussed occurrence of the same phrase XP.

Working independently of each other, Hardt (1999) and Schwarz (1999) first systematically
investigated focus dependency: Schwarz’s (1999) example (2) illustrates focus-dependency
by a VP. The example allows a reading where it entails that you do not say I should not
whistle when I whistle. This reading is based on a focus dependency of the elided VP △1

on sing in the first conjunct and a parallel dependency in the second conjunct.

(2) (Schwarz 1999, (33))
When I whistle you say I shouldn’t △1, but when I sing you don’t △2.
△1 = whistle, △2 = say I shouldn’t sing

Example (2) also allows a second reading that entails that, when I sing, you do not say
that I should not whistle. But, it is easy to show that a distinct focus dependency reading
is available. The following scenario does the job: You hate my whistling, but like my

∗I would like to thank Hans-Martin Gärtner, Bernhard Schwarz and audiences at Sinn und Bedeutung,
the Milan Meeting, and at ZAS for their comments on this work. I also thank many native speakers for
responding to my judgment queries, especially Philippa Cook. I am also grateful for the financial support
of the DFG through grant SA 925/1-2. Of course, I alone am responsible for all the shortcomings.
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2 Uli Sauerland

singing. Furthermore I have a tendency to break into whistling when I sing. So, whenever
I whistle or sing, you always tell me not to whistle. In this scenario, it is not true that,
when I sing, you don’t say I shouldn’t whistle. Since (2) is true in the scenario, it can only
be true because of the focus dependency reading. Focus dependency is puzzling because
there is strong evidence that an elided phrase must be very similar in interpretation to
another phrase in the same discourse (Hankamer and Sag 1976, Rooth 1992). But this is
not the case with focus dependency: no other phrase has the same or even a very similar
meaning to the elided phrase say I shouldn’t whistle.

In this paper, I argue that focus dependency should be analyzed in terms of structure-
sharing. I first show some problems with existing analyses, before presenting my own. I
then review the predictions of my analysis in section 3.

2 The Proposals

2.1 Binding Based Analyses

Both Schwarz (1999) and Hardt (1999) analyse examples like (2) as involving a special kind
of binding relationship. In its crudest form, this type of analysis assumes that this binding
relationship is created by a syntactic mechanism—covert movement to a c-commanding
position. This creates the LF-representation in (3). In the first conjunct, the VP whistle
is extracted from the when-clause and then binds a VP-pro-form in the elided VP. In the
second conjunct, the VP sing undergoes parallel covert movement and then also binds a
VP-pro-form in the elided VP in the second conjunct.

(3) [whistle]VP λi [When I ti you say I shouldn’t [proi]△1
],

but [sing]VP λj [when I tj you don’t [say I shouldn’t tj]△2
]

Ellipsis is predicted to be licensed in (3) in the same way as with sloppy readings of
VP-ellipsis. In particular, Rooth (1992) account of VP-ellipsis licensing carries over:
The constituent consisting of λj and its complement as a focus domain is identical in
interpretation to the constituent consisting of λi and its complement in the first conjunct.

However, Schwarz (1999) already points out two problems for the binding analysis: lack of
c-command and that extraction is possible from the putative variable. Lack of c-command
is illustrated by (2) where whistle and sing are embedded in a conditional clause and
therefore do not c-command the elided VP. Generally, covert movement is assumed to
blocked in such a case because quantifiers cannot take scope outside of a when-clause.
The scopal restriction still holds in examples with a focus dependency (specifically, an NP
focus dependency), as (4) shows.

(4) When I want many books, you buy some △1, but when I want many toys, you
don’t △2.
△1 = books, △2 = buy some toys.

Schwarz and Hardt each address the lack of a c-command restriction in their own way.
Schwarz (1999) points out that there is also no c-command restriction for sloppy inter-
pretations in VP-ellipsis as Tomioka (1999) discusses in detail. (5) is one example where
a sloppy interpretation is available, though c-command does not obtain.

2
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(5) (Tomioka (1999):219 who credits unpublished work by M. Wescoat)
The police officer who arrested John insulted him, and the police officer who ar-
rested Bill did △, too.
△ = insult him

However, I do not think that Tomioka’s proposal for (5) should be taken as the basis for
analysis of focus dependency because Tomioka’s proposal itself has problems (Elbourne
2002). Tomioka (1999) proposes that him is analyzed as the definite description the person
he arrested both in the overt clause and in the elided VP in (5). This is what Elbourne
(2002) calls a D-type analysis of the pronoun him. However, the version Tomioka relies
on suffers from the problem of the formal link: Tomioka’s analysis would predict that (6)
too should have an interpretation of the pronoun as his wife.1

(6) ∗The police officer who married Sue kissed her, and the married fireman did too △.
△ = kiss the fireman’s wife

Elbourne (2002) argues that D-type pronouns generally cannot stand for any salient de-
scription, but is derived by NP-ellipsis. If Elbourne is correct (and (6) supports his analysis
further), then Tomioka’s analysis of (5) cannot be maintained. In conclude therefore that
Schwarz’s suggestion to reduce focus dependency to Tomioka’s analysis cannot be correct.

At the same time, I still believe that there is a close relationship between Tomioka’s data
and focus dependency. In fact, I propose that Tomioka’s examples are special cases of
focus dependency. This analysis is illustrated for (5) in (7).2

(7) The police officer who arrested John insulted him △1, and the police officer who
arrested Bill did △2, too.
△1 = John, △2 = insult Bill

Now consider Hardt’s (2003) proposal to overcome the lack of c-command. He assumes
that there is a second binding mechanism called center binding that operates without a
c-command restriction. A series of starred pronouns, pro*, refers to the discourse center,
and focus can set a new discourse center. For (5), Hardt would assume the representation
in (8).

(8) The policeman who arrested JohnF hit him*, and the policeman who arrested BillF
did [hit him*]△, too.

But, Hardt’s center binding, too, has at least two problems: the formal link (again) and
examples with multiple antecedents.3 Concerning the formal link, Hardt might say about
(7) that the phrase married fireman is not sufficient to introduce the fireman wife as a
new discourse center. However, in other examples the formal link is still a problem for
Hardt. Consider the German examples in (9):

1Elbourne (2001) makes a similar point with example (i). Tomioka’s analysis incorrectly predicts an
interpretation where R is interpreted as person he arrested to be available.

(i) Scenario: Officer Jones arrested a pimp.
Every police officer who arrested a murderer insulted him [the R], and Officer Jones insulted him
[the R] too.

2Elbourne assumes that proper names are NPs with an empty definite determiner.
3Furthermore, Hardt’s proposal does not predict clause-boundedness as Safir (2005) points out. I

discuss the relevant fact in (15) below.
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(9) a. Wer
who

mit
with

dem
the

Auto
car.neut

kommt,
comes

muß
must

es/∗ihn
it/∗him

parken.
park

b. Wer
who

mit
with

dem
the

Wagen
car.masc

kommt,
comes

muß
must

ihn/∗es
him/∗it

parken.
park

Both examples in (9) allow a focus dependency because both can be continued with aber
wer mit dem Rad kommt, nicht (‘but who comes bike, does not [have to park it]’). Hence
the pronoun following muß in (9) should be able to be pro* in both (9a) and (9b). But
the analysis does not predict that the pronoun must match the grammatical gender of the
NP it is anaphoric to.

A further problem for center binding are examples with multiple focus dependencies such
as (10). Here Hardt would have to say that two discourse centers are involved and that
she and it both each refer to one of them. However, a restriction to one backward looking
discourse center is established in centering theory (Grosz, Weinstein and Joshi 1995). So,
Hardt’s proposal must be crucially different from centering theory, and therefore has no
independent motivation.

(10) When a woman buys a blouse we ask that she try it on, but when a man buys a
shirt we don’t △.
△ = ask that the man try on the shirt

I conclude therefore that the lack of a c-command restriction creates a problem for a
binding analysis of focus dependency.

The second problem for the binding analysis in general are examples with sluicing like
(11). (11) demonstrates the possibility of extraction from the putative variable:4

(11) If you email someone you can look up later who △1, but if you call someone you
can’t △2.
△1 = you emailed t, △2 = look up who you called t

Merchant (2001) has argued that sluicing should be analyzed as IP-ellipsis with syntactic
extraction out of the ellipsis site. But if the sluiced phrase in both conjuncts in (11) is
analyzed as an IP-variable, there is no site from which extraction of who could take place.

I conclude therefore that neither version of the binding analysis provides a satisfactory
account of focus dependencies.

2.2 The Copy and Focus Based Analysis

A second kind of analysis was proposed by Kratzer (1991) (building on a sketch of Rooth
(1985)). Kratzer’s aim is to make the analysis of focus ‘variable-like’. Her specific imple-
mentation is based on an LF-copying analysis of ellipsis, which also copy a focus marks
into the elided VP. Focussed constituents are marked with additional indices as in (12).
The copying process ensures that the focus marks in the overt constituent and in the
elided constituent are coindexed.5 In example (2), two steps of copy operations apply to
the surface representation (12a): in (12b) the VP from the first conjunct is copied into the
second conjunct, and then the smaller VP is copied in each conjunct resulting in (12c).

4Schwarz’s own example does not make this point as forcefully as (11) since it involves sluicing with
why, which might be base-generated in a VP-external position (Tsai 1994).

5See Sauerland (1998) for an analysis similar to Kratzer’s that does not rely on LF-copying.
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(12) a. When I whistleF1
, you say I shouldn’t △, but when I singF2

, you don’t △

b. When I whistleF1
, you say I shouldn’t △,

but when I singF2
, you don’t [say I shouldn’t △]△

c. When I whistleF1
, you say I shouldn’t [whistleF1

]△,
but when I singF2

, you don’t [say I shouldn’t [singF2
]△]△

The focus alternatives of a phrase, Kratzer defines as the set of values !XP"f
G for any

focus assignment G for which this is defined. A focus assignments is a typed Tarskian
variable assignments: It maps a pair of an index i and a type τ to an individual of type
τ . A focussed constituent is interpreted as follows:

(13) a. normal semantic value: 〚XFx
〛g = 〚X〛g

b. focus semantic value: !XFx
"f

g,G = G(n,τ) where τ is the semantic type of 〚X〛g.

Note that Kratzer’s proposal for focus dependency also accounts for sloppy interpreta-
tions without c-command by way of Elbourne’s NP-ellipsis analysis of pronouns. For
example (5), this analysis is shown in (14): Recall that proper names are analyzed as
NP-complements of a null determiner. In each conjunct, the focussed proper name NP is
copied to the NP-position following the pronoun.

(14) The police officer who arrested JohnF1
insulted him [JohnF1

]△, and the police officer
who arrested BillF2

did [insult [BillF2
]△]△

However, Kratzer’s proposal has two kinds of problem: problems with clause-boundedness
and problems for LF-copying analyses of VP-ellipsis. Consider first clause-boundedness
of focus-dependency. This was originally described by Safir (2005). He observes that a
sloppy interpretation is not available in (15):

(15) ∗John is a dealer and criminal. Luckily, the police arrested him. Bill is an even
worse dealer and criminal. Unfortunately, the police didn’t △.
△ = arrest Bill

Kratzer’s analysis, however, predicts a sloppy interpretation to be available in (15). The
derivation of (15) involves two step of copying as in (16): first the VP is copied into the
last clause, then the two empty NPs following the pronouns are filled.

(16) a. JohnF1
is a dealer and criminal. Luckily, the police arrested him △ BillF2

is an
even worse dealer and criminal. Unfortunately, the police didn’t [arrest him
△]△

b. JohnF1
is a dealer and criminal. Luckily, the police arrested him [JohnF1

]△
BillF2

is an even worse dealer and criminal. Unfortunately, the police didn’t
[arrest him [BillF2

]△]△.

Syntactic copying for ellipsis resolution cannot be sensitive to clause-boundaries because
the antecedent of an elided VP can be in a different clause. One possibility to rule out
the sloppy interpretation in (16), would be to force copying in an earlier clause to take
place before a later clause is processed. However, this would incorrectly rule out a sloppy
interpretation in (17), as well.
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(17) Because John is a dealer and criminal, the police arrested him. But, though Bill
is an even worse dealer and criminal, the police didn’t △.
△ = arrest Bill

Hence, I conclude that focus dependencies are sensitive to clause boundaries, but not to c-
command. Kratzer’s analysis incorrectly predict no clause boundary effects. I should add
that while I argue for the clause-boundedness restriction using Safir’s NP-ellipsis example,
the point can also be made with VP-ellipsis examples: (18) is a case in point.

(18) ∗Last week, John was about to sing. Fortunately, you convinced him not to △1.
Yesterday, John was about to whistle. This time, I did △2.
(△1 = sing, △2 = convince him not to whistle)

Furthermore, arguments against the LF-copying analysis of VP-ellipsis argue against
Kratzer’s analysis (Rooth 1992, Fox 1999).

2.3 The Structure Sharing Analysis

I assume like Kratzer that focus dependency involves a syntactic relationship. However,
this is not established by copying, but by structure sharing. Structure sharing is possible in
syntactic theories that allow multi-dominance like (Gärtner 2002). Such theories assume
that one phrase can occupy two positions of a syntactic tree. I represent structure sharing
as in (19). Here, the VP whistle occupies both the VP position in the when-clause and
the complement position of whistle, and the VP sing occupies the same two positions in
the second clause.

(19) when I [

whistle

—]F you say I shouldn’t [—]△ when I [

sing

—]]F you don’t [say I shouldn’t —]△

I assume that material that is structure-shared in this way must not be pronounced more
than once—at least, this restriction makes correct predictions for English, while languages
that have productive copying constructions may differ (cf. Kobele (2006)). But at least
for English, it is predicted that focus dependencies depend on ellipsis (see below). I
furthermore assume that, the semantic value of the structure shared material is determined
independently each time it is linked to a position in a structure. This assumption allows
a sloppy interpretation of structure-shared material of the kind illustrated by (20):6

(20) When I phone my mother, I assume you do as well △1, but when I email my father,
I don’t △2.
△1 = phone your mother, △2 = assume that you email your father

My proposal furthermore relies on a particular analysis of focus: I assume that the focus
alternatives are generally defined by reference to LF-structures.

(21) XP is a focus alternative to YP if and only if there is a sequence of replacements
applying to YP that result in XP, where each step replaces a phrase dominated by
the focus feature F with a phrase of the same syntactic category.

6I assume here following Heim (to appear) that the bound pronouns my and your in (20) have no
semantically interpreted features.
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Such a syntactic definition of focus alternatives has been argued for by Fox (2000). New
support for it comes from observations of Krifka (2001) for a ban on complex foci and
Artstein’s (2004) on focus on meaningless word parts. Artstein argues that stalagmite
should be the only non-trivial focus alternative of stalacTITE with focus on the final syl-
lable. While Artstein argues for a proposal where meaningless word-parts can be assigned
a kind of compositional meaning, the facts can also captured by the replacement in (22)
within the syntactic analysis of focus alternatives.

(22) YP = John saw a stala[cTITE]F → XP = John saw a stalagmite.

Krifka (2001) points out the question-answer paradigm in (23): While VP focus in (23a)
is possible, it is not possible to have the two phrases VP consists of each separately in
focus. Since any possible action of John’s might be described as him doing something
somewhere, a purely semantic condition of focus licensing such as Schwarzschild’s (1999)
does not predict (23b) to be odd.

(23) What did John do?

a. [Drive to BERLin]F
b. #[DRIVE]F [to BERLIN]F

While Krifka proposes an account of (23) using structured meanings, the current purely
structural account also predicts (23): While in (23a) replacing the entire VP with do
something yield a focus alternative the question provides, (23b) requires a preceding
question consisting of a verb and a directional or locative adverbial.

Structure sharing is predicted to interact with focus in a specific way. Namely, structure
shared material will be focused in all positions it is linked to if and only if one of the
positions it is linked to is dominated by an F-mark. Consider the account of (2): whistle
and sing are focussed as shown in (22). Since I assume that elided material cannot be
focussed, the focus marks of the two verbs must only be associated with the first position
they are linked to. To license VP-ellipsis, I assume following Rooth (1992) that some
constituent YP containing the elided VP must be such that a focus alternative of YP
occurs in the previous discourse. In structure (22), this condition is fulfilled if we consider
the YP indicated in (24): Within YP, sing is dominated by an F-feature and therefore
replacing sing with whistle is a focus alternative of YP.

(24)

YP
︷ ︸︸ ︷

when I [

sing

—]F you don’t [say I shouldn’t —]△

Note however, that YP must include the when-clause for ellipsis to be licensed. In (25), a
smaller domain for ellipsis licensing is indicated. But, in this domain no F-mark dominates
sing, and therefore replacing sing with whistle does not result in a focus alternative.

(25) when I [

sing

—]]F

YP
︷ ︸︸ ︷

you don’t [say I shouldn’t —]△

This interaction between the parallelism domain and focus dependency will become im-
portant below.

7
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3 Predictions of the Analysis

In this section, I first show that the structure sharing analysis predicts those properties of
focus dependency already discussed above. I then show how additional facts about focus
dependency corroborate the structure sharing analysis.

3.1 Category Indifference

The examples of focus dependency discussed up to now, have already shown that focus
dependencies are available for any category: VP in (2), NP in (4), IP in (11). This state of
affairs is exactly predicted by the structure sharing analysis because there is no motivation
to restrict structure sharing to a particular syntactic category.

3.2 Basic Configurational Requirements

The basic configurational requirements of a focus dependency were also already intro-
duced. Example (2) shows that focus dependency is not constrained by c-command.
Example (15) shows that a sentence boundary blocks a focus dependency. Clause bound-
edness is a natural restrictions for structure sharing because syntactic structures are build
clause by clause, and therefore no interclausal syntactic relationships exist. Whether c-
command constraints syntactic operations is rather debated. For example, Bobaljik and
Brown (1997) argue that copying should not be constrained in this way. I adopt this
assumption for structure sharing rather than copying. Then it is predicted that structure
sharing is available in examples like (2).

3.3 Extraction

The analysis predicts no restriction on extraction from elided phrases that receive a focus-
dependent interpretation. This follows in some way, however, from the category indiffer-
ence of structure sharing. Consider again the sluicing example (11) (repeated in (26)).

(26) If you email someone you can look up later who △1, but if you call someone you
can’t △2.
△1 = you emailed t, △2 = look up who you called t

In this case, I assume that VP structure sharing as shown in (27a) is not possible since pre-
sumably someone and the trace of extraction of who are not formally identical. However,
the representation shown in (27b) remains available if structure sharing is truly category
indifferent.

(27) a. ∗If

you email someone

— you look up later whoj [—]△

b. If

you

—

email

— someone you look up later whoj [— — tj]△

Further support for the availability of multiple structure sharing comes from (28), which
allows a partially focus dependent interpretation.

8
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Focus Dependency as Structure Sharing 9

(28) When I play the violin, you say I shouldn’t △1, but when I sit at the piano, you
don’t △2.
△1 = play the violin, △2 = say I shouldn’t play the piano

This interpretation is captured by the representation in (29):

(29) when I sit at [

the piano

—]F, you don’t [say I shouldn’t play —]△

However, it remains to be investigated to what extent such mixed readings are available.
For example, the indicated mixed interpretation seems to be hard to obtain in (30).

(30) When I kill a fish, you say I shouldn’t △1, but when I catch a squid, you don’t △2.
△1 = kill the fish, △ = say I shouldn’t kill the squid

3.4 Formal Link

Examples (6) and (9) above provide evidence for a formal link between the two elements of
a focus dependency. On the structure sharing analysis, the formal link is forced because the
two elements of a focus dependency are the same syntactic material. Consider for example
the structure-sharing analysis for (9b) in (31). Because the noun car with grammatical
gender masc is linked to two positions in the syntactic structure, both must have the same
grammatical gender.

(31) who with

the.masc car.masc

— comes must him it.masc — park

The four properties of focus dependency discussed in this and the previous subsections
are all the properties already mentioned in the discussion of the binding and focus based
approaches. I showed that these properties are straightforwardly captured by the structure
sharing analysis, while they created difficulties for the other two proposals. In the following
subsections, I discuss properties of focus dependency not mentioned yet in this paper.

3.5 Bound-Variable Like Behavior

The bound-variable like behavior is clearly displayed by Kratzer’s (1991) Tanglewood
example in (32).7

(32) I only went to [Tanglewood]F because you did △.
△ = go to Tanglewood

Kratzer notes that (32) is different from (33) with double-focus. Namely, the focus alter-
native to the overt and elided occurrence of Tanglewood in (32) must covary, while only
(33) allows the continuation I didn’t go to Lubbock because you went to Williamstown,
which requires a non-covarying focus alternative.

7Similar examples are of course possible with a VP focus dependency and probably with other cate-
gories too:

(i) I only SING because you told me to.
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10 Uli Sauerland

(33) I only went to [Tanglewood]F because you went to [Tanglewood]F.

The difference between (32) and (33) follows from the fact that only (33) allows the
structure sharing analysis in (34). For (33), such a representation is not available since I
assume that structure shared material must not be pronounced more than once.

(34) I only went to [

Tanglewood

—]F because you did [go to —]△

3.6 Ellipsis Requirement on Dependents

The contrast between examples (32) and (33) already shows that a focus dependency
requires ellipsis of the dependent. This also holds for examples like (2) where the focus
dependency is required for ellipsis licensing as Schwarz (1999) discusses. Example (35)
shows that when sing in (2) is not elided, but spelled out, it must be focused.

(35) (Schwarz 1999, (8b))
When I [WHISTLE]F you say I shouldn’t △, but when I SING you don’t say I
shouldn’t [SING]F/# sing
△ = whistle

The difference between (2) and (35) follows on the structure sharing analysis from the
condition that structure shared material must be pronounced only in one position. While
in (35) structure sharing is possible in the when-clause, this is not sufficient to license
destressing of the second occurrence of sing.

Schwarz also considers already the case in (36) with ellipsis in the second conjunct, but
not in the first. Schwarz claims that (36) allows the focus dependent reading, but reports
in a footnote that it it not as easily available as in other cases. For my informants, (36)
did not allow the focus dependent interpretation easily, hence I mark it here as being only
very marginally available.

(36) (Schwarz (1999):(12) with different judgment)
∗?When I whistle you say I shouldn’t whistle, but when I sing you don’t △.
△ = say I shouldn’t sing

A similar intermediate status is obtained for the sloppy interpretation of (37).

(37) ∗?The policeman who arrested John hit John, and the policeman who arrested Bill
did too △.
△ = hit Bill

The intermediate status of (36) and (37) is predicted by the structure sharing analysis.
While the second conjunct of (36) can have the structure sharing analysis in (38), the
focus alternative obtained by replacing sing with whistle is not available in the discourse
as an antecedent because the first conjunct does not allow a structure sharing analysis.

(38) when I [

sing

—]F you don’t [say I shouldn’t —]△
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However, this focus alternative is entailed by the first conjunct. There is evidence that
VP-ellipsis can be licensed via an entailment (Rooth 1992, Fox 1999) in some cases.
The marginality of VP-ellipsis in (36), I propose, follows from the fact that there is an
alternative completion of the ellipsis site, namely say I shouldn’t whistle, which is licensed
without drawing an entailment from the antecedent first.

3.7 Antecedent Focus Requirement

The three analysis of focus dependency differ with respect to the role of focus on the
antecedent:8 For the binding based analysis, focus plays no role; for the focus based
analysis, focus must be on the antecedent; and for the structure sharing analysis, the
antecedent must be part of a focus. (39) is a test for the distinction between the latter
two analyses. The German translation of (39) is acceptable in the context of a discussion
of whether I have problems talking with Mary and her family.

(39) When I met Mary’s father, I talked to him and when I met [her]F, I did △, too.
△ = talk to Mary

The acceptability of (39) is predicted by the structure sharing analysis, but not by the
focus based analysis. (40) shows the structure sharing analysis of the second conjunct of
(39): her contains an elided definite description Mary that is structure shared, but her
itself is in focus. Therefore, the replacing Mary with Mary’s father is a focus alternative
of (40).

(40) when I met [her [

Mary

—]△ I did [talk to —]△

On the focus based analysis, however, the antecedent Mary itself must bear a focus mark,
which would then be copied into the ellipsis site. But the antecedent Mary in (39) is itself
elided, and the prior occurrence of Mary is not necessarily focussed.9 I conclude therefore
that (39) provides an additional argument against the focus based analysis.

On the binding based analysis, it is easy to account for (39) because binding does not
depend on focus. To distinguish between the predictions of the binding based analysis
and the structure sharing analysis, examples where the antecedent in a focus dependency
is not part of a larger focus are necessary. Unfortunately it is difficult to find relevant
facts, and I leave this matter for future research.10

3.8 Dependency Parallelism

Dependency parallelism is a condition Fiengo and May (1994) observe for the sloppy
interpretation of a bound pronoun. It requires the antecedents of the two pronouns to be

8Bernhard Schwarz (p.c.) alerted me to this fact.
9One could, of course, assume that when copying to fill ellipsis sites, the source is always the first

occurrence of a phrase in a discourse, which usually would bear focus. But, this seems implausible to me.
10(i) is my best current attempt, but it’s not presently clear whether intonational marking do can create

a VP-focus.

(i) ??When I sing you say I shouldn’t. I started to whistle, because when I do, you don’t.
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12 Uli Sauerland

in structurally parallel positions. In Sauerland (1998), I point that a sloppy interpretation
is unavailable in (41) in contrast with (5).11

(41) ∗The policeman who John talked to read him his rights and the policeman who
arrested Bill did △, too.
△ = read Bill Bill’s rights

Dependency parallelism follows from the structure sharing analysis because ellipsis can
only be licensed in a domain that includes the antecedent: For (41), this would be the
domain YP indicated in (42). But, no focus alternative of (42) occurs in the discourse.

(42)

YP
︷ ︸︸ ︷

the policeman who [arrested]F [

Bill

—]F did [read him — his rights]△

The focus based analysis does not predict the dependency parallelism condition because it
does not assume any condition other than LF-copying for ellipsis licensing. Of the binding
based analyses, only those predict dependency parallelism that require a wide domain like
(42) for ellipsis licensing. This is the case for the extraction analysis described first in
section 2.1, but not for the center index based analysis of Hardt (2003).

3.9 Structure Sharing and MaxElide

MaxElide is a new condition on ellipsis licensing first described by Takahashi and Fox
(2005), which requires the deletion of as much of a parallelism domain as possible. As
stated above, I assume that a parallelism domain (or ellipsis licensing domain) is a phrase
such that a focus alternative of it occurs in the discourse. For ellipsis licensing, I assume
the two conditions in (43):

(43) a. Ellipsis of XP must be licensed by a parallelism domain YP that dominates
XP. (Rooth 1992)

b. MaxElide: There must be no XP′ dominated by YP and dominating XP such
that XP′ can be elided.

As Takahashi and Fox (2005) argue, MaxElide has no effect in many examples because
the position of parallelism domains is flexible. For example, ellipsis can target either the
higher or lower phrase in (44) depending on the choice of parallelism domain.

(44) (Takahashi and Fox 2005, (12))

a. John said Mary likes Peter.
︸ ︷︷ ︸

parallelism domain
BILL also did [say she likes Peter]△

b. John said Mary likes Peter. BILL also said
︸ ︷︷ ︸

parallelism domain
she does [like Peter]△

11Tomioka (1999, 222) argues for a different conclusion. However, his examples allow implicational
bridging (cf. Rooth (1992)): For example, the first conjunct of (i)—one of Tomioka’s examples—entails
that people in New York hate its subway system. (41) controls for implicational bridging.

(i) Those who live in New York hate its subway system, and people in Tokyo do △, too.
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MaxElide only has an effect when small parallelism domains are blocked. Following Rooth
(1992), Takahashi and Fox (2005) assume that binding blocks small parallelism domains.
Therefore, a sloppy interpretation is blocked when ellipsis is not maximal as in (45b).

(45) (Takahashi and Fox (2005, (5)) after Sag (1976, p. 131))

a. John said Mary hit him, and
︸ ︷︷ ︸

parallelism domain
BILL λx also did [x say Mary hit x]△

b. ∗John said Mary hit him, and BILL λy also y said
︸ ︷︷ ︸

parallelism domain
she did [hit y]△

The different accounts of focus dependency make different predictions for the interaction
with MaxElide. The deciding factor is whether ellipsis licensing requires a focus domain
that includes the antecedent. Since binding based analyses other than Hardt’s and the
structure sharing based analysis require such a wide parallelism domain, they predict that
MaxElide effects should be observed with focus dependencies. The center binding and the
focus based analysis make the opposite prediction. The facts in (46) and (47) bear out
the prediction of the former set of analyses.

(46) a. The policeman who arrested John threatened to hit him △1, and the policeman
who arrested Bill did △2, as well.
△1 = John, △2 = threaten to hit Bill

b. ∗?The policeman who arrested John threatened to hit him △1, and the policeman
who arrested Bill threatened to △2, as well.
△1 = John, △2 = hit Bill

(47) a. When I sing you say it is nice that I do △1, but when I whistle you don’t △2

△1 = sing, △2 = say it is nice that I whistle
b. ∗When I sing you say it is nice that I do △1, but when I whistle you don’t say

it is △2

△1 = sing, △2 = nice that I whistle

Specifically the structure sharing analysis predicts the contrast in (47) in the following
way: Consider the structure of the second conjunct in (48). The only parallelism for
which the first conjunct is a possible antecedent is the entire second conjunct because any
domain that does not include the when-clause does not contain an F-feature dominating
whistle. Therefore MaxElide dictates the the biggest subconstituent of this domain that
can be elided must be: ellipsis of the VP headed by say is forced.

(48) when I [

whistle

—]F you don’t [say it is nice that I do —]△

I conclude that the interaction of MaxElide and focus dependencies provides another
argument again center binding and the focus based analysis of focus dependencies.

3.10 Cross-Over Constraint

Focus-dependency is subject to a kind of cross-over constraint. Tomioka (1999, 220)
observes that a sloppy interpretations is unavailable in (49) (see also Safir (2005, 51)).
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14 Uli Sauerland

(49) ∗The guy who likes him gave John a present, and the guy who doesn’t △ gave Bill
nothing.
△ = likes Bill

On the structure sharing analysis, (50) requires an additional constraint. One possibility
is a requirement that there is a condition that structure shared material must always
pronounced in the left-most position it is linked to. This condition is violated in the
structure (50).12

(50) the guy who like him

John

— gave [—]F a present

4 Conclusion

This paper argues for an analysis of focus dependency on the basis of structure sharing.
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Embedded Evidentials in Bulgarian∗

Uli Sauerland and Mathias Schenner
ZAS Berlin

Abstract

We consider evidentials embedded in complement clauses with new data from
Bulgarian. For Tibetan, Garrett has shown that embedded evidentials are always
shifted to the perspective of the reported speech. In Bulgarian, we show that such
a shift is almost never possible. This shows that Bulgarian evidentials should not
be analyzed as modals, but rather as presuppositional.

1 Introduction

1.1 Embedded Evidentials and Shifting

Evidentials are linguistic markers that indicate the speaker’s source of information, e.g.
direct observation, hearsay or inference (Chafe and Nichols 1986, Aikhenvald 2004). It
is often suggested that they do not contribute to the proposition expressed, but operate
on the speech act level. If so, one would not expect evidentials to be embeddable. And
indeed, for many languages it is claimed that evidentials can not be embedded at all:

“A fair number of languages do not have any evidentials in subordinate clauses;
these include Abkhaz, Qiang, Eastern Pomo, Tariana and Jarawa.” (Aikhenvald
2003, 17)

On the other hand, we do find isolated examples of embedded evidentials, for example in
Qiang (LaPolla 2003, 75, ex.41), Shipibo-Konibo (Valenzuela 2003, 38, ex.11), Western
Apache (de Reuse 2003, 90, ex.22) and Cusco Quechua (Faller 2006, 6, ex.7b). But the
status of such isolated examples and their semantics often remain unclear. At this point
it is not possible to make cross-linguistic generalizations concerning the embeddability of
evidentials, because most descriptive grammars simply don’t state whether evidentials are
allowed in embedded clauses and what their semantics is.

In fact, we are aware of only one extensive discussion of evidentials in complement clauses,1

namely Garrett (2001, ch.5) on Tibetan evidentials under propositional attitude verbs.
His two main observations for Tibetan are the following:

First, embedded evidentiality is only possible under verbs of speaking (lab ‘to say’,
skad.cha dris ‘to ask’) and thinking (bsam ‘to think’, yid.ches yod ‘to believe’), not other

∗We are very grateful to Penka Stateva and Dora Toneva for patiently thinking through complex
scenarios and sharing the native intuitions with us. We also thank Milena Kühnast for some consultation.
This paper was presented at the Semantiknetzwerk 5 meeting in Berlin, funded by the DFG (grant SA
925/2-1) and at Sinn und Bedeutung 11 in Barcelona, and we thank both audiences for their helpful
comments. Finally, we gratefully acknowledge the financial support for this work that came from the
German Research Foundation DFG (grant SA 921/1-2 to Uli Sauerland) and from the European Union,
Sixth Framework Program (project CHLaSC).

1McCready and Ogata (2006) convincingly demonstrate that certain Japanese evidentials can be em-
bedded in conditionals and under certain sorts of negation. However, they do not discuss (the semantic
effects of) embedding under complement-taking predicates, which is our central interest in this paper.

Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 11, E. Puig-Waldmüller (ed.), Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra, pp.525-539.
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2 Uli Sauerland and Mathias Schenner

attitude verbs (ha.go ‘to know, understand’, thong ‘to see’, re.ba ‘to hope’). Garrett
(2001, 215) argues that Tibetan evidentials have a performative component that requires
them to occur in assertive contexts, provided by verbs of speech and thought, but not
other embedding predicates.

Second, embedded evidentials are no longer speaker-oriented, as illustrated in (1):

(1) a. yang.chen
Yangchen

dge.rgan
teacher

red
[ind cop]

‘Yangchen is a teacher.’ (Speaker’s source: hearsay/inference)
(Garrett 2001, 13, ex.3)

b. bkra.shis
Tashi

kho
he

dge.rgan
teacher

red
[ind cop]

bsam-gi-‘dug
think-[dir imp]

‘Tashii thinks hej is a teacher.’ (Tashi’s source: hearsay/inference)
(Garrett 2001, 211, ex.7b)

Following Garrett (2001, 4), we call the person from whose perspective a given evidential
is evaluated the evidential origo. If the evidential origo is not the speaker of the actual
speech act, we call it shifted. For example, in (1a), the unembedded case, the evidential
origo is the speaker, while in the embedded case (1b), it is the attitude holder (Tashi).
More generally, in Tibetan, the evidential origo of embedded evidentials is always the
attitude holder. In other words: embedded evidentials are always shifted.

This phenomenon of evidential shift is reminiscent of the phenomenon of indexical shift
(Schlenker 1999, Schlenker 2003, von Stechow 2003, Anand and Nevins 2004). In English,
indexical ‘I’ always refers to the speaker of the actual speech act, even in embedded
contexts (cf. (2a)). In Amharic, things are different: If the first person pronoun is
embedded under a verb of speech or thought, it can refer to either the speaker of the
actual speech act, like in English, or to the speaker of the reported speech act (cf. (2b)).
In the latter reading, the indexical is called shifted.

(2) a. John said that I am sick.

b. john
John

Jägna
hero

näNN
I-am

yt-lall
says-3sg.m

(Amharic)

‘John says that I’m a hero.’
‘John says that he’s a hero.’

In this paper we investigate whether embedded evidentials in Bulgarian shift and un-
der which conditions. In subsection 1.2 we introduce the basic evidential distinctions in
Bulgarian. Section 2 is devoted to the reportative evidential, section 3 to the dubitative.

Our main results will be: First, predicates differ in whether they allow evidential markers
in their complements (‘say’ and ‘read’ allow them, ‘believe’ and ‘see’ typically don’t).
Second, unlike epistemic modals Bulgarian evidential markers usually remain unshifted,
except in certain contexts. Third, evidential markers can be shifted independently of other
indexical elements in the clause (vs. Anand and Nevins (2004)), but there is a violable
preference to shift the evidential markers together.

1.2 Bulgarian evidential categories

All languages of the Balkan Sprachbund (except Greek) developed evidentiality systems,
presumably under Turkish influence. Bulgarian (and more generally Balkan Slavic) pos-

2
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Shifting Evidentials in Bulgarian 3

sesses at least three kinds of verbal evidential markers (cf. e.g. Radeva (2003), Friedman
(1986)):

1. direct (dir) (aka confirmative, witnessed)

2. reportative (rep) (aka nonconfirmative, renarrative, perfect of evidentiality)

3. dubitative (dub)

In the system of Aikhenvald (2004), Bulgarian is classified as type A1 Firsthand vs. Non-
firsthand (ibid., 288, 298), or as type A2 Nonfirsthand vs everything else (ibid., 264),
or – probably more accurate and in accordance with our presentation – as A1 with an
A2 subsystem (Friedman 2003, 191). Friedman (2003) distinguishes ‘confirmative’ (cor-
responding to our ‘direct’) and ‘nonconfirmative’ (corresponding to our ‘reportative’ and
‘dubitative’). The distinction between reportative and dubitative is not strictly evidential
in nature, since both indicate the same type of source of information (namely indirect ev-
idence), but the dubitative additionally conveys that the speaker has considerable doubts
concerning the truth of the proposition expressed.

The direct is morphologically unmarked and indicates that the speaker has firsthand
evidence for the proposition expressed. (The same form is also used as a default for
general knowledge.) For example, (3) conveys that the speaker directly witnessed that
Todor has red hair. It would be odd to use this sentence if the speaker has only ever
spoken with Todor on the phone.

(3) Todor
Todor

ima
has.dir

červena
red

kosa
hair

‘I know from my own experience that Todor has red hair’

The reportative is realized by a verbal suffix -l and indicates that the speaker has repor-
tative evidence for the proposition expressed, i.e. somebody told him, as illustrated in
(4).2 Reportative forms are required in free indirect discourse (Radeva 2003, 149).

(4) Todor
Todor

imal
has-rep

červena
red

kosa
hair

‘I was told that Todor has red hair.’

The reportative forms are identical to the perfect form, except in the 3rd person, where the
perfect does not allow auxiliary drop at least in the Eastern dialects (Friedman (1986)).3

In these dialects, (4) is unambiguously a reportative form, while (5) is interpreted as
present perfect.

(5) Todor
Todor

e
be.pres

imal
has-perf

červena
red

kosa
hair

‘Todor has had red hair’

2The same form can also be used to indicate inferential indirect evidence (cf. Izvorski (1997)). However,
we will exclusively focus on reportative readings in this paper.

3One of our informants is actually a speaker of the Sofia dialect in the West, but she shared all the
relevant intuitions with our Eastern informant.
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4 Uli Sauerland and Mathias Schenner

Bulgarian also has a dubitative form, which we will argue has an evidential component.
The dubitative is morphologically realized in a periphrastic form: be+perf and partici-
ple+perf, illustrated in (6). It contributes two meaning components, namely that the
speaker has only indirect evidence for the proposition expressed and that he has doubts
concerning its truth.

(6) Todor
Todor

bil
be-rep

imal
have-dub

červena
red

kosa
hair

‘I was told that Todor has red hair, but I doubt it.’

2 The Reportative

2.1 Embedding the reportative

In Bulgarian, evidential distinctions are not restricted to main clauses. At least certain
predicates allow evidentials to occur in their complements. We use constructed scenarios
to control for the evidential origo in the following test sentences. The relevant parameters
for the reportative are the evidential origo (Sp(eaker), Su(bject)) and the type of the
information source (Dir(ect), Rep(ortative evidence)). For example, Dir(Sp) means that
the speaker of the sentence has direct evidence for the embedded proposition.

(7) Scenario types:

Dir(Sp) Rep(Sp)

Dir(Su) (8)
Rep(Su) (9)

If the evidential source of speaker and matrix subject match, as in the shaded cells of
the table, we expect the corresponding evidential marker: dir for 〈Dir(Sp),Dir(Su)〉 and
rep for 〈Rep(Sp),Rep(Su)〉. The unshaded cells are the interesting cases, where speaker
and subject source don’t match. For embedding under kaza (‘say ’), relevent scenarios are
given in (8) and (9).4

(8) Scenario: Maria saw Todor’s hair and tells me “Todor ima červena kosa” (Todor
has red hair). I believe her.

a. ? Maria
Maria

kaza
said

če
that

Todor
Todor

ima
has-dir

červena
red

kosa.
hair

b. Maria
Maria

kaza
said

če
that

Todor
Todor

imal
has-rep

červena
red

kosa.
hair

In (8b), uttered in the given context, rep indicates that the speaker has indirect evidence
for the proposition that Todor has red hair, i.e. embedded rep receives an unshifted
interpretation. The relative acceptability of (8a) without reportative morphology, we
believe, reflects the use of the direct reporting common knowledge. It seems reasonable for
the speaker to accept Maria’s first-hand knowledge as common knowledge. Consequently,
we found that omission of rep is more sharply ill-formed if both speaker and subject have
only indirect evidence.

4All our data has been checked with two consultants independently (Dora Toneva and Penka Stateva).
The two show a high degree of agreement.
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Shifting Evidentials in Bulgarian 5

(9) Scenario: Milena told Maria that Todor has red hair and Maria believes her. Maria
says: “Todor imal červena kosa.” I saw Todor’s red hair with my own eyes.

a. Maria
Maria

kaza
said

če
that

Todor
Todor

ima
has-dir

červena
red

kosa.
hair

b. * Maria
Maria

kaza
said

če
that

Todor
Todor

imal
has-rep

červena
red

kosa.
hair

(9b) shows that the reportative cannot receive a shifted interpretation under kaza. Since
embedded rep is incompatible with a context like (9), where the speaker has direct
evidence for the embedded proposition, we conclude that embedded rep requires a speaker
oriented interpretation. The following table summarizes our findings for embedding dir

and rep under kaza.

(10) Embedding evidentials under kaza:

Dir(Sp) Rep(Sp)

Dir(Su) dir,*rep ?dir,rep

Rep(Su) dir,*rep *dir,rep

2.2 Semantics of the Reportative

Our semantics of embedding rests on the following basic assumptions: First, matrix and
embedded clauses are predicates of individuals (Lewis 1979). Second, we adopt a fully
extensional treatment of possible worlds (Cresswell 1990, Percus 2000, Schlenker 1999)
with λ-operators in the syntax that bind world variables. The first assumption then
entails that both matrix and embedded clauses are always initiated by a set of context
operators binding at least an individual and a world argument. Third, we assume that
indexicals can, in principle, be bound from either the matrix clause (x0 or w0 ), yielding
the unshifted reading, or the embedded clause (x or w), yielding the shifted reading.

(11) λx0 ,w0
Maria kaza λx ,w evid( , ) Todor ima červena kosa

For the purpose of this paper, we’ll use the following semantics of kaza/say :

(12) [[say]](w0 )(P )(s) = 1 iff ∀(x, w): (x, w) fulfills all assertions made by s in w0 →
P (x, w)

Let’s turn to the semantics of rep. There are several proposals for the semantics of
reportative markers in the literature, but none of them predicts the correct readings of
the embedded cases.

Option 1: Modal (Izvorski 1997). Izvorski (1997) analyses the Bulgarian reportative
as a must-like epistemic modal that additionally presupposes that the speaker has indirect
evidence for their claim. If there is no indirect evidence available, it would be odd to use
the reportative marker, as shown in (13b) from Izvorski (1997, 227).

(13) Knowing how much John likes wine . . .

a. . . . toj
he

trjabva
must

da e
is

izpil
drunk

vsičkoto
all-the

vino
wine

včera
yesterday

5
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6 Uli Sauerland and Mathias Schenner

b. # . . . toj
he

izpil
drunk-rep

vsičkoto
all-the

vino
wine

včera
yesterday

This contrast can be illustrated with a parallel English example: In the absence of available
indirect evidence, it is possible to use epistemic must (as in (14a)), but it would be odd
to use the evidential adverbial apparently (as in 14b).

(14) Knowing how much John likes wine . . .

a. . . . he must have drunk all the wine yesterday.

b. # . . . he apparently drank all the wine yesterday.

Formally, Izvorski (1997) analyzes the reportative as an epistemic modal with an evidential
presupposition:

(15) The Interpretation of ev(p):
Assertion: ✷p in view of the speaker’s knowledge state
Presupposition: The speaker has indirect evidence for p

The use of a necessity operator in the assertion part seems somewhat counterintuitive,
especially if we think of cases in which the speaker relies on a report from a source that
is not entirely trustworthy. One of Izvorski’s reasons for using the box is that she aims to
develop a common semantics for all uses of the present perfect morphology which include
not only reportative, but also inferential uses. For inferential uses, the analysis in (15)
works fine, but it does not easily extend to reportative uses (cf. Faller (2002, 104–109)
for a detailed discussion of this point).

If we try to apply a modality-based analysis like (15) to embedded occurrences of the
reportative, we face another two problems: First, we would expect rep to shift, because
it is analysed as an epistemic modal and embedded epistemic modals always shift (cf.
Stephenson (2005), Hacquard (2006, 137)), as illustrated in (16). In (16b) it is not the
belief worlds of the speaker that are claimed to entail that it is raining, but the belief
worlds of John.

(16) a. It must be raining

b. John thinks it must be raining

Second, the intuitively plausible assumption in (15) that the reportative contributes to
the assertion leads to severe problems in the embedded cases. (17) means that Maria said
that Todor has red hair. But Izvorski predicts it to mean that Maria said that Todor must
have red hair.

(17) Maria
Maria

kaza
said

če
that

Todor
Todor

imal
has-rep

červena
red

kosa.
hair

(18) Presupposition: The speaker has indirect evidence that Todor has red hair.

Assertion: Maria said: λx,w ✷ λy,v(Todor has red hair(y, v)) in view of the speaker’s
knowledge state

Option 2: Weak assertion. McCready and Asher (2006) present an sdrt analysis of
Japanese evidentials that is close in spirit to Izvorski’s account, especially for inferential
evidentials. The treatment of reportatives differs in that their contribution to the assertion

6
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Shifting Evidentials in Bulgarian 7

does not contain any modal element. As illustrated in (19), the reportative element soo-
da weakens the assertion considerably: It is only required that there is somebody who
believes the proposition the evidential applies to.

(19) Japanese: soo-da(φ)

a:

π

π :
x

believe(x, φ)
∂:

e
Hearsay-Evidence(e, π)

(McCready and Ogata 2006, 38)

Again, this analysis is plausible for unembedded occurences of the reportative, but as
soon as we try to account for embedded cases, we get into trouble. If we transferred the
analysis to Bulgarian, we would predict the reading in (20) for (17).

(20) Assertion: Maria said that there is some individual who believes that Todor has
red hair

Presupposition: There is hearsay-evidence that Todor has red hair

Clearly, the assertion part is too weak in (20).5 The moral for Bulgarian seems to be:
Don’t let embedded reportatives modify the assertion directly.

Option 3: Illocutionary Modifier. Another analysis of reportative markers locates
their contribution at the speech act level. Faller (2002) analyses reportative Cusco
Quechua -si as an illocutionary modifier. According to (21), the reportative changes
the illocutionary force from assert to present and replaces the sincerity condition that
the speaker believes that p by the condition that there is reportative evidence for p.

(21) -si:
assert(p)
sinc=

{

Bel(s, p)
} &−→

present(p)
sinc=

{

∃s2 (Assert(s2 , p) ∧ s2 /∈ {h, s}
}

While this analysis is attractive for Cusco Quechua, where the reportative, and evidentials
in general, cannot be embedded, it is problematic for Bulgarian. If analysed as illocution-
ary modifiers, along the lines of (21), embedded occurrences of the reportative would have
to take scope over the whole proposition. For (17), we would get the analysis in (22a)
instead of the correct one in (22b).

(22) a. prop: Maria said that Todor has red hair
evid: The speaker has reportative evidence that Maria said that Todor has
red hair

b. prop: Maria said that Todor has red hair
evid: The speaker has reportative evidence that Todor has red hair

5McCready and Ogata (2006) present an alternative account of Japanese evidentials using probabilistic
dynamic predicate logic, but as far as we can tell, the analysis cannot be tranferred to Bulgarian either,
for exactly the same reason.

7
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8 Uli Sauerland and Mathias Schenner

Our Analysis. We propose the purely presuppositional lexical entry for rep in (23).
There are two differences to Izvorski’s entry in (15): First, we replaced reference to
the speaker by variables to handle potential shifting of the evidential origo. Second,
we removed the modal component in the assertion part to get correct predictions for
embedded occurences of the reportative.

(23) [[rep]](y, v)(p)
Presupposition: y has in v reportative evidence for p
Assertion: p

The following binding condition ensures that the reportative receives a speaker oriented
interpretation:

(24) Binding condition:

The arguments of rep y and v must be bound by the context operators of the
matrix clause.

The examples in (25) have the same presupposition, namely that the speaker has indirect
evidence for the proposition that Todor has red hair.

(25) a. λx0 ,w0
Todor has-rep(x0 , w0 ) red hair

b. λx0 ,w0
Maria said λx ,w that Todor has-rep(x0 , w0 ) red hair

There is one objection against (23) that immediately comes to mind: Isn’t the assertion
part much too strong? After all, one point of using the reportative is to signal that the
speaker isn’t committed to the truth of p, or at least not to the same degree as if he
uttered the sentence without the reportative.

However, in the embedded case, we need exactly that strong assertion part. Nothing
weaker will do, as our discussion of other analyses has shown. In the unembedded case,
notice that Bulgarian reportative seems to be different from Cusco Quechua and Japanese.
In Cusco Quechua (cf. (26a) from Faller (2002, 193)) and Japanese (cf. McCready and
Ogata (2006, 57)) it is possible to assert p-rep and ¬p without contradiction.

(26) a. Pay-kuna-s
(s)he-pl-rep

ñoqa-man-qa
I-illa-top

qulqi-ta
money-acc

saqiy-wa-n,
leave-1o-3

mana-má
not-surp

ni
not

un
one

sol-ta
Sol-acc

saqi-sha-wa-n-chu
leave-prog-1o-3-neg

‘They left me money, but they didn’t leave me one sol.’
Ev: It is said/They said that they left me money.

b. * Todor
Todor

imal
has-rep

červena
red

kosa
hair

no
but

vsǎštnost
in fact

kosata
hair.the

mu
his

e
is

černa
black

(Attempted:) ‘I was told that Todor has red hair – but in fact his hair is
black.’

In contrast, in Bulgarian the speaker cannot use p-rep if he knows that p is false. Hence
it is not possible to assert p-rep and ¬p at the same time (this is shown in (26b)). If the
speaker wants to express his doubts, it is necessary to use the dubitative marker – the
topic of the next section.

8
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3 The Dubitative

3.1 Embedding the dubitative

The dubitative indicates indirect evidence and doubt. Morphologically, it is marked by
two occurrences of perfect morphology. We analyze these as two separate components:
rep and dub.

(27) Todor
Todor

bil
be-rep

imal
have-dub

červena
red

kosa
hair

‘I have reportative evidence that Todor has red hair, but I doubt that it’s true’

The use of the dubitative in unembedded contexts is described as having an exclamative
flavor (“As if Todor had red hair!”) (Radeva 2003). Embedding the dubitative under
kaza is grammatical. We again use constructed scenarios to control for the evidential
origo in the following test sentences. For the dubitative we need the additional parameter
doubt (Dbt) in our scenarios. For example, Dbt(Su) means that the matrix subject doubts
the modified proposition in the given scenario. As we will see below, it matters whether
the speaker believes that the subject has direct evidence in the case Rep(Sp), Dbt(Sp),
Dir(Su).

(28) Scenario types:

Dir(Su) Rep(Su) Rep(Su), Dbt(Su)

Dir(Sp) (30)
Rep(Sp)

Rep(Sp), Dbt(Sp) (31)/(32) (29)

The first scenario tests whether dub can remain unshifted in embedded contexts. We
take the acceptability of (29c) to establish this.

(29) Scenario: Milena told Maria that Todor has red hair and Maria believes her. Maria
tells me: “Todor imal červena kosa.” However, I saw that Todor has white hair.

a. ?* Maria
Maria

kaza
said

če
that

Todor
Todor

ima
has-dir

červena
red

kosa.
hair

b. ? Maria
Maria

kaza
said

če
that

Todor
Todor

imal
has-rep

červena
red

kosa.
hair

c. Maria
Maria

kaza
said

če
that

Todor
Todor

bil
be-rep

imal
has-dub

červena
red

kosa.
hair

In this scenario the speaker doubts the information provided by Maria because of conflict-
ing direct evidence. Since both the speaker and Maria have reportative evidence for the
embedded proposition, it is clear that the direct cannot be used. The dubitative compo-
nent dub in (29c) has to be speaker oriented, since Maria doesn’t doubt the proposition
that Todor has red hair in the given context.

The next scenario tests whether the dubitative can also shift. The unacceptability of the
dubitative in (30c) establishes that this this is not the case – the dubitative must remain
unshifted.

(30) Scenario: Milena told Maria that Todor has red hair but Maria doubts it. Maria
tells me: “Todor imal cervena kosa.” However, I saw Todor’s red hair, too.

9
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10 Uli Sauerland and Mathias Schenner

a. Maria
Maria

kaza
said

če
that

Todor
Todor

ima
has-dir

červena
red

kosa.
hair

b. * Maria
Maria

kaza
said

če
that

Todor
Todor

imal
has-rep

červena
red

kosa.
hair

c. * Maria
Maria

kaza
said

če
that

Todor
Todor

bil
be-rep

imal
has-dub

červena
red

kosa.
hair

We conclude that the dubitative component dub cannot be shifted, but has to be speaker
oriented. The next two scenarios show that the reportative rep above dub behaves
differently from dub itself: The unacceptability of (31c) shows that rep above dub

cannot remain unshifted.

(31) Maria met Todor and saw that he had red hair. Maria then says: “Todor ima
červena kosa.” However, I actually played an elaborate trick on Maria: While she
was asleep, I secretly put red contact lenses into her eyes which she hasn’t noticed
yet. So, while I can clearly see that Todor has white hair, Maria perceives it as
red.

a. Maria
Maria

kaza
said

če
that

Todor
Todor

ima
has-dir

červena
red

kosa.
hair

b. ? Maria
Maria

kaza
said

če
that

Todor
Todor

imal
has-rep

červena
red

kosa.
hair

c. * Maria
Maria

kaza
said

če
that

Todor
Todor

bil
be-rep

imal
has-dub

červena
red

kosa.
hair

In (31) the dubitative cannot be used although the speaker has untrusted reportative
evidence that Todor has red hair just as in (29). The only difference between the two
scenarios is that the subject, Maria, has reportative evidence in (29), but not in (31). We
conclude therefore, that rep above dub has to shift. Therefore, the subject of kaza must
have indirect evidence for the embedded proposition.

Scenario (32) shows a further subtlety: In this scenario, the speaker believes that the
subject has indirect evidence, while the subject herself believes to have direct evidence.
We found that the dubitative is acceptable in this scenario.

(32) Todor is a famous billionaire who, like Howard Hughes, few people have ever seen
and it’s not known what he looks like. Maria has never seen him, but recently she
dreamed of Todor and noticed that he had red hair. Now she thinks her dream
was reality and claims to have seen Todor with red hair, though I know it was just
a dream. However, I’m actually one of Todor’s few friends, and having seen him,
I know his hair is white.

a. ?? Maria
Maria

kaza
said

če
that

Todor
Todor

ima
has-dir

červena
red

kosa.
hair

b. ?? Maria
Maria

kaza
said

če
that

Todor
Todor

imal
has-rep

červena
red

kosa.
hair

c. Maria
Maria

kaza
said

če
that

Todor
Todor

bil
be-rep

imal
has-dub

červena
red

kosa.
hair

We conclude from the difference between (31) and (32) that the embedded rep above
dub requires that the speaker believe that the subject not have indirect evidence. This
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Shifting Evidentials in Bulgarian 11

can be captured formally in our account by the requirement that the world argument of
rep above dub must be bound by the context binders of the matrix clause, while the
individual argument must be bound by the context binders of the embedded clause.

The following table summarizes our findings for embedding the reportative and the du-
bitative under kaza. Dir(Su,w0 ) indicates that the speaker knows that the subject has
indirect evidence, whereas ¬Dir(Su,w0 ) indicates the opposite. This captures the differ-
ence between (31) and (32). For the reportative alone in the first and second line, as we
saw in the previous section, the evidence available to the subject alone did not matter.

(33) Embedding evidentials under kaza:6

Dir(Su,w0 ) ¬Dir(Su,w0 ) Rep(Su) Rep(Su), Dbt(Su)

Dir(Sp) dir,*rep,*dub dir,*rep,*dub dir,*rep,*dub dir,*rep,*dub

Rep(Sp) ?dir,rep,*dub ?dir,rep,*dub *dir,rep,*dub *dir,rep,*dub

Rep(Sp), Dbt(Sp) dir,?rep,*dub *dir,?rep,dub *dir,?rep,dub *dir,*rep,dub

3.2 Semantics of the Dubitative

As already mentioned, we analyze the dubitative as consisting of two separate components:
rep and dub. The semantics of dub is stated in (34). This is the same as the semantics
suggested for the subjunctive in Romanian (Brasoveanu 2006).

(34) [[dub]](y, v)(p)
Presupposition: p +⊂ Dox(y, v)
Assertion: p

Now consider the semantics of rep, first for an umembedded occurrence of dubitative like
(35) (repeated from (27)).

(35) Todor
Todor

bil
be-rep

imal
have-dub

červena
red

kosa
hair

‘I have reportative evidence that Todor has red hair, but I doubt that it’s true’

First assume that the reportative had the presuppositional meaning that we argue for
in section 2 in this case as well. The meaning predicted for (35) then consists of a
presupposition and an assertion: the presupposition is that the speaker does not believe
that Todor has red hair and the speaker has indirect evidence that Todor has red hair. The
assertion is that Todor has red hair. Since the assertion contradicts the presupposition,
the speaker would be asserting something he does not believe – which cannot be.

Therefore we assume that there is also the assertive lexical entry for [[rep]](y, v)(p) in
(36):

6The scenarios not mentioned in the text are as follows:
〈Dir(Sp),Rep(Su)〉: Milena told Maria that Todor has red hair and Maria believes her. Maria says:

“Todor imal cervena kosa.” I saw Todor’s red hair with my own eyes.
〈Rep(Sp),Dir(Su)〉: Maria saw that Todor had red hair. She tells me on the phone: “Todor ima cervena

kosa.” I believe her.
〈Rep(Sp),Rep(Su),Dbt(Su)〉: Milena told Maria that Todor has red hair but Maria doubts it. Maria

says: “Todor imal cervena kosa.” A close friend of mine also told me that he has seen Todor’s red hair
and I believe him.

11
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12 Uli Sauerland and Mathias Schenner

(36) Presupposition: –
Assertion: y has in v indirect evidence for p

Now, the predicted meaning for (27) is the following: It presupposes that the speaker
doesn’t believe that Todor has red hair, and asserts that the speaker has reportative ev-
idence that Todor has read hair. This captures the meaning of unembedded dubitative
forms correctly as far as we can see. We assume that the choice between the presuppo-
sitional and the assertive interpretation of rep is determined by context: In (27) only
the assertive interpretation can be used, because the presuppositional one is contradic-
tory. Similarly, when rep is embedded only the presuppositional interpretation can be
available: if rep was interpreted assertively in an embedded clause, but with its world ar-
gument position bound to the matrix clause w0 , the embedded proposition would denote
a constant property of worlds.7

Our claim that rep can have an assertive interpretation when it occurs as part of the
dubitative straightforwardly explains the distribution of the dubitative. While in lan-
guages like Romanian the dubitative form (formally, the subjunctive B) can only be used
in embedded clauses, the Bulgarian dubitative also occurs unembedded. On our analysis
this follows from the fact that the dubitative in Bulgarian is inherently embedded under
assertive rep.

For embedded dubitatives, we have established that, on the one hand, the dubitative com-
ponent always receives a speaker-oriented interpretation, and the reportative component,
on the other hand, must be interpreted in the following way: the speaker believes that
the subject of kaza has reportative evidence.

To explain these facts, we assume that dub is subject to a binding condition that its two
arguments must be bound to the matrix context operator. Furthermore for the rep above
dub, we can conclude that its world argument must be bound to the matrix context. This
will entail that this occurrence of rep must receive a presuppositional interpretation as
we argued above. The individual argument of rep above dub, however, must be bound
to the speaker, i.e. to the context operator in the embedded clause.

These generalizations completely describe the semantics of embedding evidentials below
kaza in Bulgarian. Can we extract any more general principles from these generalizations?
While dub is always speaker-oriented, rep exhibits a more complex behavior. If we con-
sider the abstract structure in (37), the table below summarizes the binding possibilities
for rep – a *-mark indicates that a certain binding pattern is not available:

(37) λx0λw0 [M. said λxλw] T. rep( ,w0) [dub] has red hair.

environment assertive? individual world

unembedded assertive, presuppositional x0 w0

umemb. with DUB assertive, *presuppositional x0 w0

embedded presuppositional, *assertive x0 , *x w0

emb. with DUB presuppositional, *assertive *x0 , x w0

The surprising fact about rep is that its individual argument position must be filled by
x0 when it does not occur above dub, but by x when its complement is headed by dub.

7We assume that world variable position in de re descriptions are ignored at this point (cf. Percus
(2000)).
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Shifting Evidentials in Bulgarian 13

Scenario (31) shows that the fully speaker-oriented interpretation of the rep above dub is
blocked, though it should be available. This interpretation gap remains unexplained. The
non-shiftability of the plain reportative on the other hand, can plausibly be attributed to
a preference to bind both the world and the individual argument of rep from the same
position. This would be an instance of the Shift-Together constraint of Anand and Nevins
(2004). But, this constraint is violated in case of the rep that is part of the dubitative.
Hence, it would have to be a violable constraint within our analysis.

4 More embedding predicates

So far we only considered embedding of evidentials under kaza (‘say’). Other utter-
ance predicates, for example spomena (‘mention’), behave similar. But there are other
types of predicates that allow evidentials in their complements, among them predicates of
knowledge and acquisition of knowledge like znae (‘know’), sânuva (‘discover’) or rezbra
(‘dream’). Of course, factive uses of sânuva (‘discover’) are not compatible with the
dubitative (38c), but embedding the reportative is possible (38b).

(38) a. Marija
Maria

rezbra
discovered

če
that

ima
is-dir

burja
storm

v
in

Ispanija
Spain

b. Marija
Maria

rezbra
discovered

če
that

imalo
is-rep

burja
storm

v
in

Ispanija
Spain

c. * Marija
Maria

rezbra
discovered

če
that

bilo
be-rep

imalo
is-dub

burja
storm

v
in

Ispanija
Spain

‘Maria discovered (found out) that there is a storm in Spain’

The reportative is even required in complements of rezbra (‘dream’), because the speaker
cannot have direct evidence for events happening in other people’s dreams (cf. (39)).

(39) a. * Marija
Maria

sânuva
dreams

če
that

ima
is-dir

burja
storm

v
in

Ispanija
Spain

b. Marija
Maria

sânuva
dreams

če
that

imalo
is-rep

burja
storm

v
in

Ispanija
Spain

‘Maria dreamed that there is a storm in Spain’

Interestingly, the reportative in complements of znae (‘know’) can be shifted: (40b) can
be used if the speaker has direct evidence for and told Maria that there is a storm in
Spain.

(40) a. Marija
Maria

znae
knows

če
that

ima
is-dir

burja
storm

v
in

Ispanija
Spain

b. Marija
Maria

znae
knows

če
that

imalo
is-rep

burja
storm

v
in

Ispanija
Spain

‘Maria knows that there is a storm in Spain’

Most embedding predicates seem not to allow evidentials in their complements at all.
Among the predicates we tested are propositional attitude verbs (vjerva ‘believe’, sâmnjava
‘doubt’, predpolaga ‘suspect’), perception predicates (čuva ‘hear’, čuvstva ‘feel’, vidja
‘see’), desiderative predicates (iska ‘want’) and pretence predicates (lâže ‘lie’). This pat-
tern is illustrated in (41) for vjarva (‘believe’).

13
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14 Uli Sauerland and Mathias Schenner

(41) a. Marija
Maria

vjarva
believes

če
that

ima
is-dir

burja
storm

v
in

Ispanija
Spain

b. * Marija
Maria

vjarva
believes

če
that

imalo
is-rep

burja
storm

v
in

Ispanija
Spain

‘Maria believes that there is a storm in Spain’

The following table shows the pattern which verbs allow embedded evidentials in Bulgar-
ian. For comparison, we added data from three other languages from Garrett (2001) and
our own fieldwork (reportative sollen in German and reportative soo-da in Japanese; the
Japanese data are preliminary).

(42) Predicates that accept evidential distinctions in their complements:

Bulgarian Tibetan German (Japanese)

say, speak + + + +
know + − + −

think, believe − + + −
see − − − −

5 Conclusion

Bulgarian embedding predicates differ in whether they allow evidentials in their comple-
ments. Utterance predicates and predicates of knowledge allow them, while most others
do not. Unlike epistemic modals and Tibetan evidentials they usually don’t shift in em-
bedded contexts but remain speaker oriented. Under kaza (‘say’) the simple reportative
rep and the dubitative dub are never shifted, but rep above dub can shift.
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ON FREQUENCY ADJECTIVES
1

Abstract

Frequency adjectives like occasional can occur, unexpectedly, in connection with nouns

which do not denote events: Agent Cooper likes an occasional cup of coffee. I provide a

full classification of these adjectives and formulate a solution in terms of event semantics

which keeps the core semantic contribution of frequency adjectives constant for normal

uses and marked uses with non-event nouns. This distinguishes my approach from previous

approaches which are merely partial and use non-standard ontologies and semantics for the

marked constructions.

1 The Problems with Frequency Adjectives

Events can have frequencies with which they occur, but non-event objects lack the required

temporal properties to be attributed a frequency. Thus, modification of an event noun by a

frequency adjective is as unproblematic as modification of a verb by a frequency adverb:

(1) a. Noam gives a yearly lecture on good and evil.

However, the following sentences are fine in English. The first one is a generic statement, the

second one allows a paraphrase including the adverbial occasionally:

(2) a. Agent Cooper likes an occasional cup of coffee.

b. Agent Cooper drinks an occasional cup of coffee.

These sentences look like a frequency is attributed to a cup of coffee, which is not plausible

ontologically. Once more, the two cases seem to be quite different. For example, the former

is restricted to kind level NP positions, the second one to individual level positions. Previous

accounts (cf. section 3) have only discussed one of these two marked cases, or even just the

second one, and they have produced analyses under which both marked readings differ from

each other siginificantly, and from the unmarked cases. In this paper, I follow the intuition

that all uses of frequency adjectives involve the same core semantic contribution, namely some

form of frequency quantification over events. A thorough classification of all sorts of frequency

adjectives in all sorts of readings is therefore required.

The paper is structured as follows: First, I provide a full classification of frequency adjectives,

their environments, and their readings in section 2. Then, I briefly sum up previous approaches,

pointing out their incompleteness and their strengths in section 3 before presenting my own

solution in section 4.

1I would like to thank Manfred Sailer, Martin Walkow, and Gert Webelhuth (in alphabetical order) of the Dept.

of English at Göttingen University for valuable discussion on the subject and feedback on previous versions. I

would also like to thank Maria Klapproth, a student at Göttingen University, for testing the data on a larger set of

native speakers. Any remaining errata and inadequacies are the result of me not listening to them.

Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 11, E. Puig-Waldmüller (ed.), Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra, pp.555-567.
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2 Roland Schäfer

2 A Full Classification

2.1 Three Readings

First of all, we have to distinguish three relevant readings (cf., e.g., (Stump 1981)): internal

reading, generic reading, and adverbial reading.

Although the internal reading is usually ignored in the literature (probably as trivial), it is in

the spirit of the current approach to search for a unified representation of meaning for frequency

adjectives in every existing reading. The internal reading occurs, as in (3), with agent nomi-

nalizations and informs the hearer about the frequency with which an agent performs the action

denoted by the nominalized verb.

(3) A frequent liar told Agent Cooper a story.

The generic reading also relates an event to a frequency, cf. (4). The meaning of the resulting

(kind level) NP seems to be resolvable within the NP, with the adjective temporally quantifying

over N-events (for any noun N). For the so-called adverbial reading, however, a paraphrase

containing an adverbial is appropriate (cf. (5)), allegedly making it neccesary for the adjective

to be semantically active outside of the nominal domain containing it.

(4) A daily walk is good for your health.

!⇔ Daily, a walk is good for your health.

(5) An occasional sailor strolled by. ⇔ Occasionally, a sailor strolled by.

2.2 Coocurrence with Types of Nouns

Let us now check which kinds of nouns the readings occur with. First of all, with event nominals

such as walk, the generic reading is exclusive, cf. (6). With agent nominals like liar, the internal

reading is strongly favored as in (7), but the adverbial reading and the generic reading seem to

be available in the appropriate contexts and given the right lexical choices (cf. (8)).

(6) Agent Cooper likes a daily walk.

(7) Agent Cooper hates occasional liars.

(8) Agent Cooper interviews/likes occasional liars.

a. ⇔ Occasionally, Agent Cooper interviews a liar. (adverbial reading)

b. ⇔ Agent Cooper likes to be occasionally involved in some event with a liar. (generic

reading)

As mentioned, frequency adjectives occur with nominals which are not in any way event-

denoting. Non-event nouns like cup of coffee are compatible with both the adverbial reading

and the generic reading, as demonstrated in (9) and (10). Notice that the generic reading is

restricted to kind-level argument positions (cf. Stump (1981) and Carlson (1977) or Krifka,

Pelletier, Carlson, ter Meulen, Chierchia and Link (1995) for the underlying ontological the-

ory). Of course, lexical choice plays a major role in the acceptability of the sentences.

(9) Agent Cooper drinks an occasional cup of coffee.

(10) A frequent cup of coffee keeps Agent Cooper awake.

2
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On Frequency Adjectives 3

2.3 Three Semantic Classes

Let me make some remarks on the different semantic classes of frequency adjectives. First of

all, there are absolute frequency adjectives like yearly which are fine in any reading besides

the adverbial reading with non-event nouns, cf. (11). The remaining cases of adjectives spec-

ifying relative frequencies split into relative frequency adjectives and relative infrequency

adjectives. Relative frequency adjectives like frequent also occur in all readings except in ad-

verbial reading with non-event nouns, cf. (12). Relative infrequency adjectives (which specify

frequencies perceived as low) like occasional are fine in any reading, cf. (13).

(11) a. A daily cup of coffee helped Sheriff Truman stay awake.

b. We hold a yearly convention.

c. He is a daily runner.

d. ∗Agent Cooper solved a yearly murder.

(12) a. A frequent cup of coffee helped Sheriff Truman stay awake.

b. We hold a frequent convention.

c. He is a daily runner.

d. ∗Agent Cooper solved a frequent murder.

(13) a. An occasional cup of coffee helped Sheriff Truman stay awake.

b. We hold an occasional convention.

c. He is an occasional runner.

d. Agent Cooper solved an occasional murder.

Notice that one important semantic property which distinguishes relative frequency adjectives

and relative infrequency adjectives is that the fomer are sensitive to the context as well as verbal

and nominal parameters in the sentence. In other words, what counts as frequent etc. can

be quite diverse, as demonstrated in (14). This point has to be taken into account for model-

theoretic solutions.

(14) a. During several Billion years, frequent mergers of galaxies took place.

b. In the plasma, a frequent change of the ions location was observed.

As a final note, let me point out that the distinction among relative frequency adjective and rela-

tive infrequency adjective might not be so clear, as some native speakers have recently informed

me.1 In (15), for example, we are clearly dealing with an adverbial reading (the paraphrase test

is successful), but regular can by no means be classified as specifying low frequency.

(15) At work, most agents of the Bureau drink their regular cup of coffee.

This concludes the cross-classification of frequency adjectives along (hopefully) all relevant

dimensions. In the next subsection, I will discuss some additional constraints related to the

linearization and coordination of frequency adjectives as well as restrictions on the choice of

the determiner for NPs containing a frequency adjective.

1I would like to thank the Barcelona audience for valuable comments on this matter.
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2.4 Linearization, Coordination, Determiner Selection

Frequency adjectives show a complex linearization behavior relative to other adjectives within

NPs. With all nouns except agent nominals (internal reading), they precede other adjectives:

(16). Even with intensional adjectives such as alleged, no other linearization occurs, mainly

because these seem to be incompatible with frequency adjectives anyway (cf. (17)). With

agent nominals, however, the exact reverse order is required: The frequency adjective has to be

adjacent to the noun (as in (18)).2

(16) ∗Agent Cooper likes a hot frequent cup of coffee.

(17) a. ? Agent Cooper drinks a frequent imaginary cup of coffee.

b. ∗Agent Cooper drinks an imaginary frequent cup of coffee.

(18) a. Laura was a beautiful frequent liar.

b. ∗Laura was a frequent beautiful liar.

Coordination with any other adjective is impossible (cf. (19)) which allows the conclusion that

the adjectives under discussion form their own subclass.

(19) a. ∗. . . a strong and occasional cup of coffee . . .

b. ∗. . . an alleged and frequent flyer . . .

Finally, I want to point out the fact, discussed in Zimmermann (2003), that NPs with frequency

adjectives in the generic reading or the adverbial reading occur only with a small set of determin-

ers, viz. a, the and a (in Zimmermann’s words) “bleached” version of your. This is true whether

the NP contains an event noun or a non-event noun. As far as I can see, this selection should

be extended to include other “bleached” possessive pronouns, as was already demonstrated by

(15).

2.5 German vs. English

To determine the relative markedness and inter-language variability of the available readings, I

now provide a short comparison of English with German.

Of special interest here are the marked cases with non-event nouns and a frequency adjective.

Comparing English and German data, we found that German seems to be much less open to

that construction. A corpus pre-study on the first one thousand hits for gelegentlich (occasional)

gave us over 99% with event nominals. Among the remaining hits with non-event nouns were

some which were clear cases of generic readings, mostly in headlines and non-integrated NPs,

cf. (20). There was no single occurrence of a normal sentence containing an NP in the generic

or adverbial reading.

2(18-b) could be judged as acceptable under a very different interpretation. Under that interpretation beautiful

adds further information about the manner of the lying. Such uses of adjectives were discussed by, among others,

Chierchia (1995) and Larson (1998). My analysis in section 4 could in principle account for such cases and the

linearization phenomena.
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(20) a. Gelegentliches

occasional

mobiles

mobile

Internet

internet
‘occasionally used mobile internet’

b. ein

an

gelegentliches

occasional

Problem

problem

mit

with

dem

the

Modem

modem
‘a problem with the modem which occurs occasionally’

Turning to native speaker judgements, the adverbial reading with non-event nouns as in (21)

was generally rejected as bad, or at least significantly worse than in English.

(21) a. ∗Inspektor

inspector

Derrick

Derrick

trinkt

drinks

eine

a

gelegentliche

occasional

Tasse

cup

Kaffee.

coffee
‘Inspector Derrick drinks an occasional cup of coffee.’

I take these facts to indicate that the adverbial reading is not available at all in German, and that

the generic reading with non-event nouns is marginally acceptable but quite rare.

3 Previous Approaches

3.1 Complex Quantifiers

I will now discuss the directions which previous analyses have taken to explain for the strange

fact that a non-event noun can be modified by an adjective which by its normal semantics should

modify event-denoting nouns only.

Larson (1998) only marginally touches on the problem, discussing only the adverbial reading.

In Larson’s analysis, the frequency adjective undergoes a movement operation on the way to LF:

It adjoins to the determiner and forms a complex quantifier quantifying over tuples of events and

non-event individuals which then undergoes quantifier raising. The actual determiner (a, the) is

thus syncategorematic. See (22), where the relevant interpretation of the complex determiner is

also given.

(22) a. [[DP [D [occasional] an] sailor]i [IP ti strolled by]]

b. INFREQ〈e,x〉[Π(e,e∗)∧ sailor(x)][strollingby(e,x)]
where λe.Π(e,e∗) is a function from an event e to true iff e is part of a contextually

given event e∗

Larson’s approach obviously does not explain how frequencies are calculated but assumes sim-

ple quantification over events in part-of structures. Imagine, however, a situation where during

one evening three sailors strolled by, all of them at 8:00. In terms of Stump (1981), the events

have clumped (cf. subsection 3.2), and the sentence An occasional sailor strolled by. would be

false in that case. Larson’s LF, however, would be evaluated as true. Furthermore, the solution

does not generalize to the other readings. Finally, the non-canonical raising operation would

only be required with non-event nominals, actually requiring one version of INFREQ which

quantifies over tuples and one which quantifies over simple events.

3.2 Event Clumping

Zimmermann (2003), who also deals mainly with the adverbial reading, makes an attempt to

solve the problem of event clumping mentioned above by hard-coding the requirement that there

be a certain time interval between any two of the events quantified over by INFREQ. Formulated

5
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in terms of a constrained event structure following Lasersohn (1995), the semantics of INFREQ

according to Zimmermann is given in (23). The boldprinted condition is the one relevant to the

present discussion. Again, the actual determiner is syncategorematic.

(23) [INFREQ〈e,x〉] = λQλS.∃〈e,x[parto f (e,e∗)∧Q(x)]〉 : S(e,x)∧
∀〈e′,x′〉,〈e′′,x′′〉[S(e′,x′)∧S(e′′,x′′)∧Q(x′)∧Q(x′′)] :

((e′ = e′′)∨ (e′ != e′′∧∃t[between′(t,(τ(e′),τ(e′′)))]))

This is a promising idea. However, imagine the following situation: During some night, five

sailors strolled by, one at 8:12, one at 9:34, two simultaneously at 10:05, one at 11:58. Intu-

itively, we want the sentence Occasionally, a sailor strolled by. to be true in that world. Solving

the problem of clumping by strictly requiring intervals in between events seems to avoid clump-

ing too strictly. What this indicates is that there is probably no satisfactory solution based on

predications about individual events in relation to other individual events (with or without inclu-

sion in a part-of structure). A certain amount of clumping is allowed, and the overall randomness

of the distribution is what characterizes the contribution made by the frequency adjective. In

4.2, I suggest a balanced solution.

3.3 Surveys and Kinds

To my knowledge, the most comprehensive look at frequency adjectives is Stump (1981). Stump

analyzes both the generic reading and the adverbial reading, but gives them entirely different

semantic content. First, to render the adverbial reading (compare again (5)), the concepts of

Survey and Sub (subsurvey) and a constant random interval j over the set of instants are intro-

duced. The survey of a property, a function from individuals to time intervals, is a secondary no-

tion parasitic on the normal semantics of propositional temporal operators like Occ(asionally).
The definition of a Survey is as follows:3

(24) a. λs.Survey′(̂P)(i)(s) is the set of surveys s of the property P at instant i, a survey

being a total function from the extension of P at i to the instants k of some arbitrary

interval K such that
S

kn = K.

b. λx.Sub(s,̂Q)(x) defines a sub-function of s from an individual x from the intersec-

tion of the domain of s with the extension of Q to some instant from a subset of

the range of s.

The frequency adjective with the (again syncategorematic) determiner receives the following

interpretation as a generalized determiner:

(25) λP.λQ.∃s[Survey′(̂P′)(now)(s)∧AT ( j,Occ′(̂∃x[Sub(s,̂Q′(x) = now]))]

The interval j is randomly distributed and serves as a detached randomized timeline at the

points of which frequency operators like Occ(asionally) can be evaluated. Assuming sailor

for P and strolls by for Q, the analysis reads roughly: There is a total function s from the set

of the current sailor individuals to the instants of some continuous interval, and at randomly

distributed instants it is occasionally the case that there is an individual which then is both in

the domain of s (= is a sailor) and in the set of individuals who stroll by.

Stump analyzes the generic reading (compare (4)) in a somewhat simpler way, although it is

3I give the formulae in a slightly modified symbolism which I consider more accessible than the original format

used by Stump.
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founded on the introduction of some quite strange entities into the ontology. Based on the

fact that the generic reading is incompatible with stage level positions, Stump assumes abstract

ontological kinds which realize in daily, frequent, etc. frequency, and which can have stage-

collocated realizations of some other kind, for example the kind of cups of coffee. Summing

things up quickly, the relevant definitions are given in (26), the analysis of generically read a

daily (again a generalized determiner) in (27):4

(26) a. Daily∗
de f
= λx.∃i.now ⊆ i∧AT (i,Daily′(̂∃y.R(ys

,x)))

b. In′
de f
= λP.λx.∀ys

.∀i.AT (i,R(ys
,x) →∃z.P{z}∧R(ys

,z))

(27) λP.λQ.Q{ιxk[∀xo[R(xo
,xk) ↔ [Daily∗(xo)∧ In′(̂P′)(xo)]]]}

Saturating P with cup of coffee, and Q with is good for your health, the analysis reads roughly:

the unique kind xk which is such that all its object realizations xo are daily and space-time

collocated with realizations of cups of coffee is good for your health.

The major explanatory problems with Stump’s generally lucid analysis are the two completely

different semantic contributions for what really seems to be one adjective. Notice that since

none of the readings is more basic than the other, no account for the higher markedness of the

adverbial reading or interlanguage parametrization is possible. Also, Stump does not cover the

internal reading and its relation to the other readings. On the more theoretical/ontological side,

the helper construct of Survey and the unusual abstract ontological kinds are a huge price to

pay. An additional problem is the nonstandard assumption of space-time collocated stages of

different individuals, an option specifically excluded in Carlson (1977). The context/concept-

dependent nature of how relative frequencies are interpreted is also not explained in a natural

way. In the next section, I will propose what I hope is a more natural solution in terms of event

semantics.

4 Frequencies and the Ontology of Events

4.1 A Kind of Event

My starting point is the intuition that in the generic reading, the NP containing the frequency

adjective refers to a kind of events which is attributed a characteristic realization frequency. In

the adverbial reading, a stage of a kind of objects involved in events (again with a specified

realization frequency) is denoted, and the main event parameter in this reading is identified with

the main event parameter of the subcategorizing verb or inferred contextually.

If events are simply taken to be ontologically a sort of objects (as in all flavors of event semantics

like Davidson (1967), Parsons (1990), Landman (2000), etc.), then they could be expected to

allow the distinction between kinds, individuals, and stages like any other object. And indeed,

event nominals behave just like other nominals with respect to this distinction.5 In the present

case, I want to exploit this ontology for a natural definition of how frequencies are calculated:

as realization probabilities of kinds of events. The probabilistic formulation allows an entirely

extensional treatment, since constant probabilities of event realizations can be evaluated exten-

sionally at any index. In addition, event clumping is avoided naturally for the relative frequency

adjective.

4R is the Carlsonian realization relation realizing from kinds to objects. The superscripts k, o, s indicate the

(ontological) sort as kind, object, and stage. Refer to Carlson (1977) or Krifka et al. (1995).
5Within the confines of this paper, I cannot go into the most likely subtle question of what exactly distinguishes

kinds of events from event individuals and stages.
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4.2 Probabilistic Frequencies

This subsection defines the core semantic contribution of frequency adjectives, whereas the fol-

lowing sections deal with the specific implementations of logical form for the various readings.

First, I define a probability function p which takes an additional measure interval. The measure

interval i determines the interval at which probability is evaluated. For mergers of galaxies, a

relative frequency should probably be checked every n Million years, but for changes of loca-

tions of ions, frequency might be checked every few nanoseconds. This move allows us to keep

the lexical content of specific frequency adjectives (the numeric probability value) fixed, while

allowing the actual physical frequency of the occurrences to vary arbitrarily by modifying the

checking interval. p calculates a subinterval (not a simple numeric value) of [0,1], because we

want to allow for fuzzy definitions of probabilities.

(28) p(φ)(i)
de f
= the probability that φ within i

What will φ be for the definition of frequency adjective? We want to measure the frequency

with which some event kind and some object kind6 realize as individual stages, while the object

plays some role in the event.7

(29) p(∃e2.∃x2.R
kis(ek

1)(e
s
2)∧Rkis(xk

1)(x
s
2)∧Θ(x2)(e2))(i) = [n,m]

where Rkis is a Carlsonian realization relation from kinds to stages of individuals, and

Θ is a variable ranging over thematic roles.

Now we can specify a [n,m] value for any relative frequency adjective to give the right distribu-

tion of actual events happening, say [.7, .95] for frequently. The checking interval i will have to

be chosen according to what kind of object and event we are dealing with. We can simply as-

sume that for every combination of object and event kinds, there is one such interval, calculated

by a function i:

(30) i(ek)(xk)(Θ)
de f
= the prototypical checking interval for event kind ek, with object kind

xk as filler of role Θ

For absolute frequency adjectives, we simply have to set i to the interval associated with the

adjective (like 1d for daily) and the interval to values near 1, such as [.98,1] Why not [1,1]?
Imagine this situation: Agent Cooper has eaten a piece of huckleberry pie every day for as long

as we can think. However, on three occasions huckleberries were out, and he had cherry pie

instead. We still want the sentence Agent Cooper has eaten a daily piece of hucklyberry pie for

as long as we can think. to be true in such a world. What counts is the long term average. The

probability of the event occurring during (for example) one day must be close to 1.

I have defined the core contribution of frequency adjectives. The actual logical forms, discussed

in the following subsections, have to be adapted to the conditions under which the adjective

appears.

6I henceforth use the term object for non-event object and event for event object.
7I assume a Neo-Davidsonian format for the sake of convenience, cf. Parsons (1990).
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4.3 Event and Agent Nominals

Before I propose a detailed analysis of all uses of frequency adjectives, I would like to introduce

a semi-formal notation for variables which have to be inferred or contextually identified. The

best case to illustrate the need for such a mechanism is the adverbial reading with non-event

nouns. In A daily cup of coffee is good for your health., my analysis will assume coercion of

cup of coffee to some kind of event description. In fact, it seems to be not the cup of coffee itself

which has a positive effect on one’s health, but rather what one does with it. For in a world

where drinking a cup of coffee every day is healthy but pouring one over one’s head is not,

this sentence is either true or false, depending on what kind of event is assumed. Accompanied

by an illustration of Agent Cooper pouring a cup of coffee over his head, the sentence would

have to be considered false. The main event parameter (like pour and drink) must be inferred

from world knowledge or context.8 In formulae, I mark such context/world knowledge-bound

variables by ↑. I do not consider it a weakness of the current approach that it has to rely on a

larger number of such inferences since I fail to see how purely linguistic representations could

satifactorily explain for the possible interpretations of sentences such as the one just given.

Equipped with a notion of realization frequencies, we can now model frequency adjectives with

event nominals in a straightforward fashion. In (31), logical forms for both an event nominal

and occasional are given, I being used as an abbreviation for i with the appropriate parameters

specified.

(31) a. walk⇒ λek
4.walk(e4)

b. occasional1 ⇒ λE.λek
1.E(e1)∧ p(e1)(↑ xk

1)(Θ)(I) = [.3, .6]
c. daily⇒ λE.λek

1.E(e1)∧ p(e1)(↑ xk
1)(Θ)(1d) = [.98,1]

d. [occasional1 [walk]]: λek
1.walk(e1)∧ p(e1)(↑ xk

1)(Θ)(I) = [.3, .6]

occasional walk receives the compositional meaning of the set of event kinds which are walk-

ings and for which the probability of realizing within an appropriate interval is between .3 and

.6.

I suggest analyzing the case of the agent noun as similar, but with a harmless bracketing para-

dox.9 I suggest this solution also for a broader class of examples such as the event modifying

reading of beautiful as in Olga is a beautiful dancer. The idea is to apply the adjective before

the formative -er to the effect that the adjective and the event noun react exactly as in (31). In

(32), a simple computation is suggested.

(32) a. -er⇒ λE.λx2.∃ek
5.E(e5)∧Agent(x2,e5)

b. [[occasional1 walk]er]: (λE.λx2.∃ek
5.E(e5)∧agent(x2,e5))

(λek
1.walk(e1)∧ p(e1)(↑ xk

1)(↑ Θ)(I) = [.3, .6])
=β λx2.∃ek

5.walk(e5)∧ p(e5)(↑ xk
1)(↑ Θ)(I) = [.3, .6]∧agent(x2,e5)

occasional walker thus denotes the set of individuals for which there is a kind of walking events

which realizes occasionally and of which they are the agent. Again, the determiner can be

added compositionally. The linearization data for agent nominals mentioned in section 2.4 are

now explained: After the agentive suffix has applied, additional modifiers modifying the agent

can be added (a tall occasional walker), but additional event modifiers have to be added before

-er (like an occasional quick walker).

8This is also true for the thematic variable. The sentence Leo likes an occasional makeover. we cannot know

without context or world knowledge whether he likes to be the agent or the patient of that makover.
9I am confident that a morpho-phonological component could be adapted to handle this paradox.
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10 Roland Schäfer

4.4 Coerced Event Readings

As for the more complex cases with object nouns modified by frequency adjectives, I assume

a form of coercion without committing to any specific theory of coercion. Coercion is merely

used as a cover term for rescue processes which change the representation of linguistic entities

to make some expression meaningful or grammatical. In the case at hand, coercion forces the

frequency adjective to contribute its own completely underspecified event description and to find

a way of consuming the object-denoting nominal correctly. The two readings under discussion,

however, behave differently when it comes to fixing some of the inferred event parameters.

From the completely underspecified variant, the generic reading and the adverbial reading fix

the event variable and the object variable by lambda abstraction and existential quantification in

an opposite fashion. (33) gives a schematic impression which will soon become clear.

(33) a. generic reading:

p(↑ e)(↑ x)(↑ Θ)(I) −→ λe.∃x.p(e)(x)(↑ Θ)(I)
b. adverbial reading:

p(↑ e)(↑ x)(↑ Θ)(I) −→ λx.∃e.p(e)(x)(↑ Θ)(I)

On the meaning side, the generic reading for examples like occasional cup of coffee will be

interpreted roughly like an occasional drinking (or other action) of a cup of coffee, where the

NP ends up as an event description. The adverbial reading is harder to construct. Sentences

containing adjectives in the adverbial reading like An occasional sailor strolled by. are inter-

preted like An instance of the kind of sailors which occasionally strolls by strolled by., the NP

being interpreted as an object property (but containing an event description).

To be precise, occasional2 in the generic reading will be defined as follows:10

(34) a. occasional2 ⇒
λP.λek

1.∃xk
3. ↑ E(e1)∧P(x3)∧ p(e1)(x3)(↑ Θ)(I) = [.3, .6]

b. [occasional [cup of coffee]]:

λek
1.∃xk

3. ↑ E(e1)∧ ccup(x3)∧ p(e1)(x3)(↑ Θ)(I) = [.3, .6]

Compared to occasional1, the complete event kind description has to be added to make it pos-

sible for the adjective to look for an object property. The existence of the event kind (the main

parameter of which is not computed by the grammar) is hard-coded, and the event kind vari-

able is abstracted over to give the expression the required type (event kind to boolean). By that

typing, it is excluded that the NP appear in non-kind-level positions. Notice that we need not

explicitly bind the object kind to some theta role of the event kind, because all we are interested

in is a statement about with which frequency an individual stage of that object kind plays some

theta role in an individual stage of the event kind.

As a welcome result, the linearization data mentioned in section 2.4 are readily explained. Once

the adjective has applied, the NP is no longer an object property description to the effect that

(intersective) object property descriptions like hot can no longer be added.

The generic reading was the result of two forces: The adjective looks for an event property

(although its head noun denotes an object property), and it needs to return an event kind prop-

erty. For the adverbial reading, one of these forces is different: The adjective has to modify

an event property and return an object stage property. It is feasible to assume the last condition

as it is probably a lexical requirement for verbs like stroll by that their first role must not be

filled by event descriptions. The interpretation can be summarized as follows: The NP denotes

10The constant ccup abbreviates the constant denoted by cup of coffee.
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the properties of a stage of a kind of objects11 the individual stages of which are involved with

a specified probability in events. These events are realizations of a kind which is attributed

(through inference) the same main event parameter as the event kind of the matrix verb, and the

theta role which they play is the same as that assigned to the NP by the matrix predicate. So, if

during the last four hours sailors strolled by who were of the kind of sailors who stroll by oc-

casionally, then there must have been a temporal distribution of individual stages of events and

individual stages of sailors which meets the conditions for occasional. In line with the schema

in (33), the logical forms are as follows:

(35) a. occasional3 ⇒
λP.λxk

3.∃ek
1. ↑ E(e1)∧P(x3)∧ p(e1)(x3)(↑ Θ)(I) = [.3, .6]

b. [occasional [cup of coffee]]:

λxk
3.∃ek

1. ↑ E(e1)∧ ccup(x3)∧ p(e1)(x3)(↑ Θ)(I) = [.3, .6]

In this case, the position and the determiner will fix the status of the whole NP as a kind stage,

not as a kind. Notice that the identification of E and Θ with the respective values from the matrix

predicate and the role it assigns to the NP are not hard-coded but merely inferences, hence the

↑. However, in the adverbial reading, they are always identified with the matrix predicate’s

parameters. The freedom of context or world knowledge-driven inference does not exist for the

adverbial reading.

This concludes the discussion of the possible logical forms for frequency adjectives. The next

section will sum up the achievements and discuss some remaining problems.

5 Achievements and Residues

The project of finding one unified semantic contribution for all frequency adjectives was suc-

cessful. The account based on probabilities of event realizations renders the difference between

relative and absolute frequency in a natural way, and it effectively avoids event clumping for

relative frequencies. The two marked variants of occasional merely add coerced material and

adapt the type of the adjective by binding and abstraction while leaving the semanic core un-

touched. The occurrence of frequency adjectives with event and agent nominals was thus shown

to be the basic one, which explains the fact that apparently all or very many languages have that

construction. The coerced reading which is more flexible and frequent in English (generic) is

the only coerced one allowed (marginally) in German. The thus emerging dispreference for

the adverbial reading can clearly be attributed to its high markedness and high redundancy in

connection with the existence of a blocking construction (a sentence with an adverbial) the se-

mantics of which is distinctly simpler. In favor of the coercion analysis, it should be mentioned

that other sorts of adjectives will require a similar mechanism. Compare adjectives like quick

or quiet in (36).

(36) A quiet/quick donut restores Sheriff Truman’s power.

One problematic point is the incompatibility of the generic reading and the adverbial reading

with most quantifiers. Zimmermann (2003) suggests an analysis in terms of near-grammatical-

ization of the Det + A complex, which is not implausible considering the marked nature of the

construction. Such a move would not harm my attempts to eliminate the need for syncategore-

matic determiners, since a construction-specific restricted set of admissible determiners (which

behave fully compositionally otherwise) is still more economical than a set of syncategorematic

11Kind stages are assumed in sentences like Dogs are barking.
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determiners. On the other hand, it might also be pragmatic factors that restrict the set of compat-

ible determiners, considering that the determiners available are the definite and indefinite article

– in many analyses not truly quantificational determiners. Under the current analysis, adding

a quantificational determiner to the N̄ constituents (forming two occasional sailors, all occa-

sional sailors, etc.) would amount to quantifying over kinds of events in the case of the generic

reading, and to quantifying over kind stages of objects in the adverbial reading. Actually, the

former option might emerge as marginally possible. Consider the examples in (37). Both the

occasional cup and the yearly talk are kind level arguments. In (37-a), the only marginally

available interpretation would be that Cooper likes to be involved in two sorts of coffee-related

events which occur occasionally. Say, he likes drinking a cup occasionally and pouring one over

his head occasionally. This is in line with my analysis, and even (37-b) could receive a very im-

plausible but theoretically possible interpretation along such lines. (37-c) works similarly. The

only possible interpretation is that Noam likes two different kinds of event which occur yearly.

This becomes even clearer due to the choice of an absolute frequency adjective. If the sentence

were supposed to mean that Noam likes just two (individual) talks every year, they could not be

yearly.

(37) a. ?Agent Cooper likes two occasional cups of coffee.

b. ?Agent Cooper likes all occasional cups of coffee.

c. ?Noam likes two yearly talks about good and evil.

As for the adverbial reading, imagine what (38) could mean. It seems impossible to rescue the

sentence by assuming the sailors came in pairs, an interpretation also excluded by the present

analysis. What my analysis would predict is a meaning where it was the case that two kind

stages of sailors who (usually) stroll by occasionally actually strolled by. If that were indeed

the case, we could infer that quite a lot of sailors would have strolled by (roughly twice as many

as usual for situations where occasional is appropriately used), and the sentence would make

pragmatically dispreferred use of linguistic items.

(38) #Two occasional sailors strolled by.

I am confident that this is a promising line of argumentation.

A final problem I could not solve is the restriction or tendency for the adverbial reading to be

available with relative infrequency adjective only. As we have seen in section 2.3, it is not clear

whether the generalization from Larson (1998) really holds. A carefully designed experiment

with a larger group of natives would have to precede any further theoretical elaborations.
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Abstract 

A sentence like John and Mary are equally heavy conveys that John and Mary are as heavy as 
each other and can be characterized as a reciprocal equative. This paper discusses reciprocal 
equatives and inequatives in German. It explores the construction as novel source of evidence 
concerning the scopal properties of degree quantification. Specifically, reciprocal equatives are 
argued to provide evidence for the view that degree operators can take inverse scope over modal 
operators and can take scope outside DPs containing them at the surface (Heim 1999, 2001).  

1 Introduction 

The German morpheme gleich ‘equally’ can be prefixed to a gradable adjective such as 
schwer ‘heavy’ to form an adjectival predicate such as gleich schwer ‘equally heavy’. This 
adjective phrase can function as the main predicate of a sentence, as in (1), or it can function 
as an adnominal modifier, as in (2).   

(1) Hans und Maria  sind [gleich schwer]. 
Hans und Maria are   equally heavy 

 ‘Hans and Maria are equally heavy.’ 

(2) Hans und Maria  tragen [ [gleich   schwere] Rucksäcke]. 
Hans und Maria carry      equally  heavy     backpacks   

 ‘Hans and Maria carry equally heavy backpacks.’ 

The interpretation of an adjectival predicate introduced by gleich can be characterized as both 
equative and reciprocal. Sentence (1), for example, conveys that Hans and Maria are as heavy 
as each other. I will accordingly refer to such adjective phrases and the sentences containing 
them as reciprocal equatives. 

Reciprocal equatives, which do not seem to have been described or analyzed in previous 
literature, raise interesting questions about degree quantification and covert reciprocity. In this 
paper, I will focus on the scopal behavior of reciprocal equative operators. Specifically, I will 
show that reciprocal equatives provide novel evidence for the view that degree operators are 
scopally mobile, and in particular that they are able to scope out of DPs (Heim 1999, 2001).  

2 Some preliminaries 

Before delving into the analysis of reciprocal equatives, I will establish some basic additional 
facts. To begin, in addition to gleich, German features the reciprocal degree morpheme 
unterschiedlich ‘differently, unequally’, which can introduce adjective phrases such as 
unterschiedlich schwer ‘unequally heavy, of different weight’. As (3) and (4) illustrate, such 
                                                

* I would like to thank the audience at Sinn und Bedeutung 11 for helpful comments and suggestions, especially 
Ivano Caponigro, Louise McNally, Craige Roberts, Uli Sauerland, Philippe Schlenker, Arnim von Stechow, and 
Tamina Stephenson.  

Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 11, E. Puig-Waldmüller (ed.), Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra, pp.568-582.
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adjective phrases too can occur either predicatively or adnominally. They may be 
characterized as reciprocal inequatives. Sentence (3), for example, expresses that Hans and 
Maria are not as heavy as each other.1 

(3) Hans und Maria  sind [unterschiedlich schwer]. 
Hans und Maria are    unequally           heavy 

(4) Hans und Maria  tragen [ [unterschiedlich schwere] Rucksäcke]. 
Hans und Maria carry       unequally           heavy      backpacks   

Reciprocal inequatives do not seem to exist in English. This is one reason for exploring the 
phenomenon of reciprocal degree quantification in German, as this offers more opportunity 
for experimentation. 

Another reason for focusing on German data is that equative equally in English has a non-
reciprocal use as well. In particular, equally allows for a discourse anaphoric interpretation in 
which the so-called standard of comparison is recovered from context. The second sentence in 
(5)a, for example, can be read as entailing that both John and Mary weigh 80kg. In contrast, 
the German counterpart in (5)b cannot be so understood.2 

(5) a. Bill weighs 80 kg. Hans and Maria are [equally heavy]. 
b. Bill wiegt   80 kg. Hans und Maria  sind [gleich  schwer]. 
  Bill weighs 80 kg  Hans und Maria  are   equally heavy 

As one might expect, a predicate introduced by equally in its non-reciprocal, discourse 
anaphoric interpretation need not combine with a plural argument. Example (6)a illustrates 
this. In contrast, the German example in (6)b is unacceptable, indicating that predicates 
introduced by gleich do require plural arguments.3 

(6) a. (Bill weighs 80 kg.) Maria is [equally heavy]. 
b. (Bill wiegt   80 kg.) *Maria  ist [gleich   schwer]. 
    Bill weighs 80 kg      Maria  is   equally heavy 

It appears that in (6)a, equally can be replaced with the more familiar equative operator (just) 
as without a change in interpretation. The second sentence in (7)a conveys that Maria also 
weighs 80 kg.  

(7) a. (Bill weighs 80 kg.) Maria is just as heavy. 
b. Maria is (just) as heavy [as Hans]. 

Sentence (7)b illustrates that the standard of comparison associated with equative (just) as 
need not be determined anaphorically, but may be provided explicitly by an as-phrase. As 
shown in (8)a, the same is true for equative equally. In contrast, as (8)b illustrates, German 
gleich cannot be accompanied by a wie-clause.  

(8) a. Maria is [equally heavy] [as Hans]. 
 b. *Maria  ist [gleich schwer] [wie Hans]. 
      Maria  is  equally heavy    as    Hans 

The observations reported above suggest that English equally is ambiguous between a 
reciprocal equative operator and an ordinary equative operator with much the same syntax 
                                                
1 Gleich and unterschiedlich can also be used as adjectives, as in viele gleiche/unterschiedliche Antworten ‘many 
identical/different answers’. I will not discuss this use. 
2 Actually, there appears to be a dialect split. For some German speakers, gleich seems to have much the same 
interpretive options as equally does in English. The judgments reported in the text are from my own dialect. 
3 This is not quite accurate. Reciprocal equatives with universal subjects, such as Jeder Junge war gleich schnell 
‘Every boy was equally fast’, appear significantly better than (6)b. I will not discuss such cases. 
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and semantics as (just) as. In studying English reciprocal equatives, therefore, care must be 
taken to exclude potentially interfering discourse anaphoric readings from consideration. No 
such complications arise in German, where equative gleich is unambiguously reciprocal. This 
is another advantage of studying the reciprocal equative phenomenon in German.4 

3 A semantics for reciprocal (in)equatives 

Following much of the literature on degree constructions, I will assume that a gradable 
adjective denotes a relation from the set of degrees Dd to the set of individuals De.

5 More 
specifically, I will assume that a gradable adjective relates a degree d to an individual x just in 
case x has the property expressed by the adjective to at least degree d (e.g. Bierwisch 1989, 
Gawron 1995, Heim 1999, 2000). Thus I take schwer ‘heavy’ to have the denotation in (9), 
where HEAVY is a measure function mapping every individual in its domain to its weight.  

(9) [[ schwer ]] = !d. !x. HEAVY(x) " d  

Turning to the semantics of reciprocal degree operators, I take the denotations of gleich and 
unterschiedlich to relate gradable adjective denotations to plural individuals. The lexical 
entries in (10) are designed to assign the intended truth conditions to simple examples like (1) 
and (3). 

(10) a. [[ gleich ]](R)(Z) = True iff  
  #x,y[x,y$Z & x,y%C & {d: R(d)(x)} = {d: R(d)(y)}] 

b. [[ unterschiedlich ]](R)(Z) = True iff  
#x,y[x,y$Z & x!y & x,y%C & {d: R(d)(x)} ! {d: R(d)(y)}] 

In these entries, R ranges over relations from Dd to De (type d(et)); Z ranges over plural 
individuals (type e); x and y range over individuals, singular or plural (type e); C is to be 
thought of as a contextually determined set of individuals, an implicit domain restrictor for 
plural quantification of the sort proposed in Schwarzschild (1996); and $ is the “part of” 
relation among individuals. Assuming C = {Hans, Maria}, (11) shows how the lexical entries 
in (10) apply to the examples in (1) and (3). 

(11) a. [[ [Hans und Maria] sind [gleich schwer] ]] = True  iff  
 #x,y[x,y$h+m & x,y%C & {d: HEAVY(x) " d}={d: HEAVY(y) " d}]  iff 

{d: HEAVY(h) " d} = {d: HEAVY(m) " d} 

b. [[ [Hans und Maria] sind [unterschiedlich schwer] ]] = True  iff  
#x,y[x,y$h+m & x!y & x,y%C & {d: HEAVY(x) " d}!{d: HEAVY(y) " d}]  iff 
{d: HEAVY(h) " d} ! {d: HEAVY(m) " d} 

The sets of degrees {d: HEAVY(h) " d} and {d: HEAVY(m) " d} are initial intervals on the 
weight scale, namely the intervals (0,HEAVY(h)] and (0,HEAVY(m)], respectively. We 
therefore have the equivalence in (12), and so (10) indeed derives the intended truth 
conditions for (1) and (3). 

(12) {d: HEAVY(h) " d} = {d: HEAVY(m) " d} iff  
HEAVY(h) = HEAVY(m) 

Following Schwarzschild (1996), I assume that C is a set of singular individuals by default, 
but that it may also contain plural individuals made salient by the linguistic or non-linguistic 
                                                
4 The contrast between English equally and German gleich is very much reminiscent of the contrast between 
English different and German verscheiden ‘different’ noted in Moltmann (1992) and Beck (2000). 
5 See Kennedy (1997), Bale (2006), and references cited there for alternative views on the semantics of gradable 
adjectives. 
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context. For example, the linguistic form of the subject coordination in (13) may suggest that 
C = {the apples, the plums}. Assuming that die Äpfel und die Pflaumen denotes the sum of all 
the relevant apples and plums, sentence (13) is then assigned the truth conditions in (14).  

(13) [Die Äpfel  und die Pflaumen] sind [gleich   schwer]. 
   the  apples and the plums        are   equally  heavy 

(14) {d: HEAVY(the apples) " d} = {d: HEAVY(the plums) " d} 

These are the correct truth conditions for a collective reading of (13), a reading according to 
which the total weight of the apples is the same as the total weight of the plums. The sentence 
can also has a fully distributive interpretation according to which all the individual apples and 
plums have the same weight. This reading is derived if C = {x: atom(x) & x$the apples+the 
plums}, that is, if C is the set of all the individual apples and plums that are parts of the 
subject denotation.6 

4 Scopal mobility of reciprocal degree operators  

In this section, I will demonstrate that reciprocal degree operators are not always semantically 
interpreted in the position where they are pronounced. In doing so, I will confirm a conclusion 
reached in Heim (1999, 2001), who analyzes the scope taking properties of more familiar 
degree expressions. Particularly relevant is the superlative operator -est, which Heim assigns 
a denotation like (15).  

(15) [[ -est ]](R)(x) = True  iff  
'd[R(d)(x) & #y[R(d)(y) & y%C & x = y] ] 

According to this lexical entry, the superlative operator relates gradable adjective denotations 
to individuals, just like reciprocal degree operators do according to (10). Heim’s investigation 
of the scopal properties of -est therefore provides a useful guide to the study of reciprocal 
operator scope. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 below present variants of data points and their analyses 
presented in Heim (1999) and Heim (2001), respectively.  

4.1 Relational adjectives 

A reciprocal equative operator associated with a relational adjective such as böse ‘angry at’, 
can either distribute over a plurality denoted by the subject or over a plurality denoted by the 
object. For example, the sentences (16)a and (16)b are perceived to have the truth conditions 
expressed by (17)a and (17)b, respectively. 

(16) a. [Hans und Maria] sind mir       [gleich   böse   ]. 
 Hans  and Maria  are  me.DAT  equally  angry 

  ‘Hans and Maria are equally angry at me.’ 

 b. Ich bin [Hans und Maria] [gleich   böse   ]. 
 I     am  Hans and Maria   equally angry 

  ‘I am equally angry at Hans and Maria.’ 

(17) a. {d: ANGRY(I)(h) " d} = {d: ANGRY(I)(m) " d} 
b. {d: ANGRY(h)(I) " d} = {d: ANGRY(m)(I) " d} 

                                                
6 Schwarzschild (1996) assumes that C is always a cover of the entire domain of singular individuals. This is 
consistent with the arguments made here, but for ease of exposition I will assume instead that C is a cover of the 
set of singular individuals that are parts of the denotation of the individual argument of the reciprocal operator. 
See Schwarzschild (1994, 1996), Lasersohn (1995), and Brisson (2003) for discussion. 
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The word order attested in these examples suggests that a relational gradable adjective in 
German combines with its degree argument before combining with its object DP argument, 
hence that the lexical entry for böse is as shown in (18).  

(18) [[ böse ]] = !d. !y. !x. ANGRY(y)(x) " d  

Given this lexical entry, however, the structures in (16) come out uninterpretable. According 
to (10) the function denoted by gleich only has denotations type d(et) in its domain, whereas 
according to (18), the sister of gleich in (16) has a denotation of type d(e(et)).  

Adopting the T-model of Chomsky and Lasnik (1977), this type mismatch can be repaired 
under the assumption that a reciprocal degree operator can move covertly at Logical Form, 
leaving behind a degree variable and introducing abstraction over this variable at the landing 
site. The truth conditions of the sentences in (16) given in (17) can then be credited to the 
Logical Forms shown in (19). The examples in (16), then, are a first argument for scopal 
mobility of reciprocal degree operators.7 

(19) a. [Hans und Maria] gleich !d[mir [d böse] ] 
 b. [Hans und Maria] gleich !d!x[ich x [d böse] ] 

4.2 Inverse scope over modals 

The second piece of evidence for covert movement of reciprocal degree operators is the 
observation that they can participate in so-called scope ambiguity. To illustrate, sentence (20), 
where the reciprocal predicate occurs under the modal verb müssen ‘must’, can be interpreted 
in two rather different ways.  

(20) [Hans und Maria] müssen [gleich   schnell] sein. 
 Hans  und Maria  must       equally fast        be 

In one reading, the sentence expresses the requirement that Hans and Maria move at the same 
speed. Imagine, for example, that Hans and Maria are required to arrive in Montreal at the 
same time, although there is no requirement as to their absolute time of arrival, and that both 
are currently the same distance from Montreal. This scenario guarantees the truth of (20) in 
the reading under consideration. The relevant truth conditions are expressed by (21)a, where 
Acc is the set of accessible possible worlds. These truth conditions can be credited to the 
Logical Form in (21)b, where müssen and gleich have surface scope. 

(21) a. #w%Acc: {d: FASTw(h) " d} = {d: FASTw(m) " d} 
 b. müssen [ [Hans und Maria] [gleich schnell] ] 

The reading just described concerns the relative speeds of Hans and Maria and does not entail 
that Hans and Maria must move at a particular minimal speed. But sentence (20) also has a 
reading with the reverse properties, conveying information concerning absolute but not 
relative speeds. Imagine it is currently 3pm and both Hans and Maria need to get to Montreal 
by 4pm. Suppose it so happens that each of them still has 100km to go. Note that in this 
scenario there is no requirement on the relative speeds of Hans and Maria. The requirements 
described could be met if both went at a speed of 100km/h, but given that there is nothing 
wrong with arriving in Montreal before 4pm, it would also be acceptable, for example, if 
Hans moved at 100km/h and Maria at 120km/h. Yet sentence (20) can be used to describe the 
                                                
7 Note that in (19)b, covertly moved gleich and the lambda binder !d it introduces separate the covertly moved 
DP Hans und Maria from the lambda binder !x it introduces. In the resulting structure, the scope of gleich 
denotes a two-place relation of the appropriate type. That the lambda binder introduced by movement need not 
appear in the immediate scope of the moved phrase has been argued in different contexts in Nissenbaum (1998) 
and Sauerland (1998). Heim (1999) proposes a Logical Forms much like (19)b for superlative sentences such as 
John is angriest at Mary. 
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scenario in question. This suggests that (20) has the interpretation in (22)a, which conveys 
that the minimal speed at which Hans is permitted to move is the same as the minimal speed 
at which Maria is permitted to move.  

(22) a. {d: #w%Acc: FASTw(h) " d} = {d: #w%Acc: FASTw(m) " d} 
 b. [Hans und Maria] gleich !d!x[müssen [x [d schnell] ] ] 

This reading can be credited to the Logical Form in (22)b, where gleich takes inverse scope 
over müssen. The availability of this reading is another indication that gleich can reach the 
position in which it is interpreted by way of covert movement at Logical Form. Analogous 
observations lead to the same conclusion regarding the reciprocal inequative unterschiedlich. 

5 Adnominal reciprocal degree operators 

I have established that reciprocal degree operators are not always interpreted in situ. I have 
suggested, in particular, that gleich is able to take inverse scope over a modal operator such as 
müssen ‘must’. Like similar examples with other degree operators discussed in Heim (2001), 
such cases present counterexamples to Kennedy’s (1997) claim that degree operators never 
participate in scope ambiguities and effectively are restricted to surface scope.  

In this section, I will identify another kind of exception to Kennedy’s hypothesis. I will  argue 
that it is possible for reciprocal degree operators in adnominal adjective phrases to be 
interpreted in a position external to the containing DP. In doing so, I am again inspired by 
existing work on superlatives. Szabolcsi (1987) and Heim (1999) have proposed that 
superlative –est is able to covertly extract from DP. However, this proposal remains 
controversial (Farkas and Kiss 2000, Sharvit and Stateva 2002), and so the examination of 
reciprocal degree operator scope below may actually help settle a debate.  

5.1 Two accounts 

I have so far confined attention to cases where an adjective phrase introduced by a reciprocal 
degree operator occurs in predicative position. I will now attend to sentences like (2), 
repeated as (23) below.  

(23) Hans und Maria  tragen [ [gleich   schwere] Rucksäcke]. 
   Hans und Maria carry      equally heavy      backpacks   

In the reading that is of interest here, the sentence implies that there is some backpack carried 
by Hans which has the same weight as some backpack carried by Maria. This reading might 
receive two different conceivable analyses, called internal and external below, which differ as 
to the logical scope of gleich that they posit. 

5.1.1 The internal analysis 

Sentence (23) might have the Logical Form in (24), where gleich remains in its surface 
position. In (24), ( is to be read as a silent existential determiner, and * and ** are to be 
understood as forming predicates that are cumulative in the sense of Krifka (1992), with * 
applying to one-place predicates and ** to two-place predicates.8 

(24)  [Hans und Maria] **tragen [ ( [gleich schwere] *Rucksack] 

                                                
8 In (24), Rucksack is the singular from of plural Rucksäcke. For the purposes at hand, the one-place cumulation 
operator in *Rucksack can be thought of as the semantic contribution of plural morphology (although this might 
ultimately be problematic, see Sauerland 2003). The two-place cumulation operator in **tragen does not have a 
morphological reflex. It is conceivable, in fact, that verbs like tragen are cumulative from the outset (Krifka 
1992), in which case ** could be omitted. However, I will retain the ** operator for perspicuity. 
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Assuming that [gleich schwere] and *Rucksack compose conjunctively, (24) has the truth 
conditions in (25), which states that there is a sum of backpacks that Hans and Maria carry 
such that all of its parts that are elements of C have the same weight. Note that according to 
(25), sentence (23) compares backpacks, rather than those carrying such backpacks. 

(25) 'Z[*backpack(Z) & **carry(h+m,Z) & #x,y[x,y$Z & x,y%C &  
{d: HEAVY(x) " d} = {d: HEAVY(y) " d}] ] 

The truth conditions in (25) account for some basic judgments concerning the meaning of 
(23). For one, (25) accounts for the intuition that (23) entails (26), as (25) cannot be true 
unless Hans and Mary each carry a backpack.  

(26) Hans und Maria  tragen Rucksäcke. 
   Hans und Maria carry   backpacks   

Moreover, if we make the (natural) assumption that Hans and Maria each carry just one 
backpack, there is a choice of C, namely C = {the backpack Hans carries, the backpack Maria 
carries}, relative to which (25) correctly entails that the two backpacks in question have the 
same weight. It appears, then, that the Logical Form (23) has at least some promise.9 

5.1.2 The external analysis 

While in (24) the degree operator stays in situ, there is an alternative Logical Form, shown in 
(27), which differs minimally from (24) in that gleich extracts from the object DP to a 
position right below the subject DP. This Logical Form has the truth conditions in (28). Note 
that according to (28), in contrast to (25), sentence (23) compares people, rather than 
comparing backpacks carried by those people. 

(27) [Hans und Maria] gleich !d[**tragen [ ( [d schwere] *Rucksack] ] 

(28)  #x,y[x,y$h+m & x,y%C & {d: 'z[*backpack(z) & **carry(x,z) & HEAVY(z) " d} = 
{d: 'z[*backpack(z) & **carry(y,z) & HEAVY(z) " d}] 

Does the formula in (28) express the intended interpretation? Suppose that C = {Hans, 
Maria}, and suppose moreover that Hans and Maria each carry exactly one backpack. Then 
(28) is true just in case the weight such that Hans carries a backpack of that weight is the 
same as the weight such that Maria carries a backpack of that weight. As desired, therefore, 
the formula is true just in case the two backpacks in question have the same weight. 

This is encouraging, but as it stands, (28) misses an important aspect of the meaning of 
sentence (23). Note that the formula does not account for the fact that (23) entails (26). If 
neither Hans nor Maria carries a backpack, then of course there is no the weight such that 
either of them carries a backpack of that weight, and hence each of the two sets of degrees 
described in (28) is empty and (28) incorrectly comes out as true. 

However, this problem does not prove the Logical Form in (27) to be inadequate. Instead, the 
problem can be taken to indicate that the lexical entries for reciprocal degree operators in (10) 
need to be amended. Suppose a reciprocal degree operator triggers the presupposition that its 
first argument relates every part of its second argument that is an element of C to some 
degree. Encoding presuppositions through truth value gaps, this amounts to the proposal that 
gleich and unterschiedlich introduce the definedness condition in (29), which requires that the 
lexical entries in (10) be revised as in (30). 
                                                
9 The internal analysis of cases like (23) is similar to Beck’s (2000) analysis of sentences such as Hans and 
Maria live in different cities.  
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(29) [[ gleich/unterschiedlich ]](R)(Z) is defined only if 
 #z[z$Z & z%C & {d: R(d)(z)} ) *] 

(30) a. If defined, [[ gleich ]](R)(Z) = True iff  
  #x,y[x,y$Z & x,y%C & {d: R(d)(x)} = {d: R(d)(y)}] 

b. If defined, [[ unterschiedlich ]](R)(Z) = True iff  
#x,y[x,y$Z & x!y & x,y%C & {d: R(d)(x)} ! {d: R(d)(y)}] 

The definedness condition in (29) ensures that (27), just like (24), cannot be true unless both 
Hans and Maria carry a backpack. So adopting (29)/(30), the two Logical Forms in (24) and 
(27) become rather close in meaning. Assuming that Hans and Maria each carry no more than 
one backpack, each of these Logical Forms is true just in case each of them carries a 
backpack and these two backpacks have the same weight.10 

This is not to say, of course, that the two Logical Forms are semantically equivalent. The next 
subsection examines differences in prediction concerning the meaning of sentence (23).  

5.2 Differences in predictions 

Both the internal and the external analysis predict (23) to imply that both Hans and Maria 
carry a backpack. The obvious difference between the two accounts, however, is that the 
internal analysis takes this existential implication to be truth conditionally entailed, while 
according to the external analysis it is presupposed. These predictions are in principle 
testable. For example, since presuppositions, but not truth conditional entailments, are 
expected to project from polar questions, the external account but not the internal account 
predicts sentence (31) to suggest that Hans and Maria carry backpacks. 

(31) Tragen Hans und Maria [ [gleich   schwere] Rucksäcke]? 
   carry    Hans und Maria   equally  heavy      backpacks   
 ‘Do Hans and Maria carry equally heavy backpacks?’ 

Unfortunately, however, I find it hard to say whether or not sentence (31) carries the 
existential presupposition in question. While I would tend to interpret a speaker uttering (31) 
as presupposing that Hans and Maria carry backpacks, a reply like (32) would not seem 
infelicitous, and does not obviously deny such a presupposition. Thus intuitions on the nature 
of the existential implication carried by (23) are prima facie consistent with either analysis  

(32) Nein, nur   Hans trägt     einen Rucksäck. 
   no,     only Hans carries a        backpack   
 ‘No, only Hans carries a backpack.’ 

Another difference in predictions between the two analyses under consideration concerns 
situations where more than two backpacks are carried. For example, consider the scenario 
described in (33). 

(33) Hans carries two backpacks, weighing 10kg and 5kg, respectively. 
Maria carries two backpacks, weighing 10kg and 15kg, respectively. 

Assuming that C contains all the relevant individual backpacks, the internal analysis can 
make (23) true in this scenario, as there are two backpacks of the same weight, the two 10kg 
backpacks, that Hans and Maria carry. In contrast, assuming again that C contains both Hans 
and Maria, the external analysis predicts the sentence to be false. This is because Maria but 
                                                
10 The switch from (10) to (29)/(30) has no negative consequences for the analyses of the examples considered 
so far. The presupposition that physical objects such as Hans, Maria, apples, plums, or backpacks have weights 
is unproblematic. 
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not Hans carries a sum of backpacks with a total weight of 25kg, so that the two sets of 
degrees described in (28) will be distinct. So here we have a clear difference in predicted truth 
conditions. However, it seems to me that (23) can be judged either true or false in scenario 
(33), and so intuitions again appear consistent with either analysis.  

In sum, intuitions on the meaning of (23) alone do not clearly favor one of the two analyses 
under consideration over the other and seem compatible with either. In fact, for all we have 
seen, it may well be that both analyses are available. Below I will discuss a wider range of 
data supporting this conclusion.  

5.3 Where an internal analysis is needed 

From a syntactic perspective, it is hard to see why an internal analysis of adnominal 
reciprocal equatives should be unavailable. After all, why should it not be possible for the 
reciprocal degree operator to remain in situ at Logical Form? A more direct argument for the 
internal analysis comes from cases like (34).  

(34) Waldi hat [ [unterschiedlich lange] Ohren]. 
Waldi has    unequally          long    ears 

For obvious semantic reasons, the external analysis does not apply correctly to this example. 
Given that Waldi denotes a singular individual, rather than a plurality, the Logical Form in 
(35)a, where the degree operator has extracted from DP, is uninterpretable. In contrast, the 
Logical Form in (35)b, where the degree operator remains in situ, is interpretable and has the 
intended interpretation, conveying that Waldi has ears that have different lengths.  

(35)  a. Waldi unterschiedlich !d[**hat [ ( [d lange] *Ohr] ] 
 b. Waldi **hat [( [unterschiedlich lange] *Ohr] 

There are also cases where the Logical Form posited by the external analysis, although 
interpretable, does not express the interpretation that is intended. Sentence (36) is just like 
(23), except that the reciprocal equative is preceded by the numeral zwei ‘two’.  

(36) [Hans und Maria] tragen [ zwei [gleich   schwere] Rucksäcke]. 
 Hans und Maria   carry    two     equally heavy      backpacks   

Sentence (36) has an interpretation in which it is close to synonymous to sentence (23) in the 
reading under discussion. In this interpretation, (36) entails that each of Hans and Maria 
carries a backpack. While the sentence may be consistent with Hans or Maria carrying more 
than one backpack, it does not entail that either of them does. With this in mind, consider the 
two Logical Forms in (37).  

(37)  a. [Hans und Maria] gleich !d[**tragen [ ( zwei [d schwere] *Rucksack] ] 
 b. [Hans und Maria] **tragen [ ( zwei [gleich schwere] *Rucksack] 

Each of these Logical Form is interpretable, but the two interpretations they express differ 
dramatically. Since the external analysis is committed to the assumption that gleich triggers 
the existential presupposition encoded in (29), (37)a implies, for C = {Hans, Maria}, that 
Hans and Maria each carry at least two backpacks. As noted, the relevant reading of (36) has 
no such implication. In contrast, the Logical Form (37)b has the intended semantics, 
conveying that there are two backpacks that Hans and Maria carry and that have the same 
weight. Sentence (36), then, is another case for which an internal analysis is without 
competition. 

Yet none of the observations presented here establishes that there could not also be cases for 
which an external analysis is adequate. In fact, the next section presents examples that do 
seem to fit this profile. 
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5.4 Where an external analysis is needed 

This section discusses two types of cases that seem to call for an external analyses. Section 
5.4.1 presents examples where the reciprocal degree operator is prefixed to viele ‘many’, and 
section 5.4.2 discusses cases where the DP hosting the reciprocal degree operator appears in 
the scope of a modal verb. 

5.4.1 Amount equatives 

Sentence (38) is parallel in form to cases like (23) above, but gleich combines with the 
amount expression viele ‘many’, rather than with an ordinary gradable adjective such as 
schwer ‘heavy’.  

(38)  [Hans und Maria] haben [ [gleich    viele]  Katzen]. 
 Hans und Maria  have       equally  many  cats 

In one possible analysis, viele is a gradable adjective as well, denoting a relation between 
individuals and degrees. Specifically, viele might be taken to relate an individual to the 
number of singularities that it has as parts. Thus viele might be given the lexical entry in (39), 
where /x/ is the cardinality of {y: atom(y) & y$x}, hence d ranges over natural numbers. 

(39) [[ viele ]] = !d. !x. /x/ " d 

Assuming this adjectival analysis of viele, the internal analysis assigns (38) the Logical Form 
in (40), which has the interpretation in (41)a. For a suitable value of C, this formula may seem 
to capture the meaning of sentence (38). To be sure, for C = {the cats Hans has, the cats Maria 
has}, (41)a is true if Hans has exactly the same number of cats as Maria does. 

(40)  [Hans und Maria] **haben [ ( [gleich viele] *Katze] 

(41) a. 'Z[*cat(Z) & **has(h+m,Z) & #x,y[x,y$Z & x,y%C & {d: /x/ " d} =  
  {d: /y/ " d}] 
 b. 'Z[*pet(Z) & **has(h+m,Z) & #x,y[x,y$Z & x,y%C & {d: /x/ " d} =  
  {d: /y/ " d}] 

However, the internal analysis is not in fact adequate in this case. One way of showing this 
builds on the observation that for any fixed value of C, (41)b is true whenever (41)a is true. 
Since cats are pets, the existence of a sum of cats with a certain property, guarantees the 
existence with a sum of pets with that property. In other words, the internal analysis predicts 
sentence (38) to be upward entailing in the position of the common noun. This prediction is 
clearly incorrect, as the inference from (38) to (42) is judged to be invalid. If Hans has two 
cats and a dog, while Maria only has two cats, for example, then (38) is true while (42) is 
false.11 

(42) [Hans und Maria] haben [ [gleich    viele]  Haustiere]. 
  Hans und Maria  have       equally  many  pets 

The external analysis, in contrast, does not suffer from the same shortcoming. The Logical 
Form in (43) has the interpretation in (44)a, which for C = {Hans, Maria} conveys that Hans 
and Maria have exactly the same number of cats. It is apparent that (44)a does not entail 
(44)b, hence the external analysis correctly blocks the inference from (38) to (42). 

(43)   [Hans und Maria] gleich !d[**haben [ ( [d viele] *Katze] ] 

                                                
11 Blocking the inference from (38) to (42) in the internal analysis would require the assumption that (42) cannot 
be interpreted relative C = {the cats Hans has, the cats Maria has}, but must instead be interpreted relative to 
{the pets Hans has, the pets Maria has}. It seems unlikely that this assumption can be derived on principled 
grounds.  
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(44)  a. #x,y[x,y$h+m & x,y%C & {d: 'z[*cat(z) & **has(x,z) & /z/ " d} =  
 {d: 'z[*cat(z) & **has(y,z) & /z/ " d}] 

 b. #x,y[x,y$h+m & x,y%C & {d: 'z[*pet(z) & **has(x,z) & /z/ " d} =  
  {d: 'z[*pet(z) & **has(y,z) & /z/ " d}] 

Apart from not deriving correct truth conditions for adnominal reciprocal equatives with viele, 
the internal analysis also makes incorrect predictions on acceptability. If viele were taken to 
be interpreted in situ in (38) or (42), the plurality of the subject DP should not be essential for 
semantic well-formedness. Thus, at least in some contexts, a sentence like (45) should be no 
less acceptable than (38) and (42) are. For example, in a context where C = {the cats Hans 
has, the dogs Hans has}, (45) should convey that Hans has exactly as many cats as he has 
dogs. 

(45)  *Hans hat [ [gleich   viele]  Haustiere]. 
    Hans has   equally  many  pets 

However, this prediction is incorrect.12 Sentence (45) is unacceptable irrespective of the 
context in which it may appear. In particular, (45) does not improve when preceded by a text 
like (46), which should presumably be sufficient to make the domain restriction C = {the cats 
Hans has, the dogs Hans has} available.  

(46) Sowohl Hans als auch Maria  haben Hunde und Katzen.  
both      Hans and        Maria have    dogs    and cats 

Maria  hat zwei Hunde und drei   Katzen. 
Maria has two  dogs     and three cats 

Again, the external analysis has the intended effect, for irrespective of context, it does not 
assign (45) any denotation. This suggests strongly that in adnominal reciprocal equatives with 
viele, the degree operator must extract from its DP at Logical Form.13  

The obvious remaining question is what it is that prevents viele from being interpreted in situ. 
The answer that I would like to suggest is that viele is not an adjective after all, but a 
determiner. Suppose with Hackl (2000) that viele has a lexical entry like (47), hence denotes a 
function of type d((et)(et)), a function from the set of degrees to a relation between sets of 
individuals.  

(47) [[ viele ]] = !d. !f. !g. 'x[/x/ " d & f(x) & g(x)] 

Under this revised analysis viele is a determiner with existential quantificational force. 
Accordingly, the revised analysis has no need, and in fact no room, for the silent existential 
determiner ( posited in the Logical Forms in (40) and (43). So these Logical Forms are to be 
replaced with those in (48).  

(48)  a. [Hans und Maria] **haben [ [gleich viele] *Katze] 
b. [Hans und Maria] gleich !d[**haben [ [d viele] *Katze]] 

Note now that (48)a is uninterpretable under the assumptions made here. According to (29), 
and (30), gleich denotes a function of type (d(et))(et), a function looking for an input of type 
d(et). Since (47) assigns viele a denotation of type d((et)(et)), gleich viele in (48)a has no 
interpretation. In contrast, the Logical Form (48)b is interpretable and under the lexical entry 
                                                
12 As the contrast in (6) above would lead one to expect, the English counterpart of sentence (45), John has 
equally many pets, is grammatical.  
13 Observations reported in Szabolcsi (1986) and Gawron (1995) suggest that in amount superlatives such as 
John has the most dogs, the degree operator also must scope out of its DP. The account proposed in Gawron 
(1995) derives these observations in a way similar to the treatment of amount equatives proposed here. 
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(47), it has the very same interpretation that (43) has under the lexical entry (39). So by 
forcing covert extraction of a reciprocal degree operator from its DP, the determiner analysis 
of viele makes the correct predictions for the cases considered here. 

I conclude that an external analysis is available at least for adnominal reciprocal equatives 
with viele. To be sure, this does not mean that an external analysis is possible in all cases. It is 
conceivable that a reciprocal degree operator can covertly extract from DP when it combines 
with a determiner, but not when it combines with an adjective. However, data presented in the 
next subsection suggest that the external analysis is more generally available. 

5.4.2 Inverse scope over modals again 

Section 4.2 reported that it seems possible for the degree operator in a predicative reciprocal 
equative to take inverse scope over a modal verb such as müssen ‘must’. The natural question 
arises whether the same option is available for the degree operator in adnominal cases. 
Consider then the sentence in (49).  

(49) Hans und Maria  müssen [ [gleich   schwere] Rucksäcke] tragen. 
 Hans und Maria  must        equally heavy       backpacks   carry 

This sentence has two interpretations that will need to be set aside, as they do not make the 
point I am after here. One interpretation is an ordinary de dicto reading, according to which 
there is a requirement that Hans and Maria carry backpacks of the same weight. There also is 
a de re reading, according to which there are equally heavy backpacks that Hans and Maria 
are required to carry. These two readings might well be credited to the two Logical Forms in 
(50), which differ as to the relative scope of the object DP and the modal, but which are alike 
in that the degree operator itself remains in situ. While the readings in question might also be 
captured by an external analysis, they do not provide new evidence for the availability of such 
an analysis. 

(50) a. müssen [ [Hans und Maria] [ [gleich schwere] *Rucksack] **tragen] 
 b. [ [gleich schwere] *Rucksack] !x[müssen [ [Hans und Maria] x **tragen] ] 

But now suppose Hand and Maria take part in a contest that requires all participants to carry 
backpacks weighing at least 20kg. The rules of the contest are consistent with Hans and Maria 
carrying a 20kg backpack and a 25kg backpack, respectively, so the ordinary de dicto reading 
expressed by (50)a is false. Also, since the regulations do not call for participants to carry any 
particular backpacks, the de re reading expressed by (50)b is false as well. And yet (49) can 
be used as a true description of the scenario at hand. This suggests that the sentence has a 
third reading with the interpretation in (51), according to which the minimal backpack weight 
permitted for Hans is also the minimal backpack weight permitted for Maria. 

(51) {d: #w%Acc: 'z[*backpackw(z) & **carryw(h,z) & HEAVYW(z) " d]} =  
{d: #w%Acc: 'z[*backpackw(z) & **carryw(m,z) & HEAVYW(z) " d]} 

Note that this interpretation can be credited to the Logical Form in (52), where gleich has 
extracted from its DP, taking inverse scope over the modal, while the indefinite object 
evacuated by gleich remains in the scope of the modal.  

(52) [Hans und Maria] gleich !d!x[müssen [ [x [d schwere] *Rucksack] **tragen] ] 

If no alternative explanation for the relevant reading can be found, then it can be concluded 
that reciprocal degree operators in adnominal equatives are generally able to extract from 
their DP. Thus the existence of the relevant reading of (49) suggest that the external analysis 
is not restricted to amount equatives. 
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At this point, a word of caution is in order. Heim (1999) discusses superlative examples 
analogous to (49) and reports them to permit readings which seem to call for Logical Forms 
much like (52). However, responding to Heim (1999), Sharvit and Stateva (2002) argue that 
the relevant readings are consistent with an internal analysis of the superlative operator after 
all. Therefore, a complete argument for an external analysis should make sure that the account 
of superlatives given in Sharvit and Stateva (2002) does not correctly extend to reciprocal 
equatives. While I believe that such an argument can be made, I do not have enough space 
here to address the issue and must leave it for another occasion. For the time being, though, I 
tentatively conclude that cases like (49) prove the external analysis to be generally available. 

6 Some open questions 

To summarize, the range of interpretations available for reciprocal (in)equatives supports the 
conclusion, reached in studies on more familiar degree constructions, that degree operators 
are scopally mobile (Heim 1999, 2001). In particular, the data presented here suggest that at 
least in some cases, reciprocal degree operators in adnominal equative phrases can extract 
from DP at Logical Form.  

In concluding, I will point to three questions that arise from the discussion above and which 
will need to be answered in future work. The first question concerns the unacceptability of 
sentences like (53).  

(53) *Hans und Maria  tragen [ einen [gleich    schweren] Rucksack]. 
   Hans und Maria carry      a        equally  heavy        backpack   

Note that (53) differs from (23) above merely in that the indefinite object DP shows singular 
morphology. Nothing I have said would lead one to expect that this difference in number 
morphology correlates with a contrast in acceptability. While the Logical Form in (54)a is 
expected to be uninterpretable, (54)b is interpretable and should permit (53) to have much the 
same meaning as (23). The ungrammaticality of (53) therefore remains to be explained. 

(54)  a. [Hans und Maria] [**tragen [einen [gleich schweren] Rucksack] ] 
b. [Hans und Maria] gleich !d[**tragen [ einen [d schweren] Rucksack] ] 

The second question concerns the acceptability contrast between (45) above and sentence (55) 
below. In the account proposed above, the Logical Form in (56)a is uninterpretable because 
the phrase gleich viele has no denotation. But if this is correct, then irrespective of the 
semantics of conjunction, the Logical Form in (56)b should be uninterpretable as well. The 
question that remains, therefore, is how (55) comes to be semantically well-formed, 
conveying that Hans has exactly as many dogs as he has cats. 

(55)  Hans hat [ [gleich   viele]  [Hunde und Katzen] ]. 
  Hans has   equally  many   dogs     and cats 

(56)  a. Hans **hat [ [gleich viele] *Katze] 
 b. Hans **hat [ [gleich viele] [*Hund und *Katze] ] 

The third questions concerns examples like (13) above, repeated below as (57). As I noted in 
section 3, the sentence can be read either as saying that the total weight of the apples is the 
same as the total weight of the plums, or as saying that all of the individual pieces of fruit 
have the same weight. I suggested that, assuming the lexical entries in (10), the two readings 
are due to two different choices of C, namely C = {the apples, the plums} and C = {x: 
atom(x) & x$the apples+the plums}, respectively. 

(57) [Die Äpfel  und die Pflaumen] sind [gleich   schwer]. 
   the  apples and the plums        are    equally heavy 
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Now consider the variant of (57) in (58) below, where gleich is replaced by unterschiedlich.14 
In analogy to (57), sentence (58) can be read as saying that the total weight of the apples is 
different from the total weight of the plums, or as saying that each individual piece of fruit 
has a different weight than each of the other pieces. Assuming (10) or (29)/(30), these two 
readings can be derived under the same two choices of C given above.  

(58) [Die Äpfel  und die Pflaumen] sind [unterschiedlich schwer]. 
   the  apples and the plums        are    unequally         heavy 

But now consider a scenario with two apples weighing 150g each and three plums weighing 
100g each. Since the total weight of the apples is the same as the total weight of the plums, 
and since some pieces of fruit have the same weight, neither of the two readings described 
above is true in the scenario at hand. And yet sentence (58) can be used to describe it. 
Apparently the sentence can be read as conveying that each of the apples has a different 
weight than each of the plums.  

It is not obvious how this reading might be derived under the assumptions I have been 
making. In fact, it seems to me that it simply cannot be derived under the semantics of 
reciprocal degree operators given in (10) or (29)/(30). I will not prove this here, but I will 
show that one particular attempt that may initially seem promising is unsuccessful. This 
attempt employs a distributive operator D of the sort posited in e.g. Roberts (1987). As shown 
in the Logical Form in (59), after covert movement of both the reciprocal operator and the 
subject DP, D can be applied to the derived predicate of individuals within the scope of 
unterschiedlich. Assuming again that C = {the apples, the plums}, this Logical Form has the 
truth conditions in (60), where universal quantification over individual pieces of fruit is due to 
the semantic contribution of D. 

(59) [die Äpfel und die Pflaumen] unterschiedlich !dD
!x[x [d schwer] ] 

(60) {d: #x[atom(x) & x$the apples & HEAVY(x) " d]} )  
 {d: #x[atom(x) & x$the plums & HEAVY(x) " d]} 

Unfortunately, however, the formula in (60) does not express the interpretation that is of 
interest here. It does not convey that each of the apples has a different weight than each of the 
plums. Instead, it merely conveys that the lightest of the apples has a different weight than the 
lightest of the plums. Therefore, whether or not (60) is a possible interpretation of sentence 
(58), the reading of interest here remains to be accounted for. 

I suspect that this problem indicates that building reciprocity into the semantics of reciprocal 
degree operators in the way the lexical entries in (10) or (29)/(30) do is ultimately incorrect. 
But I must leave the task of explicating this suspicion and exploring alternative analyses for 
another occasion. 
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Abstract 

Epistemic modals (might, must) and predicates of personal taste (tasty, fun) show parallel be-

havior related to whose knowledge or taste is relevant for their interpretation. To account for the 

similarity, I extend Lasersohn’s (2005) account of predicates of personal taste to epistemic modals, 

using his “judge” parameter for the person whose knowledge is relevant. Along the way, I argue 

for modifications to Lasersohn’s view. I also propose a way to place the account in a Stalnakerian 

theory of conversation. 

1 Introduction 

An analytical puzzle arises in a similar form for both epistemic modals and predicates of per-

sonal taste. In the rest of this section, I will briefly introduce this puzzle and summarize some 

conclusions drawn in earlier work. 

It has been widely assumed since Kratzer (1977) that the modal sentence in (1a) has an episte-

mic interpretation roughly equivalent to (1b). 

(1) (a) It might be raining. 

 (b) In some world compatible with what is known in the actual world, it’s raining. 

This raises the question, though, of whose knowledge is relevant – a question which has been 

much debated in the literature and seems to have no easy answer.
1
 In particular, it has been 

shown (see, e.g., MacFarlane 2006) that if “what is known” is taken to mean what is known 

by the speaker, the meaning of (1a) becomes too weak, and if it is taken to mean what is 

known by anyone at all or by people in general, the meaning becomes too strong. If it is taken 

to mean what is known by some particular, contextually salient individual or group, then we 

cannot explain a phenomenon that I will discuss below involving disagreement. (Note that if 

“what is known” is replaced with “the available evidence,” then the question simply becomes 

that of who the evidence must be available to, and the exact same puzzles arise.) 

Lasersohn (2005) discusses predicates of “personal taste” such as tasty and fun, as in (2).  

(2) This roller coaster is fun. 

The sentence in (2) seems to mean that the roller coaster gives rise to a certain kind of pleas-

ant experience. This raises the question of whose experience is relevant. Lasersohn shows that 

                                                 
* An earlier version of this work appeared as Stephenson (2005). For comments, discussion, and judgments, I 

would like to thank Pranav Anand, Kai von Fintel, Danny Fox, Valentine Hacquard, Irene Heim, Sarah Hulsey, 

Sabine Iatridou, Ezra Keshet, Angelika Kratzer, John MacFarlane, Eric McCready, Friederike Moltmann, Craige 

Roberts, Robert Stalnaker, Seth Yalcin, the editors and reviewers of MITWPL 51, and audiences at MIT, the 

SNEWS workshop, the 2007 LSA Annual Meeting, and, of course, Sinn und Bedeutung 11. 
1 See, e.g., Moore (1962), Hacking (1967), DeRose (1991), Egan, Hawthorne & Weatherson (2005), von Fintel 

& Gillies (2006), and MacFarlane (2006). 

Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 11, E. Puig-Waldmüller (ed.), Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra, pp.583-597.
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if the relevant experiencer is taken to be the speaker, the meaning is too weak, and if it is tak-

en to be everyone or people in general, the meaning becomes too strong. He also shows that if 

the experiencer is taken to be some particular, contextually salient individual, then once again 

we cannot explain the phenomenon of disagreement to be discussed below. 

We have two very similar questions in different domains: the question of whose knowledge is 

relevant for an epistemic modal, and that of whose taste or experience is relevant for a predi-

cate of personal taste. Both questions are difficult to answer, and they are difficult for similar 

reasons, so I suggest that we start by assuming that they are part of a single puzzle. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, I show two parallels between epi-

stemic modals and predicates of personal taste. In Sections 3–4, I present Lasersohn’s (2005) 

analysis of predicates of personal taste, argue for modifications to it, and extend it to episte-

mic modals. In Section 5, I develop an adapted Stalnakerian theory of conversation that goes 

together with the proposed semantic account. I discuss further predictions of the analysis in 

Section 6, and then conclude in Section 7. 

2 Empirical Parallels between Epistemic Modals and Predicates of Personal Taste 

Besides giving rise to a similar difficulty for the analyst, epistemic modals and predicates of 

personal taste also show parallel behavior that lends support to a unified account. Two such 

parallels arise in attitude reports and in dialogues involving disagreement.
2
 

2.1 Attitude reports 

When an epistemic modal is embedded under think, the relevant knowledge is understood to 

be that of the subject. For example, in (3), might expresses Sam’s mental state, so that the sen-

tence says, roughly, that it is compatible with Sam’s beliefs that it’s raining. 

(3) Sam thinks it might be raining. 

Similarly, a predicate of personal taste embedded under think is naturally understood as ex-

pressing the experience of the subject. For example, (4) is most easily understood as saying 

that the roller coaster is fun for Sam. 

(4) Sam thinks that the roller coaster is fun.  

Unlike with epistemic modals, this link is actually not obligatory with predicates of personal 

taste. I will return to this issue in Section 4.2. 

These facts extend to cases where the subject is a quantifier. For example, (5) says that for 

each boy x, it follows from x’s beliefs that x is stupid, and (6) says that for each boy x, x’s 

dinner tastes good to x. 

(5) [Every boy]i thinks hei must be stupid.
3
 

(6) [Every boy]i thinks hisi dinner is tasty. 

2.2 Contradictions and disagreements 

In making or assessing assertions involving epistemic modals, speakers seem to be allowed to 

only consider their own knowledge. In (7), for example, it seems acceptable for Sam to utter 

                                                 
2 Moltmann (2005) independently makes similar observations about the parallels between predicates of personal 

taste and epistemic modals, and gives brief suggestions towards a parallel analysis. 
3 This example is based on ones from Speas (2004), who argues that the modal base is linked to the bound vari-

able but does not link the effect to attitude predicates. Similar examples are also used in von Fintel & Iatridou 

(2003) to show that quantifiers can bind pronouns across an epistemic modal. 
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(7a) if it is compatible with his knowledge that Bill is in his office. It is equally acceptable for 

Sue to utter (7b) if it is not compatible with her knowledge that Bill is in his office. 

(7) Mary:  Where’s Bill? 

 Sam:   I’m not sure. (a) He might be in his office. 

 Sue:   (b) Nuh-uh, he can’t be. (c) He never works on Fridays. 

            [OR] No, he can’t be. He never works on Fridays. 

Similarly, in (8), it seems acceptable for Sam to utter (8a) if the cake tastes good to him, and 

equally acceptable for Sue to utter (8b) if the cake does not taste good to her. 

(8) Mary:   How’s the cake? 

 Sam:   (a) It’s tasty.  

 Sue:   (b) Nuh-uh, it isn’t tasty at all! 

            [OR] No it isn’t, it tastes terrible! 

Although each speaker in (7)–(8) seems to be expressing their own knowledge or experience, 

this cannot be a case of first-person indexicality given that dialogues like (9) are incoherent.  

(9) Sam:   I’m a doctor. 

 Sue:           # No, I’m not!     /     # Nuh-uh, I’m not a doctor! 

3 Lasersohn’s Analysis of Predicates of Personal Taste 

In this section I will discuss Lasersohn’s (2005) analysis of predicates of personal taste, which 

I will revise and extend in Section 4 to cover epistemic modals. 

3.1 Lasersohn’s system 

Lasersohn (2005) proposes an account of predicates of personal taste using an extra parameter 

of evaluation, an individual “judge,” which is the person whose taste or experience is relevant 

for a predicate of personal taste. Crucially, the new parameter is part of Kaplan’s (1989) “in-

dex,” not “context,” as illustrated in (10). This means, most importantly, that propositions are 

now construed as sets of world-time-individual triples, where the individual is the judge. 

(10) 

 

I will present a somewhat reformulated version of Lasersohn’s account, but the two are equiv-

alent. I assume the two rules of semantic interpretation in (11) in the style of Heim & Kratzer 

(1998). Note that normal individuals and the value of the judge parameter are both of type e. 

(Worlds are of type s and times are of type i.) I will write [[α]]
u; w,t,j

 for the denotation of α in 

context of utterance u at world w, time t, and judge j. 

(11) Given a complex expression γ that is formed by combining α and β: 

  (a) If [[β]]
u; w,t,j

 ∈ Dom ( [[α]]
u; w,t,j

 ), then [[γ]]
 u; w,t,j

 = [[α]]
u; w,t,j

 ( [[β]]
u; w,t,j 

) 

 (b)  If [λw’s . [λt’i . [λj’e . [[β]]
u; w’,t’,j’

] ] ] ∈ Dom ( [[α]]
u; w,t,j

 ), 

then [[γ]]
u; w,t,j

 = [[α]]
u; w,t,j

 ( [λw’s . [λt’i . [λj’e . [[β]]
u; w’,t’,j’

] ] ] ) 

Character 

Context 

Content

Index

Truth Value

values of 

indexicals 

world/time of 

evaluation 
judge
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On Lasersohn’s view, predicates of personal taste such as fun and tasty have the lexical en-

tries in (12). For example, at a world w, time t, and judge j, fun denotes the (characteristic 

function of) the set of individuals that are fun for j in w at t. 

(12) [[fun]]
u; w,t,j

 = [λxe . x is fun for j in w at t] 

 [[tasty]]
u; w,t,j

 = [[taste good]]
u; w,t,j

 = [λxe . x tastes good to j in w at t] 

 [[taste terrible]]
u; w,t,j

 = [λxe . x tastes terrible to j in w at t] 

I will treat multi-word expressions such as taste good or taste terrible as unanalyzed wholes, 

although of course they should ultimately be given a compositional analysis.  

Non-taste predicates such as doctor have meanings that do not depend on the judge parame-

ter, but only on the world and time, as shown in (13). Similarly, indexicals depend only on the 

context and not the index, as shown in (14). 

(13) [[doctor]]
u; w,t,j

 = [λxe . x is a doctor in w at t] 

(14) [[I]]
u; w,t,j

 = the speaker of u 

 [[you]]
u; w,t,j

 = the addressee of u 

 [[now]]
u; w,t,j

 = the time of u 

In constructions like fun for Sam or tastes good to Sue, on Lasersohn’s view, the preposition 

for or to takes a property P and an individual y as arguments and shifts the judge parameter to 

y, as shown in (15). Note that in this system, the type of a property is <s,<i,<e,et>>>, since 

the judge parameter adds an extra “e.” 

(15) [[for]]
u; w,t,j

 = [[to]]
u; w,t,j

 = [λye . [λP<s,<i,<e,et>>> . P(w)(t)(y) ] ]
4
 

In effect, this changes a judge-dependent property to a non-judge-dependent one. For exam-

ple, fun for Sam simply denotes the set of things that are fun for Sam, as shown in (16). (In 

Section 4.2, I will derive fun for Sam in a different way.) 

(16) [[fun for Sam]]
u; w,t,j

 = [[for]]
u; w,t,j

 ( [[Sam]]
u; w,t,j

 ) ( [λw’s . [λt’i . [λj’e . [[fun]]
u; w’,t’,j’

 ] ] ] ) 

= [λxe . x is fun for Sam in w at t] 

Finally, Lasersohn assumes that speakers typically make and assess assertions using an “auto-

centric” perspective – taking themselves to be the judge. However, he assumes that speakers 

can also take an “exocentric” perspective if someone else’s perspective is particularly salient.  

3.2 Consequences of Lasersohn’s account 

Now I will show how Lasersohn’s account explains the phenomena discussed in Section 2 for 

the case of predicates of personal taste. 

First, recall that when a predicate of personal taste is embedded in an attitude report, the most 

natural interpretation is one where the judge is the attitude holder. For example, (4), repeated 

in (17), is normally understood to mean roughly that the roller coaster is fun for Sam. 

(17) Sam thinks that the roller coaster is fun.    [=(4)] 

According to Lasersohn, the linked reading is possible because Sam’s perspective as the atti-

tude holder is automatically salient. 

Second, recall that speakers may have disagreements of the form in (8), repeated in (18). 

(18) Mary:   How’s the cake? 

 Sam:   (a) It’s tasty.  

                                                 
4 Lasersohn (2005, Sec. 5) introduces for syncategorematically with the same effect, essentially stipulating that 

given a VP α and DP β, where β denotes an individual b, [[α for β]]u; w,t,j = [[α]]u; w,t,b. 
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 Sue:   (b) Nuh-uh, it isn’t tasty at all! 

            [OR] No it isn’t, it tastes terrible! 

Lasersohn’s final assumption, which I will share, is that speakers disagree (as indicated by the 

use of expressions such as no it isn’t) if and only if the Kaplanian contents of their assertions 

contradict each other. This assumption is essentially an extension of the empirical observation 

that a dialogue like (19) is possible but (20) is not. In (19), Sue’s assertion has the same con-

tent but not the same character as the negation of Sam’s assertion, whereas in (20) Sue’s as-

sertion has the same character but not the same content as the negation of Sam’s assertion. 

(19) Sam:   I’m a doctor. 

 Sue:   No, you’re not! 

(20) Sam:   I’m a doctor. 

 Sue:           # No, I’m not!     [=(9)] 

Going back to (18), Sam’s assertion (18a) and Sue’s assertion (18b) do indeed have contradic-

tory contents in Lasersohn’s system: the content of (18a) is the proposition {<w,t,j> : the cake 

tastes good to j in w at t}, and the content of (18b) is the proposition {<w,t,j> : the cake does 

not taste good to j in w at t}, thus correctly predicting that disagreement is possible. 

This also correctly predicts that (21) is not a possible dialogue if Sue is expressing her own 

taste (though it is possible on an irrelevant reading where Sue is accusing Sam of speaking 

insincerely). This is because the indexical me depends on the context rather than the index, 

and so the content of Sam’s assertion in (21) is the proposition {<w,t,j> : the cake tastes good 

to Sam in w at t}. The content of Sue’s assertion in (21) (assuming she is expressing her own 

taste) is {<w,t,j> : the cake does not taste good to j in w at t}, so the two are not contradictory. 

(21) Sam:  The cake tastes good to me.  

 Sue:          # No it doesn’t, it tastes terrible! 

4 Extending the Analysis to Epistemic Modals 

In this section, I will extend Lasersohn’s system to epistemic modals, which will help explain 

the parallels between epistemic modals and predicates of personal taste discussed in Section 

2. My key claim will be that the “judge” is the person whose knowledge is relevant for the in-

terpretation of epistemic modals. In Section 4.1, I will give a preliminary analysis that follows 

Lasersohn’s system very closely. In Section 4.2, I will bring up a contrast between epistemic 

modals and predicates of personal taste that poses a problem for the preliminary analysis. In 

Section 4.3, I will revise the account to capture both the similarities and the differences be-

tween the two classes. 

4.1 First attempt 

The most direct way to extend Lasersohn’s system is to give epistemic modals the lexical en-

tries in (22) (putting aside some irrelevant complications of modal semantics), making them 

fully parallel to predicates of personal taste.
5
  

(22) [[might]]
u; w,t,j

 = [λp<s,<i,et>> . there is some world w’ compatible with j’s knowledge in 

w at t such that p(w’)(t)(j) = 1] 

                                                 
5 The proposal in 4.1 is the account I gave in Stephenson (2005). Egan (to appear) independently proposes what 

is essentially the same account for epistemic modals, as a form of a relativism. My view and Egan’s differ from 

the relativist accounts of MacFarlane (2006) and Egan, Hawthorne & Weatherson (2005) in not relativizing the 

time of knowledge along with the “knower” (although as time is not Egan’s focus, it is not clear whether he 

intends this to be significant). 
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 [[must]]
u; w,t,j

 = [λp<s,<i,et>> . for every world w’ compatible with j’s knowledge in w at t, 

p(w’)(t)(j) = 1] 

With these meanings, a sentence of the form “might p,” for example, is true at a world-time-

judge triple <w,t,j> if and only if it is compatible with j’s knowledge in w at t that p is true. 

Together with the assumptions laid out in Section 3, this accounts for the fact that epistemic 

modals, like predicates of personal taste, can be linked to the subject of attitude predicates and 

give rise to disagreements with each speaker taking their own perspective. 

4.2 A problem 

The account sketched above is designed to account for the parallels between epistemic modals 

and predicates of personal taste, but there is a crucial difference between the two classes that 

it cannot account for. In attitude reports containing predicates of personal taste, the judge of 

the predicate can be linked to the attitude holder, but does not have to be, whereas with episte-

mic modals the link is obligatory. For example, in (23), where the cat’s perspective is salient, 

tasty can be understood as “tastes good to the cat.” In (24), however, might cannot be under-

stood as “compatible with the dog’s knowledge” even though the dog’s perspective is salient. 

(23) Mary:  How’s that new brand of cat food you bought? 

 Sam:  I think it’s tasty, because the cat has eaten a lot of it. 

         [Kai von Fintel, p.c.] 

(24) Mary:  Wow, the dog really likes the dog food you’re feeding him. 

 Sam:           # I think it might be table scraps. 

In other words, (24) would not be a coherent dialogue in a context where it is common knowl-

edge that Sam knows what is in the dog’s bowl, whereas (23) can be a coherent dialogue in a 

context where it is common knowledge that Sam does not eat or like cat food. 

More generally, predicates of personal taste seem to be easily linked to salient referents, giv-

ing what Lasersohn calls “exocentric” readings, but this is not the case for epistemic modals. 

For example, tasty can be easily understood as “tastes good to the cat” in (25), but might can-

not be understood as “compatible with the dog’s knowledge” in (26). 

(25) [Context: Sam is watching his cat eat a new brand of cat food. After a few hesitant 

bites the cat devours it eagerly. Sam says:] 

 Oh good, the new cat food is tasty.    [cf. Lasersohn (2005): (39)] 

(26) [Context: Sam is watching his dog eat dog food. The dog is eating the food with en-

thusiasm that he usually saves for table scraps. Sam says:] 

         # Oh good, that might be table scraps. 

The account sketched above incorrectly predicts (24) and (26) to be possible. Below I will re-

vise the account so as to capture this contrast as well as the parallels between the two classes. 

4.3 Revised analysis 

My first step in revising the analysis is to take the judge dependency out of the lexical mean-

ings of predicates of personal taste, instead treating them as two-place predicates. New lexical 

entries are given in (27). 

(27) [[tasty]]
u; w,t,j

 = [[taste good]]
u; w,t,j

 = [λxe . [λye . y tastes good to x in w at t] ] 

 [[taste terrible]]
u; w,t,j

 = [λxe . [λye . y tastes terrible to x in w at t] ] 

 [[fun]]
u; w,t,j

 = [λxe . [λye . y is fun for x in w at t] ] 
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This means, that semantically and syntactically, a predicate of personal taste takes two argu-

ments, the first of which gives the person whose taste is relevant. Their lexical meanings, 

then, are no longer judge-dependent. But the judge parameter is still part of the system, and 

predicates of personal taste can still essentially become judge-dependent, as we will see. 

Next, to bring the judge back in, I propose that there is a silent nominal item, which I will call 

PROJ, that simply denotes the judge. That is, it has the meaning in (28). 

(28) [[PROJ]]
u; w,t,j

 = j 

Predicates of personal taste have the option of taking PROJ as their first argument. When this 

happens, the resulting meanings are essentially the same as they are on Lasersohn’s account. 

For example, the meaning of [tasty PROJ], shown in (29), is the same as the lexical entry for 

tasty given earlier in (12). 

(29) [[tasty PROJ]]
u; w,t,j

 = [[tasty]]
u; w,t,j

 ( [[PROJ]]
u; w,t,j

 ) = [λy . y tastes good to j in w at t] 

Predicates of personal taste can also take individual arguments, which can either be silent or 

overt. When overt, they take the form of PPs as in fun for Sam or tastes good to Sue, meaning 

that the prepositions used in these constructions denote the identity function, as shown in (30). 

(30) [[to]]
u; w,t,j

 = [[for]]
u; w,t,j

 = [λye . y] 

I assume that predicates of personal taste can also take silent pronouns as arguments, which 

simply pick out contextually salient individuals in the same way as overt pronouns.
6
 I will use 

the notation “proA” as a shorthand for a silent pronoun referring to individual A. 

The difference between epistemic modals and predicates of personal taste is that epistemic 

modals do not have the option of taking an individual argument, silent or overt. Rather the 

person whose knowledge is relevant is always given by the judge parameter. There are a num-

ber of ways to achieve this. I will assume that just like predicates of personal taste, epistemic 

modals have a syntactic and semantic argument slot for the “knower,” but that this is restrict-

ed to PROJ by a syntactic selection requirement. This means that epistemic modals now have 

the lexical meanings in (31) but, since they always occur with PROJ, we can treat must PROJ 

and might PROJ as unanalyzed wholes with the meanings given in (32). 

(31) [[might]]
u; w,t,j

 = [λxe . [λp<s,<i,et>> . there is some world w’ compatible with x’s knowl-

edge in w at t such that p(w’)(t)(x) = 1] ] 

 [[must]]
u; w,t,j

 = [λxe . [λp<s,<i,et>> . for all worlds w’ compatible with x’s knowledge in w 

at t, p(w’)(t)(x) = 1] ] 

(32) [[might PROJ]]
u; w,t,j

 = [λp<s,<i,et>> . there is some world w’ compatible with j’s knowl-

edge in w at t such that p(w’)(t)(j) = 1] 

 [[must PROJ]]
u; w,t,j

 = [λp<s,<i,et>> . for all worlds w’ compatible with j’s knowledge in w 

at t, p(w’)(t)(j) = 1]  

This should be thought of as a simplification of a full semantic theory of modals, where all 

modals take a restrictor argument giving the modal base and/or ordering source. My claim is 

essentially that the kind of restrictor taken by epistemic modals is inherently judge-dependent. 

Another way to encode the difference between epistemic modals and predicates of personal 

taste would be to keep the meanings for epistemic modals proposed in Section 4.1, making 

them directly dependent on the judge (though again, this should probably be seen as a simpli-

fication of a full modal theory where the judge dependency comes in via the restrictor). In that 

                                                 
6 Once null referential pronouns are posited, the question arises as to whether these pronouns can be bound in the 

same way that overt pronouns can. I leave this to future work. 
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case, it would then also be an option to eliminate PROJ, and instead make predicates of per-

sonal taste ambiguous between a judge-dependent use and an argument-taking use. Mainly for 

convenience, I will adopt the analysis given in (27)–(32). 

With these changes in place, I propose that there are no exocentric readings in Lasersohn’s 

sense. In examples like (23) and (25), tasty occurs with a silent pronoun referring to the cat, 

and thus no judge dependency is involved.  

One final piece is needed. I assume that attitude predicates such as think obligatorily shift the 

judge parameter to the attitude holder. For example, think has the meaning in (33).
7
 

(33) [[think]]
u; w,t,j

 = [λp<s,<i,et>> . [λxe . for all worlds w’ compatible with x’s beliefs in w at 

t, p(w’)(t)(x) = 1] ] 

This takes a proposition p and an individual x, and says that for all worlds w’ compatible with 

x’s beliefs, p is true as judged by x. That is, within the quantificational statement, x is plugged 

in as the judge parameter instead of the matrix judge j. (A meaning along these lines was pro-

posed by Lasersohn in an earlier version of his 2005 paper, and later rejected.)  

4.4 Examples 

Now let me show how the revised analysis works in some examples. First consider the case of 

a matrix epistemic modal as in (34a). The assumed structure is given in (34b) and the mean-

ing is computed in (34c). 

(34) (a) It might be raining. 

 (b) [might PROJ ] [ it be raining ] 

 (c)  [[(b)]]
u; w,t,j

 = [[might]]
u; w,t,j

 ( [[PROJ]]
u; w,t,j

 ) 

( [λw” . [λt” . [λj” . [[it be raining]]
u; w”,t”,j”

 ] ] ] ) 

 = [λxe . [λp<s,<i,et>> . there is some world w’ compatible with x’s knowledge in 

w at t such that p(w’)(t)(x) = 1] ] ( j ) 

( [λw” . [λt” . [λj” . it’s raining in w” at t”] ] ] ) 

 = 1 iff there is some world w’ compatible with j’s knowledge in w at t such that 

it’s raining in w’ at t 

Thus the sentence it might be raining is true at an index <w,t,j> if and only if it is compatible 

with j’s knowledge in w at t that it’s raining, which is the same as the meaning derived on the 

preliminary analysis in Section 4.1. 

Now consider the case of an epistemic modal embedded in an attitude report as in (35a), with 

the structure in (35b). This has the meaning in (35c), which simplifies to (35d) under certain 

assumptions about belief and knowledge. 

(35) (a) Sue thinks it might be raining. 

 (b) [ Sue [VP thinks [S [might PROJ ] [ it be raining ] ] ] ] 

 (c) [[(b)]]
u; w,t,j

 = [[thinks]]
u; w,t,j

 

( [λw2 . [λt2 . [λj2 . [[it might be raining]]
u; w2,t2,j2 ] ] ] ) ( [[Sue]]

u; w,t,j
 ) 

                                                 
7 The meaning for think in (33) involves simplification with respect to the embedded evaluation time, as this is 

not my focus. It also does not capture the fact that the shifted judge is always interpreted de se (Pranav Anand, 

p.c., Danny Fox, p.c.). This can be improved upon if we adopt a semantics of think using Lewis’s notion of dox-

astic alternatives, as I do in Stephenson (2007). 
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 = 1 iff for all worlds w’ compatible with Sue’s beliefs in w at t, there is some 

world w” compatible with Sue’s knowledge in w’ at t such that it’s raining in 

w” at t. 

 (d) [assuming that “x believes p” is equivalent to “x believes that x knows that p”] 

  = 1 iff there is some world w” compatible with Sue’s beliefs in w at t such that 

it’s raining in w” at t.  

According to (35c), the sentence Sue thinks it might be raining is true at an index <w,t,j> if 

and only if for all worlds w’ compatible with Sue’s beliefs in w at t, there is some world w” 

compatible with Sue’s knowledge in w’ at t such that it’s raining in w” at t – in other words, if 

Sue believes that it is compatible with her knowledge that it’s raining. This is essentially a 

knowledge report embedded in a belief report. However, we can assume that believing some-

thing is the same as believing that one knows it, allowing us to reduce (35c) to (35d). Thus the 

sentence is true at an index <w,t,j> if and only if there is some world w” compatible with 

Sue’s beliefs in w at t such that it’s raining in w” at t, in other words, if it is compatible with 

Sue’s beliefs that that it’s raining. This is the same as the meaning of the matrix sentence in 

(34) except that “j’s knowledge” is replaced by “Sue’s beliefs.” 

Next, let’s look at examples with predicates of personal taste. First consider an unembedded 

case such as (36). 

(36) This cake is tasty. 

There are two possibilities for the structure of (36). One possibility is that tasty takes PROJ as 

its first argument, in which case the structure is (37a) and the meaning is (37b) (where “c” 

stands for the cake being referred to).  

(37) (a) [ This cake ] [ tasty PROJ ]  

 (b) [[(a)]]
u; w,t,j

 = [[tasty]]
u; w,t,j

 ( [[PROJ]]
u; w,t,j

 ) ( [[this cake]]
u; w,t,j

 ) 

  = [λxe . [λye . y tastes good to x in w at t] ] ( j ) ( c ) 

  = 1 iff c tastes good to j in w at t 

Thus if the sentence this cake is tasty contains PROJ, then it is true at an index <w,t,j> if and 

only if the cake tastes good to j in w at t. This is the same as the meaning on the preliminary 

analysis from Section 4.1. 

The second possibility is that tasty in (36) takes a silent referential pronoun as its first argu-

ment, for example one referring to Sam (which I write as proSam). In this case, the structure is 

(38a) and the meaning is (38b). 

(38) (a) [ This cake ] [ tasty proSam ]  

 (b) [[(a)]]
u; w,t,j

 = [[tasty]]
u; w,t,j

 ( [[proSam]]
u; w,t,j

 ) ( [[this cake]]
u; w,t,j

 ) 

  = [λxe . [λye . y tastes good to x in w at t] ] ( Sam ) ( c ) 

  = 1 iff c tastes good to Sam in w at t 

Thus if the sentence this cake is tasty contains a silent referential pronoun referring to Sam, 

e.g., then it is true at an index <w,t,j> if and only if the cake tastes good to Sam in w at t. This 

is not a judge-dependent proposition (as expected given that none of the constituent parts of 

the sentence are judge-dependent). 

When a predicate of personal taste appears with an overt PP, as in (39), this works exactly the 

same way as the case with a silent referential pronoun. Thus (39) is true at an index <w,t,j> if 

and only if the roller coaster is fun for Sam in w at t, which again is non-judge-dependent. 
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(39) The roller coaster is fun for Sam. 

When a predicate of personal taste is embedded in an attitude report as in (40), the same two 

possibilities hold for the embedded sentence. 

(40) Sue thinks this cake is tasty. 

If (40) contains PROJ, then it has the structure in (41a) and the meaning in (41b), which 

reduces to (41c) under certain assumptions about people’s knowledge of their own perception. 

(41) (a) [ Sue [ thinks [ this cake is tasty PROJ ] ] ]  

 (b) [[(a)]]
u; w,t,j

 = [[thinks]]
u; w,t,j

 

( [λw” . [λt” . [λj” . [[this cake is tasty PROJ ]]
u; w”,t”,j”

 ) ( [[Sue]]
u; w,t,j

 ) 

 = 1 iff for all worlds w’ compatible with Sue’s beliefs in w at t, c tastes good to 

Sue in w’ at t 

 (c) [Assuming Sue has privileged access to her own experiences of taste] 

  = 1 iff c tastes good to Sue in w at t 

According to (41b), the sentence Sue thinks this cake is tasty (with PROJ) is true at an index 

<w,t,j> if and only if for all worlds w’ compatible with Sue’s beliefs in w at t, the cake tastes 

good to Sue in w’ at t – in other words, if Sue believes that the cake tastes good to her. But if 

we assume (following Lasersohn) that people have privileged access to their own experiences 

of taste, and therefore cannot have false or incomplete beliefs about them, then this reduces to 

(41c). Thus if the sentence Sue thinks this cake is tasty contains PROJ, then it is true at an in-

dex <w,t,j> if and only if the cake tastes good to Sue in w at t. 

It is also possible for (40) to contain a silent referential pronoun, for example one referring to 

Sam. In this case, it has the structure in (42a) and the meaning in (42b). 

(42) (a) [ Sue [ thinks [ this cake is tasty proSam ] ] ] 

 (b) [[(a)]]
u; w,t,j

 = [[thinks]]
u; w,t,j

 

( [λw” . [λt” . [λj” . [[this cake is tasty proSam ]]
u; w”,t”,j”

 ) ( [[Sue]]
u; w,t,j

 ) 

 = 1 iff for all worlds w’ compatible with Sue’s beliefs in w at t, c tastes good to 

Sam in w’ at t 

Thus if the sentence Sue thinks this cake is tasty contains a silent referential pronoun referring 

to Sam, e.g., then it is true at an index <w,t,j> if and only if in all worlds w’ compatible with 

Sue’s beliefs in w at t, the cake tastes good to Sam in w’ at t. In other words, it just means that 

Sue thinks the cake tastes good to Sam – a simple, factual, non-judge-dependent belief report. 

Note that think still shifts the judge parameter of the embedded sentence, but this has no effect 

because the embedded sentence is non-judge-dependent. 

5 Pragmatic Proposal 

In this section I will sketch a pragmatic theory to go with the semantics I have adopted. This 

requires redefining the notions of assertion and the common ground in a way that takes the 

new judge parameter into account. My main goal is to shed further light on the phenomenon, 

discussed earlier, where speakers seem to have disagreements involving predicates of person-

al taste or epistemic modals while at the same time speaking from their own perspectives. 

5.1 Extending the Stalnakerian picture 

My starting point is the theory of conversation developed largely by Stalnaker (1978, 2002). 

On his view, one main purpose of conversation is to establish and update a common ground. 
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The common ground is the set of worlds, or world-time pairs, that are compatible with what is 

commonly known or accepted by the participants in the conversation. An assertion is seen as 

a proposal to restrict the common ground in a particular way, specifically by removing any 

worlds (or world-time pairs) in which the proposition asserted is not true. Hearers may accept 

or challenge such a proposal. 

To extend the notion of the common ground to a system with a judge parameter, the first step 

is to redefine the common ground as a set of world-time-individual triples instead of worlds 

or world-time pairs. (The individual, of course, stands for the judge.) In other words, the com-

mon ground should be seen as set of indices, which in the new system have been redefined as 

world-time-individual triples. In particular, though, I propose that for any member of the com-

mon ground <w,t,j>, the individual j represents the plurality of the entire group of participants 

in the conversation. This means that as long as it is common knowledge who is having the 

conversation, which I assume it normally is, every member of the common ground <w,t,j> 

will have the same value for j.
8
 (If it is also common ground what the current time is, then 

only the worlds will vary.) This also means that, in a sense, just as any conversational context 

has an actual world and time, it also has an “actual judge,” namely, the group of participants. 

However, this will not mean that tasty, e.g., is equivalent to something like tastes good to us 

(with us referring to the group of conversational participants), as we will see below. 

As in the standard system, an assertion is a proposal to restrict the common ground to indices 

at which the proposition asserted is true, where now indices are world-time-individual triples. 

Crucially, though, I assume that a speaker A is justified in asserting a sentence S provided that 

A believes that S is true as judged by A themselves – the speaker does not need to believe that 

S is true as judged by the entire group of participants in the conversation.
9
 More formally, for 

A to assert S in w at t, it must be the case that for all worlds w’ compatible with A’s beliefs in 

w at t, S is true at the index <w’,t,A> – or, equivalently, A thinks that S must be true, where 

think has the meaning given in Section 4.3 that shifts the judge parameter. This can be seen as 

one way to formulate Lasersohn’s notion of autocentricity. 

I have made two new and crucial assumptions here: first, that the common ground consists of 

indices <w,t,j> where j is the plurality of all the participants in the conversation; and second, 

that the norm of assertion only involves the speaker’s beliefs about what is true as judged by 

that speaker individually. In essence, what I have done is made a distinction between the con-

ditions under which a speaker is allowed to make a proposal and those under which the pro-

posal is likely to be successful. To make an assertion, a speaker only needs to believe that the 

proposition asserted is true with themselves as the judge, but if the assertion is successful, in 

effect what is added to the common ground is that p is true with the whole group of conversa-

tional participants as the judge.  

5.2 Examples 

Now let me show how these pragmatic assumptions work in cases of disagreement. First con-

sider the dialogue from (8), repeated in (43). (Assume that tasty and taste terrible take PROJ.) 

(43) Mary:  How’s the cake? 

 Sam:   It’s tasty. 

 Sue:   No it isn’t, it tastes terrible!   [=(8)] 

                                                 
8 Egan (to appear) independently develops a different view, where for indices <w,t,x> in the common ground, x 

varies among the atomic individuals participating in the conversation. 
9 The norm of assertion should probably be formulated in terms of not just belief, but rather something like justi-

fied belief. It is not clear how stricter concepts such as knowledge or true belief should be applied to judge-

dependent propositions, and I leave that to future research. 
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Sam’s assertion it’s tasty is a proposal to restrict the common ground to triples <w,t,j> such 

that the cake tastes good to j in w at t. In order to make that assertion, Sam must believe that 

the cake tastes good to him – which amounts to a requirement that the cake taste good to him, 

as discussed in Section 4.4. Sue objects to this proposal by giving a counterproposal to restrict 

the common ground to triples <w,t,j> such that the cake does not taste good to j in w at t.
10

 In 

order to make her assertion, it only needs to be the case that the cake does not taste good to 

her. Similarly, Sue can go on to assert it tastes terrible as long as the cake tastes terrible to 

her. The key point is that in this dialogue, both Sam and Sue are justified in making their as-

sertions, but neither one can be successful. 

The situation is similar for the case of epistemic modals. For example, in (7), repeated in (44), 

Sam’s assertion he might be in his office is a proposal to restrict the common ground to triples 

<w,t,j> such that it is compatible with j’s knowledge that Bill is in his office. Sue objects with 

a counterproposal to restrict the common ground to triples <w,t,j> such that it is not compati-

ble with j’s knowledge that Bill is in his office. 

(44) Mary:   Where’s Bill? 

 Sam:   I’m not sure. He might be in his office. 

 Sue:   Nuh-uh, he can’t be. He never works on Fridays.   

         [=(7)] 

6 Further Predictions 

In this section, I will discuss two further predictions of the analysis. The first lends support to 

my view. The second poses an apparent problem, and I will suggest one possible solution. 

6.1 A restriction on dialogues 

The key difference between Lasersohn’s (2005) view and the one I have developed here is in 

how they account for “exocentric” interpretations of predicates of personal taste as in (25), 

repeated in (45). 

(45) [Context: Sam is watching his cat eat a new brand of cat food. After a few hesitant 

bites the cat devours it eagerly. Sam says:] 

 Oh good, the new cat food is tasty.    [= (25)] 

Lasersohn’s explanation is that the cat’s perspective is sufficiently salient in the context of 

(45) that Sam can take the cat’s point of view, speaking from an “exocentric” perspective. My 

explanation, in contrast, is that in this case tasty takes a silent argument referring to the cat 

(which also requires the cat to be sufficiently salient). I adopted this view in order to account 

for the lack of exocentric readings with epistemic modals, but in fact it has an advantage for 

predicates of personal taste as well. Consider a dialogue like (46). 

(46) (a) A: The cat food is tasty. 

 (b) B: No, it’s isn’t!  

Observe the following facts: If A intends (46a) to mean “the cat food tastes good to the cat,” 

and B understands that A intended it that way, then (46b) is only felicitous if B intends it to 

mean “the cat food doesn’t taste good to the cat.” On the other hand, if A intends (46a) to 

mean that the cat food tastes good – in the judge-dependent, autocentric way – and B under-

stands A’s intention, then (46b) is only felicitous if B also intends it in the judge-dependent, 

                                                 
10 I assume that the plural judge carries a homogeneity requirement – that is, “the cake does not taste good to j” 

means that for each atomic part of j, the cake does not taste good to j (see, e.g., Schwarzschild 1994). Thanks to 

Barry Schein (p.c.) for bringing up this issue. 
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autocentric way. In other words, it must be the case that either both speakers take an auto-

centric perspective or both take the same exocentric perspective. 

My view accounts for this restriction, since a sentence like (46a) containing PROJ denotes a 

different proposition than the same sentence with a silent referential pronoun. This means that 

an assertion of the sentence makes a different proposal for restricting the common ground. 

For example, if (46a) contains PROJ, then A is proposing to restrict the common ground to tri-

ples <w,t,j> such that the cat food tastes good to j, whereas if it contains a silent referential 

pronoun referring to the cat, then A is proposing to restrict the common ground to triples <w,

t,j> such that the cat food tastes good to the cat. In order to object to the proposal using (46b), 

B must make the opposite proposal, and therefore must use the same argument for tasty as A. 

Lasersohn’s account, on the other hand, does not predict this restriction on dialogues, at least 

not without saying more. On his view, speakers may freely choose to take an autocentric or 

exocentric perspective, without changing the content of the sentence. This means that the con-

tent of (46b), e.g., always contradicts the content of (46a), thus incorrectly predicting that dia-

logues like (46) are possible regardless of the perspectives taken by the two speakers. 

6.2 An apparent problem 

I have claimed that epistemic modals cannot be simply linked to salient referents, i.e., they do 

not allow “exocentric” readings. An example from Egan, Hawthorne & Weatherson (2005) 

seems to suggest otherwise: 

(47) [Context: Ann is setting up a surprise party for Bill, but Bill and his friend Chris know 

about it and are spying on her. As she walks down the street carrying party supplies, 

Ann sees a bus that Bill often rides home on, and runs to hide. Chris asks Bill why 

Ann is hiding. Bill says:] 

 I might be on that bus.     

      [=Egan, Hawthorne & Weatherson (2005): (16)] 

For at least some speakers, might can express Ann’s mental state rather than Bill’s in the con-

text of (47), suggesting that my claim was too strong. Since my account does not allow might 

to take a referential argument, this is a problem.  

I suggest, however, that there is more to (47) than meets the eye. Notice that in the description 

of the context (which is based closely on Egan, Hawthorne & Weatherson’s original), Chris 

asks Bill why Ann is hiding, and Bill’s statement is intended as an answer to this question. I 

suggest, then, that (47) involves ellipsis along the lines of (48), where the crossed-out material 

is interpreted but not pronounced. 

(48) [Context: Same as (47).] 

 (a) Chris: Why is Ann hiding in the bushes?  

 (b) Bill: Ann is hiding in the bushes because I might be on that bus. 

Now suppose that because, like think, shifts the judge parameter, or at least that one meaning 

of because does so. A lexical entry for because that has this effect is given in (49).
11

 

                                                 
11 It is difficult to give independent evidence for this analysis of because since the kinds of examples that seem 

to support it may also be explained by binding of null referential pronouns. (See note 6.) For example, (i) has a 

reading equivalent to “each boy x is smiling because the food tastes good to x,” which could be explained if the 

argument of tasty is PROJ and because shifts the judge parameter, but could also be explained if the argument is 

a null referential pronoun bound by each boy. 

 (i) Each boy is smiling because his food is tasty.  
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(49) [[because]]
u; w,t,j

 = [λp<s,<i,et>> . [λQ<s,<i,<e,et>>> . [λx . the reason that Q(w)(t)(j)(x) = 1 

is that p(w)(t)(x) = 1] ] ] 

This meaning takes a proposition p, a property Q (the VP of the higher clause), and an indi-

vidual x (the subject of the higher clause), and says that the reason why x has the property Q 

is because p is true as judged by x. Crucially, the proposition is evaluated with the subject of 

the higher clause as judge. Note that in order to make reference to the subject of the higher 

clause, because must take it as an argument separate from the VP. (Another possibility is for 

because to shift the judge parameter to the person whose reasoning or rationale is relevant.) 

Given the meaning in (49), then, (48b) has the structure in (50a) and meaning in (50b). 

(50) (a) (48b) = [Ann [ [is hiding in the bushes] [because [I might be on that bus] ] ] ] 

 (b) [[(48b)]]
u; w,t,j

 = [[because]]
u; w,t,j

  

( [λw2 . [λt2 . [λj2 . [[I might PROJ be on that bus ]]
u; w2,t2,j2 ] ] ] ) 

( [λw3 . [λt3 . [λj3 . [[hiding in the bushes]]
u; w3,t3,j3 ] ] ] ) ( [[Ann]]

u; w,t,j
 ) 

 = 1 iff the reason that Ann is hiding in the bushes in w at t is that there is some 

world w4 compatible with Ann’s knowledge in w at t such that Bill is on the 

bus in w at t. 

This says that (48b) is true if and only if the reason that Ann is hiding in the bushes is that it is 

compatible with Ann’s knowledge that Bill is on the bus. As long as we can assume that (47) 

involves the ellipsis in (48), this allows might to be linked to Ann on my account. 

Note that the relevant reading of (47) becomes impossible if Bill’s statement is embedded un-

der I think as in (51a), that is, the ellipsis in (51b) is not possible. 

(51) [Context: Same as (47). Bill says:] 

 (a) I think I might be on that bus. 

 (b) I think Ann is hiding in the bushes because I might be on that bus. 

This is expected in that the required ellipsis is independently unavailable. For example, (52a) 

cannot have the same meaning as (53), showing that the ellipsis in (52b) is impossible. 

(52) (a) Bill and Chris can’t agree on why Ann just jumped into the bushes.  

# Bill thinks she’s hiding because Chris is there, and Chris thinks Bill is there. 

 (b) Bill and Chris can’t agree on why Ann just jumped into the bushes.  

# Bill thinks she’s hiding because Chris is there, and Chris thinks she’s hiding 

because Bill is there. 

(53)       …  Bill thinks she’s hiding because Chris is there, and Chris, because Bill is there. 

A remaining question is why not all speakers accept (47) on the intended interpretation in the 

first place. This could be due to variation in whether the ellipsis in (48) is allowed, or perhaps 

variation in whether because can shift the judge parameter as in (49), but I’ll leave this open. 

7 Summary of Proposal 

To summarize, I have adopted a semantic system using Lasersohn’s judge parameter for both 

predicates of personal taste and epistemic modals. Instead of always building judge dependen-

cy into the lexical meanings, however, I have introduced a special item PROJ that refers to the 

judge. Predicates of personal taste take an individual argument, which may be PROJ or may 

be a silent referential pronoun. Epistemic modals, on the other hand, always combine with 

PROJ (or, generally speaking, always have a meaning that depends on the judge). Finally, atti-
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tude predicates such as think obligatorily shift the judge parameter of the embedded sentence 

to the attitude holder.  

I have also proposed a pragmatic system to go along with the judge-dependent framework. On 

my view, the common ground is a set of triples <w,t,j> where j is the plurality of the group of 

participants in the conversation. The norm of assertion is “autocentric” in the sense that the 

speaker only needs to believe that the content of the assertion is true as judged by them. 

The proposed semantic and pragmatic system accounts for contradictions and disagreements 

involving predicates of personal taste and epistemic modals, as well as the behavior of these 

items in attitude reports. My view differs crucially from Lasersohn’s – and proves to be better 

– in the way it handles linked readings in attitude reports and “exocentric” readings of predi-

cates of personal taste. 
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Abstract

Many authors have argued that there exists a relation between case morphology, on the

one hand, and semantic interpretation, on the other. A recurrent pattern is that the presence

of overt case corresponds with a strong interpretation, i.e., definite, specific, whereas the

absence of case corresponds with a weak interpretation, i.e., indefinite, non-specific. In this

paper we argue on the basis of differential object marking (DOM) data that such an across-

the-board correlation between semantic interpretation and case morphology often cannot

be maintained as the association between a certain case and a certain interpretation can be

counteracted by the requirement of this case to occur due to the animacy of a noun. The

fact that animacy takes priority over definiteness and/or specificity in DOM systems can be

explained by the fact that animacy, but not definiteness/specificity, is an inherent feature of

nouns, a feature which cannot be changed.

1 Introduction

Transitive verb phrases can be semantically composed in different ways. The verb can be

straightforwardly transitive (type 〈e,〈e,t〉〉) in the sense that it denotes a relation between two
equal arguments, or the verb can be formally intransitive (type 〈e,t〉) with its object functioning
as a predicate modifier (type 〈〈e,t〉,〈e,t〉〉; cf. de Hoop 1992). A third option is that the verb func-
tions as a predicate modifier (type 〈〈e,t〉,〈e,t〉〉) which incorporates a weak object (type 〈e,t〉; cf.
van Geenhoven 1998). Although VPs can differ in the way they are composed, the result of the

semantic composition in all cases is a VP of type 〈e,t〉.

If we now turn to morphosyntactic composition, we find that cross-linguistically the variation in

semantic composition in many languages is reflected in the morphosyntax through a variety of

case and/or voice alternations. A nominative-accusative or ergative-absolutive case frame most

often corresponds to the standard transitive relation 〈e,〈e,t〉〉. Deviations from this transitive case
frame, e.g., a shift of accusative or absolutive case to an oblique case, correspond to changes in

the semantic composition.

De Hoop (1992), investigating the semantic interpretation associated with case morphology,

shows how certain cases correspond to certain interpretations in languages with differential

case marking. For instance, noun phrases that are ‘strong’ (type 〈〈e,t〉,t〉) are likely to be overtly
case marked with accusative case. ‘Weak’ objects (type 〈〈e,t〉,〈e,t〉〉), on the other hand, often
do not show overt case marking and occur in an antipassive or noun-incorporation structure.

Thus, de Hoop argues, in Finnish accusative marking of direct objects results in a strong inter-

pretation, whereas partitive marking results in a weak interpretation. Similarly, van Geenhoven

∗We would like to thank Corien Bary, Geertje van Bergen, Lotte Hogeweg, Monique Lamers, Sander Lestrade,

and Joost Zwarts for comments on an earlier version of this paper. We received financial support from the Nether-

lands Organisation of Scientific Research (NWO) [PIONIER Project “Case Cross-linguistically” and NWO Project

“Animacy”] which is gratefully acknowledged.

Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 11, E. Puig-Waldmüller (ed.), Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra, pp.598-611.
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2 Peter de Swart and Helen de Hoop

(1998), discussing direct object incorporation in West-Greenlandic, assigns non-incorporated

(transitive) objects a strong interpretation and incorporated objects a weak one (〈e,t〉 in her
analysis).

Restricting ourselves to case-marking patterns, we find that many authors have proposed a sys-

tematic correlation between case and semantic interpretation (cf. Enç 1991, Butt 1993, Ramchand

1997, Aissen 2003, Bleam 2005, Danon 2006). This correlation always seems to fall out in the

following way that overt/accusative case corresponds with a strong interpretation, i.e., a defi-

nite, specific, de re, or presuppositional interpretation, and absence of case or oblique case corre-

sponds with a weak interpretation, i.e., an indefinite, non-specific, de dicto, or non-presuppositional

interpretation. In this paper we will argue that such an across-the-board correlation between se-

mantic interpretation and case morphology often cannot be maintained. We will show that the

association between a certain case and a certain interpretation can be counteracted by the re-

quirement of this case to occur due to the inherent semantic feature of an argument, i.e., its

animacy. Following de Hoop and Malchukov’s (to appear) distinction between split and fluid

case alternations, we will argue that split alternations take priority over fluid alternations. In

a split case alternation one type of noun phrase, e.g., animate ones, occurs with one case and

another type of noun phrase, e.g., inanimate ones, occurs with another case. In a fluid case

alternation, on the other hand, the same noun phrase in the same linguistic context can alterna-

tively take one or the other case marker with a concomitant meaning difference. For instance, a

given noun phrase with accusative case is interpreted as specific whereas the same noun phrase

without the accusative case is interpreted as non-specific.

The paper is organized in the following way: in section 2 we introduce the phenomenon of

differential object marking which forms our empirical domain of investigation. In section 3

we zoom in on a subset of differential object marking systems, the so-called two-dimensional

systems, in which the occurrence of overt case marking seems to be associated both with the

animacy and the definiteness/specificity of the direct object. We show that these two features

do not influence case marking in the same way but that definiteness/specificity only plays a

role when overt case marking is not required by the animacy of the argument. In section 4 the

different roles played by animacy and definiteness/specificity in differential object marking are

argued to be a consequence of a fundamental difference between the two semantic features:

whereas animacy is an inherent feature of noun phrases this is not the case for definiteness or

specificity. Section 5 presents conclusions and some further discussion.

2 Differential Object Marking

In a language with differential object marking (DOM) one set of direct objects is case marked

in one way and another set in a different way depending on features of the object (cf. Bossong

1985a, Bossong 1991, Aissen 2003). The phenomenon does not only surface in case marking

but can also result in variation in agreement or word order. According to Bossong (1985a) over

300 languages in the world show a DOM system of some sort. Recurrent features associated

with DOM are the animacy, definiteness, or specificity of the direct object. An example of

animacy-based DOM is found in Malayalam (Asher and Kumari 1997; see also de Swart 2006),

where animate, but not inanimate objects are marked. Consider the following examples:

MALAYALAM (Dravidian; Asher and Kumari 1997:203)

(1) Avan

he

oru

a

paSuvine

cow.ACC

vaññi.

buy-PAST
‘He bought a cow.’
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Semantic aspects of differential object marking 3

(2) ñaan

I

teeñña

coconut

vaññi.

buy.PAST
‘I bought a coconut.’

In (1) the animate object ‘cow’ appears in the accusative case whereas the inanimate object

‘coconut’ in (2) appears without overt case marking. A similar DOM pattern based on animacy

is found in Guaranı́ (Bossong 1985b). A DOM system based on the definiteness of the object is

found in the Semitic language Hebrew:

HEBREW (Semitic; Aissen 2003:453)

(3) Ha-seret

the-movie

herPa

showed

’et-ha-milxama.

ET-the-war
‘The movie showed the war.’

(4) Ha-seret

the-movie

herPa

showed

(*’et)-milxama.

ET-war
‘The movie showed a war.’

When the direct object ‘war’ is definite as in (3) it is preceded by the object marker ’et. In

case the object is indefinite as in (4) use of the object marker is excluded.1 Definiteness and/or

specificity influence DOM in many other languages such as Persian (Karimi 1996), Turkish

(von Heusinger and Kornfilt 2005), and Amharic (Amberber 2005). The recurrent pattern in

these languages is that only definite/specific objects are overtly case marked. The languages

discussed so far are so-called one-dimensional DOM languages. That is, DOM in these lan-

guages is related to a single semantic feature be it either animacy or definiteness/specificity.

There are also languages in which a combination of these features influences object case mark-

ing. Such systems can be referred to as two-dimensional DOM systems (cf. Aissen 2003) and

are, for instance, attested in Hindi (e.g., Mohanan 1990) and many Romance languages (e.g.,

Spanish, Rumanian, Sardinian; see Bossong 1991 for references).

Thus, in Spanish direct objects can be preceded by the prepositional object marker a depending

on the animacy and definiteness/specificity of the object.2 The contrast between animate and

inanimate objects is illustrated with the following three examples:

SPANISH (Romance; Bleam 2005:3-4)

(5) Mari

Mari

vió

saw

a

A

la

the

mujer.

woman
‘Mari saw the woman.’

(6) Mari

Mari

vió

saw

al

A.the

gato.

cat
‘Mari saw the cat.’

(7) Mari

Mari

vió

saw

(*a)

A

la

the

mesa.

table
‘Mari saw the table.’

1Danon (2001) argues that the exact parameter is the occurrence of a definite article rather than semantic

definiteness.
2Von Heusinger and Kaiser (2003) argue that in Standard Spanish animacy and specificity are the factors in-

volved whereas in (South-)American variants of Spanish definiteness and specificity but not animacy influence

DOM.
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4 Peter de Swart and Helen de Hoop

The human and animate direct objects in (5) and (6) respectively are marked with the preposi-

tional object marker. This in contrast to the inanimate direct object in (7) for which this marker

is prohibited. But also in the class of animate direct objects some objects resist the object marker

as shown by (8):

SPANISH (Romance; Bleam 2005:5)

(8) Mari

Mari

vió

saw

(a)

A

una

a

mujer.

woman
‘Mari saw a woman.’

The presence or absence of the object marker with an indefinite animate direct object depends

on the specificity of the object. In case of a specific object the marker a has to be used. In

case of a non-specific object a has to be absent. Thus, differential object marking in Spanish is

determined by an interplay between animacy and definiteness/specificity.

Aissen (2003) presents an optimality-theoretic analysis of cross-linguistic DOM patterns which

relies crucially on the following two hierarchies:

(9) Animacy Scale: Human > Animate > Inanimate

(10) Definiteness Scale: Pronouns > Proper Names > Definite NPs > Indefinite Specific

NPs > Indefinite Non-specific NPs

Without going into the technical details here, Aissen argues that in DOM languages overt case

marking is restricted to those objects which are located above a certain cut-off point in the

relevant semantic hierarchy. Thus, in Malayalam in which animacy is the relevant factor only

objects above the animate-inanimate cut-off point are marked with accusative case. Similarly, in

Hebrew in which definiteness is the relevant hierarchy only objects above the definite-indefinite

cut-off point are marked with the object marker ’et. In order to account for two-dimensional

DOM systems, Aissen crosses the two scales in (9) and (10) thus forming a larger feature

matrix. Objects ranked high in this matrix are obligatorily marked, intermediate objects show

optionality with respect to occurrence of the object marker, and low-ranked objects reject the

object marker. Her system fares pretty well in describing two-dimensional DOM systems yet

some issues receive an unsatisfactory treatment, in particular the relation between animacy and

definiteness. In her discussion of individual two-dimensional DOM systems, Aissen seems to

acknowledge that case marking does not behave exactly the same with respect to animacy as it

does to definiteness. But this asymmetry is left unexplained in her formal analysis as the two

features are treated on a par in the larger feature matrix describing two-dimensional DOM.

3 Animacy Takes Priority over Definiteness/Specificity in Two-Dimensional DOM

In this section we discuss the two-dimensional DOM systems of two South Asian languages,

Hindi and Kannada. We argue that in these systems animacy takes priority over definiteness/

specificity. As such we differ from Aissen’s approach in which the occurrence of overt case

marking in two-dimensional DOM systems is triggered or driven by animacy and definiteness

on a par. Furthermore, we argue that in the cases discussed definiteness/specificity does not

drive DOM but rather should be viewed as the interpretational result of the use of case marking.

The different relations animacy and definiteness/specificity exhibit with respect to DOM are

explained by reference to a fundamental difference between the two types of semantic features.
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Semantic aspects of differential object marking 5

In Hindi direct objects can be marked with ko, the same marker that is used for indirect objects.3

In the present discussion we limit ourselves to the use of ko on direct objects that occur without

a determiner. The differential use of ko on direct objects has received much attention in the liter-

ature (see, e.g., Mohanan 1990, Butt 1993, Singh 1994, McGregor 1995, Aissen 2003, de Hoop

and Narasimhan 2005, Kachru 2006) and two factors can be distinguished that influence it. On

the one hand, there is animacy as ko is obligatory for objects that are human but not for objects

that are animate or inanimate. On the other hand, the occurrence of ko is related to the definite-

ness or specificity of the direct object, but authors differ as to which factor they take to be the

primary factor. Mohanan (1990), for instance, seems to relate DOM in Hindi mainly to definite-

ness with specificity playing a secondary role. Butt (1993), on the other hand, takes specificity

to be the relevant notion but acknowledges that it interacts with definiteness. In this paper we

do not make a principled choice for one or the other factor but in our discussion follow the

respective authors the data come from. Whether we call the interpretation given to a ko-marked

direct object definite or specific and that of an unmarked direct object indefinite or non-specific

does not affect our claim that animacy takes priority over definiteness/specificity in the use of

ko.4

Following the data in Mohanan (1990), human objects have to be obligatorily marked with ko.

When a human object is marked with this object marker, it can be interpreted as definite or

indefinite. When a human object occurs without ko this results in an ungrammatical sentence.

This contrast is shown in (11) and (12) for the noun ‘child’.

HINDI (Indo-Aryan; Mohanan 1990:103)

(11) ilaa-ne

Ila-ERG

bacce-ko

child-KO

uthayaa

lift.PERF
‘Ila lifted the/a child.’

(12) *ilaa-ne

Ila-ERG

baccaa

child

uthayaa

lift.PERF

In the absence of a determiner, inanimate nouns, on the other hand, can either be marked with

ko or be left unmarked. The use of ko does have repercussions for the interpretation associated

with the direct object. An unmarked inanimate can be interpreted as definite or indefinite, as is

shown in (13).

HINDI (Indo-Aryan; Mohanan 1990:103)

(13) ilaa-ne

Ila.ERG

haar

necklace

uthaayaa

lift.PERF
‘Ila lifted a/the necklace.’

Definiteness of an inanimate noun is expressed by using ko. This is shown for the noun ‘neck-

lace’ in (14) below.

3In the interlinear gloss we label the use of ko on indirect objects as dative (DAT) and the use on direct objects as

KO. In this paper we stay agnostic about the theoretical case status of ko on direct objects. Some authors identify it

with accusative case (e.g., Mohanan 1990) and label the unmarked object with nominative case. Others reject this

analysis and label the unmarked object nominative in presence of a non-nominative subject but accusative in the

presence of a nominative subject (e.g., Anand and Nevins 2006, Woolford to appear). The status of ko is unclear

under the latter account and is sometimes simply referred to as objective case.
4The distinction between definiteness and specificity is notoriously difficult (see von Heusinger 2002 for a

discussion).
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HINDI (Indo-Aryan; Mohanan 1990:104)

(14) ilaa-ne

Ila.ERG

haar-ko

necklace-KO

uthayaa

lift.PERF
‘Ila lifted the/*a necklace.’

The above examples show that both animacy and definiteness play a role in differential object

marking in Hindi. Their roles are, nevertheless, clearly differentiated. Consider the table in (15).

(15)

human -human

KO def/indef def

/0 * def/indef

From this table we can conclude two things: (i) the use of ko on direct objects is primarily trig-

gered by the animacy or more in particular humanness of the direct object; (ii) definiteness does

not trigger the use of ko but rather is an effect of the use of this marker. Let us start with the

second claim. If we were to claim that definiteness triggers case marking on Hindi direct objects

we would have trouble explaining why indefinite human objects are marked with ko. Further-

more, it is left unexplained why in the absence of case marking both a definite and an indefinite

reading is possible for non-human objects. If definiteness triggers case marking we would ex-

pect a definite reading always to co-occur with ko. The fact that both a definite and an indefinite

reading is possible for an unmarked non-human object is well established (see Butt 1993) and

either reading can be filtered out in a specific linguistic context. The indefinite reading can be

assessed with the following example provided by Butt (1993) (who labels it the non-specific

reading) in which the context of (16a) assures that the object in (16b) has to be interpreted as

indefinite/non-specific.

HINDI (Indo-Aryan; Butt 1993:90-91)

(16) a. adnaan

Adnan.NOM

aaj

today

raat=kii

night=GEN

salen

curry

ke-liye

for

murvii

chicken

cah-taa

want-IMPF

thaa

be.PAST
‘Adnan wanted chicken for tonight’s curry.’

b. us=ke

he=GEN

xansaame-ne

cook-ERG

bazaar=se

market=FROM

murvii

chicken

xariid-ii

buy-PERF
‘His cook bought a chicken from the market.’

The definite interpretation of an unmarked direct object becomes obligatory in certain contexts

involving movement of the direct object. Consider the following two examples:

HINDI (Indo-Aryan; Mohanan and Mohanan 1994:169)

(17) sunaar-ne

goldsmith-ERG

lad.kii-ko

girl-DAT

haar

necklace

bhejaa.

sent
‘The/?a goldsmith sent the/a necklace to the/a girl.’

(18) sunaar-ne

goldsmith-ERG

haar

necklace

lad.kii-ko

girl-DAT

bhejaa.

sent
‘The/?a goldsmith sent the/*a necklace to the/*a girl.’

The two examples in (17) and (18) show how word order influences the possible interpretations

of an unmarked direct object. In (17) the direct object follows the indirect object and can be

interpreted as either indefinite or definite. In (18) in which the direct object precedes the indi-

rect object the only possible reading for the direct object is a definite one. This example clearly
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shows that a definite reading is perfectly possible without the occurrence of overt case marking

in this way providing counterevidence to an analysis in which the occurrence of the case marker

is triggered by the definiteness of the object. In order to establish that the occurrence of ko is

not prohibited by the fact that it has already occurred on the indirect object, which could be

argued in order to save an analysis in which definiteness triggers case marking, we include the

following example:

HINDI (Indo-Aryan; Bhatt and Anagnostopoulou 1996:13)

(19) Ram-ne

Ram-ERG

chitthii-ko

letter-KO

Anita-ko

Anita-DAT

bhej-aa

send-PERF
‘Ram send the letter to Anita.’

In (19), the case marker ko appears on the direct object ‘letter’ independent of the fact that it

already occurs on the indirect object. Thus if definiteness really triggers the occurrence of ko,

we would have expected it to occur in (18) as well, as its use is not ruled out on other grounds.5

Definiteness plays a role in differential object marking in Hindi but so far we have established

that it is not responsible for the occurrence of the object marker. The other possibility is that

the use of the case marker results in a definite interpretation. This is in correspondence with the

conclusion reached in Butt (1993) who argues that ko is a marker of specificity. The fact that

ko-marked objects have to be interpreted as definite was already established in example (14)

and is also demonstrated in (20). The direct object ‘chicken’ in (20) has to be interpreted as def-

inite (specific in Butt’s terminology) and as such it is infelicitous in the indefinite/non-specific

requiring context in (16).

HINDI (Indo-Aryan; Butt 1993:91)

(20) xansaame-ne

cook-ERG

bazaar=se

market=FROM

murvii-ko

chicken-KO

xariid-aa

buy-PERF
‘The cook bought a particular/the chicken from the market.’

The characterization of ko as a definiteness/specificity marker (as argued for in Butt 1993) does

not hold across-the-board, but only within the domain of non-human objects. This brings us

to the first claim we made above with respect to the table in (15). If we were to characterize

ko as a definiteness/specificity marker we would leave unexplained the fact that the occurrence

of this marker on a human direct object can result in both a definite and an indefinite reading,

cf. (11) above. In our understanding the absence of an unambiguous reading for ko-marked

human direct objects is due to the fact that the case marking with these objects is required by

the animacy feature of the object. Human direct objects require overt marking with ko, i.e.,

high animacy triggers the accusative case marking, and therefore this case marker can no longer

trigger an alternation in definiteness. This is in contrast to less animate nouns where the case

alternation clearly influences definiteness. In other words, the marking of direct objects with ko

due to animacy takes priority over the function of ko as a definiteness marker. Only in contexts

in which the case marker is not required by the animacy of the direct object can it be used to

encode definiteness.

Evidence for the claim that animacy takes priority over definiteness in differential object mark-

ing can also be found in Kannada, a Dravidian language with a differential object marking sys-

5The double occurrence of ko does have repercussions for the possible word orders. In case both the direct and

indirect object are marked with this case marker the direct object has to precede the indirect object (cf. Bhatt and

Anagnostopoulou 1996).
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tem very similar to that of Hindi. DOM in Kannada is discussed extensively in Lidz (1999,2006).

As in Hindi the occurrence of accusative case on direct objects interacts with the animacy and

specificity of the object. In Kannada animate direct objects are obligatory marked with ac-

cusative case as is shown by the contrast in grammaticality between (21) and (22).

KANNADA (Dravidian; Lidz 2006:11)

(21) *Naanu

I.NOM

sekretari

secretary

huDuk-utt-idd-eene.

look.for-NPAST-be-1SG
‘I am looking for a secretary.’

(22) Naanu

I.NOM

sekretari-yannu

secretary-ACC

huDuk-utt-idd-eene.

look.for-NPAST-be-1SG
‘I am looking for a secretary.’

Inanimate objects, on the other hand, can occur with or without accusative case:

KANNADA (Dravidian; Lidz 2006:11)

(23) Naanu

I.NOM

pustaka

book

huDuk-utt-idd-eene.

look.for-NPAST-be-1SG
‘I am looking for a book.’

(24) Naanu

I.NOM

pustaka-vannu

book-ACC

huDuk-utt-idd-eene.

look.for-NPAST-be-1SG
‘I am looking for a book.’

As for the interpretation of the direct objects, Lidz notes that an animate direct object marked

with accusative case can either be interpreted as non-specific or specific (de dicto or de re in

the terminology used by Lidz). The same holds for inanimate objects without accusative case.

Inanimate objects which occur with accusative case have to be interpreted as specific (de re).

The pattern is summarized in the table in (25).

(25)

animate inanimate

ACC de dicto/de re de re

/0 * de dicto/de re

This pattern looks very similar to that of Hindi and again we find that an analysis of the ac-

cusative case as a specificity marker breaks down in the domain of animate direct objects. It

does seem that also in this language accusative case cannot be used as a specificity marker

when it is required by the animacy of the direct object. In other words, animacy takes priority

over definiteness.

Our analysis differs from the one provided by Aissen (2003) who treats animacy and definite-

ness on a par. Concentrating on Hindi, this difference emerges most clearly in the domain of

non-human definite objects. As shown in the table in (15) above such objects can occur with

or without ko. From a perspective in which the definiteness of an object triggers the occurrence

of the object marker this optionality is unexpected. In order to model this optionality Aissen

assumes that the constraint that forces overt case on definite non-human objects can rerank with

respect to a constraint which penalizes the use of overt case marking. When the former con-

straint outranks the latter the definite object will be marked with ko but not when the constraint

ranking is reversed. On our account in which definiteness does not trigger the use of case mark-
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ing but rather is a result of the use of the case marker we do not have to take recourse to such

optionality to explain this pattern. Instead, we can analyze the pattern in terms of the speaker

taking into account the perspective of the hearer. In case of a human direct object the speaker

is forced to use ko due to the animacy feature of the object. In the case of a non-human direct

object the animacy feature does not require ko and the marker can be used to express the defi-

niteness of the object. In this case the speaker has a choice: if he wants to be sure that the hearer

will interpret the direct object as definite he has to use ko. If he, on the other hand, does not

want to force a particular interpretation of the direct object, he can leave it unmarked. Thus,

although on the surface the pattern may look like one involving true optionality, i.e., the speaker

can choose whether or not to use ko on a definite direct object, it rather seems to be the case

that the presence or absence of ko is the result of a principled choice on behalf of the speaker to

mark the direct object explicitly as definite or not.

Animacy-related case marking and definiteness-related case marking seem to be instantiations

of a more fundamental division among case alternations suggested in de Hoop and Malchukov

(to appear). These authors propose a distinction within the class of case alternations between

split and fluid case alternations. In a split case alternation one type of noun phrase, e.g., animate

ones, occurs with one case and another type of noun phrase, e.g., inanimate ones, occurs with

another case. In a fluid case alternation, on the other hand, the same noun phrase in the same

linguistic context can alternatively take one or the other case marker with a concomitant mean-

ing difference. For instance, a given noun phrase with accusative case is interpreted as specific

whereas the same noun phrase without the accusative case is interpreted as non-specific. Given

that animacy-related case marking represents a split case alternation and that case marking re-

lated to definiteness/specificity represents a fluid case alternation, we can conclude that split

case alternations take priority over fluid case alternations. In the next section we discuss why

this should be the case.

4 A Fundamental Difference between Animacy and Definiteness/Specificity

Why should animacy, or a split case alternation, take priority over definiteness, or a fluid case

alternation, in the domain of case marking? The answer to this question lies in a fundamental

difference between the semantic feature of animacy and that of definiteness/specificity. Ani-

macy is an inherent feature of noun phrases. Every noun is lexically specified for an animacy

feature and this feature cannot be altered by linguistic structure. If we put case morphology on

an animate noun such as man this does not change it from an animate referring noun into an

inanimate referring noun. Indeed, on a more general note, one has to look very hard in the lan-

guages of the world to find something that can be truly labelled as an animacy marker, a piece

of morphology that marks and can change the animacy feature of a noun. The opposite holds

for definiteness and specificity. Nouns are not inherently specified for definiteness or specificity.

But in many languages there exist linguistic devices which can make a given noun phrase defi-

nite or specific. In English, for instance, the same noun man can be turned into a definite noun

phrase by addition of the article the and likewise indefinite by means of the article a. English

lacks a pure specificity marker, although the content words certain and particular seem to come

close, but this feature is attributed to nouns and can be changed in context. There are neverthe-

less languages which do have dedicated pieces of morphology to mark the specificity of nouns.

Case marking is an often cited example of such a device. Well-known is the case of Turkish in

which accusative case on direct objects marks them as specific and the same thing holds for em-

bedded subjects with genitive case (see von Heusinger 2002, von Heusinger and Kornfilt 2005,

and Kornfilt, to appear for detailed discussion). Other languages for which it has been argued

that case marking indicates the specificity of a noun include Persian (e.g., Karimi 1996) and
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Gujarati (Mistry 1998).

Thus, animacy and definiteness/specificity differ in a very fundamental way from one another.

Animacy is an inherent feature of nouns, a feature which cannot be changed. Definiteness and

specificity, on the other hand, are not lexically specified for nouns but are variable features

which can be changed by means of morphology or context. In the DOM systems discussed

above these two features are treated differently: case is first assigned on the basis of animacy

and for the nouns which do not have the required animacy feature case can be used to indicate

definiteness/specificity. The observation that animacy takes priority over definiteness/specificity

can be explained by the fact that only the first feature is an inherent feature of nouns. Due to

the fixed animacy value of a noun a case system in which animacy takes priority over defi-

niteness/specificity is the only possible way in which one case morpheme can make reference

to both features. The reverse situation is hard to think of: imagine a system in which case is

first assigned on the basis of definiteness and for nouns which do not have the required defi-

niteness feature case can be used to indicate the animacy of a noun. Such a system could not

exist as animacy is an inherent feature of nouns associated with a noun independent of its case

morphology.

5 Conclusions and Discussion

Many authors have argued that there exists a relation between case morphology, on the one hand,

and semantic interpretation, on the other. A recurrent pattern is that the presence of overt case

corresponds with a strong interpretation, i.e., definite, specific, whereas the absence of case cor-

responds with a weak interpretation, i.e., indefinite, non-specific. We have shown that such an

across-the-board correlation between semantic interpretation and case morphology often can-

not be maintained as the association between a certain case and a certain interpretation can be

counteracted by the requirement of this case to occur due to the inherent semantic feature of an

argument, i.e., its animacy. The fact that animacy takes priority over definiteness and/or speci-

ficity in DOM systems can be explained by the fact that animacy, but not definiteness/specificity,

is an inherent feature of nouns, a feature which cannot be changed.

The different relations towards case marking exhibited by animacy and definiteness/specificity

can be analyzed as reflections of a more fundamental distinction among case alternations, that

between split and fluid alternations. A case alternation based on animacy exemplifies a split

alternation as within one linguistic context, i.e., animate nouns, case marking is obligatory,

whereas in another linguistic context, i.e., inanimate nouns, case marking is prohibited. A case

alternation based on definiteness/specificity, on the other hand, exemplifies a fluid case alter-

nation as within one linguistic context the same noun can either be case marked or not with a

resulting change in meaning. Thus, in Hindi, the fact that human nouns obligatory take ko rep-

resents a split case alternation between human and non-human nouns. The fact that within the

class of non-human nouns a noun can either take ko or not with a concomitant change in mean-

ing represents a fluid alternation. Animacy and definiteness/specificity are not the only features

on the basis of which split and fluid case alternations are attested. Split alternations are, for in-

stance, also found on the basis of NP type. In many languages, only nominal but not pronominal

subjects receive ergative case (so-called split-ergativity) whereas pronominal but not nominal

direct objects receive accusative case. Danon (2001) argues that in Hebrew only direct objects

with the definite determiner ha are marked with the object marker, which can be analyzed as a

split based on syntactic definiteness. Not only properties of nouns or NPs can drive split alter-

nations but also properties of sentences. For instance, in Hindi we only find ergative subjects in

perfective sentences, whereas in other languages ergative subjects are only found in subordinate
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clauses but not in main clauses (see Dixon 1994 for discussion). As for fluid alternations, apart

from definiteness and specificity, volitionality often plays a role such that the presence of certain

case morphology indicates that the argument performed the action described by the verb in a

volitional manner.

Hindi and Kannada provide prime examples of languages in which a single case morpheme is

involved in both a split and a fluid case alternation. Further research has to show whether there

are also languages which show a similar pattern with respect to splits involving other features

and what is the range of possibilities. An interesting case is found in Spanish in which more

than one split alternation takes priority over a fluid alternation. In examples (5)–(8) above we

have shown that the Spanish object marker a occurs with some but not other direct objects. The

distribution of this marker has been extensively discussed in the literature but still is not entirely

understood (for discussion, see Brugé and Brugger 1996, Torrego 1998, Delbecque 2002, von

Heusinger and Kaiser 2003, Leonetti 2004, Bleam 2005). The occurrence of a follows an intri-

cate pattern in which different split alternations and a fluid case alternation interact. First there

is a split between animate and inanimate noun phrases in that only the former can take the ob-

ject marker.6 Within the class of animate direct objects, the use of a is obligatory for what we

could call syntactically definite objects such as proper names, pronouns, and NPs preceded by

a definite article, a demonstrative, (certain) quantifiers, or possessives (see Brugé and Brugger

1996 for discussion), but not for indefinite objects. Finally, there exists a split on the basis of

mood illustrated in (26) and (27):

SPANISH (Romance; Bleam 2005:17)

(26) Juan

Juan

busca

look.for

*(a)

A

un

a

estudiante

student

que

that

habla

speaks.INDIC

francés.

French
‘Juan is looking for a student who speaks French.’

(27) Juan

Juan

busca

look.for

(a)

A

un

a

estudiante

student

que

that

hable

speaks.SUBJ

francés.

French
‘Juan is looking for a student who speaks French.’

When an animate direct object is modified by a relative clause it has to be obligatorily preceded

by a in case the finite verb in the relative clause is in the indicative (cf. (26)) but may be op-

tionally preceded by a (given that it is an indefinite noun phrase) when the finite verb in the

relative clause is in the subjunctive mood (cf. (27); see von Heusinger and Kaiser 2003:48-50

for an overview; see also Bleam 2005:16-17). In the latter case the object can be interpreted as

specific only when it is preceded by the object marker. The pattern in (26) in which the occur-

rence of a results in a specific interpretation and the absence of a does not is the general pattern

for direct object for which a is not obligatory, i.e. indefinite and bare nouns.7 In other words,

Spanish shows a fluid case alternation on the basis of specificity in those cases where the use

of the object marker is not required by one of the split case alternations. Thus, Spanish follows

the pattern discussed above for Hindi and Kannada in which split alternations take priority over

fluid alternations. Future research has to show whether this holds for other languages as well.

6The language is changing at this point though as the object marker is also intruding into the domain of inani-

mates (for discussion, see Delbecque 2002, Company 2002, Morimoto and de Swart 2006).
7As noted by Leonetti (2004) direct objects without a can only be interpreted as non-specific. Object which are

preceded by a can be interpreted as both specific and non-specific. This is exactly the opposite pattern to that found

in Hindi and Kannada.
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Abstract

Postnominal modifiers license unexpected opaque readings of demonstrative descrip-

tions. This paper presents a unified analysis of ordinary demonstrative descriptions and

the special construction consisting of an opaque demonstrative description with a post-

nominal modifier. The analysis is based on two independently necessary components: a

modal constraint associated with demonstrative determiners and the modal independence

of postnominal modifiers. Far from being a peripheral construction, opaque demonstratives

ultimately allow us to probe the interaction of nominal constituents with modality.

1 Introduction

Ordinary demonstrative descriptions are quintessential examples of purely extensional noun

phrases. For example, (1) below can only be understood as a claim that George W. Bush might

have been a Democrat. Unlike (2), sentence (1) cannot be interpreted as a claim that a Democrat

might have won the last US presidential election. That is, the demonstrative subject of (1) cannot

take narrow scope under the modal.

(1) [pointing at George W. Bush] That president of the US might have been a Democrat.

(2) The president of the US might have been a Democrat.

Given familiar examples such as (1), it is surprising to encounter (3) below, in which the demon-

strative those employees who were least productive takes narrow scope under the modal.

(3) Those employees who were the least productive might have been different people.

We know that the demonstrative in (3) takes narrow scope under might (in other words, the

description has an opaque or intensional interpretation) because (3) is coherent. Sentence (4),

by contrast, expresses only the incoherent or at best false proposition that certain individuals

might have been different individuals.

(4) #Those least productive employees might have been different people.

The surprising opaque interpretation in (3) thus appears to require a postnominal modifier. The

opaque interpretation also seems to require a distal demonstrative determiner (that or those),

since proximal demonstratives are unacceptable in this construction:

∗This paper has benefited from insightful comments from numerous linguists, especially Donka Farkas, Bill

Ladusaw, Jim McCloskey, Michela Ippolito, Angelika Kratzer, and the audience at Sinn und Bedeutung 11. The

research leading to this paper was supported in part by an NSF Graduate Research Fellowship. Any remaining

mistakes are mine.

Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 11, E. Puig-Waldmüller (ed.), Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra, pp.612-625.
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(5) That employee who was least productive might have been someone else.

(6) #These employees who were least productive might have been different people.

(7) #This employee who was least productive might have been someone else.

Note that proximal demonstratives may resist opaque interpretations simply because they re-

quire the referent to be close to the speaker, which is incompatible with variation across worlds.

I will therefore concentrate on distal demonstratives.

The pattern in (1)–(4) raises two questions: is the demonstrative determiner in the special

opaque demonstrative in (3) the same lexical item found in other demonstrative descriptions?

And how is the opaque interpretation in (3) licensed by a postnominal modifier? I will argue that

a unified analysis of demonstrative determiners is indeed possible and and that such an analysis

sheds light on the interactions among intensional operators, determiners and nominal modifiers.

The analysis that I propose has two components. In section 2, I argue that demonstrative deter-

miners require their NP complements to be interpreted relative to free situation variables. In the

second half of the paper, I argue that nominal modifiers license opaque readings of demonstra-

tives by introducing new situation variables that mediate between the constraint imposed by the

demonstrative determiner and the kind of covariation necessary for an opaque interpretation.

2 Unmodified demonstratives and modality

Demonstratives have traditionally been assumed to be scopally inert, taking widest scope only.

The classic observation supporting this view, due to Kaplan (1989), is that (8) is judged to be

true, showing that the definite description may take narrow scope under the modal would, while

(9) is judged false, showing that the demonstrative description takes widest scope.

(8) [pointing at John throughout] If John and Mary switched places, the person I would be

pointing at would be a woman.

(9) [pointing at John throughout] If John and Mary switched places, that person I’m pointing

at would be a woman.

The descriptions under consideration here differ in their uses as well as the choice of determiner.

The demonstrative description in (9) is used deictically, to refer to an entity in the context of

utterance, while the definite description in (8) is used to refer to the unique entity satisfying the

descriptive content, an entity that may or may not be present in the context of utterance.1 The

classic direct reference account of demonstrative meaning (Kaplan 1989) is built around deictic

uses of demonstratives, and takes demonstratives to be scopally inert in virtue of their reference

being determined by the context of utterance. The referent of a definite description, by contrast,

is determined by the compositional semantics and may covary with a bound variable.

More recent research has shown that demonstratives with non-deictic interpretations can take

narrow scope under some circumstances. For example, the anaphoric demonstrative in (10)

below covaries with an antecedent that takes narrow scope under an intensional operator.2 Note

that if the context supports a deictic interpretation, as in (11), or an anaphoric interpretation with

a wide-scope antecedent, as in (12), the demonstrative takes widest scope only.

1I have used a subjunctive modifier in (8) to bring out the relevant reading. Note that the definite article but not

the demonstrative determiner is compatible with the modifier that I would be pointing at; this further supports the

view that demonstrative descriptions cannot take narrow scope under intensional operators.
2See Roberts (2002) and Wolter (2006b) for discussion of the scopal possibilities of anaphoric demonstratives.
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(10) Mary believes a unicorn is in her garden. She thinks that unicorn is ruining her lawn.

(11) [Fido is running around the room.] Mary believes that there is a dog in her garden. She

thinks that that dog [pointing at Fido] ruined her lawn.

(12) There is a unicorn in Mary’s garden. Mary believes that unicorn is ruining her lawn.

We also find demonstrative descriptions taking narrow scope when their interpretation depends

on a bridging inference, as in (13) below.

(13) If Mary had received a reading list with sections labeled “On Reserve” and “In Book-

store,” she would have gone to the library and read those books first.

In this discourse, the interpretation of those books depends on an inference linking a set of

books to the titles in the “On Reserve” section of Mary’s hypothetical list, and the referent of

the demonstrative contrasts with the set of books whose titles are listed in the “In Bookstore”

section. Bridging demonstratives in general happen to be licensed by explicit contrast (Wolter

2006a). For example, the demonstrative is acceptable in the contrastive context in (15) but

unacceptable in (14).

(14) A car drove by. The/*That horn was honking.

(15) A car drove by. The horn was honking. Then another car drove by. That horn was

honking even louder.

So far we have seen demonstrative descriptions taking narrow scope under intensional operators

in relatively special circumstances—when there is a narrow-scope antecedent or a bridging

inference in an explicitly contrastive context. Some researchers have also presented examples

suggesting that demonstrative descriptions can take narrow scope freely, even in deictic use.

The strongest supporter of this view is King (2001); let’s consider his central evidence.

The example in (16) requires some back story. Suppose that Sherry, who works for Chanticleer

toy company, believes that Alan has been elected CEO of Chanticleer. Sherry also believes that

Alan dislikes her, and she’s unhappy about having him as her boss. Someone asks why Sherry

is acting upset, and the speaker points at Alan and says:

(16) Sherry believes that that man who was just elected CEO of Chanticleer hates her.

King observes that (16) is taken as an explanation of Sherry’s behavior. Suppose that the demon-

strative is interpreted with wide scope. The sentence would then only entail that Sherry believes

that Alan hates her. It would not make a claim about whether Sherry believes that Alan has

been elected CEO. But Sherry has believed for some time that Alan hates her; this belief alone

does not explain why she is upset at the time of utterance. King therefore concludes that the

wide-scope interpretation of the demonstrative in (16) is not viable.

It is true that in order to understand why Sherry is upset, we need to know two of Sherry’s

beliefs: that Alan hates her and that Alan has been elected CEO. (From this we can infer that

Sherry expects Alan to make her life miserable once he is in his new position.) If the demon-

strative description in (16) takes wide scope, the sentence entails that Sherry believes that Alan

hates her and that the speaker believes that Alan has been elected CEO—not quite the right

information. But it is a short step from this information to the information that we are after.

Assuming that the speaker is making a contribution that is relevant to the purpose of the con-

versation (finding out why Sherry is upset), we can conclude that the backgrounded proposition

3
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that Alan has been elected CEO is relevant information. And in general, speakers don’t use

idiosyncratic descriptions, but rather try to choose descriptions that are shared by addressees

and/or attitude holders; here we have no reason to think that Sherry’s and the speaker’s beliefs

diverge, so it is fairly safe to conclude that Sherry also believes that Alan has been elected

CEO. In short, although the interpretation of (16) in which the demonstrative takes wide scope

does not entail the information that accounts for Sherry’s behavior, the explanation of Sherry’s

behavior can be derived straightforwardly as a conversational implicature. Furthermore, this

implicature can be cancelled, as shown by the fact that the speaker can continue as follows:

(17) Sherry believes that that man who was just elected CEO of Chanticleer hates her. Ac-

tually, Sherry doesn’t think that Alan has been elected CEO. She’s just generally fed

up with him.

So far we have seen that it is possible to assume that the demonstrative in (16) has widest scope.

The speaker’s commitments on uttering the sentence show that the demonstrative must have

widest scope. Example (16) is only felicitous if the speaker believes that Alan has been elected

CEO. In (18) below, the speaker publicly commits to the proposition that Alan hasn’t been

elected CEO, and the subsequent use of the demonstrative description in question is unaccept-

able. Example (19) shows that the speaker cannot use the demonstrative description and then

clarify later that he or she does not accept its content. This shows that the speaker’s commitment

to the content of this demonstrative description is part of its conventional meaning and does not

arise as a conversational implicature.

(18) #Alan hasn’t been elected CEO of Chanticleer, but Sherry believes that that man who

has been elected CEO of Chanticleer [pointing at Alan] hates her.

(19) #Sherry believes that that man who has been elected CEO of Chanticleer [pointing at

Alan] hates her, although in fact Alan hasn’t been elected CEO of Chanticleer.

The examples below, also due to King (2001) suggest a narrow-scope analysis of demonstrative

descriptions for a different reason.

(20) a. Ed [pointing at a jewel]: It isn’t a diamond; but it is valuable.

b. Liz [pointing at the jewel]: Ed said that that diamond is very valuable.

(21) a. Donnie [pointing at a transvestite]: That woman is beautiful.

b. Jeff [pointing at the transvestite]: Donnie said that that woman is beautiful. (King

2001: 113–115)

In (20-b), the speaker but not the attitude holder ascribes to the content of the embedded descrip-

tion that diamond, and King argues that the sentence is intuitively false. In (21-b), the attitude

holder but not the speaker ascribes to the content of the embedded description that woman, and

King argues that the sentence is intuitively true. These intuitions point in the opposite direc-

tion from the speaker commitments in (16)—if the truth of the sentence depends on whether

the attitude holder rather than the speaker ascribes to the content of the description, then the

description has narrow scope under the attitude predicate.

I differ from King with regard to the nature of these judgments. Example (20-b) seems mislead-

ing rather than false; note that in the given context, there is no reason for the speaker to use a

description that Ed does not ascribe to, and so the default inference from this sentence is that Ed

believes that the demonstratum is a diamond. Perhaps it is this inference, rather than the truth

conditions of the sentence itself, that makes (20-b) infelicitous. In fact, if there is an indepen-
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dent reason to use the description diamond, and Ed’s beliefs about the nature of the object are

irrelevant, then the sentence becomes more acceptable, and intuitively true:

(22) a. Liz [pointing at a jewel]: Look at that diamond!

b. Ed: That isn’t a diamond; but it is valuable. [Ed leaves. Jed enters.]
c. Jed: That diamond doesn’t look very impressive.

d. Liz: Well, Ed believes that that diamond is very valuable.

Sentence (21-b), meanwhile, strikes me as ironic at best. Intuitively speaking, the speaker is

playing along with Donnie’s belief that the transvestite is a woman, perhaps to make fun of

Donnie3. These examples, then, are not conclusive counterexamples to the claim that demon-

strative descriptions are normally scopally inert. What they show us again is that pragmatic

principles affect the choice of descriptions in attitude ascriptions, and that this can obscure the

scopal relations between descriptions and attitude predicates.

The existence of anaphoric and bridging demonstratives that take narrow scope under inten-

sional operators poses a serious problem for the classic direct reference treatment of demon-

stratives, which predicts that demonstratives will always take widest scope only. On the other

hand, the data we have just considered suggest that the scopal possibilities of demonstrative

descriptions are more restricted than the scopal possibilities of definite descriptions: only cer-

tain kinds of contexts allow demonstratives to take narrow scope under intensional operators.

The semantics of the demonstrative determiner, then, should prevent opaque interpretations in

general, but leave room for opaque interpretations in some special circumstances.

In what follows I will assume that every predicate has a situation argument. A noun phrase

has an opaque interpretation, that is, takes narrow scope under an intensional operator, when its

situation argument covaries with a situation variable that is bound by an intensional operator.

Otherwise, a noun phrase has a transparent interpretation, that is, takes widest scope over any

intensional operators.

One thing shared by the special circumstances supporting opaque demonstratives that we have

seen so far is that they support an indirect relation between the descriptive content of a demon-

strative noun phrase and a world or situation variable that is bound by an intensional operator.

An anaphoric opaque demonstrative covaries with its antecedent, which in turn covaries with

a bound situation variable. In a bridging context, explicit contrast establishes contrasting sub-

parts of the value of a bound situation variable; the demonstrative description covaries in turn

with one of these sub-situations. This suggests that demonstrative descriptions are subject to a

constraint that prevents interpretation relative to a bound situation variable, but which allows an

indirect covariation relation to be established between the modal parameter of a demonstrative

description and a bound situation variable. An informal version of a suitable constraint is given

in (23).

(23) Constraint on demonstrative descriptions (version 1): The situation variable associated

with the NP complement of a demonstrative determiner is free.

3 Licensing by modification

In section 1, we considered a third case in which demonstrative descriptions can take narrow

scope under intensional operators: a special construction containing a postnominal modifier.

3This sort of example might be treatable as a case of partial quotation. See Recanati (2000) for arguments that

partial quotation is more widespread than is generally recognized.
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In this section I show that opaque interpretations of demonstrative descriptions are structurally

licensed by all restrictive postnominal modifiers, and not by any other structures. To bring out

the opaque reading, or lack of an opaque reading, of the demonstrative descriptions, I construct

sentences which are false or contradictory on the transparent reading of the relevant description,

and true or plausible on the opaque reading. For example, the transparent reading of that person

who discovered fire in (24) results in the probably contradictory (or at least metaphysically

questionable) proposition that a particular person might have been somebody else, while the

opaque reading results in the perfectly plausible proposition that someone other than the actual

discoverer of fire might have discovered fire. Since (24) has the sensible interpretation, we can

conclude that the demonstrative in subject position allows an opaque reading. The unmodified

demonstrative in (25), by contrast, has only the implausible or contradictory reading, showing

that unmodified demonstratives, as expected, have only a transparent interpretation.

(24) That person who discovered fire might have been someone else.

(25) #That discoverer of fire might have been someone else.

This test shows that nonrestrictive relative clauses do not license opaque interpretations of

demonstrative descriptions. Examples (26) and (27) below have only the implausible reading

arising from the transparent interpretation of the subject.

(26) #That prehistoric individual, who discovered fire, might have been someone else.

(27) #That presidential candidate, who won the election, might have been someone else.

Complements of N also do not license opaque readings of demonstratives, since (28) and (29)

are equally unacceptable:

(28) #That discoverer of fire might have been someone else.

(29) #That winner of the election might have been someone else.

On the other hand, amount relatives and relatives abstracting over kinds license opaque in-

terpretations. Examples (30)–(32) below have the sensible reading arising from the opaque

interpretation of the subject.

(30) Those candidates that there were on the ballot could have been different people.

(31) Those candidates that there were on the ballot could have been more numerous.

(32) If technology had advanced more quickly, those telephones that there were in my grand-

mother’s time might have been wireless.

PPs and postnominal APs also license opaque readings of demonstratives, as shown by the

acceptability of (33)–(37):

(33) That person at the top of the list could have been someone else.

(34) That runner in last place could have been someone else.

(35) Given the run-down state of the equipment, that person responsible for the disaster

could easily have been someone else.

(36) That person responsible could have been someone else.
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(37) If the cloud cover had been different, those stars visible could have been different stars.

Prenominal adjectives do not license opaque interpretations. As a result, (38)–(39) are unac-

ceptable.

(38) #Those helpful tour guides could have been different people.

(39) #Those eligible job applicants could have been different people.

The bare postnominal adjectives in (36) and (37) above have a stage-level interpretation (they

denote temporary properties), while the prenominal adjectives in (38) and (39) are most nat-

urally interpreted as individual-level (denoting permanent or inherent properties). One might

wonder whether the licensing ability of the postnominal adjectives is due to the stage-level

interpretation rather than the postnominal position. This can easily be tested, because as Lar-

son (1998) has observed, adjectives like responsible allow a stage-level interpretation in both

prenominal and postnominal position. That is, the person responsible can only refer to someone

who is responsible for some event, while the responsible person can refer either to an individual

who is responsible for some event or an individual who has a responsible character.4

Larson (1998) also observes that prenominal adjectives tend to have a stage-level interpretation

when they are farther away from the head noun. The stage-level interpretation is particularly

clear when the individual-level interpretation is excluded by another adjective. For example, in

(40) below the individual-level interpretation of responsible is incompatible with irresponsible.

(40) the responsible irresponsible person

If we use Larson’s technique for forcing a prenominal adjective to take a stage-level interpreta-

tion, we find that it still does not license an opaque interpretation of a demonstrative description:

(41) #Those responsible irresponsible employees could have been different people.

(42) #Those visible invisible stars could have been different stars.

Postnominal superlatives license opaque interpretations and prenominal superlatives do not.

Example (43) below, which contains a postnominal superlative, is acceptable, while the sentence

with the corresponding prenominal superlative in (44) is not:

(43) That member of the committee who is youngest might have been someone else.

(44) #That youngest member of the committee might have been someone else.

Infinitival relatives that depend on prenominal superlatives or ordinals do not license opaque

interpretations, while independent infinitival relatives do. Therefore, (45) is unacceptable, in

contrast with (46):

(45) #That first hominid to discover fire could have been someone else.

(46) Those soldiers to be sent elsewhere could have been different people.

Finally, participial reduced relatives license opaque interpretations, as shown by the acceptabil-

ity of (47) and (48):

4Some speakers (including Bolinger (1967)) accept only the individual-level interpretation of prenominal ad-

jectives. For those speakers, it will not be possible to tease apart the position and interpretation of these adjectives.
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(47) Those students writing a term paper could have been the other half of the class.

(48) Those articles read by the students could have been different papers.

The descriptive generalization, then, is that opaque readings of demonstrative descriptions are

licensed by restrictive postnominal modifiers. This is a class of structures that cannot be defined

semantically: it includes postnominal adjectives that are semantically equivalent to prenominal

adjectives. To account for this pattern, we therefore need an analysis in which scopal relations

between intensional operators and descriptions are reflected in the syntactic structure.

4 Structural constraints on situation variables

To set the scene for the structural licensing of opaque demonstratives, I adopt Percus’ (2000)

account of structural conditions on situation variables, in which the situation variables saturating

the situation arguments of predicates are realized in the syntax at LF. The situation variables

associated with main predicates get special treatment: a situation “pronoun” adjoined to VP

moves to adjoin to IP and is interpreted as an abstraction operator. The situation argument of

the main predicate is bound by this operator. As a result, the main predicate has local scope.

The situation arguments of other predicates are saturated by adjoined situation “pronouns” that

may be either free or accidentally bound by a c-commanding operator. This results in other

predicates having free scope.5 In (49), for example, the situation variable originating as an

adjunct to arrived moves to adjoin to the lower IP, where it is interpreted as an abstraction

operator; the situation variable that is abstracted over is then bound by the intensional operator

introduced by believe. The situation variable associated with king of France, by contrast, is

unconstrained, and can covary with either of the two other situation parameters in the sentence,

allowing the king of France to take either wide or narrow scope with respect to believe.

(49) John believes that the king of France arrived.

IP

λ1 IP

John VP

t1 VP

believes CP

that IP

λ2 IP

DP

s1/2 DP

the king of France

VP

t2 VP

arrived

5See Farkas (1997) for empirical arguments that the modal parameter of main predicates has local scope, and

that the scope of the modal parameter of nominal predicates is free.
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(50) λs.∀s′ ∈ DoxJohn(s,s′).arrived(ιx.king-of-France(x)(s))(s′)

(51) λs.∀s′ ∈ DoxJohn(s,s′).arrived(ιx.king-of-France(x)(s′))(s′)

To give demonstrative determiners access to the situation arguments of their nominal comple-

ments, I modify Percus’ (2000) framework slightly and assume that a definite or demonstrative

determiner bears a numerical index. This index is interpreted as a situation variable that satu-

rates the situation argument of the nominal complement. The lexical entries in (52) and (53)

below show the implementation of the modal constraint on demonstrative determiners in this

system, combined with a uniqueness-based analysis of definiteness.

(52) [[then]]: λP〈s,et〉 : P (sn) is a singleton set.

If defined, denotes ιx.P (x)(sn)

(53) [[thatn]]: λP〈s,et〉 : P (sn) is a singleton set and sn is free.

If defined, denotes ιx.P (x)(sn)

In proposing these lexical entries, I am making two claims: that the semantics of definiteness

includes a uniqueness condition, and that a demonstrative determiner constrains the modal pa-

rameter of its nominal complement. I am not claiming that these lexical entries capture every

aspect of the lexical semantics of definite and demonstrative determiners; one might, for ex-

ample, enrich both lexical entries with a familiarity condition, or elaborate the demonstrative

meaning to reflect the proximal/distal distinction.6

I assume that the situation argument of an intersective prenominal modifier depends on the situ-

ation argument of the head noun. Combining a nominal with a demonstrative determiner results

in the saturation of the nominal’s situation argument with a free situation variable. For example,

(54) below is felicitous just in case the situation parameter associated with the content of the

demonstrative description is not the same variable that is bound by the intensional operator. The

felicitous interpretation of (54) is shown in (55).

(54) That responsible person might quit.

(55) λs.∃s′ ∈ R(s,s′).quit(ιx.person(x)(s′′)∧ responsible(x)(s′′))(s′)

In contrast with the “modally dependent” prenominal modifiers, Dayal (1998, 2004) has argued,

primarily on the basis of “subtrigged” free-choice any, that the situation variable associated with

a postnominal modifier may be independent of the situation variable associated with the head

noun. If postnominal modifiers are in general “modally independent” from nouns, as well as

from the main predicate, it would not be that surprising for a postnominal modifier to introduce

a new situation variable. And if a postnominal modifier introduces just the right situation vari-

able, it will mediate between the constraint imposed by the demonstrative determiner and the

covariation necessary for an opaque reading.

How does the situation variable associated with a postnominal modifier escape being saturated

by the determiner? There are two possibilities to consider. Possibility A is that postnomi-

nal modifiers have enough structure to constitute a separate binding domain. Possibility B is

that postnominal modifiers may be attached unexpectedly high and thus fall outside of the c-

command domain of the determiner.

Possibility A is initially appealing because it allows us to maintain a standard syntax of post-

nominal modifiers as NP adjuncts. Furthermore, Sadler and Arnold (1994) argue that post-

6But see Wolter (2006b) for an analysis of that as unmarked for proximity.
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nominal adjectives have more structure than prenominal adjectives. Because bare postnominal

adjectives are the smallest postnominal modifiers, a successful argument that they have more

structure than prenominal modifiers lends plausibility to the idea that postnominal modifiers in

general, but not prenominal modifiers, contain enough structure to constitute a separate binding

domain for situation variables.

However, Possibility A also faces two challenges. The first challenge is to account for the

interpretation of prenominal/postnominal bare adjective pairs which differ only in their ability

to license opaque readings of demonstratives. If we assume that the postnominal version of the

adjective in fact has more functional structure than the prenominal version, we must be very

careful to make sure that nothing else about the interpretation is changed. The second challenge

is to maintain the account of why infinitival relatives that depend on prenominal superlatives

do not license the construction. It is hard to imagine how a bare adjective might have enough

structure to constitute a separate binding domain while an infinitival relative clause did not.

These challenges suggest that we should instead pursue possibility B and assume that a post-

nominal modifier may escape the binding domain of a demonstrative determiner by virtue of

a high attachment site. I will assume that postnominal modifiers may adjoin to DP and that

DP-adjuncts are not c-commanded by D0. The difficulty of this approach is that there simply

aren’t any independent syntactic tests for the height of attachment of a right adjunct.7 Nor are

there independent semantic arguments for height of attachment, since the debate between Partee

(1975) and Bach and Cooper (1978) has demonstrated that the standard interpretation of restric-

tive relative clauses can be derived compositionally regardless of how high the relative clause is

attached. On the other hand, this difficulty is also a source of freedom. It appears that a coherent

account of postnominal modifiers does not depend on their position. So why not make the most

of the tools at hand and admit both NP and DP adjuncts into the picture?

To complete the analysis, we need to determine how DP adjuncts compose with the DPs that

they are adjoined to. Blind functional application clearly won’t do. As it happens, the litera-

ture supplies two possible strategies. The first strategy for composing DPs with DP-adjoined

modifiers relies on the semantics developed by Dayal (1995) and Bhatt (2003) for Indo-Aryan

correlative constructions, such as the Hindi example shown below.

(56) jo

which

laRkii

girl

khaRii

standing

hai,

is

vo

DEM

lambii

tall

hai

is
‘The girl who is standing is tall.’ (Dayal 1995: ex. (1))

In correlative constructions like this, a relative clause is adjoined to IP, and (intuitively speaking)

modifies a demonstrative DP in the main clause. Dayal’s and Bhatt’s analyses of this construc-

tion differ in details, but their proposals share several main ideas. The relative clause is type-

shifted from a predicative to a referring or quantificational interpretation. The demonstrative DP

is interpreted as anaphoric to the typeshifted modifier (or as a bound variable). The anaphoric

relation results in an interpretation that has the same entailments as a sentence containing an

7It’s tempting to think that constructions appearing to consist of a pronoun with a postnominal modifier, such

as the ones illustrated below, show that postnominal modifiers must be able to adjoin to DP, in that pronouns have

been argued to be intransitive Ds.

(i) Those interested in linguistics should read The Language Instinct.

(ii) Someone with green hair knocked on the door.

(iii) Many who were prepared for the test left early.

However, it is also possible to analyze these constructions as involving an NP projection headed by a null noun, so

they do not constitute conclusive evidence for the view that postnominal modifiers may adjoin to DP.
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ordinary restrictive relative clause interpreted via predicate modification.

Treating opaque demonstrative descriptions along the lines of this analysis of correlative con-

structions means making the following assumptions: postnominal modifiers in opaque demon-

stratives are adjoined to DP and typeshifted to a referential or quantificational type, and the

demonstrative DP proper is backwards anaphoric to the adjoined modifier. The initial appeal of

this approach is that it suggests that the special mode of composition proposed for correlative

constructions is not limited to the special syntax of Indo-Aryan correlatives, setting the stage

for further research on the crosslinguistic semantics of syntactically productive correlative con-

structions and their syntactically frozen counterparts in European languages.

An attempt at an analysis of opaque demonstratives along these lines is shown below.

(57) John believes that that person responsible left.

(58) 1 IP

λ1 IP

John VP

t1 VP

believes CP

that IP

λ2 IP

2 DP

3 DP

D

that3

NP

person

4 AP

s2 AP

responsible

I′

I VP

t2 VP

left

a. [[3]] = λy.ιx. person(x)(s3)∧ x = y (presupposition: s3 is free)

b. [[4]] via iota = ιz.responsible(z)(s2)
c. [[2]] = ιx. person(x)(s3)∧ x = ιz.responsible(z)(s2)
d. [[1]] = λs.∀s′ ∈ Dox j(s,s

′). left(ιx. person(x)(s3)∧ x = ιz.responsible(z)(s′))(s′)

The interpretation of (58) entails that the referent of the demonstrative that person responsible is

a unique responsible person, and it allows responsible to be dependent on the situation variable

bound by believe, giving the opaque interpretation, while the situation variable in the syntactic

scope of the demonstrative determiner is free. However, on closer inspection, this application

of the correlative strategy creates problems having to do with uniqueness. Consider (59) below.

(59) Those students who are interested in event semantics might take the semantics seminar.

11
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12 Lynsey Wolter

Applying the correlative mode of composition blindly, we interpret who are interested in event

semantics as a definite description denoting the maximal group of individuals who are interested

in event semantics and take those students to be anaphoric to the derived definite description.

This predicts that all of the individuals interested in event semantics are students—otherwise an

anaphoric link cannot be established. But (59) is consistent with a scenario in which there are

also some professors who are interested in event semantics. Intuitively, the sentence entails that

the set of students being referred to are the maximal set of students who are interested in event

semantics, but not that this exhausts the set of individuals interested in event semantics.

Perhaps the problem could be avoided by assuming that the postnominal modifier in an opaque

demonstrative is interpreted as an indefinite description—more precisely, as an unmarked in-

definite that carries no uniqueness, nonuniqueness, familiarity or novelty conditions.8 Partee’s

(1986) lower typeshift will have this effect (alternatively, the modifier could be shifted to a

generalized quantifier via A). The typeshifted relative clause in (59) then need not refer to the

maximal set of individuals who are interested in event semantics. It need only introduce a plural

individual that can serve as the antecedent for those students.

But this only introduces the opposite problem. If the postnominal modifier is interpreted as an

indefinite description, it can refer to a proper subset of the individuals satisfying its content, re-

sulting in a weaker uniqueness implication than we actually observe. For example, the indefinite

analysis predicts (60) below to be felicitous, just like (61), but it is not.

(60) That person responsible for the disaster might quit. He might apply for unemployment

assistance. #Another person responsible for the disaster might be promoted.

(61) A person responsible for the disaster might quit. That person/He might apply for unem-

ployment assistance. Another person responsible for the disaster might be promoted.

Because the correlative mode of interpretation introduces more problems than it solves here,

let’s consider the second possible strategy, which relies on Bach and Cooper’s (1978) semantics

for high-adjoined relative clauses. Bach and Cooper argue that noun phrases (i.e. DPs) can

optionally take an extra property argument, which is saturated by the denotation of a high-

adjoined relative clause and intersected with the property contributed by the content of the noun

phrase. This strategy is illustrated below.

(62) [NP2 [NP1 Every man ] [S′ who loves Mary ]]

a. [[NP 1]] = λRλP[(∀x)[man(x)∧R(x)] → P(x)]
b. [[S′]] = λz[love(z,m)]
c. [[NP 2]] = λP[(∀x)[man(x)∧ love(x,m)] → P(x)]

Because Bach and Cooper assume that this special interpretive strategy can be used whenever it

is needed—it can be applied multiple times to accommodate stacked relatives, for example—it

amounts to an optional typeshifting operation, converting a generalized quantifier (type 〈et, t〉)
into a function of type

〈

et,〈et, t〉
〉

. In order to apply this strategy, I use a variation which

converts an expression of type 〈e〉 to type 〈et,e〉. The intuition is the same: the operation adds

a property argument. The Bach and Cooper strategy avoids the uniqueness problems that the

correlative strategy faces because the postnominal modifier is not treated as a referential phrase,

so we don’t need to worry about its uniqueness or nonuniqueness implications. The application

of the Bach and Cooper-style strategy to an opaque demonstrative is shown below.

8See Hawkins (1991) and Farkas (2002, 2005) for arguments that some indefinite descriptions in English are

unmarked in this sense.
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(63) John believes that that person responsible left.

(64) 1 IP

λ1 IP

John VP

t1 VP

believes CP

that IP

λ2 IP

2 DP

3 DP

D

that3

NP

person

AP

s3 AP

responsible

VP

t2 VP

left

a. [[3]] = ιx.person(x)(s3) (presupposition: s3 is free)

b. Bach-Cooper( [[3]]) = λR.ιx.person(x)(s3)∧R(x)
c. [[2]] = ιx.person(x)(s3)∧ responsible(x)(s3)
d. [[1]] = λs.∀s′ ∈ Dox j(s,s

′).left(ιx.person(x)(s3)∧ responsible(x)(s3))(s
′)

Here, the postnominal modifier responsible introduces the situation variable s3 and the demon-

strative itself is interpreted relative to s3. The requirement imposed by the determiner is satisfied

because s3 is free. Does this tree give us the desired opaque interpretation? It will do so only

if we can assume that s3 covaries with the situation variable that is bound by the operator intro-

duced by believe. Nothing in the tree itself guarantees that s3 and the bound situation variable

covary. However, when we consider how the value of s3 is constrained by pragmatic factors, we

find that some fairly commonsense considerations give us the desired result.

Because s3 is free, its value is set by a contextually given assignment function. In principle,

we might imagine this value being many improbable things, but in practice, the values of free

variables are relatively constrained. Two constraints in particular are relevant here. First, the

value of s3 should be a subpart of some salient situation. It is easy to see how this constraint

applies to new individual variables. Suppose (65) is uttered out of the blue:

(65) A goat walked in.

We naturally assume that the individual variable introduced by the indefinite a goat has a value

that exists in a salient situation, in this case, the evaluation situation. What I’m suggesting, then,

is that new (free) situation variables must be grounded in existing situations in the same way

that new individual variables are. Returning to (64), we see that one relevant salient situation

variable is the situation variable bound by the intensional operator. So this pragmatic constraint

13
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14 Lynsey Wolter

ensures that on one interpretation of the sentence, s3 is a subpart of the bound situation variable.

Because the constraint imposed by the demonstrative determiner requires s3 and the bound

situation variable to be distinct, s3 must be a proper subpart of the bound situation variable.

The second pragmatic constraint is simply that the value of a new situation variable be identifi-

able by the interpreter. In interpreting (64), the interpreter must construct a value for s3 that is a

proper subpart of the bound situation variable. So far so good, but which subpart? I assume that

situations, like discourse referents, cannot be invented out of whole cloth, and if (64) is uttered

out of the blue, the context will not supply a situation variable whose value has previously been

made salient. This leaves just one option, which is to construct a new situation on the basis

of the semantic value of some constituent of (64). Suppose, then, that s3 is constructed from

the semantic value of the modifier it is adjoined to. In other words, s3 is the minimal proper

subpart of the value of the bound situation variable corresponding to the (entire) denotation

of the predicate responsible. This value of s3 is the most plausible value to construct for the

variable in the circumstances, and it is also the value will give us the correct interpretation of

(64). Because s3 covaries with the bound situation variable s′, it gives us an opaque reading

of the demonstrative description; because it is free, the demonstrative determiner is licensed;

because s3 contains all of the responsible individuals in the situation associated with the VP, the

demonstrative description has the correct uniqueness implications.

This completes the analysis. The soluction to the licensing puzzle we began with relies on a

modal constraint that arguably applies to demonstratives in general, the assumption that post-

nominal modifiers are modally independent, and some simple pragmatic constraints on free

situation variables. Opaque demonstratives licensed by postnominal modifiers may appear ex-

ceptional at first glance, but when we understand what assumptions are necessary to account

for the interactions among determiners, modifiers and modality, the apparently exceptional con-

struction turns out to be just what we expect to find.

5 Where we have come and what is next

We have seen that, contrary to the predictions of the direct reference theory of demonstratives,

opaque interpretations of demonstratives are possible in some circumstances. However, opaque

demonstratives are not found just anywhere: they must be supported by an appropriate context

or licensed by a postnominal modifier. The distribution of opaque demonstratives led us to the

view that demonstrative determiners require their nominal complements to be interpreted rela-

tive to free situation variables. I argued that in some contexts, there are available free situation

variables that covary with bound situation variables, and that postnominal modifiers may intro-

duce new free situation variables of this kind. In this analysis, opaque demonstratives licensed

by postnominal modifiers are not examples of an exceptional construction. They are exactly

what we expect to find once we make the right assumptions about demonstrative determin-

ers and nominal modifiers. The investigation of opaque demonstratives thus sets the stage for

further work on the interaction of determiners and modality; on the interaction of nominal mod-

ifiers with determiners; and on the crosslinguistic interpretation of demonstrative descriptions

with and without postnominal modifiers.
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Abstract 

The paper presents an analysis of the German quantifying question particles (QQPs) w-so and 

w-alles. It is shown that the syntactic position of these particles, i.e. their formal association with a 

particular wh-item, is relevant for their semantic representation, contrary to claims in Beck (1996). 

The effects of syntactic structure on semantic interpretation are captured by treating QQPs as 

modifiers on structured propositions that place additional restrictions on the question domain 

introduced by the wh-item: w-so introduces a plurality condition on the answer space, whereas w-

alles has two meaning components: next to adding a plurality condition, it indicates that the 

question requires an exhaustive answer. The existence of explicit markers of exhaustiveness in wh-

questions has important consequences for the analysis of wh-questions as inherently exhaustive 

(Groenendijk & Stokhof 1982, 1984) or not (Beck & Rullmann 1999).  

1 Introducing wh-modifiers 

Many languages exhibit strategies for semantically modifying the wh-item in a wh-question, 

such that the question domain is further restricted. Such semantic restriction on questions can 

target various semantic dimensions (cf. Siemund 2001 for a typological overview). First, the 

semantic restriction can concern the animacy of the questioned entity. This distinction is often 

lexicalized, as in (1ab) from English:  

(1) a.  Who did Peter see? = For which x, x a person, Peter saw x? 

 b.  What did Peter see? = For which x, x a thing/ event: Peter saw x? 

Second, the restriction can concern the gender of the questioned entity. Icelandic, for instance, 

has a three-way split between questions asking for masculine (2a), feminine (2b), and neuter 

entities (2c), respectively, which is expressed by means of different suffixes on the wh-item: 

(2) a.  hver-jir  b.  hver-jar  c.  hver-∅ 

      who-PL.M       who-PL.F       who-PL.N 

Third, questions can be further restricted by combining a wh-determiner with an overt NP-

complement: The which-phrase in (3) restricts the question domain to the set of (contextually 

relevant) students: 

(3)  Which student did Peter invite? = For which x, x a student: Peter invited x.  

Furthermore, the wh-item can also be modified with respect to the (expected) number of 

elements in the answer space. There are two sub-cases to this kind of restriction, which I will 

refer to as as quantifying wh-modification. First, the elements in the question domain and its 

corresponding answer space can be specified for number, as witnessed by the three-way 

system of Finnish in (4), and the two-way system of Hausa in (5): 

(4) a. kuka  = who.SG: for which x, x an atomic person, … 

b. ketka  = who.PL: for which x, x a plural group of persons, … 

Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 11, E. Puig-Waldmüller (ed.), Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra, pp.627-641.
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c. kumpi  = who.DUAL: for which x, x a group of two persons, … 

(5) a. wàa  = who 

 b. su-wàa  = PL-who 

Second, the answer space can be specified for exhaustiveness, as illustrated by the following 

Hausa examples in (6ab). The unmodified wh-question in (6a) is unspecified for 

exhaustiveness and can be answered by naming just one individual satisfying the background 

predicate. In contrast, the wh-question in (6b) contains the particle nee/cee, which is analyzed 

as a marker of exhaustiveness in Hartmann & Zimmermann (submitted). Correspondingly, the 

answer must also specify a complete list of individuals satisfying the background predicate, as 

witnessed by the obligatory occurrence of the exhaustiveness marker: 

(6) a. Q: Wàa  ya zoo?   (unmodified)  

  who 3sg.m.perf.rel come 

  ‘Who came? 

  A: Audù ya zoo. 

  Audu 3sg.m.perf.rel  come 

  ‘Audu came (possibly together with other people). 

 b. Q: Wàanee-nèe ya zoo?   (EXH-marker) 

 who-EXH 3sg.m.perf.rel come  

  ‘Who all came?’  

  A: Audù #(nee) ya zoo. 

 Audu     EXH 3sg.m.perf.rel come  

 ‘It is Audu that came (and nobody else came).’ 

As the foregoing examples make clear, languages vary with respect to how quantifying wh-

modification is encoded in the grammar. Some languages have lexicalized the distinction in 

form of different wh-expressions, cf. Finnish (4), while others make use of additional 

particles, as shown in (5) and (6) for Hausa, and in (7) for German: 

(7) a. Was hast  du   gemacht ?  

  what have you  done 

  ‘What have you been up to?’ 

 b. Was hast du so gemacht ? 

 c. Was hast du alles gemacht 

While (7a) is unspecified as for how many activities were performed, (7b) asks for a list of 

activities and (7c) asks for the complete list of all (relevant) activities. That is, the presence of 

so in (7b) triggers a plurality effect, and the presence of alles in (7c) triggers a twofold 

semantic effect of pluralization and maximization. The objective of this paper is to provide an 

in-depth semantic analysis of the quantifying question particles (henceforth: QQPs) w-so and 

w-alles in German, which addresses the questions in (8) from Reis (1992): 

(8) i.   What is the structure of wh-phrases containing quantifying question particles? 

ii.  What is the semantics and pragmatics of quantifying particles, and how exactly do 

they interact, for example, with the semantics and pragmatics of wh-interrogatives? 

iii. Are there parallels to quantifying question particles in other languages? 

Section 2 gives an overview over formal and semantic properties of the QQPs w-alles and w-

so. Section 3 presents the semantic analysis of QQPs. Section 4 adds some cross-linguistic 

observations concerning similar semantic phenomena in other languages. Section 5 concludes 

with some remarks on the general theoretical implications for the analysis of wh-questions. 
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2 Formal and semantic properties of QQPs in German 

There are few studies of German QQPs in the existing literature. Notable exceptions are Reis 

(1992), who concentrates mainly on the formal properties of QQPs, Beck (1996), and Beck & 

Rullmann (1999), who focus on the semantics of w-alles, and Reich (1997).  

2.1 Formal properties of QQPs (Reis 1992) 

The formal properties of QQPs are discussed in much detail in Reis (1992). First, the QQP w-

alles differs from the floated quantifier (FQ) alle in a number of ways. To name but a few 

differences, unlike the FQ, the QQP w-alles is morphologically invariant, showing no case or 

number agreement with the wh-item. Second, the QQP w-alles is compatible with wh-PPs, 

unlike the FQ alle, which cannot take PP-antecedents. Finally, the two expressions exhibit 

meaning differences, as illustrated in (9ab). While (9a) can be answered by naming one author 

whose books were all disliked by the critic, the QQP w-alles in (9b) directly specifies the 

possessive wh-item, asking for an exhaustive list of authors such that the critic disliked 

(some) books by these authors. See Reis (1992) for detailed discussion and additional 

differences between the two items. 

(9) a. [Wessen Bücher]  hat  Reich-Ranicki alle  schlecht  rezensiert? 

  whose  books  has Reich-Ranicki allACC critically  reviewed 

  ‘Who is the author x, such that R-R critically reviewed all of x’s books?’ 

 b. [Wessen Bücher]  hat  Reich-Ranicki alles  schlecht  rezensiert? 

  Whose books  has Reich-Ranicki all critically reviewed 

  ‘For which list of authors x,y,z,…, R-R critically reviewed books by x,y,z?’ 

Concentrating on QQPs, it shows that their syntactic distribution corresponds closely to that 

of the wh-items themselves. Like these, QQPs can occur in base position, in intermediate 

position, and in SpecCP (Reis 1992: 483-484):
1
 

(10) a. Weni (alles) hat  er  ti (alles)  gestern   ti (alles)  besucht? 

 who  all has he all yesterday  all visited 

 ‘Who all did he visit yesterday?’   [Reis 1992: 465, ex.2a] 

 b. Mit  wemi  (?*so) habt ihr  denn ti (so) in  der  Kneipe ti  (so) gesprochen? 

 With whom  SO have you PRT  SO in the pub SO talked 

  ‘Who-SO did you talk to in the pub?’  [Reis 1992: 481, ex.50c] 

The distribution of the QQPs in (10) suggests a close structural relation between the QQP and 

the wh-item or its trace. Here, I will follow Reis (1992) and assume that the QQPs w-alles and 

w-so are right-adjacent to the wh-item or its trace. This conclusion is strengthened by the fact 

that QQPs can occur adjacent to wh-items in situ, e.g. in the multiple questions in (11). 

                                                
1
 The degraded status of so in the Vorfeld in (10b) might suggest that w-alles and w-so do not belong to the same 

class of functional elements, a suggestion also found in Reich (1997). One possibility is that w-so is 

diachronically derived from a modal particle and has retained the basic structural properties of these elements, 

such as non-accentability and the obligatory occurrence in the middle field. At the same time, the analogous 

behaviour of w-alles and w-so in (iab), where the wh-item has been overtly extracted from an extraposed 

infinitival clause, suggests that the two expressions DO have the same status after all. 

(i) a.         ? Wem1  hat Peter versucht [t1 alles zu helfen]1 ? 

 b.         ? Wem1  hat Peter versucht [t1 so  zu  helfen]1?  

  WhoDAT has Peter tried      all/SOto help 

In both cases, the embedded QQP is (marginally) able to associate with the fronted wh-item, arguing for a tight 

structural relation at some level of representation. If the judgments in (iab) are correct, they support a parallel 

treatment of both w-alles and w-so as QQPs, while the degraded status of so in the Vorfeld must be due to 

independent reasons. 
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(11) a. Wer  hat  denn  gestern       [ [ wen]  alles] getroffen ? 

  who has then yesterday whom all  met 

 b.  Wer  hat  denn  gestern       [ [ wen]  so] getroffen ? 

  who has then yesterday whom  met   

  ‘Who has met whom-ALL / whom-SO yesterday?’ 

These findings naturally raise the question of whether the close structural relationship 

between QQPs and (the traces of) wh-items has semantic effects. In section 3, we will answer 

this question in the affirmative by showing that QQPs have a direct semantic effect on the wh-

item they syntactically construe with. 

Finally, it is worth pointing out that QQPs are not restricted to matrix questions, but can also 

be embedded under intensional and extensional matrix predicates alike (cf. Reich 1997): 

(12) a. Hans fragt  sich,   wen  Peter alles /  so  trifft. (intensional V) 

  Hans wonders who Peter all / SO meets 

  ‘Hans wonders whom-all/ whom-SO Peter meets.’ 

 b. Hans weiß,  wen  Peter alles /  so  trifft.  (extensional V) 

  Hans knows who Peter all /  SO meets 

  ‘Hans knows whom-all/ whom-SO Peter meets.’ 

The occurrence of QQPs in embedded position suggests that these elements do not quantify 

into questions acts in the sense discussed in Krifka (2001b) and Hara (2007). 

2.2 Semantic properties of QQPs  

Semantically, QQPs show co-occurrence restrictions with wh-items of different semantic 

kinds. In particular, w-alles is restricted to occur with wh-expressions ranging over 

individuals, such as wer, wen, and was (13a-c). It is significantly worse with locative wo and 

temporal wann (13de), and impossible with the manner expressions wie ‘how’ and the causal 

warum ‘why’ (13fg).
2
 The combinatory possibilities of w-so are considerably more relaxed, as 

w-so is only blocked with wh-expressions asking for reasons and causes (14g): 

(13) a. Wer ist alles zur Party gekommen?  who-all came to the party? 

 b. Wen hat er alles eingeladen?   whom-all did he invite? 

 c. Was hat er alles gegessen?   what-all did he eat?   

 d.    ?* Wo ist er alles gewesen?   where-all has he been? 

 e.      * Wann hast du nächste Woche alles Zeit? when-all will you have time? 

 f.       * Wie hat er alles die Aufgaben gelöst? how-all did he solve the exercises? 

 g.      * Warum/Wieso ist er alles gekommen? why-all did he come? 

(14) a. Wer ist so zur Party gekommen?  who-SO came to the party? 

 b. Wen hat er so eingeladen?    whom-SO did he invite? 

 c. Was hat er so gegessen?   what-SO did he eat? 

 d. Wo ist er so gewesen?   where-SO has he been? 

 e. Wann hast du nächste Woche so Zeit? when-SO will you have time? 

 f. Wie hat er sich so geschlagen?  how-SO has he been doing? 

g.     ?* Warum/Wieso ist er so gekommen? why-SO has he come? 

                                                
2
 The acceptability of the examples (13fg) improves dramatically if the construal of a plurality of reasons or 

manners is facilitated by the choice of a grammatically plural wh-phrase, such as auf welche Arten ‘in which 

ways’ and aus welchen Gründen ‘for which reasons’. This shows that the degraded status of (13fg) does not 

follow from a general semantic incompatibility of w-alles and the ontological domains of manners and reasons.  
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Turning to the semantic contribution of the two QQPs, both of them add a plurality condition 

to the wh-question, such that it asks for pluralities of individuals, which furthermore must be 

divisible. This plural requirement is witnessed by the fact that w-alles and w-so are illicit in a 

wh-question when the reference of the wh-item is restricted to atomic individuals, either 

grammatically (15), or by the context (16) or by general world knowledge (17): 

(15)          * Welches Buchsing hat  er  alles  / so gelesen?   

  which book  has he all  SO  read 

‘Which book-ALL/SO did he read?’ 

(16)          # Wer  ist gestern alles / so zum  neuen Papst gewählt worden? 

  Who  is yesterday all SO to-the new pope chosen   been 

  ‘Who-ALL/SO has been elected for pope yesterday?’ 

(17)         # Wer  ist alles  / so die Mutter von Johanna? 

  who is all SO  the mother of Jeanne 

  ‘Who-ALL/SO is the mother of Jeanne?’ 

As a consequence of the plurality condition, questions with QQPs require that the answer 

specify a divisible plural individual, instead of just an atomic individual (18), or an indivisible 

group individual occurring with collective predicates (19). 

(18) Q: Wen  hast  du  alles /  so  zu  deiner  Party  eingeladen?  

  who have you all so to your party invited 

‘Who-all/SO Have you invited to your party?’ 

A1:   # Klaus. 

 A2: Nur  Klaus 

  only Klaus 

(19) Q: Wer hat  alles  /  so einander geheiratet?  

  who has all SO each.other married 

  ‘Who-ALL/SO married each other?’ 

A:     # Klaus  und  Maria. 

  Klaus and Mary 

In addition to the plurality condition, w-alles adds a second meaning component of 

exhaustiveness (Reis 1992: 465): The presence of this QQP necessitates a complete listing of 

all individuals questioned when the context is such that the questioned background predicate 

is satisfied by more than one individual. Exhaustiveness in questions is illustrated in (20Q), 

which cannot be answered by mentioning just some of the presenters at SuB11 (20A). 

(20) Q: Wer  hat  alles  bei  SuB11 vorgetragen?  

   who has all at SuB11 presented 

   ‘Who-ALL presented at this year’s SALT?’ 

A:     # Ein  MIT-Student  und  Gennaro Chierchia. 

  An MIT student and Gennaro Chierchia 

Similarly, embedded wh-questions with w-alles do not occur easily under non-exhaustive 

matrix predicates: 

(21) Peter listet lückenhaft auf, wen er  (??alles) getroffen  hat. 

 Peter lists incompletely PRT whom he      all met has  

  ‘Peter gives an incomplete list of all the people that he met.’ 

Turning to the meaning of w-so again, Reis (1992), as well as Beck & Rullmann (1999), 

argues that this QQP expresses non-exhaustiveness (in addition to plurality). On closer 
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scrutiny, though, exhaustive answers to wh-questions with w-so turn out to be felicitous, cf. 

(22a). Furthermore, wh-questions with w-so can be embedded under matrix predicates 

implying exhaustiveness, cf. (22b) (see Reich (1997: 91) for a diverging judgment). 

(22)  a. Q: Was hast du gestern  auf der Party so getrunken ? 

  what have you yesterday at the party SO drunk 

  ‘What-SO did you drink at yesterday’s party ?’ 

 A: Ich  habe  Wein, Bier  und Schnaps  getrunken. 

  I have wine beer and  schnapps drunk. 

  ‘I drank wine, beer, and schnapps.’ 

 b. Peter listet vollständig auf, wen er  so getroffen  hat. 

 Peter lists completely PRT whom he SO met has  

  ‘Peter gives an incomplete list of all the people that he met.’ 

The data in (22ab) show that questions with w-so allow for non-exhaustive answers, but do 

not force them. For this reason, non-exhaustiveness need not be explicitly encoded in the 

meaning of w-so. Summing up, the QQP w-alles adds two meaning components to wh-

questions, namely plurality and exhaustiveness, while w-so adds only a plurality requirement. 

2.3  Joint occurrence of QQPs  

Before proceeding with the analysis of QQPs, please observe that more than one of them can 

be found in a single wh-question. Both QQPs can occur together in simple wh-questions 

(Reich 1997), cf. (23). And multiple instances of (the same) QQPs can occur in multiple 

questions, modifying different wh-expressions (Reis 1992, Beck 1996), cf. (24ab): 

(23)  Wen  hat Gabi gestern  so alles getroffen ? 

  who has Gabi yesterday SO all  met 

  ‘Who-SO did Gabi meet yesterday ?’  

(24) a. Wer alles hat damals wen  alles furchtbar ernst genommen ? 

 who all has then whom  all terribly  serious taken 

 ‘Who all did take whom all very serious back then?’ [Reis 1992: 485, ex.64a] 

 b. Wer  hat so  wen  alles  angerufen? 

  who has SO whom all called 

  ‘Who-SO called whom all?’ 

3 The analysis of QQPs 

To my knowledge, the analysis in Beck (1996) is the only explicit formal analysis of the QQP 

w-alles. Section 3.1 introduces the analysis and its predictions. Section 3.2 provides evidence 

against the analysis. Section 3.3 presents an alternative analysis that is based on the 

observation that the syntactic position of a QQP has an effect on the semantic interpretation of 

its containing wh-question. Section 3.4 sums up the main results, while section 3.5 raises an 

additional issue pertaining to the status of the semantic contribution of QQPs as a 

presupposition or as part of the propositional question meaning. 

3.1   Beck’s (1996) analysis of w-alles  

According to Beck (1996), the QQP w-alles raises at LF and takes the entire wh-question as 

its argument, mapping the question denotation onto a modified question denotation. Since the 

question denotation is construed as a Hamblin-set of answers (Hamblin 1973), w-alles takes 

this set and maps it onto a set of mutually exclusive exhaustive alternatives. Informally, the 

effect of w-alles on a question denotation is shown in (26b) (Beck 1996:9): 
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(25) a. [[Wer ist gegangen?]]  = {Sarah left, Jenny left, Hans left} =  Q 

 ‘Who left?’ 

   ↓ 
b. [[Wer ist alles gegangen?]] = {Sarah left and Jenny left and nobody else left, 

 ‘Who-all left?’ Sarah left and nobody else left, 

 Jenny left and nonody else left, ...} 

A formal characterization of the meaning of w-alles is given in (26), where the variables Q 

and X range over sets of propositions (Beck 1996:10): 

(26) alles’(Q) = { ( X  ∪ {λw. ¬∃q [q ∉ X & q ∈ Q  & q(w)]}): X ⊆ Q} 

The working of (26) is best illustrated by means of a concrete example: Let D = {Sarah, 

Jenny, Hans}, in which case Q = {λw. Sarah left in w, λw. Jenny left in w, λw. Hans left in 

w}. Then for arbitrary X = {λw. Sarah left in w, λw. Jenny left in w} ∈ Q, the innermost 

curly bracket will get the value in (27a). Union formation with X yields (27b), the big 

intersection of which is shown in (27c): 

(27) a.  {λw. ¬∃q [q ∉ X & q ∈ Q & q(w)]}  

=  the singleton set containing the set of worlds in which the proposition λw. 

Hans left in w is not true, i.e. in which Hans did not leave 

 b. X  ∪ {λw ¬∃q [q ∉ X & q ∈ Q  & q(w)]} 

=  the union of sets of worlds in which Sarah left, in which Jenny left, and in 

which Hans did not leave 

 c.  ( X  ∪ {λw ¬∃q [q ∉ X & q ∈ Q  & q(w)]}): X ⊆ Q  

 =  the set of worlds in which Sarah left, Jenny left, und nobody else left 

Applying the same procedure to all sets X ∈ Q will yield a set of mutually exclusive 

exhaustive propositions, as informally specified in (25b). The analysis of w-alles in (26), then, 

appears to get us the correct result for (25b).  

On closer inspection, though, the analysis makes two incorrect predictions. First, since the 

QQP combines semantically with the question denotation as a whole, i.e. with a set of 

propositions, it has no means of making direct reference to the meaning of a particular wh-

item. Therefore, the observed syntactic association of w-alles with a wh-item should be 

irrelevant for the meaning of the modified question as a whole, cf. Beck (1996: 10, fn.8).
3
 

Second, the analysis of w-alles in (26) makes no reference to plurality and therefore predicts 

answers containing a single atomic individual to be felicitous, in spite of the plurality effects 

observed in (15) to (17). 

3.2 Evidence against Beck (1996) 

There are three kinds of evidence against the analysis of w-alles in Beck (1999). First, it 

shows that the syntactic construal of the QQP with a particular wh-item DOES have an effect 

on interpretation, suggesting that the QQP does not combine with a set of propositions 

semantically. Consider the question variants in (28a-c) and their possible answers in context C 

of a papal election with only one ballot, where each voter has only one vote. Crucially, (28a) 

is felicitous in context C, whereas (28bc) are not. 

(28) a. Weri  hat  allesi bei  der  gestrigen  Wahl für wen gestimmt? 

 who has all at the yesterday’s election for  whom voted 

  ‘Who-all voted for whom in yesterday’s election.’ [w-alles + SUBJ] 

                                                
3 The modified analysis of w-alles in Beck & Rullmann (1999) makes the same prediction. 
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A: Cardinal X voted for Ratzinger, Kardinal Y for the African candidate, ... 

b.      # Wer  hat  bei  der  gestrigen Wahl  für   [ wen alles] gestimmt? 

 who has at the yesterday’s election for  whom all voted 

  ‘Who voted for whom-all in yesterday’s election?’ [w-alles + OBJ] 

A: Cardinal X voted for Ratzinger and the African candidate, cardinal Y voted for 

the two Asian candidates, ... 

c.      # Weri  hat  allesi bei  der  gestrigen  Wahl  für   [ wen alles]  gestimmt? 

   Who has all at the yesterday’s election for whom all voted 

  ‘Who-all voted for whom-all in yesterday’s election?’[w-alles+SUBJ,w-alles+OBJ) 

A: same as in (28b) 

The decisive factor for the felicity or infelicity of the questions in (28a-c), relative to C, is the 

presence or absence of an object-related w-alles in the question. The questions in (28bc) are 

infelicitous in C because they ask for (exhaustive) pluralities from the object domain that co-

vary with elements of the subject domain. This, however, is impossible in C given that each 

voter can only vote for one candidate. In contrast, (28a) is felicitous in C, as there is more 

than one voter, thus satisfying the requirements of plurality and exhaustiveness on the subject 

domain. In sum, the difference in acceptability between (28a) and (28bc) shows clearly that 

the syntactic association of a QQP with a subject or object wh-item DOES have an effect on the 

semantic interpretation after all.
4
 This suggests that the meaning of the QQP does not modify 

a set of propositions, as in (26), but has direct access to the meaning of the wh-item instead. 

The second kind of evidence against the analysis of w-alles in (26) comes from its failure to 

account for plurality effects. While bare plural answers to questions with w-alles are fine, cf. 

(29A1), answers which specify only an atomic individual must be marked by additional 

material, such as nur ‘only’, or als einzige(r/s) ‘alone’, cf. (29A2/A3) and also (18). 

(29) Q: Wer ist alles gegangen?  A1:  Jenny und Sarah sind gegangen. 

  ‘Who-all left?’   ‘Jenny and Sarah left.’   

      A2:   # Jenny ist gegangen. 

       ‘Jenny left.’ 

      A3: Nur Jenny/ Jenny ist als einzige gegangen. 

       ‘Only Jenny / Jenny alone left.’ 

Given that (29A1) is a felicitous answer to (29Q) even without an overt indication of 

exhaustiveness, (29A2) should also be felicitous according to the meaning of w-alles in (26) 

and the informal rendering of the question denotation in (25b), contrary to fact. Furthermore, 

as seen in (28a-c), the plurality effect imposed by w-alles does not target the question 

denotation as a whole, but only affects the meaning of the syntactically modified wh-item. In 

                                                
4
 The difference in acceptability between (ia) and (ib) shows that the same holds for the other QQP, w-so. In 

context C from (28), (ia), where w-so is syntactically construed with the subject, is an appropriate question, but 

(ib), where w-so is syntactically construed with the object, is not: 

(i) a. Wer i  hat      ti  so bei der gestrigen  Papstwahl  wen   gewählt? 

  ‘Who-SO voted for whom in yesterday’s papal election?’ (w-so + S) 

b.        # Wer hat   bei der gestrigen Papstwahl          [ wen  so]  gewählt? 

  ‚Who voted for whom-SO in yesterday’s papal election?’ 

Again, the difference in acceptability follows from the plurality condition that the QQP imposes on the meaning 

of the wh-item that it modifies syntactically: 
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order to derive the correct interpretation, the QQP-meaning must therefore have direct access 

to the meaning of the wh-item. 

Finally, there are semantic agreement effects between the wh-item and the exhaustive QQP, 

which are unexpected if the QQP were to modify the question denotation as a whole: In 

locative and temporal wh-questions, w-alles is replaced by the expressions überall (Reis 

1992) and immer, which show semantic agreement with the modified wh-item in ranging over 

places and times/events, respectively. 

(30) a. Wo  bist  du  *?alles /  überall  gewesen?   

where are you all  everywhere been 

  ‘Where-all have you been?’ 

 b. Wann  bist  du  nächste Woche *alles/ immer  zu sprechen? 

  when are you next  week  all always to  speak 

  ‘When-all can I talk to you next week?’ 

If the meaning of the QQP were to combine with the question denotation as a whole, semantic 

agreement would be unexpected for the question denotation will always be of type <<s,t>,t> 

at this level, irrespective of whether the question is about individuals, places, or times. If the 

QQP operates directly on the meaning of the wh-item, though, semantic agreement will fall 

out immediately. 

In sum, the fact that the syntactic position of a QQP has an effect on semantic interpretation, 

as well as the plurality and agreement effects observed with QQPs argue for an alternative 

analysis of QQPs on which their meaning has direct access to the meaning of the wh-item. 

3.3 An alternative analysis: QQPs as modifiers on structured propositions 

This section provides an alternative analysis of QQPs that (i.) accounts for the observed 

syntactic and semantic relation between the QQP and the wh-item, (ii.) captures the plurality 

and exhaustiveness effects observed with w-alles, and (iii.) captures the plurality effects 

observed with w-so. 

The analysis is based on the following assumptions. First, wh-items denote appropriately 

restricted sets of individuals, as argued in Cooper (1983), Jacobson (1995), and Sternefeld 

(2001). This is illustrated in (31)  

(31) a. [[who]] = {x | x ∈ PERSON}   b. [[where]] = {z | z ∈ PLACE} 

Second, grammatically singular wh-items (who, what,…) are semantically underspecified as 

to number, and contain both atomic and plural individuals (cf. Jacobson 1995): 

(32)  [[who]] = {x | x ∈ *PERSON } 

 =  {Peter, Klaus, Johann, Peter+Klaus, Peter+Johann+Klaus, ...} 

Third, we assume with Krifka (2001a) that wh-questions denote structured propositions of a 

special kind: They consist of a question domain (QD) and a background predicate (BP). The 

question domain is provided by the meaning of the wh-item, which denotes a set of 

individuals that are appropriately restricted depending on its lexical shape. The background 

predicate is provided by the λ-abstracted remainder of the question without the wh-item.
5
 

(33)  < λx.λw. x left in w ,  {x| x ∈ *PERSON}> 

           BP    QD 

                                                
5
 Krifka (2001a) states two restrictions on question-answer congruence between a structured question <BGQ, 

QD) and its corresponding structured answer <BGA, F>, where F stands for the focus constituent: (i.) BGQ and 

BGA must be identical, and (ii.) F must be a member of QD. 
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Applying the background predicate to the individual members of the question domain in a 

point-wise fashion will yield a set of propositions, a representation more ore in line with the 

question semantics in Hamblin (1973) and Karttunen (1977). It is possible that the point-wise 

application of BP to QD is brought about by a covert question operator Q. Important for our 

purposes is that the meaning contribution of the wh-item forms a semantic unit that can be 

accessed and modified by the meaning of the QQP at some point in the semantic derivation. 

The final assumption concerns the semantic role of the QQPs themselves: QQPs modify 

structured question denotations as in (33) by placing additional restrictions on their question 

domain, which corresponds to the meaning of the wh-item. This way, the QQP has direct 

access to the meaning of the wh-item, as required.
6
 The lexical entries for w-so and w-alles 

are given in (34), where the predicate DIV stands for divisible: 

(34) a. w-so’< P, Q> = <P , {x | x ∈ Q & DIV(x) }>    

       plurality  

 b. w-alles’ <P, Q>  = <P, {x | x ∈ Q & DIV(x) & ¬¬¬¬∃∃∃∃z [ zx & z ∈∈∈∈Q & z ∈∈∈∈ P] }> 

       plurality exhaustiveness 

By introducing the additional restriction DIV(x), w-so restricts the question domain such that it 

contains only divisible, e.g. plural individuals satisfying the background predicate P. By 

introducing DIV(x) and an exhaustiveness condition that serves to exclude any larger 

alternatives to any x contained in the question domain, w-alles restricts the latter such that it 

contains only the maximal divisible individual satisfying the background predicate P.  

The reader may wonder why the plurality condition is not simply stated in form of a  

cardinality restriction on x, namely x>1. The empirical reason for the choice of the predicate 

DIV(x) over a cardinality restriction was already given in (19), repeated as (36).  

(36) Q: Wer hat  alles  /  so einander geheiratet?  

  who has all SO each.other married 

  ‘Who-ALL/SO married each other?’ 

A:    #  Klaus  und  Maria. 

  Klaus and Mary 

As (36) shows, it is infelicitous to answer a wh-question containing a QQP and a collective 

predicate by naming just one collective group individual satisfying the predicate even though 

this collective group consists of more than one entity (in this case Klaus and Maria). 

Therefore, a simple cardinality restriction would incorrectly rule in (36A) as a felicitous 

answer to (36Q). The predicate DIV(x), in contrast, will rule out any single group individual as 

a possible answer to (36Q), given that these are indivisible. For this reason, a felicitous 

answer to (36Q) will have to contain at least two group individuals. The choice of DIV(x) over 

|x| > 1 allows for another interesting prediction: All divisible entities, in particular the 

denotations of bare plural expressions (on their existential reading, Diesing 1990) and bare 

                                                
6
 An even more local way of combining the meanings of QQP and wh-item would be to treat wh-items as 

predicate modifiers of type <et,et>, such that the meaning of who would be: [[who]] = λP.λx. P(x) & human’(x), 

with existential binding and the formation of alternative propositions attributed to an abstract functional Q-

operator. On this analysis, QQPs would be of type <<et,et>>, <et,et>>, modifying the question denotation by 

introducing the predicate DIV(x) and the exhaustiveness condition (E. Zimmermann, p.c.). The meaning for wer 

so ‘who SO’ on this account is given in (i).  

(i) [[wer so]] = λP.λx. P(x) & human’(x) & DIV(x) 

Given that an analysis along these lines would require type-shift operations with non-subject wh-phrases, we will 

keep to the less local account in terms of modified structured propositions in what follows. 
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mass nouns, should qualify as appropriate answers to wh-questions modified by QQPs. (37ab) 

show that prediction is indeed borne out: 

(37) a. Q: Wen  hat Mila so eingeladen? A: Kinder  aus  der  Kita.  

  Who has Mila SO invited   children from  the daycare 

 ‘Whom-SO did Mila invite?’ ‘(Some) children from the daycare.’ 

 b. Q: Was  hat der Laster so geladen? A: Holz.  

 what has the truck   SO loaded wood 

 ‘What-SO is the truck loaded with?’ ‘Wood.’   

With the lexical entries of w-so and w-alles in place, we can now proceed to derive the 

meaning of entire wh-questions: The meaning of the unmodified wh-question Wer ist 

gegangen? ‘Who has left’ is given in (38a). The meanings of the wh-questions modified by w-

so and w-alles are shown in (38b) and (38c), respectively: 

(38) a. [[Wer ist gegangen? Who has left?]]  =   

<λx. x left,{x| x ∈ *PERSON}>   

possible answers: {Sarah left, Jenny left, Sarah und Jenny left…} 

 b.  [[Wer ist so gegangen? Who-SO has left?]]  =  

<λx. x left , {x| x ∈ *PERSON & DIV(x) }>   

possible answers: {Sarah and Jenny left, Sarah and Jenny and Hans left,…} 

c. [[Wer ist alles gegangen? Who-all has left?]] =  

<λx. x left, {x| x∈*PERSON &  DIV(x) & ¬¬¬¬∃∃∃∃z[ zx & z ∈∈∈∈*PERSON & z left] }> 

possible answers: {Sarah and Jenny left and nobody else left, Sarah and Hans 

left and nobody else left, …}  

As can be seen from the respective sets of possible answers, the semantic representations in 

(38bc) adequatly capture the meaning of wh-questions modified by a QQP. 

3.4 Advantages of the analysis 

The semantic analysis of QQPs in section 3.3 accounts in a systematic way for the semantic 

effect of the syntactic position of QQPs on wh-questions, illustrated in (28). By assumption, 

the syntactic construal of wh-item and QQP results in co-indexation, which determines which 

restriction of the question domain will be further specified by the QQP. The effects of 

syntactic position on semantic interpretation are illustrated once more in (40ab) for the 

minimal pair in (39ab): 

(39) a. Weri hat ti soi gestern bei der Papstwahl wen gewählt?  

  ‘Who-SO voted for whom at yesterday’s papal elections?’ 

 b. Wer hat gestern bei der Papstwahl [wenj soj] gewählt?  

  ‘Who voted for whom-SO at yesterday’s papal elections?’ 

(40) a. [[39a]] =  

<λyλx. x hat y gewählt, {y| y∈*PERSON}, {x| x∈*PERSON & DIV(x)}> 

 b. [[39b]] =    

<λyλx. x hat y gewählt, {y| y ∈ *PERSON & DIV(y)}, {x| x ∈ *PERSON} > 

Apart from accounting for the effects of syntax on interpretation, the analysis has the 

following advantages:  First, it captures the plurality effects observable with w-alles and w-so, 

by making a divisibility requirement part of the lexical meaning of both QQPs. Second, it 

captures the semantic agreement effects showing up with w-überall und w-immer, as the QQP 
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directly modifies the question domain (person, thing, place, time) introduced by the wh-

expression, cf. (30ab) in section 3.2. Third, it captures multiple occurrences of w-alles and w-

so modifying different wh-items with the corresponding semantic effects in multiple 

questions, cf. (24ab) in section 2.3. Fourth and last, the analysis captures the joint occurrence 

of both QQPs in simple questions, cf. (23), since the meaning contributions of w-so and w-

alles do not contradict each other: The plural requirement of w-so constitutes part of the 

meaning of w-alles as well. All in all, then, the proposed analysis successfully accounts for 

the syntactic and semantic behaviour of QQPs. However, this still leaves us with the question 

of whether the meaning contribution of QQPs comes in form of a presupposition, or whether 

it contributes to the propositional content of the question itself. 

3.5 The meaning of QQPs: Presuppositional or propositional  

There are two kinds of evidence that suggest that the plurality and exhaustiveness effects 

observed with QQPs are presuppositional in nature, rather than forming part of the 

propositional content of the question per se. The first kind of evidence concerns the fact that 

the plurality requirement on answers to questions containing a QQP can be cancelled by 

inserting additional material, such as nur ‘only’ or als einziger ‘alone’, which would 

explicitly state that the background predicate is satisfied by only one atomic individual, cf. 

(18) and (29A2) repeated here as (41) for convenience : 

(41) Q: Wer  ist    alles gegangen?  A: Nur Jenny/ Jenny ist als einzige gegangen. 

  ‘Who-all left?’ ‘Only Jenny / Jenny alone left.’ 

Compare this to the infelicitous question-answer pair in (42), where the answer is in clear 

contradiction to the propositional content of the question, substituting Frau ‘woman’ for man 

‘Mann’, and cannot easily be saved by replacing the relevant material without being perceived 

as an incongruent discourse move. 

(42) Q: Welcher Mann ist gegangen? A: # Es war eine Frau  und sie heißt Maria

  which   man has gone  It was a woman and she  is.called M. 

   ‘Which man has gone?’      # ‘It was a woman and she’s called Mary.’ 

The second kind of evidence shows up in connection with the truth-conditions of sentences 

with embedded wh-questions. The relevant fact here is that the exhaustiveness introduced by 

w-alles in an embedded wh-question cannot easily be negated by negation in the matrix clause 

(A. Haida, p.c.). This is what we would expect, however, if exhaustiveness contributed to the 

propositional content of the embedded wh-question, and consequently to the truth conditions 

of the entire clause. To get a feel for the effects we are after, consider first (43), where 

negation in the matrix clause can target and negate the exhaustiveness introduced by the 

exhaustive focus particle only in the embedded clause: 

(43)  Mary does not know that Klaus invited only his parents,  

but she knows at least that Klaus invited his parents. 

Now consider (44), which involves a configuration that is similar to the one found in (43): 

The first embedded wh-question contains a marker of exhaustiveness, the QQP w-alles, and is 

embedded under a matrix negation. Unlike in (43), though, the sequence in (44) is ill-formed. 

(44)            # Maria  weiß nicht,  wen  Klaus alles  eingeladen  hat,  

  Mary knows not whom Klaus all invited  has 

aber  sie  weiß  immerhin,  wen  Klaus  eingeladen  hat. 

but  she knows at least  whom K. invited  has 

intended reading: ‘Mary does not know all the people that Klaus invited, but 

she knows at least some of the people that Klaus invited.’ 
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The infelicity of (44) will be accounted for directly if the meaning contribution of w-alles 

comes in form of a presupposition, leaving the truth-conditions of the clause unaffected. In 

that case the truth-conditions of (44) would read as ‘Mary does not know whom Klaus 

invited, but she knows at least whom he invited’, a clear contradiction.  

4 QQPs from a cross-linguistic perspective 

We will close the discussion of QQPs and their meaning with a few observations on their 

cross-linguistic status. In fact, even a quick survey shows that there are quite a few languages 

with QQPs, or at least with grammatical constructions that have analogous semantic 

interpretations: Among the European languages, Dutch features the QQPs allemaal and zoal, 

with interpretations corresponding to German w-alles and w-so (Beck & Rullmann 1999), and 

some variants of Irish English feature the exhaustive QQP what all (McCloskey 2000). As 

mentioned in section 1, QQPs in German and Hausa show a similar semantic behaviour, too, 

cf. (5) and (6). In both languages, QQPs can restrict the meaning of wh-questions with respect 

to plurality and exhaustiveness, as summarized in table 1: 

Table 1: QQPs in German and Hausa 

German Hausa Semantic Specification 

wer wàa  unspecified: +/- plural, +/- exhaustive 

-- wàanee-nèe +/- plural, + exhaustive 

wer…so su-wàa + plural, +/- exhaustive 

wer...alles su-wàanee-nèe + plural, + exhaustive 

Table 1 also brings out some differences in the QQP-systems of the two languages: In Hausa, 

the two logically independent meaning components of plurality and exhaustiveness are 

lexicalized in form of two different QQPs, namely sú and nee/cèe, respectively. These can 

modify the wh-question either alone, or together. In German, in contrast, there is no QQP that 

would specify exhaustiveness without expressing plurality, as the QQP w-alles signals both 

plurality and exhaustiveness at the same time. 

The existence of QQPs in languages typologically as far apart as German (Indo-European) 

and Hausa (Chadic, Afro-Asiatic) gives rise to typological questions of the following sort: (i.) 

Which other languages have formal devices of expressing plurality and/or exhaustiveness in 

wh-questions? (ii.) How are these devices realized syntactically? Are there, for instance, wh-

in situ languages with sentence-peripheral QQPs? A brief look at Japanese and Korean shows 

that there are no sentence-peripheral QQPs at least in these two classical wh-in situ languages. 

At the same time, though, both languages have the possibility of restricting the wh-expression 

to range over plural entities alone, namely by reduplicating the indeterminate (question) 

pronoun, cf. (45ab). In Japanese, this strategy is somewhat marginal and perceived as sub-

standard (S.Tomioka, p.c.), while it is more general in Korean (M.-J. Kim, p.c.). 

(45) a. paatii-ni  dare-dare-ga    kite-ima-sita-ka? [Japanese] 

party-LOC  who-who-NOM come-be-past-Q 

‘I know many people came to the party, but could you name a few of those 

who came?’  plural, but no full answer expected  [S. Tomioka, p.c.] 

 b. Chelswu: (presupposing that there were several people at the party.) 

Phathi-ey  nwukwu-nwukwu-(ka)  o-ess-ni? 

party-GOAL  who-who-(NOM)        come-PAST-Q.informal 

‘Who (and who) came to the party?’ 

Yenghi:  Mina-wa    jiyung-iuy   kachok-i       o-ess-e. 

Mina-CONJ   jiyung-GEN  family-NOM     come-PAST-DECL.informal 

‘Mina and Jiyung and her family came.’ 
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The VOS-language Malagasy, finally, features another cross-linguistic counterpart of the 

exhaustive QQP w-alles. In this language, the distributivity marker avy co-occurs with wh-

expressions to force a plural, or even exhaustive wh-question (Keenan 2006) 

(46)  Aiza avy no misy azy ireo tsirairay avy? 

  where DIST FOC exist 3ACC DEM.PL each  each 

  ‘In which places are each of them (pieces of furniture)?’  

What this brief and incomplete survey shows, then, is that the semantic effects observed with 

German QQPs are of a more general nature and are found in a whole range of both related and 

unrelated languages. Surely, this finding should warrant more research into parallels and 

differences in the cross-linguistic expression of plurality and exhaustiveness in wh-questions. 

5 Conclusion and Consequences 

The paper puts forward an analysis of QQPs that treats them as modifiers over structured 

propositions, adding the meaning components of plurality (w-so) or plurality and 

exhaustiveness (w-alles) to the meaning of questions. A crucial, though so far implicit 

ingredient of the present analysis is the assumption that unmodified wh-questions are 

unspecified with respect to plurality, and more importantly to exhaustiveness. Obviously, this 

assumption stands in contradiction to the treatment of (unmodified) questions as inherently 

exhaustive in Groenendijk & Stokhof (1982, 1984), who analyze questions as introducing 

partitions over possible worlds. Despite the arguments in favour of Groenendijk & Stokhof’s 

account, the existence of overt exhaustiveness markers in wh-questions, such as e.g. the 

German QQP w-alles and the distributive marker avy in Malagasy, constitutes a challenge for 

this line of thought. If unmodified wh-questions are necessarily interpreted as exhaustive, 

what could the function of these apparent exhaustiveness markers be? In conclusion, we will 

briefly point out two possible approaches to this problem, of which the first one proves 

problematic, while the second appears to be more promising.  

First, one could try to reconstruct the meaning contribution of the QQPs w-so and w-alles in 

the following way: Unmodified wh-questions are semantically specified as +exhaustive. To 

this basic interpretation, the QQP w-alles adds a meaning component of plurality (instead of 

plurality and exhaustiveness), whereas the QQP w-so adds the meaning components of 

plurality and non-exhaustiveness. Notice that on this revised analysis, it would be the QQP w-

so, which is semantically more complex. There are at least two reasons for eschewing this 

kind of reanalysis, though. Conceptually, it is not clear how the effects of non-exhaustiveness 

can be formalized in Groenendijk & Stokhof’s treatment of questions in terms of partitions, 

which are exhaustive by their very nature. 

The alternative, and - given the occurrence of exhaustive elements in a range of languages – 

more promising solution would be to give up on the assumption that questions are inherently 

exhaustive, and to attribute the exhaustiveness effects observable with unmodified questions 

to pragmatic inferences with matrix questions (van Rooij & Schulz 2004), or to the meaning 

of the matrix predicate with embedded questions (Beck & Rullman 1999). The analysis of 

exhaustive QQPs may thus well contribute to a better understanding of the semantics of 

questions in general. 
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